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Despite Poland’s decimation during the Second World War, musicians there formed orchestras 

and performed concerts within days of liberation. Even before hostilities had concluded, 

audiences flooded makeshift concert halls and revealed a new-found hunger for contemporary 

classical music. This dissertation asks why musicians in Poland were able to quickly channel 

trauma into action and examines how their experiences during wartime—whether as performers 

in Warsaw’s cafés, exiles in the USSR, or refugees from the Holocaust—shaped their subsequent 

conviction that music could help rebuild a devastated society.  

To analyze these questions, I study the generation of Polish and Polish-Jewish classical 

musicians—composers, musicologists, critics, performers, and organizers—who were at the 

height of their careers when WWII began. I trace the emergent forms of sociality that connected 

these musicians from the semi-formal associations of the 1930s into the high Stalinist period of 

the early 1950s. I argue that individual relationships, alongside the politics of friendship more 

widely, helped to create an artistic milieu that formed the basis for state institutions after 1945. In 

viewing this history from the ground up, across the span of World War II, I demonstrate that 

personal experiences of wartime violence catalyzed aesthetics and political organization alike. 

During the 1920s and 1930s, these musicians shared a conviction that Poland’s musical 

underdevelopment required widespread action, whether by launching concerts in the Polish 



 

backcountry or importing modernist trends from western Europe. During WWII, these same 

organizations enabled some musicians to survive, while other musicians were forced to take 

more drastic measures, whether by hiding or leaving occupied Poland. By the early postwar 

period the paths of these protagonists had diverged, with many (including Zofia Lissa, Tadeusz 

Ochlewski, Zygmunt Mycielski, and Piotr Perkowski) continuing their work at home. Others, 

including Roman Palester, Mateusz Gliński, and Tadeusz Kassern, emigrated, even as they 

shared sympathies for rebuilding. By reconstructing a collective biography of these musicians, I 

show how their wartime experiences gave birth to heterogeneous visions for Poland’s musical 

future, visions from which the country’s socialist musical culture was ultimately forged.  
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A NOTE ON TRANSLATIONS, TRANSLITERATIONS, AND PLACE NAMES 

 

All translations are my own unless otherwise specified in the citations. Transliterations from the 

Russian and Ukrainian follow the guidelines given in the introduction to the New Grove 

Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 2nd edition.  

 

Toponyms pose special challenges for scholars of eastern Europe. When writing about a 

multilingual and multicultural region, the language in which a city is named can convey a 

(dominant) cultural perspective or suggest political ownership. Moreover, as eastern European 

territories passed between states across the twentieth century, toponyms were often changed to 

reflect the desires of each new set of rulers. In general, I refer to places by their official name at 

the time of the events being described: thus, the city that is today known as Lviv and is located in 

western Ukraine appears as Lemberg when it was part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire (before 

1918), Lwów when it belonged to the Second Polish Republic (1918-1939), Lvov when it was 

occupied by the Soviet Union and incorporated into Soviet Ukraine (1939-1941), Lemberg when 

it was occupied by Germany (1941-1944), and finally Lviv after its liberation. The main 

exceptions to this rule are the cities of Warsaw, Cracow, and Moscow, which I give in their 

commonly accepted English forms. In bibliographic citations, place names are given as they 

appear in the original publication. 
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Introduction 
 
Poland’s first post-WWII feature film, Zakazane piosenki or Forbidden Songs (1947), opens on a 

film set with a crowd who has assembled to listen as a volunteer performs a song from the 

occupation. The film was directed by the cabaret artist Ludwik Starski, who intended to 

document the musical culture of German-occupied Poland. From the performances of nineteenth-

century patriotic songs in front of the shuttered Warsaw Philharmonic, to contrafacta that turn 

light-hearted songs into brutal critiques of the occupiers, to the tunes that were sung by children 

to mock Germans, to clandestine concerts of Chopin, Forbidden Songs suggests that music is not 

only a historical window onto the occupation but was itself a protagonist in the Polish experience 

of the Second World War. See Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Street performers and their audience in Forbidden Songs (Zakazane Piosenki). 

As an early document of public war memory, Forbidden Songs raises several questions that are 

at the heart of this study. The film asks the viewer to consider how music can offer a form of 
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resistance to violence and suggests that cultural life, in its very ubiquity, is difficult to curtail 

even in circumstances of widespread persecution. The film further portrays music as an artform 

that speaks to elite and the masses alike, as the songs move between apartments and tram cars, 

from cafés onto street corners. As an act of musical documentation and commemoration, 

Forbidden Songs treats music as a potent witness to trauma, one that can create a collective 

memory of the past.1 And, as recent scholarship on the film has demonstrated, it intertwines 

Jewish and Polish narratives of victimhood, preserving some of the chaos of wartime 

experience.2 

Much like Forbidden Songs, this dissertation addresses the relation among music, war, 

and memory in Poland. It does so by studying the generation of Polish and Polish-Jewish 

classical musicians—composers, musicologists, critics, performers, and organizers—who were at 

the height of their careers when the Second World War began. From the 1930s into the early 

1950s, they worked together and apart, moving between Warsaw, Paris, London, New York, and 

Moscow with the aim of strengthening Poland’s musical life, learning from cosmopolitan 

centers, and, eventually, recovering from their losses. By the early postwar period, however, the 

paths of these protagonists had splintered. Zofia Lissa became Poland’s leading Marxist 

musicologist, building the Warsaw Musicological Institute into an academic powerhouse, 

alongside prewar organizers like Tadeusz Ochlewski and Piotr Perkowski who continued their 

work under state socialism. Others, such as the publisher and critic Mateusz Gliński, never 

returned to Poland after the war. Still others, including Roman Palester and Tadeusz Kassern, 

                                                
1 On the film’s reception, see, Alina Madej, Kino, władza, publiczność: Kinematografia polska w latach 1944-1949 
(Bielsko-Biała: Prasa Beskidzka, 2002), 118-122. 
2 Barbara Milewski, “Hidden in Plain View: The Music of Holocaust Survival in Poland’s First Postwar Feature 
Film,” in Music, Memory, Trauma and Nostalgia in European Cinema after the Second World War, ed. Michael 
Baumgartner and Ewelina Boczkowska (New York: Routledge, forthcoming). 
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emigrated—giving up careers and public recognition for little more than obscurity. This 

dissertation reveals how wartime experience gave birth to heterogenous, and often conflicting, 

visions for Poland’s musical future. 

In analyzing these musicians’ compositions, published essays, and private writing, I trace 

the emergent forms of sociality that connected these musicians from the semi-formal associations 

of the 1930s into the high Stalinist period of the early 1950s. I argue that individual relationships, 

alongside the politics of friendship more widely, helped to create an artistic milieu that formed 

the basis for state institutions that have more often been analyzed in terms of top-down, state-

directed politics. In viewing this history from the bottom up, in a chronology that spans World 

War II, this dissertation argues that experiences of wartime violence catalyzed political 

organizations and revitalized discussions about music’s role in reconstruction. This dissertation 

foregrounds the diverse impacts of persecution and survival within an artistic community and 

reminds us that violence’s meanings change for its victims as they reimagine their futures.  

Within the field of music and politics, my arguments advance debates concerning the 

linkages between trauma, cultural expression, and collective memory. In an influential 

examination of this issue, Cathy Caruth drew on a psychoanalytic tradition to argue that trauma 

confounds human capacity for comprehension and representation; traumatic events are only 

knowable indirectly, long after the fact, and through an often-painful process of involuntary 

revisiting. If trauma displays an inherent latency, then traces of traumatic events are to be found 

in the breakdown of representational structures.3 Writing from a sociological perspective, Aleida 

Assmann arrives at an analogous conclusion for social lag following trauma, observing that 

societies generally require between fifteen to thirty years before they begin a process of cultural 

                                                
3 Cathy Caruth, Unclaimed Experience: Trauma, Narrative, and History (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 
1996), 17-18. 
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reflection on disruptive pasts.4 The re-evaluation of the Holocaust in the 1970s and ‘80s provides 

the paradigmatic example of a delayed resurgence of memory, a process which led to the 

Holocaust’s treatment as a defining cataclysm of Western modernity and to a proliferation of 

scholarship on its cultural representations.5  

Drawing on this ongoing concern for cultural memory in response to trauma, recent 

musicological scholarship has investigated the long-term processes through which witnessing 

and mourning unfold, suggesting that the aftermath of trauma often requires a decades-long 

framework to become visible.6 If these conceptions of trauma are applied musical culture in 

Poland, then we might expect a relative silence in the historical record and interpret it as the 

inevitable outcome of psychological and social disruption. 

Such a view, I argue, overlooks the constructive ends to which musicians mobilized the 

wartime past. Not only the inevitable byproduct of trauma, a multivalent treatment of wartime 

experiences helped to build a stable platform for future musical projects. In this sense, 

confronting wartime experience was a social, political, and ultimately aesthetic undertaking, a 

process largely carried out by the generation of young musicians who had quickly risen into 

leadership positions after the war. To analyze memories of war within this group of musical 

                                                
4 Aleida Assmann, Shadows of Trauma: Memory and the Politics of Postwar Identity, trans. Sarah Clift (New York: 
Fordham University Press, 2016), 15.  
5 Jeffrey C. Alexander, “On the Social Construction of Moral Universals: The ‘Holocaust’ from War Crime to 
Trauma Drama,” in Cultural Trauma and Collective Identity, ed. Alexander et al. (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2004): 196-263; Barbara A. Misztal, Theories of Social Remembering (Maidenhead: Open 
University Press, 2003), 142-5; Kerwin Lee Klein, “On the Emergence of Memory in Historical Discourse,” 
Representations 69 (2000), 139-42.  
6 For scholarship that focuses on representations of trauma, see:  Amy Lynn Wlodarski, Musical Witness and 
Holocaust Representation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015); Maria Cizmic, Performing Pain: Music 
and Trauma in Eastern Europe (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012); Nicholas Reyland, “Personal Loss, 
Cultural Grief, and Lutosławski’s Music of Mourning,” 39-70 in Lutosławski’s Worlds. Several studies extend 
similar themes into the early postwar period: Joy Haslam Calico, Arnold Schoenberg’s A Survivor from Warsaw in 
Postwar Europe (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2014); Martha Anne Sprigge, Abilities to Mourn: 
Musical Commemoration in the German Democratic Republic (1945-1989), PhD Diss., University of Chicago, 
2013. 
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intellectuals, I draw on Maurice Halbwachs’ observation that memory depends on both social 

frames of reference and also serves to solidify collective identity. 

Halbwachs refers to two distinct processes by the single term “collective memory,” a 

semantic ambiguity reflected in the scholarship he has influenced.7 On the one hand, he argues 

that individuals rely on societal structures and interpersonal relationships to recall even the most 

personal memories. To recount my teenage years, for example, I would tell you about my high 

school in an isolated yet cosmopolitan city, how my intention to become a professional cellist led 

me to befriend musicians and form a quartet, and where I was on 9/11, an event whose political 

fallout inaugurated my fascination with global politics and led my parents to mutter warnings 

about quagmires and Vietnams. To convey this story, I have drawn on my relationship with 

institutions, student associations, cultural divisions among my peers, then-current political 

events, my parents, and broad historical lessons. By “discoursing” with such social reference 

points, I have formulated my past and communicated it, in some small way, to you.8 In the first 

sense, Halbwachs’ notion of “collective memory” refers to such “empty forms” or “landmarks 

that we always carry within ourselves” through which personal experiences are given direction 

and meaning.9 These forms are powerful because they are vague enough to be shared throughout 

a group, yet specific enough to shape individual experience to their contours. In a second sense, 

however, Halbwachs uses “collective memory” to refer to monuments, memorial, or 

celebrations—rituals or public representations through which groups commemorate their past. If 

                                                
7 Jeffrey K. Olick, “From Collective Memory to the Sociology of Mnemonic Practices and Products,” in Cultural 
Memories Studies: An International and Interdisciplinary Handbook, Astrid Erll and Ansgar Nünning eds. (Berlin: 
Walter de Gruyter, 2008), 155-157. For a sympathetic overview of the 1990s memory debates, see: Peter Fritzsche, 
“The Case of Modern Memory,” The Journal of Modern History 73/1 (2001): 87-117; for a critical overview see: 
Kerwin Lee Klein, “On the Emergence of Memory in Historical Discourse,” Representations 69 (2000): 127-50. 
8 Maurice Halbwachs, On Collective Memory, ed. and trans. Lewis A. Coser (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1992), 53.  
9 Halbwachs, On Collective Memory, 173, 175. 
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the first sense explores how collectives shape individual memory, then this second sense 

considers how collectives make use of the past.    

Jeffrey K. Olick usefully reinterprets Halbwachs’ two senses of collective memory. He 

describes the sense of socially informed individual memory as “collected memory,” or the 

“aggregated individual memories of members of a group.”10 He reserves the term “collective 

memory” for the socially supported, symbolic practices that define a common past. If “collected 

memory” asks how individuals structure their own memories, then this second sense asks how 

group identity draws on narratives and symbols. While Olick evaluates the study of “collected” 

and “collective” memory as separate methodologies, I draw on the terminological distinction to 

illuminate phases in a historical process: how are individual experiences reworked and 

transformed as a group develops foundational beliefs about its past? Why are certain individual 

memories maintained in “collective memory” while others are forgotten? By examining the 

transformation of individual experience into collective representations and political organization, 

this study explores the middle ground between psychological theories of trauma, derived from 

Freud, and sociological accounts of trauma as a socially constructed claim to collective 

legitimacy.11 To do so, I examine both key individuals and the groups to which they belong, 

calling attention to distinctions between private and public forums for reflecting on the past. By 

analyzing how experiences of trauma are processed into collective representations and 

instituional structures, this study reveals that its impacts are felt across the domains of social 

organization and aesthetics alike.  

 
 

                                                
10 Jeffrey K. Olick, The Politics of Regret: On Collective Memory and Historical Responsibility (New York: 
Routledge, 2007), 23-4.  
11 Jeffrey C. Alexander, ed., Cultural Trauma and Collective Identity (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
2004). 
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II. Music and Politics in the Polish Bloodlands 
 
To date, scholars have predominantly examined twentieth-century Polish music through the lens 

of the Cold War, often treating Poland’s western-style avant-garde as a powerful antidote to 

clichés of the Eastern Bloc’s cultural isolation.12 Scholarship on earlier periods in the twentieth 

century, mostly from scholars writing in Polish, tends to focus on musical style or on compiling 

primary documents.13 As a result, both WWII and its aftermath are typically seen to play a 

minimal role in shaping Poland’s musical life. When writing about the post-1945 period, 

scholars focus on the relation between the communist state (as represented by institutions like the 

Polish United Workers’ Party or Ministry of Culture) and non-state actors (like musicians and 

composers). Racing toward the heady years around 1950, when socialist realist aesthetics 

reached a highwater mark, they analyze the state’s ideological ambitions, successes, and 

shortcomings. WWII is significant to this narrative mainly in a general sense, since it is the 

geopolitical cause for Poland falling under the Soviet sphere of influence and paving the way for 

communist rule. But the war’s tangible impact on musicians’ lives—not to mentions on the 

state’s musical policies or priorities—largely evaporates.14  

 My study inverts the standard periodization that has been applied to twentieth-century  

                                                
12 Lisa Jakelski, Making New Music in Cold War Poland: The Warsaw Autumn Festival, 1956-1968 (Oakland: 
University of California Press, 2017); Lisa C. Vest, “The Discursive Foundations of the Polish Musical Avant-Garde 
at Midcentury: Aesthetics of Progress, Meaning, and National Identity” (PhD diss., Indiana University, 2014); David 
Tompkins, Composing the Party Line: Music and Politics in Early Cold War Poland and East Germany (Lafayette: 
Purdue University Press, 2013); Adrian Thomas, Polish Music since Szymanowski (Cambridge University Press, 
2005); Cynthia E. Bylander, “The Warsaw Autumn International Festival of Contemporary Music, 1956-1961: Its 
Goals, Structures, Programs, and People” (PhD diss., Ohio State University, 1989).   
13 Zofia Helman, Neoklasycyzm w muzyce polskiej XX wieku (Kraków: PWM, 1985); Helman, Roman Palester: 
twórca i dzieło (Kraków: Musica Iagellonica, 1999); Violetta Kostka, Tadeusz Zygfryd Kassern: indywidualne 
odmiany stylów muzycznych XX wieku (Poznań: Rhytmos, 2011). Roman Jasiński, Koniec epoki: muzyka w 
Warszawie, 1927-1939 (Warszawa: Państwowy Instytut Wydawniczy, 1986); Elżbieta Markowska and Katarzyna 
Naliwajek, eds., Okupacyjne losy muzyków, Warszawa 1939-1945 Vol. I-II (Warszawa: Towarzystwo Witolda 
Lutosławskiego, 2014-15). 
14 Thomas, Polish Music since Szymanowski, 26-79; Tompkins, Composing the Party Line; Sławomir Wieczorek, 
Na froncie muzyki: socrealistyczny dyskurs o muzyce w Polsce w latach 1948-1955 (Wrocław: Wydawnictwo 
Uniwersytetu Wrocławskiego, 2014). 
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Polish music. It treats the socialist realist years not as the beginning point for the avant-garde, but 

rather as the culminating point of debates that had begun in the 1920s. This periodization 

recenters WWII as the defining experience for Polish musicians around the middle of the 

century. In so doing, this study places classical music in the context of what Timothy Snyder has 

termed the European “bloodlands.”15 Snyder’s term, a geographic designation that includes the 

areas between Moscow and Berlin, is useful because it directs attention to the interaction of 

Soviet and German power in the massive state-directed murder of civilian populations in eastern 

Europe during WWII, including—but not limited to—the Holocaust of European Jews. My study 

thereby complements recent work from scholars who have examined music during WWII, but 

who have focused largely on Allied—if not western Euro-American—perspectives. 16   

Most musical scholarship on the bloodlands has examined the related, but narrower, topic 

of music during the Holocaust. Focusing on camps and ghettos, several scholars have 

documented the diverse forms of musical life that existed in harrowing conditions. Shirli Gilbert, 

for example, has highlighted the varied social roles performed by music-making during 

internment, but provides little sense of the musical lives of individuals before they were interned, 

or, for that matter, of survivors during the postwar period.17 Much research has focused on the 

musical life in the “model” camp of Terezín.18 Yet the focus on this exceptional camp risks 

                                                
15 Timothy Snyder, Bloodlands: Europe between Hitler and Stalin (New York: Basic Books, 2010). 
16 Annegret Fauser, Sounds of War: Music in the United States during World War II (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2013); Christina L. Baade, Victory through Harmony: The BBC and Popular Music in World War II (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2012); Kiril Tomoff, Creative Union: The Professional Organization of Soviet Composers, 
1939-1953 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2006), 63-94; Leslie A. Sprout, The Musical Legacy of Wartime 
France (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2013). 
17 Music in the Holocaust: Confronting Life in the Nazi Ghettos and Camps (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2005); Gila Flam, Singing for Survival (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1992). 
18 Joža Karas, Music in Terezín 1941-1945 (Hillsdale, NY: Pendgragon Press, 1985); Cornelis Witthoefft, 
Komponisten in Theresienstadt (Hamburg: Initiative H. Krása, 1999). Recent annual meetings of the American 
Musicological Society have included several papers on this topic, suggesting its ongoing appeal to students and 
program committees alike. 
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obscuring the Holocaust’s broader, and ultimately devastating, cultural aftermath.19 Bringing 

promising research trends from memory studies into the discipline, several musicologists have 

recently studied Holocaust commemoration, but this work reveals more about later cultural 

perceptions of the Holocaust than it does about survivors’ experiences.20  

I advance this scholarship by showing how anti-Jewish persecution interacted with 

wartime persecution writ large. As such, this study brings concerns developed among historians 

for Polish and Jewish relations during WWII into the field of musicology.21 This scholarship 

responds to a sea-change in popular and scholarly reckoning with the Holocaust in Poland that 

followed on the publication of Jan T. Gross’ Neighbors, which unearthed a massacre of Jews by 

their Polish neighbors in the town of Jedwabne on 10 July 1941. By pointing to the role of the 

people of Jedwabne as murderers, Gross helped to undermined the once-common perception of 

the Poles as blameless co-victims of the German occupation.22 In the wake of this work, 

numerous scholars have addressed issues of interethnic violence and rescue, and have written 

histories of Polish-Jewish memory and antisemitism.23 Yet examinations of Jewish identity 

among musicians has been largely limited to “who’s-who” guides to Jewish musicians or the 

                                                
19 An exception is James Loeffler, “‘In Memory of our Murdered (Jewish) Children’: Hearing the Holocaust in 
Soviet Jewish Culture,” Slavic Review 73/3 (2014): 585-611. 
20 Joy Calico, Arnold Schoenberg’s A Survivor from Warsaw in Postwar Europe (Berkeley: University of California. 
Press, 2014); Amy Wlodarski, Musical Witness and Holocaust Representation (Cambridge: University of 
Cambridge Press, 2015). 
21 Michael C Steinlauf, Bondage to the Dead: Poland and the Memory of the Holocaust (Syracuse, NY : Syracuse 
University Press, 1997); Joanna B. Michlic, Poland’s Threatening Other: The Image of the Jew from 1880 to the 
Present (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2006); Marci Shore, Caviar and Ashes: A Warsaw Generation’s 
Life and Death in Marxism, 1918-1968 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2006). 
22 See Antony Polonsky and Joanna B. Michlic, eds., The Neighbors Respond: The Controversy over the Jedwabne 
Massacre in Poland (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004); Dorota Glowacka and Joanna Zylinska, eds., 
Imaginary Neighbors: Mediating Polish-Jewish Relations after the Holocaust (Lincoln: University of Nebraska 
Press, 2007).  
23 Jan Grabowski, Hunt for the Jews: betrayal and murder in German-occupied Poland (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 2013); Anna Cichopek-Gajraj, Beyond Violence: Jewish Survivors in Poland and Slovakia, 1944-
48 (New York : Cambridge University Press, 2014); Bożena Shallcross, The Holocaust Object in Polish and Polish-
Jewish Culture (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2011); Michael Meng, Shattered Spaces: Encountering 
Jewish Ruins in Postwar Germany and Poland (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 2011).  
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publication of memoirs.24 These publications provide a wealth of information, but their format as 

dictionaries or document compilations obscures the nuances of individuals’ identities, both social 

and musical. 

Finally, this dissertation contributes to debates in Polish history concerning the creation 

of postwar communist institutions. The opening of Polish archives in the early 1990s led to 

several new studies that contested the view of top-down, totalitarian functioning of state power, 

instead focusing on how authority was generated from the bottom up.25 These studies both 

extended the challenges to the belief that Eastern Europe was dominated by totalitarian states, a 

critique first launched by revisionist Soviet studies during the 1970s and 80s, and placed greater 

emphasis on the subjective, personal dimensions that characterized post-revisionist Soviet 

studies.26 In recent years, Patryk Babiracki and Kyrill Kunakhovich have developed these 

methods to focus on cultural policy across the period of reconstruction and the early Cold War.27 

My study extends the timeframe of such research back into the 1920s and 30s, thereby showing 

how postwar institution-building enacted long-term continuities across seemingly decisive 

moments of political rupture.  

 
 

                                                
24 Leon Tadeusz Błaszczyk, Żydzi w kulturze muzycznej ziem polskich w XIX i XX wieku: słownik biograficzny 
(Warszawa: Stowarzyszenie Żydowski Instytut Historyczny w Polsce, 2014); Isaschar Fater and Ewa Świderska, 
Muzyka żydowska w Polsce w okresie międzywojennym (Warszawa: Oficyna wydawnicza, 1997); Marian Fuks, 
Muzyka ocalona: judaica polskie (Warszawa: Wydawnictwa Radia i Telewizji, 1989). The best-known memoir is 
Władysław Szpilman, The Pianist: The Extraordinary Story of One Man’s Survival in Warsaw, 1939-45 (New York: 
Picador, 1999).  
25 Padraic Kenney, Rebuilding Poland: Workers and Communists, 1945-1950 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 
1997); John Connelly, Captive University: The Sovietization of East German, Czech, and Polish Higher Education, 
1945-1956 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2000).  
26 Sheila Fitzpatrick, “Revisionism in Soviet History,” History and Theory 46, no. 4 (December 2007): 77–91. 
27 Patryk Babiracki, Soviet Soft Power in Poland: Culture and the Making of Stalin’s New Empire, 1943-1957 
(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2015); Kyrill Kunakhovich, “In Search of Socialist Culture: 
Art and Politics in Krakow and Leipzig, 1918-1989,” PhD Diss., Princeton University, 2013. 
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III. The Generation as Method  
 
A generational history tracks individuals born into a shared cultural and temporal location across 

the course of their lives. It examines how they form concrete groups or networks that advance, or 

fail to realize, the opportunities available thanks to their initial location. It relies on what David 

Scott terms “biographical time,” the time that is lived and experienced by the individual during 

her life, to elucidate the “historical time” that is divided along the lines of wars, social upheavals, 

and political turning points.28 While historical events play an often-critical role in generation-

based histories, they are not treated as the sole, or even primary, mechanisms for periodization.     

 My usage of the generation as a method differs from the way the term in used in popular 

writing, as well as in some recent scholarly studies.29 In both popular writings on generational 

change and in some sociological studies, the generation is often treated as an identity category. 

Authors such as Jean M. Twenge or Anne Helen Petersen search for common traits that separate 

one birth cohort from another, such as a propensity for using new technologies or workaholic 

                                                
28 David Scott, “The Temporality of Generations: Dialogue, Tradition, Criticism,” New Literary History 45, no. 2 
(2014): 157–181, at 166. 
29 Examples of use of the term within musicology include Charles Rosen, The Romantic Generation (Cambridge, 
Mass: Harvard University Press, 1995), and the organization structure of Richard Taruskin, “The Class of 1685,” in 
The Oxford History of Western Music, Vol. 2 (Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2005). See also, Alfred Ottokar 
Lorenz, Abendländische Musikgeschichte im Rhythmus der Generationen (Berlin: Hesse, 1928); however, Lorenz’s 
schematic reduction of music history to periods of three hundred years consisting of ten generations, alongside his 
work’s noxious roots in racial ideology, limits its use. See, William Kinderman, “The Institute of Musicology at the 
Ludwig Maximilian University during National Socialism: The Career of the Wagner Scholar Alfred Lorenz,” 
Music and Politics 11, no. 1 (2017). https://doi.org/10.3998/mp.9460447.0011.103. Outside of musicology, The 
term “generation” has a still longer history. In antiquity, it was used to describe the inevitable succession of births 
and deaths, and in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries instead to describe coevals. (See comments by Alexandra 
Walsham in Alex Lichtenstein ed., “AHR Conversation: Each Generation Writes Its Own History of Generations,” 
The American Historical Review 123, no. 5 (2018): 1505–46, at 1510, 1532-33.) It was only in the nineteenth 
century that the succession of generations was treated as a motor behind broader patterns of social change, as 
exemplified by the work of Auguste Comte and John Stuart Mill. (Hans Jaeger, “Generations in History: Reflections 
on a Controversial Concept,” History and Theory 24, no. 3 (1985): 273–92, at 274-77.) The shift in the term’s 
meaning occurred against the backdrop of large-scale industrialization and rapid social change, experiences of 
temporal acceleration that have been analyzed as consequences of nineteenth-century modernity. See, Reinhart 
Koselleck, Futures Past: On the Semantics of Historical Time, trans. Keith Tribe (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 2004); Peter Fritzsche, Stranded in the Present: Modern Time and the Melancholy of History (Cambridge, 
Mass: Harvard University Press, 2004). 
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tendencies born from economic insecurity.30 Recent sociological work has attempted to 

understand the prevalence of generational identification and the reasons why certain cohorts 

think of themselves as belonging to a generation and others do not.31  

  Rather than focusing this study on generational self-identification, I have chosen to treat 

the generation as a lens into a wider array of political, personal, and musical circumstances. This 

is not because generational identity was unimportant to these musicians, but rather because I am 

primarily concerned with how being born into a given time and place influenced these 

musicians’ life possibilities. Nonetheless, the history of modern Poland has often been told as a 

history of generations. The term has been used to organize studies of political and cultural 

leadership, and it has appeared as a theme in several of Andrzej Wajda’s historial films, 

including A Generation (Pokolenie).32 It has played an inescapable, if untheorized, role in Polish 

music history as well: Adrian Thomas evokes generational membership some 48 times in Polish 

Music since Szymanowski, a frequencey that suggests the term’s status as a default tool for 

classification. 

 What is more, the musicians of this study reached adulthood just as the generation 

became a topic of discussion for sociologists including François Mentré and Karl Mannheim and 

                                                
30 Jean M. Twenge, iGen: Why Today’s Super-Connected Kids Are Growing Up Less Rebellious, More Tolerant, 
Less Happy—and Completely Unprepared for Adulthood—and What That Means for the Rest of Us (New York: 
Simon and Schuster, 2017); Anne Helen Petersen, “How Millennials Became The Burnout Generation,” BuzzFeed 
News, 5 January 2019, https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/annehelenpetersen/millennials-burnout-generation-
debt-work 
31 Corning and Schuman, Generations and Collective Memory; Michael Corsten, “The Time of Generations,” Time 
& Society 8, no. 2–3 (1999): 249–72; Sofia Aboim and Pedro Vasconcelos, “From Political to Social Generations A 
Critical Reappraisal of Mannheim’s Classical Approach,” European Journal of Social Theory 17, no. 2 (2014): 165–
83; June Edmunds and Bryan S. Turner, Generational Consciousness, Narrative, and Politics (Lanham, Md.: 
Rowman & Littlefield, 2002).   
32 Roman Wapiński, Pokolenia Drugiej Rzeczypospolitej (Wrocław: Zakład Narodowy im. Ossolińskich, 1991); Jaff 
Schatz, The Generation: The Rise and Fall of the Jewish Communists of Poland (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1991); Marci Shore, Caviar and Ashes: A Warsaw Generation’s Life and Death in Marxism, 1918-1968 (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 2006); Tom Junes, Student Politics in Communist Poland: Generations of Consent 
and Dissent (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2015).  
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philosophers including José Ortega y Gasset and Martin Heidegger. 33 Given these intellectual 

currents, it is perhaps unsurprising that Poland’s young musicians evoked generational identy to 

define themselves against their elders in the 1920s and 1930s.34 After WWII, some connected 

generational identity to collective trauma, as when Zygmunt Mycielski asserted in 1950 that, 

“We’ve had more experiences, perhaps, that normally occur to one generation. Our [experiences] 

would suffice for three or four!”35 He thereby echoed a trope dating to Mannheim’s assertion in 

1928 that “a concrete bond is created between members of a generation by their being exposed to 

the social and intellectual symptoms of a process of dynamic destabilization.” The linkage of 

generational identity to experiences of trauma has become a major focus of later scholars as 

well.36  

The generation is both an actors’ term and an analysts’ term, a category used by my 

protagonists that also helps to illuminate their activities. Although I am guided by the salience 

that it held at this time and place, I focus more heavily on what Mannhiem would call the 

“objective” component of a generation, its members’ embeddedness in a particular time and 

                                                
33 François Mentré, Les générations sociales, (Paris: Bossard, 1920); José Ortega y Gasset, “The Concept of the 
Generation,” in The Modern Theme, trans. James Cleugh (Harper, 1961 [1923]); Karl Mannheim, “The Sociological 
Problem of Generations,” in Essays on the Sociology of Knowledge, ed. Paul Kecskemti (London: Routledge, 1952 
[1928]), 276-320; 
34 For example, Karol Szymanowski, “Walka starszych muzyków z młodszymi czy też młodej twórczości ze starą 
…” in Pisma, Vol 1, 207-211. Szymanowski does not talk about generations directly, but by the 1930s generational 
difference would be a common trope in the criticism.  
35 Library of Congress, Music Division, Rodziński Papers, Box 6, Folder 108. Mycielski to Artur Rodziński, 14 July 
1950. “Przeżyć chyba więcej niż na jedno pokolenie normalnie przypada! Wystarczyło by na trzy i cztery!” 
36 Mannheim, “The Sociological Problem of Generations,” 303. See also, Robert Wohl,  The Generation of 1914 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1979). Sociologists and anthropologists: June Edmunds and Bryan S. 
Turner, “Global Generations: Social Change in the Twentieth Century,” The British Journal of Sociology 56, no. 4 
(2005): 559–77; Edmunds and Turner, eds. Generational Consciousness, Narrative, and Politics (Lanham, Md.: 
Rowman & Littlefield, 2002), 180; Amy Corning and Howard Schuman, Generations and Collective Memory 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2015); Alexei Yurchak, Everything Was Forever, until It Was No More: The 
Last Soviet Generation (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2006); Efrat Ben-Ze’ev and Edna Lomsky-Feder, 
“The Canonical Generation: Trapped between Personal and National Memories.” Sociology 43, no. 6 (2009): 1047–
65. Historians: Lichtenstein ed., “Each Generation Writes Its Own History of Generations,” 1522-25; R. F. Foster, 
Vivid Faces: The Revolutionary Generation in Ireland, 1890-1923 (New York: Norton, 2015); Thomas August 
Kohut, A German Generation: An Experiential History of the Twentieth Century (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 2012).  
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place, rather than on their embrace of it as a form of identity. He explains this distinction through 

a comparison between a generation and a social class: “Class position is an objective fact, 

whether the individual in question knows his class position or not, and whether he acknowledges 

it or not.”37 Whereas class is a location within an economic and social hierarchy, generation 

connotes an analogous positioning within historical space.  

 Generational positionality, or “location” as Mannheim calls it, relies not only on birth 

year, but also on a wider set of cultural factors: 

What does create a similar location is that they [people born at the same time] are 
in a position to experience the same events and data, etc., and especially that these 
experiences impinge upon a similarly ‘stratified’ consciousness. . . . Only where 
contemporaries definitely are in a position to participate as an integrated group in 
certain common experiences can we rightly speak of a community of location of a 
generation. Mere contemporaneity becomes sociologically significant only when 
it also involves participation in the same historical and social circumstances.38 

 
It matters not only that people experience the same events. The perception of these events 

depends on the age at which they are experienced. Moreover, temporal location is relevant only 

in so far as it creates common experiences among its members; “No one, for example, would 

assert that there was a community of location between the young people of China and Germany 

around 1800.”39 Mannheim’s use of a negative example, of a case in which there would be no 

commonality of location, highlights the productive vagueness that allows the researcher to define 

generational location beyond standard limits. For one, generational location need not be limited 

to geographic location, nor rely on national or linguistic designations. It thus allows 

musicologists to move beyond the boundaries of nationally defined categories, such as “Polish 

                                                
37 Mannheim, “The Sociological Problem of Generations,” 288-290.  
38 Mannheim, “The Sociological Problem of Generations,” 297-98.  
39 Mannheim, “The Sociological Problem of Generations,” 297-98. 
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music” or “music in Poland,” to examine how musicians’ cultural spaces were created through 

transnational networks of skill, prestige, and friendship.  

 While members of a generation share cultural and temporal location, the generation itself 

encompasses a plurality of individuals, groups, and institutions. “The generation is not a concrete 

group in the sense of a community,” writes Mannheim, “a group which cannot exist without its 

members having concrete knowledge of each other and which ceases to exist as a mental and 

spiritual unit as soon as physical proximity is destroyed.”40 Individuals need not have met one 

another to be affected by the same historical and cultural circumstances at the same periods of 

their lives. A generational history thereby aims to reflect this plurality, as well as the tensions 

that arise from this plurality, by studying the formation and dissolution of groupings within the 

generational space. Across this study, I have turned again and again to the organizations, 

associations, and institutions that the musicians of the generation formed as these are the most 

direct manifestation of the conflicts and aims of its members.  

 The generation, as a concept, was developed through a focus on the intelligentsia and 

cultural elites who traditionally held privileged access to the currents of cultural and political 

change. In some writings, however, this focus on the intelligentsia has yielded a more 

problematic belief that the intelligentsia was uniquely poised to respond to social disruption. For 

José Ortega y Gasset, the masses would eventually fall in line behind the intellectual 

configurations laid down by the elite, leading him to define the generation as “a new integration 

of the social body, with its select minority and its gross multitude.”41 Gasset drew on a Marxist 

notion of historical progress, while eliminating utopian ideology from Marx’s views and 

broadening his focus on class identity. But he did so by reifying the intellectual elite as the main 

                                                
40 Mannheim, “The Sociological Problem of Generations,” 288-89.  
41 Ortega, “The Concept of the Generation,” 16. 
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driver of social change.42 Although I share with these theorists a focus on the intelligentsia, I do 

not believe that a new generation must entail a fundamental reworking of the Zeitgeist, or a 

broad reintegration of the social order. Instead, I will trace the impacts, varying in size and 

durability, that elite discourse had on Polish musical culture in the middle of the twentieth 

century.  

The protagonists of this study, including Zofia Lissa, Roman Palester, Tadeusz Zygfryd 

Kassern, Zygmunt Mycielski, Tadeusz Ochlewski, Mateusz Gliński, Piotr Perkowski, 

Mieczysław Drobner, Stefan Kisielewski, were born at around the turn of the twentieth century. 

Their first language was Polish, although they also wrote in French, German, Russian, and 

English. Many had Jewish roots or came from assimilated Jewish families. To select them, I read 

broadly in the contemporary musical press, looking for figures who advanced the terms of 

musical debate—whether by organizing nascent associations, launching concerts in the isolated 

Polish backwaters, or fomenting polemics about aesthetics. They include composers, critics, 

musicologists, publishers, organizers, and cultural officials. Behind these professional identities, 

however, is a shared set of projects, friendships, and emnities.  

My focus on participation within an intellectual space of discussion and institution-

building calls attention to the barriers of class, ethnicity, and gender that limited access to this 

world. Antisemitic beliefs and discussions worked to exclude several musicians, or to limit the 

impacts of their work. Less often discussed, yet no less important, was class background, since 

most of these musicians came from an elite, or at least well-to-do background, even if they 

endorsed leftist principles. Finally, gender played an important role in shaping the membership 

of this intellectual space, helping to create a division between (masculine) composing or 

                                                
42 Wohl, The Generation of 1914, 207-10; Annie Kriegel and Elisabeth Hirsch, “Generational Difference: The 
History of an Idea,” Daedalus 107, no. 4 (1978): 23–38. 
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organizing, on the one hand, and (feminine) interpretive work of musicology or performance on 

the other.43 This gendered division posed difficulties for women who excelled at multiple 

branches of musical activity. For example, the relatively marginal place that Grażyna Bacewicz 

occupied in postwar discussions, despite her outstanding merit as a composer, was likely due to 

gendered perceptions that constructed her contributions to be largely that of a performer.44 

Similar gendered divisions, crossed with antisemitism, likely also lurk behind Lissa’s ultimately 

unsuccessful attempts to operate as both a cultural official and musicologist.  

 
 
IV. Sources  
 
 Generation-centered history requires putting into dialogue different types of source materials 

that can illuminate musicians’ lives and works. This dissertation is based on archival research 

that I have conducted in fourteen institutional depositories in five countries.45 These sources vary 

considerably in both provenance and nature. They include documents that track discussions held 

within organizations and thereby document these protagonists’ activites and public personae. 

Other documents provide insight into their daily lives and internal worlds, such as diaries and 

personal letters. Still other documents, such as memoirs, are flitered through these protagonists’ 

later memories and perceptions of their earlier lives. At times, my sources reveal tensions 

                                                
43 Since its inception, membership of the administration of the Union of Polish Composers has been 92% male. The 
gendered division of musical labor in Poland continues into the present. For an analysis of this issue, see Marta 
Beszterda, “Female Composers, Gender and Politics in Communist Poland,” Masters thesis (University of 
Amsterdam, 2016), especially 17-19. For an example of how these ideas continue into recent discourse, see Danuta 
Gwizdalanka, “Is There a Problem?: Women Composers and Musicologists in Poland,” Frau Musica (Nova) 2000, 
135–42. 
44 For a strong example of this gendering, see the opening of Stefan Kisielewski, “Grażyna Bacewicz i jej czasy,” in 
Pisma i felietony muzyczne Vol. 2, 471-94. For an English-language overview of her composition, see Adrian 
Thomas, Grażyna Bacewicz: Chamber and Orchestral Music (Los Angeles: Friends of Polish Music, 1985). 
45 See the bibliography for a complete listing of archives and other primary sources. 
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between public action and private belief; at others, they show how public rhetoric mobilized 

beliefs or observations that musicians also held in private.  

 I have made extensive use of personal papers and unpublished correspondence, much of 

which is held in the Archive of Polish Composers at the University of Warsaw Library. Tracking 

down an international web of correspondence has led me to files held in the Jagiellonian Library 

(Cracow), the Adam Mickiewicz Library at the University of Poznań, the National Library in 

Warsaw, the Donald J. Grout papers at Cornell University, and the Nadia Boulanger papers held 

at the Bibliothèque nationale de France in Paris. Throughout, I have also read memoirs—both 

published and unpublished—against contemporary documentation, while drawing on testimony 

and other interviews as applicable. 

In the course of my research, I have reconstructed debates that were conducted in 

published periodicals across the period. Throughout, I have systematically read the press runs of 

music periodicals, as well as a selection of the culture-centered periodicals. I found other 

interwar discussions, which were often buried in general interest periodicals, thanks to the 

indexes of musical topics compiled by Kornel Michałowski.46 Although culture- and music-

centered journals figure heavily in this dissertation, I have also gleaned valuable information 

from reading in less obviously pertinent sources, such as the interwar Polish-language Jewish 

press, the official paper of the Home Army, and the daily newspaper issued in Soviet-occupied 

Lvov. 

 I have complemented these cultural-historical approaches with close readings of musical 

works. Although most of the compositions that I examine were widely discussed in Poland at the 

time, few managed to maintain a foothold in the concert hall or canon, often despite their 

                                                
46 Kornel Michałowski, Muzyka w czasopismach polskich, 1919-1939 (Kraków: PWM, 1979). 
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outstanding musical quality. As a result, I have often had to base my analysis on unpublished 

manuscripts. Often the only recordings available are tapes of live performances or of radio 

broadcasts, such as those held in Palester’s personal files at the Archive of Polish Composers. In 

other cases, I have relied on recordings of unclear provenance that have circulated informally 

among scholars and aficionados.47  

 My goal has been to trace the activities of my protagonists within the institutions that 

they founded, led, or participated in. My protagonist-centered approach helps to shed new light 

on the interpersonal dynamics within the Ministry of Culture and the Union of Polish 

Composers—both institutions that have received prior study. Looking further afield, I have also 

consulted the files of the Association of Young Musician-Poles in Paris (held in Warsaw) and of 

the files of the State Conservatory in Lvov (L’viv, Ukraine). I have also examined the role of 

musical activities in non-musical institutions; this research has taken me to the files of embassies 

and consulates held by the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, through the song-collecting work 

of the Union of Polish Patriots, and to reports sent back to the London government-in-exile 

concerning musical life in occupied Poland. 

 

V. Defining the Generation’s Cultural and Historical Position 

The musicians at the heart of this study were born around the turn of the twentieth century, and 

thus, into a Europe that had no Polish state. After a long period of decline and political infighting 

during the eighteenth century, the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth had been partitioned three 

times by Austria, Prussia, and Russia, with the final partition of 1795 decisively removing the 

Polish state from the map. The central figures in my research were born as subjects of the 

                                                
47 To further improve the accessibility of this music, I have organized US premieres of some of the key repertoire, 
through the “Forbidden Songs Festival” held at Cornell Universtiy and Swarthmore College in March 2018. 
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Austro-Hungarian, Russian, or Prussian Empires. They came of age in a multilingual space at the 

periphery of these empires and fluently switched between speaking Polish, Russian, German, and 

French.  

 For them, the regaining of Polish independence in 1918 after over 120 years of partitions 

was more a rupture in their lives to date than a cause for patriotic celebration. For Palester, ten at 

the time, the Great War had meant first and foremost displacement, since his father, a doctor, had 

been called to help with the raging epidemics, while his mother took the child between Prague, 

Vienna, and Zakopane. When it was announced to Palester’s class on November 11th, 1918 that 

Poland was now an independent state, the only concrete reaction from the students was to ask if 

school was cancelled for the day. Unfortunately, “classes would occur as normal.”48 For slightly 

older members of this generation, the Bolshevik Revolution, Polish independence, and the 

conclusion of the Polish-Soviet war in 1921 war led to relocation, resulting in interruption in the 

studies or nascent careers of the Poles scattered across the Russian empire. Musicians who were 

repatriated to Poland were a small part of a massive demographic movement, yet the experience 

of upheaval during WWI is a near constant of their memoirs and biographies.49 Karol 

Szymanowski made his way from Ukraine to Warsaw.50 The future organizer and conductor 

Teodor Zalewski had his intentions to study law at the Moscow University broken off, first by 

the war and then the revolution. He recalls that the majority of repatriates on the ship to Poland 

                                                
48 Palester, Słuch absolutny, 62: “Ale okazało się, że lekcje odbywąc się będą normalnie . . .”  
49 As a result of the Treaty of Riga, 1.1 million people were repatriated form the Soviet state to Poland between July 
1921 and mid 1924, a population that had been dispersed across an enormous territory. An additional 1.5 million 
Poles remained in the Soviet state. See Jerzy Borzęcki, The Soviet-Polish Peace of 1921 and the Creation of 
Interwar Europe (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2008), 239-245. 
50 Alistair Wightman,  Karol Szymanowski: His Life and Work (Aldershot: Ashgate, 1999), 234-244. 
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were born in Russia and “did not know the fatherland at all,” a group whose members all spoke 

with different Polish accents.51  

 The tumultuous and unstable post-WWI period defined these musicians’ early musical 

education, with its echoes being felt well into their more advanced conservatory years. Armed 

conflicts over borders, most notably the Polish-Soviet War, continued to rage until March 

1921.52 Even in peacetime, the new state faced decisive challenges: At least six currencies were 

in circulation, four languages were used to command the army, the country had three legal codes, 

and trains operated on two different widths of tracks.53 Moreover, independence hindered 

Poland’s connections with its old markets in Russia and Germany, while the country’s 

infrastructure, intended to move goods between Poland and the former imperial centers, 

struggled to move goods among Polish cities.54 The eastern provinces—called “Poland B”—

were underdeveloped, poor, and still dealing with the long afterlife of serfdom.55 Throughout the 

Second Republic, rural unemployment remained high—perhaps as high as 45%.56 The gradual 

incorporation of Polish territories into the partitioning empires for over a century hindered 

Poland’s integration into a unified state in the 1920s and 30s. 

                                                
51 Teodor Zalewski, Pół wieku wśród muzyków: przyczynki do dziejów polskiej kultury muzycznej (Kraków: PWM, 
1977), 11-13: “wcale nie znających Ojczyzny.” Zalewski was able to obtain Polish citizenship thanks to his father's 
registration in in the Kielce region; their journey went from Crimea, via Istanbul, Bulgaria, and then on rail to 
Poland; see pp. 12-22. Others with similar backgrounds include Piotr Perkowski, who had lived and studied in Kiev, 
before being repatriated to Poland in 1921. (Tadeusz Kobierzycki, “Osobowość twórcza Piotra Perkowskiego,” 
Heksis 1+2/2012, 11: http://www.heksis.com/1+2%202012/TK%20Perkowski%20PL.pdf.) Bronisław Rutkowski 
began studies in the Petersburg conservatory before returning in 1919 to Warsaw; Szpinalski, born in the Kuban 
region of Russia, trained in the Moscow conservatory; the somewhat older Tadeusz Ochlewski had completed his 
studies in Petersburg before moving to Warsaw. Zalewski, Pół wieku, 236, 241, 251; Kazimierz Wiłkomirski, 
Wspomnienia, Vol. I (Kraków: PWM, 1971), 113-126. 
52 Norman Davies,  God’s Playground: A History of Poland, Vol. II, Rev. ed., (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 2005), 290-297.  
53 Davies,  God’s Playground, 298.  
54 Davies, God’s Playground, 308.  
55 Brian Porter-Szűcs, Poland in the Modern World: Beyond Martyrdom (Chichester : Wiley-Blackwell, 2014), 112-
113. 
56 Davies, God’s Playground, 306. 
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 Such instability seeped into musical life, affecting concert culture and musical education 

alike. In the early 1920s, rampant inflation meant that concert tickets could be sold only on the 

day of the performance lest the promised artist fee lose all its value before the performance 

began.57 Trade unions were formed to protect musicians and to help them with unemployment 

even before independence, developments that reflected the wider interest in social reforms that 

were instituted to quell the tides of revolutionary fever.58  

 

Figure 2: Map of music schools in Poland as of January 1931 (Kwartalnik muzyczny, 1931, no. 10-11, 168-9). Notice the relative 
paucity of schools in the north-eastern territories. 

 The policies of the partitioning powers had also left the three partition zones with vastly 

different infrastructures for musical education, musicology, and the institutions of concert life. 

                                                
57 Mieczysław Drobner, “Krakowskie biuro koncertowe,” in Kraków muzyczny, 1918-1939, ed. Drobner and 
Tadeusz Przybylski (Kraków: Wydawnictwo Literackie, 1980), 49-61, here 54.  
58 Rüdiger Ritter, Wem gehört Musik?: Warschau und Wilna im Widerstreit nationaler und städtischer 
Musikkulturen vor 1939 (Stuttgart: Steiner, 2004), 53. On general conditions of reform see Porter-Szűcs, Poland in 
the Modern World, 78.  
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Since it had been relatively easy to obtain permission to open schools and obtain teacher 

certification in the territories of the former Austrian empire, that area was better served by music 

schools, as shown in Figure 2.59 Indeed, the Galician Music Society, which after independence 

changed its name to the Polish Music Society and which had run the main conservatory in 

Lemberg prior to 1918, had a long history of concert organizing and education, whose roots 

stretched back to the influx of Austrian civil servants following the partition.60 By comparison, 

few music schools had been run in the Russian territories, a point of concern even as late as 

1937.61 The impact of this musical underdevelopment was compounded by the fact that these 

schools did not train only professionals; their large enrollments also could affect demand for 

musical performances, sheet music consumption, and so on.62 In addition, the first centers for 

Polish musicology were founded in the Austrian partition—a development not only reflective of 

the strong Viennese connections of Lemberg and Cracow, but also of the fact that musicology 

was considered a subject for conservatories and not universities under the Russian system. 

Zdzisław Jachimecki, a student of Guido Adler, received his habilitation from Jagiellonian 

University (Cracow) in 1911 and shortly thereafter was authorized to open the Seminar in Music 

Theory and History at the Jagiellonian University. Adolf Chybiński had completed doctoral 

studies in Munich under Adolf Sandberger and in 1912 was authorized to open a Chair of 

Musicology at the Jan Kazimierz University in Lemberg.63 A sign of both the relative openness 

                                                
59 On Polish autonomy, see: Porter-Szűcs, Beyond Matrydom, 28. Janusz Miketta, "Szkolnictwo muzyczne w 
Polsce," Muzyka, 1927, no. 11, 522-528, here 523. 
60 Jolanta T. Pekacz, Music in the Culture of Polish Galicia, 1772-1914 (Rochester, NY: University of Rochester 
Press, 2002), 124-137.  
61 Gazetka Muzyczna, 1937, no. 1, 5.  
62 Palester discusses the large number of dropouts from the PTM in Lwów: Słuch Absolutny, 106.  
63 Michał Piekarski, “Prof. Adolf Chybiński (1880–1952) — Founder of Polish Musicology,” Musicology Today 9 
(2012): 38-64. At both of these universities, lectures could be delivered in Polish (and in fact, a substantial majority 
of them were). Documents from the time used “zakład” (faculty) and “katedra" (chair) interchangeably; these were 
one-professor led units. 
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and high autonomy accorded to Galicia under Austrian rule, editions of old Polish music were 

under preparation for publication in the series Denkmäler der Tonkunst in Oesterreich.64  

 If the Austrian partition territories had been aided by the empire’s relative openness, then 

institutions in the Russian and Prussian partition zones had had to contend with anti-Polish 

actions. Following the failed uprising of 1863, and the establishment of the Prussian empire in 

1871, both of these empires undertook de-Polonization actions, which focused on requiring the 

use of the imperial language in official contexts, including schools.65 These efforts reached a 

high point in the 1880s and 1890s, but were far from successful, often instead intensifying the 

patriotic feelings of those they targeted. One outcome of the Kulturkampf in the Prussian 

partition was the proliferation of choral societies. Understood as a means of inculcating the love 

of the native language in citizens, choral societies were comprised of workers, intelligentsia, and 

others, under the common goal of preserving Polish song and speech against external threat.66  

In the Russian partition zone, the establishment of the Warsaw Music Society and the 

Warsaw Philharmonic had given Warsaw’s musical life an institutional backbone.67 But beyond 

the metropolis, there were few such institutions, and critics were fond of citing statistical 

comparisons with other countries to illustrate this point. By 1936, Poland had 33.4 million 

inhabitants, Germany, 65.1, Czechoslovakia, 14.9 million. Poland had two permanent operas, 

Germany has eighty-four, and Czechoslovakia, eleven.68 What such figures fail to capture is the 

                                                
64 Adolf Chybiński, “Renesans dawnej muzyki polskiej,” Muzyka 1928, no. 6, 225-229, here 228. 
65 Porter-Szűcs, Beyond Matrydom, 26-28.  
66 Mrygoń, Wiechowicz, 14-16. 
67 Andrzej Spóz, Warszawskie Towarzystwo Muzyczne, 1871-1971 (Warszawa: PWN, 1971), 7-48; Magdalena 
Dziadek, “Powstanie i pierwszy okres działalności Filharmonii (1901-1908),” in Maria Bychawska and Henryk 
Schiller eds., 100 lat Filharmonii w Warszawie 1901-2001 (Warszawa: Fundacja Bankowa im. Leopolda 
Kronenberga and Filharmonia Narodowa, 2001), 40-65. 
68 [no title], Gazetka muzyczna, 1936, no. 1, 2.  
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geographical unevenness of the distribution and the fact that large swaths of the country had few 

opportunities to hear concert music.  

 The distinct regional development, and often under-development, of musical culture in 

Polish lands across the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries meant that musicians had uneven 

opportunities for cultivating their skills. Moreover, it meant that many young musicians had a 

deep-seated belief that their country’s musical culture was in need of reform. As my study 

shows, different individuals hatched diagnoses of these problems, but almost all shared in the 

belief that their generation was obliged to create solutions to what they saw as Poland’s musical 

inadequacies. 

The first three chapters of this dissertation explore the generation’s responses to the 

artistic conditions and economic weakness of interwar Poland. Chapters 1 and 2 address the 

promises and downfalls of internationalism within Polish musical life, showing first how 

composers sought to ground Polish music in France, and then how these same plans opened up 

some of the most dynamic composers to antisemitic attack. Chapter 3, focusing instead on 

Poland’s domestic conditions, explores how musicians came to treat the Polish provinces as the 

future of musical culture writ large. In tracing these protagonists into the period of WWII, 

Chapters 4 and 5 reflect the fact that geography played a decisive role in determining 

individuals’ wartime fate. Chapter 4 examines the underground networks that were created in 

German-occupied Warsaw, while Chapter 5 analyzes the history of exile and displacement 

within Soviet-occupied territories.  

In Chapter 6, I show how the convergence of networks from German-occupied Warsaw 

and the USSR allowed the younger generation to advance into positions of leadership, as they 

worked to relaunch musical institutions with state backing. Chapter 7 turns to the compositional 
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legacy of the war, tracing how a new aesthetics of monumentality and emotional expressivity 

became a common reference point among composers and critics, as a response to the trauma of 

the war. Reactivating themes from Chapter 3 about the nature of music as a social process, 

Chapter 8 demonstrates how notions of musical popularization from the pre-1939 period offered 

common ground for musicians and cultural officials. The final chapter traces these themes into 

the early 1950s, showing how the aesthetic principles and commitment to popularization of the 

early postwar period became codified as part of socialist realist aesthetics. I trace, finally, how 

these musicians faced increasingly extreme choices in the late 1940s and early 1950s, leading to 

the generation’s fracturing and partial dissipation in exile.   
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Chapter 1 

Building the Nation Abroad: Cosmopolitanism and the Association of Young 
Musician-Poles in Paris 

 
 
During the 1920s, “Paris was the Mecca and Medina of the entire young generation of writers, 

musicians, and politicians,” explained the poet and librettist Jarosław Iwaszkiewicz. “The eyes of 

almost all Poles—of those who craved a different air, a different atmosphere than the one that 

reigned in Warsaw—were directed towards it.”1 As Iwaszkiewicz wandered the streets of 

France’s capital, he kept company with a growing cohort of musicians and composers whose 

ears were as open to Paris’s sounds as his were to its intellectual currents. Indeed, dozens of 

Polish musicians born around the turn of the twentieth century made a trip to France, 

whether to study with Paul Dukas and Nadia Boulanger or to immigrate permanently. With 

scholarship money from the Polish state, they joined Stravinsky and Copland, Villa-Lobos and 

Honegger in a Paris that had become the crossroads of contemporary classical music. 

It has remained unclear what impact the widespread experience of a Parisian education 

had on Poland’s interwar composers. Most scholars to address these Parisian-Polish musical 

connections have focused on musical style, analyzing how composers embraced neoclassical 

principles in a turn away from the late-romanticism of the Young Poland movement and Karol 

Szymanowski.2 Such accounts are not inaccurate, since composers from Piotr Perkowski to 

                                                
1 Jarosław Iwaszkiewicz, Książka moich wspomnień (Kraków: Wydawnictwo Literackie, 1957), 220: “Paryż był 
wówczas Mekką i Medyną całego młodego pokolenia literatów, muzyków i polityków. Ku niemu zwracały się oczy 
prawie wszystkich Polaków, którzy pragnęli innego powietrza, innej atmosfery niż ta, jaka panowała w Warszawie.”  
2 Adrian Thomas, Polish Music since Szymanowski (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 7-15; Zofia 
Helman, “The Dilemma of Twentieth-Century Polish Music: National Style or Universal Values,” in After Chopin: 
Essays in Polish Music, translated by Joanna Niżyńska and Peter Schertz, 205–42 (Los Angeles: Polish Music 
Center, 2000); Helman, Neoklasycyzm w muzyce polskiej XX wieku (Kraków: PWM, 1985); Rafał Ciesielski, 
“Pokolenie kompozytorskie ‘debiut 1930’ (przyczynek do diachronii muzyki polskiej XX wieku),” Muzykalia I, 
http://www.demusica.pl/cmsimple/images/file/ciesielski_zeszyt_francuski.pdf.  
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Grażyna Bacewicz, Zygmunt Mycielski to Antoni Szałowski used hallmarks of the neoclassical 

style including traditional forms, clarity in texture, and an often propulsive sense of rhythmic 

motion. Yet studies in Paris were an early step in a wide array of future life courses for these 

composers, who wound range from the future president of the Union of Polish Composers 

(Perkowski), to an organizer of proletariat choirs (Wiechowicz), to one of the leading composers 

of the socialist mass song (Gradstein), alongside others who maintained a firm commitment to 

their neoclassical principles. The predominant scholarly focus on compositional style has thus 

obscured the broader set of cultural practices that accompanied these musical studies and, along 

with it, a more complex picture of the lessons that this shared experience of international contact 

imparted.  

The terminology and mindset with which these musicians approached their travels to 

Paris is, however, not straightforward: was study and work in Paris seen as part of the centuries-

long tradition of musical elites crossing borders to gain skills that could not be achieved at home, 

or rather, did these efforts speak to more fundamental beliefs concerning how contact with 

foreign cultural conditions could produce new convictions, musical and otherwise? At stake in 

this question is a distinction between cosmopolitanism, internationalism, and transnationalism. 

Transnationalism, as Sarah Collins and Dana Gooley usefully define the term, refers to any 

lasting connections across borders, such as migrants’ connections to their homelands, whereas 

internationalism refers to more structured cooperation across international borders, most often 

codified through institutions like the United Nations or International Society for Contemporary 

Music. While cosmopolitanism shares with transnationalism and internationalism a 

preponderance of cross-border contact, it furthermore connotes a mindset in which international 

contact is seen as a positive force. The “cosmopolitan’s openness to worldly affiliation,” they 
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argue, “is not a desire for a broader connectivity as such, but rather a desire to alter and 

denaturalize conventional attachments.”3  

To examine whether Poland’s young musicians deployed notions of cosmopolitan 

disruption, this chapter examines the leading organization of Polish musician in Paris, the 

Association of Young Musician-Poles in Paris. The Association was founded in late 1926 by the 

composer Piotr Perkowski and would grow from 37 members in 1927 to 111 members by the 

end of 1935.4 It was supported by donations from private individuals, alongside grants from the 

Polish state and scholarships that its members recieved. Although composers often occupied its 

leadership roles, the organization was open to any musician who was a Polish citizen. As the 

main organization for musicians travelling to Paris from Poland, the Association offers a proxy 

for assessing the priorities and pragmatic decisions that these musicians made. Its collections of 

correspondence, concert programs, budgets, and by-laws form one of the few interwar Polish 

musical archives to have survived WWII.  

I first examine how Paris was constructed in the writings of the Association as both an 

escape from, and disruption of, perceived Polish backwardness. Next, I show how these 

musicians’ desire for a cosmopolitan transformation in Paris was in tension with a desire to 

transfer these gains back to Poland. While the Association’s members were encouraged to take 

part in Paris’ musical life, the Association’s work to create a Polish community in Paris limited 

the scope and nature of this contact. I thus argue that the Association represents as a delimited 

and highly reworked form of cosmopolitanism, in which ideas of transformation via foreign 

contact are instrumentalized in the service of domestic institution building. It was not that Polish 

                                                
3 Sarah Collins and Dana Gooley, “Music and the New Cosmopolitanism: Problems and Possibilities,” The Musical 
Quarterly 99/2 (2016): 139–65, at 154. 
4 AKP, SMMP, Dokumenty główne, “Członkowie Stowarzyszenia Młodych Muzyków Polaków w Paryżu.” 
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national bonds were destabilized in the construction of something new, as much as the encounter 

with new circumstances became an impetus for nation-building in the first place. An examination 

of the national groundwork behind the Association’s claims to cosmopolitanism brings into focus 

the common ground between the Association and other interwar organizations that were based 

within Poland and helps to explain why its leaders were able to transfer to domestic projects that 

lacked this cosmopolitan dimension. 

 

 

Figure 3: The Administration of the Association of Young Musician-Poles in Paris, February 1930. From left, Irena Dubińska 
(violinist), Tadeusz Szeligowski (composer), Feliks Łabuński (composer), Piotr Perkowski (composer), Henryk Sztompka 

(pianist). AKP, SMMP collection. 

 
I. “Latin Culture” and the Ideology of National Rebirth  
 
Many of Poland’s composers born around the turn of the twentieth century sought to expand 

their musical and cultural horizons because Warsaw’s musical world seemed small and was 

defined by caustic fights along lines of aesthetic taste. So miniscule was the community of 
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composers that, following concerts of the Philharmonic, they could gather at the Nowa Gospoda 

café and fill all of two tables. The “reactionary” proponents of nineteenth-century romanticism 

took their seats at one, while the younger, modernist-aligned “progressives” surrounded the 

conductor Grzegorz Fitelberg at the other.5 To leave Warsaw was to escape the city’s dated 

dichotomies and to discover new battle lines within the vast category of “modern” music. “Paris 

is an ideal city for work,” explained the violinist and composer Grażyna Bacewicz, whereas in 

Warsaw “the atmosphere is not conducive to work—rumors, envy.”6 

Although the composer Karol Szymanowski kept his distance from this after-concert 

socializing, he was the main patron of the progress camp and urged young composers to study 

abroad. He could do so in part because of his brief leadership at the Warsaw Conservatory, as 

director and later rector, when he had appointed Kazimierz Sikorski, a modernist composition 

teacher who cultivated many younger talents.7 Szymanowski’s leadership at the conservatory 

was marred by political infighting, but he helped to cast the conflict between “conservatives” and 

“moderns” as one of generation, in which the elders, stuck in the mindset of the partitions, would 

give way to a new, Western-oriented group of modernists in due course.8 In addition to this 

institutional leadership, Szymanowski underwrote the turn to France through a series of widely-

read articles that linked Warsaw and Paris via a reinterpretation of Fryderyk Chopin’s exile 

                                                
5 Zbigniew Drzewiecki, Wspomnienia muzyka, 2nd edition (Kraków: PWM, 2010 [1971]), 83. On the split between 
conservatives and moderns, see Lisa Cooper Vest, “The Discursive Foundations of the Polish Musical Avant-Garde 
at Midcentury,” PhD diss., Indiana University, 2014, 9-18. 
6 Extracted in: Roman Jasiński, Koniec epoki: muzyka w Warszawie, 1927-1939 (Warszawa: PIW, 1986), 313-14: 
“Paryż to wymarzone miasto do pracy. W Warszawie nie można pracować. Tu jest jakaś nieprzyjemna atmosfera do 
pracy, plotki zawiść.”  
7 On the byzantine politics of the Warsaw conservatory between 1927 and 1931 see, Magdalena Dziadek, Od Szkoły 
Dramatycznej do Uniwersytetu: dzieje wyższej uczelni muzycznej w Warszawie 1810-1944 (Warszawa: Uniwersytet 
Muzyczny Fryderyka Chopina, 2011), 390-442.  
8 For some time, Perkowski was Szymanowski’s only student. Janusz Cegiełła, Szkice do autoportretu polskiej 
muzyki współczesnej (Kraków: PWM, 1976), 104. For one particularly strong formulation, see Łobaczewska, “Czy 
muzyka dzisiejsza ma funkcję społeczną?”, 190. 
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nearly one hundred years prior. Chopin’s success in France was durable proof that Polish music 

could be both nationally distinct while joining the mainstream of western musical history, 

Szymanowski believed.9 But Chopin’s Polish heirs had ignored this lesson, turning inward to a 

“hopeless plumbing of the depths of a once splendid past, the conjuring up of dead specters, and 

with it a fearful escape form the hurly-burly of everyday life as it rushed by.”10 Szymanowski 

was not suggesting that composers should return to Chopin’s harmonic idiom or formal 

language, but rather to update the transference between western Europe and Poland for 

contemporary musical language that Chopin had earlier carried out.11  

Beyond Szymanowski’s direct prompting, young Polish composers came to focus on 

Paris in order to advance a domestic, if not national, cultural politics. The Association’s 

manifesto, a key document in articulating its aims and objectives that was published in 1930, 

directly calls attention to the Association having been established in Paris, rather than in a closer 

city of Germany:  

It is necessary to state the reasons which led to the choice of the organization’s 
seat [in Paris]. One must take into consideration the contemporary movement 
within Polish intellectual life (and especially within music) that aspires to 
establish close contact with Latin culture, in opposition to the prewar generation 
of musicians, who were educated chiefly in Germany.12   
 

Nor was this evocation of deeper cultural connections between France and Warsaw a one-off 

                                                
9 Barbara Milewski, “Szymanowski's Highland Mazurkas: Re-forming Polish Music for the Twentieth Century,” in 
The Mazurka and National Imaginings, PhD diss., Princeton University, 2002, 111-165.  
10 Karol Szymanowski, “On contemporary Musical Opinion in Poland,” Szymanowski on Music: Selected Writings 
of Karol Szymanowski, edited and translated by Alistair Wightman (London: Toccata, 1999), 73-94, here 83. 
11 The term “muzyka współczesna” (contemporary music) generally referred to all music being composed at a given 
time and hence would include both conservative and modern music. By comparison the terms “modernizm” 
(modernism) and “muzyka nowoczesna” (modern music) referred more narrowly to music aligned with European 
trends such as neoclassicism, dodecaphony, Gebrauchsmusik, or Neue Sachlichkeit. For an example of such usage, 
see: Stefanja Łobaczewska, “Czy muzyka dzisiejsza ma funkcję społeczną?,” Muzyka Polska 1934, no. 3, 185.  
12 Stowarzyszenie Młodych Muzyków Polaków z Paryżu: dotychczasowa działalność, cele i dążenia (Warszawa, 
1930), 4: “Tu trzeba wymienić powody, jakie zadecydowały o wyborze siedziby organizacji. Należy przytem 
wziąć pod uwagę obecny ruch umysłowości polskiej (zwłaszcza w dziedzinie muzyki), dążący do nawiązania 
bliższego kontaktu z kulturą łacińską, w przeciwieństwie do przedwojennego pokolenia muzyków, które kształciło 
się głównie w Niemczech.”  
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occurrence, since an earlier draft of the manifesto had employed the term “Roman culture” 

(“romańska kultura”); in a sympathetic editorial discussing this passage from the manifesto, 

Mateusz Gliński noted his own preference for the term “Gallic ideology” (“ideologja galijska”) 

to denote a similar phenomenon.13  

 The justification of its location in Paris activated several strands of post-partition cultural 

politics. The claim to have broken with prevailing German influence likely reflected a desire to 

move beyond the influence of partition-era cultural politics by finding a point of reference free 

from associations with German, Austrian, or Russian rule.14 Not insignificantly, the turn to 

France also accorded well with the priorities of one of the main organizations that granted 

scholarships to students, the state-sponsored Fund for National Culture (FKN), which directed 

students from all fields towards France and the U.K. in the hopes of mitigating Germanic 

dominance in Polish academia.15  

 The opposition between France and Germany also underscored the Association’s distance 

from the Young Poland movement, a more recent attempt at musical and literary reform. Young 

Poland in literature had rehabilitated the mythological and mystical aspects of Polish 

romanticism, with help from a heavy dosage of Nietzsche and Schopenhauer. It modelled itself 

                                                
13 [Mateusz Gliński], “Impresje muzyczne,” Muzyka 1931, no. 2, 86. 
14 When directed towards less musically knowledgeable audiences, this trope was often highlighted. When the 
musicologist Alicja Simon found herself promoting Polish music in the United States in 1925, she was instructed not 
only to highlight the identity of Polish music in distinction from Russian music, but moreover to emphasize “the age 
of our musical culture, which is significantly older than the Russians’ musical culture.”14 (See: AAN, MSZ, 8251, 
unpaginated file: “oraz na starość naszej kultury muzycznej, znacznie starszej od rosyjskiej.”) Similar worries 
appear in a French context, when in 1934 Henryk Opieński bemoaned that “despite the complete amicability and 
friendship” with which Polish musicians in France had been greeted since the time of Chopin, their music was 
“qualified as ‘russes’ for political reasons.” (Henryk Opieński, “O naszej propagandzie muzycznej zagranicą,” 
Muzyka Polska, 1934, no. 4, 289-293, here 289-290: “Mimo całej sympatji i przyjaźni”; “z racyj politycznych 
kwalifikowane jako ‘russes.’ ” Opieński has in mind the fact that Chopin and Moniuszko were considered as part of 
Russian music history in a publication of Albert Soubies and in Lavignac’s Dictionnaire de Conservatoire.)  
15 Jan Piskurewicz, W służbie nauki i oświaty: Stanisław Michalski, 1865-1949 (Warszawa: PAN, Instytut Historii, 
Nauki, Oświaty i Techniki, 1993), 137.  
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on the “Young Germany” and “Young Scandinavia” movements.16 Young Poland in music took 

shape a few years later, spearheaded by Szymanowski, alongside Grzegorz Fitelberg, Ludomir 

Różycki, Mieczysław Karłowicz, and Apolinary Szeluto. Like their literary counterparts, these 

composers also looked toward Germany, whether by establishing the Young Polish Composers 

Publishing Company in Berlin, giving concerts there, or in the case of Karłowicz, of modeling 

their works on Richard Strauss’ tone poems.17 By grounding itself within French culture, the 

Association was thus rejecting both the legacy of conservative composers in Poland (whose 

musical language and outlook was still largely Germanic), while also overstepping the earlier 

attempts at national rejuvenation of the Young Poland movement.18 

 To encapsulate its cultural politics, the Association turned to Chopin as a model and 

forbearer. As the Association’s president Feliks Łabuński noted in a speech marking the one 

hundredth anniversary of Chopin’s arrival in Paris:  

Here in Paris, Chopin encountered the musical culture of France and here he 
developed and attained maturity, and from here went into the world the first ray of 
his fame, and along with it, the fame of Polish music. With this departure to the 
capital of France, Chopin showed Polish music its true path. For a long time, the 
voice of our great bard [wieszcza] remained without an echo and the ensuing 
generations of Polish musicians directed themselves to other musical centers of 
Europe, to environments that are more foreign to us that France and Latin culture. 
Only after regaining independence did our musicians understand that the way of 
the development of Polish music goes via Paris and that contact with French 
culture is for us of utmost importance and necessity.19  

 

                                                
16 Miłosz, The History of Polish Literature (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1983), 325-26. 
17 Jim Samson, The Music of Szymanowski (London: Kahn & Averill, 1980), 18-19; Zofia Helman, Between 
Romanticism and the New Music, trans. John Comber, Vol. VI of The History of Music in Poland (Warsaw: 
Sutkowski Edition, 2015), 131-132.  
18 A similar point is made in, [Mateusz Gliński], “Impresje muzyczne,” Muzyka 1931, no. 2, 86.  
19 AKP, SMMP, correspondence received, K-LV/102, speech by Łabuński from 1931: “Tu się zetknął z kulturą 
muzyczną Francji, tu się rozwinął i wzmężniał i stąd poszły w Świat pierwsze promienie Jego sławy, a razem z tem 
sławy muzyki polskiej. Tym wyjazdem do stolicy Francji Szopen wskazał tej muzyce jej prawdziwą drogę. Głos 
wielkiego wieszcza naszego pozostał przez dłuższy czas bez odgłosu i następne pokolenia muzyków polskich 
kierowały się do innych ognisk muzycznych Europy, do środowisk bardziej nam obcych aniżeli Francja i kultura 
łacińska. Dopiero po odzyskaniu przez Polskę niepodległości, muzycy nasi zrozumieli że droga rozwoju muzyki 
polskiej idzie przez Paryż i że kontakt z kulturą francuską jest dla nas najważniejszy i konieczny.” 
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In Łabuński’s view, the organization was returning to an imagined state of affairs that predated 

the period of the partitions. Underscoring the presumed durability of these connections, the 

Association’s manifesto pointed out that Polish composers would be travelling to Paris for years, 

a correlate of their belief in the durability of these connections, while its members—mindful of 

the Association’s future legacy—saw to the meticulous archiving of its correspondence, meeting 

notes, and financial documents.  

 

Figure 4: The president of the SMMP, Piotr Perkowski, lays a wreath on Fryderyk Chopin’s grave in Père Lachaise. Dignitaries 
and other officials are in the background. 17 October 1929, AKP, SMMP collection.  

 The Association’s use of the phrase “Latin culture” had ties to a disturbing racialized 

rhetoric in interwar France. As used by right-wing French writers such as Charles Maurras and 

Maurice Barrès, the term denoted an unbroken continuity with Mediterranean civilization that 
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they believed was guaranteed through continuities in the French race. By reaching back to an 

imagined “Latin” civilization, France could overstep the influx of foreign culture that had begun 

in the nineteenth century and continued into the twentieth.20 It is unclear to what degree the 

Association’s members were familiar with the anti-immigrant connotations of the terms, 

especially since the Poles were part of the “problem” that these writers described. What is clear, 

however, is that the Association borrowed this rhetoric to paint Poland as part of a western 

cultural orbit, the linkages underlaid by their shared Roman Catholicism and the Latin script of 

the Polish language. In 1935, Mycielski echoed the idea that race could secure one against losing 

a sense of national identity:   

An over century-old tradition demonstrates to us that true talent only profits from 
contact with western culture. The greatest masters of Central Europe searched for 
this contact. Goethe and Chopin, Wagner and Stravinsky did not lose their racial 
qualities in Paris or Italy. To date, there has never existed an artist without 
influences or tradition. What matters is the choice of this environment. We 
believe that basing Polish music with one leg in Paris will only benefit it. Such is, 
in a few words, the genesis of the Association and the reason for its existence.21   
 

Mycielski elevates Poland’s place in Europe by situating it within a Central Europe that stretches 

from Weimar to St. Petersburg and includes some of Europe’s most important artists. Even as he 

praises the contacts of these artists with Western Europe, however, he also suggests that their 

racial qualities help to resist assimilation, an idea that harkens back to the term’s links to the 

writings of the Maurras and Barrès. 

 In seeking to ground itself in Paris, the Association walked a fine line between praising 

                                                
20 Ihor Junyk, Foreign Modernism: Cosmopolitanism, Identity, and Style in Paris (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 2013), 16.   
21 Z.[ygmunt] M.[ycielski], “Paryż: Stowarzyszenie Młodych Muzyków Polaków w Paryżu,” Muzyka Polska 1935, 
no. 6, 156: “Już przeszło stuletnia tradycja wykazuje nam, że prawdziwy talent tylko zyskuje na kontakcie z kulturą 
zachodnią. Szukali tego kontaktu najwięksi mistrzowie Europy Środkowej. Goethe i Chopin, Wagner i Strawiński 
nie utracili swoich cech rasowych w Paryżu czy Italji. Bez wpływu i tradycji nie istniał dotąd artysta. Chodzi tylko o 
wybór tego środowiska. Sądzimy, że oparcie muzyki polskiej jedną nogą o Paryż, może być dla niej tylko korzyścią. 
Taka jest w kilku słowach geneza i racja bytu Stowarzyszenia M.M.P.”  
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the need to absorb influences from abroad while underscoring that its existence only 

strengthened a sense of Polish national belonging. This tension was already present in 

Szymanowski’s vision of a revitalized Polish music, since he aimed to perpetuate a vision of 

Polish music that was nationally grounded yet international in ambition. In this sense, the 

Association’s official writings and published justifications both sought to build a sense of 

cosmopolitanism, as a transformative and constructive encounter with the new, while 

simultaneously limiting the impacts of this encounter so that they served the advancement of the 

national project.  

 

II. The Practices of Cultural Transfer 

The Association’s desire to be grounded in a “Latin” culture, while simultaneously remaining 

distinct from this culture, led it underscore their temporary nature of its members’ time abroad:  

We feel that we are a part of [Polish] society; we are not after all emigrants. Each 
of us remembers the fact that there will come a moment when he will be obligated 
to return to Poland in order to display the benefits that he attained abroad, and to 
transplant them onto Polish ground. For this reason, the largest stimulus of our 
initiative and activity will be precisely the interest in us shown by Polish 
society.22 

 

While embodying a cosmopolitan mindset, members of the Association framed their goals in 

terms of aiding a domestic, and national, musical environment:   

One cannot forget even for a second that the fate of Polish musical “shares” on 
the international “stock exchange” depends to a large degree on the general 
condition of music in our country. Therefore, the success of musical promotion 
lies directly on the values adhering in the nation itself. For this reason, it is 

                                                
22 Stowarzyszenie Młodych Muzyków Polaków z Paryżu, 28: “Czujemy się częścią społeczeństwa, nie jesteśmy 
wszak emigrantami. Każdy z nas pamięta o tem, że przyjdzie chwila, gdy będzie obowiązany wrócić do kraju, by 
wykazać osiągnięte zagranicą zdobycze i przeszczepić je na grunt polski. Dlatego to największą podnietą naszej 
inicjatywy i działalności będzie właśnie zainteresowanie się nami i oddźwięk społeczeństwa polskiego.”  
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necessary to redouble efforts in order to create favorable developmental 
conditions for Polish music at home.23  
 

On the one hand, such writing adopts a perspective common to highly international centers such 

as France, in which the representatives of different musical nations would compete for attention 

and programing. But the authors in fact undermine this notion by suggesting instead that value is 

not the outcome of foreign speculation, as much as it is built from the country’s domestic 

institutions.  

 The Association also believed that it could provide experience in learning organizational 

tasks that would later transfer to the domestic setting. Perkowski, speaking in 1978, recalled the 

importance of “social activities of musical youth of the time.”24 The Association’s manifesto 

from 1930 asserted that “The Association attaches great weight to a certain type of ‘training’ of 

its members in social work. This is done by entrusting members with different organizational 

tasks.”25 At a time when positions in the established musical organizations, such as the Warsaw 

Philharmonic or the Warsaw Music Society, were held by an older generation and were often 

closed to the younger figures, the proliferation of small associations, often organized by only a 

few individuals, provided an avenue for musical change.26 Such was the goal underlying 

Perkowski’s program of replacing the Association of Contemporary Composers’ board with 

musicians who were amenable to the younger generation in 1931. The process of doing so, he 

                                                
23 Stowarzyszenie Młodych Muzyków Polaków z Paryżu, 20. “Następnie nie należy ani na chwilę zapominąc, iż losy 
‘akcyj’ muzycznych polskich na ‘giełdzie’ międzynarodowej zależą w wielkim stopniu od ogólnego stanu muzyki w 
naszym kraju. Powodzenia zatem pracy propagandowej zależy bezwzględnie od wartości tkwiących w samym 
narodzie. Dlatego należy zdwoić wysiłki, aby stworzyć korzystne warunki rozwojowe dla muzyki polskiej u nas w 
kraju.”  
24 “Wspomnienia i refleksje: Stowarzyszenie Młodych Muzyków Polaków w Paryżu.” Muzyka 90, no. 3 (1978): 35-
54, at 36. “działalności społecznej ówczesnej młodzieży muzycznej” 
25 Stowarzyszenie Młodych Muzyków Polaków z Paryżu, 15: “Wielka wagę Stowarzyszenie przywiązuje do pewnego 
rodzaju 'przeszkolenia' swych członków w pracy społecznej. Czyni to przez powierzanie poszczególnym członkom 
różnych zadań organizacyjnych do wykonania.”  
26 Zalewski, Pół wieku wśród muzyków, 169.  
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noted, meant that the “Paris-Warsaw contact was made permanent” and the organizational 

experience gained in Paris was transferred to Poland.27 In addition to Perkowski, others including 

Szeligowski, Mycielski, Łabuński, and Wiechowicz returned to Poland after serving in the 

Association to take up positions in nascent organizations at home.  

At a time when state-backed institutions for musical life in Poland were weak or 

underdeveloped, the Association also carried out more direct activities in Poland proper. They 

arranged exchange concerts with Poland, ran a composition competition that was open to all 

Poles, and also facilitated concerts of Dutch music in Warsaw, Poznań, and Wilno.28 Its outreach 

efforts led it to set up committees in Polish cities that could more effectively secure patrons and 

funders, while its press division targeted both French and Polish publications.29 Furthermore, it 

acted as an intermediary for Polish music publishers seeking representation abroad, helping the 

Polish Music Publishing Society (TWMP) secure Parisian distribution for its publications.30 

More fundamentally, the idea of a youth-centered group spread to Cracow, where a group of 

musicians formed a similar organization called the “Association of Young Musicians in 

Cracow.” Likely inspired by the Paris-based Association, the leaders of this group asked to use 

the Association’s statute as a model.31 Tellingly, both associations adopted an identity that 

equated youth with renewal, valued cultivating internal audiences that would isolate them from 

an overly conservative or hostile public, and wished to provide opportunities to those musicians 

who were otherwise excluded from concert life.32  

                                                
27 “Wspomnienia i refleksje,” 36. “Łączność Paryż-Warszawa utrawliła się” 
28 On 12 August 1933; see: AAN, MSZ, 8419. 
29 AKP, SMMP, Protkóły walnych zebrań: 27 April 1927, “Protokól nadzwyczajnego walnego zebrania SMMP;” 8 
February 1928, “Protokól nadzwyczajnego walnego zebrania SMMP.” 
30 AKP, SMMP, K-LIV/108. 
31 AKP, SMMP, K-LV/97, 8 September 1931, Adam Rieger to SMMP.  
32 Stowarzyszenie młodych muzyków w Krakowie 1931-37 (Kraków, 1937), 17-23; Mieczysław Drobner, 
“Stowarzyszenie młodych muzyków,” in Kraków muzyczny, 175-188. 
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Thus, in both ideology and realization, the Association had its eyes firmly on Poland. In 

this sense, the flow of Polish musicians through Paris was distinct from both the nineteenth-

century exodus of the intelligentsia to Paris, which sought to establish a Polish national culture 

abroad, as well as from the later establishment of émigré communities after the Second World 

War. These emigration movements saw themselves as inheritors of Polish culture abroad, and 

also confronted the difficulty (if not impossibility) of returning home. By comparison, the 

Association’s members during the interwar period largely managed to avoid this sense of lost 

homeland. The Association’s internationalism aimed instead to enact a musical exchange 

between France and present-day Poland whose ultimate aim was to benefit the homeland’s 

musical culture. 

 

III. Implementing International Exchange  

Although Paris teemed with foreign musicians in the 1920s and 1930s, the Association’s mission 

and structure provided Poles with a path that was fairly standardized in comparison to that of 

musicians who hailed from other countries. The Association’s members became aware of 

difference when they sought to locate analogous organizations of musicians in Paris by writing 

letters to embassies.33 The responses directed the Association to unions in their native countries 

or to individual musicians living in France, but never to organizations that sought to collect and 

support foreign musicians living in Paris. Indeed, as Danièle Pistone’s exhaustive study of 

registration records for associations has shown, of the 127 musical associations declared in 

official records in Paris between 1930 and 1939 only two were aimed at non-French musicians: 

                                                
33 AKP, SMMP, Outgoing correspondence, K-LXIX/208, 13 July 1938. Letters were sent to the embassies of 
Germany, Switzerland, England, Hungary, Lithuania, Yugoslavia, Holland, Belgium, Romania, Sweden, Italy, 
Norway, and Finland.  
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the Amicale des artistes musiciens natifs d'Afrique du Nord (registered in 1939) and the Société 

musical russe à l'étranger (registered in 1931).34 The former was created too late to have much 

of an impact on the Association’s thinking. The Russian musical community was quickly 

centered around informal networks based around Serge Koussevitzky, while Nikolay Tcherepnin 

founded the Russian conservatory in Paris in 1925.35 Yet as émigrés from Soviet Russia, these 

musicians were cut off from official sponsorship and government resources, and thus lacked the 

state funds and official imprimatur given to the Association by its connections to the Polish state. 

State backing was part of Soviet cultural diplomacy at this time, but efforts—often in the form of 

so-called “Friendship Societies”—focused on cultural exchange and were less interested in 

sending Soviet artists to Paris in order to “learn” from the west.36 In comparison to both White 

and Soviet Russians, the Poles had both state support and official interest in western-facing 

contact.     

Many non-French musicians who arrived in Paris had been involved with musical 

institution-building at home, but they did not replicate these structures when abroad. Several 

Czech musicians, for example, showed an affinity for Paris, and although these composers 

formed a part of a modernist group in Prague they did not create an organization in Paris.37 From 

Latin America, Villa-Lobos and Carpentier likewise did not establish new institutions in Paris 

                                                
34 Danièle Pistone, "Sociabilités musicales parisiennes: les associations créées dans les années trente," in Musique et 
musiciens à Paris dans les années trente, edited by Danièle Pistone, (Paris: Honoré Champion, 2000), 35-44. 
35 Richard Taruskin, “Is There a ‘Russia Abroad’ in Music?” in Russian Music at Home and Abroad: New Essays 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2016): 140-161; Simon Alexander Morrison, “Koussevitzky’s 
Ghostwriter” in Funeral Games in Honor of Arthur Vincent Lourié, edited by Klára Móricz and Simon Alexander 
Morrison (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014), 121-149; Svetlana Savenko, Enrique Alberto Arias, 
Christopher Palmer, Barry Schrader, and Joel Chadabe, “Tcherepnin Family,” Grove Music Online, accessed 30 Jan. 
2019. https://doi-org.proxy.library.cornell.edu/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.45587 
36 Nigel Gould-Davies, “The Logic of Soviet Cultural Diplomacy,” Diplomatic History 27, no. 2 (2003), 193-214. 
37 Marianne Frippiat, “Leoš Janáček et la France” in L’attraction et la nécessité: musique tchèque et culture 
française au XXe siècle, edited by Xavier Galmiche and Lenka Stránská (Paris: Université de Paris-Sorbonne; 
Bärenreiter, 2004), 123-132. 
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despite their involvement with them at home.38 Perhaps closest to the Association’s work was the 

American Conservatory, which also helped to funnel students into Paris; yet this was a short-

term summer course, it was not organized by its students, and it had an instructional mission that 

the Association lacked.39 

The Poles were therefore unusual in organizing for the benefit of future members. Indeed, 

the Association’s manifesto reveals its members self-awareness about their mission: “It is one of 

the phenomena of postwar life, one that prescribes the most effective means of action to 

organizations or groups of people, connected first and foremost by a common idea, common 

aspiration, and professional interest.”40 An earlier draft of the same document is somewhat less 

idealistic in tone, suggesting the practical motivations that also underwrote the organization: “the 

most effective possibility for action” is “in unions, groups of people brought together by a shared 

professional interest . . . One cannot let this aspect of our work out of sight even for a moment; 

the framework of the Association’s ideology and work is based primarily on this principle.”41 

These passages suggest that, beyond the needs of survival and mutual aid, its members were 

driven to create organizational structures in the belief that these also codified and advanced their 

intellectual priorities.  

Former members who looked back on the Association after WWII often gave its 

organizational work a nationalist tinge. In 1946, Mycielski described the Association as “the first 

                                                
38 Lisa M. Peppercorn, “H. Villa-Lobos in Paris,” Latin American Music Review/ Revista de Música 
Latinoamericana 6, no. 2 (1985): 235-48; Caroline Rae, “In Havana and Paris: The Musical Activities of Alejo 
Carpentier,” Music & Letters 89, no. 3 (2008): 373–95.  
39 Kendra Preston Leonard, The Conservatoire Américain: A History (Lanham, Md.: Scarecrow Press, 2007), 19-37. 
40 Stowarzyszenie Młodych Muzyków Polaków z Paryżu, 3: “Jest ono jednym z przejawów życia powojennego, które 
przypisuje najskuteczniejszą możność działania organizacjom oraz grupom osób, związanych przedewszystkiem 
wspólną ideą, współnemi dążeniami i interesem zawodowym.”  
41 AKP, SMMP, Dokumenty Główne (no pagination): “najskuteczniejszej możności działania, w związkach, 
grupach osób związanych przedewszystkiem wspólnym interesem zawodowym; momentu tego nie należy ani przez 
chwilę tracić z oczu, gdyż na zasadzie zawodowości opiera się w przeważnej części główny zrąb ideologji oraz prac 
Stowarzyszenia.”  
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manifestation of a populous group of Polish musicians abroad. Because up to that point only 

meteors, falling from Poland, were known abroad . . . the Association however for the first time 

showed those people abroad a strictly determined Polish musical environment.”42 Speaking in 

1978, he elaborated on a similar theme: “And where had we come from?”—all those musicians 

in Paris: “We came from a country, which ten years earlier had not been on the map of the 

world.” Musicians who had travelled abroad in prior years “gave as their place of birth: 

Germany, Russia, Austria.”43 But now, following Polish independence and thanks in part to the 

Association’s work, Paris’ composers “de facto learned first from us that something like Poles 

existed at all, that we have an old and contemporary music, that we have a country and a state . . . 

and that in this state there is already some kind of ministry, and in this ministry a division, to 

which one could turn.”44  

Yet members rarely endorsed a narrative of national rebirth during the interwar period.45 

Instead, the Association sought to cultivate bonds between its members and to create the feeling 

that they were a cohesive group within a foreign environment. It did so by encouraging 

musicians to teach one another and through listening sessions. Weekly meetings were understood 

as a “means of maintaining contact among members of the Association,” which could also serve 

at times for “reciprocal exchange of thoughts, familiarization with colleagues’ new works and so 

                                                
42 Mycielski, “Stowarzyszenie Młodych Muzyków Polskich w Paryżu,” Ruch Muzyczny 1946, no. 22-23, pg. 20: 
“pierwszą 'masową' i metodyczną pracą pionierską muzyków polskich na zagranicznym . . .” As he explains, “Było 
to pierwszą manifestacją liczniejszej grupy muzyków polskich za granicą. Dotychczas bowiem zagranica ta znała 
tylko meteroy, wypadające z Polski . . . Stowarzyszenie natomiast po raz pierwszy ukazało zagranicy ściśle 
określone polskie środowisko muzyczne.”  
43 “Wspomnienia i refleksje,” 39. “nasi poprzednicy, którzy wyjeżdżali za granicę kilka lat przedtem, jako miejsce 
urodzenia podawali w odpowiedniej rubryce: Niemcy, Rosja, Austria.”  
44 “Wspomnienia i refleksje,” 40: “de facto dowiadywali się dopiero od nas, że coś takiego jak Polacy w ogóle 
istnieje, że mamy dawną i teraźniejszą muzykę, że mamy kraj i mamy państwo . . . I że w tym państwie jest już 
jakieś ministerstwo, a w tym ministerstwie jakiś wydział, do którego można się zwracać.”  
45 Mycielski’s views likely reflect his growing uncertainty about internationalism after 1945, as discussed in Chapter 
7. 
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on,” according to a draft of the statute.46 Performers and composers were also brought together 

around the Association’s “audycje,” or “listening sessions” that functioned as semi-public 

recitals and discussion sessions that circumvented expensive concert organizing in Paris.47 

Although administration members complained that these sessions were poorly attended, mention 

of them frequently appears in the memoirs of members and in organizational documents, 

suggesting their salience to the Association’s mission.48  

For the Polish Embassy in Paris, reporting to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, these 

internal events seemed of limited use in promoting Polish art abroad: 

Both the audycje and the annual concerts of the Association have a rather internal 
character. They operate somewhat like exams for the members to show the results 
of their work. In this sense these performances have significance for the 
development of young Polish talents; however, they do not find a wider 
promotional echo.49  
 

Yet this evidence can also be read the other way around: instead of aiming to create a broad 

following within French society at large, the aim of these concerts was to create cohesiveness 

among the Poles in Paris. So strong could this community away from home be, that Witold 

Rudziński recalls having spent two months in Paris without having said a single sentence in 

French.50 What is intriguing about these activities, then, is how the Association sought to create a 

sense of coherent connection that both was set in France yet that was also isolated from full 

                                                
46 AKP, SMMP, Dokumenty Główne (no pagination). The draft reads: “Do rzędu środków wpływających na 
utrzymywanie kontaktu pomiędzy członkami Stowarzyszenia, wpływają dodatnie zebrania czwartkowe, w czasie 
których na miejsce zwajemna wymiana myśli, zaznajamianie się z nowemi utworami kolegów między sobą i t.d.” 
47 AKP, SMMP, K-LXIV/36: difficult to make a living from playing in Paris, as a foreigner. AKP, SMMP, K-
LXV/166, SMMP to FKN, concerts are expensive to organize for Poles.  
48 Szymon Laks interview with Tadeusz Kaczyński, Ruch muzyczny, September 1964, no. 21 (French translation: 
http://www.andre-laks.placita.org/SLmusique.aspx); Mycielski, “Stowarzyszenie Młodych Muzyków Polskich w 
Paryżu,” 20.  
49 AAN, MSZ, 8262. Polish Embassy in Paris to the MSZ, 13 February1936: “O zarówno audycje jak i doroczny 
koncert Stowarzyszenia mają charakter raczej wewnętrzny, stanowiąc rodzaj egzaminu członków Stowarzyszenia z 
osiągniętych rezultatów ich pracy—w tym sensie występy te mają znaczenie dla rozwoju młodych talentów 
polskich—natomiast szerszego echa propagandowego nie znajdują.”  
50 Witold Rudziński, “Wspomnienia i refleksje,” 46. 
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exposure to the French environment. It thereby created a close-range simulacrum of nation that 

underscored musicians’ own membership in the Polish nation despite, or perhaps because of, 

their remove from it.  

The Association also formalized and regulated the flow of musicians and funding from 

Poland. The majority of the Association’s funds derived from the Polish government, whether 

via the Embassy in Paris, the Fund for National Culture, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, or the 

Ministry of Public Education (MWRiOP) and many students were likewise supported by 

scholarships from these same organizations.51 To capitalize on these conditions, the Association 

claimed that it helped to oversee its member’s scholarships and thereby ensure that funders’ 

money was being responsibly spent.52 The Association also distributed the funds it received 

among its members in the form of tuition offsets, subventions for instrument rentals, or to cover 

the cost of copying parts.53 In this manner, it operated at an armlength from the Polish state and 

remained driven by its members’ priorities.   

In addition to pooling state resources, the Association also helped to formalize and 

convey valuable information to new arrivals. The administration explained to potential 

newcomers which schools were open to foreigners, provided the details of fees that could be 

expected, answered questions about what newcomers could expect to pay for accommodations, 

and directed them to appropriate teachers.54 Along the same lines, the Association sought to 

                                                
51 Rudziński, “Wspomnienia i refleksje,” 47. 
52 AKP, SMMP, KLXV/166, SMMP to FKN. 
53 They raised some of their money from balls and from funds from members, but they can only count on two 
permanent sources of income—payment from the FKN and the Embassy. (Sprawozdanie Finansowe 1931-32) 
Indeed, a substantial portion of their funding came from the Embassy, which in 1933-34 supplied over one third of 
their income. (Spaw. finansowe 1934) Moving to a smaller locale and revisions to their financial program allowed 
for more funds to be devoted to giving its members subventions for studies. 
54 AKP, SMMP: K-LXI/12, 28 March 1927; K-L/56, Mycielski to SMMP in 1927 [no date]; K-LIV/45, 1930; K-
LIV/116; AKP, K-LXV/166. In 1925, the “école des Batignolles” was relocated to Rue Lamondé and was remade 
into a lodging for students receiving scholarships from the Polish Ministry of Education. See: Janine Ponty, “ 
‘Visite’  du Paris des Polonais,” in Le Paris des étrangers : depuis un siècle, edited by André Kaspi and Antoine 
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cultivate a reliable and extensive roster of friends and contacts, which it was hoped would 

provide further access to the Parisian musical scene. In a passage from a draft of the manifesto 

that was cut from the final version, the Association describes its role: 

An important aspect of the Association’s aid activities is its work to facilitate 
contacts for individual members. Without these relationships it is difficult to 
accomplish anything in Paris . . . This especially concerns publications or the 
performance of compositions. For reasons that are easily understood, this type of 
work belongs unconditionally to the most delicate and difficult. It demands a 
large dose of caution and foresight. This work resembles the “foreign policy” of 
the organization and it belongs unquestionably among its most important tasks.55  
 

Note how the language of state enters into the description of the Association’s activities, 

underscoring the distinction between the group of musicians and their contacts with the broader 

world. Indeed, much effort early in the Association’s work was devoted to assembling a long list 

of patrons and supporting members drawn from aristocratic families (Radziwiłł, Polignac, 

Lubomirski, Zamoyski), prominent Polish musicians and composers (Ada Sari, Marja Freund, 

Paweł Kochański, Emil Młynarski, Henryk Opieński, Artur Rubinstein, Leopold Stokowski, 

Karol Szymanowski, Aleksander Tansman, Bronisław Huberman, Ignacy Paderewski), French 

composers (Ravel, Roussel, Schmitt), and prominent figures of the Parisian musical scene 

(Emma Debussy, Nadia Boulanger, Hélène Kahn-Casella, Henri Prunières), as well as the film 

actress Pola Negri.56 Many of these figures became patrons of the group or otherwise helped to 

support it. In earlier years, Poles—from Chopin to Tansman—had had to rely on their own social 

                                                
Marès (Paris: Impr. nationale, 1989), 45-54, here 47.  
55 AKP, SMMP, Dokumenty główne: “Ważną dziedziną pomocy Stowarzyszenia jest ułatwienie stosunków 
poszczególnym członkom. Bez tego w Paryżu trudno coś zdziałać; o stosunki również niełatwo. Dotyczy to 
zwłaszcza spraw wydawniczych oraz możności wykonywania kompozycji. Ten zakres pracy Stowarzyszenia, z 
łatwo zrozumiałych względów, należy bezwarunkowo do najdelikatniejszych oraz do najtrudniejszych i wymaga 
wielkiej dozy przezorności i przewidywań; stanowi też jakby odrębny dział pewnego rodzaju ‘polityki zagranicznej’ 
organizacji; należy wszakże bezsprzecznie do rzeczy najważniejszych.”  
56 AKP, SMMP, Dokumenty główne.  
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networks to create these rosters of connections.57 The Association, by comparison, sought to 

formalize and make more concrete the relationships that were essential to Parisian success.  

At the same time, the Association also isolated musicians from fully pursuing 

opportunities in Paris. An internal report from 1936 bemoaned that “Poles hole up in dark 

corners waiting for a miracle” while musicians of other nationalities work the salons and hence 

“to a large degree thanks to these connections win a name, which allows them to propagate and 

show to the French the art of their countries.”58 Yet this evidence of failure is also evidence that 

the Association provided its members with adequate means and contacts so that they could 

subsist in Paris without being more proactive. In this manner, the attempts to ensure the success 

of Polish artists risked foreclosing a more thorough integration of Polish musicians into the 

Parisian musical scene.  

Over the course of its existence, the Association switched from supporting external 

events to focusing on internal ones. In the early prosperous years, the Association organized 

public performances and promoted Polish music in France.59 But these were expensive and were 

perceived as ineffectual, especially after the 1929 financial crisis, which the leadership to focus 

on providing tangible aid to the Association’s members. At this point, the Association prioritized 

                                                
57 Aleksander Tansman, a Polish-Jewish composer who had arrived in Paris in 1919 from Łódź, illustrates what 
matters were like before the Association: he arrived with 80 Francs to his name, worked in a candy factory and 
taught piano, before a chance introduction to Ravel launched him onto the Parisian musical scene. There were no 
Polish-aligned organizations to soften his arrival. He soon became a member of the École de Paris, a loose 
confederation of non-French musicians who shared a general aesthetic outlook but were uninterested in formal 
organizations. See, Janusz Cegiełła, Dziecko szczęścia: Aleksander Tansman i jego czasy, vol. 1, revised edition 
(Łódź: 86 Press, 1996), 80-98. 
58 AKP, SMMP, Spraw. Artystyczne, 1936: “Polacy, zaszyci w najciemniejszych kątach, czekają cud”; “w wielkiej 
mierze dzięki tymże stosunkom zyskują imię, które im pozwala propagować i pokazywać Francuzom sztukę ich 
krajów.” 
59 During its first five years, the Association organized two festivals of Polish music (held in the Teatre Mogador 
and Sale Gaveau), 23 chamber music concerts, 47 listening sessions, and carried out the Parisian premiers of works 
by Szymanowski and Tansman, in addition to many of its members. (AKP, SMMP, Sprawozdania, “Bilans 
artystyczny SMMP, 1926-1932.”) Over the subsequent years it also helped place Polish works on concerts of the 
Association des Concerts Pasdeloup, the Orchestre Lamoureux,  and the SMI. (AKP, SMMP, Sprawozdania, 
“Sprawozdanie artystyczne z okresu 1932 r.” on SMI: AKP, SMMP, concert programs (1933)) 
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the funding for subventions and limited its other promotional activities, providing its members 

with low-interest loans. By the 1937-38 season, the Association had limited and redefined its 

mission to focus on providing aid to its members.60 Indeed, these loans became a crucial element 

of the Association’s activities, with the amounts of outstanding loans in some cases dwarfing a 

year’s operating budget.61 Mycielski was keenly aware of the advantages such institutional and 

financial backing provided. In 1930 he lamented that a colleague of his—a Russian Jew—lacked 

such support: “These Russians here, they don’t have anything—no embassy, no organization” 

and the student could not practice his compositions because he didn’t have a piano and was 

growing hungry.62 

In providing financial aid to its members, the Association helped establish a Polish 

musical enclave in Paris and to foster connections among the members of the small organization. 

The political implications of this organization were significant. By standardizing the process of 

exchange, more members could travel to Paris, for less time, and with less need to establish 

themselves. The Association thus created a space for cultural exchange that nonetheless kept its 

musicians fully anchored in the Polish cultural milieu even when they were in Paris. This sense 

of being neither in France nor fully in Poland underwrote the cultural politics of exchange and 

transfer that Szymanowski and his students had encouraged; building Poland in musical terms 

required having an incomplete sense of transfer, in which one gained from France, but never 

abandoned the ultimate aim of rejoining the Polish nation at home.  

 

                                                
60AKP, SMMP, Sprawozdania, “Spraw. 1937-38.” 
61 Upon a thoroughly review of their books in 1935, the treasury noted that the Association had provided around 
71,500 Francs in loans, of which 40,000 Francs were still outstanding. For comparison, in 1934-35, they spent 
29,132.30 Fr. 
62 BnF, N.L.a 89/59. Zygmunt Mycielski to Nadia Boulanger, 10 November 1930: “Ils n'ont rien ces Russes içi, ni 
d'ambassade, ni d'organisation.” 
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Epilogue and Conclusions 

For the Association of Young Musician-Poles in Paris, the cosmopolitan aim of transformation 

through cultural contact was institutionally subordinate to the larger goal of strengthening 

musical culture in Poland. This interpretation reveals that a highly international organization was 

in fact overrun by the same pressures and aspirations as institutions in Poland proper. When the 

Association is seen as embodying and acting out an instrumentally cosmopolitan attitude, its 

activities are more easily integrated into a history of institution building that spanned the war; it 

comes as no surprise that members of the Association readily transitioned back to Poland, often 

creating institutions whose domestic aims seemed askance to the international dimension of the 

Association’s work. Thus, for example, after founding the Association, Perkowski returned to 

Poland where he led the Toruń conservatory, reformed the Composers’ Association in Poland, 

launched a union of musicians in German-occupied Poland during WWII, and became the first 

president of the postwar Union of Polish Composers. Others—such as Zygmunt Mycielski, 

Bolesław Woytowicz, and Stanisław Wiechowicz—likewise came to focus their eventual efforts 

on Poland as critics and organizers.  

The Second World War, and the subsequent postwar consolidation of communist power 

in Poland, forced these musicians into increasingly stark choices about whether their ultimate 

loyalties lay at home or to the ideals of an international musical life. Some level of devotion to 

the Association’s mission is clear from the work of Antoni Szałowski, Michał Spisak, and 

Seweryn Różycki, who dragged with them a suitcase containing some of the Association’s 

archive as they evacuated from Paris south to Biarritz, Vichy, Hyères, and finally to Aix-les-

Bains following the 1940 German invasion.63 As these members worked to relaunch the 

                                                
63 Tadeusz Kaczyński, “Ostatnia rozmowa z Antonim Szalowskim,” Ruch Muzyczny 1973, no. 10, pg. 4. The 
remainder of the archive, left in Paris, also survived WWII.  
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Association in 1945, they temporarily abandoned its artistic mission, instead distributing 

essential goods to its members, before eventually organizing several concerts, including one 

devoted to Polish music under the German occupation whose funds were earmarked for the 

rebuilding of the Warsaw Philharmonic.64 At a time of postwar hardship in both Poland and 

France, the ideal that cosmopolitan contact could strengthen the nation at home lost significance 

in comparison to the immediate work of rebuilding. At the same time, Paris was undergoing 

artistic recalibrations of its own, further bringing into question its status as the uncontested center 

for modernism and thus as a default destination for Polish musicians.65 

The clearest indication, however, that the Association’s beliefs in an instrumental 

cosmopolitanism were no longer viable came from its renewed interactions with the Polish state. 

In October 1945 a meeting was held that included some nineteen members of the SMMP with 

the aim of reformulating the charter of the Association, a project described in the minutes as an 

“updating to current conditions.”66 Yet Szałowski, shortly before his death, described this event 

rather differently, recalling it as an attempt by those aligned with communist powers to force a 

political mission onto the Association. Although the old administration won the election, and 

thus held off this attack, it damaged their work with the Polish Embassy and undermined their 

much-needed financial support.67  

The ambivalence on the part of state-backed institutions, such as the Polish Embassy, 

toward Polish musicians in Paris played out across this early postwar period. In 1947, Gustaw 

                                                
64 Kaczyński, “Ostatnia rozmowa.” 
65 Leslie A. Sprout, “The 1945 Stravinsky Debates: Nigg, Messiaen, and the Early Cold War in France,” The 
Journal of Musicology 26/1 (2009), 85–131. Note, however, that both Panufnik and Lutosławski made trips to Paris 
during the early postwar period. Panufnik’s trip was to purchase orchestral materials; Andrzej Panufnik, Composing 
Myself (London: Methuen London, 1987), 156. Lutosławski went to Paris in 1946 and 1948, spending three months 
there on each trip. Irena Nikolskaia, Conversations with Witold Lutosławski, 1987-92 (Stockholm: Melos, 1994), 35.  
66 AAN 1450, 354/IV/161, pp. 1-4 (Rada Narodowa Polaków we Franci, Komisja Muzyczna), “Protokół Zebrania 
Muzyków Polskich z dnia 23 lipca 1945 roku w lokalu PKWN.” 
67 Kaczyński, “Ostatnia rozmowa.” 
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Bachner, then working for Music Section of the Bureau of Information and Propaganda in Paris, 

reported “that Poland possesses in music an important card to play on the French terrain.”68 In 

1948, the Jerzy Zagórski, then working in the Embassy, described how he wished to build on the 

successes of Poland’s musicians in Paris, to “Make sure that musicians who are valuable to 

Poland, and are living in Paris, would become close to the Embassy and be in lively contact with 

Poland.”69 Yet his report also revealed what he saw as flaws in the Embassy’s strategy to date:  

The special care of the Embassy for musicians living permanently in Paris has 
meant that the best composers (Spisak, Szałowski), who have lived in Paris for 
many years, and until recently have shunned the Embassy, offended by the 
mistaken tactics in relation to them (like throwing them out of the house at 
Lamande [where many of the SMMP members lived], ostracism of the poorly 
talented) stand today on the ground of our state. Szałowski has accepted a 
“Warsaw” passport and Spisak has visited Poland.70 
 

The Embassy likewise valued the Association’s work to date on the 1949 Chopin Year, noting 

that the Association brought “as a dowry not only its valuable personages” but also more direct 

promises of concert organization.71 Such avenues for cooperation were, to some degree 

successful; in planning the Chopin year in 1949, some of the most prominent composers met 

with government representatives and helped form a joint Polish-French Chopin committee. 

Seweryn Różycki, the Association’s treasurer, drew up extensive plans, which were under way 

by summer 1948. The final blow was provided in part by the increasing crack-down on 

                                                
68 AAN 366/12, 110, pg. 109, 1 August 1947. "Ze polska posiada w muzyce powazna karte do wygrania na terenie 
Francji." [there are no diacritical marks because Bachner was writing using a French typewriter].  
69 AAN 366/12, 115, pp. 100-113, 5 August 1948. “Sprawić, aby muzycy wartościowi Polscy przebywający w 
Paryżu przybliżyli się do Ambasady i weszli w żywszy kontakt z krajem.” 
70 AAN 366/12, 115, pp. 100-113, 5 August 1948. “Specjalna troskliwość Ambasady o muzyków przebywających 
stale w Paryżu miała w skutku ten efekt, że najlepsi kompozytorzy (Spisak, Szałowski) stale zamieszkujący od 
wielu lat w Paryżu, którzy doniedawna stronili od Ambasady, pozrażani błędną taktyką w stosunku do nich (w 
rzucenie z domu na Lamande, ostracyzm licho uzdolnionych) stoją dziś na gruncie naszej państwowości. Szałowski 
wziął paszport ‘warszawski’ Spisak w tym czasie kraj odwiedzał.” 
71 AAN 366/12 115, pg. 13, “Sprawozdanie za okres 1 stycznia 1948 do 31 lipca 1948.” “w posagu wnisiliby 
nietylko swoje cenne personalia, ale i obietnicę Małcużyńskiego i Kleckiego dania wspólnego koncertu właśnie pod 
egidą Stowarzyszenia na cele związane z Rokiem Chopina.” 
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international activity in Poland itself: In July 1948, Różycki returned to Poland for a month-long 

vacation. While in Warsaw, he met with the Poland-based Chopin Year organizers, a meeting 

that yielded approval of the Parisians’ plans as well as a promise of financial support. On August 

18th, 1948, Różycki was arrested in central Warsaw by two agents of the internal security 

services.72 He was taken to the Ministry of Security headquarters [UB], where he was asked to 

return to Paris, presumably as an informant. He refused, at which point he was taken to prison 

and sentenced to six years for allegedly belonging to an illegal nationalist organization in Paris. 

In a tragic turn of events, Różycki was convicted on February 22nd, 1949, the anniversary of 

Chopin’s birthday and the opening of the Chopin Year in Poland.73 Once the news of Różycki’s 

arrest reached his colleagues in Paris sometime in August 1948, the Association withdrew from 

the Chopin events and closed its doors soon after. It thus collapsed during a broad push to limit 

international contacts for Poles and especially for Polish artists.74 

 Broadly speaking, the collapse of the Association, along with its model of instrumental 

cosmopolitanism, was due to the confluence of several factors including state persecution, 

shifting policies at the Embassy, and changing musical politics that placed renewed interest on 

the domestic front. One result of these changes was that a belief in the compatibility of the 

national and the international, on the level of a small organization was replaced by more direct 

modes of cultural promotion that were backed by the postwar state. The Association disappeared 

at the moment that the Polish state began to possess the coherence and power to carry out 

                                                
72 AKP, SMMP, Protokóly walnych zebrań: Seweryn Różycki, “Sprawozdanie z opracowania i wstępnego 
realizowania w 1948 r. przez Stowarzyszenie Młodych Muzyków Polaków w Paryżu programu obchodu stuletniej 
rocznicy śmierci Chopina.” 
73 Różycki was released in 1954; see the certificate attached to the report cited in the previous note.  
74 Dariusz Stola, Kraj bez wyjścia?: migracje z Polski, 1949-1989 (Warszawa: Instytut Pamięci Narodowej, 2010), 
34-46.  
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missions of musical nation building that had earlier been left to the initiatives of individual 

musicians.  
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Chapter 2 

Race, Nation, and the Politics of International Music 
 
 
Even the most cosmopolitan of Polish musicians framed their work abroad as a service to the 

nation. Because Poland’s political and cultural elites were engaged in a wide-ranging debate 

about defining the Polish nation during the 1920s and 30s, these musicians’ obsession with 

Polish national development raises questions concerning what sense of nationhood they intended 

to serve. The broader political and cultural debates focused on whether the Polish nation ought to 

be understood as a civic polity or an ethnic one, on whether “Polishness” connoted participation 

in political institutions, or rather a shared lineage of Catholicism, language, and ultimately blood.  

Poland’s musical scene reveals how ethnic nationalism came to permeate institutions outside the 

political right.    

 The divide between civic and ethnic nationalism in Poland has often been seen as a 

conflict between Józef Piłsudski, Prime Minister and head of the Sanacja regime from 1926 until 

1935, and Roman Dmowski, leader of the National Democrats.1 Harkening back to the early 

modern Grand Duchy that managed to support a wide range of identities under the rubric of its 

state, Piłsudski held that divisions between language, religion, or ethnicity ought to be 

subordinate to a single political body. Polishness, in this view, was foremost a political identity.2 

Dmowski, by comparison, saw the early modern Polish state as an outmoded political institution, 

seeking to replace its civic models with a sense of common ethnic community that he believed 

                                                
1 Brian Porter-Szűcs, Poland in the Modern World: Beyond Martyrdom (Chichester : Wiley-Blackwell, 2014), 67-
70; Michlic, Poland’s Threatening Other, 69-78. For a re-examination of the dichotomy, see: Paul Brykczynski, 
“Reconsidering ‘Piłsudskiite Nationalism,’” Nationalities Papers 42, no. 5 (2014): 771–90.  
2 Timothy Snyder, The Reconstruction of Nations: Poland, Ukraine, Lithuania, Belarus, 1569-1999 (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2003), 41.  
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would be more durable.3 Exclusionary Polish ethnic nationalism, pioneered by what Brian 

Porter-Szűcs calls the “radical right,” held that the state (państwo) should serve the nation 

(naród), which was viewed as a culturally cohesive, homogenous community defined by Roman 

Catholicism and the Polish language. Ethnically Slavic minorities—such as Ukrainians or 

Ruthenians—could, according to the National Democrats, assimilate into Polish culture. Jews 

however, who were around ten percent of Poland’s population, were by comparison seen as 

“parasites” who threatened the national community, even if they had assimilated to Polish culture 

and converted to Catholicism.4  

 The Piłsudski/Dmowski divide does not, however, correspond directly to the main 

aesthetic cleavage in Polish musical life between the Szymanowski-aligned “modernists” and the 

“conservative” proponents of extended romantic composition. To be sure, conservative 

musicians and their supporters drew on ethnonationalist views. Piotr Rytel, for example, tarred 

proponents of modernism with antisemitic invective irrespective of a composer’s ethnic 

background.5 But Szymanowski, who claimed to reject all forms of “ideological or merely 

political antisemitism,” also considered the “question of the racial origins of artists to be a matter 

of first importance.” In his unpublished essay titled the “Jewish Question” from 1922, he rejected 

the idea that Jews were corrupting “Aryan” art, but also asserted that “Aryan genius discovered 

new terrain that has yet to be examined, whereas Semitic talents exploited this terrain in a more 

                                                
3 Brian Porter, When Nationalism Began to Hate: Imagining Modern Politics in Nineteenth-Century Poland (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2000). 
4 Porter-Szűcs, Poland in the Modern World, 51-56; Michlic, Poland’s Threatening Other, 98-103; Brian Porter-
Szűcs, Faith and Fatherland: Catholicism, Modernity, and Poland (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 
272-327.  
5 Rytel’s writing for right-wing press began in 1920, when he became a critic for the Gazeta Warszawska, a position 
that lasted until 1935 (the newspaper closed shortly thereafter). Later, he worked for Warszawski Dziennik 
Narodowy until the beginning of WWII. See Barbara Długońska, “Piotr Rytel,” Zeszysty naukowe Akademia 
Muzyczna im. Stanisława Moniuszki w Gdańsku 23 (1984): 113-141, here 127-128. 
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or less worthwhile manner.”6 

 Within Poland’s contemporary music community, the stakes of ethnonationalism were 

high since many composers had Jewish backgrounds that ethnonationalists wished to exclude. I 

will have little to say about the identities of these composers, all of whom saw themselves as 

Polish. Instead, I focus on how their purported Jewishness could be used to attack, define, and 

exclude them. These modernist composers of Jewish background were distinct from the vast 

majority of Poland’s Jews, who spoke Yiddish and were relatively unassimilated.7 They were 

also distinct from the writers and literary critics who aimed to develop a Polish-Jewish literary 

identity, as well as composers outside of Poland, such as Ernst Bloch, who cultivated a Jewish 

identity in their compositions.8  

 Excluding a composer on the basis of Jewishness requires both defining them as such and 

denying them resources as a result. Exclusion has both discursive and institutional elements that 

must be tracked in tandem. On a state-wide level, antisemitism played shifting roles with Polish 

state policy. In the early years of independence, many anti-Jewish laws from the Tsarist empire 

were still on the books and it was not until 1931 that full legal equality between Jewish and non-

Jewish Poles was achieved.9 After Piłsudski’s death in 1935, antisemitism played a greater role 

                                                
6 Karol Szymanowski, “Kwestia żydowstwa” [1922] in Pisma, vol. II, 238-240. “ideowego czy też tylko 
politycznego antysemityzmu” “Kwestia rasowego pochodzenia jej twórców jest pierwszorzędnej wagi” “gdy tylko 
genius aryjski odkrył nie zbadany jeszcze, nowy teren, natychmiast talenty semickie eksploatowały teren ten w 
mniej lub więcej wartościowy sposób.”  
7 Joseph Marcus, Social and Political History of the Jews in Poland, 1919-1939 (Berlin: Mouton Publishers, 1983). 
8 Eugenia Prokop-Janiec, Polish-Jewish Literature in the Interwar Years (Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University 
Press, 2003); Klára Móricz, Jewish Identities: Nationalism, Racism, and Utopianism in Twentieth-Century Music 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2008). For broad overviews of Jewish musicians in Poland, see Leon 
Tadeusz Błaszczyk, Żydzi w kulturze muzycznej ziem polskich w XIX i XX wieku: słownik biograficzny (Warsaw: 
Stowarzyszenie Żydowski Instytut Historyczny w Polsce, 2014); Marian Fuks, Muzyka ocalona: judaica polskie. 
(Warszawa: Wydawnictwa Radia i Telewizji, 1989); Isaschar Fater and Ewa Świderska, Muzyka żydowska w Polsce 
w okresie międzywojennym (Warszawa: Oficyna wydawnicza, 1997). 
9 Szymon Rudnicki, “Anti-Jewish Legislation in Interwar Poland,” trans. Robert Blobaum, in Antisemitism and Its 
Opponents in Modern Poland, edited by Blobaum (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2005), 148-170, here 158.  
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in attracting nationalist supporters.10 The creation of a new pro-government party in July 1936, 

the Camp of National Unity (Obóz Zjednoczenia Narodowego, or OZN), endorsed views that 

resembled those of the National Democrats, publicizing a program in with Jews were to be 

treated distinctly from other minorities since they were an “element alien” to the Polish nation. 

Beginning in 1936, bills were put before the Sejm that were designed to limit Jewish 

involvement in various areas of economic activity, including meat production and legal 

professions. Although no laws were passed that applied to all Jews, there were restrictions and 

boycotts that disproportionately affected them.11  

 In addition to these legal measures, a new wave of anti-Jewish violence unfolded between 

1935 and 1937. The status of Jews at universities deteriorated with unrest around proposed 

“ghetto benches,” which required Jewish students to sit in separate, less desirable, places during 

lectures.12 From autumn 1937, the scale of anti-Jewish violence diminished, in part because 

nationalist demands for ghetto benches had been realized, but also because internal conflicts in 

the government, which led officials away from fascist-style regimes, had put dampers on 

explicitly antisemitic policies. In spring 1938, the atmosphere changed once again, following the 

German annexation of Austria in March: foreign policy and national security became more 

important and internal controversies receded. In addition, authorities, who were attentive to their 

image abroad, were fearful that Jews in the west would mobilize public opinion and influence 

western governments.13   

 

                                                
10 Polonsky, The Jews in Poland and Russia, Vol. III, 80. 
11 Rudnicki, “Anti-Jewish Legislation,” 160-166.  
12 Polonsky, The Jews in Poland and Russia, Vol. III, 85-7. 
13 Polonsky, The Jews in Poland and Russia, Vol. III, 88-9. 
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I. Internationalism and Antisemitism  

For critics who saw music through a racialized lens, the success of Poles and Polish-Jews abroad 

did not count in equal terms. A 1928 competition that was hosted by the Association of Young 

Musician-Poles in Paris—open to all Poles whose entries were anonymously judged by a 

prestigious panel consisting of Ravel, Albert Roussel, Florent Schmitt, and Artur Honegger—

awarded several main prizes to Poles of Jewish background.14 Yet for a critic writing in the 

Poznań-based Przegląd Muzyczny, the outcome of the competition was seen in distinctly racial 

terms:  

A shadow, however, clouds the bright fact of this accomplishment, a shadow that 
perhaps not all can perceive. This shadow has to do with the surnames: In the first 
column we have the names of Fitelberg, Kassern, Lachs [sic], while in the second 
we find Kondracki, Wiechowicz, and Jarecki. This opposition speaks for itself. 
All of these composers are Poles, but not, however, are of the same race. We raise 
this point not out of some kind of fear, but rather to draw attention to the deeper 
significance that this fact covers over. Young, ethnically Polish composers should 
draw from this fact the appropriate conclusions and take to heart this shameful 
defeat. They should ponder the causes of their defeat and address these as quickly 
as possible. Racial honor demands it! The roots of this defeat, in our opinion, are 
easily seen and easily overcome: composers must work hard, diligently, and 
consciously to maximize their technical level and not settle for half measures and 
half-baked accomplishments. Everything else is given to us.15   

 

Note here how the author underscores the perceived racial superiority of the ethnically Polish 

composers, for whom success if pre-given if only they were to obtain adequate technical skills. 

                                                
14 AKP, SMMP, Konkursy. The first prize went to Jerzy Fitelberg for his Second String Quartet, the second prize to 
Tadeusz Kassern for his Concerto for Voice, the third prize to Michał Kondracki (who did not have Jewish 
background) for the Partita for Orchestra, and first mention for Szymon Laks’ Blue, a piece for large orchestra. 
15[anon], “Konkurs Stowarzyszenia Młodych Muzykó Polaków w Paryżu,” Przegląd Muzyczny 1928, no. 6, 14. 
“Jasną powierzchnię tego faktu przecina jednak pewień cień, nie dla wszystkich może dostrzegalny, który jednak 
istnieje i mąci jasność powierzchni. Cieniem tym są nazwiska. W pierwszym rzędzie: Fitelberg, Kassern, Lachs 
[sic]—w drugim: Kondracki, Wiechowicz, Jarecki. Przeciwstawienie to mówi samo za siebie. Wszystko to są 
Polacy, nie tej samej jednak rasy. Podnosimy to nie dla jakiejś fobji, lecz dla uprzytomnienia sobie tego głębszego 
znaczenia, jakie fakt powyższy w sobie kryje. Młodzi kompozytorowie rdzennie polscy powinni wyciągnąć z tego 
odpowiednie wnioski i przejąć się do głębi ta, tak mało chlubną dla nich porażką. Powinni zastanowić się nad 
przyczynami, które ją wywołały i usunąć je jak najprędzej. Honor rasy tego wymaga! A przyczyny zdaniem naszem 
są zupełnie jasno widoczne i łatwe do usunięcia: trzeba tylko dużo, wytrwale i świadomie pracować podnosić jak 
najwyżej poziom techniczny i nie zadawalać się półśrodkami, półosiągnięciami. Reszta jest nam dana.” 
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By portraying ethnically Jewish composers as a threat, meanwhile, the critic replicates the 

paranoid thought of the radical right in which ethnic Jews are both racially inferior to Poles, yet 

paradoxically threaten Polish accomplishments.  

 The Polish-Jewish composers who lived abroad were furthermore portrayed as having 

minimal legitimate links to their nation. In a 1930 survey of contemporary Polish music, 

Zdzisław Jachimecki, a musicologist and professor at the Jagiellonian University, observed: 

In the group of composers that consists of Rathaus, Tansman, Klecki, Gradstein, 
Jerzy Fitelberg, and Koffler, strong progressive tendencies are evident, which 
arise from intersecting influences of the Russian, German, and French schools. 
With the exception of Koffler, all of these composers are permanently living 
abroad. They underscore, either resolutely or more delicately, their affiliation with 
Poland, whether because they happened to have been born on the territory of 
Poland or out of a feeling of Polishness. However, their activities are connected 
more strongly with every other musical culture than with that of Poland. 
Nonetheless they must be included in contemporary Polish music, since they have 
the right to this title and because they are frequently connected to Polish music by 
foreigners.16  
 

Considering these composers as a single “group” is, at best, spurious since they lived in different 

cities, subscribed to distinct aesthetics, and had virtually no interaction with one another.17 Nor 

was this dubious grouping lost on the reviewer Mateusz Gliński, who, while not highlighting 

common links of Jewishness that underlie this passage, nonetheless called attention to its factual 

inaccuracy.18 Jachimecki’s portrayal plays into the common trope of the Jew as groundless 

                                                
16 Zdzisław Jachimecki, Muzyka polska. Cz. 4 i 5. (Kraków: 1932), 934. “W grupie kompozytorów, złożonej z 
Rathausa, Tansmana, Kleckiego, Gradsteina, Jerzego Fitelberga i Kofflera, zaakcentowały się bardzo silnie 
tendencje postępowe, wynikające z krzyżujących się wpływów szkoły rosyjskiej, niemieckiej i francuskiej. Z 
wyjątkiem ostatniego z wymienionych wszyscy przebywają stale zagranicą i—podreślając w sposób zdecydowany 
lub delikatniejszy swoją przynależność do Polski, czy to z powodu samego faktu urodzenia się na terytorjum Polski, 
czy poczucia polskości, działalnością swoją łączą się silniej raczej z każdą inną kulturą muzyczną, niż specjalnie z 
polską. Niemniej jednak muszą być wciągnięci do współczesnej muzyki polskiej, gdyż i sami mają słuszne do tego 
tytuły i przez obcych do muzyki polskiej stale bywają włączani. 
17 Rathaus, Fitelberg, and Klecki were based in Germany; Tansman and Gradstein were in Paris, and Koffler was in 
Lwów. Tansman, Klecki, and Gradstein were all originally from Łódź, Rathaus was from Ternopol, Koffler from 
Lwów. 
18 Mateusz Gliński, Review of Zdzisław Jachimecki Muzyka Polska (1864-1930), in Muzyka 1932, no. 3-4, 104. 
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cosmopolitan, defined by the crisscrossing of foreign cultures, whose grounding in the Polish 

nation is provided only by the accident of birth there. His classification appears in a synthetic 

work on Polish music history, written by one of only two musicologists to hold a chair in the 

subject in Poland at the time. This fact underscores the degree to which racialized classifications 

of Polish music were becoming mainstream, prevalent among those who were otherwise 

sympathetic to the project of revitalizing Poland’s musical life.  

 Even more surprising is the appearance of similar tropes in a synthetic survey by the 

musicologist, and leftist thinker, Stefania Łobaczewska in a 1938 article, “At the Sources of 

Contemporary Polish Music.”19 Like Jachimecki, she sorts composers based on unacknowledged 

racial categories. The first group—which includes Tansman, Koffler, Rathaus, J. Fitelberg, and 

Palester reject “all other influences more generally understood: those of the Polish milieu or 

Polish nationality. They themselves feel first and foremost to be participants in the 

transformations which are currently taking place in European music in general.”20 Scattered 

across aesthetic lines and across Europe, her common denominator for this group is in fact a 

purported lack of connection with Polish music. Tansman’s allusions to folk melodies, she 

explains, are  “not like those of Chopin or Szymanowski, who give the skeleton of a melodic 

creation a specific emotional coloring.” Instead, his “melodies go directly into his compositions 

as rhythmic schemata.”21 Jerzy Fitelberg, meanwhile, is painted as a product of intersecting 

                                                
19 Stefania Łobaczewska, “U źródeł współczesnej muzyki polskiej,” Życie sztuki 3 (1938): 48-94. Magdalena 
Dziadek, "Twórczość krytycznomuzyczna Stefanii Łobaczewskiej," Muzyka 49 (2004), no. 4, 87-112.  
20 Łobaczewska, “U źródeł współczesnej muzyki polskiej,” 87. “Jako klasyczne przykłady kompozytorów, którzy, 
odrzucając świadomie nie tylko wpływy jednostkowe, reprezentowane przez poszczególne, specjalnie wybitne 
indywidualności w dzisiejszej muzyce polskiej, ale nawet wszystkie inne, rozumiane ogólniej jako wpływy 
środowiska polskiego czy narodowości polskiej, czują się przede wszystkim współuczestnikami zmian, 
dokonujących się w obecnej chwili w muzyce europejskiej w ogóle, wymienimy przykładowo Tansmana, Kofflera, 
Rathausa, J. Fitelberga i Palestra.” 
21 Łobaczewska, “U źródeł współczesnej muzyki polskiej,” 87. “nie są bynajmniej, jak dla Chopina lub 
Szymanowskiego, kośćcem pewnych tworów melodycznych o specyficznym zabarwieniu uczuciowym, które by 
rekonstruował lub przyjmował jako impuls dla własnych tworów melodycznych o podobnym, choć 
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international trends; in his music “very diverse influences overlap with one another, giving as a 

result a personality of an essentially international type.”22  

 Łobaczewska’s next two group have equally international careers, but these connections 

are seen as strengthening rather than undermining their compositions. The second group “accents 

the traditions of the milieu from which they came.”23 Woytowicz, an ethnically Polish composer 

who studied in France, possesses a “typically Slavic physiognomy, a Polish physiognomy, whose 

lyricism always searches for its own means of expression.”24 The third group consists mainly of 

composers who had spent considerable time in Paris, including Perkowski, Wiechowicz, 

Szeligowski, and Kondracki.25 These composers draw on French forms and musical ideas. Yet 

they had also achieved a synthesis between these foreign techniques and Polish musical 

traditions. Kondracki’s work is characterized by a “connection of certain traditions of the 

[Polish] milieu with contemporary technique” and, she adds, “a certain note of Polish 

lyricism.”26 

 Łobaczewska paints the ethnically Jewish composers as products of their international 

environments, whereas she portrays the ethnically Polish ones as synthesizers who maintain an 

                                                
zindywidualizowanym zabarwieniu uczuciowym. Do jego kompozycji wchodzą one po prostu, jako schematy 
rytmiczne o pewnej charakterystycznej strukturze, dającej się wpleść w dźwiękowe mozaiki, którym wyznaczają 
pewien określony rodzaj falowania rytmicznego.” 
22 Łobaczewska, “U źródeł współczesnej muzyki polskiej,” 88: Podczas gdy Tansman i Koffler, mimo pozornie 
‘międzynarodowego’ charakteru swej twórczości, wykazują wybitne wpływy pewnego określonego środowiska (w 
obu wypadkach wprawdzie nie środowiska polskiego, ale w każdym razie bliskiego im ogólnym nastawieniem 
twórczym—w pierwszym wypadku francuskiego, w drugim wiedeńskiego), u Fitelberga wpływy te, bardzo 
różnorodne, krzyżują się wzajemnie, dając w rezultacie indywidualność w typie istotnie międzynarodowym. 
23 Łobaczewska, “U źródeł współczesnej muzyki polskiej,” 90: “akcentują raczej tradycje środowiska, z których 
wyszli” 
24 Łobaczewska, “U źródeł współczesnej muzyki polskiej,” 90: “fizjonomia typowo słowiańska, polska, której 
liryzm szuka sobie zawsze własnych środków wypowiedzenia się.” 
25 She also mentions Jarecki and Morawski. 
26 Łobaczewska, “U źródeł współczesnej muzyki polskiej,” 93. “połączenie pewnych tradycji środowiska z techniką 
współczesną” and “szuka również nie tylko środków czysto zewnętrznych, które będąc w zgodzie ze środkami, 
ogólnie w Europie aktualnymi, byłyby równocześnie zdolne do oddania jego atmosfery uczuciowej, zabarwionej 
niejednokrotnie pewną nutą polskiego liryzmu, ale wybiera z tych przeżyć takie, których już sama struktura 
wewnętrzna nosi na sobie wyraźne piętno dzisiejszego człowieka.” 
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individual artistic voice, emotional expressivity, and lyricism that underscores their connections 

to Poland. In two footnotes, she lets slip that ethnicity and not aesthetics are guiding her 

classification. At one point, she notes that Gradstein and Rathaus, both of Jewish background, 

should also be included in the first group, even though she “could unfortunately not examine 

them more closely, possessing too little material [on them].”27 Yet the ethnically Polish 

composer Czesław Marek, “living permanently abroad and known in the West,” falls into the last 

group, even though she does not know his works well enough to “say anything more precise.”28  

 Such views are not a representative sample of how critics and musicians thought about 

ethnic background and national musical culture. Nonetheless, that these views were expounded 

by a professor and established musicologist suggests that racialized classifications of musical life 

had gained cultural prominence during the 1930s in Poland. If foreign contact would strengthen 

the hands of ethnic Polish composers, it bore risks for ethnically Jewish ones, for whom the same 

experiences were seen as undermining their membership in the nation.  

 

III. Mateusz Gliński, the ISCM, and Antisemitism in Practice  

While race-based taxonomies were doubtless insulting to Polish-Jewish composers, their 

existence also raises questions as to whether ethnonationalism was confined to the discursive 

realm or whether it also had consequences for composers’ opportunities. What is at stake in this 

question is an accounting for the impacts of antisemitism on the process of musical institution-

building, and especially on those institutions that sought to build Poland musically via 

international exchange. 

                                                
27  Łobaczewska, “U źródeł współczesnej muzyki polskiej,” 93. “nie mogę się tu niestety zająć bliżej, posiadając dla 
tych celów za mało materiału.”  
28 Łobaczewska, “U źródeł współczesnej muzyki polskiej,” 93. “żyjącego stale poza granicami Polski i znanego na 
Zachodzie,”; “powiedzieć coś bliższego.” 
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 The tumultuous history of the journal Muzyka and its editor Mateusz Gliński offers a 

window into the perils of Polish-Jews’ attempts to claim a place in the international exchange of 

musical ideas. Gliński, born in Warsaw in 1892 as Hercensztajn, had made a career for himself 

as a critic, conductor, and organizer during the late years of the Russian empire. His decision in 

1924 to launch the periodical Muzyka presaged the cultural politics of the Association of Young 

Musician-Poles in Paris, founded two years later. Like the Association, Muzyka framed its 

internationalist intentions as strengthening a national, and occasionally racial, musical culture. 

Yet whereas the Association focused primarily on the transfer between Paris and Poland, Muzyka 

operated in a wider international sphere. Indeed, it was initially conceived with the title of “New 

Music” and was to be the unofficial mouthpiece of the Polish section of the International Society 

for Contemporary Music.29  

 The Polish ISCM Section was founded in summer 1924 during the Prague ISCM festival, 

thereby bringing Poland into the fold of what was to become an important institution of 

international musical exchange during the interwar years. Organized around national sections, 

the ISCM held yearly festivals in different cities around the world, providing international 

exposure for its new Polish members, and when the annual festival was held in Poland in 1939, it 

likewise offered a well-remembered model for postwar festivals.30 Perhaps unsurprisingly, 

Szymanowski was chosen as the first president of the Polish ISCM section. He soon underscored 

the ISCM’s linkage to his own project, writing that each ISCM festival, rather than leading to a 

kind of homogenous, internationalist music, instead “more and more definitely maps out the 

fundamental ideals and aspirations of specific racial groups.”31 

                                                
29 Testament, 59. See reference to this earlier title, see BJ PWM G-5/3, 24 September 1924. 
30 See, for example, the discussion in: “Dyr. Grzegorz Fitelberg o sukcesach muzyki polskiej zagranicą,” Muzyka, 
1931, no.1, 41; Jakelski, Making New Music in Cold War Poland, 140-45.  
31 Szymanowski, “Na Marginesie Festiwalu w Pradze,” in Pisma, Vol. I, 112-114, here 113: “coraz bezwzględnej 
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 If the Polish ISCM section was conceived as an institution for and by composers, Muzyka 

aimed to bring many of the ISCM’s ideals to a wider audience. Prior to the publication of its first 

issue in November 1924, its name was shortened to “Music,” reflecting its branding toward 

popular appeal. It was one of the first Polish music periodicals that aimed at a broad audience of 

educated concert-goers, seeing itself neither as a trade publication nor as a scholarly forum. As 

Gliński wrote in an early issue, Muzyka aimed “to bring Poland’s musical life into close 

proximity to the artistic currents of Europe. It is also deeply concerned with the development of 

Polish national art and for the preservation of its intrinsic ethnographic and racial elements in 

their entire purity.”32 It thus built on Szymanowski’s argument that composers ought to reject an 

older, inward-looking nationalism that sought to cut Polish music off from outside influences, in 

favor of a modern yet distinctly national musical style. Because of these ambitions, Muzyka 

offers us today a barometer for how the ideas of international exchange, led by a Polish-Jew, 

fared in an attempt to become established on a wider cultural plane.  

In practice, the reciprocity between the national and international more often served as a 

conduit for western European ideas into Poland. In a special issue from 1926 titled 

“Contemporary Music,” the reader encounters a compendium of reports of the state of 

contemporary composition across Europe. Placing special emphasis on the musical peripheries, 

including reports from Greece, Bulgaria, and Estonia, it both legitimized Poland as one among 

many musical nations and replicated the geographical imagination that drove interwar 

internationalism. Gliński’s contacts across Europe, and his knowledge of several language, 

helped ensure that Muzyka reprinted the latest debates, artistic statements, and aesthetic credos 

                                                
różniczkując zasadnicze ideały i dążenia poszczególnych rasowych grup.”  
32 “Od Redakcji,” Muzyka, 1924, no. 2 [no page]: “dążenie do zbliżenia życia muzycznego Polski z ruchem 
artystycznym Europy łączy z żywą troską o rozwój polskiej sztuki narodowej i o zachowanie w całej czystości jej 
samoistnych pierwiastków etnograficznych i rasowych.”  
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from across Europe. Journals like Signale and Courrier musical were models for format and 

content.33 Suggesting Poland’s place in Europe as a whole, Muzyka juxtaposed reports from 

Warsaw and Paris, and translated articles from Die Musik and La Revue musicale. Nor were 

Gliński’s intentions lost on reviewers, who saw the periodical as evidence that “We are 

beginning to belong to Europe.”34  

  A subtler strand in constructing Muzyka’s “European-ness” was its attempts to stay 

above the fray of some of Poland’s more acrimonious musical polemics. “Our publication,” 

Gliński declared, “aspires to connect all healthy currents of our musical life under the motto of 

culture and progress. It belongs to no camp, to no party nor coterie.”35 Alongside this editorial 

even-handedness, Muzyka saw its aims explicitly in terms of popularizing musical culture. The 

prose style was to be accessible, and Gliński stressed how contributors were to “care for the 

possible variety of an issue and for the lightness and accessibility of the articles.”36 To break 

even, Muzyka needed to sell around 6,500 copies, so Gliński was understandably concerned with 

increasing the potential audience for the publication.37 But his repeated insistence on this element 

of Muzyka’s style reveals that his project was also to imagine a wider public for musical culture: 

“Our goal is to popularize music and we must ensure as far as we can that the rather strong 

contact, which we have already managed to obtain, does not even for a moment loosen,” he 

explained.38 

                                                
33 BJ PWM Glinski pudło no 4 G-5/1-126, 3, 28. Gliński to Chybiński, 24 September 1924; 28 December 1924.  
34 Muzyka, 1924, no. 2, 100: “zaczynamy być Europą.” Muzyka, 1925, no. 3 also reprints a number of reviews in 
which Muzyka’s Europeanness is a recurrent theme.  
35 “Od redakcji,” Muzyka, 1924, no. 2, ii: “Pismo nasze dąży do złączenia wszystkich zdrowych prądów naszego 
życia muzycznego pod hasłem kultury i postępu. Nie należy ono do żadnego obozu, do żadnej partji czy koterji.” 
36 BJ PWM Glinski pudło no 4 G-5/1-126, 13. Gliński to Chybiński, 1 January 1925. “dbać o możliwe urozmaicenie 
numeru i o lekkość i przystępność artykułów.” 
37 BJ PWM Glinski pudło no 4 G-5/1-126, 109, Gliński to Chybiński, 7 March 1930. The first issue was printed in 
4,000 copies (see pg. 124, undated, of the same file).  
38 Cited after: Małgorzata Sieradz,“Kwartalnik Muzyczny” (1928-1950) a początki muzykologii polskiej (Warszawa: 
PAN, 2015), 152. Glińśki to Chybiński, 1 February 1926: “Naszym celem jest popularyzacja muzyki i dbać musimy 
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Reflecting this linking of impartiality with cultural progress, the inaugural issue invited 

readers to flip between Szymanowski’s “Fryderyk Chopin and the Myth of the Polish Soul,” an 

excerpt from Busoni’s “On the Essence of Music,” an interview with Stravinsky on his latest 

neoclassical works (published in both the original French and in Polish translation), and a 

meditation of the role of music criticism from the conservative critic Niewiadomski.39 Likewise, 

Gliński continued to publish essays from conservative musicians, occasionally prefacing these 

with even-handed statements of his own disagreement.40 Through such gestures, Gliński was 

likely claiming the high ground against those who would criticize the publication. But by 

defining cultural progress as equivalent to openness and even-handedness, he also legitimized 

the modernist camp by normalizing it, portraying it as a healthy component of any “European” 

musical scene.  

Despite Gliński’s high-minded intentions, Muzyka’s fourteen-year press run was clouded 

by contentious opposition from enemies and one-time allies. These “intrigues” included polemics 

against Muzyka, the creation of parallel organizations that undercut Gliński’s mission, and 

repeated attempts to deny its state-backed funding.41 It is tempting to view this rancor as petty 

                                                
za wszelką godziwą cenę, aby ten dość mocny kontakt, jaki już zdołaliśmy z społeczeństwem, ani na chwilę się nie 
rozluźnił.”  
39 Despite these claims to openness, Szymanowski had forbidden any cooperation with the conservative polemicist 
Piotr Rytel, who was among Szymanowski’s greatest opponents. See, Mateusz Gliński and Zofia Glińska, Testament 
Mateusza Glińskiego (London: Oficyna Poetów i Malarzy, 1982), 59. The Testament is a collection of documents by 
or about Gliński compiled posthumously by his wife and published by an émigré press; its tendentious recounting of 
Mateusz’s life in the form of an epic poem and its inclusion of a stage play designed to settle scores with Halina 
Rodzińska (for an unflattering portrayal of Mateusz in Our Two Lives) are balanced by its wealth of factual and 
biographical information.     
40 D’Indy’s and Różycki’s articles were both printed with a disclaimer that he does not support their views: Vincent 
D’Indy, “Rozważania o muzyce modernistycznej,” Muzyka, 1925, no. 4-5,  161-166; Ludomir Różycki, 
“Militaryzacja czy indywidualizacja?”, Muzyka 1926, no. 1, 9-11.  
41 These included: The formation of the Section of Contemporary Composers in 1925, with its press organ 
“Wiadomości muzyczne,” (for discussion see, BJ PWM G-5/23, Gliński to Chybiński, 18 August 1925); attacks on 
Muzyka by Myśl Narodowa that totaled 13 pages, according to Gliński, in summer 1925; in 1929, the formation of 
the “Związek Sprawozdawców Muzycznych,” which seemed especially designed to exclude him (for discussion see, 
BJ PWM G-5/91, Gliński to Chybiński, 4 February 1929). It’s largest problems, however, concerned the Polish 
Music Publishing Society, and Muzyka Polska, discussed below. 
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infighting over scarce resources. But taken as a whole, these incidents show how Gliński’s 

Jewishness became a prism for evaluating Muzyka’s internationalist project, and eventually, a 

yardstick against which to measure an ethnically nationalist view of Polish musical culture.   

One peculiarity of these intrigues is that both sides often fought over almost identical 

discursive territory. Leading conservative composers formed their own alternative to the ISCM 

section, called the “Section of Contemporary Polish Composers.” 42 But instead of importing new 

lifeblood from western Europe, they emphasized the importance of “nationalizing” Polish music 

and partaking in the “battle for our spiritual independence.”43 Gliński, in response, accused the 

Section of an “exaggerated glorification of Polish music at the cost of foreign music.”44 He 

reiterated that the ISCM was the only organization “aspiring to the actual bringing together of 

nations on a musical field and recognizing in the complete significance of racial identity in the 

compositions of given nations.”45 There are, he concluded, not “nationalists” and 

“internationalists, but only “people who love their native art and care for its greater development, 

                                                
42 Edward Wrocki, “Chwila przełomowa dla rozwoju muzyki polskiej: pierwsze stowarzyszenie kompozytorów 
polskich,” Wiadomości Muzyczne, 1925, nr. 4, 101-107. “Sekcja Współczesnych Kompozytorów Polskich przy 
WTM.”  Its founding members were prominent conservatives: Tadeusz Czerniawski, Tadeusz Joteyko, Stanisław 
Kazuro, Witold Maliszewski, Stanisław Niewiadomski, Rogowski, Różycki, Rytel, Adam Wieniawski. One reason 
for its quick institutional entrentchment was its securing of copyright agreements with ZAiKS. See: “Kronika,” 
Muzyka 1926, no. 11-12, 634.  In 1927, the “section” would become the Stowarzyszenie Kompozytorów Polskich 
(“Kronika,” Muzyka 1927, no. 1, 39). By 1931, the SKP was being reformed by Perkowski and by 1932, 
Szymanowski was its president, hence concluding the SKP’s time as a conservative outpost. (“Wspomnienia i 
refleksje: Stowarzyszenie Młodych Muzyków Polaków w Paryżu,” Muzyka 1978 no. 3 (90), 35-54, here 36; 
“Kronika,” Muzyka, 1932, no. 5-6, 173.) In 1945, the SKP would be transformed into the Związek Kompozytorów 
Polskich, which remains to this day the primary professional association of Polish composers and musicologists.  
43 Ludomir Różycki, “O muzykę polską,” Tygodnik Wileński, 1925, nr. 7, 6-7: “unarodowienie”; “walka o naszą 
niepodległość duchową.”  
44 [Mateusz Gliński], “Impresje muzyczne,” Muzyka, 1926, nr. 2, 72. “przesadne apoteozowanie muzyki polskiej 
kosztem muzyki obcej” 
45 [Mateusz Gliński], “Impresje muzyczne,” Muzyka, 1925, nr. 6, 245: “dążąca do rzeczywistego zbliżenia narodów 
na polu muzycznem a uznająca w całej pełni doniosłość odrębności rasowych w twórczości poszczególnych 
narodów.” 
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seeing clearly the paths that lead to its flowering, or people who are shortsighted and 

backwards.”46  

 To some degree, such polemics rehashed debates between the Szymanowski-aligned 

“modernists” and late-romantic “conservatives.” But writers also attacked Gliński’s legitimacy 

as a Polish Jew to speak on behalf of a national project. The right-wing press deployed the well-

worn antisemitic equation of Jewishness with rootless internationalism, calling Muzyka part of a 

“musical internationale” and claiming that it was “working for the Jews and the Masons.”47 But 

even for his one-time collaborators who were aligned with the modernist camp, Gliński’s 

Jewishness provided a ready-at-hand tool for attacking his project. Private correspondence 

discussing Gliński often plays on the distinction between the name “Gliński” and his birth name. 

The musicologist Adolf Chybiński, for example, wrote, “The editor Gliński forgets that from the 

moment someone is called Gliński he should stop using the methods of the former 

Herzenstein.”48 For others, a Polish musical culture built by Jews spelled an incurable cultural 

weakness:  

 
there will never be in Poland a development of musical culture as long as it is not 
to be built from the bottom up . . . 2) next, this must be our own building, not in 
the style of the inn from Pan Tadeusz (“ . . . which Jews spread across the 
world”), thus I cannot be satisfied by the lease offered up by the Glińskis.49  
 

                                                
46 [Mateusz Gliński], “Impresje muzyczne,” Muzyka, 1925, nr. 6, 245: “ludzi kochających swą sztukę rodzimą, 
dbających o jej dalszy rozwój i jasno widzących drogi, prowadzące do jej rozkwitu,—oraz ludzi krótkowzrocznych, 
zacofanych.”  
47 BUAM 803 III/2, 208. Gliński to Chybiński, 5 August 1925. 
48 BUAM 805 III, 55, Chybiński to Bronarski, 26 December 1930. “Pan redaktor Gliński zapomina, że z chwilą, gdy 
się ktoś nazywa Glińskim, powinien zaprzestać posługiwania się metodami byłego Herzensteina.” For another 
example of the same idea, see Sieradz, “Kwartalnik Muzyczny”, 70: “postąpił jednak jak Herzenstein, a nie jak 
Gliński.” 
49 Sieradz, “Kwartalnik Muzyczny”, 157. Henryk Opieński to Adolf Chybiński, 31 December 1924. “stoimy na 
stanowisku, że nie będzie nigdy mowy w Polsce o rozwoju kultury muzycznej, dopóki jej się nie będzie budowało 
od dołu (nie od dachu) cegiełka po cegiełce, 2) następnie, że ma to być budynek własny, nie w stylu karczmy z Pana 
Tadeusza (‘. . .Który żydowie po świecie roznieśli’), dlatego nie może mnie zadowalać pachciarstwo panów 
Glińskich.”  
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For those who applied a right-wing understanding of the Jew as parasite to Poland’s musical life, 

Gliński was doubly threatening, as both an assimilated Jew and as one who was gaining a 

particularly vocal place in Poland’s cultural territory.  

 

IV. Constructing the National Against and Beyond Muzyka  

To see the consequences of these antisemitic attacks, limited to private correspondence, requires 

placing Muzyka within a wider cultural field of both state funding and competing organizations.  

Early on, Gliński responded to antisemitic attacks by ignoring them and underscoring that 

Muzyka was a disinterested forum. In a 1925 letter, he noted: “Is it really worth paying attention 

to these [accusations of working for the Jews and Masons]? In any case, I attempt . . . to be truly 

without party-loyalties and to allow expression to all the serious currents of our musical life.”50 

But the intrigues evidently became more intense. Gliński, reflecting back on Muzyka’s downfall 

in his memoirs, described how “From Poland’s western border [i.e. Nazi Germany] 

ultra-chauvinistic and fascist-racist tendencies permeated into Poland,” which were 

“systematically instilled in artistic life,” leading in part to “Muzyka finding itself on the ‘index’ 

of [the two major] state authorities.” This was the prelude to a “series of underhanded attacks 

against Muzyka and its editors.”51 The archival record supports in several ways Gliński’s tacit 

                                                
50BUAM 803 III/2, 208. Gliński to Chybiński, 5 August 1925. “Czy naprawdę warto na to zwracać uwagę? Pozatem 
staram się /częstwo nie bez dość bolesnych ‘załamań’/ być naprawdę bezpartyjnym i dawać wyraz wszystkim 
poważniejszym przejawom naszego życia muzycznego” 
51 Gliński, Testament, 64: “Od granicy zachodniej przenikały wówczas do Polski tendencje ultra-szowinistyczne i 
faszystkowsko-rasistowskie, a w Polsce nie tylko nie były one tamowane i zwalczane przez czynniki państwowe, ale 
systematycznie wszczepiane w życie artystyczne przez wszechpotężnego w owych smutnych czasach Dyrektora 
Funduszu Kultury Narodowej prof. St. Michalskiego. Próbowano walczyć przeciwko tym zgubnym tendencjom; 
memoriał protestacyjny, podpisany przez szereg wybitnych organizacji, zamieszczony był i w Muzyce. Ale Fundusz 
nie został bynajmniej zachwiany, bowiem w obronie jego stanęło Ministerstwo Oświecenia Publicznego. Muzyka 
znalazła się na indeksie obu instancji państwowych, a koła zbliżone do Funduszu prof. Michalskiego rozpoczęły 
akcję podjazdową przeciwko Muzyce i jej redaktorowi.  . . . Inne zupełnie skłoniły mnie do przerwania 
wydawnictwa. Patrząc trzeźwo na ówczesną koniunkturę polityczną i przewidując już nachodzącą katastrofę, 
rozumiałem, że walka w obronie Muzyki stawała się coraz bardziej bezcelowa.”  
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assertion that antisemitism played a role in the collapse of the journal; the record does not, 

however, support Gliński’s ascription of these beliefs to foreign, Nazi influence alone. It instead 

show how Polish instituions used Muzyka, alongside its Jewish editor and international profile, 

as a foil for defining nationally Polish projects.   

 Muzyka’s main competitor for state funding was a phalanx of interrelated organizations 

that would eventually be known as the Polish Music Publishing Society (Towarzystwo 

Wydawnicze Muzyki Polskiej). The roots of the organization stretch back to 1926, when the 

violinist Tadeusz Ochlewski formed the Association of Enthusiasts for Early Music 

(Stowarzyszenie Miłośników Dawnej Muzyki) at the Warsaw Conservatory. Initially an informal 

group dedicated to the collegial performance of early music, it quickly turned into a society with 

a relatively large membership and robust concert organizing. Reflecting the expanding scope of 

its aims, as well as its securing of funds, it published a musicology journal (Kwartalnik 

Muzyczny from 1928), a more wide-reaching music periodical (Muzyka Polska from 1934), 

edited and published editions of early music, and, by 1935, had begun organizing contemporary 

music concerts with the Polish ISCM section and created a “Commission for Contemporary 

Music.52 In 1934, the Polish Music Publishing Society launched a series of concert troupes who 

would visit the Polish hinterland which aimed to create new audiences of listeners.53 Although 

these organizations were legally distinct, they had overlapping administrations and shared 

responsibilities, revealing the degree to which the Polish Music Publishing Society aimed to 

shape discussion across the domains of Poland’s musical life.  

 The Polish Music Publishing Society brought together a number of young musicians, 

who by no means all held right-wing or antisemitic points of view. Indeed, its membership also 

                                                
52 BJ SMM, Teczka 1, “Okólnik 2,” 10 March 1935. [materials in the SMM collection are not paginated]  
53 See discussion in Chapter 3.  
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included participation from Stefan Kisielewski and Roman Palester, who both had a partial 

Jewish background, to Julian Pulikowski, whom Chybiński described as a “radical nationalist.”54 

The Society was, nonetheless, able to gain support by presenting itself as compatible with 

nationalist views. Especially important in this regard was the Society’s ability to secure support 

from the Fund of National Culture (Fundusz Kultury Narodowej, FKN), a program that aimed to 

inject new life-blood into Poland’s scholarship and research climate.55 The operation of the Fund 

was hampered by the fact that administrative power was concentrated in the hands of a single 

director, Stanisław Michalski.56 Even in the eyes of his supporters, Michalski’s decisions often 

lacked transparency and relied heavily on personal connections.57 More troubling, his views as a 

National Democrat were well known and professors nominating students for scholarships 

understood that they were not to submit candidates of Jewish origin, as scholarships for these 

students were rarely granted.58 This dynamic is evident in 1938 when Julian Pulikowski, a young 

musicologist and confidante of the director of the Fund for National Culture, wrote to his mentor 

Adolf Chybiński asking, “What is Roman Palester’s background? The Fund for National Culture 

wants to remove him and so on, if it were to be shown that he is of Jewish background.”59 

Although the outcomes of this query are unclear, it nonetheless demonstrates the antisemitic 

values that influenced the Fund’s decisions.  

                                                
54 BUAM 805 III, pg. 166, Chybiński to Bronarski, 7 January 1938. “Radykalny nacjonalista” 
55 Before the financial crisis, the FKN was apportioned more funds for support of science, scholarship, and arts than 
was the MWRiOP. See Piskurewicz, 122. Founded in 1928 on Piłsudski’s initiative, and thanks to an improving 
Polish economy, it aimed to improve Poland’s research climate by funding scholarships and publication projects. It 
supplied 1,869 scholarships to students, of whom 770 studied abroad, and many of whom later assumed positions in 
Poland's universities. Piskurewicz, W służbie nauki i oświaty, 137. 
56 Pierwsze Sprawozdanie Funduszu Kultury Narodowej, 1928-1931 (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Funduszu Kultury 
Narodowej, 1931), 1; Piskurewicz, W służbie nauki i oświaty, 120-2. 
57 Piskurewicz, W służbie nauki i oświaty, 129.  
58 Piskurewicz, W służbie nauki i oświaty, 131.  
59 Biblioteka Jagiellońska (BJ), Music Division, PWM Deposit, P-28/197, after 4 April 1938: “jakiego pochodzenia 
jest ów Roman Palester? FKN chce go usunąć itd., o ile by się okazało, że jest żyd. pochodzenia.” On antisemitism 
in the Fund, see Jan Piskurewicz, W służbie nauki i oświaty: Stanisław Michalski, 1865-1949 (Warszawa, 1993), 
129-31.  
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From as early as 1930, Michalski denied funding to Muzyka, likely in accord with his 

distrust of funding Jewish-led organizations.60 In 1934, the new director of musical activities in 

the Ministry of Religion and Public Education decided to remove all its funding from Muzyka in 

favor of funding exclusively the Polish-national-identified competitor.61 With funding from both 

of the main organizations cut off, Muzyka continued to publish issues irregularly, but the journal 

had definitively been sidelined. At the same time, as Table 1 indicates, the Polish Music 

Publishing Society and its associates saw a steady increase in financial support from the Fund, 

amounting to nearly half of the amount given out for musical organizations during the early 

1930s. Such funding increases were backed by close personal relationships to Michalski, 

connections that led him to support founding the Society as a “national publishing institution,” 

redolent of Peters or Bielajew. By 1936, Michalski would “discuss all musical matters” with 

Society members Theodor Zalewski, the onetime president of the Society, and Bronisław 

Rutkowski, a board member.62 By 1937, Zalewski, had been appointed as the music consultant to 

the Fund, further codifying the connections between it and the independent Society.63  

 

                                                
60 See discussion in BJ PWM, M-19/18. Miketta to Chybiński, 17 November 1930. 
61 BJ PWM, P-28/68. Pulikowski to Chybiński, 8 September 1934. “Pan Sledz. zrobił zupełnie niespodziewany 
krok: współpracuje z Towarzystwem Wydawniczem Muzyki Polskiej! O tem kiedyś zatelefonował do mnie p. 
Rutkowski, nie chcąc wierzyć w to, a dzień potem sam p. Sledz. poweidział, że ostanowił, TYLKO z nimi pracować 
i WSZYSTKIEGO z nimi wykombinować. Jako pierwszy krok: nie da już Glińskiemu pieniędzy!!!” 
Muzyka had received a subvention from the MWRiOP, but this funding disappeared once the head of the music 
section was taken over by Stefan Śledziński-Lidzki, a little-known conductor of military bands, whose time as in the 
Piłsudski legions had given him the connections needed for ministerial work. The removal of the subsidy lead to a 
reaction from Muzyka’s supporters, including a statement of support singed by the SKP, the SPKM, the PTMW, and 
the IFC, as well as the establishment of a “Friends of Muzyka” to support the publication. (See: Muzyka, 1935, no. 
10-12, opening page.) Śledziński-Lidzki was however closely allied with the TWMP and Muzyka Polska group, 
including Zalewski, Ochlewski, and Rutkowski. These three gained considerable influence over the operations of the 
two main official financing venues for music: the FKN and the MWRiOP, allowing them to effectively cut off funds 
to Muzyka. See: Muzyka, 1937, no. 3, 84; 
62 BJ PWM, P-28/125, 17 May 1936; Positions within the organization: BJ SMM, Teczka 1, “Okólnik 1,” (1935). 
“wszelkie sprawy muzyczne [M] omówił” 
63 Zalewski, Pół wieku, 97-114. 
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Table 1: Allocations of the FKN to musical institutions 

All monetary values are given in thousands of złoty.  
 

Year(s) Total allocations of 
the FKN to musical 
institutions 

Allocation to the 
Association of 
Young Polish 
Musicians in 
Paris. (as % of 
total allocations) 

Allocation to the 
Association of 
Friends of Old 
Music (as % of 
total allocations) 

Allocation to the 
Polish Music 
Publishing 
Society. (as % of 
total allocations) 

Percent of 
allocations to 
musical 
institutions 
given to THE 
GROUP.  

1928-31 327.1 15 (4.5%) 55 (16.81%) 55 (16.81%) 33.63% 
1931-32 31.4 3 (9.55%) 8.4 (26.75%) 10 (31.85%) 58.6% 
1932-33 32.2 1.5 (4.66%) 2.5 (7.76%) 8.25 (25.62%) 33.39% 
1933-34 25.765 1.5 (5.8%) 2.5 (9.7%) 8.25 (32.0%) 41.7% 
1934-35 48.5 1.2 (2.47%) 3.2 (6.60%) 34.5 (71.13%) 77.73% 

 
Note that the total allocations to musical institutions does not include allocations of individual scholarships or 
subventions given to individuals for creative work, copying of parts, etc. 1934-35 is the last year for which a 
detailed break-down of allocations was published.  
 
Sources: 
 
1928-31: Pierwsze Sprawozdanie Funduszu Kultury Narodowej, 1928-1931 (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Funduszu 
Kultury Narodowej, 1931), 125-129.  
 
1931-32: Drugie Sprawozdanie Funduszu Kultury Narodowej (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Funduszu Kultury 
Narodowej, 1934), 118-120.  
 
1932-33, 1933-34, 1934-35: Trzecie Sprawozdanie Funduszu Kultury Narodowej (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo 
Funduszu Kultury Narodowej, 1937), 90-92, 201-203, 308-310. 

 

 For the Publishing Society, conforming to Michalski’s antisemitic principles was the cost 

of working with him. In 1935, Pulikowski discussed funding for a new issue of the Rocznik 

muzykologiczny with Michalski, who guaranteed them “a bigger sum!!! only under the condition 

that it will be racially pure [rassenrein].”64 In 1938, Pulikowski suggested that a group of 

musicologists attempting to form an association should add “a coat of antisemitism and include 

an Aryan paragraph” in order to have success with Michalski.65 Pulikowski, a close link between 

                                                
64 Cited after, Sieradz, “Kwartalnik Muzyczny”, 97: “większą sumę!!! Tylko pod warunkiem, że będzie rassenrein.” 
Pulikowski to Chybiński, 1935. 
65 Cited after, Sieradz, “Kwartalnik Muzyczny”, 97: “Płaszczyk antysemityzmu i wprowadzono paragraf aryjski.” In 
the same letter, it should be noted, Pulikowski lists what he terms the “Jewish musicologists” only to exclude them 
from his main list. See the original letter, BJ, PWM deposit, pudło 3, P-28/189, Pulikowski to Chybiński [?], no 
date.  
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the Fund and the Society, caused recurrent problems: In 1936, the Society had sought to put 

forward Stefan Kisielewski as its director. But once Pulikowski learned that Kisielewski’s 

mother was Jewish, he began to slander the Society’s members “here and everywhere”—and 

especially in the eyes of Michalski. Although Kisielewski managed to hold onto his position 

until 1938, such attacks were a reminder that their funding and existence required making peace 

with ethnonationalist views.66    

 Members of the Society for Polish Music Publishing helped to define Muzyka as a target 

and discursive Other for their nationalist projects. Muzyka’s state funding was redirected to help 

found a journal called “Muzyka Polska,” or “Polish Music.” The group decided on this name in 

part to distinguish their periodical to Gliński’s. Their opposition to Gliński was still fresh even in 

this memoir from 1970: 

The ever-active editor of Muzyka deftly maneuvered through the musical 
environment: . . . he knew how to pander to the young. Competently steering his 
“business,” he would have liked to be regarded as the foremost opinion-maker 
within the contemporary Polish musical environment and to have an influence on 
matters of Polish music. Our group wished to clearly oppose this, not seeing in 
Mr. Gliński an activist who was honestly and disinterestedly devoted to matters of 
Polish music.67  
 

A similar aim of denying Gliński’s contributions to a national project underlay the painting of 

the journal as “salon-like and socialite” 68 and trading in “ephemeral-current trash.”69 In these 

criticisms, qualities that Gliński saw as aspects of his mission of popularizing new music were 

twisted into evidence that non-ethnic Poles were an aberration on and insult to a purer sense of 

                                                
66 Sieradz, Kwartalnik Muzyczny, 384-5.  
67 Zalewski, Pół wieku, 183: “Ruchliwy redactor ‘Muzyki’ zręcznie lawirował w środowisku muzycznym: nie 
narażając się ‘mohikanom’, umiał schlebiać młodszym, a umiejętnie prowadząc swój ‘business’ bardzo chciałby 
uchodzić za czołowego reprezentanta opinii ówczesnego polskiego środowiska muzycznego, wpływać na bieg 
polskich spraw muzyczny. Nasza grupa chciała temu wyraźnie się przeciwstawić, nie widząc w p. Glińskim 
działacza szczerze i bezinteresowanie oddanego sprawom muzyki polskiej.” 
68 Jerzy Walldorf, writing in Prosto z mostu, cited in: Muzyka polska, 1937, no. 6, 297: “salonowo-towarzyskim” 
69 BUAM 805 III, 30. Chybiński to Bronarski, 24 January 1930. 
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Polishness.  

 Nor did Muzyka Polska stop here. By the late-1930s, its editors were systematically 

excluding publications by Jewish critics and even removing Jewish names from their chronicles 

of events. Chybiński, who was allied with the Society, explained in 1936, “I would be very 

happy if Muzyka Polska (Polish Music) united all the ethnically Polish writers on music, in the 

same way as under my strong pressure it expelled all jews70 and crypto-jews. Otherwise, we 

won’t win in musical matters here.”71 Chybiński even intervened to prevent the publication of 

the work of his own student, Zofia Lissa, who was Jewish.72 Such exclusions would turn 

Gliński’s Muzyka into the journal of last resort for these non-Polish Poles, in Chybiński’s view: 

[Muzyka] will be to an ever-greater degree a basin of jews and jew-like people 
[sic] since we have swept away with an iron hammer all that is non-Polish from 
Muzyka Polska. Muzyka has come back to life thanks to some money from an 
unclear source, supported by jews [sic] and Freemasonry in Poland. We, however, 
will continue to sweep away international and Jewish influences.73  
 

Such rhetoric is intriguing evidence of how the linkage between Gliński’s Jewishness and 

Muzyka’s internationalist aspirations helped to construct an ethnically-defined notion of Polish 

music. 

 As Muzyka Polska began “slowly cleansing itself of foreign and unnecessary elements,” 

as the editor explained in a letter, even the straightforward chronicle of musical events excluded 

                                                
70 Polish nouns that refer to ethnic groups or nationalities are capitalized, while those of religious groups are not; 
thus Polak, a Pole, is capitalized whereas chrześcijanin, a Christian, is not. Although in some nineteenth-century 
writing, the capitalization of Żyd, Jew, was used to reflect a distinction between Jewishness as an ethnic identity and 
a religious one, by the mid-twentieth-century, the lowercase use of “żyd” is best understood as an antisemitic 
practice. Indeed, Chybiński confirms this interpretation by frequently using the lower-case form of other ethnic 
groups to imply that individuals are unworthy of belonging to their nation, occasionally mentioning “a russian” or “a 
pole” in an unambiguously derogatory context. 
71 BUAM 805 III, 154, Chybiński to Bronarski, 14 January 1937.  
72 Biblioteka Jagiellońska, Music Division, PWM Deposit (BJ), S-10, Sikorski to Chybiński, 17 January 1936, 8 
February 1936.   
73 BUAM 805 III, 156. Chybiński to Bronarski, 29 January 1937. “Będzie to obecnie w jeszcze wyższym stopniu 
zlewisko żydów i żydoidów, jako że żelazną miotłą wymietliśmy wszystko co niepolskie z Muzyki Polskiej. 
Muzyka ożyła dzięki jakimś pieniądzom z niejasnych źródeł, podpierającym żydów i masonerie w Polsce. My zaś 
będziemy nadal wymiatać wpływy internacjonalne i żydowskie.” 
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“names that are to us foreign and hostile,” an allusion to the removal of Jewish names that 

ensued.74 Chybiński likewise worried that “jews and jew-like people [żydoidy] are beginning to 

lounge around the Kwartalnik Muzyczny (Musical Quarterly) and are pushing through the doors 

and windows.”75 Nor were such intentions lost on Jewish readers, including the composer Józef 

Koffler, whose journal Echo published a scathing 1937 article against these tactics. There is a 

“fear of certain names—a doctor would say ‘nomenfobia,’ which in relation to musicians from 

Lwów, has taken on a simply pathological form,” the anonymous critic wrote. As an example of 

this, he cites two reviews of the same concert; the first published in the ISCM’s new press organ, 

Biuletyn PTWM, and the reprinting of the same report in Muzyka polska:  

 

Thanks to the efforts of the Polish ISCM 
section and the help of the London 
Contemporary Music Centre a concert 
dedicated to contemporary Polish music took 
place in the salon of the Polish embassy in 
London, with performances by: Laeli 
Finneberg, H. Temianka and L. Muenzer. The 
program included Szymanowski’s Nocturne 
and Tarantella and Masks, Rathaus’ first 
violin sonata, Koffler’s Sonatina, and songs 
of Szopski, Szymanowski, and Marek—the 
press treated the concert favorably, describing 
at more length the works of Szymanowski and 
Koffler.76  

Thanks to the efforts of the Polish ISCM 
section and the help of the London 
Contemporary Music Centre a concert 
dedicated exclusively to contemporary Polish 
music took place. The program included 
among others, Szymanowski’s Nocturne and 
Tarantella for violin solo and Masks, songs of 
Szopski, Szymanowski, and Marek. The 
concert received recognition in London 
reviews.  
 
 

                                                
74 BJ, R-19/1-65, Rutkowski to Chybiński, 15 December 1936. 
75 Cited in Sieradz,“Kwartalnik Muzyczny”, 377. 
76 “ORMUZ i Szarmuz” Echo, 1937, no. 5, 7-8. “Ten strach przed niektórymi nazwiskami, lekarz powiedziałby 
‘nomenofobia’, wobec np. lwowskich muzyków przyjmuje już wprost formy patologiczne.”  “Staraniem PTMW i 
przy pomocy London Contemporary Music Centre odbył się w salonach Ambasady Polskiej w Londynie dnia 9. VI. 
br. koncert poświęcony polskiej muzyce współczesnej, przy udziale artystów: Laeli Finneberg, H. Temianki i L. 
Muenzera. Program zawierał “Nokturn i Tarantellę’ na skrzypce solo ‘Maski’ Szymanowskiego ‘I. Sonatę 
skrzypcową’ Rathausa, ‘Sonatinę’ Kofflera oraz pieśni Szopkiego, Szymanowskiego i Marka—Prasa potraktowała 
koncert przychylnie, omawiając szerzej utwory Szymanowskiego i Kofflera; Staraniem P.T.M.W. i przy pomocy 
‘London Contemporary Music Centre’ odbył się w salach ambasady polskeij w Londynie (w czerwcu br.) koncert, 
poświęcony wyłącznie polskiej muzyce współczesnej. Program zawierał m. in. ‘Nocturn i Tarantellę’ na skrzypce 
solo i ‘Maski’ K. Szymanowskiego, pieśni Szopskiego, Szymanowskiego i Marka. Koncert ten zyskał uznanie 
krytyki londyńskiej. 
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The reviewer mocks this redaction, noting that “I assure him that if all the worrying names are 

removed, Lwów would be musically equivalent to a podunk town.”77 While such comments 

sought to underscore Jewish participation in Poland’s musical life, the ultimate critique went 

back to the question of a misuse of state funds. “Is it not a waste of Polish citizens’ money (since 

all of this is paid for by subventions) on such a foolish game? Besides . . .the FKN only gives 

money for music to the Publishing Society.”78  

 This institutional history underscores the force of antisemitic and ethnonationalist beliefs, 

even within a section of Polish musical life that saw itself as “progressive” in aesthetic terms. 

The linkage between Gliński’s Jewishness and Muzyka’s internationalist aspirations helped to 

construct an ethnically-defined notion of Polish music. To be opposed to Muzyka was to be more 

nearly Polish. It also reveals the power of single individuals in constructing these opportunities—

whether the personal beliefs of the Fund’s head, the change of the guard at the Ministry of Public 

Education, or within the Society, of Pulikowski and Chybiński as bottlenecks for introducing and 

enforcing these ideas. The presence of antisemitic ideas underscores how these associations were 

comprised of individuals whose own views and priorities regulated the relation to the state.   

 

Conclusions and Epilogue  

I have shown that antisemitism played a significant role in Poland’s musical life of the 1930s, 

just as it did in Polish society at large. My arguments here map out the interplay between 

                                                
77 “ORMUZ i Szarmuz” Echo, 1937, no. 5, 7-8: “Zapewniam go, że gdy znikną te nazwiska, które go martwią, to 
Lwów muzycznie dorówna—Pipidówce.” 
78 “ORMUZ i Szarmuz” Echo, 1937, no. 5, 7-8: “Ale zasadnicze pytanie: Czy nie szkoda pieniędzy obywateli 
polskich, (bo przecie wszystko to pokrywa się subwencjami) na taką głupią zabawę. Przecież o tym 'cała Polska 
śpiewa', że Fundusz Kultury Narodowej pieniądze na muzykę daje tylko przez Tow. Wydawnicze Muz. Polskiej.”  
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ideologies of ethnonationalism, the individuals who could carry and act on these views, and the 

institutions that these individuals helped to build. At a time when the institutions supporting 

musical life were small and in the process of formation, the interpersonal relationships among 

the individuals in such groups played a decisive role in determining which of these institutions 

thrived and which did not. Ethnonationalist discourse was replicated in the institutional 

structures of Poland’s musical life in so far as individuals created these institutions. This was the 

case even as these organizations stayed away publicly from some of the most virulent antisemitic 

rhetoric that could be found in National Democratic and ONR segments of Polish society by the 

mid-1930s.  

 Antisemitism had personal costs, both for musicians who saw themselves to be Jewish 

and those of Jewish background. Lissa, the musicologist, described herself as from a family of 

“Poles of the faith of Moses,” a label that was often used by assimilated Jews to highlight their 

membership in the Polish state.79 She also took part in Lwów’s Jewish-identified cultural life, 

publishing on the long contributions of Jewish musicians to Western music in a Zionist paper 

and serving in the administration of Lwów’s Jewish Literary-Artistic Society.80 Not only had her 

publications been sidelined because of her Jewishness, but the precarious status of Jews within 

discussions of Polish nationhood became her point of departure for theorizing nationalism in 

music in 1937:  

The homogeneity of a national style has its source therefore not so much in 
anthropological homogeneity as it does in the uniformity of the cultural 
environment. The pressure of this environment is able to assimilate—to bend to 
its fundamental axis—artists who are biologically and thus mentally foreign to 
this culture. The best proof of this phenomenon are the compositions of Jewish 
musicians who live in varied national environments yet mostly compose in the 

                                                
79 AKP, Lissa Papers, “Życiorys.”  
80 Lissa, “Rola Żydów w rozwoju muzyki europejskiej,” Chwila, 15 December 1929, 10-11; Sprawozdanie 
jubileuszowe (Lwów: Żydowskie Towarzystwo Artystyczno-Literackie we Lwowie, 1937), 3, 7, 15; “O koncertach 
szkolnych (z działalności Żyd. Tow. Art. Lit),” Nasza opinja, 25 December 1938, 12.  
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spirit of the nation in which they live. When listening to the music of Ravel, will 
anyone today doubt his “Frenchness?” [sic] Or will anyone see in Mendelssohn—
whose monument in Leipzig was recently destroyed—anything other than the 
clean blood of a romantic? In Darius Milhaud’s compositions, so full of fire and 
heat, can anyone discern the traces of his Talmudic forbears? Jews compose 
everywhere today in the style of the environment in which they grew up and live, 
and this phenomenon is one more striking piece of evidence that precisely 
environment has more significance than race.81    
 

Lissa’s argument flips on its head the ethnic nationalist view of the Jew as parasite. Not only 

does Jewish assimilation pose no threat to the coherence of the national culture, she argues, but it 

proves that the dominant national culture is strong and vital in the first place. And indeed, her 

definition of the nation as the outcome of a shared environment was a recurrent theme in several 

publications from the late 1930s.82  

 Whereas Lissa would remain in Poland across the subsequent decades, Gliński would 

spend the rest of his life abroad. What the antisemitic invective of the interwar period had begun, 

was brought to a conclusion with the Second World War when he was forced to flee. In 1940, he 

drew on his extensive contacts to secure an entry visa to Italy on the basis of a trumped-up 

invitation to conduct a cycle of Wagner operas in Brazil.83 Gliński remained in Rome until 1957, 

then emigrated to North America, and died in Canada in 1976.  

 Being abroad during WWII gave him new distance from which to reflect on his earlier 

projects, observations that were conveyed in a series of letters to the musicologist Zdzisław 

Jachimecki in Cracow. Jachimecki is the same musicologist whose racially tinged account of 

international Polish composers we read above; their open exchange of letters is thus testimony to 

the complex personal relationships that mediated anti-Jewish writings in this period. Life was 

                                                
81 Lissa, “Zagadnienie rasowe w muzyce,” Wiedza i Życie 1937, no. 10, 657-665, at 665.  
82 Lissa, “O stylach narodowych w muzyce,” Sygnały 1936, no. 20, 6; “Jakiej ‘rasy’ był Fryderyk Chopin?”, Chwila, 
26 February 1938, 10; “W sprawie ‘rasy’ Fryderyka Chopina,” Wiadomości Literackie 1938, no. 39, 7.   
83 Gliński, Testament, 51-55.  
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challenging in Rome from both for Gliński and for Zofia, his wife, whose family had been 

deported to Siberia.84 These letters describe how he felt “enormous nostalgia” for the time in 

Poland, from which he is only rescued by “work, difficult, poorly paying work.”85 They also 

suggest his yearning to remain a part of the scene he had left behind. He asked for news of all his 

friends and colleagues, and even of his old enemies. “I am unable to tell you how important these 

matters are to me and how much I suffer from nostalgia (despite my entire resentment toward 

many of our dear colleagues from their attack on Muzyka and its editor).”86  

 Nonetheless, Gliński was able to establish himself in Rome with surprising ease. He 

wrote criticism for the daily newspaper of the Vatican City. He also gave talks, reinvigorated his 

conducting career, and founded a small choral group through the Vatican.87 These activities 

continued into the postwar decade, when he also resurrected the kind of internationalist project 

that Muzyka had earlier championed: he founded a journal called Musica and and a concert series 

that performed concerts devoted to music from different countries.88 

 Such experiences led Gliński to compare Rome to his native Poland. In 1946, he wrote to 

Jachimecki, 

When I consider the fact that I am now fifty-three years old and that in Poland, 
despite all my efforts, I was unable to conduct, my artistic project was crushed 
due to personal intrigue and the caprices of a few mediocre individuals, and 
others attempted to discredit me as an artist I feel satisfaction: Through my own 
work and diligence I obtained among foreigners all that was so difficult to 
achieve at home. But this also gives rise to a sad and bitter reflection: Where did 
those twenty years of life go . . . that, as I see, could have yielded so much, much 
more for Poland than they did, if they yielded anything at all.89  

                                                
84 BJ 280-11, Gliński to Jachimecki, 7 June 1941.  
85 BJ 280-11, Gliński to Jachimecki, 19 October 1941. “Co jakiś czas napada nas ogromna nostalgia, ale niedługo 
trwa, bo znów nas porywają doczesne troski i obawy” 
86 BJ 280-11, Gliński to Jachimecki, 6 July 1943. “Nie umiem Panu powiedzieć, jak mnie blizko [sic] te sprawy 
obchodzą i jak cierpię (mimo całej urazy do wielu z naszych kochanych kolegów za nagankę na MUZYKĘ i na jej 
redaktora) na nostalgję.” 
87 BJ 280-11, Gliński to Jachimecki, 6 July 1943. 
88 The programs are in BJ 280-11. 
89 BJ 280-11, Gliński to Jachimecki, 4 March 1946. “Kiedy myślę, że mam w tej chwili 53 lata i że w Polsce mimo 
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Although Gliński is reluctant to identify antisemitism explicitly as a factor while writing to 

Jachimecki, he nonetheless points to the intrigues and disagreements that made his life difficult 

in the interwar period. Even so, his correspondence is filled with expressions of his desire to 

return to Poland and to take up where he had left off. But he also felt that the failures of Muzyka 

foreshadowed a more lasting sense of defeat. “And today,” he speculated in 1947, “if I were to 

return to my native realm, I would be attacked from all directions and, to be certain, I would not 

be able to accomplish even a small portion for Polish music of that which I do for the Italians.”90 

By 1948 and 1949, this early discouragement was crossed with new worries about the tightening 

of cultural freedoms in Poland.91 It is a tragic irony that Gliński, who across his life believed that 

musical internationalism could serve Poland, lived out a very different kind of internationalism 

to the one envisioned on Muzyka’s pages, isolated and cut-off from the national purpose he 

wished to serve.  

 These intertwined personal and institutional histories reveal how ideologies shape 

individuals and individuals shape institutions—that the decision to emigrate or to return in 

Poland was shaped not only along the lines of political activity but, also, in terms of the 

opportunities and barriers of the prewar period. From a historiographical perspective, this story 

suggests that the decline of musical internationalism in Poland was a drawn-out process, one 

                                                
wszelkich zabiegów nie mogłem znaleźć pola do pracy jako dyrygent, a placówkę moją dla intryg osobistych i dla 
kaprysu kilku miernych osobników zdeptano a mnie usiłowano zdyskredytować jako artystę, obok uczucia 
satysfacji, że własną pracą i uporem osiągnąłem wśród obcych to wszystko o co tak trudno było u nas, rodzi się 
smutna gorzka refleksja: gdzie poszły i w jaki sposób odrobić te dwadzieścia lat życia które jak widzę mogły dla 
Polski dać o wiele o wiele więcej niż dały, jeśli wogóle cokolwiek dały.” 
90BJ 280-11, Gliński to Jachimecki, 28 October 1947. “I dziś z pewnością, gdybym musiał wrócić na rodzime łany, 
byłbym za wszystkich stron atakowany i nie mógłbym z pewnością ani w części zrobić dla muzyki polskiej tego co 
robię dla włochów.” 
91 BJ 280-11, Gliński to Jachimecki, 19 July 1949. “Czy i Pan uważa, że znajdę w Polsce mimo naszych 
zadawnionych obyczajów podjazdowych etc możność spokojnej pracy czy jako dyrygent czy dziennikarz krytyk 
(apolityczny)?” 
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beginning already in the 1920s and 30s. In this sense, Gliński complicates the commonplace 

view that Poland turned inward primarily as a consequence of Stalinist cultural policy around 

1950, when funding for the Polish ISCM section was revoked. Instead, his story reveals that 

musical internationalism was long a flashpoint for competing notions of the political and social 

good, be those nationalist discourses in the 1930s or socialist ones in the 1950s. The very kernel 

of international exchange, in so far as it depended on a category of the national to begin with, 

could not escape the categories of racial identity and antisemitic invective of the political life of 

interwar Poland.  
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Chapter 3 

The Nation Lies in The Provinces: Organizing Poland’s Musical Life from the 
Ground Up 

 

By the mid 1930s, internationalism among Poland’s musicians was in decline. As the 

Association of Young Polish Musicians in Paris atrophied and Muzyka struggled to stay afloat, 

musicians began to shift their focus from western Europe to Poland’s own under-developed back 

country. They did so because they believed that the future of Poland’s musical culture had to be 

developed from the ground up, by educating the masses of Poles who had hitherto lacked access 

to musical culture. By the late 1930s, hundreds of performers were being sent on tours of the 

Polish countryside, traveling along muddy paths and performing in unheated halls to reach tens 

of thousands of new listeners. The stakes of this shift from internationalism to domestic 

development are significant on both a historical and a historiographical level. On a historical 

level, the new projects of mass music-making indicate a shift in the outlook of the younger 

composers that amounted to a growing realization that problems of the musical elite could only 

be solved through action on a broader, society-wide scale.  

From a historiographical perspective, these popularization projects prefigure postwar 

communist project of musical popularization. Both the pre- and postwar projects located the 

future of musical life in the average listener, both placed new focus on previously untapped 

audiences, both sought to reach these audiences through concert organizing, and both saw the 

composer’s role as constrained by and defined through society at large. The establishment of 

these mass musical projects in the 1930s, even though they were in no sense a communist 

project, suggests that postwar music for the masses landed onto well-prepared ground; the 
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postwar vocabulary of improving musical culture from the ground up already become second-

nature of musicians before 1939. 

Mass musical culture may seem linked to the rise of exclusionary nationalism in Polish 

politics after Piłsudski’s death in 1935 that sought to underscore the homogeneity and unity of 

the nation. Yet such similarities become evident late, in 1938, some four years after musical 

popularization efforts began, when the Camp of National Unity (OZN) issued a series of theses 

on cultural “upowszechnienie” or “popularization” that musicians saw as corresponding to their 

already ongoing work.1 A verbal noun, upowszechnienie is built from a root that means either 

“universal” or “common.” By employing the perfective form of the verb, the term denotes not an 

action in progress, but the outcome of that action. Although upowszechnienie overlaps with 

“accessibility” or “popularization,” the perfective form helps to convey a stronger, even 

normative sense.2 The OZN’s theses were greeted by musicians as a minor gesture, an 

insufficient solution to a problem that they had been addressing for years. “Maybe these words 

[of the OZN] will also be followed by actions,” observed one laconic editorial.3  

More pertinently, I believe that popularization spoke to mainstream debates among 

Poland’s musical elite. I first examine the discussions that described a crisis within Poland’s 

musical life of the 1930s, showing how musicians across the political and aesthetic spectrum 

agreed that widespread reform of musical life was imperative, even as they disagreed on specific 

solutions. Next, I analyze the activities and rhetoric of the main organization to devote itself to 

popularization, called Ormuz, showing how it developed a systematic mechanism for exploring 

                                                
1 Mieczysław Giergielewicz, Problem upowszechnienia wartości kulturalnych (Warszawa: OZN, 1938); “Czy 
jeszcze jeden frazes, czy też dobre poczynania?”, Muzyka Polska 1938, no. 8, p. 361; Stanisław Szpinalski, “Tezy 
kulturalne OZN,” Muzyka Polska 1938, no.9, 373-78. 
2 For ease of reading, I have generally translated it below as “popularization,” when I have not maintained the 
original Polish. For a discussion of the term’s postwar use, see Chapter 8, especially note 1.  
3 “Czy jeszcze jeden frazes, czy też dobre poczynania?”, Muzyka Polska 1938, no. 8, p. 362. “Może za słowami 
pójdą i czyny.” 
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the Polish backwaters. I argue that Ormuz was successful because it provided an actionable 

solution to a perceived crisis in musical culture. Its members located the source of Poland’s 

musical backwardness away from the metropoles where they lived and into the provincial 

backwaters. Ormuz’s project thus aligns with what Milica Bakić-Hayden has termed “nesting 

orientalism,” in which a group traditionally seen as backwards or underdeveloped directs its 

scripts of otherizing against an internal Other.4 When Ormuz portrayed Poland’s musical 

underdevelopment through a host of tropes of backwardness and isolation in impoverished 

eastern borderlands, they also underwrote metropolitan culture as a superior, civilizing force. 

 

I. The Rhetoric of Crisis and the Advent of “Musical Life” 
 

In reading the main musical publications of interwar Poland, one encounters a near-constant 

barrage of complaints and seemingly boundless angst concerning the status of music within 

society. Although there was much divergence about the causes for Poland’s musical crisis, and 

an equal number of potential solutions, there was widespread agreement across aesthetic and 

political positions that change was needed.  

Although from the time of Diderot, tropes of backwardness had helped to set eastern 

Europe apart from the west, a new urgency concerning the need for improvement in Polish music 

took shape after the global economic crisis in 1929.5 During the Depression, unemployment and 

sharply declining real wages led to increased feelings of hopelessness, especially among younger 

                                                
4 Milica Bakić-Hayden, “Nesting Orientalisms: The Case of Former Yugoslavia,” Slavic Review 54, no. 4 (1995): 
917–31. 
5 Lisa Cooper Vest, “The Discursive Foundations of the Polish Musical Avant-Garde at Midcentury: Aesthetics of 
Progress, Meaning, and National Identity,” PhD diss., Indiana University, 2014, 25-139. On the historical roots of 
this trope, see: Larry Wolff, Inventing Eastern Europe: The Map of Civilization on the Mind of the Enlightenment 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1994); Kevin C. Karnes, “Inventing Eastern Europe in the Ear of the 
Enlightenment,” Journal of the American Musicological Society 71, no. 1 (2018): 75–108. 
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members of the intelligentsia.6 This lasted to around 1936 in Poland, due in part to economic 

mismanagement. Unemployment among musicians skyrocketed, reaching over 60% by 1934, 

nearly 20% higher that the already staggering 40% unemployment rate in Poland in general.7 

According to one pessimistic estimate, the economic situation now meant that some 90% of new 

works languished in manuscript without hope of publication.8 Even well-connected musicians 

encountered serious road blocks. Perkowski was unable to find employment either in France or 

Poland, leading him to place his hopes in a “rather fantastical” plan to find work under the 

French Ministère des Colonies in Amman.9 Feliks Łabuński, one of Perkowski’s former Parisian 

colleagues, left Poland for the United States, noting that in Warsaw “I can’t see any way to a 

better future.”10 Summarizing the malaise felt by these foreign-trained composers, Stanisław 

Piasecki claimed that musicians returning from studies abroad “are starving, turning bitter, and in 

the weighty fight with life soon will lose all their accomplishments.”11 These deteriorating 

economic conditions gave rise to demands by musicians’ unions to protect the profession or 

provide greater support for the unemployed.12  

Whatever their roots in economic insecurity, the worries about the current state of 

Poland’s musical life were soon framed in more wide-reaching terms. A survey initiated by 

Muzyka Polska in 1934 asked about the “concrete causes for the atrophy of musical life in 

                                                
6 Antony Polonsky, Politics in Independent Poland 1921-1939: The Crisis of Constitutional Government (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1972), 352.   
7 [Mateusz Gliński], “Impresje muzyczne,” Muzyka, 1934, no. 4, 163; Unemployment: Polonsky, Politics in 
Independent Poland, 352.  
8 Kazimierz Wiłkomirski, “Import bez eksportu,” Muzyka, 1932, no. 12, 345-348; Seweryn Barbag, “Uwagi jeszcze 
aktualne,” Muzyka współczesna, 1936, no. 4, 1-2.  
9 AAN 100, 557, 10 August 1932, Piotr Perkowski to Ignacy Paderewski: “dość fantastyczny.” 
10 AAN 100, 555, 12 June 1936, Feliks Łabuński to Ignacy Paderewski. “nie mam prawie żadnych widoków na 
lepiej przyszłości.” 
11 Stanisław Piasecki, “Totalizm podświadomy i świadomy,” Muzyka polska, 1937, no. 6, 280-285, here 282: 
“przymierają głodem, gorzknieją, w ciężkiej walce z życiem rychło tracą te wszystkie zdobycze” 
12 "Do Ministerstwa Pracy i Opieki Społecznej i Ministerstwa Spraw Wewnetrznych, memorjał wystosowany przez 
M. Z.Z.M ‘Lyra’ we Lwowie,” Lyra, 1930, no.1. 
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Poland,” about how to interest “society in music as an art,” and finally, about the “role of the 

musician (composer, performer, pedagogue, critic) in the work of musicalizing our society.”13 In 

its framing, the question sought to elicit responses from musicians not on narrow economic 

issues, but on the general status of their art in society; it does not ask whether there are problems 

in musical life, but instead assumes this to be the case and asks for solutions. 

For musicians familiar with the debates conducted in music pedagogy circles in the 

1920s, the last issue under discussion, “musicalization,” would have evoked earlier attempts to 

educate a musically sensitive intelligentsia, programs that had both sought to cultivate skills in 

music-making and to develop aesthetic acumen.14 The term “musical movement” (“ruch 

muzyczny”) would be familiar from the nineteenth-century periodical of the same name. But in 

the 1930s this was a slippery and rarely defined term. The most precise attempt to clarify its 

meaning comes from Janusz Miketta in 1934:  

The meaning of the term “musical movement” is not entirely clear. This 
movement may consist of: (1) composition, (2) performance, (3) social-musical 
organizations (4) publishing, (5) music schooling, both general [umuzykalniające] 
and professional, (6) the popularization of music. In each of these branches there 
can be stagnation or movement. Does everywhere in Poland show decline and 
thus stagnation?15    

 

While Miketta criticizes the term for its vagueness, its appeal to others lay precisely in its ability 

to suggest connections among otherwise distinct aspects of musical culture.  

 The responses to the 1934 Muzyka Polska survey reveal that leading younger musicians 

                                                
13 “Zasadnicze zagadnienia współczesnej kultury muzycznej w Polsce,” Muzyka polska, 1934, no. 2, 86-131, here 
86: "konkretne przyczyny zaniku ruchu muzycznego w Polsce,” "społeczeństwa muzyką jako sztuką?" "jaka jest 
rola muzyka (twórcy, odtwórcy, pedagoga, krytyka) w pracy nad umuzykalnieniem naszego społeczeństwa."   
14 Michał Kondracki, “ORMUZ,” Prosto z Mostu 1935, no. 12, 1. On the earlier proposals concerning 
umuzykalnienie see: Violetta Przerembska, Ideały wychowania w edukacji muzycznej w II Rzeczypospolitej (Łódź: 
Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Łódzkiego, 2008), 100-110.  
15 Janusz Miketta in Muzyka 1934, no. 6-7, 275: “Niezupełnie jasnem jest określenie 'ruchu muzycznego' w Polsce. 
Na ruch ten mogą się składać: (1) twórczość, (2) odtwórczość, (3) organizacje społeczno-muzyczne, (4) 
wydawnictwa, (5) szkolnictwo muzyczne ogólno—umuzykalniające i zawodowe, (6) popularyzacja muzyki. W 
każdym z tych działów może trwać zastój lub ruch. Czy wszędzie przejawia się w Polsce upadek? a więc zastój?”   
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were searching for connections among once distinct branches of their work. Ochlewski mulled 

over how to attract the masses toward serious art, while Zalewski argued for decentralization of 

the current musical life. Wiechowicz wrote that  “None of the arts is as fit for fulfilling a social 

function as music is—and none of them possess to such a degree the capability of gathering the 

masses, organizing them, and educating [wychowywania] them.”16 Palester, meanwhile, claimed 

that although Polish composers were producing more and better compositions, interest in this 

music from listeners was still anemic.17 Others pointed to roots of their current worries in the 

history of partition, blamed the szlachta class for neglecting artistic culture, or sought excuses in 

the economic crisis.18 Across these responses, one theme emerged front and center: musical 

culture could not be defined by an exemplary roster of internationally renowned composers and 

performers but rather by the musical abilities of the average member of society. In the rarefied 

pages of their trade journal, professional musicians turned to the masses.  

For many, a model for integrating modernist composition with a sense of social 

responsibility was provided by Szymanowski’s 1930 essay, “The Educational Role of Musical 

Culture in Society.” Written at the high point of Szymanowski’s tenure at the Warsaw 

Conservatory, the essay claims to be the first essay to “consider the profound problem of music 

on the social plane.”19 To make this analysis, Szymanowski connects the romantic ideals of 

musical performance—“a force whose soaring, penetrating, all-embracing elemental quality 

                                                
16 “Zasadnicze zagadnienia,” 109. “Żadna ze sztuk nie nadaje się tak do pełnienia funkcji społecznej, jak właśnie 
muzyka—i żadna z nich nie ma w sobie tyle zdolności skupiania mas, organizowania ich i wychowywania.” The 
verb “wychowywać” and noun “wychowywanie” appear frequently in musical discussions throughout the period of 
this dissertation; the term means “to raise,” as in to rear a child, but can also refer more broadly to the process of 
education. I have chosen based on context how to translate “wychować,” but even in cases where the sense of 
“education” is the primary meaning, a hint of condescension often colors the meaning.  
17 “Zasadnicze zagadnienia,” 124.  
18 “Zasadnicze zagadnienia,” 95 (Kulczycki), 97 (Szeligowski), 100 (Dymmek). 
19 Karol Szymanowski, “The Educational Role of Musical Culture in Society, in Szymanowski on Music: Selected 
Writings of Karol Szymanowski, ed. Alistair Wightman (London: Toccata, 1999), 281-317 at 281.  
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inevitably provokes an emotional reaction from the masses, whether it be positive or negative”—

to a need for a broad-based social culture of music-making: “I should like to show that an artist's 

individual work really can take flight when it has as a springboard a common artistic culture 

which prevails throughout society.”20 Music’s aesthetic power, he believed, furthermore required 

the support of the state, since the state is the only actor capable of “raising of the standard of 

artistic culture in society as a whole in the broadest sense of the expression. Even the most 

courageous social initiative would fail to realize plans conceived on so grand a scale if it did not 

enjoy state aid.”21 Each of these themes—from the exulted status of musical experience, to a 

focus on the masses, to the assertion that the state should play a role in this process—appeared 

time and time again across the following years. 

 Such ideas also appealed to Roman Palester. He had his eyes on western Europe: his 

career was launched with a performance of Muzyka symfoniczna in Warsaw, followed by a 

performance at the ISCM festival in Oxford in 1931, and in Antwerp, Leningrad, and 

Luxemburg over the following years; indeed, his involvement with the ISCM increased over 

these years at the same time that he also became involved with the Society for Polish Music 

Publishing as a member of its “Commission for Contemporary Music,” before leaving for Paris 

in 1936.22 At the same time that he achieved international success, however, he remained 

focused on the domestic problems facing Poland’s musical life. In a 1932 article titled “The 

Crisis of Musical Modernism” he criticized composers who lack even “the smallest feeling of 

social responsibility, of the pragmatic connection between their work and leading thought of 

                                                
20 Szymanowski, “The Educational Role,” 281, 284.  
21 Szymanowski, “The Educational Role,” 287.   
22 Zofia Helman, Roman Palester: twórca i dzieło (Kraków: Musica Iagellonica, 1999), 27-35; BJ SMM, Teczka 1, 
“Okólnik 2,” 10 March 1935. 
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their generation.”23 Palester feared that “Even when our country will possess an excellent and 

mature musical elite, it will at the same time lack any sort of ‘social foundation.’”24 Rejecting the 

isolation of the composer from society, he concluded that musicians should stop turning their 

“main attention to ‘Europe’  . . .  and it is necessary first and foremost to think concretely about 

what can be done here in Poland, to whom one addresses with one’s music, how to raise 

[wychować] a cadre of listeners.”25 

The work of Palester’s that most fully engaged with the concerns laid out in “The Crisis 

of Musical Modernism” was the Mała uwertura (Little Overture) of 1935.26 For one critic, 

Palester’s other compositions showed an “extreme individualism and instrumental virtuosity;” in 

the Overture, however, he “searched for the path and means for popularizing unpopular 

‘modernism’ among a wider public,” a mission which the critic, writing in 1937, believed the 

work easily fulfilled.27 The overture is characterized by an incessant, forward-directed energy 

and propulsive dynamism that obscures aspects of the musical language that otherwise would 

have been tagged as modernist. Its clear, easily graspable orchestration would also contribute to 

such an assessment: brief moments of seeming disorientation, most notably in the introductory 

phrase and the coda section, give way to an orderly exposition of thematic material: the entrance 

of the main theme, given in the bassoon with banjo countermelody, as shown in Figure 5, builds 

                                                
23 Roman Palester, “Kryzys modernizmu muzycznego,” Kwartalnik Muzyczny, 1932, no. 14-15, 489-503, here 489. 
“najmniejszego poczucia społecznej odpowiedzialności, pragmatycznego związku pomiędzy swą pracą, a 
przewodnią myślą swego pokolenia.”  
24 Palester, “Kryzys modernizmu muzycznego,” 502: “Jednak nawet wtedy nasz kraj będzie, w dziedzinie muzyki, w 
posiadaniu wspaniałej, dojrzałej elity, przy równoczesnym braku jakiejkolwiek ‘podbudowy społecznej.’” 
25 Palester, “Kryzys modernizmu muzycznego,” 503: “zwracać głównej uwagi na ‘Europę’ . . . a trzeba 
przedewszystkim konkretnie pomyśleć o tem, co zrobić u siebie w kraju, do kogo się zwrócić ze swoją muzyką, jak 
wychować sobie kadry słuchaczy.” 
26 Helman, Roman Palester, 42-3. In the early 1930s, Palester composed much film music and music for the theatre. 
After his time in Paris in 1936, works such as the saxophone concerto and second string quartet would demonstrate 
an increasingly dark and churning approach to neoclassical language. 
27 Michał Kondracki, “O kierunkach współczesnej muzyki polskiej,” Muzyka Polska, 1937, no. 5, 267-73, here 271: 
“poszukuje on dróg i sposobów do spopularyzowania mało popularnego 'modernizmu' wśród szerokiej 
publiczności.” 
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into a statement of the same idea in both the piano and clarinet (m.13), before being joined by the 

winds in m. 19 and in m. 39 the full strings.  

 

Figure 5: Palester, Mała Uwertura, mm. 4-8 
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So too do the main thematic components remain easily discernable in the statement of the brass 

(m. 43). As another critic noted, “despite a certain ‘accessibility” in the work, it does not include 

anything cheap . . . it is a popularization of modern music, but not a modernization of popular 

music.”28 Such an interpretation accords with Palester’s earlier views on modernism: it does not 

create a music for the masses by seeking separate musical foundations, but rather, by reforming 

contemporary musical language.  

If the crisis of musical modernism pushed Palester toward writing popularizing music 

that would bridge the gap between elite and masses in the short term, then it pushed the 

musicologist Zofia Lissa to reimagine the fundamental tenets of this society. Lissa was, like 

Palester, a proponent of modernism although her tastes tended more to Vienna than Paris. She 

attended the Siena ISCM festival in 1928 and was an active member of the Lwów branch of the 

Polish ISCM section from its founding in 1930.29 Such aesthetic proclivities led to her 1929 

doctoral dissertation that analyzed Scriabin’s harmonic language as a precursor to twelve-tone 

technique.30 In 1935, she reported that her deepest musical experiences to include hearing Berg’s 

Wozzeck and Schoenberg’s Verklärte Nacht, experiences in which she felt that “for a short 

moment the eternally present border between ‘I’ and ‘not-I’ disappears and that one’s whole self 

resonates with that which flows towards us from the work.”31 Unsurprisingly, she defended new 

                                                
28 Konstanty Régamey, “Z ruchu muzycznego w Polsce: Warszawa,” Muzyka Polska, 1936, no. 6, 409: “Pomimo 
pewnej 'przystępności' utworu nie zawiera on w sobie nic taniego, jest, jak już miałem okazję się wyrazić, 
popularyzacją muzyki nowoczesnej, ale nie modernizacją muzyki popularnej.” 
29 Drzewiecki, Wspomnienia muzyka, 86; Muzyka, 1930, no. 4, 243.  
30 A complete copy of Lissa’s dissertation is held in the AKP. A condensed version of the dissertation’s findings 
appears as Zofja Lissa, “O harmonice Aleksandra Skrjabina,” Kwartalnik muzyczny 8 (1930): 320-355.   
31 Zofia Lissa, “Moje najgłębsze wzruszenie muzyczne,” Muzyka 1935, no. 3-4, 76-77: "Na ktrótki moment zatraca 
się wiecznie aktualne granice między 'ja' a 'nie-ja', całym sobą rezonuje się na to, co płynie ku nam z utworu." 
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music against attacks from conservative commentators, ridiculing the belief that new music had 

abandoned basic musical values or was the outcome of intellectual experimentation.32  

Like the respondents to the Muzyka Polska survey, Lissa aimed to analyze “the problem 

of leveling the schism that exists between classes of society in their stance towards the benefits 

of spiritual culture, and especially of music.”33 The increasing refinement and isolation of 

musical expression implied that contemporary music was farther and farther from the needs of 

the wide spectrum of listeners; meanwhile, these listeners’ demands were being filled through 

commercialized dance music and “szlagiery,” or light hit songs. The recycling of dated musical 

languages, combined with a lack of music-making traditions among lower classes “prevents the 

wide worker and peasant classes from understanding musical contemporaneity.”34 

Nor were her solutions, which called for new means of education, far from the 

mainstream. In a 1936 publication entitled “Music for the Masses” that exemplified her views, 

she decried how folk music, artistic music, and more recently, “urban rubbish” (“tandeta 

miejska” or, popular hits like Straus waltzes or jazz) now spoke “in languages so disparate and  

express such different mental worlds that mutual understanding is completely impossible.”35 In 

distinction from her colleagues, her views resulted from an increasing faith in political 

communism and intellectual commitment to Marxism that held that these distinct mental worlds 

arose from the historical processes that had created a class-ridden society in the first place. This 

view asserted that any solution to art music’s isolation would be slowly moving and broad. A 

                                                
32 Zofia Lissa, “Trochę polemiki na temat ‘musica Moderna,’ ” Lwowskie Wiadomości Muzyczne i Literackie, 1933, 
no. 72, 4. 
33 Zofia Lissa, “O społecznym znaczeniu muzyki w historii ludzkości,” Przegląd Społeczny,1930, no. 4: 128-33 and 
no. 5 180-86, here no. 5 184-5: “problem zniwelowania rozłamu, istniejącego pomiędzy warstwami społeczeństwa 
w ich ustosunkowaniu się do zdobyczy kultury duchowej, w szczególności do muzyki.”  
34 Lissa, “O społecznym znaczeniu muzyki,” 184-5. “uniemożliwia szerokim robotniczym i ludowym warstwom 
zrozumienie teraźniejszości muzycznej”  
35 Zofia Lissa, “Muzyka dla mas,” Sygnały, 1936, no. 17, 2. “przemawia językiem tak odmiennym, wyraża tak różne 
światy psychiczne, że porozumienie jest tu wogóle niemożliwe.”  
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solution “demands that a new generation first arises, and it requires a new means of educating 

[wychowania] this generation.”36 Such education, aimed squarely at the unmusical masses, must 

“narrow their historical lag and enable them to mature to the musical language that is the diction 

of contemporary man.” When evaluated according to the terms of her theory, Soviet socialist 

realism was a dangerous condescension that, by feeding the masses on the “the epigones of 

romanticism,” reinforces the boundaries between high and low that it sought to trouble.37 Such 

views were backed by Lissa’s involvement in the Communist Party of Western Ukraine, for 

whom she copied fliers, acted as a courier between Lwów and Warsaw, safeguarded its 

documents, and helped with the preparations for the Congress of Workers of Culture in 1936.38 

 All of these musicians shared a commitment to new music and keenly sensed that a crisis 

was enveloping contemporary musical culture; this included composers such as Szymanowski 

and Palester, to musicologists like Lissa, to the cultural commentators and musicians who replied 

to the Muzyka Polska survey. The rhetoric of crisis thus offered a common ground that bridged 

differences in politics and aesthetic outlook, while emphasizing the need for shared musical 

mobilization.  

                                                
36 Lissa, “Muzyka dla mas.” “wymaga czasokresu jednego pokolenia i nowego sposobu wychowania tego pokolenia; 
wymaga wychowania, któreby umożliwiło masie nadrobienie zaległości historycznych, dojrzenie do języka 
muzycznego, który jest mową współczesnego człowieka.” 
37 She also rejects principles of socialist realism in Lissa, “U podstaw kultury muzycznej (part I)” Przegląd 
społeczny 1937, no. 9, 200-209 at 208. 
38 Zofia Lissa, “Muzyka dla Karola,” in Książka dla Karola, ed. Kazimierz Koźniewski (Warszawa: Czytelnik, 
1984), 75-80; Lissa, “Muzïka v sovetckom L’vove, Sovetskaya muzïka 1941, no. 9, 91; her prewar activities are 
further corroborated by a Russian-language certificate, signed by Julia Bristiger, on 3 August 1944, held in Lissa’s 
papers: “I confirm that Zofia Lissa was one of the representatives of the Polish intelligentsia, who stood on 
definitively left positions and collaborated with the revolutionary movement of Western Ukraine. Zofia Lissa 
personally for a number of years helped the leadership of the Communist Party of Western Ukraine in both technical 
and operational work in accord with directives of the Communist party. She presented Marxist lines at scholarly 
meetings in Poland (3rd Congress of philosophers in Kraków in 1936, 20th meeting of naturalists and doctors in 
Lwów in 1938 and so forth) actively took part in the organization of the antifascist Congress of Culture in Lwów in 
1936, she was a collaborator on a number of antifascist journals and others. As a worker of the central apparatus of 
the Communist Party of the former Western Ukraine, I often availed myself of the assistance of com. Lissa in my 
revolutionary work, and I corroborate that she was an active, self-sacrificing, and disciplined collaborator. [Signed:] 
Julia Bristiger.” I wish to thank Wayles Browne for assistance with this translation. 
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II. Ormuz: Organizing Poland’s Musical Life  
 

One of the largest and most effective attempts to address this perceived crisis was Ormuz, a 

concert-tour service that provided musical performances to the underdeveloped Polish 

backwaters. Ormuz is an abbreviation for “Organizacja ruchu muzycznego” or “The 

Organization for Musical Movement,” a name that connect it to discussions above about how 

best to execute societal-level transformations within Polish musical life. Ormuz was launched in 

1934 as a new branch of the Polish Music Publishing Society. Overseen by the violinist Tadeusz 

Ochlewski, Ormuz organized week-long tours of classical musicians to Poland’s small towns 

with the aim of providing inexpensive yet high quality concerts to both students and local 

audiences. Its most dedicated performers included some of the shining stars of the Polish concert 

stage, like the pianists Henryk Sztompka and Stanisław Szpinalski, the violinist Eugenia 

Umińska, and the soprano Stanisława Szymanowska-Korwin, all of whom had enjoyed concert 

careers at home and abroad. Ormuz’s goal was the “umuzykalnienie” of society, a term whose 

English rendering is the ineloquent “musicalization.” Other descriptions of its goals emphasized 

the “‘muzykfikacja’ of all of Poland,” echoing contemporary plans for improving access to 

electricity, or “elektryfikacja,” that had been codified in 1933.39  

The debates leading to Ormuz’s founding reveal how its members believed that musical 

life required top-down organizational leadership, while also holding that the state would be 

unable to in fact carry out such a project. On the eve of Ormuz’s founding, Rutkowski compared 

its initiative to a “cartelization or job security system [etatyzację] for musical life,” elaborating 

that “private initiative has so far been unable to take care of musical life in the entire country, 

                                                
39 Kondracki, “ORMUZ,” 1. On electrification see, “Rozporządzenie Prezydenta Rzeczypospolitej z dnia 27 
października 1933 r. o popieraniu elektryfikacji,” Dziennik Ustaw 1933, no. 85, poz. 633.  
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and perhaps will be unable to do so in the future. Such matters must be entrusted to an 

organization that is driven by ideas.”40 With such rhetoric, Ormuz positioned itself as above the 

profit-driven concert-organizing of private impresarios, while also bringing itself into the terrain 

that was traditionally filled by state organizations.  

What is more, its members began numerous discussions about the inadequacies of state-

directed musical life, wishing for greater leadership from above. One recurrent discussion 

focused on the need to establish an “Izba Muzyczna,” or “Music Chamber,” that would not only 

protect musicians’ professional interests but would also oversee the planning of concert life and 

publications across the country from a central office. Early inspiration for this model came from 

the Nazi Reichsmusikkammer and was transmitted through an article by Otto Graf that was 

translated into Polish and published in Muzyka Polska in mid-1935.41 Across the following years, 

musicians including Zalewski, Szeligowski, Perkowski, Marian Neuteich, and Stanisław 

Szpinalski endorsed variations of this idea.42 For Zalewski, the need for such an organization was 

underwritten by the claim that associations and unions could only do so much. “The state cannot 

tolerate disarray and anarchy in this field: the disorganization of the musical profession is 

hampering the development of musical art.”43 Looking to Nazi Germany, then, these musicians 

saw a successful model of centralization that would support and spread musical life within 

                                                
40 Bronisław Rutkowski, “Organizacja ruchu muzycznego w Polsce,” Muzyka Polska 1934, no. 3, 180-83, here 181. 
“kartelizcję lub etatyzację ruchu muzycznego,” “Prywatna inicjatywa nie potrafiła i chyba nie potrafi uregulować 
ruchu muzycznego w całym kraju, trzeba powierzyć te sprawy organizacji ideowej.” 
41 Otto Graf, “Organizacja życia muzycznego w Niemczech,” Muzyka Polska 1935, no. 6, 113-126. “Izba 
Muzyczna” is the Polish translation of “Musikkammer.” Julian Pulikowski, who had studied in Germany before 
moving to Poland, likewise held up the Reichsmusikkammer as a model in private correspondence with Chybiński. 
BJ PWM Pulikowski P-28, Pulikowski to Chybiński, 1 May 1935.  
42 Tadeusz Szeligowski, “Conditio sine qua non,” Muzyka Polska 1937, no. 9, 394-97; Piotr Perkowski, “Izba 
Muzyczna,” Muzyka 1935, no. 3-4, 75; Marian Neuteich, “Na marginesie projektu utworzenia izby muzycznej,” 
Pion 1935, no. 20, 3-4; Stanisław Szpinalski, “Czy potrzebna jest planowość w organizacji życia muzycznego w 
Polsce?”, Muzyka Polska 1937, no. 2, 63-65.  
43 Zalewski, “Problem organizacji zawodu muzycznego,” Muzyka Polska 1935, no. 6, pg. 104. “Państwo nie może 
tolerować nieładu i anarchji w tej dziedzinie: dezorganizacja zawodu muzycznego hamuje rozwój sztuki 
muzycznej.” 
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Poland. Ormuz was, of course, smaller in scope than the Reichsmusikkammer, and had less state 

support; nonetheless, it shared with the German counterpart an interest in planning and 

centralization.   

 Calls for centralization of musical life reached a higher pitch in 1937 when Muzyka 

Polska launched a survey on whether a “totalistic” organization of musical life was desirable. As 

the editors explained, “totalism” referred to the arts organizations that were then in place in the 

Soviet Union, Germany, and Italy that aimed for the “dissemination and spreading of cultural-

artistic values, increasing the intensity of cultural-artistic life by planning its stimulation, and to 

subordinate culture and art to a given ideology.” The editors opposed the “totalistic” organization 

of artistic life to the “liberal” view, one that holds that “art requires freedom and license.”44 

Although Gliński critiqued the very idea of this survey in Muzyka, doubtless more sensitive to 

the antisemitic policies of the German model, a wide range of musicians considered it reasonable 

to discuss whether Poland’s cultural policy should more closely resemble the centralized and 

propaganda-heavy models provided by Nazism, Fascism, or Communism.45  

 The appeal of totalist societies lay, for the respondents, in their ability to organize 

audiences and thus build musical culture from the ground up. The editors summarized the results 

by writing that “the state of musical life in Poland is unhappy and it demands medicine in the 

form of planned, thought-out action which has as its goal the rational organization and 

development of our musical culture. This is not some kind of ‘totalism,’ but rather a necessary 

rationalization, which no sane person will oppose.”46 Individual respondents echoed these ideas. 

                                                
44“Ankieta ‘Muzyki Polskiej’,” Muzyka Polska 1937, no. 1, pg. 13. “upowszechnienie i propagandę wartości 
kulturalno-artystycznych, b) wzmożenie intensywności życia kulturalno-artystycznego przez planowe jego 
pobudzanie, c) podporządkowanie kultury i sztuki pewnym założeniom ideowym;” “sztuka wymaga swobody i 
wolności,” 
45 Muzyka 1937, no 7-8, pg. 229-230.  
46 “Zamknięcie ankiety ‘Muzyki Polskiej’,” Muzyka Polska 1937, no. 12, 556-59. “stan życia muzycznego w Polsce 
jest niewesoły i że wymaga lekarstwa w postaci planowego, przemyślanego działania, mającego na celu racjonalną 
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Wiechowicz, for example, compared Poland to totalist states by writing that a commonality are 

“the masses, to whom we both appeal, since we want to build a well-grounded creative national 

culture in an integral and organic manner. . . . by culture, we mean the result of the work of the 

entire nation in completing the action of both the creators and the audience.”47 The editors 

nonetheless wished to conclude on a note of skepticism toward totalist societies, writing: 

“However, the permanent deciding of the ‘direction’ of art by politicians or bureaucrats is a 

misunderstanding that leads in a straight line to the destruction of art.”48 

 Of course, no state-led centralization and rationalization of musical life took place in 

interwar Poland. State support and central planning remained a more distant possibility than a 

concrete reality, and it was organizations like Ormuz that could step in to fill the gap between the 

desire for nation-wide organization and the reality of a lack of state involvement. This is not to 

say that Ormuz was independent of the state for funding.49 Ormuz also received support from the 

Ministry of Religion and Public Education, as evinced in a letter directed to the Ministry of 

Internal Affairs in November 1934.50 In addition, Ormuz was able to expand its programs to 

include school performances, thereby guaranteeing income for its project, thanks to a series of 

circulars that made musical performances a mandatory component of student education. The 

Ministry’s explicit preference for live, professional-level performance, as well as the requirement 

                                                
organizację i rozbudowę naszej kultury muzyczne. Nie jest to jakiś 'totalizm', to poprostu konieczna racjonalizacja, 
której żaden człowiek rozsądny przeciwstawiać się nie będzie.” 
47 Stanisław Wiechowicz, “Incipit Lamentatio . . . (w związku z ankietą ‘Muzyki Polskiej’),” Muzyka Polska 1937, 
no. 5, 241-42. “masa, do której odwołujemy się i my i oni, chcąc budować integralnie, gruntownie i organicznie 
twórczą kulturę narodową. One dlatego, że to co mieli przeżyło się, a my dlatego, że właściwie nic dotąd nie 
mieliśmy—jeżeli przez kulturę mamy rozumieć rezultat pracy całego narodu w uzupełniającej się akcji obu stron: 
twórczej i odbiorczej.” 
48 “Zamknięcie ankiety 'Muzyki Polskiej',” Muzyka Polska 1937, no 12, 556-59. “Natomiast stałe decydowania o 
'kiernunku' sztuki przez polityków czy urzędników to nieporozumienie, które prowadzi w prostej linii do—
niszczenia sztuki.” 
49 As we saw in the previous chapter, Ormuz’s parent organization, the Polish Music Publishing Society, relied 
extensively on state funds to develop and promote its programs. 
50 A copy of the letter is in BJ SMM, Teczka 2, MWRiOP to MSZ, 24 November 1934.  
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for eight such performances per year, created conditions that were difficult for provincial 

districts to meet, while encouraging school officials to seek Ormuz’s cooperation. 51 Indeed, 

Ormuz saw the largest percentile jump in audience numbers during the concert season 

immediately after these new recommendations took effect.52 See Figure 6. These followed on the 

Ministry’s decision to cooperate only with the Polish Music Publishing Society, a decision which 

the head of the music divisions had conveyed personally to Rutkowski in the Society.53  Ormuz 

was also aware of the publication of the circulars, along with a published letter that would 

recommend Ormuz, before these publications had officially appeared, underscoring their 

closeness to the Ministry.54  

The belief that centralization would protect musicians’ economic interests is a subtext of 

Ormuz’s organizing. Witold Rudziński described Ormuz as a response to the economic crisis, 

since “musicians in the face of hunger threw themselves spontaneously to organizing the 

provinces. ‘Ormuz’ is the most extreme and healthiest example of adaptation to changed 

economic conditions.”55 In the relatively prosperous 1920s, he believed, it would have been 

                                                
51 “Okólnik nr. 80 z dnia 11 września 1935 w sprawie organizacji audycyj muzycznych na rok szkolny 1935/36 w 
państwowych gimnazjach ogólnokształcących,” Dziennik Urzędowy Ministerstwa Wyznań Religijnych i Oświecenia 
Publicznego Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej 1935, no. 8, 168-70. On the decree from 1935: “III-ci rok działalności 
Ormuzu,” Muzyka Polska, 1937, no. 6, 311-316. Difficult: “Ormuz,” Muzyka Polska, 1935, no. 5, 86-87.  For 
schools that could not use live musicians, a special radio program was broadcast: “Ormuz na progu nowego sezonu,” 
Gazetka Muzyczna, 1937, no. 7-9, 8.  
52 “Komunikat o organizowaniu audycyj muzycznych przy współudziale 'ORMUZU',” Dziennik Urzędowy 
Ministerstwa Wyznań Religijnych i Oświecenia Publicznego Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej 1935, 11: 236. Change in 
audience numbers: “Ormuz: IV rok działalności,” Muzyka polska, 1938, no. 6, 301-7. Similar cooperation in 
organizing school performances was attempted in Cracow: Drobner, Kraków muzyczny, 180. 
53 See Chapter 2.  
54 BJ SMM, Teczka 1, pg. 17, 20 August 1935, ORMUZ to SMM. “Okólnika Ministerstwa i listu polecającego 
ORMUZ, które ukażą się prawdopodobnie jednocześnie, nie możemy jeszcze nadesłać. Zwłoka może potrwać ze 2 
tygodnie. Nie możemy wpłynąć na szybszą procedurę Ministerstwa.”  
55 Witold Rudziński, “Przyszłość naszej muzykalności,” Muzyka polska, 1937, no. 3, 107-112, here 111. “Tedy 
muzycy w obliczu głodu rzucili się spontanicznie do organizowania prowincji. 'Ormuz' jest najjaskrawszym i 
najzdrowszym przykładem przystosowania się do zmienionych warunków ekonomicznych.”An additional element 
in the precarious employment position of musicians was the lack of professional ensembles, which led some to 
consider a conservatory diploma as “something in the way of a diploma of continual unemployment.” “czemś w 
rodzaju dyploma trwałego bezrobocia.” See, Zdzisław Broncel, “Nieznany kraj muzyki: Rozmowa z H. Sztompką o 
polskiej zapadłej prowincji,” Prostu z Mostu 1935, no. 1, 9. 
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unthinkable that artists of such a high caliber concertized in “some godforsaken hole.”56 

Economic considerations also likely led organizers to increase economies of scale by organizing 

week-long trips to maximize the income from relatively inexpensive concert tickets.57 Connected 

to the best artists, Ormuz portrayed itself as a financial backer for all stages of the operation, 

guaranteeing musicians income through tours, while artificially deflating ticket prices, covering 

deficits, and splitting profits with the local organizers.58  

 

Figure 6: Ormuz's growth, based on “Ormuz: IV rok działalności,” Muzyka polska, 1938, no. 6, 301-7. 

                                                
56 Rudziński, “Przyszłość naszej muzykalności,” 111: “jakieś zapadłej dziury.”   
57 Zalewski, Pół wieku,162:  By playing two concerts in each city, the pay for an entire trip was not insubstantial. 
40-50 zł for a concert, 20-25 for a school performance. 
58 Broncel, “Nieznany kraj muzyki,” 9. 
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Ormuz’s public rhetoric, however, tended to downplay economic motivations and instead 

position the organization as responding to cultural crisis. The pianist Stanisław Szpinalski 

believed that in the dozen years prior to Ormuz’s initiation (1922–1934), listening publics had 

become scattered or simply overwhelmed by uneducated people who arrived in the newly 

created Polish state. “The question of culture is a question of education [wychowania],” he 

explained, and the latter entails a long process of developing a listener’s natural and 

subconscious interests.59 Rutkowski, by comparison, painted a picture of severe intellectual and 

cultural decline. “Issues of spiritual culture have become for contemporary, materialistic 

humanity purely abstract since they do not have a noticeable influence on the course of real, 

material life.”60 Provincial listeners were especially poorly equipped to resist the encroaching 

materialism, since their cultural life consisted of the “waste of the artistic life of the big cities.”61 

Ochlewski expressed the mood of cultural decline even more pithily, noting that “The issue is 

not that our concert halls are empty, but that our souls are empty and indifferent.”62  

While this rhetoric was driven in part by the desperate situation in which musicians found 

themselves, it also responded to a widening concern that the ‘masses’ were already becoming 

more and more musicalized, albeit by means of mass culture rather than high art. As Régamey 

lamented in an article on Ormuz, “banal and superficial” music attracted the “larger masses,” 

                                                
59 Stanisław Szpinalski, “Ormuz czy radio?”, Prosto z Mostu, 1939, no. 7, 5: “Kwestia kultury jest kwestią 
wychowania.” 
60 Bronisław Rutkowski, response to the survey concerning “Zasadnicze zagadnienia współczesnej kultury 
muzycznej w Polsce,” Muzyka Polska 1934, no. 2, 112-113: “Zagadnienia kultury duchowej stały się dla 
współczesnej, zmaterjalizowanej ludzkości zagadniemiami czysto abstracyjnemi, nie mającemi uchywytnego 
wpływu na bieg życia realnego, materjalnego.”  
61 Bronisław Rutkowski, “Organizacja ruchu muzycznego w Polsce,” Muzyka Polska 1934, no. 3, 180-183, here 
181: “odpadkami życia artystycznego wielkich miast.” 
62 Tadeusz Ochlewski, response to the survey concerning “Zasadnicze zagadnienia współczesnej kultury muzycznej 
w Polsce,” Muzyka Polska 1934, no. 2, 89: “To nie sale są pusto, lecz puste i obojętne są dusze.” 
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than artistically worthwhile music.63 Ormuz portrayed the provinces as untouched by music, and 

hence as raw material to be awakened into aesthetic attentive listeners. Yet Ormuz’s own 

polemics and discussions of “mechanical” music suggested that the matter was more complex. 

Indeed, often the radio if not the gramophone had gotten to listeners first, and with less effort 

than organizing a concert tour would require. A 1937 survey conducted by Ormuz found that 

some 60% of respondents (girls, in Warsaw) preferred “light, dance, or folk” music to “serious” 

music.64 These audiences were in contact with modernized listening practices, just as provincial 

audiences were listening to more and more music from Warsaw.   

 

III. Ormuz as a Civilizing Mission  

Although Ormuz organized performances in several major cities, the main target of its work was 

the provinces and especially the eastern borderlands of the Polish Republic, or kresy. Ormuz’s 

organizers were based in the metropole, many had been educated abroad, and most understood 

the currents of European musical life. Their audiences meanwhile lived in small towns, were 

isolated from one another, and were distant from the cultural centers of Warsaw or Cracow.  

Ormuz had a rather broad understanding of the term “provinces,” designating as such any 

part of the country that lacked a substantive musical life.65 Bronisław Rutkowski described 

Ormuz’s target regions as ones that were occasionally visited by “some kind of advertised 

musical ‘celebrities’” or more often ones “living from old fame.”66 Yet since those events were 

                                                
63 Konstanty Régamey, “Z muzyki: Ormuz,” Prosto z Mostu 1936, no. 28, 7. “banalna i powierzchowna” “większe 
masy.” 
64 “Ankieta w gimnazjach warszawskich,” Gazetka Muzyczna 1937, no. 4, 4. “lekką, taneczną, ludowa . . . poważna”  
65T.[adeusz] O.[chlewski], “Drugi rok działalności ‘Ormuzu,’” Muzyka polska, 1936, no. 3, 226-229, here 227. 
Ormuz’s terrain of operation excluded Poznań, Katowice, and Lwów. In Warsaw, its actions were limited to 
organizing school concerts. 
66  Rutkowski, “Organizacja ruchu muzycznego w Polsce,” 181: “jakieś reklamowane 'sławy' muzyczne”, “żyjące 
sławą z przeszłości,” 
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“designed only for the profits of, if not the performers, then the impresario” they were seen to do 

little to improve the “dormant and sometimes trash-strewn artistic life of the provinces.”67 More 

bluntly, Ochlewski noted that impresarios referred to these provinces as “musical cemeteries.”68 

Ormuz thus defined this territory in essentially negative terms, taking it to exclude the main 

centers of Warsaw, Cracow, Lwów, and Poznań. Within this wide geography, however, Ormuz 

paid special attention to the kresy, or eastern borderlands. The six provinces that abutted 

Poland’s eastern border included some of the most economically under-developed, uneducated, 

and inaccessible regions of the Second Republic.69 The kresy constituted nearly half of the area 

of interwar Poland, yet their heavy under-development led them to be referred to as “Poland B.” 

Indeed, in the early 1920s, over half of the inhabitants there could neither read nor write.70 And 

although these numbers improved over the following years, it remained clear this region lacked 

both basic elements of education, not to say music. In fact, Ormuz focused most heavily on the 

Wilno, Nowogrodzki, and Wołyń provinces, occasionally visiting Polesie; meanwhile it ignored 

Małopolska wschodnia because of fears that members of Ormuz would compete with Lwów-

based musicians there.71 Ormuz reported providing between 110 and 142 concerts per year to 

these regions.72 

                                                
67 Rutkowski, “Organizacja ruchu muzycznego w Polsce,” 181: “obliczone jedynie na zyski jeśli nie wykonawców, 
to impresarja,” “uśpionego, a czasami zaśmieconego życia artystycznego prowincji.” 
68 Tadeusz Ochlewski, “Po pierwszym roku ‘Ormuz’u’,” Muzyka polska, 1935, no. 6, 157-60, here 157: 
“muzycznyemi cmentarzami.” 
69 In fact, Ormuz focused most heavily on the Wilno, Nowogrodzki, and Wołyń provinces, occasionally visiting 
Polesie, and ignoring Małopolska wschodnia. See: “Drugi rok działalności ‘Ormuz’,” Muzyka polska, 1936, no. 3, 
226-229, here 227. 
70 Marian Leczyk, Druga Rzeczpospolita 1918-1939: społeczeństwo, gospodarka, kultura, polityka (Warszawa: 
Książka i Wiedza, 2006), 145.  
71 “Drugi rok działalności ‘Ormuz’,” Muzyka polska, 1936, no. 3, 226-229, here 227. BJ PWM deposit, Pudło 1, O-
1/81, Ochlewski to Chybiński, 6 January 1935. 
72 “Ormuz: IV rok działalności,” Muzyka polska, 1938, no. 6, 301-7, here 301.  
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The kresy’s material underdevelopment contrasted, however, with its status in the cultural 

imagination as a bastion of Polish civilization and bulwark against the east. As Kathryn Ciancia 

has shown, Wołyń was seen as both part of the civilizational legacy of Poland since it had 

belonged to various Polish states since the early modern era. Yet, on the ground, Poles were 

outnumbered by both Ukrainian speakers and Jews, while manifestations of central Polish state 

power were plagued by weakness.73 Such attitudes of both the cultural importance of the region, 

crossed with this region’s backwardness, underwrote Ormuz’s approach to the region. The 

eastern borderlands were “massive blank spots on the map of cultural life,” as one Ormuz 

founder later recalled.74  

At the same time that Ormuz underscored its civilizing mission toward the kresy, it also 

portrayed the same regions as a well-spring for the future revitalization of Polish musical culture. 

Régamey saw inhabitants there as an untapped resource, which “forms such a huge majority of 

the nation and which is a reservoir, renewing and strengthening the cultural cadre of the 

capital.”75 For Szeligowski, meanwhile, “The provinces work more idealistically and selflessly 

[than Warsaw] . . . I am certain that the despised Polish “provinces” are in fact the only hope for 

the future, that from there will come the ideas and the people who will finally change Poland’s 

unfortunate musical reality.”76 On the one hand, Ormuz constructed the provinces as a 

backwards Other that needed intervention from the cultural center. But this otherness also 

                                                
73 Kathryn Clare Ciancia, “Poland’s Wild East: Imagined Landscapes and Everyday Life in the Volhynian 
Borderlands, 1918-1939,” Phd diss., Stanford, 2011: 4-9, 144-50. See also, Ciancia, “Borderland Modernity: Poles, 
Jews, and Urban Spaces in Interwar Eastern Poland,” The Journal of Modern History 89, no. 3 (2017): 531–61. 
74 Zalewski, Pół wieku wśród muzyków, 160: “ogromne białe plamy na mapie życia kulturalnego.” 
75 Konstanty Régamey, “Z muzyki: Ormuz,” Prosto z Mostu, 1936, no. 28, 7: “tworzy tak ogromną większość 
narodu i która jest rezerwaurem, odnawiającym i zasilającym kulturalne kadry stolicy.” 
76 Tadeusz Szeligowski, “Conditio sine qua non (w odpowiedzi na ankietę),” Muzyka Polska 1937, no. 9, 395. 
„Prowincja pracuje bardziej ideowo i bezinteresownie [than warsaw].  . . . Jestem pewien, że ta pogardzana 
'prowincja' polska jest naprawdę jedyną nadzieją na przyszłość, że stąd właśnie wyjdą ideje i ludzie, którzy 
nareszcie zmienią nie wesołą polską rzeczywistość muzyczną.”  
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allowed the provinces to be idealized in a way that seemed to overlook the concrete challenges 

faced by its inhabitants, turning them into a force for future transformation.  

Ormuz’s view of the borderlands as a space in need of imported civilization, crossed  

with its desire to fill the space left by the state, yielded rhetoric rife with metaphors of 

subjugation and conquest. In an article aptly entitled “The Knights of Ormuz,” Kondracki 

explained how performers were undertaking a “peacetime cultural offensive”77 and he hoped that 

it would be “most fruitful and the army of musicians occupied the entire territory of the 

Republic, conquered all the hamlets and towns!”78 In this sense, “Ormuz is forcing a thorough 

revision of knowledge concerning Polish geography:” the towns it visited—he lists Dzisna, 

Głębokie, Pionki, Oszmiana, Białokrynica, Łask, Miełec, and Szumsk—were difficult to find on 

a map of the Republic.79 The soprano Aniela Szlemińska likewise reflected: “How joyous we 

feel after all these troubles, when we take by storm these strong borderland [kresowe] souls, and 

bring them into the captivity of Art.”80 Others noted that “We are discovering new musical 

lands!”81 Through its bellicose calls to mobilization, such rhetoric shifts the subject of Poland’s 

musical crisis from an internal sense of collapse to instead focus on an outside target.  

The rhetoric of musical conquest of the Polish backwaters was put into practice through a 

bureaucracy that attempted to study these areas’ musical abilities and document the successes 

and failures of musicalization. Ochlewski described the links between such organizational 

activities and the project of conquest, noting that “File cabinets filled with correspondence, 

                                                
77 Kondracki, “Rycerze Ormuzu,” 4. “pokojowa ofensywa kulturalna.”  
78 Kondracki, “ORMUZ,” 1: “najowoczniejsza i armja muzyków okupawała całe terytorjum Rzplitej, podbiła 
wszystkie wioski i miasta!”  
79 Kondracki, “Rycerze Ormuzu,” 4: “Ormuz zmusza do gruntownej rewizji wiadomości z zakresu geografii Polski.” 
80 As quoted in, Michał Kondracki, “Rycerze Ormuzu,” Pion, 1937, no. 38, 4: “kiedy szturmem zdobywamy i w 
jasyr Sztuki bierzemy te kresowe mocne dusze.”  
81 Jan Olcha [Bronisław Rutkowski], “Refleksje,” Muzyka Polska, 1934, no. 4, 307: “Odkrywamy nowe tereny 
muzyczne!”  
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folders swelled with reports, a map was colored with little green circles, indicating the cities that 

had already been ‘ormuzified.’ ”82 To reach new territories, Ochlewski relied on a network of 

sympathizers and friends living in major provincial cities.83 These informal representatives, in 

turn, facilitated contact with local social organizations, such as schools, branches of the 

Women’s Union for Citizenship Work (Związki Pracy Obywatelskiej Kobiet), and social and 

cultural associations, who understood local conditions, secured performance venues, haggled for 

instruments, advertised concerts, and sold tickets.84 Although Ormuz claimed to back the 

concerts financially, it also asked for the lowering of honoraria when concerts did not generate 

sufficient income.85 Local venues would then be correlated into longer itineraries in which 

performers visited many cities on a single trip, with eleven cities as the ideal number for tours.86 

Putting such plans into action meant that in October 1936, for example, a violin and piano duo 

was on the road almost every day of the month, except Sundays.87 To rationalize this work in an 

effort to reach the widest groups possible, musicians were given itineraries that would 

standardize their routes along pathways that few would know intuitively. See Figure 7.  

Ormuz’s project of civilizing the kresy through metaphorical musical conquest required 

organizers to better understand the local conditions in the target regions. To aid in this surveying 

of new musical terrain, musicians were asked to send back reports on everything from the piano 

conditions, to the number of people in attendance, to the popularity of the programming. Ormuz 

                                                
82 Ochlewski, “Po pierwszym roku ‘Ormuz’u’,” 157. “Segregatory wypełniły się korespondencją, teczki napęczniały 
sprawozdaniami, mapa ubarwiła się zielonemi kółkami, oznaczjącemi miasta już 'zormuzowane.'” 
83 Zalewski, Pół wieku, 158. 
84  T.[adeusz] O.[chlewski], “Drugi rok działalności ‘Ormuzu,’” Muzyka polska, 1936, no. 3, 226-229; Tadeusz 
Ochlewski, “Po pierwszym roku ‘Ormuz’u’,” Muzyka polska, 1935, no. 6, 157-160, here 157. They would send 
materials directly to the cities; see, BJ SMM, Teczka 1, 26 November 1936, Ochlewski to SMM.  
85 Zalewski, Pół wieku, 161-2; BJ SMM, Teczka 1, Ochlewski to SMM, 16 January 1936.  
86 BJ SMM, Teczka 1, 26 September 1935, Ormuz to SMM.  
87 BJ SMM, Teczka 8.  
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called on the musicians to send the reports from the concerts as quickly as possible, asking for 

these within three days of the performance.88 

 

Figure 7: Itinerary used by SMM musicians in 1938. BJ, SMM, Teczka 8 

 

In the report given in Figure 8, from a performance by Eugenia Umińska and Zygmunt Dygat in 

the town of Bochnia about 50 km east of Kraków, the performers speculated that the low 

                                                
88 BJ SMM, Teczka 1, Ochlewski to SMM, 21 February 1936; 17 December 1936; 25 September 1936.  
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attendance of around 83 people was due to “slight interest in music in the town as well as other 

events.”89  

 

Figure 8: An Ormuz post-performance report. BJ SMM, Teczka 1, pg. 34 

 

Each performance also polled the audience on which works they liked best and these data points 

are also included in the reports, in this case a Chopin Polonaise and Wieniawski piece were 

                                                
89 BJ SMM, Teczka 1, pg. 34 “Małe zainteresowanie muzyką w mieście oraz inne imprezy.” 
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voted the favorites. Reports from performers were collated with surveys distributed to audiences, 

the results of which could then be published to underscore both the increasing number of 

concerts that took place as well as the purported impacts on students and rural audiences.90  

For Ormuz organizers, the provinces had to be described and known before they could be 

brought under the umbrella of Polish musical civilization. Ormuz’s mechanisms of knowing and 

administering—surveys, itineraries, and reports—helped to create an organizational substrate 

that corresponded with the view of the kresy as a civilizational space that was in need of Polish 

intervention. It thus redirected the notion of cultural transfer, focused not on the relation between 

Poland and the west, but within Poland itself. The organizers created a space in which they had 

cultural and civilizational superiority over those who belonged to the Polish state but were 

Othered from it. In this sense, Ormuz did not so much solve the crisis of Poland’s musical life as 

it shifted the location of this crisis from the center to the periphery. In so doing, the flaws in 

Poland’s domestic musical life could be swept into a narrative of the underdevelopment of the 

east, and Ormuz musicians could act out the role of bringing this territory into a Polish 

civilizational space.  

 
 
IV. What kind of community is at stake in the Polish hinterlands? 

Ormuz did not intend to create a new form of “mass” musical culture as much as it aimed to 

better disseminate the fruits of musical culture, traditionally understood. As Ochlewski explained 

in an early article on the organization, Ormuz performances aimed to convey an “aesthetic 

experience, a direct feeling for music,” to the listeners.91 These priorities built on Ochlewski’s 

                                                
90 “Ankieta o audycjach szkolnych,” Biuletyn Stowarzyszenia Młodych Muzyków w Krakowie 1938, no. 1. 
91  Tadeusz Ochlewski, “O. R. Muz.,” Muzyka Polska 1934, no. 4, 332: “przeżycie estetyczne, bezpośrednie 
odczucie muzyki.”  
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earlier critique of musical life in Poland as having collapsed in so far as it had forfeited its claims 

to value the individual: “The fundamental cause for the atrophy of musical life seems to me to be 

the atrophy of individuality . . . The individual’s feelings have been crammed into the frame of 

collective life, the life of the crowd.”92 The solution to this problem, in Ochlewski’s view, was 

not to lower music to a level that could address these “crowds,” as had been attempted in the 

Soviet Union through what he termed “massowaja muzykalnaja rabota,” a transliteration into 

Polish of the Russian for “mass musical work.” Instead of writing simpler works for the masses, 

he called for “a defense of the rights to spiritual life of the individual which lead to a deepening 

of the individual’s feeling for music, against the general course of social life.”93 It was these 

beliefs that led Ochlewski to claim that “it is necessary to make music accessible to the wide 

classes of society,” arguing for an “awakening of the need for music,” thereby laying the 

groundwork for Ormuz to be launched shortly thereafter.94 On an organizational level, Ormuz 

aimed to reach a mass audience. But in so doing, it hoped to multiply an individual aesthetic 

experience onto the level of the nation as a whole.  

Although Ormuz maintained a belief in the communicative immediacy of music, it 

simultaneously held that this experience must be mediated through explanation and description. 

Music was never presented by itself, but was rather prefaced by introductions and explanations 

that sought to translate the experiences for the audiences.95 Instructions further asked for 

                                                
92 Tadeusz Ochlewski, “Zasadnicze zagadnienia współczesnej kultury muzycznej w Polsce: Ankieta,” Muzyka 
Polska 1934, no. 2, 88-92. “Istotną przyczyną zaniku ruchu muzycznego wydaje mi się zanik indywidualności . . . 
Indywidualne jego [człowiek] odczucia zostały wtłoczone w ramy życia zbiorowego, życia tłumu.” 
93 “obrony praw życia duchowego jednostki i wynikającego stąd pogłębienia indywidualnego odczucia muzyki, 
wbrew ogólnemu biegowi życia społecznego.” 
94 Tadeusz Ochlewski, “Zasadniczne zagadnienia współczesnej kultury muzycznej w Polsce: Ankieta,” Muzyka 
Polska 1934, no. 2, 88-92. “Należy udostępnić muzykę szerokim warstwom społeczeństwa,” “Obudzenie potrzeby 
muzyki” 
95 BJ SMM, Teczka 7, SMM to unnamed recipient, 21 January 1937. Each performance lasted around an hour, 
which included fifteen minutes for introduction by the accompanying lecturer, thirty for the performances 
themselves, and another fifteen for explanations that were interspersed among the works. 
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delimiting the contact between listeners and musicians by instructing the performers to “avoid 

directly talking with the youths.”96 The audience’s taste-responses were likewise gathered in a 

formal manner through a poll at the end of the performance.97 Extant scripts for the performances 

show that lecturers believed that standard biographical information on composers was often the 

best pathway for bringing students toward music, especially for performances that focused on 

Beethoven, Haydn, or Mozart. Other lectures were on topics such as religious music, Polish 

national opera, sonata form, Polish music after Chopin, or Polish dance.98 In some cases, these 

lectures repeated common narratives of Polish or new music for the audience. For example, they 

echoed the Szymanowski-inspired narrative of post-Chopin music as being “derivative.”99 Other 

lectures prefaced more recent compositions as being difficult or inaccessible. In Tansman’s 

Sonatina, presented as part of a talk on sonatas, for example, “the harmony uses many 

dissonances, but we must remember that this is a modern work, in which dissonances that earlier 

we described as false are today equally authorized as consonances.”100 Such evidence of how the 

performances would have sounded suggest that Ormuz was uncomfortable with the idea of 

unmediated aesthetic experience, turning to standard means of musical instruction to supplement 

and encourage the new audience’s experiences.   

Despite the mundane nature of many of these lectures, Ormuz musicians claimed that 

their performances were awakening new listeners. Ormuz concerts, one report noted, featured a 

                                                
96 BJ SMM, Teczka 7, “Instrukcja dla wykonawców audycji szkolnych Stowarzyszenia Młodych Muzyków, 2 
November 1936. „unikać bezpośrednich rozmów z młodzieżą.” 
97 BJ SMM, Teczka 7, “Instrukcja dla wykonawców audycji szkolnych Stowarzyszenia Młodych Muzyków, 2 
November 1936. 
98 BJ SMM, Teczka 7.  
99 BJ SMM, Teczka 7, “Muzyka polska po Chopinie.” “naśladownictwa.” 
100 BJ SMM, Teczka 7, “Forma Sonatowa.” harmonia posługuje się wieloma dyssonansami, ale musimy 
pamiętać, że jest to utwór nowoczesny, w którym dyssonans, a więc współbrzmienie, które dawniej określaliśmy 
jako fałszywe jest równo uprawnione konsonassem.”  
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direct connection between the artists and listeners” that was often missing in urban venues.101 

For the pianist Henryk Sztompka, meanwhile, provincial listeners were preferable to those in 

major cities since they listened with the “heart” and not the “mind.”102 Another musician, 

unnamed in the report, went further by claiming that he had found “himself and his artistic 

expression” by trading the “cold and indifference halls of the capital” for the “whole-hearted 

response” of provincial audiences.103 Sztompka preferred these audiences both to the blasé 

listeners of London and to those of Warsaw: “there we feel needed by the entire world, by the 

people of all of Poland, and not only by small handful of snobs and even less numerous group of 

those truly devoted to music.”104 Another performer wrote “for a long time I have not felt with 

my music so needed in the world, as exactly there, in Stołpce or in Słonim.”105  

Performers self-reported reactions to their own concerts are, of course, hardly reliable 

indications of how these concerts actually went. They do reveal how musicians linked the 

internal Other of the borderlands to the experience of aesthetic awakening, lending music itself a 

role in this civilizing mission. Ormuz inverted the aesthetic hierarchy between center and 

periphery, painting the periphery as more aesthetically responsible than center in order to critique 

metropolitan life. The provinces were thus positioned as a space in which Poland’s musical 

backwardness could be solved, a space free from the limitations and failures of the metropole. 

They would then seem to confirm what was known all along; for Sztompka, these trips reminded 

                                                
101 “Ormuz na wołyńskim błocie,” Gazetka Muzyczna 1937, no. 5: “bezpośrednią łączność między artystą a 
słuchaczami” and a “wzajemne przenikanie się.”  
102 Sztompka: in Broncel, “Nieznany kraj muzyki,” 9; Szpinalski, “Ormuz czy radio?,” 5; Gazetka Muzyczna, 1936, 
no. 2.  
103 Ochlewski, “Po pierwszym roku ‘Ormuz’u’,” Muzyka Polska, 1935, no. 6, 157-60, here 157: “tam siebie i swój 
wyraz artystyczny,” after trading the “zimnych and obojętnych salach stolicy” for the “serdecznym oddźwiękiem” of 
provincial performance.  
104 Broncel, “Nieznany kraj muzyki,” 9: “tam czujemy się potrzebni całemu światu, ludziom całej Polsce, a nietylko 
nielicznej garsce snobów i jeszcze mniej licznej prawdziwie oddanych muzyce.” 
105 Szpinalski, “Ormuz czy radio?,” 5: “Dawno już nie czułem się ze swoją muzyką tak potrzebny na świecie, jak 
właśnie tam, w tych Stołpcach i w tym dajmy na to, Słonimie.” 
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him of “the Artist’s social role, the justification for his existence and for the creative role, as well 

as the need for this type of work.”106  

The ability of music to awaken and transform the masses was often juxtaposed with the 

underdevelopment of the kresy and the material barriers that musicians faced while performing 

in these regions. Artists discuss how reaching the small towns required improvised means of 

transport and occasionally a bearskin to stave off the biting cold and blowing wind of a horse-

driven trip.107 Such barriers served, rhetorically at least, to underscore the importance of Ormuz’s 

mission and the dedication of its musicians to it. Two artists making a trip to Szumsk, deep in 

Wołyń, near the Soviet frontier, described their trip in terms of ingenious improvisation: 

That’s nothing—from Krzemieniec to Nowy Staw (20 km) there is a road on 
which we will ride in a britzka, and we will manage to get from Nowy Staw to 
Szumsk on a peasant sleigh. Somehow, we will get there. Yesterday, the way 
from Krzemieniec to Wiśniowiec was worse; after going a few kilometers the 
horses became bogged down to their stomachs in soggy snow and wouldn’t move 
further. We had to dismount, pull out the horses and walk for quite a few 
kilometers. We finally made it to Wiśniowiec, entered the hall, and there it was 
cold, plain and simple (unheated, because no one imagined that we would arrive 
at all in such weather). I had to sing in my overcoat. But it was nothing! Even 
pleasant!108   
 

Not all musicians were willing to put up with such conditions: musicians sent to a high school in 

Chrzanów (outside of Katowice) refused to perform because of the low temperatures in the 

hall.109 That poor conditions affected musicians is no surprise. But this description does 

                                                
106 Kondracki, “Rycerze Ormuzu,” 4: “Rola społeczna artysty, umotywowanie jego istnienia i twórczej roli oraz 
potrzby jego pracy—oto konkretne zdobycze przywiezione przeze mnie z wędrówek Ormuzu.”   
107 “Z Ormuzu,” Muzyka Polska, 1938, no. 2 85. 
108 Gipski, “Krzemieniec,” Muzyka Polska, 1936, no. 2, 141: “To nic—z Krzemieńca do Nowego stawu (20 km) jest 
szosa jaka taka, to pojedziemy bryczką, a z Nowego Stawu do Szumska dobrniemy na chłopskich sankach. Jakoś się 
tam dostaniemy. Wczoraj w drodze z Krzemieńca do Wiśniowca gorzej było; po przejechaniu kilku kilometrów 
konie ugrzęzły po brzuch w rozmokłym śniegu i dalej nie rusz. Musieliśmy wysiąść, wyciągać konie i jakich 
dobrych kilka kilometrów iść pieszo. Dostaliśmy się wreszcie do Wiśniowca, przychodzimy do sali, a tu zimno co 
się zowie (nie palono, bo nie przypuszczli, że my w taką pogodę wogóle przyjedziemy). Musiałam na sali śpiewać w 
płaszczu. Ale to nic! Nawet przyjemne!” 
109 BJ SMM, Teczka 7, SMM to Dyrekcja Gimnazjum Państwowego, 30 November 1936. 
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underscore that accounts of conquering the elements to provide the masses with music, published 

in the Warsaw press, painted Poland’s kresy as distant from Warsaw and in need of development.  

 To complete the circle of this transformation, Ormuz collected feedback from the 

listeners. Statistical details, collected extensively about the performances, provided a sense of 

rapid and continual activity. These statistical reports were complemented by selections from the 

student responses to the concerts, many containing little more than untutored and straightforward 

reactions from first-time listeners.110 But others offered a tantalizing window into the life of the 

distant borderland. For listeners in Dzisna, a town close to the Soviet border, in the most 

northern reaches of the Republic, the Ormuz concert was proof that “God and good people still 

remember” about their small town, some 37 kilometers from the nearest rail station.111 A young 

listener from Zamość reported that she had become very popular since she had talked with the 

performers, and that “all are very jealous of me for these few seconds of conversation.”112 Or an 

eleven-year-old Ukrainian peasant, whose report was reproduced complete with infelicities of 

Polish usages, relays that it was his first time at a concert and that afterwards “we chatted for a 

long time about it.”113 A listener from Janów Lubelski sent a picture of his city as a token of 

thanks.114 These letters were, of course, selections; the raw data that has been preserved of one 

such survey confirms the haste and lack of attention that the vast majority of students gave to 

describing their musical experiences.115 But to Warsaw-based readers, a selection of such letters 

seemed to supply refreshing evidence of unsullied provincial tastes. What is more, by including 

                                                
110 “Z Ormuzu,” Muzyka Polska, 1936, no. 6, 422-423. 
111 Gazetka muzyczna, 1937, no. 4: “Bóg i dobrzy ludzie pamiętają jeszcze” 
112  Ochlewski, “Po pierwszym roku ‘Ormuz’u’,” Muzyka Polska, 1935, no. 6, 157-60, here 159: “Tych kilka chwil 
rozmowy strasznie mnie wszyscy zazdrościli.”  
113 Ochlewski, “Po pierwszym roku ‘Ormuz’u’,” Muzyka Polska, 1935, no. 6, 157-60, here 159: “długo gwarzyliśmy 
o tem.” 
114 Gazetka Muzyczna, 1937, no. 1.  
115 BJ SMM, Teczka 7. Surveys are preservered from Żywiec and Mielce.  
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the quotidian details in published accounts, Ormuz provided tangible evidence that its 

performances had yielded individual aesthetic reactions, intimating that the musicalization of the 

country was taking root.  

 In focusing on the individual’s experience, however, such reports rarely provide a sense 

of the ethnic diversity of the towns in which Ormuz performed. Many of the larger cities in 

Wołyń frequented by Ormuz performers, including Łuck, Równe, Krzemieniec, Ostróg, Dubno, 

were Jewish population centers. Szumsk, the town mentioned by Kondracki above was according 

to a contemporary guidebook, a “a little Jewish town” with a population of around 2,300.116 

Evidence of Jewish presence also filtered in through correspondence. A concert in Nowy Sącz in 

southern Poland could not be scheduled on a Jewish holiday, the local official wrote, since 

“without the participation of the Jewish public, attendance at the concert would be so small that 

it would be impossible to cover the costs.”117 A point person for a concert in Mielec (near 

Rzeszów) pointed out that the town was sixty percent Jewish and therefore that a concert could 

not be organized on Friday.118 Such context colors Ormuz’s evocations of the provinces as a 

Polish civilizational space—“Polish provinces . . . Ours! Our provinces!”119 The civilizational 

and national agendas that claim that a “Joint effort of society and musicians is building the 

ground on which POLISH MUSIC and POLISH MUSICAL CULTURE will blossom,” suggest 

a national coherence that was more of an aim than a reality.120  

                                                
116 Mieczysław Orłowicz, Ilustrowany przewodnik po Wołyniu (Łuck: Nakładem Wołyńskiego Tow. 
Krajoznawczego i Opieki nad Zabytkami Przeszłości, 1929), 333: “czysto żydowskie miasteczko.” 
117 BJ SMM, Teczka 1, Zarząd Okręgowy to SMM, 24 September 1935. “Bez udziału żydowskiej publiczności 
frekwencja na koncercie byłaby tak mała, że nie byłoby można pokryć wydatków.” 
118 BJ SMM, Teczka 1, Stanisław Lachman [?] to SMM, 25 September 1935. 
119 Zdzisław Broncel, “Nieznany kraj muzyki,” 9: “Polska prowincja . . . Nasza! Nasza prowincja!”  
120 “Co to jest ‘ORMUZ’?,” Gazetka Muzyczna, 1936, no. 2, 1: “Współnym wysiłkiem społeczeństwa i muzyków 
tworzy się grunt, na którym rozkwitnie MUZYKA POLSKA i POLSKA KULTURA MUZYCZNA.”  
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 Nor were Ormuz’s partners free from the virulent debates over ethnonationalism that 

were then consuming increasing portions of Polish society and which eventually pulled apart the 

Association of Young Musicians in Kraków. Initially, the group had defined its membership to 

be open to any conservatory trained musician, without regard to “gender or confession.”121 Yet in 

late 1938, a new board voted to redefine membership so that it required “Polish nationality.”122 

The Association then underscored its role in “the creation of Polish musical culture and the 

propagation of Polish art, grown from the soul of the Polish artist and performed by the Polish 

artist.”123 In letters to Catholic schools, they highlighted the Christian character of the 

organization, writing that they could “guarantee to supply exclusively Christian performers.”124 

The result was an en masse resignation of the Association’s many Jewish members.125 Among 

these was the founding member Mieczysław Drobner who in a multi-page letter to the new 

administration explained that “The Association has embarked on a path of breaking with all the 

fundamental assumptions of both the founding members and of the previous administrations.”126  

   

Conclusions 

Ormuz’s solutions to Poland’s musical crisis were concrete, actionable, and ultimately modest. 

They spoke to a common ground for improvement that those across the musical spectrum could 

                                                
121 Point 7 of the statute, as given in BJ SMM, Teczka 1, SMM to Stanisław Potempki, 5 March 1937, “bez względu 
na płeć i wyznanie.”  
122 BJ SMM, Teczka 2, “Statutowe sprawy.” “narodowości polskiej”  
123 Biuletyn Stowarzyszenia Muzyków Polskich 1939, no. 1. “w tworzeniu polskiej kultury muzycznej i w 
propagandzie polskiej sztuki, wyrosłej z ducha polskiego twórcy i odtworzonej przez polskiego artystę.” They 
changed their name to the Association of Polish Musicians.  
124 BJ SMM, Teczka 2, 15 November 1938, Włodzimierz Poźniak to Dyrekcji Gimnazjum Prywatnego P.P. 
Benedyktynek w Staniątkach. “Gwarantujemy dostarczenie wykonawców wyłącznie chrześcijan.” For a near-
identical letter: BJ SMM, Teczka 1, SMM to Dyrekcji Gimnazjum O. O. Paulinów, 2 November 1938.  
125 See correspondence in BJ SMM, Teczka 2.  
126 BJ SMM, Teczka 2, 20 December 1938, Mieczysław Drobner to SMM. “Stowarzyszenie weszło na drogę 
zerwanie ze wszystkimi założeniami zasadniczymi czy o członków-założycieli, czy też poprzednich Wydziałów.” 
Drobner recounts this story in Mieczysław Drobner and Tadeusz Przybylski, Kraków muzyczny, 1918-1939 
(Kraków: Wydawn. Literackie, 1980), 187-88. He places the dates for the meeting incorrectly to early 1939.  
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support. What is more, Ormuz allowed Polish musicians from the metropole to confront their 

worries about backwardness and musical inadequacy in a cultural space that was both distant yet 

“Polish.” It inverted the old hierarchy of underdevelopment by placing elite Poles, long seen as 

culturally inferior to their west-European counterparts, in a position of cultural leadership. 

Perhaps in so doing Ormuz flattered its members, gaining their support by underscoring their 

own sense of self-importance. But it also helped to advance the concerns for social organizing 

from theoretical complaints about Polish society into the tangible realm of action and organizing. 

It thereby helped to bring dozens of musicians and composers to believe that their own successes 

as musicians or composers required first transforming the society to which they belonged.  
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Chapter 4 

The Warsaw Underground: Constructing a Public for Art Music in German-
occupied Poland 

 

By the eve of the Second World War, the younger generation of musicians at the center of this 

dissertation had aimed to change Polish society, a society whose indifference toward music 

culture these musicians saw as the root cause of their own marginality. The five years of WWII, 

however, created a social transformation unlike any they had previously imagined. It included 

widespread policies of terror directed at Poles, the murder of 90% of Polish Jews in the 

Holocaust, and the loss of the eastern territories, as well as policies that were less murderous, yet 

nonetheless upended public artistic life. This rapid and tragic change in life-conditions affected 

the strata of Polish society differently.1 As members of the intelligentsia, this group of musicians 

confronted a severe curtailment in the ways in which they were employed and went about their 

daily lives, changes that, as we will see, they filtered through a predisposition to engage in a 

bird’s eye analysis of their music culture. As such, a central problem of this chapter concerns 

how their notions of social responsibility were molded in response to the sustained encounters 

with occupational violence 

Exploring this issue requires two levels of analysis whose boundaries are often fuzzy: 

first, understanding the strategies of survival among musicians and, second, exploring the 

discursive meaning that musicians accorded to these survival strategies. This dual level analysis 

reveals continuities between prewar institutions and their occupation-era peers, whether in terms 

of the organizational principles, personnel who took on leadership positions, or specific projects. 

                                                
1 Tomasz Szarota, Okupowanej Warszawy dzień powszedni, 4th ed. (Warszawa: Czytelnik, 2010). 
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It also shows how strategies that had been cobbled together on a small scale in the 1930s were 

reinterpreted as mechanisms of fortitude against policies that attempted to eviscerate cultural 

identity.  

 My thesis that wartime violence was productive, in forcing musicians to test their theories 

of musical sociality, also advances a claim concerning the relationship between Polish and 

Polish-Jewish experiences of the war. From early in German rule, it was clear that Nazi policies 

treated Poles and Jews according to distinctive racially derived principles. For Jews, economic 

and social isolation was soon followed by the creation of the ghetto in Warsaw and its sealing. 

The Final Solution led to the murder of hundreds of musicians who, only a few short years 

earlier, had worked, studied, and performed alongside their ethnically Polish colleagues. To 

study the impact of the occupation on Poland’s musical society is thus to study the traces of mass 

murder among survivors. It was a period of what Michael Steinlauf terms “passive witnessing,” 

or proximity to mass murder in which the possibilities of action are constrained by occupation 

and persecution.2 Early studies of music in occupied Warsaw, written during the 1970s and 

1980s, tended to focus on one side of the ghetto wall or the other, often leaving out almost 

entirely the cultural life of the ghetto that was at the geographic center of the city.3 In recent 

years, scholarship has begun to include more Polish-Jewish perspectives on the war and 

                                                
2 Michael C. Steinlauf, Bondage to the Dead: Poland and the Memory of the Holocaust (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse 
University Press, 1997). 
3 Krystyna Kopeczek-Michalska, “Jawne i tajne życie koncertowe w warszawie w latach okupacji hitlerowskiej, Muzyka 
1970, 47-64; Elżbieta Dziębowska, “Muzyka w Warszawie podczas okupacji hitlerowskiej,” in Warszawa lat wojny i 
okupacji, vol. 2 (Warszawa: Instytut Historii PAN, 1972), 31-71; Maria Stanilewicz, “Muzyka w okupowanej Warszawie,” 
Ruch Muzyczny 1981, no. 10, 5, which was part of a conference devoted to the musical culture of Warsaw during the 
occupation organized by the WTM and the Institute of Musicology at the University of Warsaw. These studies were written 
when the many of the main protagonists of wartime musical life were still alive. Kopeczek-Michalska’s thesis makes 
extensive use of her interviews with these figures.   
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Holocaust.4 Nonetheless, the dramatic differences in Polish and Jewish experiences can lead one 

to forget that these stories played out within a short distance of one another.  

 To explore these related histories, I sketch a baseline of musical activities, showing how 

several key motivations that drove musical life were similar inside the ghetto and on the so-

called “Aryan side” of Warsaw. By the end of 1942, however, very few of the musicians in the 

ghetto were still alive, while the majority of ethnically Polish musicians had survived, even if 

they confronted difficult conditions. Although ethnically Polish musicians were not isolated from 

this murder and its consequences, as shown by the efforts of several musicians in the 

underground to aid Jews who were in hiding, the experience of the Holocaust was rarely 

included in their broader stories about music during the occupation. Rather, I argue, the 

construction of the occupation as a positive period required ignoring these experiences of the 

Holocaust, experiences whose unqualified negativity, not to mention near-total communal 

destruction, could not be integrated into a narrative of social perseverance. In this manner, the 

desire to portray the war as a period of positive Polish endurance also defined whose experiences 

stood at the center of this narrative, and in so doing, what the term “Polish” could mean in a 

musical context.  

 
 
I. The Occupation and the Principles of Racial Persecution 

On 1 September 1939, WWII began as Germany invaded Poland, swiftly defeating the Polish 

forces. Then, on 17 September, the Soviet Army invaded the eastern part of the country, thus 

placing Polish citizens under two occupational regimes, each of which imposed its own set of 

policies that would remake the occupied territories in line with their ideological principles. The 

                                                
4 Katarzyna Naliwajek-Mazurek, “Muzyka w okupowanej Warszawie,” in OLM 1, 10-39; “Muzyka jako metoda 
przetrwania i oporu w mieście dwóch powstań i Zagłady,” in OLM 2, 8-23.   
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division between German and Soviet rule was among the most important factors in musicians’ 

wartime trajectories.5 The German-occupied territory was divided along two main administrative 

lines: much of the western territories, including the so-called Wartheland, were incorporated 

directly into the Reich. Since these territories were to be inhabited only by Germans or 

Volksdeutsche, non-Germans were forced to relocate to the east into a region soon termed the 

General Government, whose capital was Cracow, and which included Warsaw. 

 The General Government was administered as a German colony, whose main purpose 

was to serve the economic enrichment of the Reich. As a result, the non-German inhabitants of 

the General Government were beyond the rule of law, subject to a system of widespread violence 

with few analogues in occupied Europe. This violence was, however, different in both manner 

and scale toward Polish and Jewish inhabitants. There was little coherent Nazi ideology 

concerning the Poles, who were seen as posing a political and demographic barrier to German 

rule, while the Jews were treated as racial inferiors, parasites, and non-people.6 This distinction 

in Nazi racial views on the Poles and Jews determined their possibilities, fates, and decisions.     

Poles were to be reduced to a “leaderless pool of unskilled labor” in the General 

Government, as Diemut Majer summarizes.7 Carrying out this objective led to a number of 

repressive measures, including an attempt to eliminate the Polish intelligentsia, who, as the well-

educated leaders of previous Polish national struggles, were most likely to undermine Nazi rule. 

In addition, the occupiers created a system of extra-legal terror, in which a wide variety of 

infractions were punishable by the death penalty. People were randomly rounded up and 

                                                
5 Chapter 5 focuses on the Soviet occupation. 
6 John Connelly, “Nazis and Slavs: From Racial Theory to Racist Practice.” Central European History 32, no. 1 
(1999): 1–33; Diemut Majer, “Non-Germans” under the Third Reich: The Nazi Judicial and Administrative System 
in Germany and Occupied Eastern Europe with Special Regard to Occupied Poland, 1939-1945 (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 2003), 285.  
7 Majer, “Non-Germans” under the Third Reich, 286.  
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deported as forced labor to the Reich.8 The terror directed against ethnic Poles also severely 

curtailed the possibilities for collaboration with the regime and deflated motivations for so doing. 

This is not to say that Poles did not play a role in the German administration or, for that matter, 

profit from the persecution of Jews. But at no point was a collaborationist government installed.9 

While these anti-Polish policies led to the deaths of millions, they also fostered the most 

extensive underground resistance movement in German-occupied Europe, a movement in which 

many musicians were also involved.   

Jews, however, faced a far worse series of threats. Within months of the occupation’s 

onset, they were being economically and physically isolated. With the formation of the Warsaw 

ghetto, some 157 musicians and composers were cut off from the rest of the city.10 As the Final 

Solution was planned and executed in 1942, it became clear that Varsovians were witnessing a 

crime without precedent and without name; the differences in the intention, scale, and 

effectiveness between the mass murder of the Jews and the anti-Polish policies had become 

unescapable to many observers.11 In July 1942, the Grossaktion of deportation began from the 

ghetto, sending hundreds of thousands to their deaths in Treblinka. In spring of 1943 following 

the Warsaw ghetto uprising, few Jews remained.   

 From the first days of the occupation, the German policies of creating a racially 

determined eastern Europe remade Poland’s musical communities. The expulsion of non-

Germans from Poznań and other western cities of prewar Poland helped to consolidate a critical 

                                                
8 Halik Kochanski, The Eagle Unbowed: Poland and the Poles in the Second World War (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, 2014), 112-15.  
9 Jan Tomasz Gross, Polish Society under German Occupation: The Generalgouvernement, 1939-1944 (Princeton, 
N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1979), 125.  
10 Jonas Turkow, C’était ainsi: 1939-1943, la vie dans le ghetto de Varsovie, trans. Maurice Pfeffer (Place of 
publication not identified: Austral, 1995 [1948]), 199.  
11 Joshua D. Zimmerman, The Polish Underground and the Jews, 1939-1945 (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2015), 118-49.  
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mass of musicians in Warsaw. “Perhaps never before have so many Polish musicians been 

grouped into the same place,” explained the critic and composer Konstanty Régamey in 1946; 

his observations were confirmed in wartime reports sent to London.12 The occupation brought 

musicians into face-to-face contact, thereby reducing some of the divisions among musicians 

from Poland’s different regions.  

The fundamental difference between anti-Jewish and anti-Polish persecution influenced 

musicians’ decisions to remain in Poland or to leave it, an issue of importance to musicians who 

had international contacts. Régamey, an ethnic Pole in possession of a Swiss passport whose 

neutrality would have allowed him to escape, claimed that he did not do so because “he would 

have been ashamed to have left.”13 Bolesław Woytowicz, likewise an ethnic Pole, framed any 

departure in terms of his future prospects abroad. He asked his wife at the time, Wanda (then 

evacuated to Switzerland), to reach out to his ISCM contacts, including people at the 1939 

Warsaw festival and to Boulanger, his former teacher. But he also told Wanda, as she reported to 

Boulanger, that “he would be ready to leave this unfortunate city under the condition that he was 

assured of having the means to live abroad. Underscoring the fact that he knows nothing of what 

is happening in the musical world abroad, he asked me to consult with you [Nadia Boulanger] 

about the possibilities of assuring him a minimum for his artistic existence.”14 Although 

                                                
12 Konstanty Régamey, “Muzyka polska pod okupacją niemiecką [1946],” in: Elżbieta Markowska and Katarzyna 
Naliwajek, eds., Okupacyjne losy muzyków: Warszawa 1939-1945, Vol. 2 (Warszawa: Towarzystwo imienia 
Witolda Lutosławskiego, 2015), 62-65, at 62. Further citations to this two-volume collection of documents and 
memoirs will be given as OLM, plus the name of the contributor and the date in which the document was originally 
created. London Report: SI, A.9.III.1/1, “Działalność władz okupacyjnych na terytorium rzeczypospolitej za okres 
od 1.IX.39-1.XI.40,” 137.  
13 Loutan-Charbon, Constantin Regamey, 22. “J’aurais eu honte de partir.”  
14 BnF, N.L.a-118, Wanda Woytowicz to Nadia Boulanger, 23 January [1940]. “Il me répond qu'il serait disposé à 
quitter cette malheureuse ville sous condition qu'il soit assuré d'avoir les moyens de vivres à l'étranger. Tout en 
soulignant, qu'il ne sait rien de ce qui se passe dans le monde musicien à l'étranger il me prie de vous conseiller sur 
ces possibilités de lui assurer le minimum pour son existence artistique.” 
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conditions in Warsaw were extremely dire, Woytowicz implied, he was evaluating the situation 

in terms of his artistic future and not exclusively in terms of survival. 

But for Polish Jews, escaping Poland was often the best option available. The preeminent 

conductor Grzegorz Fitelberg left via Vienna but was arrested while taking a train to Italy and 

was saved only by a diploma designating him an Italian “commandatore.” He eventually made 

his way through Paris, London, and to South America.15 Mateusz Gliński, the editor of Muzyka, 

managed to secure a faked invitation from the Brazilian ambassador to conduct Wagner operas in 

Rio de Janeiro, thereby allowing him to escape to Italy where he became a music critic for the 

Vatican’s newspaper.16 Polish Jews who could not or did not leave could go into hiding or move 

to the ghetto. For Tadeusz Zygfryd Kassern, who chose the former, the occupation meant 

assuming new identities and hiding on the so-called “Aryan side.”17  

Although Polish Jews had to face the most extreme conditions, the war limited the 

mobility of most musicians. Those who were abroad, like Antoni Szałowski or Michał Spisak 

had no desire to return Poland.18 Others who often spent time abroad now found it impossible to 

leave Poland. Roman Palester, for example, was in Warsaw in the summer to work on incidental 

music for a theatrical production, but he was unable to return to Paris, or to escape via Budapest, 

despite his friends’ attempts to secure him an exit through ISCM connections.19 Others saw their 

lives newly caught up with the political turmoil facing their country. Zygmunt Mycielski had 

                                                
15 Grzegorz Fitelberg to Stefan Speiss, 6 November 1945, in Adam Labus, Sylwia Polek, and Leon Markiewicz eds., 
Korespondencja Grzegorza Fitelberga z lat 1941-1953 (Katowice: FMMKD, 2003), 75-76. 
16 Mateusz Gliński and Zofia Glińska, Testament Mateusza Glińskiego (Londyn: Oficyna Poetów i Malarzy, 1982), 
51-55.  
17 Violetta Kostka, Tadeusz Zygfryd Kassern: indywidualne odmiany stylów muzycznych XX wieku (Poznań: 
Rhytmos, 2011), 129-34.  
18 BnF, N.L.a 109/301, Antoni Szałowski to Nadia Boulanger, 14 July 1940. Both made it to Vichy and wished to 
enlist Boulanger’s help to exit France for the US.  
19 AKP, Palester Papers, “Fragmenty wspomnień,” 1. Szałowski, Kondracki and Spisak wrote to Boulanger to see if 
Palester could get to Budapest since he was intended to be a member of the 1940 ISCM jury. BnF, N.L.a 294, 31 
January 1941.  
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retreated with his army division towards the east, in the hopes that an anti-German fighting force 

could be assembled there. But after the Soviet invasion, he escaped to Romania and then to 

France where he joined the Polish Army in France, only to be taken a prisoner of war in 1940.20  

In this manner, the beginning of the war in Europe and the occupation of Poland redrew 

the boundaries around who would participate in occupation-era musical life. Although some 

were stranded abroad, more were forced into close proximity to one another in Warsaw, while, at 

the same time, musicians of Jewish background who had earlier partaken in Poland’s musical life 

were ever-more isolated. German occupation policies set the stage for a consolidation of a 

musical community that was relatively homogenous along ethnic lines.  

 

II. The Musical Underground 

Not only did the occupation impose new forms of racial segregation, but it also curtailed public 

artistic life. Some sense of how broad and destructive these policies were may be gleaned from 

Zofia Nałkowska, a writer and diarist, who described in December 1939 how, 

Things are becoming comprehensible to me that were once impossible to grasp—
that entire cultures die out and are today only accessible to archeologists from 
excavations. The press, radio, cinema, theaters, readings, concerts, books—there 
is nothing. Life takes place in silence.21  

 
Indeed, the Warsaw Philharmonic was shut down and would not be reopened, despite a group of 

musicians approaching the German administration to do so in October 1939.22 The Warsaw 

                                                
20 BnF, N. L. a. 89/200, Zygmunt Mycielski to Nadia Boulanger, 8 February 1940.  
21 Zofia Nałkowska in OLM 1, 230. Diary entry from 31 December 1939. “Staje się zrozumiała rzecz dla mnie 
dawniej niepojęta, że zamierały całe kultury, dziś dostępne tylko archeologom z wykopalisk. Prasa, radio, kino, 
teatry, odczyty, koncerty, książki—nic nie ma. Życie odbywa się w milczeniu.” 
22 Piotr Perkowski as cited in Stanisław Lorentz, Walka o dobra kultury, Warszawa 1939-1945, Vol. 1 (Warszawa: 
Państwowy Instytut Wydawniczy, 1970), 39; Kopeczek-Michalska, “Jawne i tajne życie koncertowe w warszawie,” 
50. 
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Conservatory would be closed until September 1940.23 Public musical performances were 

limited to those that took place in cafés until the final years of the war, when some concerts 

would be organized through the Central Aid Council (Rada Główna Opiekuńcza, RGA).24 The 

above-ground publication of scores and periodicals devoted to music also ceased. “All my 

projects, all my activities were completely interrupted by the war,” recalled Régamey.25  

The rapid break-down of cultural life pushed many musicians toward familiar models of 

musical institutions and often to the same individuals who had proven their organizational 

acumen over the preceding years. A central role in organizing the musical underground was 

played by Piotr Perkowski, who had earlier led the Association of Young Musicians Poles in 

Paris. When he was approached by musicians from the Warsaw Philharmonic in the hopes that 

he would help them start up the orchestra again in 1939, he helped to create a “contact point for 

artists and musicians” in a picture shop that also functioned as a cafeteria.26 Much as the earlier 

Association of Young Musicians Poles in Paris had given financial support to students, the new 

underground musicians’ organization gave one-off loans to musicians who were in financial need 

and it facilitated employment opportunities.27  

Although initially built in direct response to the dire economic conditions of the 

occupation, Perkowski’s organization quickly grew in scope. Indicative of this change was the 

organization of a series of underground commissions that would address various aspects of 

musical life under the occupation and after it. As Figure 9 reveals, many of these committees 

                                                
23 Bronisław Rutkowski, “Konserwatorium muzyczne w Warszawie w latach okupacji,” Ruch Muzyczny 1946, no. 
24, 2-7. 
24 Dziębowska, “Muzyka w Warszawie podczas okupacji hitlerowskiej,” 53; Andrzej Panufnik, Composing Myself 
(London: Methuen London, 1987), 124-25.  
25 Nicole Loutan-Charbon, Constantin Regamey compositeur (Yverdon: Éditions de la Thièle, 1978), 21. “Tous mes 
projets, toutes mes activités furent totalement interrompues par la guerre.” 
26 Perkowski as cited in Lorentz, Walka o dobra kultury, Vol. 1, 36: “punkt kontaktowy plastyków i muzyków.”  
27 Described in, Roman Palester to Zofia Makomaska, 18 November 1943, in Roman Palester, Słuch absolutny: 
Niedokończona autobiografia i listy z lat wojny, ed. Zofia Helman (Warszawa: PWM, 2017), 242. 
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were devoted to the reconstruction of musical life after the war and often to central aspects of 

Poland’s future musical culture. (The idea of a musical council, for example, had been a point for 

debate during the 1930s and would be taken up again in the 1946.) The formation of these 

committees suggests that the members of the musical underground saw their activities as a means 

of preserving not only themselves, but also of securing their future role in Poland’s musical life. 

Although the German occupation posed challenges on a new scale for Perkowski, his work 

followed a familiar and well-tested template that he had first worked out in Paris over a decade 

earlier: create a small group, provide financial support to colleagues, and plan to build a more 

stable, future musical culture. 

Figure 9: Underground Commissions organized by Piotr Perkowski, as given by Perkowski in Stanisław Lorentz, Walka o 
dobra kultury, Warszawa 1939-1945, Vol. 1 (Warszawa: Państwowy Instytut Wydawniczy, 1970), 37. 

Name of Committee  Membership  
Rebuilding of the Opera Piotr Perkowski, Zygmunt Latoszewski, Konstanty 

Régamey, Bolesław Woytowicz, Edward Bender, 
Zbigniew Turski, and after 1943 Jerzy Waldorff 
 

Concerts and Facilitating Employment  Perkowski, Roman Padlewski, Bender, 
Latoszewski, Aleksander Granke, Jadwiga Hennert. 
 

                Subsection: House Concerts Mirosław Dąbrowski, Maria Ogilbianka, 
Padlewski, Norbert Karaśkiewicz 
 

                Subsection: RGO Concerts Perkowski, Kazuro, Rydzewski, and after 1943 
Waldorff  
 

Music Schools  Perkowski, Stefan Śledziński, Wiktor Bregy, 
Padlewski, Faustyn Kulczycki, Józef Lasocki 
 

Rebuilding of the Warsaw Philharmonic Perkowski, Padlewski, Turski, Latoszewski, 
Régamey, Walery Jastrzębiec-Rudnicki, Hennert.  
 

Organization of a Musical Council Perkowski, Padlewski, Kulczycki, Edmund 
Rudnicki, Smyk, Lasocki, Régamey, Hennert 
(secretary) 
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 In distinction from these earlier organizational projects, however, Perkowski’s 

occupation-era musicians’ organization could tap into a massive social movement: the Polish 

Underground, which involved a substantial portion of Polish society and was linked to the Polish 

government-in-exile. The Underground fielded an army (initially called Związek Walki Zbrojnej, 

Union of Armed Struggle, and after February 1942, the Armia Krajowa, the Home Army), whose 

goal was to prepare for a country-wide uprising against the occupiers. It also included an 

extensive civilian administration, known as the Delegate’s Bureau whose range of cabinet 

positions resembled those of a state.28 The Underground received orders and funds from the 

government-in-exile, which was located first in France and later in London, and the 

Underground in turn supplied the government-in-exile with reports about the situation in the 

country.29 In occupied Poland, the Underground consisted of small cells of three to five people, a 

structure that both minimized the possibility of infiltration and also put a premium on personal 

connections. It has been said that the underground was not only a resistance movement, but 

moreover a recreation of Polish society.30 In this sense, it is not surprising that underground 

groups devoted to music also took shape. And while musicians were a small proportion of the 

Underground as a whole, descriptions of contact with the Underground are frequent in 

musicians’ memoirs.  

 The Underground’s support for cultural activities buoyed Perkowski’s group. Within the 

Underground civilian government, a division headed by Stanisław Lorentz was devoted to 

cultural matters (named the Kierownictwo Walki Cywilnej). Lorentz helped build conspiratorial 

cells among artists, musicians, actors, as well as with archivists and curators. He was in charge of 

                                                
28 Waldemar Grabowski, Delegatura Rządu Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej na Kraj (Warszawa: Pax, 1995). 
29 In accord with scholarly conventions, I capitalize “Underground” when it refers to the institutions that bore 
allegiance to the government-in-exile and use the lowercase form for other forms of clandestine activity.  
30 Gross, Polish Society, 261-87.  
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both making contacts with these groups as well as distributing funds, arranging bribes, and 

organizing events.31 It was through Lorentz that Perkowski’s artists’ organization became part of 

the wider underground movement, receiving directives and funds from him.32 Thanks to these 

connections, composers in Poland and Polish composers abroad received funds to help them stay 

afloat and to continue composing.33  

In an incident that further demonstrates the importance accorded to continued artistic 

productivity during the war by the government-in-exile, several composers’ new works were 

smuggled out of the country on microfilm to London under pseudonyms. The prints of these 

films, held today in the archives of the Sikorski Institute in London, include Palester’s Sonata for 

two violins, shown in Figure 10, Padlewski’s String Quartet no. 2, Régamey’s quintet (discussed 

below), and Wiechowicz’s Żniwne preludium i fuga and Wycinanki.34  The radio division of the 

Delegate’s Bureau also asked for funds to commission “ten popular-style compositions of a 

national character from well-known composers currently living in Poland.” The request 

elaborated that “we now have a rare opportunity to urge composers who—up to this point—have 

written only symphonies or sonatas to compose Polonaises, Obereks, or Krakowiaks. This will 

also be very valuable material for the future.”35 Although the archival trail runs dry on this 

                                                
31 Stanisław Lorentz, Walka o dobra kultury, Warszawa 1939-1945, Vol. 1 (Warszawa: Państwowy Instytut 
Wydawniczy, 1970), 26-31.  
32 Perkowski as cited in Lorentz, Walka o dobra kultury, Vol. 1, 37.  
33 “Rozmowa z Romanem Palestrem [1986]” in Jagoda Jędrychowska [Kazimiera Kijowska], Widzieć Polskę z 
oddalenia (Paris: Editions Spotkania, 1988), 76-77. According to Feliks Łabuński, Szałowski and Spisak (then in 
France) received funds from the government-in-exile that “suffice for a comparatively comfortable life.” BnF, N.L.a 
78, Feliks Łabuński to Nadia Boulanger, 12 March 1942. “Vous serez contente d'apprendre que j'ai reçu il y'a deux 
semaines une lettre du Gouvernement de Pologne à Londres, m'informant que Szalowski i Spisak, ainsi que 
quelques autres compositeurs et artistes polonais en Europe, redevient une aide matérielle de ce gouvernement 
suffisante pour une vie comparativement confortable. C'est une nouvelle confidentielle naturellement.” 
34 SI, A.9.III.2C/32-36. AKP, Palester, “Fragmenty wspomnień z lat 1939-1945,” 2.  
35 AAN 202/VII-3, 1. “u wybitniejszych kompozytorów znajdujących się w kraju 10 kompozycyj popularnych o 
charakterze narodowym . . . mamy teraz rzadką okazję aby tych kompozytorów, którzy dotychczas pisali tylko 
symfonię i sonaty, nakłonić do komponowania polonezów, oberków, czy krakowiaków. Będzie to bardzo cenny 
materiał także na przyszłość.” 
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request, it is likely that this or a similar program was responsible for commissioning Palester’s 

Ogiński Polonaises, a work that Palester said he wrote on the request of the underground radio.36 

The Underground thus acted as patron and intermediary, treating new works from the war as 

evidence that Poland had yet to be defeated.  

 

Figure 10: Roman Palester, Sonata for two violins and piano, underground publication using the pseudonym “Modrzew,” or 
“Larch.” SI, A.9.III.2C/32-36. 

                                                
36 Palester, “Fragmenty wspomnień,” 11.  
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 Nor was Perkowski’s organization the only route for musicians to join the Underground, 

with some musicians becoming Home Army soldiers or aides. Régamey, for example, worked as 

a courier for the Delegate’s Bureau, along the lines connecting Warsaw and Budapest, using his 

Swiss passport to avoid arrest.37 A second major group of musicians focused on commissioning 

and creating music that could be used by the Home Army.38  This group was led by Edmund 

Rudnicki, the director of the Polish Radio from before the war, and some of his closest 

associates, including Bronisław Rutkowski, whom we earlier encountered in the context of 

Ormuz.39 In spring 1940, they moved their operations into a fountain pen store that had 

previously been owned by a Jewish woman who had been forced to move to the ghetto and they 

sent her income from their front.40 To develop songs for use among the Home Army, they had 

competitions including one in 1942 that attracted 170 entries or directly commissioned 

composers.41 As Andrzej Panufnik, who composed some of the more iconic of these songs like 

“Warsaw’s Children” (“Warszawskie dzieci”), recalls discussions between poets and composers 

about the songs emotional content would take place without either knowing the other’s identity.42 

Indicative of the level of careful crafting devoted to this repertoire, participants recall how songs 

would need to pass muster in Rutkowski’s apartment, where, with the windows tightly closed, 

select musicians would “quickly sing or hum the songs and melodies” seeking approval.43 Soon, 

these songs would be spread by word of mouth or publication.  

                                                
37 OLM 2, 49.  
38 Stefan Kisielewski [1980] in OLM 2, 255. 
39 Lorentz, Walka o dobra kultury, Vol. 1, 33-35.  
40 Maciej Józef Kwiatkowski, Polskie Radio w konspiracji 1939-1944 (Warszawa: Państwowy Instytut 
Wydawniczy, 1989), 58.  
41 Biuletyn informacyjny, 15 November 1942; and no. 49.  
42 Andrzej Panufnik, Composing Myself (London: Methuen London, 1987), 115.  
43Stanisław Miedza-Tomaszewski, Benefis konspiratora (Warszawa: Czytelnik, 1962), 121. “cicho śpiewaliśmy lub 
nuciliśmy pieśni i melodie.”  
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 Outside the groups of Perkowski and Rudnicki, others were able to reconstitute prewar 

projects on a clandestine basis. In addition to commissioning songs, Rutkowski began laying the 

groundwork for a postwar music periodical on the model of Muzyka Polska, writing in January 

1942: “We are continuously at work, believing that our work could in the future pay off. We 

have many projects and it seems as if all of them are serious and realistic.”44 Tadeusz Ochlewski, 

who had earlier been involved with Ormuz and the Polish Music Publishing Society, began 

commissioning and collecting manuscripts that could be printed after the war, as well as 

publishing a small number of contemporary works.45 Of special importance for him was the 

organization of several volumes of the complete analyses of Chopin’s works, an understandable 

priority in light of the ban on Chopin.46 Other projects included a publication of Szymanowski’s 

letters, new volumes of early music that extended a prewar series, and a dictionary of historical 

musicians.47 Much as Perkowski’s organization supplied aid to musicians, the commissioned 

works allowed Ochlewski to distribute funds to musicologists and composers.48 Corresponding 

with composers and musicologists, Ochlewski became a go-between, who was sent new 

manuscripts that were used in performances and conveyed information about underground 

performances to those who could not attend.49  

Ormuz, too, found new, occupation-time mandates, with Ochlewski pointing to parallels 

between organizing concerts in the Polish backwaters and under the conditions of occupation, 

                                                
44 BJ PWM Deposit, O-1/98. Postscript by Bronisław Rutkowski to a letter from Tadeusz Ochlewski to Adolf 
Chybiński, 29 January 1942. “Ciągle pracujemy, wierząc, iż ta praca może w przyszłości przydać się. Projektów 
mamy wiele, wydaje się, iż wszystkie są ważne i realne.” 
45 Tadeusz Ochlewski, “Muzyka w Warszawie podczas okupacji.” Ruch Muzyczny, no. 11 (1970): 16–17. 
46 BJ PWM Deposit, O-1/110, Ochlewski to Chybiński, 9 September 1943.  
47 BUAM 803 III/5, pg. 3, Ochlewski to Chybińśki, 13 December 1943; BJ PWM deposit, O-1/116, 113, 115.  
48 For example, BJ PWM Deposit, O-1/unnumbered, 10 May 1943. On similar phenomena among writers, see 
Szarota, Okupowanej Warszawy, 104-105.  
49 BJ PWM Deposit, O-1/102, Ochlewski to Chybiński, [no date, but early 1943].  
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points echoed in multiple reports to the government-in-exile.50 In 1942, recitals were organized 

in schools without German approval, which reached an estimated 8,000 students. “A deciding 

factor in the organization of these performances,” a report to London explained, “were the 

singing teachers from prewar schools who remembered the work of Ormuz.”51 As these 

examples reveal, the occupation did not shut down prewar organizations, but rather underscored 

their value in providing aid and support for musicians.  

The musicians of the younger generation, who were then connected with the 

Underground, further explained their position and prior work to the London government-in-exile. 

In late 1940, they wrote how “Musicians of the younger generation are more and more aware 

that without raising the level of musical life there can be no talk of a normal development of our 

musical culture. In this manner, the issue has been raised of the problem of building enduring 

foundations for the development of Polish musical culture.”52 The remainder of the report details 

these efforts through Ormuz, the ISCM festival in Warsaw in 1939, and the Polish Music 

Publishing Society, before explaining current conditions. This report allowed the authors, clearly 

aligned with the younger generation, to paint current responses to wartime conditions as an 

extension of these earlier efforts at developing a socially responsive musical life. 

Less tangibly, but of no less importance, the underground musicians’ organizations could 

help to establish norms for acceptable interaction with the occupiers. Consider, for example, the 

dilemma posed by the possibility of reopening the conservatory: it would require cooperating 

                                                
50 Tadeusz Ochlewski [1965] in OLM 2, 254. SI, A.9.III.2C/14, “Muzyka na ziemiach Polski podczas wojny,” 3; SI, 
B. 1791, pg. 149.  
51 SI, A.9.III.1/20, pg. 32, “Sprawozdanie ze stanu oświaty i kultury na ziemiach polskich za okres od 1. IV do 30. 
VI 1942.” “Decydującym czynnikiem przy organizowaniu tych audycyj byli nauczyciele śpiewu z dawnych szkół 
przedwojennych, pamiętający działalność OMUZU [sic].” 
52 SI, A.9.III.2C/14, 30-42, “Muzyka na ziemach Polski podczas wojny.” “Muzycy młodszego pokolenia coraz 
lepiej uświadamiali sobie, iż bez podniesienia poziomu tych właśnie dziedzin życia muzycznego, nie może być 
mowy o normalnym rozwoju naszej kultury muzycznej. W ten sposób postawiony został problem budowania 
trwałych podstaw dla rozwoju polskiej kultury muzycznej.” 
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with the occupiers and accepting German leadership of the institution, but would also allow 

students to receive an education and to receive much-needed papers, which could shield them 

from deportation.53 Faced with this dilemma, Kazimierz Sikorski, who had been proposed as the 

new director, first consulted with members of the Underground, including Rutkowski and 

Rudnicki, who approved the plan. In this way, the conservatory continued to function, effectively 

teaching the prewar curriculum in an environment of little German oversight and without “any 

programmatic or ideological conditions,” other than that there could be no students of Jewish 

background, as a 1941 report of the Delegate’s Bureau described.54 With the nominal German 

director, Albert Hösl, uninterested in the conservatory’s day-to-day operations, it became both an 

“above ground school,” in terms of its official status, and a “secret, hidden school,” in terms of 

its program and methods. “Most everyone knew about this,” explained Rutkowski, from “Polish 

society, to musicians, to the educational authorities of the Polish underground.”55 This emphasis 

on maintaining the “Polish character” of the conservatory was further evident in reports sent to 

the London government-in-exile, which explained that only six of the 400 students at the 

Conservatory did not “belong to the Polish nationality, and these are Russians and Ukrainians. 

There are no Germans or Volksdeutsch among the students.”56 In this manner, the Underground’s 

                                                
53 Gross, Polish Society, 256.  
54 Kazimierz Sikorski [1977] in OLM 2, 96-99. AAN 202/VII/2, “Raport sytuacyjny za okres od 15 VIII do 15 XI 
1941,” pg. 24. “Żadnych warunków progamowo-ideowych nie stawiano.” 
55 Bronisław Rutkowski, “Konserwatorium muzyczne w Warszawie w latach okupacji,” Ruch Muzyczny 1946, no. 
24, pp. 2-7. “szkołą jawną,” “szkoła zakonspirowana.” “Wiedziało o tym społeczeństwo polskie, wiedzieli muzycy, 
wiedziały władze oświatowe Polski podziejmnej.”  
56 SI, A.9.III.1/20, “Sprawozdanie ze stanu oświaty i kultury na ziemiach polskich za okres od 1. IV do 30 VI 1942,” 
pg. 34. “tylko 6 z pośród uczniów Konserwatorium nie należy do narodowości polskiej; są to Rosjanie i Ukraińcy. 
Niemców i Volkdeutschów wśród uczniów niema.” “Polski charakter obecnego Konserwatorium . . . nie został 
dotychczas naruszony. Uczy się tam młodzież polska pod kierownictwem polskich nauczycieli. W programie pracy 
Konserwatorium i dziś figuruje polska twórczość muzyczna, opracowywane są utwory polskich kompozytorów. Na 
lekcjach historii muzyki i dziś opracowywany jest dział muzyki polskiej. Wo le [sic] dotychczas władze niemieckie 
nie stawiały żadnych warunków programowych obecnemu Konserwatorium (prawdopodobnie jest to z ich strony 
jakieś szczęśliwe przeoczenie).” 
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structures and publications could help to define the boundary between acceptable and 

unacceptable behavior, thereby saving individuals from making these decisions alone.  

The Underground also guided individual musicians who had to balance the threats to 

their lives and careers with the possibility that their performances would aid the occupiers’ 

cause. It was this worry that attracted a report of the Delegate’s Bureau, which wrote in 1941 that 

by “banning Polish society from the development of its own artistic and scholarly culture, the 

Germans also try to, at the same time, exploit talented individuals for their own ends.” To do so, 

they used “promises of better earrings, as with the symphony orchestra of the General 

Government, which was formed from Poles.”57 For the musical leaders of the underground, the 

formation of this orchestra presented both opportunity and risk: Perkowski, Rudnicki, 

Rutkowski, and Ochlewski attempted to both shield musicians from forced participation while 

also using the orchestra to protect individuals from persecution.58 Similarly, when a group of 

professors from the Warsaw State Music School was forced to perform for Governor Frank, and 

were threatened with closure of the school, it was the Underground’s sanction that helped 

demonstrate that there were no other options but to perform.59 In this manner, the Underground 

could create an alternative community that operated beyond the strictures of occupational policy.   

                                                
57 AAN 202/VII/2, “Raport sytuacyjny za okres od 15 VIII do 15 XI 1941,” pg. 24. “wzbraniając społeczeństwu 
polskiemu rozwoju jego własnej kultury artystycznej i naukowej Niemcy starają się równocześnie eksploatować 
utalentowane jednostki dla swoich celów, działając na nie przymusem . . . obietnicą wysokich zarobków, jak wobec 
członków orkiestry symfonicznej GG, składającej się z Polaków.” 
58 Perkowski as cited in Lorentz, Walka o dobra kultury, Vol. 1, 38. 
59 AAN 202-VII-2, “Raport sytuacyjny za okres od 15 VIII do 15 XI 1941,” pg. 24; BJ PWM Deposit, O-1/109, 
Ochlewski to Chybiński, 18 September 1943.  
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Figure 11:Adam Dołżycki conducting, July 1943 (Narodowe Archiwum Cyfrowe) 

The strength of this community is best illustrated by its ability to condemn those who 

broke its strictures. The underground press, for example, frequently portrayed conductor Adam 

Dołżycki, pictured in Figure 11, as overly accommodating to the Germans. As one report in 

Biuletyn Informacyjny described his behavior, Dołżycki “demonstrates in an unworthy manner 

his bootlicking of the Germans. He announces the performance of certain works only in German 

and ingratiates himself to the Germans in the café while disowning the Polish public, etc.” 60 

Indeed, the underground had taken several actions against him, including threatening soloists 

who performed with his orchestra and later instituting a boycott of his performances.61 Thanks to 

the wide readership of underground periodicals, these views reached a large audience; the chief 

weekly underground paper, the Biuletyn Informacyjny, was by 1944 printed in 47,000 copies.62 It 

                                                
60 Biuletyn Informacyjny, 30 August 1940. “manifestuje w sposób niegody swe lizusostwo w stosunku do Niemców, 
zapowiadając wykonanie poszczególnych utworów tylko w języku niemieckim, mizdży się do wysiadujących w 
kawiarni Niemców, wypiera się publicznie polskości etc.” 
61 AAN 202/VII/2, pg. 120, 1 Feb. 1940. Boycott: Biuletyn Informacyjny from 20 October 1941, quoted in Marian 
Fuks, “Filharmonia warszawska w latach okupacji niemieckiej (1939-1945), 119-141 at 127, in Maria Bychawska 
and Henryk Schiller eds., 100 lat Filharmonii w Warszawie 1901-2001 (Warszawa: Fundacja Bankowa im. 
Leopolda Kronenberga, 2001); Kultura Jutra 1943, no. 6-7, 20.  
62 Maria Straszewska, “Biuletyn Informacyjny, 1939-1941,” Najnowsze Dzieje Polski 11 (1967): 127-164, at 147.  
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is a striking fact that in nearly every discussion of music in occupied Warsaw written in the last 

seventy years, Dołżycki has appeared as the token example of a Polish musician who 

collaborated with the occupiers, even as concrete descriptions of his transgressions remain hazy. 

Whether collaboration was indeed such a rare phenomenon is, of course, difficult to establish. 

What is clear, however, is that the underground’s verdict had an immense influence on shaping 

public opinion at the time. So strong was the set of expectations it created that its standards have 

been baked into the historiography to this day.  

Taken together, these examples show that musicians on the Aryan-side of occupied 

Warsaw had a strong network of institutions to support their work. Not only did this network 

help musicians survive, but it also helped to create a community centered around music that 

could codify a sense of moral approval or disapproval. Although these institutions were created 

in response to the immediate crisis of occupation, they built on prewar models, thereby showing 

that prewar musical associations were strong and flexible. If anything, the occupation only added 

a sense of urgency to these organization’s ongoing missions, as their work became a matter of 

survival.  

 

III. Warsaw Divided: Inside and Outside the Ghetto 

Social ingenuity was not limited to the “Aryan-side” of Warsaw. The pressures within the ghetto 

were far more severe, and reactions there among musicians also reverted to many of the same 

principles of securing economic support through the organization of new institutions.63  

                                                
63 I have found no evidence that the musical Underground extended to the ghetto. The overview given below of the 
institutions of musical life in the ghetto does not intend to level out these differences, but rather to highlight how 
musicians who, only months before played alongside one another as part of the same musical scene, turned to shared 
patterns of response. 
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The ghetto, decreed in October 1940 and sealed in November 1940, created a physical 

division of the multiethnic musical scene, creating new fissures. According to Jonas Turkow, an 

actor who was well-positioned in the cultural life of the ghetto, around 150 musicians found 

themselves behind its walls.64 Among these were many members of the Warsaw Philharmonic 

and other orchestras.65 One, the cellist and composer Marian Neuteich, had been Palester’s 

conservatory schoolmate and frequent collaborator on film scores throughout the 1930s.66  

Despite conditions of depravity, disease, and poverty, the ghetto enjoyed a robust cultural 

life that included music and theatrical performances.67 Some sense of these dire conditions may 

be heard in the accounts that portray a rapid expansion of musical life on the streets, as 

unemployed musicians brought their talents there. “The streets of Jewish Warsaw resounded 

with music,” wrote a critic in the Gazeta Żydowska, or Jewish Newspaper, in November 1940. 

“With lyre in hand, the muse of music Polyhymnia has left those venues that are today 

superfluous and stuffy yet always packed—the nighttime dance-halls and the serious temples of 

this art—and has gone onto the street. She has done so in order to survive the trying period of the 

war, in order to give sustenance to the unemployed masses of priest-musicians who lay their 

talents at her alter.”68 Grandiose rhetoric aside, the explosion of street performers reflected the 

                                                
64 Turkow, C’était ainsi, 171. These numbers are as of September 1941 and they refer to those who were registered 
with the Centralna Komisja Imprezowa.   
65 Marian Fuks establishes that thirty-one members of the Warsaw Philharmonic died during the war, including 11 
who perished in the Holocaust. See, Fuks, “Filharmonia warszawska w latach okupacji niemieckiej.” See also, Fuks, 
“Straty osobowe żydowskiego środowiska muzycznego,” Biuletyn Żydowskiego Instytutu Historycznego 1978, no. 
3-4, 121-138. Marian Fuks, “Muzyka w gettach,” Muzyka 1971/1: 64-76; Fuks, “Życie muzycznego w gettach,” 
Biuletyn Żydowskiego Instytutu Historycznego 1972, no. 2, 41-56; Fuks, Muzyka ocalona: judaica polskie 
(Warszawa: Wydawnictwa Radia i Telewizji, 1989), 156-96. 
66 Neuteich and Palester worked together on seven out of the twelve prewar films on which Palester worked. See 
Helman, Palester, 365-66.  
67 For a focus on how the ghetto recreated social divisions of prewar society, see: Shirli Gilbert, Music in the 
Holocaust: Confronting Life in the Nazi Ghettos and Camps (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 25-54.  
68 Sara W., “Sztuka na bruku,” Gazeta Żydowska, 8 November 1940. “I rozbrzmiała ulica żydowska w Warszawie 
muzyką. Wyszła Polihymnia, muza muzyki z lirą w ręku z niepotrzebnych dziś dusznych i zawsze tłocznych lokali, 
nocnych dancingów oraz poważnych przybytków tej sztuki, wyszła na bruk uliczny, by ciężki okres wojny 
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dire reality in which musicians had become beggars and in which beggars asked for alms through 

song.69  

The establishment of the Jewish Symphony Orchestra, which gave its first concert on 25 

November 1940 and would perform regularly until April 1942, was largely a response to these 

dismal conditions.70 “Surprising sounds could now and then be heard,” recalled Marcel Reich-

Ranicki who had been a music critic for the Gazeta Żydowska: “Beethoven’s violin concerto 

from one backyard, Mozart’s clarinet concerto from another—but without accompaniment,” 

evidence he suggests of the high caliber musicians with nowhere to perform.71 The orchestra’s 

performances were advertised as a means for helping musicians: “Through the organization of 

these concerts, dozens of unemployed Jewish musicians finally receive a possibility of earning a 

living,” read an explanation from December 1940 that encouraged concert attendance. 

Comprising some sixty-six members, many from the Warsaw Philharmonic and Polish Radio 

Orchestras, it also directed some of its income to the Jewish Social Help Organization.72 The 

establishment of the Jewish Symphony Orchestra was motivated by many of the same economic 

concerns that had led to the formation of underground musical institutions among ethnic Poles—

addressing unemployment first and foremost.  

                                                
przetrwać, by dać chleb swoim bezrobotnym rzeszom kapłanów-muzyków, którzy swe talenty na jej ołtarzu 
złożyli.” 
69 See, for example, Emmanuel Ringelblum, Notes from the Warsaw Ghetto, trans. Jacob Sloan (New York: iBooks, 
2006), 158, entry of 26 April 1941. 
70 A list of the Jewish Symphony Orchestra’s known concerts, including repertoire and excerpts from press reviews 
in provided in Barbara Engelking, The Warsaw Ghetto: A Guide to the Perished City (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 2009), 627-633.  
71 Marcel Reich-Ranicki, The Author of Himself: The Life of Marcel Reich-Ranicki, trans. Ewald Osers (Princeton, 
N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2001), 153.  
72 “Cycl koncertów symfonicznych,” Gazeta Żydowska, 6 December 1940. “przez urządzanie koncertów dziesiątki 
bezrobotnych muzyków żydowskich otrzymuje nareszcie pewną możliwość zarobkowania.” A similar point is made 
in “Pomóżmy naszym muzykom!” Gazeta Żydowska, 15 August 1941.  
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What is more, the orchestra became a prime cultural institution within the ghetto. The 

concerts were well-attended, audiences often filling the space to standing room only, and indeed, 

requiring the orchestra to relocate to a larger performance space.73 It soon gained the patronage 

of the head of the Jewish Council, Adam Czerniaków.74 The audience for such concerts, as 

Barbara Engelking has pointed out, was likely the middle stratum of ghetto inhabitants—those 

who were not at the moment sick, hungry, or dying, but also not the small elite who could afford 

to spend money in restaurants.75 Concert tickets were cheap or subsidized.76 The concerts were 

led by a trio of conductors: Szymon Pullman, a Paris-based violinist who had the distinct 

misfortune of having been visiting his parents in Warsaw when the war broke out, Marian 

Neuteich, pictured in Figure 12, and Adam Furmański, a cornetist who had had a distinguished 

career in Poland before the war.77 The extensive reviews of these concerts applied prewar 

standards to the performances and often harshly chastised them for a lack of adequate 

preparation, bizarre instrument substitutions (wind parts were a difficulty and reviewers 

complained of Mozart performed with saxophones), or repetition in the programming. These 

comments might seem insensitive to trying ghetto conditions, such as poverty, the lack of wind 

players in the ghetto, or the fact that parts had to be copied by hand. But they also suggest that 

the critics were invested in maintaining a prewar level of critical discourse and thus a continuity 

in musical culture across the conditions of ghettoization.  

                                                
73 Fuks, “Życie muzycznego w gettach,” 47. 
74 “Pomóżmy naszym muzykom!” Gazeta Żydowska, 15 August 1941.  
75 Engelking, The Warsaw Ghetto, 584-85.  
76 Fuks, “Życie muzycznego w gettach,” 49.  
77 Aleksander Rozetsztejn, “Inter arma musae non silent, na marginesie 35-lecie pracy artystycznej Adama 
Furmańskiego,” Gazeta Żydowska, 27 June 1941.  
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Figure 12: Marian Neuteich, ca. 1930 (Biblioteka Narodowa) 

These performances could take place in large part because of the occupiers’ indifference 

to the cultural activities that took place in the ghetto. According to Nazi dictates, the orchestra 

was to only play the works of non-Aryan composers. Instead, the Orchestra gave regular concerts 

of works by Beethoven, Mozart, Bach, and Brahms that were frequently and openly reviewed in 

Gazeta Żydowska. It was this violation of Nazi repertoire guidelines that eventually led to the 

orchestra being suspended for two months in April 1942, after the Propaganda and Culture 

Department learned of the repertoire from the publications in the Gazeta Żydowska.78 

Nonetheless, it is suggestive of the scant attention paid to the cultural activities in the ghetto that 

this shutting down occurred after the orchestra had been performing “Aryan” repertoire for over 

                                                
78 Adam Czerniaków, The Warsaw Diary of Adam Czerniakow: Prelude to Doom, ed. Raul Hilberg et al. (New 
York: Stein and Day, 1979), 342, entry of 11 April 1942.  
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a year. In the Jewish press, a mention of a Chopin performance could even be found, music that 

was highly regulated on the other side of the ghetto walls.79  

The establishment of the Jewish Symphony Orchestra occurred against the background of 

an explosion of musical performance venues whose repertoire consisted of lighter fare. “Each 

hall tried to surpass the competition by making use of the best talent that one could find in the 

ghetto, whether in terms of the performance or in terms of its musical components,” recalled 

Turkow in 1948.80 There was a flowering of cafés that offered a blend of entertainments, and 

often featured performances from the ghetto’s most renowned performers. So great was this 

explosion in new performance venues that it led musicians to control and limit access to these 

opportunities through the formation of the Commission on Performances. In the year between 

September 1940 and September 1941, the Commission organized 1,814 performances (not all 

musical), raising 30,179 złoty for the Jewish Social Aid and paying the artists another 32,500 

złoty.81 In this creation of a broad café culture, as well as a desire to regulate the musicians who 

took part, the musical life of the ghetto resembled that of the remainder of Warsaw.  

On both sides of the ghetto walls, there was also considerable cross-over between 

performance in entertainment-style venues and those devoted to art music. Neuteich, one 

conductor of the Jewish Symphony Orchestra, also performed in cafés, where he formed a trio 

with Marian Filar, a pianist.82 Władysław Szpilman, whose story was made famous through 

Roman Polansky’s film The Pianist, transferred his work from the Aryan-side to the ghetto when 

the ghetto was sealed: during the early days of occupation before the creation of the ghetto, he 

                                                
79 Wiktor Hart [Marcel Reich-Ranicki], “Z sali koncertowej,” Gazeta Żydowska, 23 January 1942.  
80 Turkow, C’était ainsi, 169. “Chaque salle essayait de surpasser ses concurrentes avec les meilleurs éléments dont 
on pouvait disposer au ghetto, soit dans le domaine du spectacle, soit dans le domaine musical.” 
81 Turkow, C’était ainsi, 169-71.  
82 Marian Filar and Charles Patterson, From Buchenwald to Carnegie Hall (Jackson: University Press of 
Mississippi, 2002), 59-60.   
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had performed at a café on Poznańska Street and later found similar work in the ghetto, playing 

short and crowd-pleasing works. Eventually, he formed a piano duo with Adolf Goldfeder and 

played in Sztuka (Art), a café on Leszno street. They performed their own arrangement of music 

from several genres that crossed between artistic performance and background music, much as 

the Panufnik-Lutosławski duo did.83   

These similarities, however, quickly end: After the Jewish Symphony Orchestra was 

closed in April 1942, it was never reactivated, because almost all the musicians were murdered 

in or after the Grossaktion of July 1942. Of the over 400 artists in the ghetto, Turkow believed 

that only around a dozen survived; among ethnic Poles, this ratio was more nearly the opposite. 

Ethnically Polish musicians were not, however, isolated from the persecution and murder that 

was occurring close at hand. Several Jewish musicians went into hiding thanks to the help the 

Polish underground musicians’ organizations, which either hid them directly or arranged 

positions for their spouses that would minimize German suspicions.84 Palester, by comparison, 

worried about his father, a converted Jew, who used his apartment on Łowicka Street to hide 

Jewish escapees throughout the war and eventually joined Żegota, the Underground’s effort to 

ferry Jews out of the ghetto.85 But these moments of contact between those who were Jewish and 

those who were Polish in the eyes of the occupiers remained small. The commonalities between 

the musical culture on the “Aryan-side” that endured, and that of the ghetto, which did not, 

                                                
83 Władysław Szpilman [1981] in OLM 2, 143. See also, Władysław Szpilman, The Pianist: The Extraordinary 
Story of One Man’s Survival in Warsaw, 1939-45 (New York: Picador USA, 1999 [1946]). 
84 Perkowski, in Lorentz vol. 1, 38. Seweryn Barbag, a musicologist from Lwów, was hidden with their help, while 
his wife was the secretary at the Warsaw conservatory. Janina and Andrzej Bogucki hid Szpilman, Perkowski and 
Rudnicki looked after Władysław Górzyński. Perkowski’s sister, Felicja Krysiewiczowa, helped Ryszard Werner, 
Jadwigan Hennert, Wiera Gran, Halina Trzokowa, and Halina Kowalska. Perkowski further implies that 
Bierdiajew’s position as the conductor of the Teater der Stadt Warshau allowed him to protect his Jewish wife, and 
this was one reason why the underground gave him permission to accept this position.  
85 J. Mackenzie Pierce, “Entangled Lives: Rehearing the Holocaust through the Musical and Familial Ties of 
Occupied Warsaw,” Słuch absolutny Romana Palestra, edited by Alicja Gronau (Warsaw: Chopin University Press, 
forthcoming).  
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suggest that the sheer fact of survival gave Poles a narrative resource—that of resistance and 

perseverance—that the Nazi occupation denied Polish Jews.  

 

IV. Constructing the Polish Public: Cafés and Underground Concerts 

As I have shown, the establishment of underground institutions gave musicians on the “Aryan 

side” of Warsaw a source of support and continuity across the occupation. Warsaw also 

developed new forms of public and private musical life—through performances in cafés and in 

clandestine concerts—which opens for us an additional vista onto shifts in the perceived 

relationship between audience and musicians. If the occupation had affected the economic role of 

the musician, how did it change the sociality of music-making, the functions of concerts and 

concert-going within the city? The answers to this question begin to reveal not only how 

musicians endured the occupation, but also how the occupation offered conditions for imagining 

a more robust relationship between performers and audience, united under the sign of national 

survival.  

The backdrop to Warsaw’s musical culture was the ideologically driven occupation 

policies that sought to curtail Polish cultural identity, with the ultimate aim of reducing Poles to 

the status of a colonized and exploitable workforce. Although Poles were not persecuted because 

of their race, such policies were crafted in awareness of how Polish national identity had been 

mobilized against prior occupations over the preceding century, and indeed, the Nazi leadership 

considered the Poles to be among the most threatening people in eastern Europe precisely for this 

reason.86 The minutiae of German cultural policy in the General Government were thus 

conceived in national, or rather, civilizational terms. “The Poles should only be provided with 

                                                
86 Majer, “Non-Germans”, 64.  
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those means of education,” Goebbels explained to Hans Frank, the Governor General, “that show 

them the hopelessness of their national destiny.”87 After the German defeat at Stalingrad in 1943, 

this policy was amended, in an effort to celebrate Polish cultural achievements in the hope of 

enlisting Poles to the war effort.88 Needless to say that after four years of a terror-filled 

occupation, efforts to paint Chopin and other Polish figures as prototypically German found little 

success.89  

   The framing of these policies as a denial of Polish national culture raised the stakes for 

musicians in Warsaw, as it turned their source of employment into a referendum on the viability 

of Polish culture writ large. Nazi policy also took particular aim at “high” culture, while leaving 

what it saw as “lower” forms of art intact. Reports sent to the London government-in-exile 

highlighted the concern that the Germans were creating powerful institutions, such as orchestras 

and theaters, for themselves at the same time that Polish cultural activity was being curtailed.90 

Indeed, guidelines issued in spring 1940 concerning cultural policy specified that Poles were to 

be allowed “cultural activity in so far as it serves the primitive need of amusement and 

diversion.” When extrapolated to music, the guidelines decreed that, 

Permission is granted for Polish musical productions if they aim only at 
amusement. Concerts whose select program is intended to provide the audience 
with an artistic experience are to be forbidden. Of Polish music the following are 
to be banned: marches, folk-songs, national songs and all classics.91 
 

                                                
87 Stanisław Piotrowski ed., Dziennik Hansa Franka (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Prawnicze, 1956), 254, 31 October 
1939. “Den Polen dürften nur solche Bildungsmöglichkeiten zur Verfügung gestellt werden, die ihnen die 
Aussichtslosigkeit ihres völkischen Schicksals zeigten.” 
88 Majer, “Non-Germans”, 273.  
89 A small exhibit dedicated to Chopin was opened in Cracow in 1943 but failed to attain many viewers. See, AAN 
202/VII/2, pg. 104; Przegląd Spraw Kultury 1943, no. 8-9, 9. 
90 SI, A.9.III.1/2, pg. 4, “Raport sytuacyjny za okres 10.XI.40-1.II.41;” SI, A.9.III.1/3, pg. 5, 49, “Raport sytuacyjny 
okupacji niemieckiej za czas od 1.I do 1.VII 1941 r.” 
91 [anon.] The Nazi Kultur in Poland (London: The Polish Ministry of Information, 1945). This book was written in 
occupied Poland and then smuggled out of the country for publication in London. Although published in 1945, its 
contributions date mostly from 1941 and 1942. The Cultural Guidelines quoted here were obtained by the 
Underground in mid-1940 and smuggled out. The version included in The Nazi Kultur is authentic; see Szarota, 
Okupowanej Warszawy, 266.  
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Although written as an internal policy guideline for the use of the occupiers, the document 

quickly made it into the hands of the Underground and was discussed in the leading 

Underground paper and in reports sent to London.92 What is more, musicians had extensive 

contact with the bureaucracies who enforced these policies, either when obtaining permission to 

open a venue or when submitting their programs for review each month at the Department of 

Propaganda.93 As Naliwajek-Mazurek has shown, the censorship process was extended and 

intrusive, with works being expunged for a variety of reasons including political connotations, 

racial principles, and overly strong links to national identity.94 While there was some degree of 

arbitrariness in this process, musicians were also well-aware that their work was seen as 

consequential enough to merit repression.  

 Although these policies were congruent with the shutting down of major performance 

venues, they did allow performances in cafés, an environment that would seem to underscore 

music’s status as a form of degrading “amusement.” Such cafés, as Régamey recalls, “multiplied 

like mushrooms after rain” during the first months of the occupation.95 Perkowski, always on the 

forefront of new musical developments, was one of the first to realize that performances in cafés 

would allow musicians to continue to be employed, founding one called Lira.96 For many this 

work was undesirable. According to a report that was likely written in late 1940, around 500 

musicians in the entirety of the General Government found employment in cafes, earning 

                                                
92 Biuletyn Informacyjny, 19 July 1940. SI, A.9.III.1/1, pg. 131, “Działalność władz okupacyjnych na terytorium 
rzeczypospolitej za okres od 1.IX.39-1.XI.40;” SI, A.9.III.1/2, “Raport sytuacyjny za okres 10.XI.40-1.II.41.” 
93 The Nazi Kultur in Poland, 201-202. Repertoire for performances had to be submitted to the Department of 
Volksaufklärung und Propaganda by the 26th of each month.  
94 Katarzyna Naliwajek-Mazurek, “Nazi Censorship in Music: Warsaw 1941,” in The Impact of Nazism on 
Twentieth-Century Music, Erik Levi ed. (Vienna: Böhlau, 2014), 153–76, here 164-65. 
95 Régamey, “Muzyka polska pod okupacją niemiecką [1946],” 63.“nowe kawiarnie artystyczne mnożyły się jak 
grzyby po deszczu.”  
96 Régamey, “Muzyka polska pod okupacją niemiecką [1946],” 62.  
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between four and twenty złoty a day.97 Régamey, who made his living by playing in the cafés, 

recalled that he was “obligated to improvise quantities of slow fox-trots, tangoes, and so forth. 

This bored me, of course, but since I could improvise in a completely automatic manner, I also 

read books at the same time.”98 The boasting about his intellectual talents aside, Régamey likely 

gives an accurate view of the default repertoire in such performances, as well as a doubtless 

common condescension to this new line of work.99  

 Cafés also became central cultural venues, their role strengthened by the fact that there 

were few other options for hearing music since the possession of radio receivers had been 

banned and concert halls closed.100 The café Art and Fashion (Sztuka i Moda, or SiM as it was 

commonly known) offered around 1,300 performances during the four and a half years it was in 

operation, according to its artistic director Mieczysław Jerzy Erhardt.101 This amounted to about 

five concerts per week on average. Suggestive of the new role that the café envisioned for itself 

as a cultural institution, it published a monthly calendar of these events. The café’s repertoire 

was eclectic, often bending the boundary between concert and background music. Such mixing is 

especially clear in the work of the piano duo formed by Andrzej Panufnik and Witold 

Lutosławski, whose advertisement is shown in Figure 13. While performing in SiM, the duo 

would move between providing background music and “light,” jazz-style compositions to their 

own arrangements of works ranging from Bolero to Carmen, Mozart to Strauss waltzes.102 Nor 

were they the only act, as audience members also turned out for concert-like performances from 

                                                
97 SI, A.9.III.2C/14, “Muzyka na ziemiach Polski podczas wojny,” pg. 7.  
98 Quoted Loutan-Charbon, Constantin Regamey, 23-24. “je gagnais ma vie en jouant dans les cafés, ce qui 
m’obligea à improviser des quantités de slow-fox, tangos, etc. Cela m’ennuyait bien sûr, mais comme je peux 
improviser de façon absolument automatique, je lisais en même temps.” 
99 A report from 1944 likewise explains that efforts to raise the level of performances at cafés was not successful, 
although it does not explain in what these efforts consisted. SI, B. 1791, “Straty kulturalne.,” 150.  
100 After 20 October 1939, it was illegal to possess a radio receiver. Szarota, Okupowanej Warszawy, 36.  
101 On the pseudonym, see OLM vol. 2, 113.  
102 Witold Lutosławki [1980] in OLM 2, 31-35.  
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well-established musicians like the singers Mira Zimińska, Ada Sari, Adam Didur, and Ewa 

Bandrowska-Turska, as well as chamber concerts of the Umińska trio.103 

 

Figure 13: Advertisement for the SiM Café. “Lutosławski-Panufnik, Special Concert on the occasion of the three-year 
anniversary of the piano duo. All roads lead to SiM.” (Biblioteka Narodowa) 

 Cafés served a second, equally pragmatic function: they provided musicians with proof of 

employment, without which one could be sent to a concentration camp or forced to work in the 

Reich.104 This is perhaps another reason for the quantity of performances and the large number of 

musicians employed, at least according to Bolesław Woytowicz, an important café impresario.105 

Such protections were especially important after the occupiers began targeting the intelligentsia 

in cafés in spring 1940 by carrying out random roundups and arrests of the café clients.106 Many 

musicians have a story of a close call: Lutosławski and Panufnik avoided falling prey to one such 

                                                
103 Alfred Jerzy Domański [Mieczysław Jerzy Erhardt], “Sztuka i Moda,” Ruch Muzyczny 1960, no. 8, pp. 10-11.   
104 Szarota, Okupowanej Warszawy, 32-34.  
105 Bolesław Woytowicz, “W okupowanej Warszawie [1969],” OLM 1, 94-111, here 96. 
106 Halik Kochanski, The Eagle Unbowed: Poland and the Poles in the Second World War (Cambridge, Mass., 
2014), 114. 
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arrest when the owner of the café vouched that they were his employees.107 Palester was less 

lucky: on 8 May 1940, he was in “Café Club,” at the corner of Jerozolimskie and Nowy Świat 

streets, passing the time before he began performing at “Gastronomia,” a café across the street. 

Off work, he was arrested and spent six weeks in the Pawiak prison, before being released thanks 

to the combined efforts of his family and soon-to-be wife.108 Documents proving employment 

were not always sufficient to the capricious and extra-legal treatment of the occupied people. 

“All of us felt as if we were constantly on top of a volcano,” recalled Woytowicz. “Periodically, 

someone connected to the café in some way or another would suddenly and unexpectedly 

disappear, often never to return . . . We worked with the full awareness that we were like corpses 

on vacation.”109  

 In these conditions, near constant rehearsals and performances provided some degree of 

escape from the stressful, life-threatening conditions of the occupation. The violinist Eugenia 

Umińska believed that playing chamber music allowed her quartet to “endure—put simply—to 

save ourselves biologically.”110 By learning new repertoire every week, they “had to rehearse 

every day,” she recalled, “spending long hours with our instruments. This allowed us not so 

much to forget what was happening around us—since it was impossible not to think about it—

but rather to immerse ourselves in pure music and not let ourselves be worn down.”111 Umińska 

was among the more active musicians in occupied Warsaw, but even others with fewer regular 

gigs, like the musicologist Jan Dunicz, looked forward to playing in concerts “in order to forget 

                                                
107 Lutosławki [1980] in OLM 2, 36; Panufnik, Composing Myself, 110-114.  
108AKP, Palester papers, “Eidesstattliche Versicherung (1966).” 
109 Woytowicz, “W okupowanej Warszawie [1969],” 95. “Wszyscy ustawicznie czuli się jak na wulkanie. Z każdego 
środowiska związanego w jakiś sposób z tą kawiarnią od czasu do czasu, ktoś znikał nagle i niespodziewanie, często 
na zawsze. . . . Pracowaliśmy z pełną świadomością, że jesteśmy nieboszczykami na urlopie.”     
110 Eugenia Umińska [1968], in OLM 1, 204. “przetrwać, po prostu biologicznie się ocalić.” 
111 Umińska [1968], in OLM 1, 204. “Musieliśmy codziennie robić próby, długie godziny spędzać przy 
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zanurzyć się w tej czystej muzyce i nie dać się zniszczyć.” 
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for a moment our not so happy reality.”112 After several years of this work, even the most active 

musicians found it difficult to maintain momentum. As Ochlewski summarized to Chybiński in 

late 1943, “it is harder and harder to find the strength for ‘intellectual work.’ For some while 

now, our composers have been saying: pass. Even Pal[ester]!”113  

 That the cafés allowed musicians to continue making their living bolstered the old 

argument that music was uniquely resistant to political compromise. Actors and writers, it was 

often reported, had to give up on their profession, write for the desk drawer, or collaborate by 

producing works that were favorable to the occupiers.114 But music, as a non-semantic, 

“autonomous” artform whose meaning was harder to define, could avoid the choice between 

collaboration and silence. As one article from 1943 observed, musicians who played in cafés 

“can feel well-earned pride that even under such conditions they can practice their art without 

compromise.”115 Régamey, too, narrated the occupation in similar terms, writing that “in 

comparison to writers, artists, and architects . . . in comparison to actors . . . musicians could 

remain in their work.”116 These observations suggest that a new value was being given to the 

very fact of continuing to make music under the conditions of occupation, one that depended not 

on what was being made, but that music was able to go on at all. 
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sztuki w jedynie przez Niemców dozwalanych farsach i rewiach lub zmianą zawodu—mogli muzycy, pozostając w 
swoim fachu, zapewnić sobie jakie takie utrzymanie w okresie, kiedy uniemożliwiona była dla nich jakakolwiek 
pomoc z zewnątrz.” The same argument is made in “Muzyka na przełomie,” Kultura Jjutra 1943, no. 1, 14.  
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More subtly, German policies that took aim at high art as a marker of Polish culture could 

underscore art music’s value as a form of identity. Like many musicians, Woytowicz had first 

begun playing “light, entertainment-style music” in cafés, but decided that he “would rather 

continue to go hungry” than to do so. He was soon approached by Irena Bielińska, the director 

and co-owner of an antiques and art gallery called Dom Sztuki (The House of Art) with the idea 

of turning the space into a concert hall. Although this proved impossible, they were able to turn it 

into a café and use this space as a de-facto concert hall. From November 1939 to the Warsaw 

Uprising in fall 1944, it offered a full slate of chamber and piano concerts that were regularly 

attended by 150 to 200 people. Despite offering performances some five days out of the week, 

seats in the café had to be reserved up to six weeks in advance.117 “I had to move the furniture 

away and people didn’t eat or drink, but only stood and listened,” Woytowicz recalled.”118  

Looking back on the café’s activities, Woytowicz attributed this success to how it offered 

“resistance to the Germans who had condemned Poles to only trashy, worthless so-called 

music.”119 In an earlier account, Woytowicz attributed a moral mission to his café from its 

earliest days, even if one that did not directly fall in line with a story of national perseverance:  

Our goal . . . was to attract first and foremost young people to concerts. In 
situations when all moral baselines fluctuates, when all baselines governing the 
actions between people, when these shift over to new ones, the youth are 
threatened first and foremost.120  
 

                                                
117 Woytowicz, “W okupowanej Warszawie [1969],” 94-98.  
118 Woytowicz, “W okupowanej Warszawie [1969],” 98. “Musiałem wynosić meble na zaplecze, a ludzie nie jedli, 
nie pili, tylko stali i słuchali.” 
119 Woytowicz, “W okupowanej Warszawie [1969],” 98. “Wszyscy odczuwaliśmy, że realizujemy w ten sposób 
opór przeciw Niemcom, którzy narzucali Polakom tandetną, bezwartościową muzyczkę.”  
120 Woytowicz [1960] in OLM 1, 96. “Od razu postawiliśmy sobie za cel . . . żeby zachęcić do chodzenia na 
koncerty przede wszystkim młodzieży. W takich sytuacjach, kiedy chwieją się wszystkie piony moralne, wszystkie 
piony ustalone w postępowaniu między ludźmi, kiedy przestawiają się na nowe, zagraża to przed wszystkim 
młodzieży.” 
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By portraying art music as a bulwark against the shifting social conditions of the war, he 

suggested that it has a role to play that is greater than entertainment or a source of income for 

musicians.  

Such interpretations were likely also an attempt to come to terms with the flood of new 

audience members who attended these concerts. Writing in 1946, Régamey described how “Even 

people who, before the war, had never taken part in concerts, considered it a point of honor to 

regularly attend performances in cafés.”121 The symphonic concerts organized by the RGO were 

likewise described as routinely full, with audience members spilling out into the halls.122 Behind 

these observations is, however, a more astute suggestion: for however much the policies of the 

General Government aimed to limit and repress the culture of the occupied people, these policies 

instead underscored the value of these cultural productions. In this way, the variety of offerings 

within cafés—from full-fledged concert halls to background music—could be seen to recreate a 

high-low aesthetic hierarchy, while seeming to burnish the social necessity of the high art forms.  

 For many musicians, clandestine concerts held in private apartments offered an even 

more powerful model for the new relationship between musicians and audience. While cafés 

were open to all, clandestine concerts were by their nature more limited, requiring considerable 

time and organization with centralized assistance from the underground musicians’ networks.  

Several hours before the concerts began, audience members would slowly drift into the 

apartment to prevent arousing suspicions that a crowd was forming.123 Such precautions were 

required because these concerts were rather large events, with one grand apartment holding up to 

                                                
121 Régamey, “Muzyka polska pod okupacją niemiecką [1946],” 63. “Nawet ludzie, którzy przed wojną nigdy nie 
uczęszczali na koncerty, uważali za punkt honoru regularne chodzenie na wszystkie występy kawiarniane.” 
122 Panufnik, Composing Myself, 125; Régamey, “Muzyka polska pod okupacją niemiecką [1946],” 64.  
123 Panufnik, Composing Myself, 115.  
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eighty people.124 They were also systematically arranged and supported: in 1942, around 150 

musicians took part in such concerts and in the first quarter of 1944, there were around 150 

performances in 50 homes with some 70 musicians taking part.125 These concerts also generated 

income for unemployed musicians, with the 25 performances that took place in April through 

June 1942 generating 5,307 złoty.126 They also were free from the German audience members 

who were frequently present at the cafés, as well as from the censorship of repertoire.127  

A 1941 report made by the Delegate’s Bureau suggests that these concerts filled 

analogous functions to those described for public, café-based performances: 

Art music [Poważną muzykę] is systematically performed in chamber concerts in 
private apartments. These find a lively response in those spheres of society that 
severely feel the lack of possibilities of fulfilling their cultural needs. These 
concerts provide a necessary release from the nervous, exhausting manner of life 
and from intensive work.128  
 

Private concerts came to be strongly linked to the performance of music that could not be played 

elsewhere and especially to Chopin.129 This trope is clear in a pivotal scene in the film Zakazane 

piosenki (Forbidden Songs, 1947), shown in Figure 14, which depicts an underground concert, 

complete with a performance of Chopin’s mazurka Op. 63 No. 3 and his song “Leaves are 

                                                
124 Andrzej K. Olszewski, “Moje wspomnienia z życia muzycznego podczas okupacji niemieckiej,” Saeculum 
Christianum 9/2 (2002), 171-74, here 171.  
125 From reports quoted in Czesław Wycech, Z dziejów tajnej oświaty w latach okupacji 1939-1944. (Warszawa: 
Nasza księgarnia, 1964), 112-113.  
126 SI, A.9.III.1/20, “Sprawy Sprawozdanie ze stanu oświaty i kultury na ziemiach polskich za okres od 1. IV do 30 
VI 1942,” pg. 32.  
127 Woytowicz, “W okupowanej Warszawie [1969],” 99-101. 
128 AAN 202/VII-3, pg. 43, “Sprawy Kulturalne,” report from 1 October 1941 through 31 January 1942. “Poważną 
muzykę uprawia się systematycznie w sposób kameralny w mieszkaniach prywatnych. Żywy znajduje to oddźwięk 
w tych zwłaszcza sferach społeczeństwa, które dotkliwie odczuwają brak wszelkich możliwości zaspakajania 
potrzeb kulturalnych, dających konieczne odprężenie przy nerwowym, wyczerpującym trybie życia i wytężonej 
pracy.   
129 Régamey, “Muzyka polska pod okupacją niemiecką [1946],” 63. Adam Rieger, “Życie muzyczne pod okupacją,” 
Ruch muzyczny, 1945 no. 2, 11-12.  
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Falling.” The narrator explains that such concerts lent listeners moral support and let them feel as 

if “for an hour they were in Poland and not in the General Government.”130  

 

 

Figure 14: Still from the 1947 film Zakazane piosenki (Forbidden Songs), showing a clandestine concert. The pianist is Jan 
Krenz.  

Across memoirs and reports, Chopin became a pithy stand-in for the futility of the 

occupation’s anti-Polish policies. One-time “poetic banalities” concerning the political power of 

Chopin’s music had suddenly gained new weight due to its role under the occupation, recalled 

the cellist Kazimierz Wiłkomirski.131 Zbigniew Wielicki described an outpouring of interest in 

Chopin. “Since private musical concerts could not satisfy us,” he wrote in 1945, “we fell back on 

                                                
130 “przez godzinę byli w Polsce, a nie w Generalguberni.” 
131 Kazimierz Wiłkomirski, Wspomnienia (Kraków: PWM, 1971), 527-8. 
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records. Exchanges and mutual lending of Chopin records were organized.”132  But he also 

suggested how underground concerts helped to reactivate old beliefs in Chopin’s music as a form 

of national resistance:  

During those five years, that which we always felt listening to Chopin, became 
one hundred times stronger. This was no longer abstract sorrow [żal], despair, or 
rebellion expressed by sounds, but rather it was our own despair, the rebellion in 
our own hearts.133  

 
Such descriptions suggest how Chopin offered an available and well-remembered symbolic 

vocabulary of nationalized resistance, one that had been established across the years of the 

partitions and that could now be reactivated.  

 But Chopin was not the only entry-point into such a view of the clandestine concert. “We 

have gathered together here” the writer and intellectual Jarosław Iwaszkiewicz said to introduce 

a concert in memory of Szymanowski, “in secret, like the first Christians in the catacombs, in 

order to celebrate in hiding the memory of our great artists. And we have even greater trust in 

our future that we must now hide with our cults. Our secret cults of great people will have to 

kindle the bonfire, the great bonfire of true culture.”134 While Iwaszkiewicz’s rhetoric is extreme 

in its religious self-importance, and many doubtless attended concerts for more mundane 

reasons, the idea that such events were a way of preserving an otherwise threatened culture 

against its destruction is common. More soberly, Régamey echoed similar ideas: 

The mood at these concerts was entirely exceptional. Never in the prewar times 

                                                
132 There were also systematic attempt by the occupiers to destroy recordings of Polihs music, from folk songs to 
Chopin: “Wszystkie płyty z wartościową muzyką polską od piosenek ludowych i żołnierskich do utworów Szopena, 
zostały przez Niemców w sklepach potłuczone i wywieczone do Rzeszy jako surowiec.” SI, A.9.III.1/1, 
“Działalność władz okupacyjnych na terytorium rzeczypospolitej za okres od1.IX.39-1.XI.40.” 
133 Zbigniew Wielicki, “Chopin pod okupacją,” Odrodzenie 1945, no. 11-12, 12. “To, co zawsze odczuwaliśmy 
słuchając Chopina, podczas tych pięciu lat—unokrotniło się. To nie był już abstrakcyjny żal, rozpacz, bunt 
wyrażony dźwiękami, to była nasza własna rozpacz, nasz własny w sercach—bunt." 
134 Iwaszkiewicz in OLM 1, 149, diary entry from 30 May 1942. “Zbieramy się—tak mówiłem mniej więcej tutaj w 
tajemnicy, jak pierwsi chrześcijanie w katakumbach, aby w ukryciu odprawiać wspominki po naszych wielkich 
artystach. I tym większe mamy zaufanie do naszej przyszłości, że teraz musimy się taić z naszymi kultami. Tajone 
kulty naszych wielkich ludzi będą musiały się rozpalić w ognisko wielkie ognisko prawdziwej kultury.” 
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could one encounter such an eager audience, so full of enthusiasm as one did in 
these modest private gatherings. In this manner, secret concerts not only 
“preserved” live Polish music across the period of the occupation, but also 
achieved for it a considerably wider circle of listeners than before the war.135  

 
It is important not to forget about the dire conditions and real limitations that were placed on 

these performances. A report sent to London from early 1943 explained how concerts in private 

apartments had been “to a large degree pulled back out of necessity as a result of the continuous 

waves of arrests that are currently taking place at all times of day and night.”136   

 Taken together, the memoirs and contemporary reports discussed in this section suggest 

that the shift in Warsaw’s musical life to cafés and underground venues was not only a 

curtailment. Rather, these new venues also indicated that the city’s musical life was adaptable. 

Many musicians had long played to small audiences—and had criticized the lack of a robust 

musical culture in Poland during the 1930s, but while the occupation did not directly create a 

new volume or influx of audience members, it did recast how small venues were discussed. 

Rather than focusing on their relative lack of size, musicians now saw such audiences as the last 

barrier against the destruction of Polish culture. The motivations for attending and playing 

concerts during the occupation may have been over-determined—economic, escapist, survivalist, 

and idealistic—but the occupation also created new imaginaries for the social role of music-

making that emboldened the long-isolated leaders of Poland’s musical life. At last, it seemed, 

their music mattered.    

 

                                                
135 Régamey, “Muzyka polska pod okupacją niemiecką [1946],” 63. “Nastrój na tych koncertach był zupełnie 
wyjątkowy. Nigdy w czasach przedwojennych nie spotykano tak chłonnej, tak pełnej entuzjazmu publiczności, jak 
na tych skromnych zebraniach prywatnych. W ten sposób tajne koncerty nie tylko ‘przechowały’ przez okres 
okupacyjny żywą polską muzykę, lecz zdobyły dla niej znacznie szersze niż przed wojną kręgi słuchaczy.” 
136 SI, A.9.III.1/18, pg. 115, “Sprawozdanie za okres od 15. XII.1942-15.V.1943 z terenu nauki, sztuki i kultury.” “z 
konieczności w znacznym stopniu zostały zahamowane wskutek ciągłości fali aresztowań, odbywających się 
obecnie o wszelkich porach dnia i nocy.” 
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V. Roman Palester, Konstanty Régamey, and the Aesthetics of Synthesis 

Much as the occupation began to rewrite the relationship between performers and audiences, it 

also cast the value of new compositions in a more urgent light. One common concern was how to 

find the time to compose. After being arrested in summer 1940, Palester kept a low profile, 

especially since he was worried that his work with the Polish ISCM section was attracting the 

Gestapo’s attention.137 In the countryside, he found good working conditions, but he also had to 

adapt to new patterns of work: “As a result, I have very little time to write music and a portion of 

my intellectual powers that were earlier concerned with writing music is now concerned with 

devoting the utmost care to matters like the necessity of buying a small stove for the winter, 

heating, potatoes, fermenting cabbage.”138 Despite these quotidian challenges, Palester managed 

to complete an impressive slate of works during the occupation, including a symphony, a cantata, 

a concert work for piano and orchestra, a sonata for two violins and piano, a string quartet, and 

several smaller works for piano.  

 By late in the occupation, Palester’s letters indicate a fading of energy and an inability to 

work, caused by both a change in countryside locale that deprived him of a piano as well as the 

difficulty of returning to Warsaw. Already in early 1942, he despaired that his return to Warsaw 

was “the saddest of our stays so far. Nothing happened to us personally, but many of our friends 

are missing and gaps are slowly being made that cannot be filled. In these circumstances it is in 

fact very difficult to live, all the more so since people are beginning to realize that it begins as in 

the ghetto.”139 By mid-1943, he reported that “in reality we are all exhausted beyond the border 

                                                
137 Zbigniew Drzewiecki, Wspomnienia muzyka, 2nd ed. (Kraków: PWM, 2010), 98; Palester, “Fragmenty 
wspomnień,” 5. 
138 Słuch absolutny, 177, 18 October 1941, Palester to Tadeusz Przypkowski. “Na pisanie muzyki zostaje mi 
wskutek tego bardzo mało czasu, a ta część moich władz umysłowych, która zajmowała się dawniej pisaniem 
muzyki, zajmuje się teraz z największą pieczołowitością sprawami takimi, jak konieczność kupienia piecyka za 
zimę, opału, kartofli, zakiszenia kapusty.” 
139Słuch absolutny, 218-19, 15 February 1943, Palester to Zofia Przypkowska. “nasz ostatni pobyt w Warszawie był 
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of endurance.”140 By December, he had learned that his family was still alive, but that the “circle 

of my various friends shrinks from day to day.”141 And as if to point out the all-too-obvious 

musical impact of these changes, he wrote: “Unfortunately, I no longer write ‘amusing’ music. 

Those times, unfortunately, have ended.”142  

 For most composers, premieres of large-scale wartime works had to wait until peacetime, 

with the exception of some works that were performed on concerts of the RGO late in the war.143 

Indicative of the interest in demonstrating composers’ continued productivity across the war was 

the organization of a series of clandestine concerts called “Concerts of wartime compositions,” 

which began in December 1941 and continued through 1944.144 As shown in Table 2 below, 

these concerts included premieres of around twenty-five compositions from fifteen composers. 

“The concerts,” Régamey explained, “gathered together the elite of Polish artists and never in 

other conditions could composers count on such a select audience and such intimate contact with 

the listeners, nor, for that matter could they count on such prompt performances of a new 

work.”145  

 

 

                                                
najsmutniejszym z dotychczasowych. Nam osobiście nic się nie stało ale wielu znajomych zabrakło i luki robią się 
powoli nie do wypełnienia. W tych okolicznościach rzeczywiście bardzo trudno żyć tembardziej że już ludzie się 
zaczynają orjentować że to się zaczyna tak jak z ghettem.”  
140 Słuch absolutny, 229,14 September 1943, Palester to Zofia Przypkowska. “rzeczywiście zmęczeni już jesteśmy 
wszyscy ponad granice wytrzymałości” 
141Słuch absolutny, 248,14 December 1943, Palester to Zofia Przypkowska. “koło rozmaitych znajomych moich 
zmniejsza się niestety z dnia na dzień.” 
142 Słuch absolutny, 223, 7 March 1943, Palester to to Zofia Przypkowska. “już niestety nie piszę ‘zabawnej’ 
muzyki. Te czasy niestety się skończyły.” 
143 “Polska twórczość muzyczna pod okupacją,” Ruch muzyczny 1945, no. 1, 14.  Bacewicz also wrote many 
orchestral works that could only be performed later. See, OLM 1, 120, letter of 20 August 1945.  
144 These were initiated by Rudnicki and organized by Ochlewski, with help from Perkowski and Rutkowski; see: 
“Polska twórczość muzyczna pod okupacją,” Ruch muzyczny 1945, no. 1, 14.   
145 Régamey, “Muzyka polska pod okupacją niemiecką [1946],” 63-4. “Koncerty te gromadziły elitę polskich 
artystów i nigdy w innych warunkach nie mógłby kompozytor liczyć na tak wyborowe auditorium i na tak intymny 
kontakt z słuchaczami, ani, nawiasem mówiąc, na tak szybkie wykonanie swego nowego dzieła.” 
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Table 2: Concerts of wartime compositions: works premiered 

 
Grażyna Bacewicz: Sonata for piano, Sonata for solo violin, String quartet no. 2, Duets for 
two violins. 
Stefan Kisielewski: Suite for violin and piano, Six preludes and fugues for piano, Sonata for 
solo clarinet 
Witold Lutosławski: Variations for two pianos on a theme of Paganini 
Artur Malawski: Burlesque for violin and piano 
Roman Padlewski: String quartet, Suita Kurpiowska, Sonata for solo violin 
Roman Palester: Sonata for two violins and piano, Sonatina for piano four hands 
Piotr Perkowski: Violin concert (mvt. II) 
Marceli Popławski: Sonata for viola and piano 
Konstanty Régamey: Songs to texts of Persian poets (version for voice and two pianos), 
Quintet 
Edmund Rudnicki: Phrases, for bass and piano 
Witold Rudziński: String quartet 
Zbigniew Turski: String quartet 
Stanisław Wiechowicz: Mazurkas for violin and piano, String quartet 
Kazimierz Wiłkomirski: Songs  
Wawrzyniec Żuławski: Quintet  
 
Perfomers included: Bacewicz, Bułat-Mironowicz, Dubiska, Ekier, Kisielewski, Kmitowa, 
Kurkiewicz, Lefeld, Lisicki, Michałowski, Miklaszewski, Régamey, Trzonek, Umińska, 
Wiłkomirski, and others (not mentioned).  
 
As described in “Polska twórczość muzyczna pod okupacją,” Ruch Muzyczny 1945, no. 1, 14.   
 

 

 Régamey’s comment suggests that he wished to see these concerts in a positive light, 

even perhaps as the pinnacle of wartime music-making. Much of contemporary discussion 

concerning these concerts never made it into the historical record, but we may gain an entry 

point to them through one of Régamey’s works, the quintet for piano, cello, violin, bassoon, and 

clarinet. This composition is well situated to illuminate underground composition because it was 

widely recognized as a major success, a “composition that created a sensation,” according to Jan 

Krenz who turned pages at the 1944 premiere.146 Indeed, memoirs and extant wartime 

                                                
146 Jan Krenz [1981], in OLM 2, 88. “kompozycja, która zrobiła furorę.” 
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correspondence both agree that this work ignited the Warsaw musical elite as few others had. Its 

success was all the more surprising because it was only the second major piece composed by 

Régamey, a music critic and polymath professor of Oriental languages.  

 The most prominent explanation for the work’s success is given by Witold Lutosławski, 

who in the late 1970s and early 1980s described the quintet as an early example of how 

dodecaphonic music could appeal to audiences.147 “Even the most conservative musicians were 

amazingly excited by it,” he noted.148 Lutosławski’s explanation of the work’s success should be 

approached with caution, since by the 1970s he had played a considerable role in the narrative of 

Polish dodecaphony in which he also included Régamey’s work. As Lisa Cooper Vest has 

shown, dodecaphonic composition became an important marker of lack in Poland’s musical 

culture in the early 1950s and Lutosławski was proposed as a prime candidate for the “genius” 

able to bring Polish music into line with that of the West.149 It is therefore likely that Lutosławski 

read the values of a later, more avant-garde moment into the quintet. By comparison, Régamey 

described the works’ unexpected success shortly after its premiere in terms of his lack of 

indoctrination into a compositional school:   

In any case, I am completely disoriented by this success, which I am unable to 
explain even to myself. Perhaps it is due to the fact that I composed completely 
without counting on established and widely-held opinions; I had neither drastic 
radicalisms nor, on the other hand, student-like conventions. Perhaps that is why 
my imagination was not hindered.150  

 

                                                
147 Lutosławski [1980] in OLM 2, 38; Lutosławski “Fascynująca prapremiera (wspomnienie z 1944 roku)” [1977], in 
OLM 2, 41. 
148 Lutosławski [1980] in OLM 2, 38. “Nawet najbardziej konserwatywni muzycy byli nim niesłychanie 
podekscytowani.” 
149 Vest, “The Discursive Foundations of the Polish Musical Avant-Garde,” 305-6.  
150 AKP K-XLIV/108, Régamey to Wiechowicz, 18 February 1944. “W każdym razie jestem tym sukcesem zupełnie 
zdezorientowany, gdyż sam go sobie nie umiem wytłomaczyć. Chyba tylko tym, że komponowałem całkowicie nie 
licząc się z przyjętymi i utartymi opiniami, nie miałem ani drastycznych radykalizmów ani—z drugiej strony—
uczuciowych szablonów. Może dlatego nie miałem skrępowanej fantazji.” 
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Such reactions raises questions concerning whether the cross-cutting, idiosyncratic synthesis he 

reports was present in the composition itself.  

 The quintet is nearly symphonic in scale, lasting around thirty-five minutes and reaching 

a dense and at times opaque texture. Only the second movement makes explicit use of twelve-

tone rows. Nonetheless, the first movement displays more distant traces of dodecaphonic 

techniques, suggested by the application of contrapuntal manipulations to the opening theme. 

Indeed, Régamey derived much of the melodic materials from the opening Clarinet solo, either 

from the forty-six-pitch theme, which appears in whole or in part, as well as in contrapuntal 

inversions, and a second shorter idea presented in the middle of the theme, as Alicja Jarzębska 

has demonstrated. This interest in contrapuntal manipulations is cued from the opening theme, 

the conclusion of which is a retrograde of its opening, as shown in Figure 15.151  

 

Figure 15:Régamey, Quintet, mvt. 1, theme. (PWM, 1946) 

                                                
151 Alicja Jarzębska, “Syntez neoklasycznego i dodekafonicznego idiomu kompozytorskiego w ‘Kwintecie’ 
Konstantego Regameya,” in Oblicza polistylizmu: Materiały sympozjum pościęconego twórczości Konstantego 
Regameya (Warszawa: Sekcja Muzykologów Związku Kompozytorów Polskich, 1988), 112–36, at 118-19.  
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Figure 16: Régamey, Quintet, mvt. 1, variation 7 
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Figure  16, continued
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Figure  16, continued
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Despite the movement’s generally atonal language, the first movement contains striking passages 

of tonal writing. In the seventh variation, shown in Figure 16, the theme is set to a series of 

undulating, diatonic chords, that progress from C minor at the opening to C major at its 

conclusion. In a particularly luminous moment, the violin moves from A# to G# instead of to the 

expected D at the end of the 46-note theme, opening the ensemble onto an E-major plateau (m. 

17) that is reinforced through the piano entrance. It was a variation that, as Régamey later 

explained, was intended to sound like Handel.152  

The refence to tonal idioms is also clear in the dodecaphonic middle movement, 

Intermezzo Romantico, which calmly bridges the often-frenetic outer movements. As Jarzębska 

has demonstrated, this movement is based on three twelve-tone rows and is a relatively early 

example of 12-tone compositional technique among Poland’s composers.153 Yet Régamey 

arranges his dodecaphonic material to provide frequent anchor-points in triadic harmonies, as 

shown in Figure 17. The initial row, presented in measure one, is partitioned into four chords that 

provide an ostinato for the opening phase. The first beats in each measure are diatonic, second-

inversion triads, while the bass spells a chromatic ascent from B to D. The second row, 

introduced by the violin in measure four, likewise is composed of a number of thirds and fourths, 

often implying tonal relationships. Perhaps it was these elements of a tonal musical language that 

led Stefan Kisielewski, one of the few to dislike the work, to accuse Régamey of “betraying 

contemporary music and lowering it by returning to the filth of the nineteenth century,” as 

Régamey flippantly summarized Kisielewski’s opinion.154  

 

                                                
152 Régamey, “Ankieta i wypowiedzi,” Kwartalnik Muzyczny 1948 (no. 24), 154. 
153Jarzębska, “Syntez neoklasycznego i dodekafonicznego idiomu,” 120-22. 
154 AKP K-XLIV/109, Régamey to Wiechowicz, 5 March 1944. “zarzucał sprzeniewierzenia się muzyce 
współczesnej, ściągnięcie jej z powrotem w brudy XIX go wieku.” 
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Figure 17: Régamey, Quintet, mvt. 2, opening 

 The second movement’s use of twelve-tone technique also marked a departure from 

Régamey’s earlier critiques of the technique as prone to intellectual speculation. In 1938, he had 

written that dodecaphony “aspires to become a dogmatic norm, joining people into some kind of 

a hermetic coterie, imposing a tyranny on its adepts that only exceptional composers know how 

to overcome. . . . It is a slogan that wishes to take the place of living creation.”155 Not only did 

                                                
155 Konstanty Régamey, “Hasła a żywa twórczość w muzyce współczesnej,” Muzyka Polska 1938, no. 3, 111-18, at 
115. “Zasadniczą wadą tego systemu jest właśnie to, że będąc tylko pewnym systemem, dąży do stania się 
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Régamey used dodecaphony to expressive ends in the quintet, but the work also belied the risk of 

social isolation: its popularity among Warsaw’s composers suggested that twelve-tone technique, 

if properly employed, could speak across the community’s aesthetic subdivisions, and thus 

actually help to create the kind of “living creation” that Régamey had earlier desired.     

 By 1946, Régamey had extrapolated from the quintet’s qualities to describe the music of 

the occupation writ large. This music was characterized, he believed, by  

a cutting off from the styles that had been popular before the war and a turning 
away from overly radical experiments, even a certain return to romantic elements, 
and at the same time, a tremendous reserve toward current themes, to the 
programmatic transformation of the surrounding events into sounds. The trace of 
these events could be detected only in the new gravity and self-restraint of 
musical expression.156 

 
In Régamey’s description of music that rejects infighting and experimentation, we find a musical 

analogue to his description of the intimate bonds that he believed the occupation had created 

between musicians: “The smaller disputes and arguments that divided the artistic world were 

forgotten about, and each newcomer was welcomed as a member of a great family,” he 

claimed.157 And indeed, Régamey would continue to endorse musical synthesis as a value into 

the late 1940s and insist on a non-dogmatic view of serialism against a western discourse that 

saw the technique as a historical or ethical necessity.158 

 The view afforded by Régamey’s quintet into the mindsets of Warsaw’s composers is 

necessarily incomplete. But the success of the quintet does suggest that composers were eager to 

                                                
dogmatyczną normą, łączy ludzi w jakąś hermetyczną koterię, narzuca swoim adeptom tyranię, którą przełamać 
umieją tylko wyjątkowo twórcze jednostki . . . jest to hasło, które chce zająć miejsce żywej twórczości.” 
156 Régamey, “Muzyka polska pod okupacją niemiecką [1946],” 65. “odcięcie się od modnych przed wojną stylów, 
odwrócenie się od zbyt radykalnych eksperymentów, nawet pewien nawrót do romantycznych elementów, a przy 
tym wybitna rezerwa stosunku do aktualnych tematów, do programowego przetwarzania w dźwięki otaczających 
wydarzeń. Ślad tych wydarzeń dałoby się wykryć jedynie w większej niż dawniej powadze i powściągliwości 
wyrazu muzycznego.”  
157 Régamey, “Muzyka polska pod okupacją niemiecką [1946],” 62. “Zapominano o drobnych sporach i kłótniach 
dzielących świat artystyczny, każdego nowoprzybyłego witano jako członka wielkiej rodziny.”  
158 Régamey, “Ankieta i wypowiedzi,” Kwartalnik Muzyczny 1948 (no. 24), 154-56.  
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create works that would transcend older antagonisms—whether between modern and 

conservative, or dodecaphonic and neoclassical. In this sense, the piece suggests a shifting of 

values within the musical elite, a shift that saw the delimited venue of the private concert as a 

test ground for a music that could appeal to a wider audience. Perhaps in this sense, Régamey’s 

quintet promised to solve the old dilemma of populist modernism by creating a music that was 

compellingly new but that would speak to new audiences who were not already devoted to the 

modernist cause.  

 

Conclusions: The Occupation as Transformation  

Few musicians could overlook the terror and murderous extent of the occupation, but many saw 

this period as a moment of strength. Such views do not lighten the tragedies through which 

musicians lived, but they do trouble the notion that the occupation was an encounter with 

unmediated violence. Instead, transformations occurred with a rapidity and strength that was 

lacking in peacetime: the social networks and small organizations that had defined this 

generation’s prewar work proved not only to be resilient, but also able to play a more significant 

role than they had initially been intended for, as the rapid growth of the musical underground 

attests. The prewar worry about music’s social isolation seemed to be temporarily assuaged: 

new, and newly enthusiastic, audiences flooded the cafés, while smaller, private performance 

took on the caché of resistance. New works were written, and new musical ideas were celebrated.   

 Ethnic Poles could see the occupation as a catalyst toward new forms of musical 

relationships between composers, musicians, and audience because their community remained 

somewhat intact. No such conclusions could be drawn by the scattered survivors from the ghetto. 

Perhaps this is one reason why there is both evidence of the proximity of Polish musicians to the 
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Holocaust, yet little place for anti-Jewish violence in the narrative of music and war that they 

crafted. Instead, stories that were once intertwined before 1939 become separate, as if the 

implicit musical community that the Poles constructed was for and by ethnic Poles alone. 

 What remained was speculation about Poland’s postwar musical future.  An article in 

Culture of Tomorrow pursued this line of thought: the war, the author believed, had deprived 

Polish musicians of the “social background” of their work, but this “pause” also pushed them to 

“a basic revision of their activities.”159 Forcibly cut off from a wider audience, the author 

asserted, musicians have come to better understand the social element of their art in the first 

place. Looking ahead to the style of music that would emerge after the war, this author explained 

that an excess of experimentalism was the reason for contemporary music’s lack of audience: 

“This was one of the reasons for the exoticism of this art for the wide society . . . the exit from 

the impasse can be found not through the newness of means, but by the ends to which these 

means are used; this constitutes true creative originality.”160 The author then called for a 

“synthesis” of musical techniques and styles:  

by rising above the antonymies that rack it in the most extreme oppositions . . . by 
searching for the most essential elements, which on the basis of [the composer’s] 
individuality as a fundamental quality of his humanity, are common to all people, 
he is able to create art with the widest social resonance, and to finally overcome 
the walls that have for years isolated the artists from the wide masses of 
listeners.161 

                                                
159 “Muzyka na przełomie,” Kultura Jutra 1943, no. 1, 14. “tło społeczne . . . do podstawowej rewizji swojej 
działalności i stworzyły dla tego zastanowienia się przymusową izolację.” 
160 “Muzyka na przełomie,” Kultura Jutra 1943, no. 1, 15. “To było jednym z powodów egzotyzmu tej sztuki dla 
szerszego społeczeństwa, które wprawdzie po jakimś czasie oswaja się z każdym językiem formalnym, ale nie 
umiało nadążyć za zawrotnym tempem przemian w ostatnim 50-leciu.  . .  . Wyjście z tego impasu dać może tylko 
zrozumienie, że nie sama nowość środków, lecz użytek, jaki się z nich robi, stanowi o prawdziwej oryginalności 
twórczej.”   
161 “Muzyka na przełomie,” Kultura Jutra 1943, no. 1, 16. “Przez wzniesienie się ponad antynomie szarpiąc ją w 
najskrajniejszych sprzecznościach, stanie się artysta twórczym i prawdziwie oryginalnym i nowoczesnym w 
najlepszym znaczeniu tego wyrazu. I właśnie będąc najgłębiej indywidualny, przez sięgnięcie do tych 
najistotniejszych elementów, które na dnie jego osobowości, jako istota jego człowieczeństwa, są wspólne 
wszystkim ludziom, potrafi stworzyć sztukę o najszerszym rezonansie społecznym, przełamać wreszcie mury, od 
tylu lat izolujące artystę od szerszych rzesz odbiorców.” 
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When read against the backdrop of the occupation, such an argument transforms the experience 

of listening during the war into an argument over artistic style, over accessing the common 

humanity that the war seemed to deny. In this manner, the author links the fact of survival to the 

need for a new music that would speak to this society—one determined not be topic or style—

but by a universal humanity. The war years were equally a rupture as they were a time of artistic 

incubation. The tenets of an earlier era had been reinvented in a radically altered society, one in 

which the notions of individuality and humanity had taken on new urgency.  
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Chapter 5 

Soviet Occupation, Exile, and the Politics of Wartime Music 
 

 
On the first of September 1939, Adolf Chybiński left for the musicology institute at the Jan 

Kazimierz University in Lwów as if this were any other day. Although he knew that a war had 

begun, he had not expected the German bombing to begin that same afternoon. Soon, however, 

the explosions forced him to hide in his basement. “We knew what to expect,” he later wrote: 

“Lwów would be bombed and then—if we lost the battle—the city would be taken by the 

German forces.”1 Although the bombing did eventually end, the city was taken not by the 

German army but by the Soviet one instead. Indeed, the Germans and Soviets were allies at the 

opening of WWII, signatories to a secret protocol that granted control of eastern Poland to the 

Soviet Union in the case of war. It was in accordance with this agreement that the Germans had 

ceased their attack and that the Soviet army occupied Lwów, as well as nearly half of Poland’s 

prewar territory. Chybiński and millions of other Polish citizens found themselves under Soviet 

rule. Over the next six years, the inhabitants of former eastern Poland would be whipped 

between Soviet rule from 1939 to 1941, German rule between 1941 and 1944, and finally Soviet 

rule again; they were deported, they fled, they saw the Holocaust begin in their midst. When 

peace came, many of them “returned” to regions of central Poland that they had never called 

                                                
1 BUAM 800/1, “Pamiętnik Adolfa Chybińskiego (autograf),” 107. “Wiedzieliśmy czego się mamy spodziewać: 
Lwów będzie bombardowany, a potem—jeśli przegramy—będzie zajęty przez wojska niemieckie.”  This 
manuscript of Chybiński’s memoirs and diary is an important yet problematic source. The pre-1918 selection of the 
memoirs was published posthumously as Adolf Chybiński, W czasach Straussa i Tetmajera; wspomnienia (Kraków: 
Polskie Wydawn. Muzyczne, 1959). It is clear that Chybiński wrote about his time under Soviet occupation in the 
manuscript of the memoirs, yet these pages are missing from archival copy. Although it is impossible to know why 
they were removed, it is likely that they included anti-Soviet or antisemitic content. The manuscript picks up again 
once Chybiński has left Lemberg for Cracow, and shortly thereafter the memoirs break off (because he has arrived at 
the present) and he switches to writing a day-by-day diary. A heavily cut version of the diary was published 
posthumously as Adolf Chybiński, “Moje wojenne troski i niepokoje,” Ruch muzyczny 1957, no. 11, pp. 19-27. 
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home, forced to resettle by policies that remade the ethnically diverse borderlands into artificial 

yet homogenous nation-states.2  

For musicians in this region, the war years were characterized by discontinuity. The 

policies of the various occupiers combined with the displacements at the war’s conclusion meant 

that no single musical milieu took root here during the occupation. This lack of communal 

structure distinguishes the musical life of the eastern territories from the General Government. 

As a result, most scholarship has overlooked the experiences of musicians in the eastern 

territories, treating these as peripheral to dominant narratives that have focused on the General 

Government, or often Warsaw specifically.  

Despite this, numerous musicians had spent the war in the Soviet Union and many of 

these would go on to assume important positions in Polish cultural life after 1945. Witold 

Rudziński, head of the music division of the Ministry of Culture from 1947-48 and president of 

the ZKP in a brief yet contentious stint from 1950-51, had spent the war in Wilno where he 

worked at the conservatory.3 Tadeusz Szeligowski, the composer of Poland’s first socialist realist 

opera and ZKP president from 1951-54, had likewise worked in a conservatory in Wilno. As 

conditions in Wilno worsened, he wrote to his one-time composition teacher, Nadia Boulanger, 

and described his hopes of escaping to France or America.4 In the years after the war, numerous 

musicologists who had spent the war in Lwów/Lvov/Lemberg relocated away from their native 

city. They dominated the field in Poland, filling the leading positions in Warsaw (Lissa, 

Chomiński), an important job in Cracow (Łobaczewska), and in the so-called “reclaimed 

                                                
2 Timothy Snyder, The Reconstruction of Nations: Poland, Ukraine, Lithuania, Belarus, 1569-1999 (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2003), 180-213. Roughly speaking, the 1939 border still delimits the current frontier between 
Poland and Ukraine. 
3 Witold Rudziński, “Muzyka w Wilnie i na Wileńszczyźnie lata międzywojenne,” in Wilno—Wileńszczyzna jako 
krajobraz i środowisko wielu kultur, edited by Elżbieta Feliksiak (Białystok: Towarzystwo Literackie im. Adama 
Mickiewicza, 1992), 115-32. On Rudziński’s ZKP presidency, see Tompkins, Composing the Party Line, 33-36.   
4 BnF, Mus. N.L.a 109, Tadeusz Szeligowski to Nadia Boulanger, 18 January 1940.  
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territories” (Chybiński in Poznań; the position in Wrocław was taken by Hieronim Feicht, who 

had trained in Lwów but did not spend the war there). 

The principles of a protagonist-driven, ground-up history that have been animating this 

dissertation so far offer a pathway through this chaos: while cultural milieu did not survive intact 

across this period, individuals did. I will exam how the experience of passing through multiple 

forms of occupation, displacement, and often exile set up protagonists’ views for how Poland 

should be reconstructed after 1945. This approach thereby complements the traditional view 

among historians that the origins of Soviet influence in postwar Polish politics to 1943, when 

new, Soviet-backed and Polish-led institutions were hatched in Moscow, by instead revealing the 

on-going contact with Soviet power from 1939 onward.5  

This chapter focuses on musicians in Lvov between 1939 and 1941, and after 1941, on 

the trajectory of Zofia Lissa into the centers of Soviet power. It examines one pathway through 

the topic of music in the Soviet occupation zone during WWII. But it is an important and 

representative pathway, given both Lwów’s importance to prewar musical life in Poland and 

Lissa’s role in the country’s postwar reconstruction. By tracing the influence of Soviet power on 

Poland’s musicians back to 1939 and analyzing the interactions between German and Soviet 

violence across the following years, we see how a rhetoric of national belonging took shape 

across this period. By portraying the nation as a continuous entity across the war, this view 

became a Soviet-inspired alternative to the resistance-based model that was concurrently taking 

shape in Warsaw.  

 

                                                
5 Krystyna Kersten, The Establishment of Communist Rule in Poland, 1943-1948, trans. John Micgiel and Michael 
H. Bernhard, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991); Patryk Babiracki, Soviet Soft Power in Poland: 
Culture and the Making of Stalin’s New Empire, 1943-1957 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 
2015), 15-51. 
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I. From Polish Lwów to Soviet Lvov 
 
The day after Soviet troops had taken control of Lwów, Chybiński passed through the university 

to return to his office. “Already Ukrainian patrols, made up of Ukrainian students, stood in front 

of the university,” he recalled; “our administration had left, and in its place a Soviet one arrived 

that worked with a newly created ‘student committee’ consisting mainly of Jewish and Ukrainian 

students.”6 Chybiński described, in characteristically ethnic terms, the opening salvos of an 

occupation that brought in new leaders from Soviet Ukraine, upended old hierarchies, and 

continued to inflame tensions in this multiethnic city.7  

The changes that he observed were, however, only the first symptoms of an occupation 

that aimed to fundamentally remake Lwów into a Soviet—and Ukrainian—city. The occupation 

was, according to Soviet propaganda then flooding the city, a liberation of Ukrainians from the 

despotic rule of capitalist Polish lords. To deliver this message, the city was renamed “Lvov,” 

Polish language was removed and replaced by Ukrainian on the city’s signs, and plaster statues 

of Lenin and Stalin were erected in the city’s public spaces.8 Although Ukrainians had indeed 

faced discrimination in interwar Poland, it soon became clear that Soviet rule would immiserate 

the vast majority of the city’s inhabitants. Standards of living collapsed, people went hungry 

after large estates were seized, factories and other large enterprises became state property, and 

private savings were wiped out through currency manipulation.9 Inhabitants who were deemed 

potentially unloyal faced an even more dire fate: four waves of deportations, orchestrated by the 

                                                
6 BUAM 800/1, Pamiętnik Adolfa Chybińskiego, 107. “Przed uniw. stały już straże ukraińskie, złożone z 
akademików ukr.” “ustąpiły nasze władze, a na ich miejsce przyszły sowieckie, które współpracowały z 
wyłonionym wówczas ‘komitetem studenckim,’ złożonym głównie ze studentów żydowskich i ukraińskich.”  
7 Christoph Mick, Lemberg, Lwów, L’viv, 1914-1947: Violence and Ethnicity in a Contested City (West Lafayette, 
Indiana: Purdue University Press, 2016), 264; Tarik Youssef Cyril Amar, The Paradox of Ukrainian Lviv: A 
Borderland City between Stalinists, Nazis, and Nationalists (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2015), 48.  
8 Mick, Lemberg, Lwów, L’viv, 263. 
9 Amar, The Paradox of Ukrainian Lviv, 50; Grzegorz Hryciuk, Polacy we Lwowie 1939-1944: życie codzienne 
(Warszawa: Książka i Wiedza, 2000), 63-80. 
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NKVD, removed prewar civil servants, members of former local government, family members 

of prisoners, Jews, and those who had fled German-occupied Poland into the Soviet zone.10 It is 

estimated that these deportations sent between 315,000 to well over one million Polish citizens 

into miserable conditions in Soviet labor camps thousands of miles from their homes.11 For those 

who dodged deportation, civil society was dismantled, political parties were banned, and the 

city’s rich array of non-political associations and media outlets was shut down.12  

The question is not whether this violent remaking of the city affected musicians, but 

rather how it did so. Comparison with conditions in German-occupied Poland will be productive: 

Among the most important differences between the Soviet and German occupations for 

musicians, was that the Soviet occupation zone lacked deeply rooted conspiratorial networks. 

Nascent resistance movements under the Soviet occupation were quickly extirpated by the 

NKVD, which had greater experience in infiltrating and undermining these groups than their 

German counterparts. As a result, the Underground state never developed in Soviet-occupied 

Poland between 1939 and 1941, even when in the first months of the occupation in the General 

Government, the Underground had coalesced into a single structure that was linked to the 

government-in-exile and featured a cabinet, civil government, and military branch.13 If musicians 

had wanted to form underground unions or committees in the Soviet zone, they would have been 

risking near-certain arrest. What is more, they lacked both the guidance provided by the 

Underground and the cash sent by the government-in-exile to artists.  

                                                
10 Jan Tomasz Gross, Revolution from Abroad: The Soviet Conquest of Poland’s Western Ukraine and Western 
Belorussia (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1988), 197-200.   
11 For a discussion of these numbers, see: Katherine R. Jolluck, Exile and Identity: Polish Women in the Soviet 
Union during World War II (Pittsburgh, Pa.: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2002), 9-11. The lower numbers derive 
from official NKVD records (which could be incomplete or underestimates) whereas the high numbers come from 
data compiled during the war by the Anders Army, as well as from estimates based on demographic and 
repatriations data. In any case, these numbers do not refer to Lvov alone.   
12 Mick, Lemberg, Lwów, L’viv, 262; Amar, The Paradox of Ukrainian Lviv, 66-7. 
13 Gross, Revolution from Abroad, 148. 
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In addition, musicians under Soviet rule did not need to contend with a radically curtailed 

musical environment. They felt comparatively fewer economic pressures than their peers in the 

General Government. Public musical life continued unabated under Soviet rule, now with state 

funding. A radio orchestra held auditions, the Philharmonic was put back to work (reportedly 

employing some 250 musicians), as shown in Figure 18, and by 1940, 450 choirs, 143 orchestras, 

and 97 dance ensembles were established in the newly annexed territories.14 Concert life was 

enriched by visits from Soviet artists such as David Oistrakh, Jakov Zak, and Emil Gilels, 

contributing to a paradoxical situation in which, as one student recalled, the quality of musical 

life improved even as the inhabitants were terrified of the next round of deportations.15 This 

extensive, state-backed music scene helped to project the image of communist rule as a friend to 

the arts and an improvement to the musical culture of capitalist Poland.16 But it also kept 

musicians employed, a point noted by Warsaw-based musicians who conveyed rumors of 

conditions in Soviet-occupied Poland to the London government-in-exile: “Polish music has 

ceased to exist as an independent, characteristic expression of national culture in the territories 

occupied by the bolsheviks [sic]. Polish musicians, however, continuing to work in these 

territories in their profession—albeit in foreign and difficult conditions—have one advantage: 

they have not lost their professional skills.”17  

 

                                                
14 Czerwony Sztandar, 5 November 1939, pg. 4, 12 January 1940, pg. 4; Gross, Revolution from Abroad, 136-7. 
15 Andrzej Nikodemowicz, “Moje lwowskie lata,” Annales Universitatis Marie Curie-Skłodowska Vol II (2004): 
189-198, here 191; On visits of Soviet performers, see: Czerwony Sztandar, “Koncerty radzieckich artystów,” 8 
December 1939, pg. 4. 
16 Zofia Lissa, “Muzïka v sovetckom L’vove, Sovetskaya Muzïka 1941, no. 9, 92-3; Czerwony Sztandar, “Koncerty 
radzieckich artystów,” 8 December 1939, pg. 4; 10 December 1939; 29 December 1939, pg. 1, 4. For an overview of 
this general theme, see: Hryciuk, Polacy we Lwowie, 112.  
17 SI, A.9.III.2C/14, “Muzyka na ziemiach Polski podczas wojny,” 11. “Muzyka więc polska na terenach 
okupowanych przez bolszewików przestała istnieć jako samodzielny, charakterystyczny przejaw kultury narodowej, 
natomiast muzycy Polacy, pracując na tamtych terenach nadal w swoim zawodzie, chociaż w warunkach dla nich 
obcych i ciężkich, mieli jeden zysk—nie tracili swoich fachowych umiejętności.” 
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Figure 18: “The symphonic concerts of the Lvov Philharmonic Orchestra in the Stryjski Park gather crowds.”  (1941) 

The Soviet willingness to maintain, and even improve, prewar musical life in Lvov 

illustrates a main distinction between the ideologies that guided the German and Soviet 

occupations. In Lvov, inhabitants had few pathways for opting out of a Soviet-dominated 

political sphere that demanded their frequent participation in elections, ideological schooling, 

and propagandistic meetings.18 While in German-occupied Poland, non-German inhabitants were 

treated as an exploitable workforce and provided with few opportunities to collaborate, the 

Soviet occupation forced inhabitants into a perpetual grey zone that broke down distinctions 

between resistance and cooperation.  

An exemplary case of this principle of near-mandatory participation in Soviet-style 

institutions is provided by the creation and operation of the Lvov State Conservatory in 1940. 

                                                
18 Gross, Revolution from Abroad, 75-113; Hryciuk, Polacy we Lwowie, 101. 
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The Conservatory was formed by consolidating the faculty of all of Lvov’s private musical 

schools, along with Adolf Chybiński’s musicology institute (which had been transferred from the 

university to the conservatory over his strong objections).19 As a result of this centralization, 

Lvov’s leading musicians found themselves altogether in the same institution. Faculty from 

institutions that had once catered to specific ethnic groups, or had differing levels of prestige, 

were now colleagues.20 The Conservatory quickly became a leading institution of musical life in 

occupied Lvov, aiming—if its vice-director can be believed—to insert itself into the city’s 

musical life by vetting productions and working with the radio committee, as well as actively 

training musicians and fostering musical culture.21 

The ultimate aim of the new conservatory was nothing less that to achieve a full 

ideological transformation of its students and faculty, as its administrators reported after the first 

academic year:   

The primary remaining difficulties lie in the need to restructure the mental state of 
students and teachers. Their complete reorganization into the Soviet way of 
thinking and the Soviet system of work is neither a simple nor easy task.22  
 

By comparison, the Warsaw Conservatory was treated by the German occupiers with 

indifference. Yet, the State Conservatory in Lvov had to use a faculty that consisted 

                                                
19 Ulyana Hrab, Muzykolohiya yak universytetc’ka dystsyplina: l’vivs’ka muzykolohichna shkola Adolfa 
Khybins’koho (1912-1941), (L’viv: Ukrainian Catholic University, 2009),75-6; Leshek Mazepa and Teresa Mazepa, 
Shlyakh do muzychnoї akademії u L’vovi, Vol. I (L’viv: Spolom, 2003), 10. BUAM 800/1, pg. 108. 
20 Mazepa and Mazepa, Shlyakh do muzychnoї akademії u L’vovi, Vol II, 36. The Conservatory itself used the 
building of the PTM, inheriting its instruments and performance spaces as well. Mazepa and Mazepa, Shlyakh do 
muzychnoї akademії u L’vovi, Vol II, 37-39. The 80 faculty members of the conservatory consisted of 22 Poles, 23 
Jews, 32 Ukrainians, and one Czech, Armenian, and a Russian. 18 came from the PTM, 13 from the Lysenko 
Institute, 12 from the Karol Szymanowski Institute, 2 from the University, and the remainder from other cities in 
Ukraine and Poland. The Karol Szymanowski Music School, where Lissa had worked before 1939, had a large 
Jewish student population. Michał Piekarski, Przerwany kontrapunkt: Adolf Chybiński i początki polskiej 
muzykologii we Lwowie 1912-1944 (Warszawa: Instytut Historii Nauki Polskiej Akademii Nauk, 2017), 98-99. 
21 DALO R-2056, op. 1, s. 3, a. 1. 
22 DALO R-2056, op. 1, s. 2, a. 1. “Основные затруднения, какие еще остались лежать в необходимости 
перестройки сознания психического состояния студентов и педагогов. Полное их перестроение на советский 
способ мышления и советскую систему работы, это не простая и не легкая задача.” 
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overwhelmingly of instructors who had no prior experience with Soviet-style education. To 

address this problem, the Conservatory was run by an administration that mixed locals with 

Soviets from the east. A team of professors from Kiev was sent to Lvov to carry out this 

reorganization; the first director of the State conservatory was Vasyl’ Barvyns’ky (Василь 

Барвінський), a local who had previously led the Lysenko Institute, but the vice-director was a 

musicologist from Kiev (Breskin). Ethnic Ukrainians held the main leadership positions within 

the Conservatory, but the majority of students and teachers came from Polish institutes (many 

students listed as Jews probably identified with Polish language and culture).23 Administrative 

work was carried out in Ukrainian, while the language of instruction varied.24  

 The aim of ideological betterment collided with both prewar hierarchies and the 

momentum from the prewar period that the Conservatory hoped to capitalize on. This dynamic is 

made apparent by the interactions among the conservatory’s instructors: Zofia Lissa saw a 

promotion since she left behind her less prestigious work in a now-closed private music school to 

join the city’s only musicology division. Despite her communist credentials, however, she failed 

to unseat Chybiński, who was appointed to head the music history department. As Chybiński 

recalled, Lissa and her colleague Stefania Łobaczewska then “became dependent on me,” 

replicating his former position of power.25 Lissa’s subordinate role was balanced, however, when 

she was appointed as Dean of the History-Theory-Composition division, a position that entailed 

reporting to the central conservatory council on her division’s activities.26 In this manner, 

                                                
23 This led to the formation of a special Polish section led by Adam Sołtys, composer and one-time director of the 
PTM. Mazepa and Mazepa, Shlyakh do muzychnoї akademії u L’vovi, Vol II, 41; Maria Ewa Sołtys, Tylko we 
Lwowie: dzieje życia i działalności Mieczysława i Adama Sołtysów (Wrocław: Zakład Narodowy im. Ossolińskich, 
2008), 151-2. On Polish identification of Jews, see Eliyahu Yones, Żydzi Lwowa w okresie okupacji, 1939-1945 
(Łódź: Oficyna Bibliofilów, 1999), 31.  
24 BUAM 800/1, pg. 108. 
25 BUAM 800/1, pg. 108. “stały się zależne ode mnie.”  
26 DALO R-2056, op. 1, s. 4, a. 1. 
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interpersonal power structures were not upended, but rather subtly continued under a purportedly 

new organization.  

Tellingly in this regard, the scholarship produced by musicologists in the Conservatory 

continued their long-standing interests, while meeting the imperatives to participate in the Soviet 

cultural sphere. Individual scholars continued to research prewar topics, ranging from fifteenth-

century polyphony, to Polish Baroque music, to the music of the Podhale region (in southern 

Poland).27 Yet at the same time, several Polish doctorate degrees—including Lissa’s—were 

declared invalid because of their provenance outside the Soviet system, thereby forcing their 

holders to return to their old research and to redefend their theses.28 

 Chybiński’s actions within the conservatory further speak to the middle ground between 

complacency and active resistance that this institution helped create. Obviously displeased with 

the Soviet occupation, he reluctantly fulfilled his duties in the conservatory. In department 

meetings, only Lissa and Łobaczewska presented new scholarly work, while he read from the 

already complete manuscript on Karłowicz.29 Indeed, in postwar correspondence, Chybiński 

pointed to such activities—along with his refusal to forfeit decorations and awards—as evidence 

of his reluctance to cooperate with the Soviet occupation. These activities, Chybiński believed, 

were enough to have him scheduled for deportation to the east, a fate he was saved from only by 

the German invasion on 22 June 1941.30 He also admonished Lissa and Łobaczewska since they 

“worked obstinately on Moscow’s orders, not to discuss that com[rade] Lissa was a . . . dean 

                                                
27 DALO R-2056, op.1, s. 3, a. 3. 
28 Mazepa and Mazepa, Shlyakh do muzychnoї akademії u L’vovi, Vol II, 40. 
29 BUAM 800/1, pg. 109. 
30  John Connelly, Captive University: The Sovietization of East German, Czech, and Polish Higher Education, 
1945-1956 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2000), 91.  
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(read: informer) in the Derżawnej [State] Lvov Conservatory.”31 These glimpses into the 

Conservatory are evidence of the intradepartmental squabbles to be found in any institution. But 

Chybiński’s curmudgeonly cooperation also demonstrates how ineffective resistance to the 

institute’s new model was. 

It is to be doubted that “the mental state of students and teachers” was ever restructured 

to meet Soviet models during the Conservatory’s short life. It is more certain that the 

Conservatory had become a Soviet-style institute, which required musicians to work on its 

behalf; those cast away during the Soviet occupation were definitively removed, through 

murders and deportations that prevented them from developing a local resistance movement. 

Doubtless, many musicians despised the Soviet occupation, but their dissatisfaction could not be 

channeled into an alternative, underground musical life. For musicians who lived under Soviet 

rule, the bifurcation of the world into public and private, official and underground that came to 

define musical life in the General Government never took hold.  

 

II. Ethnicity in Soviet Lvov 
 
Even if Soviet rule operated without the noxious racial ideology of the German occupation, 

ethnicity still mattered in Soviet Lvov. The occupiers highlighted the region’s historical 

Ukrainian culture in an attempt to justify the incorporation of this region into Soviet Ukraine. A 

new interest in Soviet and Ukrainian topics was likewise evident among the Conservatory’s 

musicologists. In the department’s first meeting, the composer Józef Koffler called for the 

creation of a special course on the history of the music of the nations of the USSR, thereby 

                                                
31 AKP, Wiechowicz papers, Chybiński to Wiechowicz, 14 December 1942. “płodziły zawzięcie za wskazaniem 
Moskwy, nie mówiąc o tem, że tow. Lissa była  . . . [sic] dziekanem /czytaj: szpiclem/ w Derżawnej Lwowskiej 
Konserwatorii.”  
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highlighting the region’s new status as a Soviet territory.32 And over the coming years, he 

composed works in honor of the Red Army and on Ukrainian folk materials, his style slowly 

approaching the principles of socialist realist composition.33 In addition, the department began 

writing a history textbook on the music of Western Ukraine.34 In April 1941, they were asked by 

the Kiev State Conservatory to help provide musical examples for a textbook on the history of 

Ukrainian music and accepted the “proposition to reduce as much as possible the examples of 

non-Ukrainian composers who worked in Ukraine.” Since their region had in fact been the home 

of composers of Ukrainian, Polish, and Jewish identification, they accepted a demand to write a 

historically inaccurate, ethnically-purified account of the region’s history.35 Connections with 

historical Soviet Ukraine were further strengthened when, in May 1941, a delegation from the 

Lvov State Conservatory was sent to the Conference of Composers and Musicologists in Kiev, 

where they gave talks and heard the latest Soviet debates concerning a composer’s best means of 

achieving “contact with the broad classes of society.”36  

 Such projects, however, took place alongside larger-scale continuities in the city’s 

musical life and a flexibility in concert programming. Soviet policies had never banned the 

performance of Polish music in occupied Lvov, as the Germans had done in the General 

Government. Numerous reviews of concerts in the official press from this period reveal that 

Soviet music was programmed more frequently than it had been before 1939, but that the staples 

of the western European and Polish canons were also frequently heard as well. The Philharmonic 

opened its 1939 season with a Chopin concerto. (Recall that Chopin’s music had been banned by 

                                                
32 DALO R-2056, op. 1, s. 3, a. 1. 
33 Maciej Gołąb, Józef Koffler: Compositional Style and Source Documents (Los Angeles: Polish Music Center at 
USC, 2004), 160-9.  
34 DALO R-2056, op. 1, s. 3, a. 4, 2 January 1941. 
35 DALO R-2056, op. 1, s.3, a. 9. 
36 Stefania Łobaczewska, “Ze zjazdu kompozytorów i muzykologów,” Czerwony Sztandar, 29 May 1941, pg. 4. 
“kontaktu z szerszymi warstwami społeczeństwa.”  
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the Germans during the first years of the occupation in the General Government and a one-time 

permit to perform it was considered by the underground to be a treacherous compromise.) The 

same orchestra later performed a Beethoven symphony cycle, a series of concerts of Soviet 

composers, and works of Mahler, Debussy, Borodin, and Schmitt.37 Lissa wrote short articles on 

Soviet composers, but she also wrote on Bach, while Łobaczewska profiled Szymanowski.38  

Taken as a whole, these performances could portray Soviet rule as a cultured 

improvement over Polish rule, while also suggesting that the USSR embraced inter-ethnic 

equality, however dubious this claim really was. Although early propaganda had been decidedly 

anti-Polish, cultural policy after the summer of 1940 began to embrace prominent Polish cultural 

heroes, including musicians and composers.39 In early 1941, concerts featured contemporary 

Polish composers, including works of locals like Koffler and Sołtys, as well as compositions by 

Sikorski, Szymanowski, and Perkowski.40 In spring 1941, one critic argued that Władysław 

Żeleński’s (1837–1921) work had “been practically forgotten in capitalist Poland,” but now, 

thanks to Soviet patronage, it was being performed and broadcast again.41 Łobaczewska searched 

for historical roots for the new congeniality between Soviet and Polish culture, arguing that 

Chopin had unlocked a generation of Russian composers’ interest in national music and that this 

early contact between the two countries would be furthered today.42  

The trend of turning Polish-Russian antagonisms into friendships reached its height in 

June 1941, when the Polish Theater staged Cud mniemany, czyli Krakowiacy i Górale  (The 

                                                
37 Czerwony Sztandar, 19 December 1939; 21 January 1941; 12 February 1941, pg. 6; 10 May 1941, pg. 6. 
38 Lissa on Shostakovich: Czerwony Sztandar, 1 April 1941; on Prokofiev, 23 April 1941, on Bach: 20 March 1941; 
Łobaczewska, Czerwony Sztandar, 28 March 1941. 
39 On the shift in cultural policy, see Amar, The Paradox of Ukrainian Lviv, 69-72; Hryciuk, Polacy we Lwowie, 44-
48.  
40 Czerwony Sztandar, 16 January 1941. 
41 L. Rappel, “Liryk muzyki polskiej (w 21-szą rocznicę śmierci W. Żeleńskiego),” Czerwony Sztandar, 1 February 
1941. “w kapitalistycznej Polsce była prawie zapomniana,” 
42 Stefania Łobaczewska, “Współpraca muzyki polskiej i rosyjskiej,” Czerwony Sztandar, 22 May 1941.  
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Would-Be Miracle, or the Cracovians and Highlanders), an eighteenth-century vaudeville. Since 

its premiere in 1794 on the eve of the anti-Russian Kościuszko Insurrection, this vaudeville had 

been widely interpreted as a thinly-veiled allegory for Polish rebellion against Russian 

dominance and had played an influential role over the following decades in coding stylized folk 

music as nationalist resistance.43 In Soviet Lvov, however, critics side-stepped the vaudeville’s 

anti-Russian undertones to focus on its proto-realist use of dialect and its folk-inspired dance 

numbers.44 This embrace of Polish national heritage did little for the thousands who suffered 

under Soviet occupation, but unlike under German occupation—where propagandistic portrayals 

of Chopin late in the war nonetheless attributed his genius to Germanic influences—Soviet rule 

embraced the works discussed above as Polish.45 While the long-ingrained trope of nation as 

resistance to foreign occupation was being revived and retooled by musicians in the General 

Government, the language of national opposition was impotent in Lvov, perhaps because the 

nation had already been given a prominent place in the concert hall.  

In addition to creating the appearance of a brotherhood of nations in the concert hall, 

Soviet policies could also improve the access of Ukrainians and Jews to institutions that had long 

been dominated by Poles, who had curtailed access to others through antisemitic and anti-

Ukrainian policies.46 We have already seen how the Ukrainians’ status as the titular minority 

                                                
43 Barbara Milewski, “Chopin’s Mazurkas and the Myth of the Folk,” 19th-Century Music 23, no. 2 (1999): 113–35, 
here 129-30.  
44 Tadeusz Boy-Żeleński: “ ‘Krakowiacy i górale’ w Teatrze Polskim,” Łobaczewska, “Muzyka i tańce w 
widowisku,” Czerwony Sztandar, 21 June 1941.  
45 Katarzyna Naliwajek-Mazurek, “The Use of Polish Musical Tradition in the Nazi Propaganda,” Musicology 
Today 7 (2010): 243–259. 
46 Joanna B. Michlic, “The Soviet Occupation of Poland, 1939–41, and the Stereotype of the Anti-Polish and Pro-
Soviet Jew,” Jewish Social Studies 13, no. 3 (2007): 135–176, here 143-44. Mick, Lemberg, Lwów, L’viv, 267; 
Hryciuk, Polacy we Lwowie, 128-33; Amar, The Paradox of Ukrainian Lviv, 80. In the late 1930s, access for Jewish 
and Ukrainian students had been artificially limited. At the onset of the occupation, nearly 77.8% of university 
students were Polish, 12.9% Jewish, and 6.7% Ukrainian. By April 1941, enrollments stood at 22.4% Polish, 44.2% 
Jewish, and 33.4% Ukrainian. 
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helped place them in the Conservatory’s leadership positions.47 Analogous interethnic dynamics 

were apparent in the Conservatory’s student body, where 53% of all students were Jewish, a 

level that considerably outpaced the Jewish population of the city as a whole. In all but one of 

the Conservatory’s subdivisions, Jews were the largest ethnic group and in each and every 

division ethnic Poles were in the minority.48 These statistics are anecdotally corroborated by 

Nikodemowicz, who recalls that many new students enrolling in the conservatory were Polish 

Jews who had fled to Lvov in order to escape the German occupation.49 Since the Conservatory 

was formed from several schools (whose archives were deliberately destroyed50), I have been 

unable to draw precise comparisons between prewar and occupation-era enrollment data. Yet the 

musicology division, whose Aryan-only enrollment Chybiński had celebrated in 1937, now had a 

majority of Jewish students.51 The Conservatory’s faculty consisted of twenty-two Poles, twenty-

three Jews, thirty-two Ukrainians.52 These numbers ought not overshadow the fact that the Soviet 

occupation was ruinous for the city’s Jewish inhabitants and broke apart their communities, just 

as it hurt Poles and Ukrainians.53 But the de-facto acceptance of Jewish students and faculty 

could seem for those under the Conservatory’s roof to right the wrongs of prewar discrimination.   

For an avowed communist like Lissa, Soviet rule was an important step toward the 

eventual triumph of the working class, and Soviet support for state-backed arts had vastly 

                                                
47 Christoph Mick, “Incompatible Experiences: Poles, Ukrainians and Jews in Lviv under Soviet and German 
Occupation, 1939-44,” Journal of Contemporary History 46, no. 2 (2011): 336–63, here 340.   
48 AAN 541, 107, pg. 4: Państwowe Wyższe Kursy Zawodowe i Szkoły we Lwowie. This information is dated 3 
July 1941, after the German invasion, and therefore likely represents levels at the end of the Soviet period.  
49 Nikodemowicz, “Moje lwowskie lata,” 191.  
50 The archives of the component institutions, including of the PTM, which stretched back to the mid-nineteenth 
century were ordered burnt. DALO R-2056, op. 1, s. 4, a. 3, meeting of 6 February 1941. 
51 Sieradz, Kwartalnik muzyczny, 208.  
52 Mazepa and Mazepa, Shlyakh do muzychnoї akademії u L’vovi, Vol II, 37-39. 
53 Ben-Cion Pinchuk, “Sovietisation and the Jewish Response to the Nazi Policies of Mass Murder,” in Jews in 
Eastern Poland and the USSR, 1939-46, 124-37, edited by Antony Polonsky and Norman Davies (New York: St. 
Martin’s Press, 1991). 
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improved Lvov’s musical scene, she claimed. Yet she also saw the appeal of Soviet rule in terms 

of the interethnic equality that it promised:  

The chauvinist policies of the [prewar] Polish radio led to Ukrainian broadcasts 
for only an hour on Sunday (!). Of Jewish broadcasts, there can be no discussion. 
Numerous “Aryan paragraphs” and antisemitic policies shut access to the radio to 
both Ukrainian and Jewish composers and performers. Today, all of this, 
fortunately, has left forever.54  
 

This claim responded to complaints among Jewish citizens of interwar Poland, who had decried 

institutional discrimination in radio and the lack of airtime devoted to Jewish culture.55 More 

immediately, it reflected her own experience of leaving behind a relatively minor private music 

school to join the city’s only musicology division and her appointment to a leadership position as 

Dean of the History-Theory-Composition division, which would have been impossible 

previously.56 For her (and for many of Lvov’s Jews), there was simply little room to consider 

communism’s disadvantages: when Lissa was “weighed down by the news” of the persecution of 

Jews under the German occupation, she asked an acquaintance: “ ‘When will the Soviets finally 

cross the Vistula’ ” to liberate Warsaw?57 If between 1939 and 1941, Lissa encountered 

communism as a violent occupation that sought to quickly remake her native city into a Soviet-

style metropolis, she also saw how it promised to mitigate the discrimination she had faced in 

prewar Poland and offered a tenuous refuge as eastern Europe teetered towards renewed war.  

Yet non-Jewish Poles—and to a lesser degree Ukrainians—were far less willing to see 

Soviet rule as offering a benign sanctuary. Indeed, many were united in the belief that Jews were 

inherently susceptible to communism and that they were complicit in instituting painful Soviet 

                                                
54 Lissa, “Muzïka v sovetckom L’vove,” 92-3.  
55 Juer Weiler, “Polityka Polskiego Radia wobec Żydów,” Nasza opinja 1937, no. 75, pg. 8.  
56 DALO R-2056, op. 1, s. 4, a. 1. This position entailed reporting to the central conservatory council on the 
division’s activities. 
57 Tadeusz Tomaszewski, Lwów 1940-1944: pejzaż psychologiczny (Warszawa: WIP, 1996), 49. “naładowana 
takimi wiadomościami,” “‘Kiedy nareszcie Sowieci pójdą za Wisłę?’” 
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rule.58 Although this stereotype of żydokomuna (roughly: Judeo-Bolshevism) reached back 

decades in the region, it saw a resurgence under the Soviet occupation as a powerful trope for 

scapegoating the new regime’s oppressive policies.59 Hints of such views are present in 

Chybiński’s private reflections on the period, where he links Soviet rule with the improved 

positions of his Jewish and Ukrainian colleagues. In 1942, he described the death of his Polish-

Jewish colleague, Józef Koffler:     

It seems that Koffler has left this world (in the Bol[shevik] time he bossed around 
musical Lvov). He escaped to Wieliczka and there, apparently, all the circumcised 
were circumcised definitively . . . I heavily doubt whether after 1939 even a single 
musical work was composed, except for Koffler’s Joyous Overture, written to 
greet the ‘krasnej armii’ [red army], and for the songs written to honor bat’ki 
[father] Stalin, written by jews and ukr[ainians].60  
 

In this ugly passage of correspondence, Chybiński links perceived sympathies towards the 

occupation with ethnicity: the improved standing of Koffler, a converted Polish Jew, is linked to 

“Bolshevik” rule; Chybiński further dismisses the occasional, and in his view, politically 

compromised compositions of his colleagues by glossing them in Russian, and labelling non-

Polish ethnic groups with lower-case names.61 By claiming that these compositions are only the 

work of other ethnicities, while suggesting that upright Poles did not compose at all under these 

conditions, Chybiński shifts blame for the occupation from Soviet geopolitics to the local 

populations who, he implies, allowed Soviet power to truly take hold.   

 
 

                                                
58 Mick, “Incompatible experience,” 342-6.  
59 Joanna B. Michlic, “The Soviet Occupation of Poland, 1939–41”; Jan Tomasz Gross, Upiorna dekada: trzy eseje 
o stereotypach na temat Żydów, Polaków, Niemców i Komunistów, 1939-1948 (Kraków: TAiWPN Universitas, 
1998), 76-89. 
60 AKP Wiechowicz papers, Chybiński to Wiechowicz, 14 December 1942. “Zdaje się że Koffler pożegnał się z tym 
światem /za czasów bol. trząsł muzycznym Lwowem/. Uciekł stąd do Wieliczki, a tam podobno wszystkich 
obrzezanych obrzezano do reszty. . . . Bardzo wątpię czy tu od r. 39 powstała choć jedna kompozycja, prócz 
‘Radosnej uwertury’ Kofflera na powitanie ‘krasnej armii’ i piosenek ku czci bat’ki Stalina, skomponowanych przez 
żydów i ukr.”  
61 See note 70 in Chapter 2 on the lowercase use of “żyd.”  
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III. Fracture and Continuity: Zofia Lissa’s Pathway from Lvov to Moscow after the 
German Invasion  
 
German rule was a breaking point in the musical history of Lvov, and some of the most 

important strands of its subsequent history lie not in the city itself but with the individuals who 

left it. Zofia Lissa is not only a metonym for the broader post-1941 wartime experience in the 

east: she was also one of the people whose connections, intellectual ambition, and force of will 

brought the communist conviction that were hatched in exile to bear on Poland’s postwar 

musical reconstruction. Indeed, by the time she arrived in Warsaw in 1947, she had risen to have 

influence in the Communist Party and the Ministry of Culture and was in a position to shape the 

policy that drove postwar Poland’s musical life. She had overcome her systematic exclusion 

from the most important Polish-language musicology publications and would soon found 

Warsaw’s musicology institute.  

On the twenty-second of June 1941, Germany launched Operation Barbarossa, the 

invasion of the Soviet Union. As German forces, accompanied by Ukrainian nationalist 

auxiliaries, entered Lemberg (as they now renamed Lvov) on the thirtieth of June, they soon 

helped unleash a massive pogrom. It is estimated that between four and seven thousand Jews 

were publicly murdered in Lemberg by the city’s local population.62 Over a year later, in 

November 1941, the city’s remaining Jewish population was ordered into a ghetto located in the 

city’s Zamarstynów neighborhood. By the end of 1942, around 80% of the Jews who had been in 

the city in summer 1941 had been murdered and by the end of 1943, nearly all of them were 

dead. The exact number of survivors from the city is not known. What is clear, however, is that 

this number is very small.63  

                                                
62 Mick, Lemberg, Lwów, L’viv, 308-9. 
63 Amar, The Paradox of Ukrainian Lviv, 94-115. 
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 The arrival of German forces in the city just over a week after the commencement of 

Operation Barbarossa spelled the end of Soviet-led musical life. The Philharmonic and 

symphony orchestra were shuttered.64 The Conservatory was requisitioned by the Wehrmacht’s 

Transportleitung Osten, and repeated requests from the Conservatory’s former director 

amounted to naught; as a result, only a single, lower-level music school for Ukrainian students 

remained in operation.65 From the point of view of ethnically Polish musicians, these changes 

were frustrating and humiliating. Sołtys, a one-time director of the prewar conservatory, became 

a school teacher.66 Chybiński tried in vain to gain a teaching position in the university, or at the 

very least to recover his personal library, which had been requisitioned by the Soviets.67 When 

this failed, he worked instead for a social insurance program where his long hours left little time 

for musicology.68 Many musicians, he reported in 1942, now “ ‘bureaucratize,’ that is, they have 

temporarily changed their profession from musician to a ‘bureaucrat.’”69 In comparison to 

Warsaw, where he had heard that musical life continued, Lemberg had become a musical desert. 

“NO ONE IS COMPOSING HERE. Musicians sit behind desks so as to make ends meet,” he 

complained in April 1943.70    

                                                
64 Mazepa and Mazepa, Shlyakh do muzychnoї akademії u L’vovi, Vol II, 45.  
65 AAN 541, 107, pg. 12, “Bericht der kommissarischer Verwaltung des Musikhochschule (Staats Konservatorium) 
im Lemberg,” May 1942; music school: AKP Wiechowicz papers, Chybiński to Wiechowicz, 14 December 1942. 
66 Sołtys, Tylko we Lwowie, 156-7.  
67 BUAM 804/III, pp. 4-6, Chybiński to Dr. L. Krüger, 21 February 1942. The University was not reopened, and 
only a series of technical courses for Ukrainian students were allowed. See, Hryciuk, Polacy we Lwowie, 350. 
68 AKP Wiechowicz papers, Chybiński to Wiechowicz, 14 December 1942. In 1943, nearly 7,000 Poles were 
working in the city administration. Mick, Lemberg, Lwów, L’viv, 302.  According to the recollection of Alfons 
Scheltz, Chybiński did, however, find time to teach underground courses in musicology. See: Jan Draus, 
“Uniwersytet Jana Kazimierza we Lwowie w latach 1939-1944,” Prace Komisji Historii Nauki Polskiej Akademii 
Umiejętności 7 (2006): 105-128, here 120. 
69 AKP, Wiechowicz papers, Chybiński to Wiechowicz, Lwów 14 December 1942. “Inni ‘urzędują’, tj. zmienili 
chwilowo zawód muz. na ‘urzędowy’.” 
70 AKP, Wiechowicz papers. Chybiński to Wiechowicz, 24 April 1943. “TU NIKT NIC NIE KOMPONUJE. 
Muzycy siedzą po biurach aby mieć z czego żyć.” This dearth of activities is further confirmed in a 1943 report sent 
to the London Government-in-Exile. SI, A.9.III.1/1, “Ministerstwo Spraw Wew. Sprawozdanie nr. 5/1943,” pg. 14, 
24, 45.  
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Meanwhile, the German occupation forced Lissa’s Jewish colleagues from the former 

State Conservatory to go into hiding or to flee. Koffler fled to Wieliczka and survived the 

liquidation of the ghetto there only to be murdered along with his family near Krosno.71 Seweryn 

Barbag, a musicologist, was hidden for the first months of German rule in his apartment with 

help from his wife, a Viennese concert pianist. But as mass murders reached their height in 1942, 

he was smuggled to Warsaw and hidden under a fake name in a hospital for tuberculosis patients, 

where he later died.72 The piano professor Leopold Münzer was interned in the 

Yanivska/Janowska labor and murder camp, where he played in the camp orchestra, before being 

murdered.73 Others in the ghetto perhaps joined the orchestra founded by Jakub Bard and 

Schildhorn.74 Of the twenty-three Jews who had been employed by the State Conservatory 

between 1939 and 1941, Lissa, shown in Figure 19, was one of only three to survive the 

Holocaust.75  

                                                
71 Maciej Gołąb, Józef Koffler: Compositional Style and Source Documents (Los Angeles: Polish Music Center at 
USC, 2004), 234-38. 
72 There is disagreement about whether he died from contracting turberculosis or whether he was killed by the 
Germans. Zofia Lissa, “O Sewerynie Barbagu: w dwudziestą rocznicę śmierci” Ruch Muzyczny 1964, no. 20, pp. 10-
11; from the Germans: Drzewiecki, Wspomnienia muzyka, 137. The date of death is confirmed by a letter sent from 
several of his friends to the Związek Zawodowy Muzyków on 9 April 1945 concerning the exhumation of his body 
and its reburial in a cemetery. Tellingly, this letter mentions nothing about the true reasons for his persecution, 
attributing it instead to German persecution for his employment in the state conservatory (AAN 366/1, 292, pg. 20). 
Once in Warsaw, his wife, Irena Barbag-Drexler, became the secretary of the Staatliche Musikschule in Warsaw. 
See Lorentz, vol. 1, pg. 38. Evidently, she left Poland around the end of the war, but did return for the Chopin 
competition in 1949. See BUAM, 803 III/3, Stefania Łobaczewska to Chybiński, 24 September 1949.  
73 Leon Tadeusz Błaszczyk, Żydzi w kulturze muzycznej ziem polskich w XIX i XX wieku: słownik biograficzny 
(Warsaw: Stowarzyszenie Żydowski Instytut Historyczny w Polsce, 2014), 181; Philip Friedman, Zagłada Żydów 
lwowskich w okresie okupacji niemieckiej (Munich: s.n., 1947), 37. 
74 Gazeta Żydowska, 22 February 1942, (no. 23), p. 2. 
75 The other two were the pianist Jan Gorbaty, who immigrated to the United States in 1950 and Piotr Łoboz, who 
remained in Poland after the war. I arrive at this conclusion by comparing the faculty list supplied by the Mazepas, 
37-39 against entries in Błaszczyk’s dictionary. It is unclear what criteria were used by the sources that the Mazepas 
draw on to determine ethnicity. Nonetheless, their count of 23 Jewish faculty members does not include several 
faculty members who were Jewish according to racial categories—such as Koffler and Barbag—but had converted 
to Christianity. According to Nazi racial principles, however, these musicians were Jewish and thus subject to 
persecution. See Leon Tadeusz Błaszczyk, Żydzi w kulturze muzycznej ziem polskich (Warszawa: ŻIH, 2014), 92 
and 166. On musicians in Lemberg during the Holocaust, see: Hanna Salmon, “The Polish pianist Artur Hermelin,” 
De musica 13 (http://www.demusica.pl/cmsimple/images/file/palmon_muzykalia_13_judaica_4.pdf) 
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Figure 19: Zofia Lissa, ca. 1943 

Lissa survived the Holocaust by fleeing into the Soviet interior in the interval between the 

beginning of Operation Barbarossa and the arrival of German forces in Lvov over a week later, 

joining an exodus of Soviet officials and their families.76 She left the city quickly, abandoning a 

half-dozen manuscripts that she had been working on for years.77 Her subsequent journey is 

documented by around a dozen well-worn certificates and official requests that are preserved 

today in her personal papers. Taken together, these show how her position as a Dean in the 

Conservatory and her membership within the Ukrainian Composers Union allowed her to secure 

passage, housing, and employment.78 In all likelihood, Lissa owed her survival of the Holocaust 

to these documents and to the communist convictions that had gained her a place in the Soviet 

evacuation.  

                                                
76 Hryciuk, Polacy we Lwowie, 181-191.  
77 BUAM 803 III/3, pg. 137, Lissa to Chybiński, 11 December 1946. Her lost manuscripts included texts on 
Psychology of music (in progress for six years); several smaller articles on music psychology; one on pre-functional 
harmony; and another entitled “Z Psychologji publiczności koncertowej.”  See also, AKP, Lissa Papers, CV. 
78 There is no documentation for her evacuation; Chybiński wrote that she “retreated with the dirty bolsheviks [sic] 
from here to the east.” (“z bolszewidłami się stąd wycofała na wschód.”) AKP Wiechowicz papers, Chybiński to 
Wiechowicz, Lwów, 14 December 1942.  
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Figure 19, continued 

When Lissa traveled further into the Soviet Union, she encountered its musical life at an 

exceptional moment defined by relative cultural freedom as the state mobilized for war. 

Composers wrote hundreds of new songs in the opening days of the invasion and Lissa saw how 

political music, which she earlier had dismissed as unoriginal, captured the emotional turmoil of 

a society under attack.79 The Ukrainian Composers Union in Kiev, she recalled, had become 

“similar to an anthill in which from morning to night composers arrived with new songs.” These 

composers “understood the role their songs took on in this historic moment and what this 

                                                
79 Tomoff, Creative Union, 80-85. 
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moment should be for their work,” she explained.80 These encounters foreshadowed Lissa’s 

ongoing interest in song and song-collecting during the war and after it. 

As Lissa fled eastward in the summer of 1941, she followed a trajectory toward the 

Central Asian republics that hundreds of thousands of Polish citizens had earlier been forced to 

make as deportees from their homeland. Like them, she traveled some 3,000 miles east, leaving 

Kiev for Kharkov, then unsuccessfully searching for work in Baku before arriving in 

Uzbekistan.81 “Tossed into Central Asia by the whirlwind of war,” as she recalled, she spent the 

next seventeenth months in a small village outside of Namangan on the Great Fergana Canal, 

where she could see the peaks of the Pamir Mountains to the south and a white desert to the 

east.82 Unlike the masses of Polish deportees in Central Asia, however, her displacement was 

caused not by Soviet arrest but by the Wehrmacht’s seemingly unstoppable conquest of eastern 

Europe. She was there officially, as an employee of a music school where she taught Uzbek 

children the basics of Western music. As a result, her first extended contact with the historical 

Soviet Union took place on its geographical periphery and with its children.  

Poles who spent WWII in the Central Asian republics often believed that they had left 

(Western) civilization behind. They saw local culture as monolithic, foreign, and inferior, as a 

culture with no commonalities with their own. 83 Lissa, by comparison, saw parallels between her 

own background and the musicians she encountered there. “Wars cause the contact of different 

                                                
80 AKP, Lissa Papers, Scripts of broadcasts on Soviet music, 4 December 1952. “podobny był do mrowiska—od 
rana do nocy przychodzili kompozytorzy z nowymi pieśniami, radzili, dyskutowali nad każdą pieśnią, zdając sobie 
doskonale sprawę z tego, jaką rolę ich pieśni w tym momencie dziejowym odrywały, i czem w danym momencie 
powinna była być ich twórczość.” See also, AKP, Lissa Papers, Scripts of broadcasts on Soviet music, 21 December 
1947. “wywołują spontaniczną reakcję współczesnych im twórców.” 
81 AKP, Lissa Papers, Letter of 14 July 1941 from the Administration in Matters of Art of the People's Commissariat 
of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic.  
82 AKP, Lissa papers, “Nekotorïe voprosï sovremennoy uzbekskoy muzïkalnoy kul’turï,” 1; Lissa, “Eroika naszych 
dni,” 277; AKP, Lissa papers, attestation of 23 December 1943.  
83 Jolluck, Exile and Identity, 220-25, 243. 
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cultures,” she wrote describing her situation: they are like volcanoes that “erupt lava, destroying 

in their path and at the same time bringing fertilizer into the soil on which luxuriant plants later 

grow.”84 As a teacher, she could hardly isolate herself from Uzbeks or sidestep her role in 

bringing western music to the region. “In our plain, day-to-day work,” she recalled, “we had to 

overcome differences in cultures, national temperament, and mentalities.”85 But by positioning 

herself as a participant in an ongoing process of cultural contact, she better observed the clashes 

between the Soviet westernization projects and the still-unshaped musicality of Uzbek children, 

clashes that provided a ground-level view of the Soviet Union’s nationalities policies.  

Lissa’s extended reflections on her work in Uzbekistan, a thirty-one-page Russian-

language typescript titled “Some Questions of Contemporary Uzbek Musical Culture,” seem to 

be at first glance a standard analysis of the dynamic between the USSR’s center and its Asian 

periphery. Uzbek composers will encounter the “greatest difficulties,” she notes, when they 

“need to combine their own native melodies with the means of expression and with the artistic 

construction of global musical culture.”86 This formulation echoed concerns with musical nation-

building in the USSR that dated to the 1920s, when policies of korenizatssia (literally, 

“enrooting”) led to the manufacturing of “native” national cultures for autonomous regions and 

republics within the Soviet Union.87 Analogous policies in music bolstered the creation of new 

                                                
84 Lissa, “Nekotorïe voprosï sovremennoy uzbekskoy muzïkalnoy kul’turï,”  1. 
85 Lissa, “Eroika naszych dni,” 277. “W szarej codziennej pracy musieliśmy pokonywać różnice kultur, 
temperamentu narodowego, mentalności.” 
86 Lissa, “Nekotorïe voprosï sovremennoy uzbekskoy muzïkalnoy kul’turï,”  7. The typescript is not dated, although 
since it is written in idiomatic Russian, the essay almost certain dates from before Lissa’s return to Poland 1947, a 
period when she would have had access to translators and other language assistance. Given the essay’s references to 
the “current war,” its implicit audience of Soviets, and the assertion that her claims could be applied other Soviet 
republics, the essay likely dates from the war period itself, perhaps from 1943 or 1944, when Lissa had moved to 
Moscow, was living in the Union of Composers, and was regularly delivering musicological talks. It does not appear 
on her bibliography of published works or on CV. 
87 Jeremy Smith, Red Nations: The Nationalities Experience in and after the USSR (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2013), 48-52.  
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conservatories, opera houses, and philharmonics, an institutional basis that in Uzbekistan had 

been laid since the 1930s, but had been strengthened during WWII when the Leningrad 

conservatory was evacuated to Tashkent.88 These policies also mandated the creation of a 

national repertoire for each republic that would be modeled on the nineteenth-century Russian 

canon. Such works blended autochthonous folk music with the forms and harmonic language of 

nineteenth-century Russian music, resulting in works of orientalist pastiche as composers found 

themselves constrained by the demands of an imparted western tradition.89 Well-aware of the 

influx of “westerners” into Uzbekistan during the war, of which she was one representative, 

Lissa, on one level, commented on a familiar argument concerning the synthesis between local 

musical materials and a central, universal compositional language.   

But Lissa’s definition of this “global musical culture” was curiously out of line with 

contemporary Soviet standards. “Our major-minor system,” she wrote, “which has been taken to 

the extreme boundaries of chromaticism, bitonality, and polytonality in the creative work of 

contemporary composers is completely alien to the Uzbek listener.”90 The recent interest among 

western modernist composers in folk music provided her with another point of reference: The 

“principle of unity of horizontal-vertical structures, propagated by Schoenberg’s school,” and 

echoed in folk-based compositions of Bartók and Szymanowski, could provide a model for 

Uzbek composers, she believed.91 Indeed, modernism is Lissa’s unquestioned standard across the 

essay; she notes, for example, that “a superior harmonization will correspond with today’s 

                                                
88 David MacFadyen, Russian Culture in Uzbekistan: One Language in the Middle of Nowhere (New York: 
Routledge, 2006), 42-58; Yanov-Yanovskaya, “Muzïkal’naya kul’tura Uzbekistana v godï Velïkoy Otechestvennoy 
Voynï,” in Istoriya uzbekskoy sovetskoy muzïki,” Vol. I, 267-285 (Tashkent: Izd-vo lit-rï i iskusstwa, 1972): 269-
277; Kiril Tomoff, “Uzbek Music’s Separate Path: Interpreting ‘Anticosmopolitanism’ in Stalinist Central Asia, 
1949-52,” The Russian Review 63, no. 2 (2004): 212–40, here 219-20.  
89 Marina Frolova-Walker, “‘National in Form, Socialist in Content’: Musical Nation-Building in the Soviet 
Republics,” Journal of the American Musicological Society 51, no. 2 (July 1998): 331–71, here 362-3. 
90 Lissa, “Nekotorïe voprosï sovremennoy uzbekskoy muzïkalnoy kul’turï,” 5. 
91 Lissa, “Nekotorïe voprosï sovremennoy uzbekskoy muzïkalnoy kul’turï,” 11. 
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harmonic language, and not yesterday’s or with the day-before-yesterday’s categories of musical 

thinking.”92 Evidently, Lissa was unaware that composers including Bartók and Schoenberg had 

been routinely attacked over the preceding decades in Soviet writings, and that the “universal 

culture” under discussion was not contemporary western composition, but the music of the 

nineteenth-century concert hall.93 Through this misinterpretation, Lissa endorses the implicit 

aims of the Soviet civilizing mission, while mistaking its concrete musical goals, thereby 

conflating Soviet policy with her own belief that the masses need to be brought to the cutting 

edge of European new music.  

To support her interpretation, Lissa portrayed contemporary Uzbek musical society as 

struck through with cultural differences that pulled at listeners and composers alike. The young 

Uzbek student holds, she believed, “conceptions that are already mature in his psyche and 

formed on the basis of the music that” he has heard “a thousand times in the field, on the street, 

in the time of work, or during festivals.”94 When students are taught Western music as school, 

they “feel the foreignness of this music.”95 As a result, many Uzbek musicians seem to choose 

between either embracing “conservatism” and “loyalty to old cultural traditions,” or experience 

“an interior rupture, with the liquidation of national folk traditions at the expense of assimilating 

to European music.”96 When Lissa had analyzed gaps between popular, folk, and artistic music 

in Europe, the musical differences there were subtle, obscured behind shared geography and 

tastes. In Uzbekistan, by comparison, cultural distance was a clear outcome of long-standing 

differences in tradition between local and imported music. Her theory of bifurcation in listening 

                                                
92 Lissa, “Nekotorïe voprosï sovremennoy uzbekskoy muzïkalnoy kul’turï,”  16-17. 
93 Frolova-Walker, “‘National in Form, Socialist in Content,’” 365-66. 
94 Lissa, “Nekotorïe voprosï sovremennoy uzbekskoy muzïkalnoy kul’turï,” 20-21. 
95 Lissa, “Nekotorïe voprosï sovremennoy uzbekskoy muzïkalnoy kul’turï,” 21. 
96 Lissa, “Nekotorïe voprosï sovremennoy uzbekskoy muzïkalnoy kul’turï,” 22. 
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cultures, it seemed, worked even better thousands of miles from where it had been conceived.   

Lissa’s solutions were equally in line with her prewar scholarship. A synthesis between 

these two cultures, she concluded, will require the education of a new generation of musicians 

who are equally fluent in both traditions. She echoed her earlier sociology and work in 

psychology, noting that the average teacher in Uzbekistan does not grasp the complex inner life 

of younger students. Teachers fail to understand how the student’s exposure to two musical 

languages leads to frustration and wasted effort.97 But, she concludes, “the auditory imagination 

of the child is elastic” and “it is possible to educate the child in any given direction.”98  

Lissa’s reflections on Uzbekistan reveal how she recast her prewar sociology of music to 

address problems unique to the USSR, and adopted vocabularies derived from Soviet cultural 

policy. There is, however, little evidence that this slow Sovietization of Lissa’s views was the 

result of a forced imposition of ideologies on her. Tellingly, she arrived at these new views 

through a misreading of official policy, a failure to grasp the intention behind doctrines that was 

likely caused by her familiarity with how these ideas played out on the ground, far from Moscow 

and Leningrad where they had been hatched. Her views concerning musical culture in the Soviet 

Union were thus indebted to the particular path that she had taken through the USSR and the 

trying wartime conditions under which she had come to know it. Perhaps, she was positively 

primed to find parallels to her own thought in the USSR both because of her long-standing 

political beliefs and the state’s life-saving sanctuary. But she also saw Soviet culture from the 

vantage point of its peripheries—whether in the newly conquered Lvov or the distant Uzbek 

foothills—where it appeared as a force that could undo old bias and throw backward musical 

nations into the musical present. When so seen, Soviet power appears as an engine driving 

                                                
97 Lissa, “Nekotorïe voprosï sovremennoy uzbekskoy muzïkalnoy kul’turï,” 24-30.    
98 Lissa, “Nekotorïe voprosï sovremennoy uzbekskoy muzïkalnoy kul’turï,” 30. 
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society toward the musical culture Lissa had long championed. 

 

IV. Constructing the Polish Nation in Soviet Exile 
 
In late 1942, Lissa received a telegram from Wanda Wasilewska, an acquaintance and Polish 

communist organizer. Wasilewska asked Lissa to leave Uzbekistan and come to Moscow but 

gave no reason for the summons.99 When Lissa finally arrived in Moscow in January 1943, it 

was quickly becoming evident that the war had tilted in favor of the Soviet Union and that the 

Red Army would liberate eastern Europe. Her arrival corresponded with a newly relevant 

concern for how Europe would look in peacetime.  

 Lissa soon led the music division of the The Union of Polish Patriots (Związek Patriotów 

Polskich, ZPP). The Union had been founded by left-leaning or communist Poles in the USSR 

(including Wasilewska), after the break between the London-based Polish government-in-exile 

and the USSR created the opening for a communist-backed institution to take over many of the 

aid and political functions earlier carried out by representatives of the government-in-exile.100 

The blatant play to Polish nationalism in the Union’s name was Stalin’s own suggestion and the 

ZPP’s work was consistently characterized by nationalist rhetoric.101 The ZPP portrayed itself as 

speaking on behalf of Poles in the USSR, thus lending legitimacy to Stalin’s ambitions for 

eastern Europe. The ZPP claimed to be open to all Poles irrespective of their politics, a quasi-

democratic veneer that masked the fact that its main positions were controlled by communists.102  

 Several barriers, however, stood in the way of the ZPP’s ambitions to create a cohesive, 

                                                
99 Zofia Lissa, “Muzyka polska w ZSRR w latach 1941-1945,” in Polsko-rosyjskie miscellanea muzyczne 
(Warszawa: PIW, 1967), 443–53, here 446.  
100 Zbigniew Kumoś, Związek Patriotów Polskich (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Ministerstwa Obrony Narodowej, 
1983), 41, 48-50. 
101 “Wspomnienia Wandy Wasilewskiej 1939-44,” Archiwum Ruchu Robotniczego 1982, no. 7: 339-442, here 383-
389.  
102 Babiracki, Soviet Soft Power, 18.  
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Soviet-friendly Polish diaspora. For one, most Poles in the USSR were only there because they 

had been deported from their homes before 1941, and many doubtless wondered if the amnesty 

granted in 1941 for their “crimes” could not also be revoked.103 In addition, the Union’s leaders 

confronted serious and protracted questions concerning how to define Polishness in the first 

place. These issues were pressing because many of the Polish citizens who remained in the 

USSR after the evacuation of the Anders Army in 1943 were ethnically Jewish and had been 

excluded from the Army for this reason.104 Of the estimated 270,000 Polish citizens in the USSR 

after its departure, approximately half were Jewish.105 By 1943, of the ZPP’s 233,806 members, 

51% were of ethnically Polish background, 44% were Jewish, and 5% were Ukrainian or 

Byelorussian.106 Of the 8,000 letters sent to the ZPP between 1943 and 1945, 70% were written 

by Jews complaining about discrimination or asking to be taken into the newly formed Polish 

Army.107  

The ZPP had to unify this ethnically mixed population into a national diaspora under 

conditions in with the pillars of a civic definition of the nation were, at best, unstable. There was 

still no Polish state to which Poles could claim allegiance, much less a recognized Polish 

government that could protect them. The notion of “former citizenship” was flimsy since it 

depended wholly on Soviet recognition. Indeed, the terms of the 1941 amnesty had been 

unilaterally changed by the Soviets several times over the subsequent years, gradually whittling 

                                                
103 The Sikorski-Maiskii pact promised “amnesty to all Polish citizens who are at present deprived of their freedom 
on the territory of the USSR either as prisoners of war or on other adequate grounds” and also promised the 
formation of a Polish army in the USSR. Quoted in Jolluck, Exile and Identity, xiv. 
104 On the evacuation of the Anders Army, see: Halik Kochanski, The Eagle Unbowed: Poland and the Poles in the 
Second World War (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2014), 358.  
105 Kochanski, The Eagle Unbowed, 373, 78. 
106 Keith Sword, Deportation and Exile: Poles in the Soviet Union, 1939-48 (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1994), 
132-39.  
107 Klemens Nussbaum, “Jews in the Kosciuszko Division and First Polish Army,” in Jews in Eastern Poland and 
the USSR, 183-218, here 190.  
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away at the amnesty’s overtures to all Polish citizens, by excluding first non-ethnic Poles and 

eventually limiting the agreement to include only ethnic Poles from the central region of Poland 

(that is, the one originally occupied by Germany) in January 1943.108 Nor were Lissa’s theories 

of the nation as a shared environment helpful, since the ZPP specifically targeted Poles who were 

displaced from Polish territory and thus were temporarily in a foreign environment. Racial or 

ethnic definitions of Polishness would have provided for continuity against these disruptions. But 

they were off the table, both because of their unsavory roots in radical right-wing politics and 

because they would have excluded around half of the ZPP’s members and many of its leaders.  

Debates about national membership came to a head during the first congress of the ZPP 

in 1943, as the leaders could not determine who ought to be recruited in the first place. Indeed, 

the then-official Soviet stance of acknowledging only ethnic Poles from central Poland was 

virtually unworkable and would have left the ZPP with a miniscule membership. Instead, 

Wasilewska claimed that the Soviets intended “Pole” to mean all those who had Polish 

citizenship and declared themselves to be Poles, a throwback to the original interpretation of the 

amnesty.109 Thus, while the ZPP aimed to consolidate a Polish diaspora, it was also tasked with 

creating a national identity that would provide a more solid footing for a group whose very 

membership in a Polish polis had been questioned by Soviet policy and antisemitic politics alike. 

 
 
V. Toward an Ethnically Integrated Poland? 
 
Not surprisingly, Lissa’s work with the ZPP reflected the organization’s ongoing concern with 

Polish identity. Summarizing her tasks, Lissa explained that her two goals were to “supply Polish 

                                                
108 Sword, Deportation and Exile, 50-58, 133; Kochanski, The Eagle Unbowed, 374-5. 
109 Since the ZPP recognized the incorporation of the former eastern Polish territories into Byelorussia and Ukraine, 
they focused their recruitment on ethnic Poles and Polish Jews, even if these other Slavic ethnic groups identified as 
“Polish.”  
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centers and organizations in the USSR with musical materials and to promote Polish music in the 

USSR.”110 In carrying out this latter objective, she echoed the Soviet nationalities policies that 

she had earlier encountered and written about in Uzbekistan. In Moscow, she organized concerts 

of Polish music, which a critic described as “a touching manifestation of the friendship and 

cooperation of the Polish nation and its brotherly Soviet nations,” thereby extending to Poland 

honorary association with the Soviet Union.111 What is more, Lissa’s Moscow lectures and 

concert-organizing were drenched in national content and rhetoric. She discussed Polish 

contemporary music, early music in Poland, Polish folk music, the history of opera in Poland, 

and the composer Stanisław Moniuszko.112 Her discussion of Chopin focused on his 

“Polishness,” while her talks on contemporary music discussed both Szymanowski’s music and 

his influential commentaries. By spring 1944, she was also organizing radio broadcasts of Polish 

music, including works of Stanisław Moniuszko, Mieczysław Karłowicz, Henryk Wieniawski, 

Emil Młynarski, Ludomir Różycki, Szymanowski, and Tadeusz Szeligowski; the scheduling of 

these broadcasts on Friday afternoon was intended to draw parallels with a similar program of 

the prewar Warsaw Philharmonic.113 Lissa, once excluded from interwar Poland’s national 

                                                
110 AAN 366/12, 201, pp. 36-37. “zaopatrzenia ośrodków polskich i organizacji z ZSRR w materiał muzyczny i (2) 
propagowania polskiej muzyki w ZSRR.” 
111 “Koncert muzyki polskiej w Moskwie,” Wolna Polska 1943 no. 27, 16 September, pg. 4. “wzruszającą 
manifestację przyjaźni i współpracy narodu polskiego i bratnich narodów radzieckich.” 
112 “Wieczór Polskiej pieśni ludowej,” Wolna Polska 1944, no. 46, 24 December, pg. 4; Paweł Ettinger, “Wieczór 
Szopenowski w Muzeum Kultury Muzycznej,” Nowe Widnokręgi 1944, no. 22 pg. 13; “Kronika Kulturalna: Odczyt 
Z dziejów opery polskiej,” Nowe Widnokręgi 1943, no. 16, pg. 16; Zofia Lissa, “Do genez ‘Halki’ Moniuszki,” 
Nowe Widnokręgi 1944, no. 9, pg. 16; “Kronika kulturalna,” Nowe Widnokręgi 1943, no. 18, pp. 15-16; Lissa, 
“Muzyka Polska w ZSRR w Latach 1941-1945,” 449.  
113 AAN 130, 747, pp. 9-111. There are several conflicting dates as to when these concerts began. Lissa’s later 
article says they began in Fall of 1942 (“Muzyka polska w ZSRR w latach 1941-1945,” 446), a claim that predates 
the turn toward official support of Polish cultural activities and is hence highly implausible. A 1945 article 
(“Koncerty muzyki polskiej w sowieckim radio,” Wolna Polska 1945, no. 5, 15 Feb., pg. 4) puts the start date in 
March 1943. Although this date is more realistic, it contradicts Lissa’s 1945 statement that the concerts began at the 
beginning of 1944 (AAN 366/12, 201, pg. 37). Better clues are supplied by the programs for the concerts 
themselves, preserved in AAN 130, 747, pp. 9-111. Although no year information is supplied, the concerts are listed 
as occurring on Fridays (по пятницам), are given in sequential order, and given a month and day. A comparison of 
these dates against a 1944 calendar confirms that they occurred on Fridays (although several of the March ones did 
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musical discussions because of her Jewishness, had become Poland’s musical spokeswoman in 

Moscow.  

 These Moscow events posed few logistical and political challenges compared to Lissa’s 

other task: the organization of events for the ZPP’s several-hundred thousand members spread 

across the vast Soviet interior. Seizing on cultural activities as one means of realizing its goals, 

the ZPP had around 650 point-people in different cities who were in charge of local cultural 

activities; these helped run 640 Polish-language libraries, and 463 different artistic groups that 

had a combined membership approaching 6,000.114 Musical performances were a part of many of 

these events. By April 1945, the ZPP boasted seven instrumental ensembles, such as the one 

pictured in Figure 20, eleven dance troupes, and 68 choirs in operation in Russia, Kazakhstan, 

Uzbekistan, Ukraine, Tadzhikistan, Turkmenistan, and Georgia, as well as a number of smaller 

instrumental ensembles.115 Since the handful of professional musicians and dancers were 

separated by great distances, hindering the formation of professional-grade ensembles, 

ensembles and choirs were predominantly filled with amateurs. Dance ensembles often 

performed stylized folk-dances, while choirs were often organized as part of Polish schools and 

orphanages.116 In Sverdlovsk, a 30-member choir was led by a member of the orphanage; a 

“youth Olympics” in Dzhambul likewise attracted choirs.117 Music also functioned as an 

interlude during events that included poetic readings, staged dramas, and dances. As suggested 

by several of the hand-drawn invitation that have been preserved, song played a central role in 

such medleys, often introducing and concluding the evening’s performances. Songs were also a 

                                                
not). Due to the match between the dates and the Fridays of spring 1944, I conclude that the radio concerts of Polish 
began on March 6th, 1944 (records through May 1945 are preserved). 
114 L. L., “Praca kulturalno-oświatowa Związku Patriotów Polskich,” Wolna Polska 1946, no. 21-22, pg. 6.  
115 AAN 130, 707 pg. 2; AAN 130, 747. 
116 Natalia Szydłowska, “Polskie zespoły artystyczne w ZSRR,” Wolna Polska 1945, no. 11-12, pg. 6. 
117 AAN 130, 715, pp. 108-9, 115, 175.  
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standard component of commemorative celebrations of historical events.118 One member of the 

ZPP remarked that songs were “the daily bread of our emigration,” an observation that highlights 

both the extent of these musical activities and their ideological weight.119  

 For others who took part in the ZPP’s events, song could connect displaced populations 

and give them a sense of a distant homeland.120 In Pavlodar, “in front of the audience’s eyes, on 

the boundless steppe of Kazakhstan, flowered an oasis of Polish colors and sounds. Each had the 

chance to please his or her eyes with colorful national costumes in the dances, to fill themselves 

with the melody of the Polish fields, woods, and rivers through songs. For a few hours, the 

listeners were transported to their native country.”121 A report from the Polish school in 

Magnitogorsk sent to the ZPP’s cultural office described their end-of-the-year celebrations. In a 

hall decorated with red-and-white flags and pictures of Stalin, students sang “Płynie Wisła 

płynie” (“The Vistula onward Flows”): “One had the impression that we were in Poland at the 

end of the school year, even though we were separated from Her by the Ural Mountains and a 

thousand-kilometer stretch of the Soviet Union.”122  

                                                
118 AAN 130, 751; November Uprising: AAN, 130, 707, pg. 35; Battle of Grunwald: AAN, 130, 707, pg. 13; Third 
of May, AAN 130, 5, pg. 90. 
119 L. L., “Praca Kulturalno-oświatowa Związku Patriotów Polskich,” 6.“Były one chlebem powszednim naszej 
emigracji.” 
120 AAN 130, 751. 
121 AAN 130, 715, pg.120, “Zjazd Kulturalno Oświatowy Delegatów ZPP w Pawłodarze.” “przed oczyma widzów 
wśród bezkresnych stępów Kazachstanu rozkwitała oaza polskich barw i dźwięków. Każdy miał możność nacieszyć 
oczy grą barw kostjumów narodowych w tańcach, napawać się melodją polskich pól, borów i rzek w pieśniach. Na 
kilka godzin widzowie przenieśli się do kraju ojczystego.” 
122 AAN 130, 717, pg. 15. “Miało się wrażenie, że jesteśmy w Polsce na zakończeniu szkolnego roku, a jednak 
dzieliły nas od Niej uralskie góry i tysięczokilomtrowe przestrzenie Związku Radzieckiego.” 
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Figure 20: A musical group of the ZPP, AAN 130, 747. 

 Perhaps these letters, and the others like them, channeled nostalgia, plain and simple. But 

by claiming to transport the listeners back to their own country, these reports also treat songs as 

indicators of a now-distant place, an environment, perhaps, to which all citizens could return. 

What they do not allude to—ethnicity, spiritual community, the folk itself—is as important as 

what they convey. Lissa analogously blurred the edges between Poland as place and Poland as 

nation. “Everything that earlier seemed too ordinary and well-known,” she observed, “resounds 

today with a new freshness. How deeply moving are today those well-known melodies that are 

intrinsically tied to memories of one’s country, of one’s family home, of those close to us.”123  

Capitalizing on such widespread sentiments, the ZPP organized a “Week of Polish 

speech, song, dance, and music,” plans for which began taking shape in March 1944. In line with 

the ZPP’s political goals, the events were to help with the “grouping of all of Soviet Polonia into 

                                                
123Lissa, “Muzyka polska w sowieckim radjo,” Nowe Widnokregi 1944, no. 7, 1 April, pg. 16. “to wszystko co 
dawniej—zbyt codzienne i znane—dziś zabrzmiało nową świeżnością. Jakże głęboko wzruszają nas dzisiaj te znane 
motywy, nieodłącznie związane ze wspomnieniami kraju, domu rodzinnego, bliskich.” 
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a single shared effort for the multiplying and further development of this [cultural] oeuvre.”124 

The Week was especially designed to reach Poles who might otherwise be isolated from cultural 

events, perhaps through travelling artistic brigades.125 What is more, these events drew a contrast 

with conditions back in the homeland under the German occupation, where the works of Polish 

composers and folk songs were banned. “In these conditions” a statement of the events’ main 

objectives read, “the battle for maintaining Polish cultural achievements is a battle for the 

existence of the nation itself.”126  

 

Figure 21: A hand-drawn program for a ZPP performance. AAN 130, 751. 

                                                
124 AAN 130, 707, pg. 31.“zespołenie całej Polonji radzieckiej w jednym wspólnym wysiłku na rzecz pomnożenia i 
dalszego rozwoju tego dobroku.”  
125 AAN 130, 707, pg. 34. 
126 AAN 130, 715, pg. 314. “W tych warunkach walka of chowanie polskiego dorobku kulturalnego jest walka o 
istnienie samego narodu.” 
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Doubtless, such rhetoric aimed to place the USSR on a moral high-ground that would 

expunge lingering memories of Soviet brutality in the first years of the war. But it 

simultaneously portrayed the exiled populations as bearers of Polish culture, as a reservoir of the 

nation that had been saved in the USSR. Lissa drew on similar tropes when she wrote that “In 

Poland, one is not allowed to play Chopin or Szymanowski . . . But in distant Moscow, in the 

soul of the Soviet composer, these [Polish folk] songs resound.”127 Or, more bluntly, “Yes, in 

Moscow, Polish music lives.”128 If these events supplied Poles with a sense of cultural-historical 

mission, as well as a much-desired sense of continuity with homeland, they provided few 

openings for acknowledging the differences in ethnicity, politics, and wartime experience that 

striated the group.  

 

VI. Communist Contrafacta 
 
One of Lissa’s first assignments for the Union of Polish Patriots was to visit the Polish Army in 

the USSR and to collect the songs sung by the soldiers and to edit these into a publication titled 

Songbook of the Polish Soldier.129 While her prior work shows important evidence of how Lissa 

saw musical culture in general, this shift in her activities concerned how popular song could 

function as a political tool. 

Indeed, the ongoing struggle to define Polishness in exile was perhaps most palpable in 

the organization of a Polish army in the USSR. Unlike the ZPP, membership in which was to 

some degree an act of symbolic unity, the army needed its recruits to be willing to die on the 

                                                
127 Zofia Lissa, “Muzycy Laureaci,” Nowe Widnokręgi 1943, no. 8, pg. 13. “W Polsce nie wolno grać Chopina i 
Szymanowskiego . . . Ale w dalekiej Moskwie, w duszy sowieckiego kompozytora pieśni te [Polish folk songs] 
brzmią.” 
128 Lissa, “Koncert muzyki polskiej,” Nowe Widnokręgi 1944, no. 4, pg. 15. “Tak, w Moskwie polska muzyka żyje.” 
129 AKP, Lissa Papers, Certificates of Employment. Lissa, Śpiewnik żołnierza polskiego (Moskwa: Związek 
Patriotów Polskich w ZSRR, 1944) 
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Eastern Front. This army, called the Kościuszko Division and later the First Division, was 

formed in spring 1943 from Poles who had been unable to join the earlier Anders Army, either 

because they were too late or because they had been excluded for their Jewishness. Indeed, 

tension between ethnically Jewish and ethnically Polish members was a recurrent issue in the 

Army. The historian Klemens Nussbaum, who was a Polish Jew and officer in the Army and 

later devoted his 1977 dissertation to the topic, estimates on the basis of the Army’s archives that 

the army was around 20% Jewish.130 Of its officers who were Polish citizens (many were 

Soviets, who had been brought in because of staffing shortages), around half were Jewish. What 

is more, the majority of the editorial staff for the division’s newspaper, its actors, and its 

newsreel division were Jewish.131 Many Jewish officers, Nussbaum argued, had been given a 

new chance to rise through military ranks, an opportunity that had often been foreclosed in 

interwar Poland.132   

Many of the Army’s recruits were skeptical of Soviet power, having been deported from 

their homes in the eastern territories of Poland or pressed into building brigades.133 But for many 

non-Jews, distrust towards communism was crossed with a deep, ethnically determined mistrust 

of the large number of Polish-Jewish communists who led the Army and who were also fellow 

soldiers. As a result, the Army’s leaders were faced with the undesirable task of shoring-up their 

claims to national identity through Polish symbolism: the division’s namesake was Kościuszko, 

the leader of an eighteenth-century revolt against Russia, it used the Polish flag and Eagle, 

                                                
130 His dissertation, originally written in Hebrew at Tel Aviv University, has recently been translated into Polish as 
Klemens Nussbaum, Historia złudzeń: Żydzi w Armii Polskiej w ZSRR 1943-1945 (Warszawa: Tetragon, 2016). 
131 Nussbaum, “Jews in the Kosciuszko Division and First Polish Army,” 192-6. 
132 Nussbaum, “Jews in the Kosciuszko Division and First Polish Army,” 204-207.  
133 Fryderyk Zbiniewicz, Armia Polska w ZSRR: Studia nad problematyką pracy politycznej (Warszawa: 
Wydawnictwo Ministerstwa Obrony Narodowej, 1963), 50-51.  
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tolerated Catholic songs, and even held masses with the participation of atheist Communist 

officers.134  

Singing became a staple of the Army’s cultural life and helped to bridge differences 

between politically committed officers and skeptical soldiers. One officer, Marian Naszkowski, 

encountered nothing but silence and a “wall of distrust” when he attempted to explain the 

Army’s mission to the new recruits. But after one verse of a song led by a solider, the “faces 

cheered up and the atmosphere of distrust and reserve broke” and “that night we sang through 

perhaps the entire repertoire of prewar soldier songs. From that day forward, the units marched 

to the cafeteria singing songs.”135 Soon, the daily singing of the “Rota” (“Oath) was implemented 

and Włodzimierz Sokorski likewise recalls that songs became a prominent part of the army’s 

day-to-day life.136  

In addition, amateur music-making and theatrical performances in the Army harnessed 

the emotional unease of a long exile. As one war correspondent wrote,  

few audience members at the premiere could keep their eyes dry. Bouquets of folk 
and soldiers’ songs. This is something that may seem completely ordinary. But 
not for us. Not for us—for us people from Poland who have not heard these songs 
for a full four years.137  
 

Another correspondent described the conclusion of a theatrical performance: 
 

All the actors sing. The entire audience sings. Looking into the distance, the 
young Czesław Kruczek sings; in the first row, the commanding officer of the 
Polish military division, Colonel Berling, sings. And all of these have tears in 
their eyes. This song sounds in the clear for the first time [the song of the 
Kościuszko Division]. This song will grow and fortify itself. The time will come 
when Poland’s fields and meadows will hear it. The time will come when it will 

                                                
134 Babiracki, Soviet Soft Power, 19-29. 
135 Marian Naszkowski, Lata próby (Warszawa: Książka i Wiedza, 1967), 291-2. “mur nieufności;” “Twarze 
rozweseliły się, pękł nastrój nieufności i rezerwy;” “Od tego dnia oddziały maszerowały do stołówki z pieśnią.” 
136 Włodzimierz Sokorski, Polacy pod Lenino (Warszawa: Książka i Wiedza, 1971), 20; Naszkowski, Lata próby, 
303-306.  
137 Janina Broniewska, “W dywizji,” Nowe Widnokręgi 1943, no. 14, 8-9. “A mało kto z widzów tego teatru, gdy mu 
się trafi premjera, potrafi zachować suche oczy. Wieniec ludowych i żołnierskich pieśni. Cóż, zdawałoby się rzecz 
całkiem powszednia. Ale nie dla nas. Nie dla nas, ludzi z Polski, którzy tej pieśni nie słyszeli pełne cztery lata.” 
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boom from a tank heaving for the front, from a heavy Polish tank, in which a 
Polish tank-driver will head to his native Warsaw.138   

 
Not only do these reviews adopt the common tropes of locating the nation in memory, but they 

also portray the songs as a weapon in this fight. Leon Pasternak, who was involved with 

producing the shows, noted that at the premiere he “finally grasped that which could not be seen 

in the rehearsals: after all that, for a minute, after all the years of wandering…People! After all it 

was Poland…”139 There was no clearer statement that these performances could stand in for the 

unity that war and exile had destroyed.  

 

Figure 22: The Polish Army in the USSR's musical ensemble. From Janina Broniewska, “W dywizji,” Nowe widnokręgi 
1943, no. 14, 8-9. 

                                                
138 U. “Teatrzy Żołnierza,” Nowe Widnokręgi 1943, no. 13, pg. 5. “Śpiewa cały zespół aktorski. Śpiewają wszyscy 
widzowie. Śpiewa, patrząc gdzieś w dal, malutki Czesław Kruczek, śpiewa w pierwszym rzędzie dowódca polskiej 
jednostki wojskowej, pułkownik Berling. I wszyscy mają łzy w oczach. Ta pieśń brzmi na tej polance po raz 
pierwszy. Ta pieśń będzie rosła i krzepła. Nadejdzie czas, i usłyszą ją łany polskie i łąki. Nadejdzie czas, i zagrzmi 
ona z sunącego na przedzie czołgu, z ciężkiego czołgu polskiego, na którym polski tankista wjedzie do ojczystej 
Warszawy.” So common had tears during performance become that in 1944 Adam Ważyk remarked that “znowu był 
płacz podczas śpiewania Roty, było zdziwienie, ale już nie takie…[sic]” Adam Ważyk, “W teatrze Korpusu,” Nowe 
Widnokręgi 1944, no. 6, pp. 14-15.  
139 Leon Pasternak, W marszu i na biwaku (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Ministerstwa Obrony Narodowej, 1958), 195. 
“pojmuję wreszcie to, czego na próbie przewidzieć nie można było, że przecież tam przez chwilę, po tylu latach 
tułaczki…[sic] Ludzie! Przecież to była Polska!…[sic]”  
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 Given the Army’s burgeoning musical culture, the decision to commission a songbook 

that would be based on its repertoire is hardly surprising. Lissa was sent between June and early 

August 1943 in order to collect the songs of the army, edit them, and complete the book—shown 

in Figure 23.140 For Lissa, this role as transcriber, editor, and quasi-ethnographer was a new one, 

one that put her well-trained ear to use but that had virtually no precedents in her earlier work. 

Song collecting would, however, be one of her main tasks in the USSR and her work editing 

songbooks would continue into the early 1950s.   

 Lissa collected the songs on the basis of live performance, even asking readers to send 

her corrections or additions. For those who sang from the songbook, its status as a document of 

an oral musical culture would have been clear from the numerous cases in which Lissa provides 

a new text to be sung to a well-known tune. That Lissa was attentive to performance practice is 

revealed in footnotes to the publication, where Lissa described how the Army combines verses 

from different songs into a new whole.141 Likewise, her recollection of collecting these songs 

highlights an emphatic connection with the soldiers themselves: “This little volume was not free 

of mistakes, since it relied on human memory which I of course had to trust exclusively. But it 

was the flesh and bones [kością z kości, krwią z krwi] of the soldiers from the Kościuszko 

Division!”142  

Lurking under this guise of documentation, however, is a belief that the songs were the 

product of a unique and historically unprecedented musical culture. Lissa detected a blend of 

different regions, styles, and even histories within the songs. “That is why in the songbook one 

                                                
140 AKP, Lissa papers, “Certificate in connection with official travel,” 21 June 1943. The initial trip was extended 
from six days to run until early August. 
141 Zofia Lissa, Śpiewnik żołnierza polskiego (Moskwa: Związek Patriotów Polskich w ZSRR, 1944), 45.  
142 Lissa, “Muzyka Polska w ZSRR w Latach 1941-1945,” 452. “Nie był ten tomik pozbawiony błędów, wszak 
opierał się na pamięci ludzkiej, której musiałam całkowicie zaufać. Ale był kością z kości, krwią z krwi żołnierzy 
Dywizji Kościuszkowskiej!”  
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encounters almost the entirety of Poland,” she wrote in the preface.143 Although this point is 

framed in terms of regional differences in Poland, it is worth recalling that, in encountering 

hundreds of soldiers in preparing this project, she interacted closely with both ethnically Polish 

and ethnically Jewish soldiers. Looking back on this moment with some twenty years hindsight, 

she later recalled how the soldiers “were ‘wanderers of the world,’ each of whom had gone along 

very different paths.”144  

 

Figure 23: The title page of the Soldiers Song Book, collected and edited by Lissa. 

                                                
143 Zofia Lissa, Śpiewnik żołnierza polskiego (Moskwa: Związek Patriotów Polskich w ZSRR, 1944), 3. “Toteż w 
śpiewniku spotyka się niemal cała Polska.” 
144 Lissa, “Muzyka Polska w ZSRR w Latach 1941-1945,” 452. “Defilowali przede mną kolejno żołnierze starzy i 
młodzi, ‘wędrowcy świata,’ którzy przeszli bardzo różne drogi.” 
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But the presentation of the book as a near ethnographic document ought to be viewed 

with suspicion. For one, Lissa later admitted that she supplemented the soldiers’ songs with 

“revolutionary songs” from published sources.145 What is more, one of the army’s most well-

loved songs—“My Pierwsza Dywiza (“We the First Division”) was written specifically for the 

Army by Pasternak, who completed the task in about an hour.146 See Figure 24. Indeed, the song 

was based on the tune of “My Pierwsza Brygada,” a calling card of Piłsudski’s Legions from the 

time of the First World War. Since the Legions were an army assembled in a bid for Polish 

independence and a key founding legend of Polish statehood, it is understandable why the Polish 

Army in the USSR would draw parallels to them. “My Pierwsza Dywizja” keeps the original 

melody but modifies the text to focus on overcoming the Germans and on the desired return 

home through glorious battle. By presenting this song as an authorless and communal property in 

the Division, however, Lissa’s oral collection methods help to naturalize what was in fact an 

intentional (not to say propagandistic) composition.  

In most cases, however, the line between authored reworkings and a leaderless oral 

culture is impossible to trace. Many of the songs that resurfaced in the collection dated to the 

time of the Polish partitions when texts decrying tyranny and injustice were common. Songs that 

arose from the era of Kulturkampf in the Prussian partition zone in the late nineteenth century 

proved particularly popular, since their anti-German sentiments fit well with the First Division’s 

goal of dispelling the German occupation of Poland.147 Songs with an anti-Russian bent were 

treated more carefully. In “Warszawianka 1831,” a rallying cry against the Russian suppression 

                                                
145 Lissa, “Muzyka Polska w ZSRR w Latach 1941-1945,” 452. 
146 Pasternak, W marszu i na biwaku, 184-85.  

147 For example “Pieśń z nad Odry,” which is based on Konopnicka’s “O wrześn.” 
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of the November Uprising of 1831, or in “Bartoszu, Bartoszu” verses referring to Russian 

aggression were trimmed, while the general message of breaking away from bonds could remain.  

“We, the First Division” 
 
 
Above us flows the White Eagle, 
That red-and-white flag of ours. 
To the fields of battle and of glory, 
Forward, our division marches!  
 
Refrain: We, the First Division, 
Freedom and Fatherland, 
To attention! The command rings! 
The reveille sounds! Gun to the shoulder!  
 
2. Germany still torments Poland. 
Already enough Polish blood has spilled. 
We return to defeat the Germans, 
And to take vengeance on them—we will!  
 
Refrain: We, the First Division, etc. 
 
3. The shortest route to Warsaw, 
The First Division will follow! 
Rise up, nation, to bloody fight, 
To debate the enemy wastes time. 
 
Refrain: We, the First Division, etc. 
 
4. Over our country the sun will shine again 
On the Krauts’ necks the sword will fall, 
Kościuszko’s children are on the march, 
To drive away the Germans from Poland. 

 

 

Figure 24: Text and Translation of "We the First Division" 

 

The collection presents a panoply of songs that stretch from the nineteenth-century fights 

for Polish independence through the regaining of Polish statehood after WWI. By masking the 

origins of these songs, and highlighting instead their modifications among the soldiers, the 
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songbook suggests that the Army both embodied and carried forth these earlier struggles. Lissa’s 

quasi-ethnographic methods play the key role in this process; they obscure the songs’ history and 

origins by placing them in the present. This clearly served the political aims of the Polish 

communists in the USSR since it portrayed the Polish diaspora as a unified force struggling for 

Polish freedom. But it also helped to create the veneer of a national body-politic across a 

diaspora rife with disagreement over Poland’s future and shot through with interethnic conflict.  

The idea that collections of song could create the very community they claimed to 

document became a recurrent feature of Lissa’s subsequent work in the USSR. During the 

ensuing years, Lissa collected hundreds of songs from Polish teachers and at orphanages around 

Moscow which she published in several collections.148 To compile these books, she was in close 

contact with members of the Polish diaspora. That she was able to recreate songs from the 

collected memories of these Poles suggests her new awareness of song’s staying power in group 

memory and her acknowledgment of its role as an educational tool. The songs that she collected 

troubled her former schematic views that divided music into the distinct mental worlds of folk, 

urban-commercial, and art music. Like folk music, they were orally transmitted and enduring, 

yet only a minority of the songs were a product of a rural folk culture. Much of the content was 

topical, relevant to the everyday concerns of children in the USSR, but the songs were by no 

                                                
148 Zofia Lissa in: “1945: wspomnienia muzyków,” Ruch Muzyczny 1975, no. 10, pg. 6. She also helped publish 
arrangements that were based on written soucres: M Jordański, edited by Zofja Lissa, Dwie polskie ludowe pieśni 
dziecięce (Moscow: Muzgiz, 1945); Marjan Kowal, edited by Zofja Lissa, Sześć polskich pieśni ludowych (Moscow: 
Muzgiz, 1945); Włodzimierz Iwannikow, edited by Zofja Lissa, Pięć polskich pieśni ludowych (Moscow: Muzgiz, 
1946). Zofja Lissa, ed., Piosenki i gry dla polskich przedszkoli w ZSRR (Moskwa: Państwowe wydawnictwo 
muzyczne, 1945). Lissa, Śpiewnik dzieci polskich w ZSRR (Moskwa: Państwowe Wydawnictwo Muzyczne, 1944); 
Roman Polny and Stanisław Skrzeszewski, Szkolnictwo polskie w ZSRR 1943-1947: dokumenty i materiały 
(Warszawa: Państwowe Zakłady Wydawn. Szkolnych, 1961), 17-25. The effort also consisted of developed short 
pamphlets and textbooks. Lissa contributed to these efforts by writing a short pamphlet describing Chopin’s 
connections with his native folk music and nineteenth-century revolutionary politics, highlighting the German 
occupation’s current brutality towards Polish music and the destruction of his monument in Warsaw. See, Zofja 
Lissa, Fryderyk Szopen: krótki życorys (Moskwa: Nakładem Związku Patriotów Polskich w ZSSR, 1944). 
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means urban-commercial music that she decried. And although they were to help in the moral 

improvement of students, they were in no sense art music. What seems to emerge instead is a 

practical sense of a musical middle ground, a popular culture that derives from the people, but 

also helps secure this community’s identity against displacement or exile: this popular culture 

was underpinned by song.  

It is a remarkable irony that the war catapulted Lissa from being a relatively minor music 

instructor to being, by 1944, in the position to define Polish national culture in Moscow. While it 

is easy to see how she created a culture that stressed the compatibility of Polish national tropes 

with Soviet power, it is less obvious, but no less important, that Soviet power enabled her as a 

Polish Jew to take on the very functions of debating and defining the nation from which she had 

long been marginalized.  

 

Conclusions: The Failures of Cultural Diplomacy in Exile 
 
 
Lissa spent V-E Day as if it were any other day, collecting and arranging Polish songs for her 

publications. From the window of her friend’s apartment she watched as “above the Kremlin a 

bunch of multicolored rockets rose up, the sky was white from the gleam of the shots.”149 The 

war’s conclusion was remote, an event that occurred far away and distant from her Moscow life. 

In Soviet exile, however, Lissa had begun speaking on behalf of the Polish people. Her brand of 

nationalist rhetoric insisted equally on the cultural cohesion of the Polish nation and its 

compatibility with Soviet power, as if the Soviet Union were a guarantor of Polish identity. 

                                                
149 Zofia Lissa in: “1945: wspomnienia muzyków,” Ruch Muzyczny 1975, no. 10, pg. 6. “nad Kremlem wznosiły się 
pęki różnokolorowych rakiet, niebo było białe od błysku wystrzałów.” 
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Whether such views would convince those who lacked her leftist views, or for that matter, her 

understanding of the USSR as a sanctuary from wartime persecution was altogether unclear. 

 Lissa had to begin confronting these questions in the years following the war, as her work 

in Moscow aimed to promote Polish culture in the USSR and, now, Soviet culture in Poland. Her 

work with the ZPP wound down and she was transferred to the Polish Embassy in Moscow, 

where in September 1945, the Embassy created a position for an “attaché” in matters of culture 

and art. She devoted herself to her new position with exceptional alacrity, so much so that her 

superior criticized the enthusiasm of her reports.150 Lissa was to oversee all branches of 

culture—literature, theater, film, music, and even sporting events—but in fact she prioritized 

musical events above and beyond all others.151 Although much of her work in Moscow remained 

the same as before, she also had to convince a distant audience of musicians in Poland that 

Soviet influence was a force for good.152 Cultural contacts were to strengthen connections 

between the two states and music became a domain of exchange. This exchange was to be 

mutual, pointing to deeper political, ideological, and social connections.153  

 Lissa came to see how few musicians in Poland shared her political views when she 

organized a visit of Polish musicians to the Soviet Union. This project had been in the works 

since October 1944 (and thus from before Warsaw or Cracow were liberated) and was likely 

seen as a reciprocal gesture for the visits of Soviet musicians to Poland in April through July 

                                                
150 MSZ, Z. 21, W. 112, T. 1481, pg. 20, 16 May 1946.  
151 Thus, for example, in the first quarter of 1946, there were over twice as many music events as there were for any 
of the other branches of art (MSZ, Z. 21, W. 112, T. 1481, pg. 22, “Sprawozdanie,” 1 January 1946 to 28 March 
1946.). Once Lissa had returned to Poland in spring 1947, music assumed a marginal position in the Embassy’s 
cultural programming. (MSZ, Z. 21, W. 112, T. 1481, pp. 90-94. In October 1947, the attaché for scholarship and 
science (nauki) also left, and the two attaché positions were combined into one, putting cultural activities in an even 
more peripheral position. See, MSZ, Z. 6, W. 33, T. 527, pg. 41.) 
152 MSZ, Z.6, W. 31, T. 487, pg. 113; MSZ, Z. 6, W. 31, T. 487, pg. 123; MSZ, Z. 6, W. 31, T. 487, pg. 74, 19 
January 1946; MSZ, Z. 21, W. 112, T. 1481, p. 15, “Sprawozdanie” from 4 September to 31 December 1945. 
153 MSZ, Z. 6, W. 31, T. 487, pg. 68.  
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1945.154 During the months-long correspondence to organize the visits, Lissa seemed aloof from 

the concrete problems facing musicians in Poland, despite having made two trips back herself.155 

Poles were unwilling to go: several musicians declined out of hand, including the pianists 

Henryk Sztompka, Stanisław Szpinalski, and Jan Ekier (who later did indeed participate).156 The 

soprano Ewa Bandrowska-Turska wrote that she was somewhat skeptical of the propagandistic 

nature of the concerts, stressing that she had deep contacts in the Soviet Union and wished to 

visit the country in accord with the principles of normal artistic exchange.157  

More significantly, dire postwar conditions in Poland had put practical concerns on the 

minds of many musicians who were unwilling to risk the trip. The violinist Eugenia Umińska 

needed a guarantee that she would be compensated for lost income from performances in Poland, 

writing, “I allow myself to emphasize that after the Warsaw Uprising, in which I lost everything, 

I have had no resources.”158 She demanded a clear promise of how much she would earn and a 

written guarantee that she could take these earnings out of the USSR without paying duty, 

concerns echoed by Bandrowska-Turska.159 At a time when Warsaw was in ruins and musicians 

were working frantically to relaunch concert life, vague letters from the Ministry assuring them 

that they would have enough concerts did little to assuage their concerns.160 

                                                
154 MSZ. Z. 27, W. 2, T. 31. Drobner to Lissa, 11 October 1944; Drobner, Wspomnienia, 41. 
155 I have found no official documentation concerning these visits. Lissa mentions one in a letter dated 16 June 1945 
(AAN 366/12, 200, p. 5). A visit from Lissa is also mentioned in a letter from Eugenia Umińska dated 19 February 
1946. Lissa’s visit is reported to have occurred in mid-January. (AAN, 366/12 200, p. 51). 
156 AAN 366/12, 200, pg. 28. 
157 AAN 366/12, 200, pg. 23. 
158 AAN 366/12, 200, pg. 51. “W tym miejscu pozwolę sobie zaznaczyć, że po powstaniu warszawskim, w którym 
wszystko straciłam, wyszłam bez żadnych zasobów.” 
159AAN 366/12, 200, pg. 62. “Mając w Krakowie zorganizowany dom i szereg osób na utrzymaniu, nie mogę 
wyjechać na czas dłuższy bez świadomości, że wyjazd ten nietylko nie będzie z mej strony materlianie deficytowy, 
ale pozwoli mi po tem tournee przez jakiś czas wypocząć, bez troski o codzienny chleb.” 
160 AAN 366/12, 200, pg.73, letter to Bandrowska-Turska. 
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Eventually Kazimierz Wiłkomirski, Ekier, and Bandrowska-Turska agreed to perform. 

But the visits in May and June 1946 only drove home the world of difference between musicians 

who had spent the war in the General Government and Lissa’s own positive outlook on the 

USSR. Bandrowska-Turska’s performances were fantastically received, Lissa wrote, but in the 

eyes of Soviet officials, the concerts were a failure: Bandrowska-Turska had failed to show 

“tact,” according to the official who brought up her behavior at the end of a meeting in the 

Embassy. She did not want to go to Soviet operas, and she had “too large appetites: massive 

purchasing and mercantilism.”161 Moreover, she had given some forty concerts to great success 

but sang too few Russian works and only one Soviet one. When Lissa made her aware of this, 

Bandrowska-Turska replied that she “does not waste time on politics and, as an artist, sings what 

pleases her.”162 All of the artists insisted that they were “apolitical” and on returning to Poland, 

were reluctant to discuss or write about their time in Moscow.163 

These frictions between the visiting artists and Lissa did little to dampen her enthusiasm 

for the Soviet Union or the devotion with which she pursued Polish-Soviet cultural exchanges, as 

her hundreds of radio broadcasts on Soviet music after her return to Warsaw demonstrate.164 At 

the same time, the visits succinctly illuminate the challenges that this cultural diplomacy would 

face. As the war ended, Lissa’s audience of Poles was no longer the desperate groups of refugees 

in the USSR who had few options but to return home by joining Soviet-backed organizations. 

Her new audience would require more subtle means of persuasion, strategies that moved beyond 

                                                
161 MSZ Z. 27, W. 15, T. 253, pg. 16. 21 June 1946, “Raport o rozmowie z naczelnikiem IV Wydziału 
Europejskiego Min. Spraw Zagranicznych ZSRR p. Pawłowem.” “zbyt wielkie są jej apetyty: masowe zakupty, 
merkantylizm /nierzadko po 2 wystepy dziennie/, zły wpływ na środowisko artystów radzieckich pod tym 
względem.” 
162 MSZ, Z. 21, W. 112, T. 1481, pg. 45. Letter of 1 July 1946. “nie bawi się w politykę, a jako artystka śpiewa to, 
co jej się podoba.” 
163 MSZ, Z. 21, W. 112, T. 1481, pg. 43, Letter of 13 June 1946; pg. 74 
164 AKP, Lissa Papers, Scripts of Broadcasts on Soviet Music.  
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national recognition and the deployment of the patriotic symbolism that could be powerful in 

exile. As we will see in the coming chapters, Lissa’s solution to this impasse was to more 

directly acknowledge the wartime losses of those who had lived under German occupation, by 

responding to the local traditions of wartime resistance that she encountered after returning to 

Warsaw in spring 1947.  
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Chapter 6 

From Informal Musical Networks to State-Backed Institutions in the Early 
Years of Reconstruction 

 
 
The liberation of Polish territory in summer 1944 and early 1945 would seem to be a moment of 

rupture in so far as it marked the end of German occupation and the beginning of reconstruction 

of a war-decimated region under the auspices of Soviet power. It was during this period that the 

roots of the state-led institutions that would shape musical life for decades to come—from the 

creative unions, to orchestras, to publishing houses, to the Ministry of Culture—were first 

established. The notion of liberation as turning point leaves unanswered the question of how 

these institutions—modeled to some degree on Soviet examples—were staffed, created, and 

animated primarily by Poles.  

This question returns to the ground-up, protagonist-driven methodology that governs this 

study: I track the collision between 1944 and 1947 of two previously distinct sets of social 

networks and institutions. First, I show that the interpersonal networks developed during the war, 

mostly in German-occupied Warsaw, proved resilient across the Warsaw Uprising and thus were 

largely intact at the moment of liberation. Second, the Soviet-backed provisional government 

based in Lublin wished to quickly establish cultural institutions, often erecting these before there 

was adequate personnel to fully staff them. As more and more territory was liberated, more and 

more musicians were able to move into newly created institutions. This collision of informal 

networks with state institution-building had several implications, from giving the younger 

musicians an advantage over their older colleagues, to allowing the aims of prewar organizations 

and associations to find new, reinvented footings in the postwar period. Taken as a whole, the 

establishment of these institutions on the basis of wartime networks reveals that the interpersonal 
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politics of friendship outweighed questions of political loyalty to the communist-backed state, at 

a moment when most musicians shared a desire for greater state support of reconstruction. 

Indeed, many of the people who would come to run these institutions had been involved with the 

anti-communist Polish Underground and Home Army. 

 My argument suggests that musicians’ encounters with early Sovietization ran along 

similar lines to those in higher education, where, as John Connelly has shown, intergenerational 

connections and norms of behavior in the Polish university milieu had been maintained through 

the occupation and proved resistant to postwar changes.1 Yet while both universities and musical 

institutions had persevered through the occupation thanks to semi-formal organizations, 

musicians saw the possibility of achieving prewar goals of institutional growth and sufficiency 

through state patronage. My findings thus help to nuance scholarship that has linked the 

establishment of communist institutions to the prior destruction caused by the war.2 In a time 

when the prospect of state interference in the content of artistic creation seemed to many a 

distant possibility, the promises of finally securing a state-backed musical life shone bright.  

 

I. The Politics of Friendship, or the Legacy of Occupation-era Networks in the former 
General Government 
 
Between 1944 and 1947, the power and influence of the young generation of musicians rapidly 

increased. By the eve of the war, they could point to international recognition, the ISCM festival 

                                                
1 John Connelly, Captive University: The Sovietization of East German, Czech, and Polish Higher Education, 1945-
1956 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2000), 140-66.  
2 Jan T. Gross, “Social Consequences of War: Preliminaries to the Study of Imposition of Communist Regimes in 
East Central Europe,” East European Politics & Societies 3, no. 2 (1989): 198–214; Kyrill Kunakhovich, 
“Reconstruction as Revolution: Cultural Life in Post–World War II Kraków and Leipzig,” East European Politics & 
Societies 30, no. 3 (2016): 475-95. 
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in Warsaw, and a growing set of musical societies and associations.3 In the immediate aftermath 

of World War Two, however, this generation’s members or allies took the reins of most of 

Poland’s most important musical institutions—from orchestras, conservatories, and periodicals, 

to publishers, artistic unions, and musicology institutes. Palester barely exaggerated the standing 

of his colleagues when he wrote in 1946, “our present-day composers [are] holding in their hands 

the entirety of our musical life and [are] having a decisive influence on its direction.”4  

 They were able to do so because the war had disrupted conservative institutional 

strongholds, while changes in the listening public undermined the conservative argument that the 

public was staunchly traditionalist; even more important, the young generation had survived the 

war remarkably intact, with a preserved, if not strengthened, roster of relationships and ideas for 

rebuilding. Although war losses in Polish society as a whole were massive, within the much 

narrower purview of classical music, there was some cause for optimism. “[T]he musicians were 

miraculously saved, the losses are relatively small,” Mycielski wrote to Boulanger.5 Indeed, the 

key members of the prewar Muzyka Polska circles had survived and most were in Poland or 

would shortly return there. Key players in the occupation-era music underground had likewise 

survived, including Piotr Perkowski and Tadeusz Ochlewski. Mycielski’s comment also suggests 

the degree to which Jewish losses were not seen as part of this tally or milieu, since figures 

including Józef Koffler (Poland’s first dodecaphonist), Marian Neuteich (a composer and cellist), 

and the musicologists Jerzy Freiheiter and Seweryn Barbag had all been murdered during the 

                                                
3 Lisa Cooper Vest argues that the progressive camp had a dominant discursive position on the eve of the war. See 
Lisa Cooper Vest, The Discursive Foundations of the Polish Musical Avant-Garde at Midcentury, PhD diss., Indiana 
University, 2014, 18. 
4 Palester, “Twórczość muzyczna w nowej polsce,” Ruch Muzyczny 1946, no. 11-12, 16. “nasi dzisiejsi 
kompozytorzy, trzymając w ręku całe nasze życie muzyczne i mając decydujący wpływ na jego kierunek, prezesując 
związkom, dyrektorując filharmoniom i konserwatoriom”  
5 BnF, Mus. N.L.a. 89 (fin), Mycielski to Boulanger, 30 March 1946. “les musiciens ont été miraculeusement 
épargnés, les pertes sont relativement peu nombreuses . . .” 
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Holocaust. Ethnic Polish musicians had also died, including the composer Roman Padlewski and 

the musicologist Julian Pulikowski in the Warsaw Uprising.6 But the overall high survival rates, 

especially among ethnically Polish members of the younger generation, meant that relationships, 

contacts, and go-betweens established before the war and during the occupation remained intact.  

The resilience and breadth of contacts helped musicians react to the displacements and 

widespread destruction of concert life brought about by the Warsaw Uprising. On 1 August 

1944, the Home Army (Armia Krajowa, AK) began an armed insurrection against the occupiers 

in Warsaw, which would become known as the Warsaw Uprising. Staging the Uprising was a 

gamble. If successful, it would leave Warsaw in Polish hands by the time the Red Army arrived, 

bolstering the Underground’s claim to postwar legitimacy and improving the London 

government-in-exile’s negotiating position with Moscow. To be successful, the Uprising had to 

occur at precisely the correct moment. German forces had to be quickly defeated and the city had 

to be in Polish hands shortly before the Soviet army arrived. All of these calculations failed. The 

German army was stronger than expected, the Soviets were defeated outside of Warsaw, and the 

Home Army was poorly armed.7 The Warsaw Uprising’s early days saw the mass slaughter of 

some 30-40,000 civilians in the Wola district of Warsaw.8 The Soviets were unwilling, out of 

political calculation, to intervene to aid the Uprising. 9 After 63 days of fighting for an ever-

shrinking section of Warsaw, the Home Army surrendered on 2 October 1944. The next day, the 

                                                
6 A partial lists of deaths is in “Ci, co odeszli…” Ruch Muzyczny 1945, no. 1, 3-5. A later assessment, which 
underestimated losses, places total losses at 230 musicians with 145 deaths due to the war: Maria Rutowska and 
Edward Serwański, Straty osobowe polskiego środowiska muzycznego w latach 1939-1945 (Warszawa: Główna 
Komisja Badania Zbrodni Hitlerowskich w Polsce, 1977). Both of these sources also include natural deaths that 
happened to occur during the occupation. The latter draws on the death lists published in Ruch Muzyczny in 1945 
and 1946 as one of its main sources. The latter is especially dubious for its ludicrous undercounting of Jewish deaths 
in ghettos and camps.  
7 For an overview, see Włodzimierz Borodziej, The Warsaw Uprising of 1944, trans. Barbara Harshav 
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2006), 74-92.  
8 Borodziej, The Warsaw Uprising, 81.  
9 Soviet non-intervention: Borodziej, The Warsaw Uprising, 92.  
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city was cleared of inhabitants. Civilians in Warsaw at the beginning of the Uprising had been 

scattered across the General Government (around 350,000), sent to forced labor (90,000) or sent 

to concentration camps (60,000). 18,000 Home Army members were sent to POW camps. 10  

After the Uprising failed, the empty city was systematically destroyed. Hitler and 

Himmler planned to raze Warsaw to the ground, permanently eliminating a stronghold of 

resistance.11 Although archives, libraries, and artworks were damaged during the Uprising itself, 

these losses dwarfed post-defeat actions.12 German “evacuation staff” (Räumungsstab) tasked 

with destroying the city worked methodically. After clearing a given section of valuables, the 

buildings were burnt, one after another. Archives and libraries were systematically targeted and 

nearly 93% of archival holdings were lost. Museums were plundered and then destroyed. Special 

attention was given to the destruction of historic buildings and monuments.13 By the time the 

Germans retreated (in January 1945), Warsaw was reduced to rubble on a scale with virtually no 

analogues in Europe. Between the initial bombardment in 1939, the suppression of the Ghetto 

Uprising in 1943, and the destruction following the Warsaw Uprising, 85% of Warsaw’s 

buildings were destroyed.14 After the Warsaw Uprising, 400-1,000 people remained hiding in 

Warsaw's ruins, known as the “Warsaw Robinsons” for their survival in inhuman conditions. The 

Polish-Jewish pianist Władysław Szpilman, who lived in the ruins and survived only with the 

help of a German officer, recorded one such harrowing account.15  

                                                
10 Borodziej, The Warsaw Uprising, 140.  
11 Borodziej, The Warsaw Uprising, 79 and 141-2.  
12 Piotr Majewski, Wojna i kultura: instytucje kultury polskiej w okupacyjnych realiach Generalnego 
Gubernatorstwa, 1939-1945 (Warszawa: TRIO, 2005), 294-99.  
13 Majewski, Wojna i kultura, 305-10. 
14 David Crowley, Warsaw (London: Reaktion Books, 2003), 24-26.  
15 Władysław Szpilman, The Pianist: The Extraordinary True Story of One Man’s Survival in Warsaw, 1939-1945, 
trans. Anthea Bell (New York: Picador, 1999 [1946]). 
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The failure of the Warsaw Uprising affected musicians both collectively and personally. 

Many of the leading figures of interwar musical life had also been involved in the Home Army. 

Rutkowski and Régamey, who had fought in the Uprising, were taken to POW camps. Régamey 

then used his Swiss passport to escape.16 Others lost family members. Palester’s half-brother was 

killed fighting as a member of Parasol division of the AK. Palester’s father had run an 

impromptu hospital in the basement of their apartment building in Mokotów. He along with 

Palester’s stepmother, and half-sister left Warsaw along with its civilian population. On 18 

November Henryk Palester was run over by a German truck. As he lay dying, unconscious 

through the night, he prayed in Hebrew.17  

Yet, as a whole, the younger musicians were better able to regroup following the 

destruction of Warsaw than were their older, conservative peers. Before the war, Warsaw had 

been a major center of Polish musical life for both the young composers and their conservative 

opponents. During the occupation, the city’s rich network of music cafés and private concerts 

only burnished its leading position as a musical center. The Warsaw Uprising abruptly halted the 

city’s musical prominence. The Philharmonic, Opera, and Conservatory were reduced to rubble, 

and the population forcibly removed. The destruction of the city during the closing days of the 

war sent musicians elsewhere. This meant that Warsaw’s position as the leading center for 

concerts, education, and discussion would not be regained for several years, and the main concert 

venues were not rebuilt until the mid 1950s or even 1960s. The destruction of the main urban 

musical environment did not equally affect all musicians. In so far as conservatives held 

positions in the older, entrenched institutions, such as the Philharmonic and Opera, the 

                                                
16 BUAM 800/1, Pamiętnik Adolfa Chybińskiego, 123, 10 December 1944.  
17 VHA, Palester-Chlebowczyk Testimony, Tape 5, 15:40-23:15. 
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destruction of these performance spaces simultaneously undermined the hold that the 

conservatives had over programming and artistic direction. 

In addition, changes in audience attitudes further undermined the conservative argument 

that concertgoers desired to hear music of the late romantic tradition. Contemporary reports and 

later memoirs agree that audiences were clamoring for performances of any type. Internal MKiS 

assessments from 1948 looked back on the immediate postwar period as a period of increases in 

reduced price tickets and a change in audience composition.18 The cellist Wiłkomirski struggled 

to explain in 1980 how different conditions were around 1945, wistfully recalling concerts in 

Łódź with audiences spilling into the hallways and beyond, and in which each and every 

symphonic concert was an “artistic celebration.”19 In Gdynia, Bohdan Wodiczko likewise recalls 

conducting concerts to full halls.20 Sokorski remembers a spontaneous outpouring of interest in 

music, and a time when it was difficult to get tickets to concerts of Lutosławski, Bacewicz, and 

Woytowicz.21 As will be discussed below in more detail, Palester, Mycielski, and Kisielewski all 

attempted to interpret this new enthusiasm for art music. In 1946, Jerzy Broszkiewicz 

acknowledged this trend, while also wondering if it was too good to be true. “There exists to be 

sure a certain universal aesthetic hunger, yet one must not overrate its universality or 

durability.”22 To the younger generation, the recalcitrant audiences of the interwar years had 

been swept away in an unprecedented enthusiasm for concert going; contemporary music stood 

on the verge of true popularity.    

                                                
18 AAN 366/3, 114, 10.  
19 Kazimierz Wiłkomirski, Wspomnień ciąg dalszy (Kraków: PWM, 1980), 52-7. “artystycznym świętem.” 
20 Bohdan Wodiczko in: “1945: wspomnienia muzyków,” Ruch Muzyczny 1975, no. 10, pg. 8.  
21 Włodzimierz Sokorski, “Notatki muzyczne,” Ruch Muzyczny 1974, no. 15, pg. 3.  
22 Jerzy Broszkiewicz, “Koncerty krakowskie,” Twórczość 1946, no. 7-8, 266. “Istnieje wprawdzie pewien 
powszechny głód estetyczny, lecz nie należy przeceniać jego powszechności ani trwałości.” 
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By comparison with their conservative peers, the  younger generation had leaner, more 

nimble institutions, structures that became assets during upheaval. The younger generation had 

less to lose: to be sure, the Ormuz archive was lost and there was fear that the Polish Music 

Publishing Society’s (TWMP) publications had burned. But these organizations did not have 

massive halls or other large-scale investments. Their main assets were their people and their 

members’ extended experience with organizing and planning. In many cases, individuals ensured 

continuity between prewar projects and parallel postwar ones: TWMP was reborn as PWM 

thanks to Ochlewski (more on this below), Muzyka Polska was relaunched as Ruch Muzyczny by 

Kisielewski and Mycielski, and the Stowarzyszenie Kompozytorów Polskich was turned into the 

Związek Kompozytorów Polskich, with Perkowski playing a leading role in both. Ormuz was 

not directly reactivated, but its members played a vital role in debates about the future and shape 

of mass musical culture, suggesting that a similar dynamic in which personal proclivities lent 

continuity to new projects was also at play. In each of these cases, individuals guaranteed the 

survival of the ideas behind an institution, even as the institution itself was rebuilt, rebranded, or 

even abandoned. 

The shifting of musical life from Warsaw to Cracow in the aftermath of the Warsaw 

Uprising meant that the networks of young musicians became centered in a small geographic 

area. Cracow was not exactly a blank slate, but for the musicians who had dominated interwar 

discussions, it might as well have been. 23 The conservative, largely Warsaw-based musical 

institutions could not quickly gain a footing in this new terrain, while younger musicians could. 

By the eve of liberation in January 1945, musicians had begun to descend on Cracow. The city 

was relatively unharmed by the occupation, having served as the administrative center of the 

                                                
23 For an overview of interwar musical life in Cracow, see Mieczysław Drobner and Tadeusz Przybylski eds., 
Kraków muzyczny, 1918-1939 (Kraków: Wydawnictwo Literackie, 1980). 
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General Government. News of the city’s musical opportunities spread quickly through informal 

networks. Shortly after liberation in January, Kisielewski went first to Warsaw on foot only to 

find no city, no apartment, and none of his compositions. Palester and Perkowski, however, who 

had been in Zakopane at the end of the war, travelled directly to Cracow. Soon, the majority of 

leading musicians had relocated to the city. Some prewar Cracovians found themselves in this 

mix—Mieczysław Drobner, Adam Rieger, and Artur Malawski—but many composers and 

musicians had come from Warsaw, Lwów, or Poznań. Many had nowhere to live since 

apartments in Cracow had already been filled by those desperate for shelter.24 A majority of 

students at the newly reopened conservatory were “refugees and repatriates;” they had difficulty 

supporting themselves, not to mention keeping up with the conservatory’s artistic demands.25  

In circumstances of widespread displacement, personal connections were vital to 

resolving both mundane and professional matters. “To live, it is necessary to write for theater, 

film, to be a professor (don’t fear anything, not me!!) or a journalist, write criticism, where I’m 

fully engaged, and this is no light matter when it’s to live, but there is always a means of 

remaining honest!” Mycielski noted.26 Palester made money by composing several film scores. 

The chief conductor of an orchestra in Gdynia performed in cafés with the principle second 

violin in order to make ends meet.27 Official positions were handed out quickly and on the basis 

of contacts. Kisielewski was appointed a professor at the conservatory in large part because 

                                                
24 AAN 366/1, 292, pg. 43, letter of 29 March 1945.  
25 AAN 366/1, 214, pg. 186, “Sprawozdania Rektora Z. Drzewieckiego,” 12 April 1946. AAN 366/1, 310, Bratnia 
Pomoc PKM w Krakowie to MKiS, 22 November 1945. (there is no pagination in this file).  “wysiedleni i 
repatrianci”  
26 BnF, Mus. N.L.a. 89 (fin), Mycielski to Boulanger, 30 March 1946. “pour vivre il faut écrire pour théâtre, films, 
être professeur (ne craignez rien, moi non!!) ou journaliste, faire des critiques, ou je m'engage en plein, et ce n'est 
pas drôle quand c'est pour vivre, mais il y a toujours moyen de rester honêt!” 
27 Bohdan Wodiczko in: “1945: wspomnienia muzyków,” Ruch Muzyczny 1975, no. 10, pg. 8.  
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Zbigniew Drzewiecki knew him and knew he needed work.28 Perkowski and Ochlewski, both of 

whom had organized musicians during the occupation, became especially important, with 

Perkowski using his position to help musicians to secure lodging.  

Moreover, the young group of composers found themselves together in the same, 

relatively small city. Palester recalls that a few dozen composers, conductors, pianists, and other 

performers shared rooms along a single hallway in the Cracow YMCA. How could something 

positive not result from these conditions, he asked.29 In sum, physical presence and social 

network aligned. The relationships that had been developed over years of interwar organizing, 

through participation in societies, meetings, and festivals, and had then been strengthened by the 

adverse conditions of the occupation, were crucial for day-to-day existence.  

The younger musicians further undermined the links to conservative, pre-WWII Warsaw 

by effectively taking over Philharmonie des generalgouvernments that had been created (and left 

behind) by the Nazi administration and transforming it into the Filharmonia Krakowska. The 

orchestra was widely seen as an outstanding ensemble, but for it to remain intact musicians had 

to argue that it was untainted by its Nazi roots. Their task was challenging since the orchestra 

had been assembled at the General Governor Hans Frank’s personal request in May 1940 and 

that had performed 211 concerts, primarily for German audiences, and less often, for Polish 

ones.30 The legacy was particularly problematic since the musicians of the Philharmonie des 

                                                
28 Stefan Kisielewski, “Kraków stolicą muzyki (nieco wspomnień),” in Pisma i felietony muzyczne, Vol. 2 
(Warszawa: Prószyński i S-ka, 2012 [1960]), 245-52, here 245.  
29 AKP, Palester Recordings, “Filharmonia Krakowska,” 0:30. RFE broadcast from 15 September 1965, recorded 
onto a CD in the Palester collection in AKP.  
30 Philharmonie des Generalgouvernements (Krakau: ZKW-Druck, Heinsohn, 1940); Stanisław Lachowicz, Muzyka 
w okupowanym Krakowie 1939-1945 (Kraków: Wydawnictwo Literackie, 1988), 24-50. 
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Generalgouvernements had been poached from some of the best prewar Polish ensembles, either 

through threats or promises of better conditions in exchange for joining the ensemble.31  

Rumors circulated that the orchestra was to be broken up or that its members would be 

put under pressure because of the ensemble’s role in the occupation.32 While all musicians were 

required to appear before verification commissions, the process was seen as particularly 

strenuous or simply risky for members of the former Philharmonie des Generalgouvernements.33 

Wacław Niemczyk had become the concertmaster near the end of the occupation and was banned 

from performing for a year and a half as punishment for his activities in Warsaw during the 

occupation, a verdict that effectively shut down his career. His letter of defense disputed many of 

the factual claims, calling attention to the grey areas of musical life under the occupation, and 

bemoaning his lack of autonomy under occupation.34 It seems likely that given Niemczyk’s 

prominent position in the orchestra, other members worried about whether the verification 

commissions would any more sympathetic to their own extensive performances for Frank and 

the German occupiers.  

To counteract this problematic past, musicians argued that the ensemble was, despite its 

roots, an all-star orchestra and one of the finest ensembles Poland had ever had, outshining the 

                                                
31 On Rohr’s trip to Warsaw to “recruit” musicians: Kazimierz Wiłkomirski, Wspomnienia (Kraków: PWM, 1971), 
550. The orchestra consisted of 35 musicians from Warsaw, 29 from Cracow, 11 from Poznań, and the remainder 
form Lwów, Tarnów, Rzeszów, and Katowice. See Lachowicz, Muzyka w okupowanym Krakowie, 52. 
32 A group of orchestra musicians had formed an impromptu artistic council and began organizing its first concert 
immediately after liberation (Kydrynksi, Państwowa Filharmonia, 5). A few days later, they presented plans to Jan 
Karol Wende, arguing that the orchestra should become a state institution, in accordance with their understanding of 
standard practice in the USSR. Wende was initially skeptical of the orchestra’s Nazi legacy and claimed in his later 
memoirs that he was only assuaged by conversations with other musicians to the effect that the orchestra had never 
been boycotted, was supported by society, and had not carried out propaganda. Jan Karol Wende, Ta ziemia od 
innych droższa . . . (Warszawa: Państwowy Instytut Wydawniczy, 1981), 269-70.  
33 AAN 366/1, 175, pg. 13 (Kazuro’s opinion); Jerzy Waldorff, “W przedniu katastrofy,” Ruch Muzyczny 1946, no. 
8-9, pp. 13-14; Drzewiecki, Wspomnienia muzyka, 108-9.   
34 AKP, Maklakiewicz Papers, K-XXVI/27, Niemczyk to the Minister of Culture and Art, no date but after 20 May 
1945.  
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prewar Warsaw Philharmonic.35 They thus argued that the utility of the orchestra was more 

important than its roots. For Drzewiecki, the fact that the Germans had managed to arrange a 

better ensemble than had existed before the war in Poland was proof that a similar, centralized 

ensemble was necessary, but under new, free conditions.36 From the point of view of composers 

and musicians, the ensemble was Polish and keeping it together would best serve their interests. 

On 14 April 1945, the new “State Philharmonic” gave its first concert; in the program notes, 

Łobaczewska celebrated “that the State acts for the first time as an advocate, promoter, and 

guardian of musical culture. It recognizes the necessity of creating such a symphonic apparatus 

as a fundamental factor in the promotion and development of this culture from its foundations.”37 

Although many musicians had left, the Filharmonia Krakowska remained a high-level ensemble, 

directed by an administration sympathetic to the younger musicians.38  

As a result of these efforts, Cracow, the city where the young composers were 

congregating, also happened to possess the only orchestra in Poland capable of performing 

complex modern works. More importantly, it lacked the conservative leadership that that had 

minimized the young musicians’ earlier access. Of the 133 works the orchestra performed in its 

first full season (1945-46), 49 were from Polish composers, and 21 were contemporary. They 

reached an estimated audience of 52,400 listeners.39 In these two years—before Fitelberg took 

over the WOSPR in Katowice, the Warsaw Philharmonic reopened (both in 1947), and 

                                                
35 Jerzy Waldorff cited in: Lucjan Kydrynksi and Zbigniew Łagocki, Państwowa Filharmonia im. Karola 
Szymanowskiego w Krakowie 1945-1965 (Kraków: PWM, 1965), 10.  
36 Zbigniew Drzewiecki, “W Sprawie Centralnej Rady Muzycznej,” Ruch Muzyczny 1945, no. 1, 2.  
37  Cited in Woźniakowska, 60 Lat Filharmonii, 40. “że Państwo występuje to po raz pierwszy jako rzecznik, 
propagator i opiekun kultury muzycznej, uznając potrzebę stworzenia takiego aparatu symofnicznego jako 
podstawowego czynnika w szerzeniu i rozwijaniu tej kultury od podstaw.”  
38 Conductors and directors included: Zygmunt Latoszewski, Jan Maklakiewicz, Walerian Bierdiajew, Perkowski, 
and Andrzej Panufnik. Woźniakowska, 60 Lat Filharmonii, 250.  
39 Waldorff, “Działalność Państwowej Filharmonii w Krakowie w sezonie 1945/46,” in “Święto muzyki polskiej: 
program, Kraków, 23-29 czerwca 1946 r.” (Kraków: Państwowa Filharmonia, 1946), no pagination. On the 
orchestra’s repertoire, see: Woźniakowska, 60 Lat Filharmonii, 42.  
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Bierdiajew turned back to trusted repertoire from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries—the 

State Philharmonic in Cracow was the key vehicle for propelling contemporary Polish music into 

a new-found position of prominence. 

 

II. Structures without People: Mieczysław Drobner and the Beginnings of State-backed 
Musical Life 
 
The early reactivations of musical life through interpersonal networks soon began contending 

with the establishment of new state-led institutions. Crucially, these were created in and around 

Lublin, in eastern Poland, before the liberation of the General Government. 

As the war changed in the Allies’ favor in 1943, plans for the future of East-Central 

Europe were hatched in the realm of high politics.40 In Moscow, the Polish Committee of 

National Liberation (Polski Komitet Wyzywolenia Narodowego, PKWN) was designed as a seed 

government. It was a forced alternative to the London government-in-exile and a pillar for the 

establishment of communist power in Poland.41 A main Soviet war objective was to preserve the 

territorial gains from 1939 and thus to shift the Polish border to the Curzon Line, which had 

served as the frontier during the time of the German-Soviet non-aggression pact. Once the Soviet 

army crossed this line in July 1944, the USSR transplanted the PKWN to Polish territory and by 

December 1944, presented it as the new, interim government of Poland, with its capital in 

Lublin. The PKWN served as the key conduit for Soviet power into Polish territory.  

 The PKWN had a Department of Culture and Art, alongside more prosaic departments 

such as Economics or Information and Propaganda.42 Thanks to the creation of this Department, 

                                                
40 Krystyna Kersten, The Establishment of Communist Rule in Poland, 1943-1948, trans. John Micgiel and Michael 
H. Bernhard (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), 3-33.  
41 Kersten, The Establishment of Communist Rule, 62-5.  
42 Krystyna Kersten, Polski Komitet Wyzwolenia Narodowego (Lublin: Wydawnictwo Lubelskie, 1965), 98. 
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which was inspired by Soviet models, the arts fell under the purview of the state. The 

infrastructure was laid for culture to become an integral state concern, although what precisely 

this meant remained unclear. The launch of the Department of Culture, along with its 

subdivisions, was plagued with challenges. The director of the Department could find no local 

talent to lead the subunits devoted to the individual arts. He wrote to request appropriate 

candidates from the Polish army in the USSR, who were then dispatched to Lublin. The day after 

their arrival, these officer-artists were broken into subsections—literature, theater, music, and 

fine arts.43 They became the first crop of Poland’s postwar cultural bureaucrats. Charged with 

building administrative structures for their artistic disciplines against the backdrop of a still-

raging war, they played an outsized role in rebuilding postwar institutions despite the 

circumstances of their haphazard recruitment.  

The task of restarting Poland’s musical life fell to a 32-year-old man, Mieczysław 

Drobner. In August 1944, when Drobner was called on to lead the music division of the PKWN’s 

Department of Culture, he had never worked in a ministry. He did, however, have years of 

experience in organizing Cracow’s Association of Young Musicians, where he worked with its 

members to create a socially responsible organization to support artists.44 A member of the 

Polish Socialist Party (PPS) and son of the well-known socialist organizer, Mieczysław escaped 

to Romania shortly after the beginning of the war.45 His father appealed directly to Vyacheslav 

Molotov to secure Mieczysław a Soviet repatriate passport. By 23 April 1940, Mieczysław was 

in Soviet-occupied Lvov and began teaching music there.46 With the German invasion of the 

                                                
43 Mieczysław Drobner, Wspomnienia o początkach życia muzycznego w Polsce Ludowej, 1944-1946, (Kraków: 
PWM, 1985), 6-8. 
44 See Chapter 3.  
45 Bolesław Drobner, Bezustanna walka, vol. 3 (1936-44) (Warszawa: Państwowy Instytut Wydawniczy, 1967), 118.  
46 Bolesław Drobner, Bezustanna walka, vol. 3, 132.  
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USSR in 1941, he and his mother fled by truck into the heart of the Soviet Union. In May 1943, 

he joined the Polish Army in the Soviet Union and directed the Army’s amateur ensembles and 

accompanied its choirs. 47  

Drobner acted single-handedly to resuscitate musical life in Lublin and the other liberated 

territories. He was given a single room with a hole in the wall from shelling where he worked 

with two office assistants.48 In September 1944, the PKWN Music Division helped to reopen and 

nationalize the Moniuszko Music Institute in Lublin.49 Drobner reported that music schools and 

orchestras had begun operations across the liberated territories, including in Rzeszów, Białystok, 

and Lublin itself. In October, a symphony orchestra was organized in the Praga district of 

Warsaw, just across the Wisła from where the Warsaw Uprising had raged. Drobner noted in his 

reports that despite minimal levels of funding and organization, performances by these groups 

were positively received by local audiences.50 Travel among the cities of liberated Poland was 

difficult and travel by military plane risked accidentally crossing the front.51  

By December 1944, Drobner could report to his superiors substantial improvements to 

Lublin’s musical life: a chamber orchestra was rehearsing, a string quartet began performing, and 

the Lutnia choir had been reactivated. These organizations were gaining momentum and self-

sufficiency, he claimed.52 He had also organized a Union of Polish Composers, which was 

modeled on the similar unions for writers and fine artists. There were however few composers in 

the liberated territories. Of the Union’s four members (including Drobner himself) only Albert 

Harris—a composer of light songs especially popular among Soviet-exiled Poles—had any 

                                                
47 Drobner, Wspomnienia, 6.  
48 Drobner, Wspomnienia, 8-10. 
49 AAN 185, XV/6. 
50 AAN 185, XV/2, pp. 1-15, 62-3. 
51 Drobner, Wspomnienia, 110-11.  
52 AAN 366/1, 173, pg. 37, December 1944. 
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standing as a composer.53 The Union gave a concert of its (four) members’ music, but, as 

Drobner pointed out in his reports, the concert was organized only under the pressure of the 

Department of Culture and was in fact organized by the Department as well.54 As such, the 

Composer’s Union hardly met an actual need of composers for organizational structures; instead, 

the organizational armature was erected first and then filled as far as possible with the relevant 

people.  

Nor was the lack of artistic personnel limited to the Composer’s Union. The Department 

of Culture emphasized the need for cooperation and coordination between the state, local 

governments and society.55 These local versions of the Department would capitalize on local 

initiative, reporting back to the central office, while overseeing and aiding in the establishment 

and funding of theaters, orchestras, choirs, art galleries, music schools, and so forth.56 The 

Department of Culture was concerned about the lack of appropriate candidates to run events 

outside of Lublin. Prospective candidates were encouraged to get to work immediately; later a 

CV with a description of wartime activities could be sent for confirmation. This policy suggests 

that immediate reactivation of cultural activities outweighed considerations of collaboration with 

the occupiers, much less political allegiance.57  

In music, concerns about lack of personnel were compounded by the geography of Lublin 

Poland. Until mid-January 1945, the main cities of central Poland were still under German 

occupation. As such, Drobner did not work with composers or musicians who had been part of 

underground musical institutions as he laid the groundwork for new institutions. He was able to 

                                                
53 Drobner, Wspomnienia, 18. 
54 AAN 366/1, 173, pg. 37, December 1944. 
55 AAN 185, XV/1, pg. 8. 
56 AAN 185, XV/2, pg. 36, “Pismo okólne nr. 1,” 26 November 1944. 
57 AAN 185, XV/2, pg. 37, “Pismo okólne nr. 3,” 29 November 1944. 
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make his plans without arguing with or, most likely, even being aware of, the plans that had been 

hatched in the General Government during the occupation. In addition, the eastern half of 

Poland’s interwar territories had been incorporated into Soviet Ukraine and Byelorussia. Lublin 

Poland was a small slice of territory, constrained on the one side by Stalin’s plans for the new 

Polish frontier, and on the other, by the front itself, which was some fifty kilometers to the west. 

Nor did the territories of Lublin Poland have a rich musical tradition to rebuild. In fact, Ormuz 

had focused much of its effort on this region since before the war there had been fewer musical 

institutions in this region than elsewhere. After years of occupation, Drobner observed that 

musical conditions had even deteriorated from this already low baseline.58  

The lack of composers, musicians, or prewar institutions did not stop Drobner from 

developing organizational structures. Indeed, he built seed organizations that could be transferred 

to other cities as more territories were liberated. The reconstitution of the Professional Union of 

Musicians (Związek Zawodowy Muzyków) in Lublin in January 1945, for example, drew on 

musicians who had come from virtually every part of the former Republic. The Union’s early 

documents highlight the temporary character of their early reactivation. Well aware that the 

majority of musicians were still in occupied territories, and conscious of the need to soon include 

these musicians within their Union, the main task of the Union was to prepare for a countrywide 

meeting. As more territory was liberated, these new groups of musicians were asked to send 

members and draft ideas to Lublin.59 The skeleton-crew Composer’s Union was even more 

temporary.60 Nor did Music Division lay deep roots in Lublin itself. In mid-1945, Drobner 

described many of the ensembles he had helped to reactivate as of poor quality and not deserving 

                                                
58 Drobner, Wspomnienia, 11-12. 
59 AAN 366/1, 292, pp. 25-29. 
60 Drobner, Wspomnienia, 9. 
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of further support, suggesting not that the ensembles had gotten worse, but that better groups had 

been formed to the west.  

Thus, the demand for a state-led musical life ran ahead of the supply of people who 

would be involved in this life. The unique circumstances of Lublin Poland, where most 

musicians had yet to be liberated, created a new demand for musicians who could fill positions 

of organizational importance. As a result, the relationship between the Professional Union of 

Musicians, the Union of Composers, and the state institution was sketched before any of these 

organizations had their full memberships. This mismatch between structure and employment was 

another step towards the advance of the younger generation. There was now a need for people 

with experience in organizing musical institutions—be they orchestras, conservatories, or 

unions—and a centralized Department to authorize appointments and fund these new institutions. 

The younger generation had the experience, the interest, and the commitment to organizing. As 

we will see below, they were often Drobner’s former colleagues, or people he knew by name or 

reputation. 

 
 
III. Structures with People: The Meeting of Informal Networks with State Institutions  
 
Although this groundwork of institution-building dated to mid-July 1944, the bulk of Poland’s 

musicians first had to interact with it following the liberation of Cracow, Warsaw, and Łódź (17-

19 January 1945). The structure hatched in Lublin thus could be filled with the people who had 

survived the war in Warsaw or Cracow. Indicative of this growing institutional formalization, the 

PKWN’s Department of Culture had been renamed the Ministry of Culture and Art (MKiS). The 

Ministry’s Music Department, still headed by Drobner, now set about organizing a functioning 

musical life. A similar process had taken years of slow development during the 1920s and 1930s. 
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Now, reconstruction worked quickly; prewar levels were matched or exceeded in a matter of 

months. Music schools were reorganized into a three-tier system.61 A state music publisher was 

founded and it in turn published a music journal. Hoping to support musical life outside of the 

major cities, MKiS established ensembles in new locations, which employed conductors and 

directors. Each of these positions could be filled through an appointment issued by the Ministry.  

 The union structure developed in Lublin was transferred to these new territories. The 

Music Department of MKiS was one of the main points of state funding for musical institutions 

and was most directly involved with other institutions. The Music Department consisted of only 

a few staff members, and was run by musicians, composers, or musicologists. Musicians 

themselves could belong to the Professional Union of Musicians (ZZM) and, if applicable, the 

Union of Polish Composers (ZKP). Both of these Unions were formed on the basis of prewar 

organizations, although their official role increased considerably after the war. The Union of 

Polish Composers was among the smallest of all the creative unions, numbering around fifty 

members in these early years. On the other hand, the Professional Union of Musicians was by far 

the largest, with around 10,000 members. This made it over twice the size of the next largest 

union (actors) and over 10 times that of the writers’ union.62 Of these 10,000 musicians, only 600 

were employed in MKiS state-backed orchestras.63 The vast majority, presumably, worked 

providing lighter forms of musical entertainment. From its formation, the Union of Polish 

Composers was seen as an elite organization, focused largely on composers and especially on 

                                                
61 Andrzej Michalski, Wyższe szkolnictwo muzyczne w Polsce w latach 1945-1964 (Bydgoszcz: Wydawnictwo 
Uniwersytetu Kazimierza Wielkiego, 2009), 84-90. Schools were divided into Higher, Middle, and Low. A Higher 
music school entailed professional level training, with the other two offering preparatory training for younger 
students; new professors were needed to fill these positions. 
62 AAN 366/3, 114, pg. 3. The file is dated 1948, but Barański below agrees with the 10,000 member figure in 1946.  
63 Kazimierz Barański, “Operomontaże czy orkiestry subsydiowane?”, Ruch Muzyczny 1946, no. 10, pg. 10.  
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composers of art music.64 By June 1945, the ZKP had established five local branches in major 

cities, all of which reported to the central organization.65  

A sign of the younger generation’s influence over these institutions was the appointment 

of Perkowski to head both the Professional Union of Musicians and the Union of Polish 

Composers. Dedicated to defending the professional interests of musicians, the Professional 

Union of Musicians rarely engaged in the debates of interest to the musical intellectuals I have 

followed here. The Union of Polish Composers was also built through the transformation of an 

interwar society, the Stowarzyszenie Kompozytorów Polskich. The Society began in opposition 

to the Polish ISCM section, before being taken over by the younger group of composers who 

insisted on broader representation. After the war, the generational shift in the ZKP’s leadership 

was confirmed even further. Throughout the early postwar period, leadership positions of the 

ZKP were occupied by the younger generation of composers.66 When Perkowski, albeit for a 

short period, was the head of both ZKP and the ZZM he was thus head of the Unions 

representing all musicians in Poland. This consolidation of leadership in the hands of the 

younger generation was all the more important since the Unions were now conceived as one of 

the main conduits between musicians and the state institutions and funding.   

Meanwhile, the creation of a department dedicated to musical matters within the Ministry 

of Culture answered the young generation’s on-going calls for centralized organization of 

musical life. The Department was divided into three main Divisions: “Support for composition,” 

(Referat Popierania Twórczości Muzycznej) which dealt with composers, commissions, and the 

                                                
64 Drobner, “Problemy Organizacyjne życia muzycznego w demokratycznej Polsce,” Ruch Muzyczny 1945, no. 3, 
pg. 8. For discussion of the organization’s autonomy in a slightly later period, see: Tompkins, Composing the Party 
Line, 95-130.  
65 AAN 366/1, 173, pg. 54 
66 See lists of committees in: Ludwik Erhardt, 50 lat Zwia̜zku Kompozytorów Polskich (Warszawa: ZKP, 1995), 17.  
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dissemination of works; the division of “Music performance” (“Referat Muzyki Odtwórczej,”) 

which dealt with performance institutions and concerts; the Division of Musical Schooling 

(“Referat Szkolnictwa Muzycznego”), which developed instructional programs and evaluated 

schools. In addition, there was an independent unit devoted to “Popularization of Music” 

(“Referat Upowszechnienia Muzyki”), whose purview was amateur groups, an office to deal 

with subsidies, and another one for “musical industry” (“Referat Przeymsłu Muzycznego”). The 

Department claimed that it “handles all types of matters connected with music: the organization 

of musical life, support for composition and performance, care [opieka] of musicians, 

popularization of music [upowszechnienie muzyki], academic research,” and the list goes on.67 

The Department of Music continued to stress its desire to oversee all musical matters when it 

developed its plans for 1947-48. Its goals include having 

a fundamental influence on all musical matters, without regard to whether they 
enter directly into the work of the Department [of Music] or even belong to 
another division (education, defense, church, etc.). The obligation of institutions 
and musical actors to reach an understanding with the Department irrespective of 
whether the given work is financed by the Ministry [of Culture] or not.68  

 
By providing, at least in theory, the basis for oversight of all aspects of music, the Music 

Department echoed earlier, prewar concerns for organizing musical life. What is more, it gave 

these calls a concrete institutional basis that could connect and coordinate the work of disparate 

institutions. 

The process of shuttering private concert organizers, an intervention led by the Music 

Department, also favored the younger generation by putting a hamper on commercialized 

                                                
67 AAN 366/1, 165, pp. 26-8. “Departament Muzyki załatwia wszelkiego rodzaju sprawy związane z muzyką: 
organizacja życia muzycznego, popieranie twórczości i odtwórczości muzycznej, opieka na muzykami, 
upowszechnienie muzyki, badania naukowe.” 
68 AAN 366/1, 166, pg. 5 “Wpływ zasadniczy na wszelkie sprawy muzyczne, bez względu na to, czy wchodzą one 
bezpośrednio do prac Departamentu czy nawet należą do innego resortu (oświata, wojsko, kościół itp). 
Zobowiązanie instytucyj i działaczy muzycznych do porozumiewania się z Departamentem bez względu na to, czy 
dane prace są finansowane przez Ministerstwo, czy nie.” 
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musical performances and creating opportunities for contemporary programming to take their 

place. Before the war, concert bureaus had been unpopular among the younger generation of 

musicians: they were seen as driven by profit, favoring conservative repertoire, and preferential 

to foreign performers.69 Many concert bureaus had been put out of business during the 

occupation. In April 1945, Drobner intended to finish what the war had begun, shutting down all 

private concert bureaus and replacing them with a Central Concert Bureau, which was to be run 

through the Professional Union of Musicians. The private concert bureaus in Warsaw and 

Cracow were closed and no new permissions for bureaus were established.70 He argued that 

private concert bureaus, “having mainly personal success as a goal,” collide “with the social 

character that concert bureaus should have.”71 This decision eliminated for-profit musical 

presenters, who had to cater to the demands and tastes of the listening public. Concert bureaus 

were effectively hampered, although it proved difficult to successfully organize an alternative, in 

no small part because of abysmal funding.72 Even as complaints came in about local 

governments skirting regulations, or government impresarios organizing private performances 

off the books, the fact remained that the system of private concert organizing—and its inclination 

towards conservative audience tastes—had been undermined.73  

Over this same period, leadership of orchestras switched into younger hands at the same 

time that many new ensembles were created. By the end of 1945, MKiS had organized three 

philharmonic orchestras (in Cracow, Katowice, and Łódź) and eleven local symphony 

orchestras.74 Plans from 1946 and 1947 called for extending this network of performing 

                                                
69 Seweryn Barbag, “Uwagi jeszcze aktualne,” Muzyka Współczesna 1936, no. 4. p. 2; see Chapter 3. 
70 AAN 366/1, 173, pp. 50-51. 
71 AAN 366/1, 173, pg. 62. “mających przeważnie osobiste sukcesy na celu, i kolidujących ze społecznym 
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72 AAN 366/1, 173, pg. 62, August 1945. 
73 AAN 366/1, 292, pg. 120. These complaints are enumerated in a letter of 27 June 1947.  
74 AAN 366/1, 173, pg. 29.  
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institutions by establishing groups in cities that had previously not had orchestras, as well as 

special orchestras that could visit smaller cities that lacked their own ensembles.75 Younger 

composers—including Kassern, Palester, Maklakiewicz, and Panufnik—were considered for 

leadership positions in these ensembles, positions unavailable to them before the war.76 Even the 

Warsaw Philharmonic, which had once seemed closed to the younger musicians, now came into 

their reach.77 What remained of the Warsaw Philharmonic’s concert hall was put under the 

control of a forced board on 30 August 1946, whose membership included Perkowski and 

Zalewski. The old administration and stockholders who had been forced out were quick to draw 

connections between the forced administration and an earlier attack by “a certain group of young 

modernist musicians aspiring to control power in the [Warsaw] Philharmonic.”78 Perkowski and 

Zalewski had taken over the most important prewar musical institution in Poland. Over the 

coming years, they would successfully craft it into a national philharmonic.  

The older conservatives were never fully sidelined from musical life, but their influence 

was often curtailed. For example, Piotr Rytel continued to act as a critic for the Tygodnik 

Powszechny, Tygodnik Warszawski, Słowo Powszechne, and the Gazeta Ludowa between 1946 

and 1949. He taught composition and theory at the PWSM in Warsaw.79 In addition, he led the 

qualification commission of ZKP from 1946 to 1951.80 But when he attempted to revive a prewar 

fight by accusing his old rival, Sikorski, of collaboration during the occupation, the MKiS 

advisory board quickly saw through the attempt and after widespread rebuttals in the press, little 

                                                
75 AAN 366/1, 173, pg. 22, 4 November 1946; AAN 366/1, 169 (entire file).  
76 AAN 366/1, 292, pg. 66, letter of 25 October 1945.  
77 Zalewski, Pół wieku, 79. 
78 AAN 366/1, 265, pp. 53-6, “Sprawozdanie Zarządu Filharmonii Warszawskiej Sp. Akc,” 26 January 1947. 
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came of the accusation.81 In a separate incident, Stanisław Kazuro also attempted to raise old 

issues: first, that there were not enough publications of the non-modernist composers and second 

that the repertoire of the orchestras should be “Polonized.” This latter point was especially 

heavily attacked when it was discussed at MKiS. Lutosławski argued against thinking in 

categories borrowed from the Germans and Perkowski insisted that prescribing repertoire 

overstepped the MKiS’s prerogatives.82 More importantly, perhaps, they had been largely denied 

a platform in the postwar musical journal of record, Ruch Muzyczny and thus their views 

gradually faded from the center of concern. Deprived of institutional support, the conservatives 

were seen as neither an artistic nor critical camp to be opposed, much less worked with and, as a 

result, the prewar division between modernists and conservatives lost whatever force it had had.   

When the early postwar years are seen in a broader historical arc, they come into focus as 

a time of unprecedented opportunity. The new role claimed by the state in musical life, combined 

with the Ministry’s desire to rapidly rebuild from wartime losses, called musicians into service. 

They were able to answer this call, in part because the young generation of musicians shared a 

baseline of schooling in social organizing from before the war and occupation. But whereas 

projects of the1920s and 30s had encountered insurmountable institutional barriers, in 1945 the 

rapid rebuilding of musical institutions across the country placed their organizational 

backgrounds in demand. Many from the younger generation filled the spaces available out of 

straightforward need for employment and income. Many also recognized that they had been 

handed a set of unmatched circumstances for institutional change and understood that their work 

in the early postwar moment could have long-lasting consequences.  

                                                
81 AAN 366/1, 175, p. 31.  
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IV. Continuities in Aim from Before 1939 
  

The fact that during these early postwar years younger musicians gained state-backed and state-

funded positions, raises questions concerning the relationship between the state and musicians. 

What were their attitudes towards the state and what did they think would be gained (or lost) 

from their cooperation? It is important to answer these questions precisely and based on 

contemporaneous documentation since scholarship has generally focused on the slightly later 

socialist realist period, which is portrayed as beset by conflict between the state and its agents on 

the one hand and composers on the other. Recent scholarship has questioned the extent of 

disagreement among the state and musicians, but has also maintained the perspective of 

evaluation through the lens of a state versus non-state actors.83  

The first problem with applying the perspective of a state versus non-state paradigm to 

the period between 1944 and 1947 is that it is not always clear how to draw the line between 

these two groups. The state institutions, such as the MKiS Music Department, were understaffed 

and underfunded. Positions were filled through rapid recruitment. Figures such as Perkowski and 

Ochlewski rose into positions of power thanks to their organizational skills rather than to their 

political allegiances. As a result, musicians who interacted with the Music Department were first 

and foremost interacting with other musicians. While there were routine disagreements among 

these figures, it was only later—in 1948 and 1949—that non-musician ministry employees, such 

as Włodzimierz Sokorski, played a significant role in these interactions. While Ministry 

employees certainly carried out priorities of the Ministry as a whole, the Department’s work 

                                                
83 Tompkins, Composing the Party Line, 23-41.  
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depended on a small group of individuals who worked in and for it. The distinction between 

personal convictions and policy objectives was not always clear-cut. 

 There was little antagonism in this period since musicians themselves were pushing for a 

closer relationship with the emerging state. To some degree, musicians made straightforward 

demands for better funding.84 Wiechowicz hoped that art would match “the significance and 

needs of science and technology” in the eyes of the state.85 Others saw the state as able to 

ameliorate musicians’ dire material situations.86 The ZZM connected the matter more directly to 

the war, noting that the loss of people and of material make the issue of caring for and educating 

musicians more pressing. Each of these propositions would require more funds.87 

 From the early days of liberation, musicians demanded centralized planning and state 

leadership in musical life. On 28 February 1945, Łobaczewska submitted a memo to MKiS 

noting, 

the necessity of unification and the programmatic planning of the entirety of 
musical life in given Polish cultural centers. Their prior premises must be 
remodeled from the base up and erected on new, strictly democratic 
foundations.88  
 

To accomplish these ends, private concert impresarios should be eliminated and replaced by a 

socially responsible organization in the Union. Łobaczewska also raised the need for better 

schooling in music outside of conservatories, “musicalization (umuzykalnienie) of the masses,” a 

state music publisher, and support for composers. Her view boiled down to two pillars: First, 

                                                
84 Piotr Kruszewski, “Obywatelu Ministrze, czy Pan wie . . .” Ruch Muzyczny 1946, no. 20-21, 7-10.   
85 Stanisław Wiechowicz, “Kompozytor w dobie dzisiejszej (Refleksje w związku ze Zjazdem Kompozytorów 
Polskich)” Ruch Muzyczny 1945 no. 1, pp. 6-7. “na równi ze znaczeniemi i potrzebami nauki i techniki,” 
86 Adam Reiger, “Czy artyści potrzebują pomocy?,” Ruch Muzyczny 1945, no. 4, 2-7.  
87 AAN 366/1, 310. No name or date, but prior to April 1945, no pagination. (This is a file of proposals sent to the 
MKiS music department.)   
88 AAN 366/1, 310, no pagination, Stefania Łobaczewska, 28 February 1945 and 1 March 1945. “konieczność 
ujednostajnienia i programowego rozplanowania całego życia muzycznego w poszczególnych polskich ośrodkach 
kulturalnych, przeorania z gruntu jego dotychczasowych założeń i postawienia ich na nowych, ściśle 
demokratycznych podstawach.”  
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“the suitable restructuring of a specifically musical system, which guarantees a suitable level of 

music for the new listener,” and second, “the expansion of suitable social institutions—such as 

primary schools, music societies, amateur groups and so on—that make this music accessible to 

listeners, since they act as intermediaries. In practice, both of these aspects work together and in 

harmony.”89  

 Although Łobaczewska’s leftist beliefs doubtless made her amenable to socialist state-

building, other musicians who did not share these politics endorsed similar ideas.90 In 1945, the 

pianist Drzewiecki called for the formation of a “Central Musical Advisory Board,” which would 

report to the Presidium of the Council of Ministers (Prezydium Rady Ministrów). Drzewiecki 

noted that since the end of the war, many new unions, orchestras, ministries, and other 

institutions had been formed.  Despite all of this, “there is a lack of a primary, leading idea—then 

and now still.”91 The Advisory Board would serve as an “exceedingly important form-creating 

element in the complete shape of the cultural-social life of the nation.”92 What is important here 

is not the question of what the board would have looked like (or who would have sat on it), but 

rather, the more fundamental critique Drzewiecki renders: building new institutions wastes 

resources if they lack unified and coordinated guidance.  

 Calls for unified leadership only intensified in 1946. A group of some forty musicians 

and intellectuals, including many of the star figures of the musical scene, submitted a letter of 

                                                
89 AAN 366/1, 310, no pagination, Stefania Łobaczewska, 28 February 1945 and 1 March 1945. “1. odpowiedniej 
przebudowy aparatu specjalnie muzycznego, co gwarantuje odpowiedni poziom muzyki dla nowego odbiorcy.” 
“rozbudowy odpowiednich instytucyj społecznych pośredniczących w udostępnieniu muzyki temu odbiorcy, jak 
Szkoły Ogólnokształcące, Towarzystwa Muzyczne, Zespoły amatorskie i tp. Oba te aspekty łączą się zresztą w 
praktyce i harmonijnie ze sobą współpracują.” 
90 On Łobaczewska’s politics see, Magdalena Dziadek, “Twórczość krytycznomuzyczna Stefanii Łobaczewskiej,” 
Muzyka 49 (2004), no. 4, 87-112. 
91 Drzewiecki, “W sprawie Centralnej Rady Muzycznej,” Ruch Muzyczny 1945, no. 5, 2. “brak naczelnej myśli 
przewodniej tak jak był, tak i pozostał.” 
92 Drzewiecki, “W sprawie Centralnej Rady Muzycznej,” Ruch Muzyczny 1945, no. 5, 2. “niezmiernie ważnym 
czynnikiem formotwórczym w całokształcie kulturalno-społecznego życia narodu.” 
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complaint to MKiS that was also published in the leading cultural periodicals. The complaint 

echoed the earlier argument: there was no “thought-out and developed plan” for musical life.93 

As a result, organizational efforts so far had been chaotic and unfocused. The underlying premise 

of the complaint was that the state was best equipped to coordinate and carry out organization 

“encompassing the entirety of issues related to musical life.”94 The letter’s authors demanded 

better support for composers, more music publishing, reformed music education, instruction in 

singing for non-professionals, and the organization of concert life. For Palester, commenting in 

the same issue of Ruch Muzyczny in which the letter was printed, the institutions could play a 

role in shaping the demand for contemporary music: “In this field, radical assistance is the 

necessity of the moment . . . an essential goal is the necessity of expanding the market for 

consumption to such a level that we can at least be placed in it. We expect this from all the 

Ministries, Unions, and social organizations that have been called to life.”95 The postwar moment 

offered a unique opportunity to change conditions in Poland for the long term.96 Similar 

demands—for planning and state patronage—continued into 1947.97  

 These demands reveal that musicians conceived of their relationship to the state in 1945 

in similar terms as they had to the prewar state. The 1930s led to numerous calls for greater state 

funding, planning, and overseeing of musical life, even as they wished for the state to have little 

say in the content of art works. During the occupation, plans for a similar centralized musical 

                                                
93 ANK 2334, 39, pg. 11; “Memoriał w sprawie potrzeb muzyki polskiej,” Ruch Muzyczny 1946, no. 11-12, pg. 2-6; 
“Oświadczenie w sprawie kultury muzycznej w Polsce,” Odrodzenie 1946, no. 23, pg. 12. “przemyślany i 
opracowany plan.”  
94 “Memoriał w sprawie potrzeb muzyki polskiej,” Ruch Muzyczny 1946, no. 11-12, pg. 2-6. “obejmującego 
całość jego [życia muzycznego] zagadnień.” 
95 Palester, “Twórczość muzyczna w nowej Polsce,” Ruch Muzyczny 1946, no. 11-12, 19. “W tej dziedzinie 
radykalna pomoc jest koniecznością chwili. . . . Jako cel zasadniczy koniecznością jest rozszerzenie rynku 
konsumpcji do tej wielkości, abyśmy się na nim przynajmniej 'zmieścili.' Tego oczekujemy od wszystkich 
powołanych do działania Ministerstw, Związków, organizacji społecznych.”   
96 Witold Rudziński, “Wariacje na przykry temat,” Ruch Muzyczny 1946, no. 20-21, p. 10.  
97 Unsigned editorial, Ruch Muzyczny 1947, no. 13-14, pg. 1.  
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institution had been hatched and maintained underground. Both before and after the war, one 

assumption broadly shared by members of the musical community was that the state’s 

organization should not extend to discussions of creative work itself. Institutions were not to tell 

composers how to write, but rather to provide the larger-scale framework in which art music 

could flourish. 98 

Composers and musicians depended on a complex ecosystem of performers, institutions, 

and educated listeners. The state was seen as especially capable of shaping this relationship 

between audiences and musicians, through long-term planning that exceeded the capacities of 

institutions or individuals alone. In the interwar period, these larger plans had remained more or 

less abstract and unrealized, even as the state shaped musical life through its funding practices. 

In the postwar period, then, centralization had the specific meaning of providing the idea-driven 

leadership that was needed to activate the complex ecosystem of musical life. In this sense, the 

postwar push for institutional build-up was evidence of an opportunity to finally achieve the 

long-held goals that the generation had put to the fore in the interwar period: a state and society 

concerned for music.  

 
V. The Polish State Music Publishers and the legacy of interwar organizations   
 
The fact that small groups of dedicated leaders helped resurrect institutions helps to account for 

the curious quality of both continuity and disjunction found in almost all institutions that 

survived the war. They were familiar in aspirations, but newly structured and funded. Although 

this dynamic played out at several institutions, it is made particularly clear by the establishment 

of  the Polish State Music publishers or PWM (Polskie Wydawnictwo Muzyczne). A publishing 

                                                
98 Mieczysław Drobner, “Problemy organizacyjne życia muzycznego w demokratycznej Polsce,” Ruch Muzyczny 
1945, no. 3, 4-9. 
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house may seem of only peripheral concern to musicians, but PWM assumed a central role in 

postwar musical life.99 It was one of the main conduits for bringing music into print at a time 

when even the most famous composers lacked Western publishing contracts. In addition, it 

published a wide range of pedagogical music and music for amateur ensembles.  

The prewar roots of PWM lie with the Polish Music Publishing Society (TWMP) and 

Tadeusz Ochlewski, both of whom we have encountered several times already. In addition to 

launching Ormuz, Muzyka Polska, and the Friends of Old Music, the TWMP attempted to 

remedy the lack of a dedicated publishing house that could cover loss-generating contemporary 

music publications. In the 1930s, Ochlewski had been more heavily involved in Ormuz than he 

had with publishing, but during WWII, he had helped sculpt the old organization into a new 

“Society for Polish Music,” and he began collecting manuscripts from composers and 

musicologists. In this way, he provided composers with much needed financial support and laid 

the groundwork for the rapid re-establishment of postwar publishing. Ochlewski thus continued 

the main program of the TWMP during the war.  

In April 1945, Ochlewski was put in charge of founding the state music publisher. The 

process by which he received the position illustrates some of the demands made by rapid 

institutional rebuilding. On 6 April 1945, Drobner met with Ochlewski in the hours before a 

Chopin recital to discuss Ochlewski’s role in postwar institutions. Drobner knew Ochlewski 

because the two had corresponded about collaborations between Ormuz and the SMM in the 

1930s. The two had never met, but Drobner knew of Ochlewski’s earlier work. As they went to 

the concert, Drobner gave Ochlewski a choice: he could direct either the new state-run concert 

bureau or the state music publisher. Drobner was hiring and time was obviously precious. 

                                                
99 PWM still operates today, although it has been privatized. 
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Ochlewski had only the length of the concert to make his decision. After the concert, Drobner 

drew up the papers while the two were still in the concert hall and authorized the order with a 

stamp that he carried for such purposes.100 Ochlewski would direct PWM for the next twenty 

years. This account demonstrates the rapidity with which postwar institutions were established, 

the almost casual manner in which officials turned to people they knew, either personally or by 

reputation, and the long-term consequences of these decisions.   

Charged with creating a state music publisher, Ochlewski turned to the model he knew 

best, the TWMP. When Ochlewski was justifying PWM’s existence and explaining its goals 

shortly after PWM’s founding, he argued that, 

To more closely and plainly describe the character of PWM’s activities, it is 
necessary to state that its goal is not material gain, but rather the good of musical 
culture. Its task is to fill the giant deficits in Polish music publishing as well as to 
utilize all creative possibilities in this field to help with the emergence and 
accessibility of these goods to society.101  
 

TWMP had likewise intended to fill in lacunae in Polish music publishing, by bringing to print 

such works as Moniuszko’s Haunted Manor, early music, and also the work of contemporary 

composers. In addition, Ochlewski claims that publishing not only helps composers but also 

serves the entirety of society.  

In the aftermath of the war, the idea of preserving music heritage through publication 

gained new urgency. Many composers lost their life’s work as Warsaw burnt. Others spent the 

first days of liberation securing permission and funds from the MKiS to dig their manuscripts out 

of Warsaw’s ruins. Palester found the only copy of his violin concerto in a trash heap.102 The less 

                                                
100 Drobner, Wspomnienia, 37-8.  
101 AAN 366/1, 312, pg, 113, “Sprawozdanie,” 30 April 1945. “Bliżej i dosadniej określając charakter działalności 
PWM, należy stwierdzić, że nie zysk materialny jest jego celem, lecz dobro kultury muzycznej i że zadaniem jego 
jest wypełnienie olbrzymich luk w polskim wydawnictwie muzycznym oraz wykorzystanie wszelkich możliwości 
twórczych w tym zakresie dla ich ujawnienia się i udostępnienia tych dóbr społeczeństwu.”  
102 Jagoda Jędrychowska, “Rozmowa z Palestrem,” in Widzieć Polskę z oddalenia (Paris: Editions Spotkania, 1988), 
75-95, here 78.  
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fortunate attempted to reconstruct lost works from memory. MKiS ran a special commission to 

dig out any scores that may have survived from major institutions: “Sheet music that had been 

terribly damaged required washing, occasionally chemical cleaning, regluing, pressing, and so 

on,” its workers noted.103 In many cases, composers’ now-lost manuscripts had been the only 

extant copies of the works, since relatively few contemporary works had been published before 

the war. The loss of manuscripts meant that the interwar labor of the younger generation of 

composers had simply disappeared.  

Although not a composer, Ochlewski showed concern for the destroyed documents of 

musical culture. During the occupation, he had collected manuscripts for future publication only 

to see many of them lost. “All our calculations failed!” he wrote to Palester, as he fled from 

Warsaw in 1944. Naïvely Ochlewski had thought that “we will lose everything of ours, but sheet 

music and papers will remain” in the apartments. But Warsaw’s pacification was not limited to 

the looting of valuables. Ochlewski’s wartime efforts to collect manuscripts for postwar 

publication seemed at the time to have come to naught. “The Society for Polish Music no longer 

exists, the same with the Society of Friends of Old Music. I worry about the fate of your 

scores.”104  

Ochlewski’s reestablishment of music publishing was motivated by a desire to preserve 

what remained of the cultural patrimony and to prevent further losses of the type he had 

witnessed. New scores would not only provide music to new audiences, but also ensure that 

composers’ works would never again suffer a similar calamity. Explaining PWM’s practice of 

                                                
103 AAN 366/1, 174, pg. 18, “Sprawozdanie rzeczowe z działalności Komisji Zabezpieczenia Zbiorów i Bibliotek 
Muzycznych.” “Nuty, które znajdowały się w stanie okropnego zniszczenia trzeba było odmywać, częściowo 
chemicznie odczyszczać, kleić, prasować i t. p.” 
104 AKP, Palester Papers, Ochlewski to Palester, 11 November 1944. “Wszelkie kalkulacje zawiodły!” “że stracimy 
wszystko nasze, ale nuty i papiery pozostaną.” “TMP właściwie nie istnieje, zarówno Smdm. Zamartwiam się o los 
twoich partytur.” 
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making miniscule print runs of large works with complex scoring, Ochlewski noted that “the 

entire matter has an exclusively social aspect: it is first and foremost a preservation of the work, 

which could be lost or destroyed as a single copy. In addition, it provides the work to the 

performers and to consumers of art as quickly as possible.”105 

Nor were worries about the caesura caused by the war strictly confined to music printing. 

Ochlewski, in one of the earliest reports sent to the Ministry of Culture on PWM’s in-progress 

organization, expressed a wider concern for the disappearance of culture brought about by the 

war: 

In addition, our current situation imposes a special obligation on institutions such 
as the state Polish Music Publishers and charges it with exceptional responsibility. 
We are—as someone described it—the “last Mohicans.” It is impossible to be 
certain that during the relay race of cultures, which also awaits Poland, the baton 
will be passed on to the successor. Because for a long time there will be a lack of 
further links. Gaps will be created. We must create a momentum and energy that 
will propel our knowledge and our aspirations far in front of us. Everything that 
we can carry out now must be done so completely since we cannot trust the 
future. We don’t see heirs.106  

 
Ochlewski had long taken to bemoaning the decline of culture.107 But this candid passage in an 

otherwise circumspect bureaucratic document suggests a new urgency that informed his rapid 

construction of PWM. The war spelled lost time, destroyed works, and lost talent. As Ochlewski 

crafted the new publishing firm, recent experiences were on his mind. When addressed to patrons 

and funders, these observations were a potent argument for the imperative of music publishing.  

                                                
105ANK 2334, 45, p. 381. [1948] “rzecz cała ma aspekt wyłącznie społeczny: jest nim przede wszystkim utrwalenie 
dzieła, które w jednym tylko egzemplarzu mogłoby zaginąć lub ulec zniszczeniu, potem zaś—jak najszybsze 
udostępnienie dzieł wykonawcom, a tym samym—konsumentom sztuki.” 
106 AAN 366/1, 312, pg. 112, “Sprawozdanie,” 30 April 1945. “Obecna nasza sytuacja nakłada poza tym specjalne 
obowiązki na taką instytucję, jaką jest państwowe Polskie Wydawnictwo Muzyczne i obarcza go wyjątkową 
odpowiedzialnością. Jesteśmy bowiem—jak to ktoś określił—‘ostatnimi Mohikanami.’ Nie można być pewnym, że 
w tym biegu o wyścig kultur, który czeka i Polskę, sztafeta będzie przekazana następnym. Gdyż przez dłuższy czas 
będzie brakować dalszych ogniw. Wytworzy się luka. Musimy więc stworzyć pęd i rozmach, który przerzuci naszą 
wiedzę i nasze dążenia daleko naprzód. Wszystko to, co możemy teraz uczynić powinno być wypełnione do reszty, 
gdyż nie możemy ufać przyszłość nie widzimy następców.”  
107 See discussion of Ormuz in Chapter 3.  
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PWM was aided by TWMP in more concrete ways as well. Hundreds of copies of 

TWMP publications had survived in Warsaw. PWM assumed responsibility for the manuscripts 

the TWMP had commissioned during the occupation, treating the manuscripts (some three 

quarters of which were complete) as a source of “valuable capital.”108 In addition, hundreds of 

already printed volumes from the TWMP’s prewar publications had survived in the basement of 

the Warsaw Philharmonic.109 This stash of ready-for-market publications helped Ochlewski 

argue that PWM could hit the ground running and Ochlewski guaranteed the transfer of assets 

through the unanimous consent of TWMP members.110 Indeed, the majority of PWM’s sales in 

the first postwar years came not from new publications but from sales of old, prewar volumes.111  

PWM also sought to recreate Muzyka Polska, the interwar press organ for their society. In 

October 1945, PWM started publishing Ruch Muzyczny, which was edited by Mycielski and 

Kisielewski. Kisielewski had been the secretary of the prewar Muzyka Polska and Mycielski a 

frequent contributor. Now, with Rutkowski still abroad, Kisielewski was put in charge of its 

successor publication.112 Like Muzyka Polska, Ruch Muzyczny was a major press organ for the 

musical intelligentsia. Its early discussions were weighted strongly towards familiar issues, such 

as the organization of musical life, aesthetics, and composition. Ochlewski claimed that its 

postwar circulation surpassed that of any Polish music periodical to date.113  

                                                
108 AAN 366/1, 312, pg. 108, “Sprawozdanie,” 18 June 1945. “cenny kapitał.” The report does not specify how these 
manuscripts survived.  
109 ANK 2334, 593, pg. 17, “Bilans za 1945 i 1946.” 
110 AAN 366/1, 312, pg. 58, “Memoriał w sprawie utworzenia państwowej instytucji muzycznej wydawniczej.” 
Although undated, this document either predates the creation of PWM in April 1945 or was written around the time 
of its founding. Asset transfer to PWM: AAN 366/1, 312, pg. 112, 30 April 1945.  
111 See AAN 366/1, 312, pp. 65, 73, 79.  
112 Kisielewski, “Kraków stolicą muzyki,” 249.  
113 AAN 366/1, 312, pg. 71, “Rok pracy” [1946]. The report states that Ruch Muzyczny was published in runs of 
3,000 copies per issue. In 1947, Ruch Muzyczny was reported to have 500 subscribers and was printed in 2,500 
copies. AAN 366/1, 312, p. 42. 
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PWM transplanted the structure and personnel from the TWMP onto new institutional 

ground. The “State music publishing council” made decisions concerning publications  

(“Państwowa muzyczna rada wydawnicza”) (in 1945) and by the administration of the same 

council (from 1945-48).114 This council consisted of over thirty musicians from cities all across 

Poland.115 It mainly consisted of the younger composers and their older allies. Chybiński became 

the president of the Council. In this manner, he re-adopted the role of an elder leader and 

advocate, paralleling the position he had held un-officially in the TWMP.116 The council by-and-

large approved works from the younger generation for publication—Szeligowski, Palester, 

Perkowski (among others), as well as the even younger composers, such as Lutosławski and 

Panufnik.117 The contents of the parts library also tended heavily towards the same group of 

composers.118 PWM’s contacts abroad were facilitated through a group of composers of the same 

generation: members of the Association of Musician-Poles in Paris, Kassern in the US, Lissa in 

Moscow, and representatives in London.119 This structure not only placed the younger musicians 

in places of prominence, but also gave them influence over the expenditure of state funds on 

music publication.  

Thanks to its new status as a state-back publisher, PWM could work more quickly than 

TWMP had. By 1946, PWM was publishing six times faster than TWMP had before the war, at 

the rate of about one new volume per week. PWM’s early publication plans focused largely on 

the pedagogical materials, works for dissemination (such as song books), and theoretical texts.120 

                                                
114 ANK 2334, 562, pp. 37-39. 
115 AAN 366/1, 312, pg. 42 [1946]. 
116 AAN 366/1, 288, pg. 197.  
117 ANK 2334, 562, pg. 39. 
118 ANK 2334, 593, pp. 23-4. 
119 AAN 366/1, 312, pg. 71, “Rok pracy PWM,” [1946].  
120 AAN 366/1, 309, pp. 75-77, “Plan wydawniczy PWM, X-XII 1945.”ANK 2334, 39, pg. 51, letter of 16 July 
1945. 
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This focus was likely due to the fact that PWM had a substantial library of art music thanks to 

the TWMP materials. In addition, its status as the state-backed supplier of performance parts let 

it take over the libraries of performance parts of the Warsaw Philharmonic, the Warsaw 

Conservatory, and the TWMP.121 Securing these parts was an especially pressing concern, since 

unattended scores and parts were being looted and entering the black market.122 As late as July 

1946, PWM was digging scores out of Warsaw’s rubble.123 While PWM was able to save these 

scores from being sold or destroyed, the action of securing them also further cemented PWM’s 

position as the source for parts and scores within Poland.  

 State patronage was not without troubles. Much of PWM’s funding in the early years 

derived from subventions, either from MKiS or from the Council of Ministers. Neither state 

funding nor a catalog of ready-to-sell works isolated PWM from tumultuous economic 

conditions in the early stages of rebuilding.124 In November 1945, Ochlewski faced problems 

with transportation, difficulty obtaining paper, understaffing, and institutions that paid bills 

months late; so bad were conditions that he offered to resign.125 Economic concerns led Drobner 

to write to Ochlewski in February 1946, encouraging him to consider publishing “lighter” types 

of music (but not necessarily dance music), worrying that private publishers were making profits 

while the state supported loss-generating ventures.126 Funding was a persistent concern 

throughout 1946 and 1947.127 By 1947, the problems were mitigated for publications of new 

music because the ZKP began to finance the publication of contemporary music, allowing the 

                                                
121 AAN 366/1, 173, pg. 50. 
122 AAN 366/1, 173, pg. 86. 
123 AAN 366/1, 174, pg. 24.  
124 ANK 2334, 593 pg. 81.  
125 AAN 366/1, 312, pp. 83-85. Ochlewski to Drobner, 21 November 1945; Drobner to Ochlewski, 27 November 
1945. 
126 AAN 366/1, 309, pg. 95, Drobner to PWM, 19 February 1946. 
127 ANK 2334, 124, pg. 59, Letter to Ochlewski of 19 August 1946; ANK 2334, pg. 39, letter of 3 August 1947; pg. 
97, letter of 31 October 1947. 
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publication of extremely small print runs that would otherwise be impractical.128  

 In sum, continuity between PWM and TWMP had been ensured by Ochlewski, his 

connections to Drobner, and by the younger musicians who had been a part of the TWMP. The 

social mission that had animated music publishing before 1939 was clarified and strengthened by 

the war, as musicians hoped that PWM would preclude further losses of scores and works like 

those that had occurred at the war’s conclusion.  

 
 
Conclusion  
 
In a short period of time, the younger generation of musicians had come into their own. The 

tragic consequences of WWII in Poland are difficult to overstate. Yet this young generation of 

musicians had demonstrated resilience. For these musicians, one of the main impacts of WWII 

was to precipitate a seismic social shift in generational leadership.  

State-backed music policies ended up entrenching and fortifying prewar institutional 

models. This is not to claim that the state failed to create a socialist musical culture or lay the 

roots for one. Instead, I have called attention to the substantial overlap between the aims of the 

socialist state and of the musical generation who filled its leadership positions in everything from 

prioritizing contemporary music, to wishing to build a more musical society led by the state. 

Politics played a decisive role in this process, but not in the way that teleological narratives of 

the period would suggest. Rather than pointing towards an inevitable consolidation of communist 

power and the use of art as a form of propaganda and mass indoctrination, the advent of state-

backed institutions gave the younger generation an opportunity that was unprecedented in the 

                                                
128 ANK 2334, 45, pg. 119, Ochlewski to ZKP, 19 March 1947; pg. 147, 30 December 1948. By 1949, the list of 
funded works included some 48 composition, almost all of which were younger or the youngest composers. See 
ANK 2334, 45, pg. 605. 
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recent history of Polish music. Nor is it necessary to accuse these musicians of political 

compromise or cynicism, attitudes for which there is little contemporary evidence. Drobner was 

a member of the socialist party and not the PPR (until 1948 when the two parties were merged), 

and Ochlewski and Perkowski were involved with the non-communist Underground during 

WWII. Rather, the oldest type of politics was at play in the early postwar years: the politics of 

old friends. Musicians entered into state institutions through familiar relationships that defy 

accounting in terms of party allegiance. Despite the intensely political nature of building state-

backed institutions, there was in 1945 and 1946 no obvious or necessary path towards state 

control of musical life. In 1946, it seemed rather that the postwar moment had brought a new 

opportunity to solidify prewar goals—in short, to retrench and rebuild.   

With this change in institutional position, the interwar ideal of socially engaged 

musicians had begun to shift. Rather than being involved in a network of small, semi-official 

organizations, young musicians applied those same skills to their new official capacities. The 

composers’ new-found influence was matched by their complaints about their new workload. In 

1946, many expressed frustration that they lacked time to compose, too busy with administrative 

tasks instead.129 Rutkowski, recently returned to Poland, complained that quality had taken a 

back seat to quantity because composers were too concerned with “Organization, organization, 

organization…[sic]”130 After Palester left for Paris in 1947, his critiques of the overextension of 

composers into organizational matters were especially vocal. Polish composers “more 

intensively rector, direct, edit, and administer than compose,” he complained. “Abroad, 

                                                
129 ZKP 12/2, II Walny Zjazd, 1-3 October 1946, pg. 4; Palester, “Twórczość muzyczna w nowej polsce,” Ruch 
Muzyczny 1946, no. 11-12, pg. 18. 
130 Bronisław Rutkowski, “Zamiast fachowych rozważań noworocznych,” Ruch Muzyczny 1947, no. 1, pg. 1. 
“Organizacja, organizacja, organizacja…” 
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composers don’t lose time to organizational slogs.”131 The Ruch Muzyczny editorial board 

echoed his complaints and Perkowski was compelled to address them in his 1947 speech as head 

of the ZKP.132 On the one hand, the demands of rebuilding were great and tended to dry up the 

large blocks of time needed to compose. On the other, these complaints were the flip side of a 

victory of sorts, the adverse consequences of gaining a new voice and position within state-

backed institutions. 

In comparison to the 1930s, the tenor of discussion had shifted. No one thought that 

postwar conditions were idyllic. Yet the sense of social crisis, the need for a radical reawakening 

of musicians, or of tapping new audiences to rework musical life had also disappeared. Judging 

by these writings, musical culture seemed resilient rather than in a state of collapse. There were 

doubtless many reasons for this shift: suggesting that Poland was weak and uncultured risked 

echoing Nazi propaganda and the moment called for strength and rebuilding. Five years of 

occupation had proven Poland’s musicians to be unexpectedly resilient; the dire diagnosis of 

conditions between the wars now seemed heavy-handed in relation to the facts of survival. There 

was an even more fundamental change in circumstances. The young musicians were no longer 

clamoring for attention or indicting society, since they had achieved the most basic of objectives. 

They could now remake musical life in their image.

                                                
131 J[erzy] B[roszkiewicz] in conservation with Roman Palester and Andrzej Panufnik, “Porównania,” Ruch 
Muzyczny 1947, no. 21, pp. 14-16, here 14. “intensywniej rektorują, dyrektorują, redaktorują i prezesują, niż piszą,” 
“Za granicą kompozytorzy nie tracą czasu na organizacyjne harówki.” 
132 Unsigned editorial, Ruch Muzyczny 1947, no. 22, pg. 1; Piotr Perkowski, “Droga kompozytorów polskich, 
przemówienie wygłoszone na Walnym Zjeździe Zw. Zaw. Komp. Polskich w dn 21 i 22 X 1947,” Ruch Muzyczny 
1947, no. 22, pg. 8.  
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Chapter 7 

“Every Being is a World that has Endured a Shipwreck”: Music and 
Collective Memory in the Aftermath of World War II 

 

In assessing the impact of war and genocide on cultural expression, this chapter examines how—

if at all—trauma can be portrayed through artistic media. I assume that the generation of Polish 

musicians at the heart of this study had few opportunities to process their wartime experiences 

before the war’s conclusion. Despite living in close proximity to one another after the war, 

musicians had nonetheless gone through vastly different experiences over the past six years, 

yielding a multifarious baseline from which the process of collective memory formation could 

begin. The deepest distinctions resulted from Nazi racial policies and a genocide that forced 

Polish Jews into hiding or to flee. Survivors who returned to their hometowns often encountered 

hostility from their neighbors or even open violence, developments that forced narratives of 

Jewish survival from the public sphere.1 Even within ethnic groups there was considerable 

heterogeneity in wartime experience. Some individuals were returning from the Americas, while 

others had lived under Soviet rule or fled deep into the Soviet interior. Disruption continued after 

the war, as many lived amidst ruined cities, thousands of ethnic Germans and Ukrainians were 

forcibly removed from Poland, and virtually all witnessed widespread looting and chaos, 

conditions that one social historian has termed the “great terror.”2  

Throughout this chapter, I have labelled this still-raw blend of individual trajectories as 

“wartime experience.” This term ought not to be understood to imply a moral equivalence 

                                                
1 Jan T. Gross, Upiorna dekada: trzy eseje o stereotypach na temat Żydów, Polaków, Niemców i Komunistów, 1939-
1948 (Kraków: TAiWPN Universitas, 1998), 93-113; Joanna B. Michlic, Poland’s Threatening Other: The Image of 
the Jew from 1880 to the Present (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2006), 196-229. 
2 Marcin Zaremba, Wielka trwoga: Polska 1944-1947, ludowy reakcja na kryzys (Kraków: ZNAK, 2012).  
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between Polish suffering and the Jewish experience of systematic murder during the Holocaust.3 

Rather, echoing Jan T. Gross’s description of the war years as a “tangled web,” it seeks to 

capture a reality in which disparate individual experiences of the war co-existed side-by-side.4 If, 

as discussed in the Introduction, collective memory depends on social reference points, then the 

massive loss caused by WWII and widespread displacement disrupted once-secure sources of 

identity. While the war affected everyone in some way, its victims could find few obvious 

interpretations of the events that they had survived. 

 In the first sections of this chapter, I examine two hitherto unstudied sources—a diary 

and a collection of letters—both of which afford rare insight into musicians’ preoccupations as 

the war concluded and suggest how individual wartime experience laid pathways for postwar 

rebuilding. Using these writings as a springboard, I next ask how public musical discourse 

moved past such individual accounts to focus on issues of broader concern. By close reading 

criticism as well as the compositions that young critics both rejected and championed, I show 

how these critics endorsed an accessible yet modernist musical idiom that they believed could 

transduce wartime memories into aesthetic form and make concert music appealing to a war-

ravaged population.  

Readers familiar with socialist realism in Poland will find parallels between the tenets of 

the framework of collective memory that I discuss below and many of socialist realism’s 

postulates. Both shared a skepticism towards modern experimentation (or “formalism”), both 

valued direct connectivity with audiences, both praised emotional impact and directness, both 

                                                
3 On the long and problematic history of this equivalence, see: Jonathan Huener, Auschwitz, Poland, and the Politics 
of Commemoration, 1945-1979 (Athens: Ohio University Press, 2003).  
4Jan T. Gross, “A Tangled Web: Confronting Stereotypes Concerning Relations between Poles, Germans, Jews, and 
Communists,” in The Politics of Retribution in Europe: World War II and Its Aftermath, István Deák, Jan T. Gross, 
and Tony Judt eds. (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2000), 74-129. 
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were premised on bringing music to new listeners, and both shared a penchant for the 

“monumental.” Although I will discuss how socialist realism extended elements of the early 

postwar aesthetics below, it is necessary to note here that the discourse from 1945 and 1946 

unfolded at a time when the Communist Party did not aim to change the style in which artists 

worked.5 Discussions from 1945 and 1946 cannot be accounted for as the trickle-down of 

Communist demands, and rather represented the relatively unencumbered attempt of younger 

musicians to deal with the recent experiences that they had lived through. 

 
 
I. Displacement and Reunion 
 
In spring 1944, Adolf Chybiński left Lemberg (as the Germans called Lwów) for the southern 

Polish mountains. For decades, he had been a scion of musicology, holding the second-ever chair 

devoted to the subject in Poland, a position that he used to instill in his students the rigorous 

discipline of philology that he had gleaned from Adolf Sandberger.6 He had remained in Lvov 

(as the Soviets called Lwów) during the Soviet Occupation from 1939 to 1941, where he had 

been appointed a professor in the conservatory. When the German army arrived in 1941, he took 

an office job, like thousands of other Poles. As Soviet victory became certain, a Ukrainian 

student informed Chybiński that his life was in danger: his name was on the Ukrainian blacklist 

and he was considered an enemy of the people. Leaving his family behind, he arrived in 

Zakopane—under normal conditions, a picturesque mountain town—and took a spare room in a 

museum dedicated to the folk culture of the region.  

                                                
5Tompkins, Composing the Party Line, 24-25; Fijałkowska, Polityka i twórcy, 34; Babiracki, Soviet Soft Power in 
Poland, 68-96.   
6 DALO F-26, Op. 7, Sp. 906: Adolf Chybiński, “Zakład muzykologiczny Uniwersytetu J. K. we Lwowie, 
Sprawozdanie za rok ak. 1922/23.” 
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 Surrounded by peasant costumes and folk instruments, Chybiński began a diary, whose 

typed entries absorb every inch of forty-four now yellowing pages.7 In these pages, he worried 

about whether his manuscripts would survive and about whether he would be given a university 

position in (presumably) communist Poland.8 Written in fear that he would never see his wife 

and son again, Chybiński’s reflections are permeated with the smallest details about the city he 

had left behind: 

I grieve [Żal mi bardzo] for those exceptional charming moments that I had there 
[in Lwów] and I am sometimes deeply affected by them. I grieve for the 
apartment in which I worked, I grieve for my study, I even grieve for how I will 
no longer hear my son’s voice or those jazz band records that he played while he 
was working. I grieve for the walls of the Polytechnic Institute, which I looked at 
from my window, even though they always seemed dreary and dirty to me.9 

  
In Zakopane, Chybiński was waiting out the end of the war, and although the danger of the 

German occupation was far from over, the future’s contours were even more vague. Although 

already in his mid-sixties, he had long associated with Poland’s younger, forward-looking 

musicians, whose project of building a more robust musical life he enthusiastically embraced. 

Yet as his memories churned in this period of suspended activity, Chybiński revealed his age, or 

rather the fact that he had already been through several historical ruptures. For a musicologist to 

devote himself to rather dry analyses of the complete Chopin Waltzes may seem like escapism at 

its purest.10 But for Chybiński, Chopin opened a window onto the past. These works “[l]ed me 

                                                
7 Biblioteka Uniwersytecka Adama Mickiewicza, Music Division (BUAM) 800/1, Pamiętnik Adolfa Chybińskiego 
(autograf), 119-162. See Chapter 5, note 6 on the diary.  
8 BUAM 800/1, Pamiętnik Adolfa Chybińskiego, pg. 126, 17 December 1944.  
9 BUAM 800/1, Pamiętnik Adolfa Chybińskiego, pg. 129, 29 December 1944. “Żal mi bardzo tych wyjątkowych 
uroczych momentów, które tam [in Lwów] miewałem, przeżywając je nieraz bardzo głęboko. Żal mi mieszkania, w 
którem pracowałem, żal mi mego warsztatu pracy, żal mi nawet tego, że nie będę tam już słuchał głosu mojego syna 
ani tych płyt jazzbandowych, które sobie podczas pracy nagrywał. Żal mi murów politechniki, na które patrzałem z 
mojego okna, choć mi się zawsze wydawały takie ponure i brudne.” 
10 This project was commissioned and planned with Tadeusz Ochlewski for the 1949 Chopin centenary. Biblioteka 
Jagiellońska (BJ), music division, PWM deposit, O-1/111, Tadeusz Ochlewski to Adolf Chybiński, 2 September 
1943; BJ, PWM deposit, O-1/110, Ochlewski to Chybiński, 9 September 1943.  
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into the realm of memories from my youth, acting like a narcotic, which anesthetizes the wounds 

inflicted by the present and recent past. Almost every night I dream about my youth in 

Cracow.”11 He had lived this childhood in Austrian Cracow, before Polish independence, before 

the Soviet Union existed, and before any of his present quandaries were even premonitions.  

 For Chybiński and the other musicians who arrived in Zakopane after the Warsaw 

Uprising, music offered a contrast to otherwise grim conditions: “I feel that music will be the 

only source of refuge for me,” he wrote; “I transport myself to old times and to times that only 

recently passed, drowning in them with all their essence, and in the path of them follows the 

sorrow of the thought that nothing similar will ever return.”12 His acquaintances shared with him 

this sense of music as palliative, and they organized listening get-togethers, playing Debussy 

from records and contemplating Shostakovich’s latest compositions. He spent hours with Roman 

Palester, who was also taking refuge in Zakopane, discussing their shared artistic outlooks to 

distract themselves from the war. Both loved Brahms. “For a bit, it feels as if there is no war. It 

reminds us of the old times,” wrote Chybiński.13 So too, did Palester find a kindred soul. For 

him, Chybiński was “among the musicians, ‘the youngest, in mind and spirit.’”14 

 In addition to recalling memories of better times, Chybiński also worried about the 

future. Alongside anxieties about his family, his diary records the rumors about who had 

survived the Warsaw Uprising. News trickled in slowly. Chybiński’s musicological protégé 

                                                
11 BUAM 800/1, Pamiętnik Adolfa Chybińskiego, pg. 147, 4 February 1945. “Wprowadziły mnie w krąg 
wspomnień z młodości, działających jak narkotyk, który znieczula rany, zadane przez teraźniejszość i niedawną 
przeszłość. Prawie co noc mam sny o mej młodości w Krakowie.” 
12 BUAM 800/1, Pamiętnik Adolfa Chybińskiego, pg. 146, 1 February 1945. “Czuję, że muzyka będzie teraz dla 
mnie jedynem schronieniem. . . . Przenoszę się w czasy dawno i niedawno jeszcze minione, tonąc w nich całą swoją 
istotą, a w ślad za tem postępuje żal na myśl, że już nic podobnego nigdy nie wróci.” 
13 BUAM 800/1, Pamiętnik Adolfa Chybińskiego, pg. 123, 10 December 1944. “Chwilami miało się uczucie że 
wojny niema. Przypomniały nam się dawne czasy.”  
14 BUAM 800/1, Pamiętnik Adolfa Chybińskiego, pg. 150, 7 February 1945. “między muzykami ‘najmłosdzym i 
umysłowo i duchowo.’”   
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Julian Pulikowski had died digging trenches during the Warsaw Uprising.15 He only learned that 

Piotr Perkowski, a key figure in underground musical life, was alive when Perkowski appeared 

in Zakopane. “One more is saved! It’s light on the heart,” he recorded.16 While in Lwów, he had 

corresponded with Stanisław Wiechowicz, a composer of choral music, and he now worried that 

Wiechowicz was hiding in a small town close to the approaching front. Andrzej Panufnik passed 

through town and Chybiński soon learned that Witold Lutosławski was in Cracow.17 The pages 

of the diary read as a tally of survivals, revealing how he was preoccupied with tracing the fates 

of individual musicians during the closing days of the war.  

 Chybiński’s psychological investment in these individuals not only reflected his wide 

range of friendships and professional acquaintances, but also channeled an anxiety about the 

future of art music in Poland. Consider, for example, how he portrays the arrival of Palester, 

early on the morning of 7 December 1944. Chybiński had fallen asleep with the help of “some 

boring American crime novel,” and was woken by a knock on the door. 

When I replied: “Come in!” and lit the lamp on my bed stand, a handsome young 
man entered and began to apologize for his arrival at such an early hour. “I am 
Palester!” [he said.] I was overrun with such a joy, that even though I had never 
seen him with my own eyes, I said reflexively: “At last!” I don’t know how he 
understood this, but perhaps from our further conversation he figured out that my 
words expressed a feeling of joy that such a very eminent musician had exited the 
war in one piece and was far from the Warsaw adventures. After the first couple 
of sentences of our conversation I asked him if he had rescued his works. Except 
for a few small ones, he rescued all of the larger works with the help of his wife. 
My joy doubled—no it increased manyfold!!!18   

                                                
15 BUAM 800/1, Pamiętnik Adolfa Chybińskiego, pg. 120, 25 November 1944.  
16 BUAM 800/1, Pamiętnik Adolfa Chybińskiego, pg. 119, 24 November 1944. “Jeszcze jeden uratowany! Robi się 
lżej na sercu.” 
17 BUAM 800/1, Pamiętnik Adolfa Chybińskiego, pg. 136, 16 January 1945.  
18 BUAM 800/1, Pamiętnik Adolfa Chybińskiego, pg. 122, 7 December 1944. “Gdy zawołałem: ‘proszę!’ i 
zaświeciłem lampkę na mym stoliku nocnym, wszedł przystojny, młody mężczyzna i zaczął mnie przepraszać za tak 
wcześne przyjście. ‘Jestem Palester!’ Opanowała mnie taka radość, że choć nigdy go nie widziałem nawet na swe 
oczy, zawołałem odruchowo: ‘Nareszcie!’ Nie wiem, jak to zrozumiał, ale chyba z dalszej rozmowy domyślił się, że 
słowo to oznaczało uczucie radości, że ten tak bardzo wybitny muzyk wyszedł dotychczas cało z tej wojny i był 
zadaleka od awantury warszawskiej. Już po pierwszych zdaniach naszej rozmowy zapytałem go, czy uratował swe 
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Palester’s case was no exception since throughout the diary Chybiński anxiously contemplates 

the survival of manuscripts with almost as much concern as he does that of individuals.19  

 To us, it may seem callous to equate lost works with lost lives. Yet Chybiński’s 

investment in the survival of both suggests that individuals and works alike are needed for 

cultural renewal. While individuals guarantee rebuilding through their actions, works provide 

proof of that culture’s productivity and its survival as an expressive force. In this sense, his 

anxiety lies with the totality of Polish music—a collective necessarily shaped through individual 

wartime losses, fates, and works. By 1945, Chybiński was doubtless aware that reconstruction 

would fall to a younger generation; his frequent observations that “one more has survived” 

reflect an implicit calculation, one made with an eye towards the roster of talents needed to 

resurrect postwar musical life. When so read, Chybiński’s diary reveals how emotional 

connections could bind individuals—each of whom had suffered wildly difficult and different 

fates—to value a sense of the greater collective.  

 

II. Everyday Life Amongst Warsaw’s Ruins  
 
 
If Chybiński watched the war conclude from a close, if isolated perch, the critic and composer 

Zygmunt Mycielski returned to Poland to see its destruction for the first time. After taking part in 

the 1939 September Campaign, Mycielski had fled Poland and joined the Polish army that was 

being reconstituted in France; captured on the Western Front, he spent years in various prisoner-

                                                
dzieła. Prócz mniejszych uratował wszystkie większe dzieła z pomocą swej żony. Radość moja zdwoiła się, nie 
wielokroniała!!!” 
19 BUAM 800/1, Pamiętnik Adolfa Chybińskiego, pg. 119, 22 November 1944. He also fretted that if Cracow was to 
burn like Warsaw, several Renaissance compositions would be lost since he had the only copies of these works still 
extant in his papers. Chybiński assumed that the original versions of these works were destroyed in the Warsaw 
Uprising; Chybiński’s had left his papers with a friend in Cracow after leaving Lemberg.   
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of-war camps. While in captivity, he copied books on ancient history into notebooks and wrote 

dozens of immaculate letters to Nadia Boulanger, his one-time composition teacher and now 

close friend.20 As hostilities in Europe ceased on 4 May 1945, he wrote to Boulanger to thank 

her. “Your presence, your memory never left me, it was my force, each day, all the days, and 

most of all, while I was in captivity for nearly 2,000 days.”21 On securing his freedom, Mycielski 

went directly to Paris and visited his friends there. After he returned to Poland a few months 

later, his continued correspondence with Boulanger offers a rare description of early postwar 

Poland directed towards an outside audience and a reader who had no firsthand knowledge of life 

in the destroyed capital.22  

In the 1920s and ‘30s, Mycielski had felt as at home in Paris as he had in Warsaw. He 

had been a leading member of the Association of Young Polish Musicians in Paris and shared 

this group’s conviction that Poland’s musical life could be fortified only through extended 

contact with the West, and especially with Paris. But in 1945, with his native land in tatters, he 

felt that time spent abroad neglected the new responsibilities that weighed on his colleagues—

first and foremost, to rebuild and reconstruct what had been torn down by years of war. Of 

course, for Mycielski, the decision to return to Poland instead of staying in Paris was in part 

personal: “I should go over there [to Poland], where my mother, my brothers, my children, all 

my compatriots are.” But his motivations ran deeper. “You know that I am not a chauvinist,” he 

wrote to Boulanger; “It is evident that in 1940 it was necessary to be with you, and now to be 

                                                
20 His wartime notebooks are held in Biblioteka Narodowa, Manuscript Division (BN), Mycielski Papers, II 14346.  
21 Bibliothèque nationale de France (BnF), Mus. N. L. a. 89 (fin)/261; Mycielski to Annette Dieudonnée, Nadia 
Boulanger, and Mademoiselle M. de Manziazly; 4 May 1945. “votre présence, votre souvenir ne m'a jamais quitté, a 
été ma force, chaque jour, tous les jours, surtout ici, en captivité près de 2000 jours.” 
22Although letters from Mycielski to Boulanger in the BnF date to the 1930s, the earliest extant letters from 
Boulanger to Mycielski date from 1952. Their robust correspondence continued until Boulanger’s death, with the 
last letter dated from Boulanger dated 16 March 1979 (Boulanger died on 22 October). BN, Mycielski Papers, IV 
14368. 
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over there after all that has occurred. What awaits them now, what is happening in Central 

Europe?” 23 Mycielski, an aristocrat, knew that the Soviet army would have a decisive say in 

Poland’s future. But he had no intention of abandoning his homeland, whatever the costs might 

be: “If I am deported to Siberia or elsewhere as a ‘lustful viper of capitalism,’ ” he assured his 

Parisian friends, “know that nothing physical affects me. . . . One must love life, but not fear 

death—neither one’s own nor that of others.”24 

 Once back in Warsaw, Mycielski heard rumors of a musicians’ association and climbed a 

crumbling staircase into a room with no windowpanes to search for it. A few of his old 

colleagues were sitting around. Piotr Perkowski welcomed him. “‘Oh, so you’re alive, you’re 

here. Sit down. What do you need?’” Perkowski asked. “I sat down and there was no more 

discussion of my five-year absence.” 25  Mycielski retold this story over thirty years after it 

occurred. Yet its bluntness and candor point to a time in which musicians rarely discussed the 

details of their individual pasts, but rather focused on what each could do. Throughout his 

correspondence, Mycielski reaffirms that his labor is useful in Poland and that therefore he was 

correct to return, irrespective of Poland’s government. “I never regret having returned, not for 

one second during these sixteen months, and I never will regret it,” he wrote to Boulanger in 

                                                
23 BnF, Mus. N.L.a. 89 (fin)/ 261; Mycielski to Annette Dieudonnée, Nadia Boulanger, and Mademoiselle M. de 
Manziazly; 4 May 1945. “je dois aller la bas, ou est ma mère, mes frères, enfants, tous mes frères. Vous savez que je 
ne suis pas chauvin. Mais il est évident qu'en 40 il fallait être chez vous, et maintenant la bas après ce qu'ils ont 
passé. Qu-est-ce qui les attend maintenant, que se passet'il en Europe Central?” 
24 BnF, Mus. N.L.a. 89 (fin) Mycielski to Annette Dieudonnée, Nadia Boulanger, and Mademoiselle M. de 
Manziazly; 4 May 1945. “Si on me deporte en Siberie ou ailleurs comme ‘vipère lubrique du capitalisme’ sachez 
que rien nie m'émeut de ce qui est physique. . . . Il faut aimer la vie, mais ne craindre la mort ni pour soi ni pour les 
autres.”  
25 Mycielski in: “Wspomnienia i refleksje: Stowarzyszenie Młodych Muzyków Polaków w Paryżu,” Muzyka 1978 
no. 3 (90), 35-54, here 43. “schody odrapane, okien nie było, ja się tam wyskrobałem i coż widzę: siedzi tam kilku 
moich kolegów, przewodniczy oczywiście Perkowski, widzi mnie i najnormalniej w świecie . . . powidział: ‘ach, to 
ty żyjesz, jesteś. Siadaj. Czego potrzebujesz?’ Siadłem i nie było więcej mowy o mojej pięcioletniej nieobecności.” 
(The ellipsis contains an aside in which Perkowski corrects Mycielski for misremembering the street on which this 
incident occurred, suggesting that he did not dispute the remainder of Mycielski’s recollection.)  
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1947.26 His attitude towards composers who had stayed abroad also soured, upset that they failed 

to understand the value their work could have at home. In August 1947, Mycielski wrote to the 

composer Antoni Szałowski, who was then living in Paris, in an attempt to convince him to 

return to Poland: 

In any case, the single wise thing that I did was to return here—as a matter of fact, 
never even for a moment did I hesitate, there is work here, and I knew that there 
would be already when I crossed the border on 17 September 1939. I knew to 
what kind of Poland I would return. I am only amazed that it is better and freer 
(less constrained) [wolniej (swobodniej)] that I thought it would be. As a matter of 
fact, more and more people share my opinion. In 1945, people were suspicious of 
me, but now they ask me “what’s next,” “because you always see what’s 
coming,” and I didn’t have any foresight, I just know what is clear and obvious to 
us here. And there, where you are, I don’t know about that, I only know that we 
are not there, but rather we live here and will be here.27   

 
Mycielski’s language reveals that his one-time interwar orientation, in which a composer ought 

to be equally at home in Paris and Warsaw, had altered. The moralizing tone of the letter draws 

its strength from the war itself: once aware of the destruction Poland had suffered, to stay abroad 

would be selfish. Nor did Mycielski’s views evolve, at least in so far as his correspondence 

reveals. In 1958, he wrote to Roman Maciejewski, a composer living California at the time, that 

“despite very different moments, I never even for a minute regretted [returning to Poland in 

1945]. I always had the impression that here I am more needed and more important than 

anywhere else in the world.”28  

                                                
26 BnF, Mus. N.L.a. 89 (fin), Mycielski to Boulanger, 2 March 1947. “Je ne regrette jamais d'être rentré, pas une 
seconde depuis 16 mois, et je ne regretterai jamais.”  
27 BN, Szałowski Papers, Rps 10300 III, pg. 41, 2 August 1947, Mycielski to Szałowski. “W każdym razie jedyna 
mądra rzecz jaką zrobiłem to powrót tu—zresztą ani chwili nigdy się nie wahałem, tu jest robota, i wiedziałem że 
będzie, już gdy przechodziłem 17 IX 39 granicę i wiedziałem do jakiej Polski wrócę, tylko zdumiony jestem że jest 
w niej lepiej i wolniej (swobodniej) niż myślałem że będzie. Zresztą coraz więcej ludzi jest mojego zdania. W 1945 
r. chcieli mi mordę rozbić, teraz pytają mnie ‘co będzie dalej’ ‘boś ty zawsze przewidzwał’ a ja nie przewidziałem, 
tylko wiem co jest oczywiste i jasne dla nas tu. A tam u was, to już nie wiem, wiem tylko, że my nie tam, lecz tu 
żyjemy i będziemy.” 
28 BN, Mycielski Papers, III 14394, pg. 183, 18 May 1958, Mycielski to Maciejewski. “Pomimo bardzo rozmaitych 
chwil, nigdy tego [że tylko tutaj jadę, i też przyjechałem tu zaraz, w listopadzie 1945] ani przez chwilę nie 
żałowałem. Miałem zawsze wrażenie że jestem tutaj i potrzebniejszy i ważniejszy niż gdziekolwiek indziej na 
świecie.” 
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 In early postwar life, the indirect traces of trauma were felt in decaying morals, looting, 

and sense of lawlessness. In January 1946, Mycielski had been in Poland for a couple of months. 

He wrote to Boulanger, 

It is not easy to speak with you about life here. One must see it—see Warsaw first 
and foremost. The courage and the energy of the people who are literally hanging 
onto the ruins, and the entire country too; man changes considerably according to 
longitude and latitude, it is impossible to make you understand over there what 
has taken place here; with every step, each person carries his years in such a 
natural manner and every being is a world that has endured a shipwreck. But life 
is stronger than all else and the youth first and foremost find all of this natural. 
This is beautiful and also very dangerous. Some notions have been lost and it will 
take the time of generations to remake one [a notion] that has come into being in 
these sub-human conditions [au dessous de l’humain]. The recklessness is one of 
the most striking things. This lightness that the continually light touch of 
inhumanity bestows—in law, social morality, life and so on—here is the heritage 
of five years of occupation, without speaking of all who are lost and dead forever. 
And not to speak of the extermination camps where millions of people, many 
children, perished in a manner that the twentieth century will never justify or 
explain. All of that is silent and spring is coming . . . without being able to thaw 
the agony for that which fate has dealt.29  

 
Mycielski frequently returns to the metaphor of the passing seasons, portraying natural time as 

indifferent to the drama of human history:  

In the end, life is very simple. It’s always Monday, Tuesday, then Wednesday, 
and after? What does it mean to say “after”? What is really rather nice is that one 
is truly below poverty, wealth, happiness, misfortune etc.—these notions no 
longer exist. And spring arrives nonetheless. After that we will see summer.30  
 

                                                
29 BnF, Mus. N.L.a. 89 (fin), Mycielski to Boulanger, 13 January 1946. “Vous parler de la vie ici n'est pas facile, il 
faut voir, voir surtout Varsovie. Le courage et l'élan des gens qui sont littéralement accrochés aux ruines, et tout le 
pays de même; L'homme change tellement selon la longitude et latitude, impossible de vous faire comprendre la bas 
ce qu'on a passé ici; à chaque pas et chacun porte ces années d'une façon si naturelle, et chaque être est un monde 
qui a passé le naufrage. Mais la vie est plus forte que tout, et les jeunes surtout trouvent tout ceci naturel. C'est beau 
et très dangereux aussi. Des notions sont perdues et il faudra des générations pour refaire ce qui est devenues un au 
dessous de l'humain. L'inconscience est ce qu'il y a de plus frappant. Cette légèreté que donne le frôlement continuel 
de l'inhumain, en droit, lois, morale sociale, vie, etc--voila l'héritage des 5 ans d'occupation, sans parler de tout ce 
qui est perdu et mort a jamais. Et sans parler des camps d'extermination ou des million d'hommes, beaucoup 
d'enfants ont péris d'un façon que le XXe siècle ne saura jamais justifier ni expliquer. Tout cela est muet, et c'est le 
printemps qui s'avance . . . sans pouvoir dégeler l'angoisse pour ce qui est sort.”  
30 BnF, Mus. N.L.a. 89 (fin), Mycielski to Boulanger, 30 March 1946. “Enfin, la vie est très simple, c'est toujours 
lundi, mardi, puis mercredi, et après? Qu-est ce que ça veut dire après? Ce qui est assez joli, c'est qu'on est vraiment 
au dessous de la pauvreté, richesse, bonheur, malheur etc--ces notions n'existent plus. Et le printemps arrive quand 
même. L'été nous verrons ça après.” 
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In postponing these one-time higher-level concerns, life in destroyed Warsaw flows onwards as 

the days repeat and turn into months. He and his colleagues were living very much in the present:  

the great business of our individual fortunes and misfortunes, of our sentimental 
reactions no longer affects me. It’s not entertaining to live in this manner, it’s dry. 
This is not life, but for many of those who belong to our generation this is the 
situation. It is possible to pull much force from this state of affairs . . . Virtually 
no one worries about the future, the present day suffices for satisfying the worry 
and the work of 24 hours, too short to contemplate the general aspect of matters. 
And after that which has taken place, during the years of German occupation, 
there are no more enormities, all is “quotidian.” The energy, the lack of concern, 
the lightness of this people is enormous, as well as the fate, the ease of sacrificing 
all—there would be so much to say! And it is this ease that worries me the most— 
in these conditions it is too easy to be heroic.31 
 

There was no place for nostalgia; Mycielski describes a realigned set of values. “For us, it is 

necessary to be content, yes, content, with all that one day brings of beauty, sun, and rays—this 

is already enormous.”32 So too had the war seemed to give him and others a new perspective and 

a new set of priorities:  

After ‘all this’ these little things ceased to exist. There is always the same matter: 
us, on the earth. . . . It is necessary to establish everything, to begin, to begin 
again, without looking at the years, or at the white and thinned hair. One no 
longer has the right to die savagely; one must live, as long as bricks or the world 
have yet to crush you.33  

 
Such a view of reconstruction led Mycielski to discern in these conditions a fortitude and 

new power of the people who had survived. Increasingly, Mycielski believed that Paris had lost 

                                                
31 BnF, Mus. N.L.a. 89 (fin), Mycielski to Boulanger, 12 May 1946. “la grande affaire de nos bonheurs et malheurs 
individuels, de nos réactions sentimentales ne me touchent plus. Ce n'est pas amusant de vivre ainsi, c'est sec, la vie, 
ce n'est pas ça mais pour beaucoup de ceux qui appartient a notre génération c'est la cas. Il y a moyen de tirer 
beaucoup de force de cet états de choses. . . . Personne ne songe, pratiquement, à l'avenir, le jour présent suffit pour 
remplir de soucis et de travail les 24 heures, trop brèves pour contempler l'aspect général des choses. Et puis, il n'y a 
plus d'énormités, après ce qu'on a passé ici, durant les années d'occupation allemande, tout est ‘quotidien’. L'énergie, 
l'insouciance, la légèreté de ce peuple est énorme, comme du reste le sort, la facilitée de sacrifier tout,—il y aurait 
tant a dire! Et c'est cette facilitée qui m'inquiète le plus, dans ces conditions il est trop facile d'être héroïque.”  
32 BnF, Mus. N.L.a. 89 (fin), Mycielski to M. Baworowska, 21 May 1946. “Pour nous, il faut être content, oui, 
content avec tout ce que l jour apporte de beau, de soleil et rayons—c'est déjà énorme. ” 
33 BnF, Mus. N.L.a. 89 (fin), Mycielski to Boulanger, 20 May 1946. “Après ‘tout ceci’ ces petites chose ont cessé 
d'exister. Il y'a toujours la même chose: nous, sur la terre. . . . il faut tout nouer, commencer, recommencer, sans 
regarder les années, cheveux blanc et fonces. On a plus le droit de mourir bêtement, il faut vivre, tant que la brique 
ou le monde ne t'écrasent pas encore.” 
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its one-time position as a leading center of culture. In summer of 1945, Paris was a sad place, he 

would recall years later, defeated and eviscerated of life, where his old acquaintances avoided his 

eyes.34 But in 1945, having seen nothing of his postwar homeland, he believed that France’s fate 

was Europe’s as a whole. “Our continent wears a sorrowful face. It lost the war. It lost the 

century.”35 In Poland, however, a grim optimism could be found beneath the loss. He observed in 

a 1945 article how “in conditions that would frighten away Amundsen, Byrd, and Francisco 

Pizarro, something essentially new is being created. The public attacks the box office and 

entrances to the hall whenever anyone plays, sings, or conducts. This phenomenon is the most 

important in the rebirth of our musical life.”36 Mycielski was perhaps hoping to supply fortitude 

and optimism for his readership, but he was also making a comparative point. In Paris, “[t]he 

rhythm of musical life flows along the old paths, depleted, rather than enriched, by the 

experiences that shocked that country.”37  

 Throughout these letters, Mycielski advocates for and explains conditions in Poland to 

his famous composition teacher. Yet he is aware of the challenges this task invariably will face, a 

difficulty palpable in the references to how one must live in Warsaw or see the damage through 

one’s own eyes to truly grasp his observations. For us, these letters are valuable not only for their 

fleeting documentation of presumably widespread postwar mindsets, but also as proof of 

Mycielski’s belief that Poland had witnessed a unique cataclysm, whose aftershocks could be felt 

throughout society. While Chybiński’s observations focus on memories of the distant past and 

                                                
34 Mycielski, “Wspomnienia i refleksje,” Muzyka 1978, no. 3 (90) 35-54, here 42.  
35 BnF, Mus. N.L.a. 89 (fin), Mycielski to Boulanger, 5 June 1945. “Notre continent fait triste figure. Il a perdu la 
guerre. Il a perdu le siècle.”  
36 Zygmunt Mycielski, “O naszej pracy uwag kilka,” Ruch Muzyczny 1945, no. 5, pg. 5. “w warunkach, które 
odstraszyłby Amundsena, Byrda i Franciszka Pizarro, tworzy się coś istotnie nowego, a publiczność atakuje kasy i 
wejścia do sali, w której ktoś gra, śpiewa czy dyryguje. I objaw ten jest najważniejszy w naszym odradzającym się 
życiu muzyczny.” 
37 Mycielski, “O naszej pracy,” 5. “Rytm życia muzycznego płynie dawnymi torami, uszczuplony raczej, niż 
wzbogacony przeżyciami, które wstrząsnęły tym krajem.”  
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anxiety concerning the future, Mycielski is grounded in the present. As such, Chybiński and 

Mycielski register how the war underscored generational differences. Chybiński was aware that 

the brunt of rebuilding would be carried out by a younger generation, heightening his anxiety 

about these younger musicians’ survival. By comparison, Mycielski knew that rebuilding had 

fallen inescapably on his generation and that to dodge this mission would have been 

irresponsible. Doubtless, postwar reality would have appeared different if seen through other sets 

of eyes. But both Chybiński’s diary and Mycielski’s rhetoric in these letters suggest how 

musicians looked at the war-damaged population, asking what role art could fill in their lives.  

 

III. From Experience to Memory: Composers and Critics Define the War  
 
 
Intense personal reflections, such as Chybiński’s and Mycielski’s, rarely found their way into the 

historical record, much less into early postwar publications. Nonetheless, the end of the war gave 

young critics and composers an opportunity to invent new and coherent artistic directions. This 

task was taken up by a small yet vocal group of tastemakers, who wrote for newspapers, cultural 

journals, and in the musical press. Some of these critics were living on the same hallway in the 

Cracow YMCA as the composers they championed, while others were in extended professional 

contact in this small city.38 The most influential of these critics, Stefan Kisielewski, had first 

walked to Warsaw immediately after liberation—only to find no city, no apartment, and none of 

his compositions. Kisielewski had been the secretary of the prewar journal Muzyka Polska 

(Polish Music), and, with the head editor of that journal still unaccounted for, Kisielewski was 

                                                
38 See previous chapter for a discussion of how musicians congregated on Cracow in these years. AKP, Palester 
Recordings, “Filharmonia Krakowska,” 0:30. Radio Free Europe broadcast from 15 September 1965, recorded onto 
a CD in the Palester collection in AKP.   
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charged with creating a successor publication.39 Borrowing a title from a short-lived nineteenth-

century periodical, he called the new journal Ruch Muzyczny, or Musical Currents. Taking up the 

model of Muzyka Polska, the new periodical became a forum for composers and critics, featuring 

in-depth analyses of musical life, discussions of new compositions, and reports on concert life 

from across Poland and around the globe. Its sympathies lay with contemporary music, yet in the 

vein of prewar polemics about artistic social responsibility, the journal devoted considerable 

space to state support for the arts, popularization of art music among new listeners, and in-depth 

reviews of festivals or performances.  

The inaugural issue of Ruch muzyczny opened with articles on martyrdom during the 

occupation and with long lists of dead musicians and lost works. Debates about composition 

focused largely on works written during the occupation or shortly thereafter. Since critics 

discussed works that had been created during a period of universal hardship, these compositions 

were read with one eye to the stories that they presented about the recent past. And while the 

music composed during WWII was in no sense uniform, early postwar criticism helped to bring 

into focus a coherent reading of this past and a vision for the future based upon it. 

For the young critics, wartime compositions that too directly evoked the war or attempted 

to offer commentary on it were ripe for criticism. The reception of Jan Maklakiewicz’s 

Grunwald, a symphonic poem completed during the occupation, illustrates the perils of an 

overzealous translation of history into music. Energetic and heroic, Maklakiewicz’s work depicts 

a battle that had taken place in 1410, during which the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth 

defeated the Teutonic Knights outside of Grunwald. A long-established foundational story for 

the construction of Polish national identity, the victory had been commemorated in monuments 

                                                
39 Stefan Kisielewski, “Kraków stolicą muzyki (nieco wspomnień),” in Pisma i felietony muzyczne, Vol. 2 
(Warszawa: Prószyński i S-ka, 2012 [1960]), 245-52, here 249.  
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and popular lore around the turn of the twentieth century.40 In 1939, when Maklakiewicz began 

composing the work, the fifteenth-century Polish victory over the Teutonic Knights evoked 

hopes that Poles would repeat their earlier victory and defeat Nazi Germany. The composition 

features standard tropes of battle music—such as brass fanfares, rapid tremolos, chaotic string 

playing, and massive orchestral choirs—and despite occasional passages of pastiche modality, its 

harmonic language is unambiguously tonal.41 

Some critics attacked the work along well-worn lines, repeating prewar charges that 

Maklakiewicz’s compositions were overtly didactic and pandered in their straightforward extra-

musical messages.42 Brazenly triumphalist and brimming with effects, Grunwald was open to 

critiques for its “ostentatiously programmatic qualities,” as Jerzy Broszkiewicz wrote.43 But the 

work’s direct association with the 1410 battle, and moreover with WWII, led to even harsher 

criticism from the younger generation’s tastemakers. Kisielewski noted that, “Of course we take 

the composer at his word, that the psychological motives that drove him to write the work were 

those that he described, but the propaganda, attempting before the performance to surround it 

with the aura and splendor that arise from great historical events” unfairly biased the audience. 

What is more, the work reminded Kisielewski of prewar overstatement, national boasts 

that were undone by Poland’s rapid defeat in 1939. More damning still, the work echoed the 

“tenor of Goebbels’ propaganda:” Aren’t past events sufficient so that “in the new, postwar 

Poland we would finally begin to honor words to some degree?” Kisielewski wondered.44 

                                                
40 Patrice M. Dabrowski, Commemorations and the Shaping of Modern Poland (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 2004), 159-183.  
41 The work was published in 1960 by PWM. Recording at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hGRnQTCRR40 
42 Michał Kondracki, “O kierunkach współczesnej muzyki polskiej,” Muzyka Polska 1937, no. 6, 267-273, here 272; 
Konstanty Régamey, “O muzyce narodowej,” Prosto z Mostu 1937, nr. 11, pg. 7.  
43 Jerzy Broszkiewicz, “Pierwszy sezon muzyczny w Krakowie,” Twórczość 1945, no. 5, p. 146. “ostentacyjnej 
programowości.” 
44 Stefan Kisielewski, “Koncerty,” Tygodnik Powszechny 1945, no. 12, pg. 14. “Oczywiście—wierzymy autorowi na 
słowo, że motywy psychologiczne, jakie kierowały nim przy pisaniu utworu były takie jak mówi, lecz propaganda, 
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Maklakiewicz’s easily digestible patriotic symbolism may well have been popular among 

audiences. But for those attempting to give direction to contemporary music, the work’s 

outmoded harmonic language and simultaneously trite and pretentious story of Polish history 

offered neither technical nor aesthetic innovations. Maklakiewicz had begun the work in July 

1939 shortly before the war began; the notion of optimism is in large part a product of the 

difference in attitudes between the early years of the war and the desperation brought about by 

the occupation.45 Yet in dismissing the work by insisting that its messages of nationalistic 

confidence rang hollow, critics highlighted the dangers of treating WWII too directly. To do so 

trivialized the experiences that the music commemorated.  

Critics discerned more suitable allusions to Polish history in Palester’s Ogiński 

Polonaises, a potpourri based on eight of Michał Kleofas Ogiński’s polonaises that Palester 

scored for chamber orchestra and harpsichord in 1943.46 Ogiński (1765-1833) had been a Polish 

diplomat, a participant in the Kościuszko insurrection, and an advocate for Polish independence 

during a time when the Polish Lithuanian Commonwealth was being partitioned by its neighbors. 

An amateur musician, Ogiński is credited with introducing a melancholy cast to the stately genre 

of the polonaise and helping to turn the genre into a symbol of loss and nostalgia.47 As such, 

Palester’s reworking of Ogiński’s composition was a potentially fraught decision, calling to mind 

the legacy of exile and lost independence that Ogiński himself had represented.  

                                                
próbująca jeszcze przed wykonaniem dzieła otoczyć je blaskiem i splendorem, padającym z wielkiego wydarzenia 
historycznego” “tenor propagandy Goebbelsa,” “żebyśmy . . . w nowej powojennej Polsce zaczęli nieco szanować 
słowa,” 
45 On the date of composition: Maria Wacholc, Jan Adam Maklakiewicz (Warsaw: Triangiel, 2012), 67.  
46 Helman, Palester, 86. AKP, Palester Papers, Fragmenty wspomnień z lat 1939-1945, 11. The work was 
commissioned by the underground radio, who paid Palester for the work.  
47 Igor Bełza, Michał Kleofas Ogiński, trans. Stefan Prus-Więckowski (Kraków: PWM, 1967), 36-7; Maja 
Trochimczyk, “Michał Kleofas Ogiński,” http://pmc.usc.edu/composer/oginski.html (Accessed 24 April 2017).  
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Palester rarely deviates from Ogiński’s harmonic language, instead expanding the 

polonaises through changes in the instrumentation, including a harpsichord, which often 

performs an imitation continuo part. (In the late 1940s, this part was often performed on a piano.) 

Cracow audiences first heard this composition during the inaugural concert of the State 

Philharmonic, where it was programmed alongside such warhorses as the Chopin E-minor 

concerto, Żeleński’s In the Tatras, and Szymanowski’s Concert Overture.48 Catchy, tuneful, and 

relatively short, the work quickly became one of Palester’s most popular compositions. 

In comparison to Maklakiewicz’s Grunwald, the Ogiński Polonaises present an 

ambivalent account of Poland’s history. In his later memoirs, Palester noted that the work 

presented “ ‘a story about the past,’ in the style of the pre-Chopin polonaise, in an intentionally 

faded coloring.”49 Contemporary audiences, Palester believed, quickly grasped that the work was 

“a wistful nod to that which will never return.”50 Ogiński had spent much of his life abroad and 

his most famous polonaise, Farewell to the Fatherland, channeled this sense of exile and loss. 

Not only recalling the moment of departure through the title, the earliest publications of the 

polonaise included engraved scenes from the unsuccessful November Uprising of 1830-31, 

visually underscoring the minor-mode polonaise’s already palpable melancholy.  

 

 

 

 

                                                
48 The Cracow orchestra had been playing without being nationalized for some ten weeks prior to this concert on 14 
April 1945. 
49AKP, Palester Papers, “Fragmenty wspomnień z lat 1939-1945,” 11-12. “ ‘opowieścią o przeszłości,’ utrzymaną w 
stylu poloneza przed-chopinowskiego o kolorycie celowo spłowiałym.” 
50 AKP, Palester Papers, “Fragmenty wspomnień z lat 1939-1945,” 12. “smętny ukłon w stronę tego co nie wróci.” 
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Figure 25: Roman Palester, Ogiński Polonaises, rehearsal 39. 
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Figure 25, continued 
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Near the end of Palester’s composition, the orchestra fades into the thinnest and quietest 

texture in the piece. See Figure 25. Against this clearing, the solo harpsichord enters (Andante, 

Molto tristamente) playing the first strand of Ogiński’s Farewell to the Fatherland. This moment 

breaks the jocular and upbeat orchestral arrangement of the Polonaises as a whole, casting into 

doubt any interpretation of the composition as a straightforward orchestration of keyboard music. 

The harpsichord, which had been given an ensemble role, emerges to play the original 

composition in its original instrumentation. By calling attention to the source of the arrangement 

at a dramatic moment in the composition, the work performs the distancing between present and 

past that Palester described. The original’s fleeting nature is further underscored by the use of the 

harpsichord, an unusual sonic and instrumental marker of historicity. After this performance 

within a performance, the piece dies away to a close.  

For Kisielewski, Palester’s turn to old music presented a riddle. “What does Palester—a 

radical, intransigent, modernist ‘tank’—have to do with the composer of old-fashioned, naïve, 

old-fashioned [sic], and melodious Polonaises?” he wondered.51 And although Kisielewski 

ignores Palester’s considerable prewar interest in popularizing new music, he nonetheless 

interprets Palester’s old musical materials as a wellspring of cultural renewal:  

This work has its own symbolic significance: antique polonaises, transformed by 
a contemporary “modernist,” are an ark of the covenant [arka przymierza] 
“between the old and new years,” it is a manifestation of the continuity of our 
culture, lasting above the wars and cataclysms that befall our country. Of a culture 
that was able to withstand all persecutions, endure and be for us that true, non-
material, yet no less real fatherland—the spiritual fatherland.52  

 
                                                
51 Stefan Kisielewski, “Inauguracyjny koncert Filharmonii Państwowej” Dziennik Polski, 22 April 1945 (no. 75), pg. 
3. “Co ma do czynienia Palester, radykalny, nieustępliwy ‘tank’ współczesny z autorem staroświeckich, naiwnych, 
staroświeckich i melodynych Polonezów?” 
52 Stefan Kisielewski, “Życie muzyczne Krakowa,” Tygodnik Powszechny, 29 April 1945 (no. 6), pg. 4. “Utwór ten 
ma swoją symboliczną wymowę: starodawne Polonezy, przetworzone przez współczesnego ‘modernistę’ to owa 
arka przymierza 'między dawnymi i nowymi laty', to manifestacja ciągłości naszej kultury, trwającej ponad wojnami 
i kataklizmami, spadającymi na nasz kraj, kultury, która potrafiła ostać się wszelkim prześladowaniom, przetrwać i 
być dla nas tą prawdziwą, niematerialną, lecz niemniej realną ojczyzną—ojczyzną duchową.”  
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The phrase “ark of the covenant ‘between the old and new years’” is an allusion to Adam 

Mickiewicz’s Konrad Wallenrod, an epic in verse written by Poland’s most canonized romantic 

poet.53 Although set in the distant past and portraying Lithuanian treachery against the Teutonic 

Knights, the epic was universally understood to be a thinly veiled allegory for Polish survival in 

the era when the Polish state ceased to exist due to the eighteenth-century partitions.54 

Kisielewski’s allusion to these lines is especially significant because the original passage occurs 

during a discussion of the power of song and poetry. An old Lithuanian bard prefaces the tale of 

his people by explaining how song provides continuity across political destruction. The tale, 

delivered in a then-archaic Lithuanian, awakens the hero to the defense of his true nation. 

Echoing Herder’s conception of song as a durable form of cultural expression, Kisielewski views 

musical works as providing similar concrete guarantees of continuity across cataclysm. In his 

reading, old music proves the legitimacy of the present.  

Both Kisielewski’s reactions and Palester’s own recollection suggest that the Ogiński 

Polonaises were successful in part because of the work’s polysemy, its open embrace of multiple 

interpretations. On the one hand, the potpourri can be heard as an accessible tribute to a Polish 

composer whose works many knew from piano lessons or organ grinders. Many listeners 

doubtless enjoyed the work for this reason, as well as for the compelling musical narrative 

Palester created from the dance fragments. At the same time, however, the work distills feelings 

of loss for an irretrievable past that had long been associated with Ogiński’s composition. In this 

second sense, Palester was not only composing with music of the past but also composing about 

                                                
53 Adam Mickiewicz, Konrad Wallenrod, lines 835-838: “O wieści gminna! Ty arko przymierza/ Między dawnymi i 
młodszymi laty:/ W tobie lud składa broń swego rycerza,/ Swych myśli przędzę i swych uczuć kwiaty!” Whereas 
Kisielewski wrote “new years,” Mickiewicz wrote “younger years.”  
54 Czesław Miłosz, The History of Polish Literature, 2nd ed. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1983), 220-
21.   
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that past without ever defining what the work could or should mean. Both Palester’s and 

Kisielewski’s interpretations of the work obliquely acknowledge the damage the war had 

wrought, deploying a spectrum of allusions and inferred significances that could appeal to 

audiences and modernist critics alike. In this sense, they suggest that reworkings of the musical 

past could be powerful, so long as these created a sense of durable and open tradition that 

propelled listeners from the past into the future, thereby overstepping the war itself.  

Although the turn to older musical sources offered a potentially successful avenue for 

creating a sense of musical tradition the survived the war, few critics built prescriptive aesthetic 

principles around old music, suggesting that they recognized limits on how far the idea could be 

pushed. A decisive moment in formulating a positive, forward-looking aesthetic direction was 

the Festival of Contemporary Polish Music (Festival Polskiej Muzyki Współczesnej), held to 

coincide with the first general congress of the Union of Polish Composers in fall 1945. Since the 

bulk of Poland’s composers were in Cracow for the congress, the event proved an auspicious 

springboard for discussions about new compositional directions. It was considered a success, 

both in the press and in internal reports from the Ministry of Culture.55   

 The Festival confirmed the younger generation’s emergence onto center stage—or more 

accurately—that the younger generation now controlled access to the stage itself. The 

programing also crafted a familiar narrative of recent Polish composition: none of the older, 

conservative composers were given performances, even those who had composed during the 

occupation, suggesting the extent to which the young composers saw turn-of-the-century 

romanticism as a complete dead end. See Table 2 for the program of these concerts. In the 

program’s panorama of younger composers, the earliest works dated from the late 1920s while 

                                                
55 AAN 366/1, 173, pg. 59.  
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the most contemporary was barely a month old. Half of the Festival’s fourteen works were 

composed during the occupation. A further two were composed at the very end of the war or 

directly after it. Emerging composers, such as Witold Lutosławski and Andrzej Panufnik, 

received considerable concert time, although on the smaller and less prestigious Monday 

chamber concert. By including Szymanowski as the sole older composer, the programming 

reinforced the younger composers’ self-image as his students and heirs.  

As the largest event devoted to recent composition since the end of the occupation, the 

Festival was not only an occasion to premiere wartime compositions, but also a vehicle for 

relaying heavy-gauge narratives about culture and survival. For Kisielewski, the Festival was 

“the most important musical event since the regaining of independence,” especially given the 

destruction of Warsaw, the loss of manuscripts, and difficult working conditions.56 For Stefania 

Łobaczewska, the Festival demonstrated not only that Poland’s composers had been productive 

during the war, but that “our obligations towards history were fulfilled, the debts and lacks in 

relation to the eighteenth and nineteenth century were balanced.”57 Others, too, searched for new 

trends in Polish art music. Broszkiewicz discerned in wartime compositions the emergence of a 

unified compositional style.58 Palester likewise placed high hopes on the present as a time for 

rectifying Poland’s musical inadequacies: “We know that the majority of our composers worked 

insistently and diligently during the war. Now the time for familiarizing society with the results 

of their work has come. Perhaps precisely now we will use the path laid by Szymanowski to 

                                                
56 Kisielewski, “Festival Polskiej Muzyki Współczesnej w Krakowie,” Ruch muzyczny 1945, no. 1, pg. 24. 
“najważniejszmy wydarzeniem muzycznym po odzyskaniu niepodległości.” 
57 AAN, 366/1, 311, pg. 66 “Współczesna muzyka polska.” “W ten sposób nasze zobowiązanie wobec historii 
zostały spełnione, długi i braki w stosunku do XVIII i XIX wieku wyrównane.” 
58 Jerzy Broszkiewicz, “Pierwszy sezon muzyczny w Krakowie,” Twórczość 1945, no. 5, pg. 151. “dążność do 
stworzenia mniej więcej jednolitego, narodowego stylu już teraz wykazującego jedną cechę wspólną: klasyczny 
stosunek do dzieła sztuki.” 
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more permanently tie the thread connecting us to the eternally young, always living art of 

Fryderyk [Chopin]?”59  

Table 3: Program of the Festival of Contemporary Polish Music, 1-4 September 1945, Kraków 
First Symphonic Concert 

Saturday, 1 September 1945, 19:00 (in the cinema “Świt”) 
 

Piotr Perkowski: Swantewit (Second Tableau) [1930-32, reconstructed in 1945] 
Tadeusz Kassern: Concerto for Voice and Orchestra [1928]  

(with Ewa Bandrowska-Turska) 
 Zygmunt Latoszewski, conductor 
 
Roman Palester: Second Symphony [1941-42]  
Grażyna Bacewicz: Overture  [1943] 
 M. Mierzejewski, conductor 
 

Chamber Concert 
Monday, 3 September 1945, 19:00 (in the State Conservatory) 

 
Andrzej Panufnik: Five songs with accompaniment of wind instruments [1940, reconstructed 1945] 
 Artur Malawski, conductor 
Witold Lutosławski: Trio for oboe, clarinet, and bassoon. [Autumn 1944-45]  
J. Ekier: Piano works, performed by the composer 
 
Tadeusz Kassern: Tryptyk żałobny, dedicated to the memory of Roman Padlewski [1945]  
 Stanisława Zawadzka, soprano, and composer on piano.  
Roman Padlewski: Second String Quartet [1940-42] 
 The Polish Quartet  
 
 

Second Symphonic Concert 
Tuesday, 4 September 1945, 19:00 (in the cinema “Świt”) 

 
*Jan Maklakiewicz: Grunwald [1939-44] 
 Latowszewski, conductor 
Tadeusz Szeligowski: Epitafium on the Death of Karol Szymanowski [1937] 
Karol Szymanowski: Litania, [1930-33]  

two selections for solo soprano, female choir, and orchestra. 
 Z. Szlemińska, soloist 
Antoni Szałowski: Overture [1936]  
 Bierdjajew, conductor 
 
Artur Malawski: First Symphony [1938-43]  
 conducted by the composer 
 
*This work was not performed (according to contemporary reviews. Based on AAN 366/1, 288, p. 139. Dates of 
composition have been added. 
 

                                                
59 Roman Palester, “Drogi muzyki polskiej,” Odrodzenie 1945, no. 20, pg. 5. “Wiemy, że większość naszych 
kompozytorów pracowała podczas wojny usilnie i wytrwale. Obecnie przyszedł czas zapoznać społeczeństwo z 
rezultatami tej pracy. Może teraz właśnie uda się śladami Szymanowskiego trwalej nawiązać nić z wiecznie młodą, 
zawsze żywą sztuką Fryderyka?” 
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The Festival gave Kisielewski the opportunity to define competing directions within the 

younger generation of composers, fulfilling a desire for increased internal debate that he had held 

since the late 1930s.60 In a key review of the Festival, he split the younger composers into three 

groups. In the first, backward-looking camp, he included Kassern, Szeligowski, Perkowski, and 

Padlewski, all of whom hewed too closely to the style of Szymanowski, or, in the case of 

Bacewicz and Szałowski, French neoclassicism. By declaring the two main musical orientations 

of the 1930s retrogressive, Kisielewski cleared ground for a new direction. (Of course, since 

several of these ‘outdated’ works were composed in the 1920s and 1930s, the criticism in fact 

pointed out that these compositions were products of their era.) The second group, comprising 

Ekier and Panufnik, also did not appeal to him, not so much because these composers were stuck 

in the past, but rather because they were insufficiently innovative. Kisielewski called their works 

“pretty, pleasant, and subtle, but where is the greatness, the struggle, the fight?”61 

 

                                                
60 Stefan Kisielewski, “Problematyka awangardowa w muzyce,” Pion 1938, no. 21, pg. 4. 
61 Kisielewski, “Festival Polskiej Muzyki Współczesnej w Krakowie,” Ruch muzyczny 1945, no. 1, 25. “ładne, miłe, 
subtelne, ale gdzie wielkość, gdzie zmaganie, gdzie walka?” 
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Figure 26: Palester, Second Symphony, opening. 
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Figure 26, continued 
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The third group, the forward-looking composers, contained Palester, Artur Malawski, and 

Lutosławski. All of their works, Kisielewski asserted, shared a set of values:   

There is a striving for a new monumentality, for a greatness of construction, 
encompassing a charge of emotionality. This expression however employs 
thoroughly contemporary means—the goal is not experimentation exclusively, but 
rather the desire to rehabilitate themselves and justify their existence precisely by 
the creation of a new emotionality and a new greatness, not only through “new 
shivers” like what the impressionists or even people of Stravinsky’s time 
wanted.62 
 

In Kisielewski’s analysis, Palester’s Second Symphony most clearly squares the circle, blending 

modern techniques with unquestionable emotional impact.63 Perhaps Kisielewski was struck by 

the dense orchestration or by the symphony’s use of traditional forms—its sonata first 

movement, passacaglia (movement II), and double fugue in the final movement. Or perhaps the 

symphony’s monumentality derives from how its serpentine and richly dissonant themes build 

across the work’s over-sized dimensions. See Figure 26. 

Broszkiewicz likewise believed that Palester had matured to a new level of expressivity 

during the war. The young modernist had abandoned “matter-of-fact music” and embraced a 

style he could only describe as romantic, even as Broszkiewicz cautioned, “the word 

romanticism is an improvised label for indisputable newness, which could be the beginning of a 

new musical style of our era.”64 On hearing Palester’s second quartet (composed in 1936), 

Broszkiewicz explained that in this work, 

                                                
62 Kisielewski, “Festival Polskiej Muzyki Współczesnej w Krakowie,” Ruch Muzyczny 1945, no. 1, 24. “Jest to 
dążenie do nowej monumentalności, do wielkości konstrukcyjnej, zamykającej w sobie ładunek emocjonalności, 
wyrażanej jednak środkami na wskroś współczesnymi—nie mającymi na celu wyłącznie eksperymenty, lecz 
chcącymi zrehabilitować się i uzasadnić swoje istnienie właśnie przez stworzenie nowej emocjonalności i nowej 
wielkości, nie tylko ‘nowego dreszczu’ jak chcieli impresjoniści lub nawet ludzie epoki Strawińskiego.” 
63 In 1975, Kisielewski denied that he had heard anything new or of interest in the early postwar years. His writings 
from 1945 clearly contradict this later claim. What is more, censorship forbade discussions of Palester from the late 
1950s through 1977; thus even if Kisielewski had wanted to, he could not have repeated his exact opinion from this 
earlier moment. Kisielewski in: “1945: wspomnienia muzyków,” Ruch muzyczny 1975, no. 10, pg. 3.  
64 Jerzy Broszkiewicz, “Pierwszy sezon muzyczny w Krakowie,” Twórczość 1945, no. 5, p. 151. “muzyki 
rzeczowej” “W tym wypadku słowo romantyzm jest zaimprowizowaną naklejką dla bezspornej nowości, która może 
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for the first time the composer carries out his new ideology—an ideology that one 
could call humanistic. . . . Humanism of this type is based on granting the rights to 
emotion that it is due in the organization of an art work, on securing the fitting 
proportions between emotional movement and intellectual processes, and 
finally—in basing the creative process on cooperation between these two 
elements.65  
 

In addition to the specific values Palester’s music reflected, his wartime biography made a pithy 

argument for cultural continuity scaled to human form. Stylistic arguments aside, he had 

composed prodigiously during the occupation—completing a symphony, a violin concerto, a 

cantata, a concert work for piano and orchestra, as well as the Ogiński Polonaises, a string 

quartet, and several smaller chamber and solo piano works. By the crude metric of productivity, 

he was among Poland’s leading composers. At a time when occupation-era works could not but 

be seen as evidence of the survival of culture more generally, productivity took on the wider 

connotation of fortitude in light of persecution.  

It was especially telling, in this regard, that Palester consistently denied the notion that 

the war had substantially influenced his compositional style. In later memoirs, he considered his 

Sonata for two violins and piano from 1939 as the starting point for the “deepening of 

expression” that he drew to its logical conclusions across the wartime works.66 This later view is 

consistent with his writing from the 1940s, where he posited that although war-themed works 

may become more prominent in the postwar years, his colleagues’ musical language had not seen 

any shocks or major recalibrations.67 He further linked his own retreat from radicalism and the 

                                                
zapoczątkować nowy styl muzyczny naszej epoki.” 
65 Jerzy Broszkiewicz, “Polskie Wydawnictwo Muzyczne,” Twórczość 1946, no. 12, pp. 148-49. “W nim bodajże po 
raz pierwszy realizuje kompozytor swoją nową ideologię—ideologię, można by rzec, humanistyczną. . . . 
Humanizm owej postawy zasadza się na przyznaniu właściwych praw emocji w organizowaniu dzieła sztuki, na 
uzyskaniu właściwych proporcyj pomiędzy wzruszeniem a procesem intelektualnym—i w końcu: oparciu procesu 
twórczego na współdziałaniu tych dwu elementów. A zatem odwrót od formizmu ku takiej filozofii artystycznej jest 
niewątpliwie humanizowaniem muzyki i—jak mi się wydaje—jest zarazem najtrafniejszym obraniem kierunku na 
drodze powszechnych i własnych ustaleń twórczych.”  
66 AKP, Palester Papers, “Fragmenty wspomnień z lat 1939-1945,” 2. “pogłębianiu ekspresji” 
67 Palester, “Twórczość muzyczna w nowej polsce,” Ruch Muzyczny 1946, no. 11-12, pg. 14. 
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“path to simplicity” to wider European trends, which he had observed at the London 

International Society for Contemporary Music festival in 1946.68  

Such insistence on a degree of autonomy from recent historical events could make 

Palester an even more convincing symbol for continuity between the past and the present. 

Around Christmas 1945, Kisielewski reflected on the year that had passed and praised the power 

of creative work in and of itself. The Festival of Contemporary Polish Music, he noted, was “a 

demonstration of an exceptional creative output, which could be the legitimization of our vitality, 

of our right to live.”69 Such claims help to contextualize Palester’s insistence on aesthetic 

intransience during the war: perhaps evocations of autonomy buttressed a carefully calibrated 

distance from the disruptions that would otherwise threaten to derail musical culture. 

Kisielewski’s language in this passage also gives new shading to the term “contemporary” in the 

Festival’s title. He implies that new musical composition underwrites the continued vibrancy of 

creative culture, even proving a nation’s right to existence. Rather than implying a rejection of 

tradition, “contemporary” in this sense stands for that culture’s continued renewal. In his view, 

composers in 1945 were bound to the past—not out of stiff traditionalism or deference to 

outdated models—but rather because their unflagging productivity across the war offered proof 

of an even more vital tradition. 

As I have been arguing, the war lurks beneath the surface of these critical discussions. 

Nowhere, however, is translation from experience to narrative, past to memory, clearer than in 

Mycielski’s justification for the new aesthetics of monumentalism and emotional expressivity. 

We have seen how, in writing to Boulanger, Mycielski was a perceptive observer of life in 

                                                
68 Jerzy Broszkiewicz, “Czas syntezy: rozmowa z Romanem Palestrem,” Dziennik Polski 1946, 13 October 1946 
(no. 281), pg. 3.  
69 Kisielewski, “Pierwsze Boże Narodzenie,” Ruch Muzyczny 1945, no. 6, pg. 3. “był pokazem nieprzeciętnego 
dorobku twórczego, który może być legitymacją naszej żywotności, naszego prawa do życia.” 
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postwar Poland as he conveyed to her the indifference to tragedy and the blithe optimism that 

survivors carried with them. On the public pages of Ruch muzyczny, addressing an audience of 

Polish musicians, Mycielski marshalled such widespread experiences to support the new 

directions that his composer colleagues were following.  

Mycielski asserts that during war, “in times when the fate of the individual stops 

counting, when the fate of cities, countries, and continents seems to depend on the arbitrary 

arrangement of power,” music gains a wider, even universal audience. Under wartime 

conditions, “art is a gateway, as in the middle ages the monastery entrance was for individuals, 

who were persecuted by physical or metaphysical violence.”70 Addressed to musicians, the 

article makes the somewhat flattering claim that artists have received a new social imperative. 

“Under indifference or pressure our art, it turned out, will wither, but here in the heaviest 

moments it awakens truly mass [masowe] reactions, which it is necessary to maintain at any 

price by supplying listeners with the highest artistic qualities.”71 In Mycielski’s private writings 

to Boulanger, there are few evocations of art’s higher mission; nonetheless, in both his letters 

and in the Ruch Muzyczny article, Mycielski draws compatible views of Poland’s inhabitants and 

of a place where violence has reworked the social fabric by casting the individual’s once 

paramount role into doubt. Here, however, he elides the occasionally pessimistic tone of his 

private writings, treating the anonymity and silence of the masses as a source for artistic 

rejuvenation.    

                                                
70 Mycielski, “O naszej pracy,” 6. “W okresie wojny, w którym człowiek stracił wiel wiar i złudzeń, . . . w czasach 
w których los jednostki przestał się liczyć, w których los miast, krajów, kontynentów zdaje się być zależny od 
przypadkowego układu sił, . . . w epoce, w której walka o byt, przebyte nieszczęścia i prawo dżungli przykuwa 
jeszcze bardziej człowieka do ziemi, sztuka jest furtką, jak w średnich wiekach furtką była brama kłasztorna dla 
ściganych fizyczną czy metafizyczną przemocą jednostek.” 
71 Mycielski, “O naszej pracy,” 6. “W obojętności czy ucisku sztuka nasza, zdawało się, że uschnie, aż tu w 
najcięższych momentach budzi odruchy naprawdę masowe, które należy za wszelką cenę utrzymać, przez 
podawanie słuchaczom najwyższych artystycznych jakości.” 
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For most composers, popular support they saw after the war was a new experience.72 

Palester more directly connects the arrival of new audiences (at the 1945 Festival of 

Contemporary Polish Music concerts) to claims that they would like “good” new music. This 

was an “audience full of deep interest in the works, a non-blasé audience, hungering for fresh 

and good music. Our musicians have not had the opportunity to get used to such a situation; it is 

a situation diametrically opposed to the situation which we knew so well from before the war.”73 

Music critics were thus not only debating the merits of different artistic styles, but also 

attempting to capitalize on what they saw as a unique chance to bring new listeners into a 

widened fold of concert music.  

For Mycielski, there was an added sense that the war’s aftermath lent composers a new 

set of obligations: “I am certain that musical expression is today the expression that man craves 

and for this reason I believe that despite the entirety of the uncertainty of human fate and being 

on the planet, we stand on the threshold of a renaissance.”74 Mycielski does not define his 

desired music too closely in stylistic terms, but he does sketch some broad suggestions: 

We are not concerned with experimental trifles, but rather with good, honest, 
sincere Polish music. We are concerned with expression, which one must search 
for very deep, and which must be imparted in a very straightforward manner. It is 
not about currying favor or quenching personal ambitions, of the title: “author,” 
but rather about the fact that works exist and that they go into the world, without 
regard to whether some Johnny, Stan, or Frankie wrote them. It is like with the old 
sculptors who did not worry themselves with signing their works, but rather with 
the portal, the cathedral, with the entirety of the building.75 

                                                
72 See Chapter 6.  
73 Palester, “Zjazd kompozytorów,” Twórczość 1945, no. 3, pg. 192. “publicznością pełną głębokiego 
zainteresowania wykonywanymi dziełami, publicznością niezblazowaną, łaknącą świeżej i dobrej muzyki. Był to 
obraz, do którego muzycy nasi nie mieli okazji się przyzwyczaić, obraz diametralnie różny od znanej nam tak 
dobrze sytuacji przedwojennej.” 
74 Mycielski, “O naszej pracy,” 6. “jestem pewien, że wyraz muzyczny jest dziś tym wyrazem, którego łaknie 
człowiek i dlatego wierzę, że pomimo całej niepewności losu i bytu ludzkiego na planecie, stoimy u wrót 
renesansu.” 
75 Mycielski, “O naszej pracy,” 6. “Tu już nie chodzi o eksperymentalne fidrygałki, chodzi o dobrą, uczciwą, szczerą 
polską muzykę, o wyraz, którego trzeba szukać bardzo głęboko, a który trzeba podać bardzo po prostu. Nie chodzi o 
kłanianie się i zaspokajanie ambicyjek, o wołania: ‘autor,’ ale o to by dzieło istniało i szło w świat, bez względu na 
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Notice how these values align with those that Kisielewski and Broszkiewicz had enumerated 

earlier: the rejection of experiment for experiment’s sake, the valorization of expression and 

candor, and the submission of the composer to a greater sense of purpose and direction. Nor is 

Mycielski’s evocation of the composer as an anonymous craftsman, more concerned with society 

than reputation, accidental: his architectural imagery resonates with the ruined landscape of 

Warsaw and with the obvious fact that resurrecting Poland’s cities would require the work of the 

entire society. Perhaps composers would not move bricks, but their works could contribute to 

rebuilding nonetheless.  

 What other critics had implied, Mycielski laid out logically. Together, these critics 

provided a circumscribed account of the wartime past and its relation to cultural expression. 

They treated the war as a cataclysm that they had collectively survived, that had revitalized 

artistic expression, and that had built new connections between composer and audience. These 

views are as powerful as they are vague; the open-endedness of the young critics’ narratives 

about the war offered to corral disparate, idiosyncratic experiences of the occupation era and to 

endow these experiences with shared higher purpose. Doubtless, the transformation of wartime 

experience into an aesthetics of emotional expressivity drew on the intuition that only a 

commonly acknowledged past would provide stable ground for the future. At the same time, the 

collective memory of the war also provided a solid foundation for the young generation of 

composers to define themselves independently from the interwar schools with which they had 

long experimented. While the popularization of modern musical idioms had been an important 

prewar objective, younger composers now reclaimed conservative values, such as tradition and 

                                                
to, czy napisał je Jaś, Staś czy Franek, jak u rzeźbiarzy dawnych, którzy nie troszczyli się o podpisywanie swych 
produkcji, ale o portal o katedrę o całość budowy.” 
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accessibility. Instead of holdovers from an exhausted, derivative romanticism, such values were 

recast as responses to a listening public wearied by war and conflicted over its outcome. 

Composers had found a new source of aesthetic legitimacy, one grounded within near-universal 

experiences of the recent past.  

 

IV. Tadeusz Zygfryd Kassern and the Limits of Collective Memory  

Although many compositions could be convincingly parsed through the critical terms that both 

acknowledged and side-stepped the war, only a handful of works memorialized the war through 

more direct means. The first version of Palester’s Requiem from 1945-46 was dedicated “to the 

victims of the war.” But Palester removed this already generalized message, which did not 

specify which victims he was commemorating, from the final version. Jerzy Fitelberg’s Poland 

Fights On (ca. 1945) is also an exception, with cues for a Warsaw street scene, sewer escapes, 

and the Polish army in Western Europe.76 But Fitelberg was in New York at the time, the work 

was conceived as a film score, and it had no circulation or critical reception in Poland. Bolesław 

Woytowicz’s Warsaw Symphony, composed in the summer of 1945, relies on musical 

symbolism: its cascading scales evoke the chaos of the Warsaw Uprising, giving way to 

quotations from partisan songs (which Woytowicz had composed during the occupation), and a 

canon in the trombones based on the “Warszawianka,” an anthem of the 1830 November 

Uprising. In reviewing the work, Mycielski downplayed the work’s programmatic qualities and 

its “‘philosophical premises’” to focus on its evocation of “a mountainous and overcast climate,” 

while noting that Woytowicz successfully navigated a “path bristling with all the dangers of 

                                                
76 NYPL, Music Division, Fitelberg Papers, JOB 95-14, Box 10. 
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excess of rhetoric and risk” of an overly concrete translation of war into sound. 77 By 

highlighting the symphony’s merits through an extended formal analysis, Mycielski interpreted 

the work in accord with the emerging social memory of the war and downplayed its historical 

allusions. 

 Tadeusz Zygfryd Kassern’s Mourning Triptych stands out in this small group of 

explicitly commemorative works, since it was written to memorialize the death of a single 

individual—Kassern’s friend Roman Padlewski, a young composer and violinist who had died 

fighting in the Warsaw Uprising. The fact that Kassern’s Triptych is one of the few works to deal 

with the loss of an individual suggests how strong was the general desire to create an abstract, 

collective framework for relating music to the war, and how rarely composers considered 

personal losses to be appropriate experiences to reflect in compositions.  

As such, Kassern’s Mourning Triptych offers a case study for probing the limits of early 

postwar critical discourse and its account of the war. The Mourning Triptych, scored for soprano 

and piano, was completed in August 1945, one month before its premiere and one year after the 

Warsaw Uprising.78 On the one hand, Kassern’s compositional technique and aesthetic 

orientation shared considerable common ground with critics’ calls for an accessible, expressive 

modernism.79 On the other hand, however, Kassern imbued the work with direct, yet often 

hidden, allusions to the unique circumstances of his friend’s death. Despite its musical merits, 

the piece’s inward-turned sense of tragic mourning failed to offer a positive vision for postwar 

composition.  

                                                
77 Zygmunt Mycielski, “II Symfonia Woytowicza [1946],” in Ucieczki z pięciolinii (Warszawa: PIW, 1957), 447-51, 
here 447. “ ‘założenie filozoficzne’ ” “klimat górny i chmurny,” “droga najeżona wszystkimi niebezpieczeństwami 
przeładowania, retoryki i ryzykownego zawsze w sztuce patosu . . .” 
78 The manuscript is dated. AKP, Mus CLXVIII rps 24. 
79 The piece can be heard in a recording by Lucy Fitz Gibbon and Ryan MacEvoy McCullough at 
https://soundcloud.com/lucy-fitz-gibbon/tadeusz-kassern-funeral-triptych  
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 The Triptych was premiered with the composer on the piano during the Festival of 

Contemporary Polish Music. It was programmed with the postwar premiere of Padlewski’s 

Second Quartet, a pairing that drew unmistakable connections between the composition and 

Padlewski’s death. Each of the Triptych’s songs draws on historical melodies or texts, source 

materials tied together by the evocation of the Virgin Mary across its three songs. See Table 3.  

Kassern mimics the triptych genre’s traditional foregrounding of the center panel, as the middle 

song reports on Jesus’ birth, whereas the outer two describe Mary’s grief for her son. At the 

same time, the Triptych capitalizes on the end-directedness of a musical cycle by building to an 

emotional climax in the last song, in which the poetic speaker implores the listener to join Mary 

in mourning.  

Although religious themes permeated wartime poetry and music, Kassern’s focus on the 

Virgin Mary directly alludes to the circumstances of Padlewski’s life and death.80 As a member 

of the Home Army, Padlewski had been wounded in fighting and spent two days slowly dying in 

agony at a hospital in Warsaw’s historic center. During this time, he grasped a small image of 

Our Lady of the Gate of Dawn—a portrait of the Virgin Mary—which his mother had given him. 

In correspondence later sent to his mother concerning the circumstances of his death, it was 

reported that Padlewski hoped that his mother would not know of his injuries, fearing that she 

would be devastated by learning of his fate.81 On one level, Kassern’s imagery in the Triptych 

                                                
80 On wartime poetry: Jerzy Święch, “ ‘Plus que jamais, seigneur, c’est ton temps aujourd’hui’: de la religion dans la 
poésie d’occupation, 1939-45,” in La Littérature contemporaine polonaise et le sacré, ed. Irena Sławińska and 
Stefan Sawicki (Lublin: Towarzystwo Naukowe Katolickiego Uniwersytetu Lubelskiego, 1978), 31-56, here 39 and 
50; Jerzy Święch, Poeci i wojna: rozprawy i szkice (Warszawa: Wydawn. Nauk. PWN, 2000). On composers: Zofia 
Lissa, “Rola tradycji w muzyce polskiej, 1945-1969” in Tradycja i współczesność  (Warszawa: Państwowy Instytut 
Wydawniczy, 1970), 47-87, here 75-76; Ruch muzyczny, 1945 no. 1, pp. 14-16. Religious compositions include: 
Feliks Nowowiejski: Msza jasnogórska; Ludomir Różycki: Pieta; Karzimierz Sikorski: Stabat Mater; Szablewski: 
Magnificat; Tadeusz Szeligowski: Msza; Zbigniew Turski: Psalm Dawida; Kazimierz Jurdziński: Msza na chór 
męski i organy, Oratorium, Psalm na chór; Bolesław Poradowski: Oratorium (Odkupienie). 
81 AKP, Padlewski Papers, “Z listu p. dr. Piotrowskiej do p. Padlewskiej;” Letter from Monika Żeromska. 
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fittingly evokes the mother’s grief at having outlived her son. But for those familiar with how 

Padlewski had died, the focus on the Virgin Mary would also conjure up his religious devotion 

and last living moments.  

Table 4: Tadeusz Zygfryd Kassern, Mourning Triptych, text and translation. 
I. Stała pod krzyżem (Stabat Mater) 
(Stanisław Grochowski, 1598) 
 
Stała pod krzyżem troskliwa 
Matka z płaczu ledwie żywa, 
A Syn wisząc krwią spływa. 
 
Cna matko, źródło miłości, 
Niech czuję gwałt twej miłości, 
dozwól mi z Tobą płakać. 
 
Jaki ból wziął serce onej  
rodzice błogosławionej  
Jednym synem wsławionej  
 
Pragnę stać pod krzyżem z Tobą 
dzielić się z Twoją osobą  
tak surowym płaczem,  
dzielić z Tobą płaczem 

 

I. Under the cross stood the grieving Mother 
(Stabat Mater) 
 
Under the cross stood the grieving  
Mother hardly alive from weeping, 
And her hanging son flows with blood.  
 
Oh mother of virtue, source of love, 
May I feel the force of your love, 
Allow me to weep with You. 
 
What suffering seized the heart of that 
Blessed parent, 
By her only son made renowned.  
 
I desire to stand under the cross with you 
To share with Your person, 
Such severe lament  
To share with you your lament. 

 
II. Stała się jest rzecz dziwna 
(Walenty z Brzozowa, 1554) 
 
Stała się jest rzecz dziwna, 
Panna syna porodziła  
a wjaślech po to żyła.  
 
 
Żadnej boleści nie znała, 
boć jest rzecz dziwna  
a nowa nigdy nie słychana,  
wżdy Bogu można. 
 
Izaiasz powiedział, 
Anioł Gabryel zwiastował, 
od Boga wyprawował. 
 
Zdrowa bądź pełna miłości,  
porodzisz bez boleści  
Syna Boga wiecznego  
z ducha świętego. 
 

 
II. A Strange Thing Occurred 
 
 
A strange thing occurred, 
A young lady gave birth to a son, 
And for that she lived in a manger. 
 
 
She knew no pain 
For a strange thing occurred  
And new, never before heard of,  
However to God possible. 
 
Isaiah spoke, 
Angel Gabriel heralded, 
From God sent 
 
“Be healthy and full of love 
You will give birth without pain  
To the Son of the eternal God 
From the Holy Spirit.” 
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O Synu Matki jedyny 
O Synu jedyny, oczyść nasze winy  
przez krew dla nas wylaną, 
i za nas daną. 
 
Stała się jest rzecz dziwna,  
Panna syna porodziła  

O only son of the Mother  
O only Son, cleanse our guilt 
Through blood poured for us 
And given on our behalf. 
 
A strange thing occurred, 
A young lady gave birth to a son. 

 
III. Płaczy dzisiaj duszo wszelka 
(attributed: Walenty z Brzozowa, 1554) 
 
Płaczy dzisiaj, duszo wszelka,  
łzy wylewaj obficie, 
Rozmyślajże mękę wielką 
swego Pana serdecznie. 
Jezu miły wszystkie krzywdy 
za nas cierpiał tak okrutnie  
za nas cierpiał okrutnie 
 
Maryja rzewno płakała  
Syna swego żałując  
Silno, rzewno narzekała 
na rany Jego patrząc [:] 
[„] O mój synu, synaczku miły 
Jako żeś żyw tak cierpiący  
Jako żeś tak cierpiący [”]  
Płaczy dzisiaj duszo wszelka, płaczy 

 

 
III. Weep today, every soul  
 
 
Weep today, every soul,  
Profusely pour out tears, 
Ponder the great agony  
of your Lord devotedly 
Beloved Jesus suffered 
All harms for us so cruelly  
All harms for us cruelly. 
 
Mary wistfully wept,  
Grieving for her son 
Strongly, wistfully she repined,  
Looking at His wounds: 
“O my son, my beloved little son 
How do you live through such suffering? 
How do you live through such suffering?” 
Weep today, every soul, weep.  
 
 

What is more, Kassern’s focus on the Virgin Mary alludes to several of Padlewski’s 

earlier compositions. Padlewski’s 1933 song, “Ryngraf” (“The Gorget”) depicts prayer to the 

Virgin Mary in a quasi-liturgical manner.82 The title and melody of Kassern’s “Stała pod 

krzyżem (Stabat Mater)” echo Padlewski’s 1939 Stabat Mater, a large-scale acapella setting that 

Kassern almost certainly knew, since before the war, Kassern and Padlewski had been in the 

same musical circles in Poznań, and Padlewski took over Kassern’s position as music critic at the 

Dziennik Poznański 1938.83  See Figure 27. Kassern’s composition makes no straightforward 

                                                
82 AKP, Mus LXXXVI rps 8. The text is by Artur Świnarski. I wish to thank Katarzyna Naliwajek-Mazurek for 
bringing this song to my attention.  
83 Markowska and Naliwajek-Mazurek, Okupacjne losy muzyków, Vol. 1, 160.  
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allusions to this earlier work, other than occasionally echoing its open fifths, yet the genre and 

opening melody give the two an unmistakable commonality. 

 

Figure 27: Roman Padlewski, Stabat Mater, mm. 1-15.  
Through its text and music, the Mourning Triptych evokes surprisingly concrete details of 

Padlewski’s life and death, many of which would have doubtless been lost on the majority of 

listeners. The coterie of influential composers and critics who were up-to-date on rumors from 
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the occupation—or who had read a published version of the letter addressed to Padlewski’s 

mother concerning his death in the November 1945 issue of Ruch Muzyczny—would have 

understood that Kassern’s notion of mourning was inseparable from the dense web of personal 

allusions in which he cloaked the composition.84 

 In the early postwar years, Kassern endorsed expressivity and emotional directness, 

echoing the trends that the young critics had been promoting. Writing in 1948, he describes a 

trajectory that resembles Palester’s: in the late 1930s, he abandoned the “strict polyphony” and 

“austere formal discipline” of his earlier neoclassical works and achieved a “simultaneous 

intensification of the emotional element” brought about through a study of Renaissance music. 

Kassern’s belief that old music could inform modern compositional practice only intensified 

during the war. He became “fascinated by the extreme power of expression” of Gregorian chant 

and claimed that this music offered a “prototype and master model of lyricism.”85   

His turn to chant unfolded against a dark background, first in Soviet-occupied Lvov, and 

then after he had crossed into the General Government in 1940, while hiding under an assumed 

identity.86 Although the immediate products of this study—a Gregorian Triptych and a Polish 

Mass—did not survive the war, Kassern’s interest in old musical sources only increased 

immediately after it: in composing the Mourning Triptych, his singular aim was “[t]o combine 

the simplicity of archaic expression with modern harmonic techniques and structure into a whole 

                                                
84 “Śmierć Roman Padlewskiego,” Ruch muzyczny 1945, no. 4, pp. 14-15.  
85 AKP, Kassern Papers, Documents. There are two versions of the text, one in English and the other in Polish. 
Although I follow the English version, I have occasionally modified the translation on the basis of the Polish 
language version. “przy równoczesnej intensyfikacji elementu emocjonalnego oraz pogłębieniu finezyjności, 
śpiewności linii melodyjnej . . .” Kassern gives: “economy of the texture with a simultaneous intensification of the 
emotional elements and clear, refined melodic lines” 
86 Violetta Kostka, Tadeusz Zygfryd Kassern: indywidualne odmiany stylów muzycznych XX wieku (Poznań: 
Rhytmos, 2011), 129-136.  
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of new stylistic qualities.”87 Writing in the third person, he notes: “The composer, however, 

decidedly opposes calling this style a neoclassicist one. The neoclassicist style, as represented by 

many late works of Stravinsky (Symphony of Psalms, King Oedipus, III Symphony) and by Paul 

Hindemith, represents reflexive music, essentially anti-emotional.” In painting his compositional 

trajectory as a rejection of interwar modernism—he even goes so far as to label his music “neo-

romantic”—Kassern followed the dominant musical trends in early postwar Poland.88  

In its direct expressivity, the Mourning Triptych exemplifies critics’ contemporaneous 

calls for concreteness and accessibility in compositional style. In the first song, for example, 

exposed lines in the accompaniment help build a sense that chords function in support of 

countermelodies and are shaped in response to the soprano melody itself. These countermelodies 

suggest that the voice is one element in a larger, linearly driven system. These lines also become 

unmoored, acting in free-floating and often strikingly dissonant entrances that seem to confuse 

rather than strengthen their individual melodic identities.  

In addition, the first song’s harmonic idiom reinforces the subjective qualities of grief. 

The piano introduction is grounded in G, linking via common tone to the soprano’s entrance, 

whose melody seems comfortably within G (major or minor). See Figure 28. This G-centricity is 

undermined by the harmonic language of the piano writing, which although far from 

straightforward harmonically, nonetheless focuses on A, established through the bass line, as 

well as through the E-Dorian vocalise (mm. 14-17), which suggests a tonic dominant-polarity 

                                                
87 AKP, Kassern Papers, Documents. “zespolenia prostoty wyrazu archaicznego z nowoczesną techniką 
harmoniczną i strukturalną w całość o nowych właściwościach stylistycznych.” 
88 AKP, Kassern Papers, Documents. “Kompozytor przeciwstawia się jednak zdecydowanie nazwaniu tego stylu 
stylem neo-klasycystycznym. Styl neo-klasycystyczny, reprezentowany w wielu późniejszych utworach 
Strawińskiego (Symfonie psalmów, Król Edyp, III. symfonia) i w utworach Pawła Hindemitha, reprezentuje muzykę 
refleksyjną, w zadadzie anty-emocjonalną.” Kassern’s is rather “stylem neo-romantycznym, łaczącym wartości 
uczuciowe z właściwościami form klasycznych, przepuszczonymi przez pryzmat linearnej polifonii i wynikającej 
stąd całkowitej swobody harmonicznej. Muzyka ta jest więc równie daleka od eksperymentalnej 12-tonowości jak i 
czysto formalistycznych kanonów neo-klasycyzmu.”  
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with the surrounding materials. The exit from the A-centered accompaniment is especially 

marked, thanks to the dramatic reintroduction of E-flats in measure 30, which initiates the return 

of the opening materials. Both the linear writing and the melody’s harmonic suspension within a 

foreign harmonic landscape underscore the distance between the poetic speaker and Mary, whom 

the speaker wishes to join. 
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Figure 28: Kassern, Mourning Triptych, “Stała pod krzyżem.” Autograph manuscript (AKP, 
Mus CLXVIII rps 24) 
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Figure 28, continued 
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Figure 28, continued 

 

The text of the middle song concerns the birth of Christ and the fact that Mary will feel 

no suffering. It is based on a song from the Cantional albo ksiegy chwal Boskicy to jest Piesni 

Duchowne translated by Walenty z Brzozowa and published in Königsberg in 1554. In 

comparison to the two outer texts, the middle one lacks a specific sense of the individual 

speaker’s own relation to the events described; Angels and Prophets speak about Mary’s future. 

The sense of presentation is further revealed by the relation between voice and piano, as the 
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latter has an increased density of attacks, but is also minimized as a contrapuntal partner. The 

song shows, rather than conveys, a point further suggested through Kassern’s almost differential 

relation to the source material on which it draws. Whereas the two outer songs paraphrase and 

add liberally to their source materials, the second song retraces the melody found in the source 

song from the Cantional with exceptional fidelity.89  

Kassern’s equation of reduced musical means with heightened emotional impact is most 

apparent in the final song. The harmonic language grounding the song is minimized to 

reappearances of an F-minor plus Bb chord, with either F or C in the bass, first expounded in the 

opening measures, and frequently reactivated throughout the song, as shown in Figure 29. 

 

Figure 29: Kassern, Mourning Triptych, “Płaczy dzisiaj duszo wszelka,” mm. 1-4. Autograph manuscript (AKP, Mus CLXVIII 
rps 24) 

 

With the soprano’s entries, the counterpoint becomes austere and countermelodies interweave 

without support, as shown in Figure 30.  

                                                
89 Differences include one repeated bar, several changes in B flats, and a slight modification to the final cadence. 
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Figure 30: Kassern, Mourning Triptych, “Płaczy dzisiaj duszo wszelka,” mm. 18-20. Autograph manuscript (AKP, Mus CLXVIII 
rps 24) 

 

When taken as a three-song whole, the Triptych condenses the initially hazy counterpoint of the 

first song into a focused, repetitive, and biting final set of statements in the third song. As such, 

the composition suggests a narrative arc that stretches from a desire to join in suffering to the 

imperative to do so. In both the first and last songs, the musical process of generating 

countermelody out of an initial theme helps contribute to their deep emotional charge. Through 

the inevitable return to the sheer fact of grief, the Triptych echoes Freud’s observation that the 

“work of mourning” demands a process in which “each single one of the memories and 

expectations” related to the lost one is “brought up” and re-experienced.90  

In reworking old musical sources, Kassern’s composition would seem a clear 

complement to Palester’s Ogiński Polonaises and prime fodder for Kisielewski’s argument that 

old music in the hands of modern composers pointed to the inextinguishable nature of Polish 

national culture. It is thus especially surprising that Kisielewski hardly mentioned the 

composition in his reviews of the Festival and counted Kassern definitively among the 

backwards-looking composers. Although Kisielewski’s motivations for overlooking the work are 

unkown, there are several possible reasons why he may have done so. For one, hearing the 

                                                
90 Sigmund Freud, “Mourning and Melancholia,” in The Standard Edition vol. XIV, trans. James Strachey (London: 
Hogarth, 1916), 254.  
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Triptych as a clear story about the past would have been difficult. Rather than referring to a 

single moment in Polish history around the turn of the nineteenth century as Palester had, 

Kassern uses a wide range of old sources, many of which were obscure. The Triptych combines 

texts from a Counter Reformation translator, a song from the protestant Bohemian Brethren (who 

had sought refuge in Ducal Prussia and translated their songbook into a somewhat idiosyncratic 

Polish), a text from an anonymous sixteenth-century passion, and a melody from a popular 

nineteenth-century church songbook.91 In their heterogeneity, these sources could not be 

interpreted as stages of a national tradition, but rather pointed to the cultural and religious 

plurality of Poland during the early modern era. Although the Mourning Triptych was not 

explicitly attacked on the basis of Kassern’s background as a baptized Polish Jew (as his 

compositions in the 1920s had been), it is difficult to know whether his background also colored 

critics’ interpretation of his turn to historical Polish sources.    

                                                
91 Although the melody of the Stabat Mater is loosely derived from the widely disseminated sequence, the Polish 
language text was a translation by the counter-reformation poet Stanisław Grochowski. Partial translations of the 
Stabat Mater in Polish date from the early sixteenth century, but Grochowski was the first to translate the complete 
sequence (as far as is known today). His translation, however, quickly fell out of fashion, ceding popularity in later 
songbooks to more idiomatic versions. See: Roman Mazurkiewicz, Z Dawnej Literatury Maryjnej: Zarysy i 
zbliżenia (Kraków: Wydawnictwo Naukowe UP, 2011), 100-108. Kassern’s second song derives from the 
“Cantional albo ksiegy chwal Boskicy to jest Piesni Duchowne” translated by Walenty z Brzozowa and published in 
Königsberg in 1554. At the time, Ducal Prussia was a fief of the Polish crown, and in these years the Lutheran 
Albrecht helped turn Ducal Prussia into something of a center for Polish-language Protestant publications. This 
collection was the work of the Bohemian Brethren, a protestant Hussite sect who were expelled from Bohemia and 
secured the promise of protection from Albrecht Hohenzollern in Ducal Prussia. See: Daniel Stone, The Polish-
Lithuanian State, 1386-1795, (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2001), 42; Joseph Theodor Müller, 
Geschichte der Böhmischen Brüder, Vol. 3 (Herrnhut: Verlag der Missionsbuh, 1922). Shortly after establishing 
connections with Poland, Walenty undertook translating the Brethren’s songbook from Czech into Polish, in a 
manner that largely preserved the structure and content of its Czech-language predecessor. See: Leon Witkowski, 
“Kancjonał Polski Walentego z Brzozowa wobec kancjanału czeskiego Jana Roha: przyczynek do badań nad 
wpływami czeskimi w polskiej pieśni religijnej XVI wieku,” Zeszyty naukowe Uniwersytetu Mikołaja Kopernika w 
Toruniu, nauki humanistyczno społeczne 1, (Łódź: PWN, 1957): 20-56, here 33. The final song, although attributed 
to Walenty, seems instead to have a text taken from an anonymous sixteenth-century passion. The melody seems to 
be based with some modifications on a tune to the same text found in Michał Mioduszewski’s 1838 Church 
Songbook. 
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Kassern’s composition helps reveal the powerful, yet unstated, content of Kisielewski’s 

narrative of an emotionally expressive, historically conscious modernism. The Triptych relies on 

heterogeneity on each level of its musical-historical significance—from the dedication to a single 

victim, to its veiled references to this individual’s life and death, to its freewheeling reworkings 

of sources from across the cultural fault-lines of Poland’s history. In short, this work builds its 

musical language from the types of experience that Mycielski and Kisielewski were attempting 

to downplay by connecting popular modernism to wartime trauma. For both these critics, new 

music ought to carry out a transfer from the personal to the abstract and help subordinate 

individual experience to common purpose. In the Triptych, by comparison, Kassern is no 

anonymous architect, but rather he calls attention to a personal friendship and the subjectivity 

through which his grief was formed. In a sense, Kassern also moves from personal to abstract, 

burying individual allusions in the generality of Catholic imagery. Yet the inescapable darkness 

that the songs project and their unmitigated translation of loss into music all made the Triptych 

an unstable foundation for the future of Polish composition. To move from the splintered 

individual memories of war to a cohesive project—in which these memories could be translated 

into forward-looking action—required excising such inward-looking grief.   

 
 
 
Conclusion: Mourning and Monumentality in Palester’s Requiem  
 
Not only a commentary on the past, collective memory of the war also provided a springboard 

for new compositions. The first version of Palester’s Requiem, a complete piano reduction of the 

work, helps show how the framework of abstraction from personal loss to musical form was 

taken up by composers. In 1945, Palester began setting the Latin text for orchestra, choir, and 

soloists. Although this work crystalized changes in his compositional techniques that had begun 
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during the war, it also reflected a changed attitude brought about by the war’s conclusion. 

Palester recalled that in 1943 he was asked by Leon Schiller to work on the first postwar season 

of the Polish Theater: they had in mind Wyspiański’s Akropolis which was to have “a beautiful, 

mystical, and even rather messianic, overtone.”92 After the Warsaw Uprising, however, this idea 

seemed off-key and the mood called for darker, even tragic, artistic statements instead.  

As correspondence and later memoirs reveal, the Requiem held considerable personal 

significance for Palester. He completed a first version of the piano reduction by 8 May 1946, 

before other projects prevented him from finishing the orchestration until early 1949.93 In 

unsuccessfully attempting to negotiate Polish performances for the orchestral version in 1949, 

Palester argued for the work’s symbolic resonances. Writing to the influential conductor 

Grzegorz Fitelberg, Palester insisted that the work be premiered in Warsaw or in the St. Mary’s 

Basilica in Cracow.94 He also wrote that its Polish premiere “is vital to me because of moral, 

extra-musical considerations.”95 In a later interview, Palester described it as “my due to the 

several people close to me who perished in the [Warsaw] Uprising,” most likely his father and 

stepbrother.96 Even so, Palester does not signal such personal meanings in the composition itself.  

                                                
92 AKP, Palester Papers, “Fragmenty wspomnień z lat 1939-1945,” 10. “piękny wydźwięk mistyczny, a raczej nawet 
mesjaniczny”  
93 Helman, Palester, 125. 
94 Adam Labus, Sylwia Polek, and Leon Markiewicz eds., Korespondencja Grzegorza Fitelberga z lat 1941-1953 
(Katowice: FMMKD, 2003), 149. Palester to Fitelberg, 6 December 1949.  
95Korespondencja Grzegorza Fitelberga, 196. No date. “zależy mi na tym też ze względów moralnych, 
pozamuzycznych.” Movements of the Requiem were premiered in 1946 and in 1948. The first complete 
performance was given in Brussels in October 1949 as part of a Chopin Year concert. The Polish premiere of the 
work had to wait until 1 November 1957. Helman, Palester, 133.  
96Jagoda Jędrychowska, “Rozmowa z Palestrem,” in Widzieć Polskę z oddalenia (Paris: Editions Spotkania, 1988), 
75-95, here 79. “które byłem winien kilku bliskim, którzy zginęli w powstaniu.”  
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Figure 31: Palester, Requiem, 1945-46 version, opening. Autograph manuscript (AKP, CLXXXIX rps 2) 

 

The Requiem’s first movement distills many of the changes Palester’s compositional 

style had undergone over the preceding few years. As seen in Figure 31, the movement creates a 

sense of tonality coming into and out of focus. The opening motive, which reappears throughout 

the movement as a ready-made transition between sections, spells out a near-complete aggregate 

of the tonic (G minor), if parsed as a two-bar unit.97 Yet when heard as two separate measures, 

the motive is harmonically underdetermined; G-A-D could fit a tonic of either G or A. Similarly, 

in mm. 3-4, the arpeggiation of the Eb-minor chord yields a return to the G tonic, before a G-

minor chord suggests the tonic again in m. 5. In this way, the opening flickers between saturation 

through the near aggregate and an understated harmonic openness implied through melodic lines.  

                                                
97 In the orchestrated version, this motive’s role as a signal for sectional changes has largely been removed. So too 
has Palester done away with much of the repetition in the form. The work also does not end on the G major tonic.  
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Figure 32: Palester, Requiem, 1945-46 version, chorus entry. Autograph manuscript (AKP, CLXXXIX rps 2) 

 
The entrance of the choir in measure 17 further strengthens the movement’s broadness in 

pacing. A G-minor chord in the low register of the orchestra is counter-weighted by octave Ds in 

the choir. The upper orchestral parts alternate between an F-major chord and Bb-G# dyad that 

floats beneath the otherwise tranquil surface. See Figure 32. The conclusion of the first choral 

phrase likewise suggests uses of tonal harmony through overwhelming dissonance. The bass 

moves off the G-D pedal to octave Cs, suggesting a fourth relationship. The harmony of the 

chord is however an F-minor-major-seventh chord, which then resolves to an extended G-minor 

triad.  

As seen in Figure 33, contrapuntal entries propel the movement to its conclusion. After 

arriving on G minor in m. 102, the unaccompanied choir enters with imitative, descending three-

note motives. This leads to a section of decreased intensity between mm. 106 and 109, landing in 

measure 109 on an open fifth. The F and C of this fifth are then reinterpreted as component 

pitches of the opening motive. Next, the Kyrie Eleison begins on a Bb-D dyad, which by m. 114 

Palester has turned into the upper third of a G-minor triad. The penultimate measure confirms the 
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G-minor tonic, before introducing a Picardy third as a passing tone, leading to a final, G-major 

chord. 

) 
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Figure 33: Palester, Requiem, 1945-46 version, mm. 102-116. Autograph manuscript (AKP, CLXXXIX rps 2 

When seen in terms of the musical techniques that it deploys, Palester’s Requiem shares 

considerable common ground with the younger critic’s postwar frame of reference. Without 

engaging in saccharine expressions of accessibility, Palester has thinned out the work’s musical 

narration in order to highlight individual lines, counterpoint, and graspable motives. The vocal 

writing builds layers of complexity across the opening, before returning to an unadorned acapella 

setting at the movement’s conclusion. Whatever personal significance the work held for Palester, 

an audience could read its own stories into the work’s accessible yet solemn musical language.    

When seen through the lens of collective memory formation, the music that was 

composed and discussed immediately after WWII sheds light on the dearth of public discussion 

of the war—much less explicit commemorations—that characterize this period. By providing 

composers and listeners alike with a framework for parsing the war in terms of cultural 

continuity, new music provided a channel for the expression of wartime memories in a manner 

that did not require the individual to revisit his or her own circumstances. Young composers and 

critics could treat music as an expressive forum for subordinating unruly individual experience 

into collectively sanctioned narratives about the past. Although cast as a product of wartime 

tumult, such views drew on reliable discursive predecessors, including the extended interest in 
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popularizing musical modernism through more accessible works. In this sense, the construction 

of collective memory built a common ground out of wartime experiences while also using the 

war to legitimize younger composers’ compositional interests, and to paint them as a new 

direction.  
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Chapter 8 

Re-musicalizing the Masses, Reshaping Society 
 

This chapter reexamines how the legacy of social responsibility among the musicians at the 

center of this study was reconciled with the state-building projects of Poland’s postwar 

communist rulers. I show that there was extensive overlap between these projects, to such a 

degree that the boundaries between communist projects and interwar era ones often became 

blurred. I argue that discourses of ‘musicalization’ from the 1930s were transformed into 

mechanisms for rebuilding after the war; both before and after WWII, music could help to create 

a more cohesive society, even as the specific goals of creating such cohesion were transformed 

by war and communist rule.  

 To analyze the process by which interwar “musicalization” became codified within 

postwar state policy, I examine first how musical performance was, early one, seen as an 

effective way of ameliorating experiences of displacement. Next, I trace the emergence of a new 

discourse around the “upowszechnienie” or “popularization” of musical culture, a metaphor that 

quickly outstripped older concepts such as “musicalization” or “musicification.” The legacy of 

interwar projects was clearest, however, in the longstanding popularity of Ormuz and its 

organizers into the late 1940s. By focusing on the debates surrounding policies of 

“upowszechnienie,” I demonstrate how communist projects absorbed the rhetoric and often also 

objectives of prewar projects.  
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I. Social Disorder and New Models for Postwar Popularization  

In 1945, cultural officials were explaining the rapid reactivation of ensembles as part of a 

broader effort at the “popularization” or “upowszechnienie” of music. Popularization would grow 

in importance over the following decades, and prior scholarly analysis of the term has focused on 

this later period.1 Yet its use dates from the earliest days of reconstruction.  

Musicians would have remembered discussions of “upowszechnienie” of cultural values 

from the OZN campaign in the late 1930s, in which the term had been part of a strategy to shore 

up Polish national identity as a bulwark against aggression from both Germany and the USSR. In 

the 1930s, however, the term had found minimal traction among musicians, who had already 

developed a sophisticated vocabulary with which to discuss analogous issues of social access.2 It 

was thus the new state-backed arts organizations that made the term inescapable after 1945, as 

when the MKiS Music Department asserted that popularization was now a central priority: “The 

rebuilding of Musical Culture in Poland in the understanding of MKiS depends first and 

foremost on the popularization of music [na upowszechenieniu muzyki] among the widest social 

classes with special attention paid to the worker and peasant classes.” In this manner, “good 

music will become an educative element [element wychowawczy], unifying and bringing [people] 

closer to their native culture.”3  

                                                
1 It would be a main lens for justifying attempts to bring music to a wider set of audiences. Its prominence extends 
from this early postwar moment through the 1950s and 60s. Today, it is still used to describe cultural objectives and 
awards, although often in the imperfective form (upowszechnianie). Lisa Cooper Vest, “Educating Audiences, 
Educating Composers: The Polish Composers’ Union and Upowszechnienie,” Musicology Today 7 (2010): 226–
242; Lisa Jakelski, “A Raucous Education” in Making New Music in Coldwar Poland (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2017), 63-85, especially 65-66; for a selection of contemporary uses, see the subject page at a 
leading Polish daily: http://info.wyborcza.pl/temat/wyborcza/upowszechnianie+muzyki (accessed 15 May 2017).  
2 See discussion in Chapter 3. 
3 AAN 366/1, 310, no pagination, no title. “Odbudowa Kultury Muzyczny w kraju w rozumieniu MKiS polega 
przedewszystkiem na upowszechnieniu muzyki wśród najszerszych warstw społecznych ze szczególnym 
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The calls for popularization responded to a hope that music could help a war-ravaged 

population return to normalcy. Hundreds of thousands were forcibly relocated, movements 

precipitated by the Yalta and Potsdam conferences, which granted the USSR the territories it had 

captured from Poland in 1939, as well as by the desire to make ethnically homogenous states out 

of the once diverse borderlands.4 With 90% of Poland's Jewish population murdered, and the 

resettlement of its Ukrainian, Belarusian, and German minorities, what had been an ethnically 

diverse society in the interwar years was now largely homogenous. The shift of Polish borders 

toward the west meant that the country exchanged under-developed, economic backwaters for 

prime industrial areas; Poland also lost thousands of square miles of under-musicalized territory 

and gained several instrument factories and thousands of pianos abandoned by German 

deportees.5  

As a result of these displacements, society seemed to be in chaos: prior social bonds had 

weakened across the population as a whole, as had the structure provided by the Underground, to 

be replaced by family loyalties. Until mid-1946, looting was common throughout Poland, often 

involving the theft of “post-German” or “post-Jewish” property, as it was called at the time.6 

People feared bandits, the police, and Red Army soldiers. Anti-Jewish violence swept across 

                                                
uwzględnieniem warstw robotniczych i chłopskich.” “dobra muzyka stanowić winna element wychowawczy, 
jednoczący i zbliżający do rodzimej kultury.” 
4 Krystyna Kersten, “Forced Migration and the Transformation of Polish Society in the Postwar Period,” in 
Redrawing Nations: Ethnic Cleansing in East-Central Europe, 1944-1948, edited by Philipp Ther and Ana Siljak 
(Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 2001), 75-86, here 80; Timothy Snyder, The Reconstruction of Nations: 
Poland, Ukraine, Lithuania, Belarus, 1569-1999 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2003), 187-201; Jerzy 
Kochanowski, “Gathering Poles into Poland: Forced Migration from Poland's Former Eastern Territories," in 
Redrawing Nations, 135-154, here 143. 
5 German expellees were usually limited to items they could carry. In addition, it was illegal to remove concert 
pianos from the recovered territories, according to the interpretation of a rule that forbid the removal of historical or 
cultural artifacts. AAN 366/1, 174, pp. 8-9, May 1946. AAN 366/1, 165, 36-7.  
6 Zaremba, Wielka trwoga,  
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Poland, as survivors of the Holocaust returned to find that their homes and property had been 

taken. In the most famous of these, in Kielce on 4 July 1946, 42 Jews were killed.7  

 On one level, the state-led push for popularizing music only codified the widespread 

desire among the population for public performances; after limitations placed on public 

performances during the war, audiences and musicians alike were eager to return to work and to 

hear once curtailed forms of cultural expression. As one MKiS report noted, “After the war an 

exuberant demand for artistic entertainment appeared from the broad masses of the population as 

well as a return of artists to their proper work. These two spontaneous movements led to the 

rebuilding of artistic institutions.”8 Looking back on the MKiS’s accomplishments from the 

vantage point of early 1947, the Ministry’s director explained that much of their work to date 

was tied up with “clearing the rubble from our culture.”9 By alluding to a common source of 

physically demanding employment in Warsaw and Wrocław, the director highlighted how much 

early work simply aimed to reactivate what the war had shut down.  

 In addition to responding to audience demand, it was hoped that cultural popularization 

would help the broad spectrum of society put the war in the past. A report from the office of the 

Minister of Culture from 1946 drew attention to the “special meaning” of popularization after the 

war: Hitler’s Germany was proof that “a nation, even leading in material culture, but neglecting 

spiritual culture and ethics stumbles in its moral downfall to the level of a predatory animal.”10 

The report further connects this critique to contemporary Poland. “The picture of the postwar 

world unfortunately does not give an image of a spontaneous impulse to rebirth. We know how 

                                                
7 Michlic, Poland’s Threatening Other, 214-18.  
8  AAN 366/3, 114, pg. 6 (1948). “Po wojnie wystąpiło żywiołowe zapotrzebowanie na rozrywki artystyczne ze 
strony szerokich mas ludności oraz powrót artystów do ich właściwej pracy. Te dwa spontaniczne ruchy 
zdecydowały o odbudowie przedsiębiorstw artystycznych.” 
9 AAN 366/3, 67, pg. 16, 15 March 1947. “odgruzowaniu naszej kultury.”  
10 AAN 366/3, 93, pg. 1. “naród, nawet przodujący w kulturze materialnej a zaniedbujący kulturę duchową i etykę 
stacza się w swoim upadku moralnym do poziomu zwierzęcia drapieżnego.” 
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misuse [nadużycia], looting, and speculation flourish and internally there are still reactionary 

forces, that lurk above democracy and wait for the best moment to retaliate.”11 Germany 

provided an all too familiar negative example of the perils of neglecting culture, but the demands 

for cultural improvement were also local and immediate. The director of the MKiS's subdivision 

on Popularization of Music believed that promoting amateur music-making could also help 

stabilize the population. The war had been a “period of terrifying occupational cultural 

demoralization” in his view and amateur music-making could “draw youths away from 

inappropriate company and corrupting entertainments.”12 Culture, it was hoped, would mitigate 

the social ills left behind by the occupation. 

 The aim of breaking with the wartime past also fed into projects of creating a socialist 

musical culture. As three priorities of the Ministry of Culture from 1945 to March 1947 reveal, 

political goals overlapped with those of dispelling the war: 

1) Cooperation in the raising of social consciousness by skilled destruction of 
prejudices and the propagation of new healthy ideas;  
2) the humanization of society, that is the mitigation of the mental consequences 
of war and making it easier for society to willingly accept and understand the new 
life conditions;  
3) the raising of society in regard to culture by awakening in the masses an artistic 
sense.13  

 
Popularization could thus help to turn the population towards the future, as much as it would 

help with the propagation of (undefined) “healthy ideas.” It offered a framework for describing 

                                                
11 AAN 366/3, 93, pg. 1. “Obraz świata powojennego niestety nie daje obrazu spontanicznego odruchu 
odrodzeniowego. Wiemy, jak kwitną nadużycia, szabrownictwo, spekulacja a na zewnątrz pozostają jeszcze 
niepokonane te siły reakcji, które czyhają nad demokrację i czekają na moment możliwości odwetu.” 
12 Józef Swatoń, “O muzyce amatorskiej,” Ruch Muzyczny 1946, no. 5, 8-11, here 9. “okresem przerażającej 
okupacyjnej demoralizacji kulturalnej,” “odciąga młodzież od nieodpowiedniego towarzystwa i deprawujących 
rozrywek.” 
13AAN 366/3, 67, pg. 15. “1) współdziałanie w uświadamianiu społeczenym przez umiejętne burzenie przesądów a 
propagowanie nowych zdrowych idei; 2) humanitaryzacja społeczeństwa tj. łagodzenie psychicznych konsekwencji 
wojny i ułatwianie społeczeństwu pogodnego przyjmowania i zrozumienia nowych warunków życia; 3) 
podniesienie społeczeństwa pod względem kulturalnym przez wzbudzanie w masach poczucia artystycznego.” 
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the population’s natural turn away from the treacherous years of the occupation and a tool for 

breaking all the more definitively with the past.  

These large-scale aims aside, the term upowszechnienie in practice was often used as a 

catchall for non-professional musical activities. The MKiS Music Department had a section 

devoted to popularization, which oversaw amateur music groups, including choirs, orchestras, 

and wind bands (as well as the related tasks of developing a group of instructors and publications 

for these ensembles).14 It included amateur musical ensembles, whether these were organized 

through workplace education centers or other types of ensembles. The section also oversaw plans 

for the training of instructors for ensembles, competitions, conferences, and publications.15 Non-

professional groups were located in cities, towns, and the countryside across Poland. The central 

ministry made plans to visit these ensembles in order to learn more about their activities and to 

make contact with local organizations throughout the country.16  

MKiS employees were instructed to assess local conditions and to work as far as possible 

with local institutions and artistic groups. They could help form an “arts or music council,” 

which would include local musicians and would be responsible for organizing events.17 

Instructions from June 1945 concerning the cooperation between MKiS and its local offices 

stressed that representatives must follow local initiative:  

Everywhere where it is possible to create orchestras or choirs, it is necessary to 
undertake initiative in this direction. If the initiative originates from the 
environment itself, then one must help in actualizing the plan by recommending a 
suitable director, supplying sheet music, by supporting them in securing halls that 
could be used for rehearsals or even concerts.18  

                                                
14 AAN 366/1, 173, pp. 1-3 “Sprawozdanie Wydziału Upowszechnienia Muzyki,” 1 December 1945 to 30 March 
1946. 
15 AAN 366/1, 169, Plan Dept. na 6 letni, 1946 [1947?] 
16 AAN 366/1, 173, pg. 9, 1 January 1946.  
17 AAN 366/1, 177, pp 1-3, “Działalność referentów muzycznych wojewódzkich i powiatowych w związku z 
upowszechnianiem muzyki,” 12 August 1945. “rada sztuki/muzyki”, 
18 AAN 366/1, 310, no paginagtion, “Na czym ma polegać współpraca pomiędzy MKiS i Wydziałami 
Wojewódzkimi,” 20 June 1945. “Wszędzie, gdzie jest możliwość tworzenia orkiestr lub chorów, należy podjąć 
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The document also instructs local representatives to be sensitive to variance in local conditions; 

some towns will require “pioneering work” whereas in other regions more sophisticated 

cooperation could be developed.19 In 1946, the Department of Music sent representatives to the 

ensembles that it was supporting across Poland, in order to ascertain their artistic level, ensuring 

that they were promoting music for rural and working audiences, and also familiarizing 

themselves with the financial difficulties these groups encountered.20 Popularization efforts were 

both local and centralized.  

 Mirosław Dąbrowski was one such representative, sent off to Olsztyn, a city in northeast 

Poland that had been part of Germany until 1945 and was heavily damaged by the Soviets 

shortly thereafter. Dąbrowski found the city in ruins, and met a local government member who 

believed that music was needed despite the adverse conditions. The city was filling with people 

from territories now annexed to the USSR and from all across the remainder of Poland. 

Dąbrowski opened a music school and wrote in his diaries at the time that “We wanted to jump 

from joy at the view of so many light and dark heads with ribbons in their hair and eyes wide 

with curiosity, at the view of scared girls and scallywagging boys from different sides of the 

country.”21 In cities with many new inhabitants, schools and ensembles were a means of putting 

these people in contact with one another. The orchestra Dąbrowski founded consisted mainly of 

                                                
inicjatywę w tym kierunku, jeżeli zaś inicjatywa wyjdzie z samego środowiska—dopomóc do jej zrealizowania 
przez wskazanie odpowiedniego kierownika, materiału nutowego, przez poparcie przy uzyskaniu lokalu czy sali, 
kwalifikujących się do urządzania w nich prób, a nawet koncertów.” 
19 AAN 366/1, 310, no paginagtion, “Na czym ma polegać współpraca pomiędzy MKiS i Wydziałami 
Wojewódzkimi,” 20 June 1945. “pionerską pracę” 
20 AAN 366/1, 165. 
21 Mirosław Dąbrowski, Moje muzyczne przygody (Poznań: Ars nova, 1993), 17. The sections of Dąbrowski’s 
memoirs about the early postwar years contain extensive citations from a diary he kept at the time. It is unclear if or 
how he revised these earlier entries in the preparation of the memoirs. “mieliśmy ochotę skakać z radości na widok 
tylu jasnych i ciemnych główek z kokardami we włosach i szeroko otwartych z ciekawości oczu, na widok 
wystraszonych dziewczynek i łobuzowatych chłopców z różnych stron kraju . . .”   
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musicians from the Wilno region (by then in the USSR), including amateurs and railway 

workers. “Each of them played differently and held their instrument differently. The judge was 

from Wilno, the lawyer from Lwów, others were from Warsaw and Poznań, and one violinist 

was from here—a Warmiak.”22 Turning this rag-tag group of amateurs and professionals into a 

semi-functional orchestra was a basic exercise in creating social unity.   

On a second level, upowszechnienie referred to concerts for new, wider audiences—

expanded either through the performances of touring groups in factories, or through special 

performances aimed specifically at workers.23 Yet in still another sense, popularization also 

encompassed the formation of a broader network of opera houses, philharmonics, symphony 

orchestras, and even string quartets—which in quantity and geographic distribution far exceeded 

pre-1939 levels.24 By 1947, the term was both vague and widespread, a rhetorical trope sprinkled 

into arguments.25 This rapid proliferation of the term “popularization” to justify a wide variety of 

musical projects suggests that one reason for the term’s hold on postwar discussions about music 

was that this was the terminology of new state institutions. In addition, its weight was 

compounded since these projects were first-wave attempts to mitigate the war’s effects through 

cultural programming.   

 

II. Composers and the Party Define Popularization   
 
For most composers, the relatively new language of popularization was balanced against a 

longstanding interest in the social foundations of musical life. In the declaration issued during 

                                                
22 Dąbrowski, Moje muzyczne przygody, 23-24. “Każdy z nich inaczej grał i inaczej trzymał instrument. Sędzia był z 
Wilna, adwokat ze Lwowa, inni z Warszawy, Poznania, a jeden skrzypek tutejszy—Warmiak.”  
23 AAN 366/1, 166, pg. 11; AAN 1400, 295/XVII-19, p. 70-74. 
24 AAN 1352, 235/XVII-20, pg. 26, PPS commission on upowszechenienie of music, from late 1947.   
25 See for example: AAN 366/1, 292 p. 120, Centralne Biuro Concertowe to MKiS, 27 June 1947; AAN 366/1, 292 
p. 123, LIM to MKiS, 30 June 1947. 
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the first general meeting of the ZKP, the assembled composers agreed that the “Upowszechnienie 

of musical culture places before the Polish composer new issues and tasks,” including a desire to 

organize Polish musical life through participation in rebuilding, creating positive material 

conditions for composers, encouraging young musicians, and developing performance and 

educational institutions, and aiding amateur ensembles.26  

Composers writing in the inaugural issue of Ruch Muzyczny, published shortly after the 

first general meeting of the ZKP, echoed the tenets of “popularization” and underscored the 

concept’s older roots. Witold Rudziński noted that “The Romantic composer, creating for 

himself and the muses, gives way to the composer who is also a social activist [kompozytorowi 

społecznikowi],” but he identified the origins of this kind of activism in Szymanowski and the 

“comprehensive participation in the fight with the occupier to preserve Polish culture.”27 

(Rudziński had spent the war in Wilno and thus had had more limited first-hand experience with 

efforts to preserve Polish culture against the German occupation, which is what he means here.28) 

More directly, Wiechowicz attempted to parse the new call for popularization in terms of 

preserving and continuing his earlier work with amateur choirs. This is “the most effective form 

of disseminating music” thanks to the “active participation of the masses in making and 

                                                
26 Reprinted in: Ludwik Erhardt, 50 lat Zwia̜zku Kompozytorów Polskich (Warszawa: ZKP, 1995), 41. 
“Upowszechnienie kultury muzycznej stawia przed kompozytorem polskim nowe zagadnienia i aspekty.” 
27 Witold Rudziński, “Nowe czasy—nowe zadania,” Ruch Muzyczny 1945, no. 1, p. 7. “Romantyczny kompozytor, 
sobie tworzący a muzom, ustąpił miejsca kompozytorowi społecznikowi,” “wszechstronny udział w walce z 
okupantem o zachowanie kultury polskiej.” 
28 Witold Rudziński, “Muzyka w Wilnie i na Wileńszczyznie: lata międzywojenne,” in: Elżbieta Feliksiak ed., 
Wilno-Wileńszczyzna jako krajobraz i środowisko wielu kultur, Vol. 1 (Białystok: Tow. Literackie im. Adama 
Mickiewicza, 1992), 115-132. 
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performing music.”29 Like Rudziński, Wiechowicz underscored Polish composers’ “strong 

feeling of social obligations and civic discipline.”30 

Palester added his voice to these discussions by defining the current push toward 

popularization as a culmination of early efforts at culture building:    

In the shadow of these people [Szymanowski and Fitelberg] and under their care, 
a generation of musicians grew and came to prominence in the interwar period. 
For the first time in Poland, they were equipped—irrespective of differences in 
individual talent—with a European musical technique. They were conscious of all 
the maladies of our musical life and strongly felt their social responsibility and the 
social significance of their work. Their project was Ormuz  . . . they also took up 
the issue of Polish music publishing, the matter of printing Polish music, which as 
a rule only existed in manuscripts or handwritten copies. We recently learned 
what could threaten such manuscripts! . . . musicians of the young generation 
passed the exam of their social consciousness [uspołecznienia] and demonstrated 
a heartfelt care for the dissemination and deepening of the reach of musical 
culture in Poland.31  

 
Palester reasserted a key idea from the 1930s, namely that it was possible to be both a cutting-

edge composer and to work on behalf of improving the musical life of the nation.  

 By 1946 and 1947, composers’ enthusiasm for popularization had begun to wane. “We 

understand that the major ‘upowszechnienie’ of music is in every respect helpful to 

contemporary music, even to that music which is seemingly most elite, wrote Palester in 1946.32 

                                                
29 Stanisław Wiechowicz, “Kompozytor w dobie dzisiejszej (Refleksje w związku ze Zjazdem Kompozytorów 
Polskich),” Ruch Muzyczny 1945, no. 1, pg. 6.“Po tej linii prowadzona nadal akcja będzie nie tylko zachowaniem 
tradycji, lecz także podtrzymaniem najskuteczniejszej formy szerzenia muzyki, bo poprzez czynny udział mas w jej 
uprawianiu i wykonywaniu.”  
30 Wiechowicz, “Kompozytor w dobie dzisiejszej,” 7. “tradycjnie chlubnej postawie społecznej kompozytora 
polskiego, jego silnym poczuciu obowiązków społecznych i karności obywatelskiej.” 
31 Palester, “Zjazd kompozytorów,” Twórczość 1945, no. 3, 188. “W cieniu tych ludzi i pod ich opieką wyrosła i 
doszła do głosu w okresie międzywojennym generacja muzyków, wyposażona—niezależnie od większego lub 
mniejszego talentu osobistego—po raz pierwszy w Polsce w europejskie rzemiosło muzyczne, świadoma dokładnie 
wszystkich bolączek naszego życia muzycznego i pełna poczucia odpowiedzialności społecznej i społecznego 
znaczenia swej pracy. Ich to dziełem był Ormuz . . . oni też ruszyli z miejsca sprawę polskich wydawnictw 
muzycznych, sprawę drukowania polskiej muzyki, która w zasadzie istniała tylko w rękopisach i kopiach 
odręcznych, a czym to grozi, przekonaliśmy się przecież ostatnio! . . . muzycy nasi młodszego pokolenia zdali 
egzamin ze swego uspołecznienia i okazali troskę serdeczną o poszerzenie i pogłębienie zasięgu kultury muzycznej 
w Polsce.”  
32 Palester, “Twórczość muzyczna w nowej Polsce,” Ruch Muzyczny 1946, no. 11-12, 15. “Rozumiemy bowiem, że 
wielka działalność ‘upowszechniająca’ muzykę jest ze wszech miar pomocna muzyce współczesnej, choćby tej 
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Yet he also worried that upowszechnienie—in so far as it required the commissioning of more 

and more “music for use” (“muzyki użytkowej”)—would reduce the time composers had for 

working in traditional genres. For Kisielewski, this problem meant that the “Popularization of 

artistic values could encounter a paradoxical barrier—that there will be nothing to popularize.”33 

Unsurprisingly, perhaps, Palester and Kisielewski were much happier to endorse a view of 

popularization that reiterated the value of their own social role, as composers, while balking at 

the idea that they should produce works that would appeal to a wider audience.  

 Stanisław Wiechowicz expressed a similar concern about continuity and change within 

the idea of popularization, writing in April 1948 to Zofia Lissa that:  

all of the efforts of my life up to this point have been devoted to upowszechnienie 
(only that earlier it was not called that) . . . In that work, our illiterate singers 
demonstrated such enthusiasm, tenacity, and dedication, such commendable 
ambitions for improvement. They knew what the upowszechnienie of musical 
culture entails and knew what was instead only flattering to the decayed tastes of 
the urban masses, or even rural masses. So it is very difficult for me to understand 
today’s aspirations and it is hard to understand today’s slogans. And besides for 
my entire life I have done nothing as much as working to ensure the 
upowszechnienie of musical culture here . . . And we have seen how wonderfully 
the masses work and what huge progress they make.34  

 
To be sure, Wiechowicz’s prewar work with peasant and working-class choirs had not used the 

specific class-based language of the PPR. At the same time, his work would, at least in hindsight, 

                                                
pozornie najbardziej elitarnej. Wielkim bowiem tryumfem i walnym postępem w tej sprawie jest pogląd, że nie ma 
antynomii między muzyką współczesną a dawniejszą, że wszelka muzyka pochodzi z jednego pnia rozwojowego, a 
stopień jej przystępności wcale nie musi w każdym wypadku być wprost proporcjonalny do kolejności konara, po 
który sięgamy.”  
33 Stefan Kisielewski, “O właściwą ocenę muzyki narodowej,” Ruch Muzyczny 1947, no. 7-8, pp. 2-4. “Akcja 
upowszechniania wartości artystycznych może stanąć przed tą paradoskalną przeszkodą, że—nie będzie czego 
upowszechniać.” 
34 AKP, Lissa papers, Polish-Language Correspondence, Vol. V (T-Z), Wiechowicz to Lissa, 28 April 1948. 
“wszystkie siły mojego dotychczasowego życia zużyłem właśnie w pracy upowszechnieniowej, (tylko, że dawniej 
się to tak nie nazywało)  . . . Otóz w tej pracy nasi analfabeci śpiewacy wykazywali tyle zapału, wytrwałości i 
poświęcenia, tyle chwalebnej ambicji doskonalenia się, tyle wyczucia co jest upowszechnieniem kultury muzycznej 
a co jest tylko schlebianem zepsutym gustom mas miejskich, czy nawet wiejskich, że tak bardzo trudno jest mi 
połapać się w dzisiejszych dążeniach i tak bardzo trudno zrozumieć dzisiejsze hasła. A przecież ja całe życie nic 
innego nie robiłem jak pracowałem nad upowszechnieniem kultury muzycznej u nas (łącznie z Raczkowskim)! I 
widzieliśmy jak wspaniale te masy pracują i jakie ogromne postępy robią.” 
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seem to align the views of upowszechnienie later in fashion. Taken together then, these views 

suggest the ambivalence with which composers viewed popularization. It was a familiar concept, 

yet its meanings and aims seemed to shift in ways that threatened to destabilize the composer’s 

long-accepted role as the leading force within musical culture. 

 The concept thus clearly posed an opportunity for officials in the Ministries and Party. 

This was perhaps especially the case since some musicians held out hope that the state could play 

a new role in educating its citizens into high art, a sentiment already apparent in the speculations 

between Palester and Chybiński on the eve of liberation. Both agreed that musical schooling and 

musical life in Poland would need to be more “democratic” in the future. And both wondered 

what political future lay ahead for Poland, given its liberation by the Red Army. Neither 

displayed communist sympathies across their lives and Chybiński himself feared that the new 

government would prevent him from holding a university position. Nonetheless, both saw the 

potential for social transformation. “We stressed the antagonistic mood of the P[olish] proletariat 

towards the P[olish] intelligentsia. I remarked that only under Sov.[iet] influence will the Polish 

proletariat learn to value scholarly work and the work of artists and this will not occur 

immediately,” wrote Chybiński.35  

 Such statements express a hope that the positive, culture-building side of Soviet influence 

would prevail in Poland. Perhaps the wide accessibility of such beliefs explains why the Polish 

Workers Party, by 1947, had made upowszechnienie a key priority of its musical activities. After 

being reactivated during WWII, the Polish Workers Party (Polska Partia Robotnicza) had as 

early as 1946 attempted to be involved in musical matters through a Party Circle at the Warsaw 

                                                
35 BUAM 800/1, Pamiętnik Adolfa Chybińskiego, 132, 7 January 1945. “Podkreśliliśmy wrogi wobec p. inteligencji 
nastrój p. proletariatu. Zauważyłem że pod wpływem dopiero sow. polski proletartiat nauczy się cenić pracę 
uczonych i artystów i że to nie odrazu nastąpi”. 
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Conservatory. In May 1947, Witold Wroński, one of the Circle’s members, was tasked with 

forming a Music Subcommission as part of the Culture Division of the PPR.36 In a meeting in 

late May 1947, the Music Subcommission discussed how they would develop plans that could 

then be carried out by MKiS, emphasizing the importance of secrecy for these activities. The 

first of the Subcommission’s priorities was popularization.37 Moreover, its related themes 

appeared throughout documents, whether when noting the between 1,500 and 2,000 amateur 

ensembles at workplaces that lacked instructors,38 or in their plans to commission popularizing 

works from composers, including mass songs. They listed popularization again as one of their 

main priorities for the coming year (1948).39  

 Although popularization fit with the Party’s goals of breaking down barriers between 

elite and mass culture, it also was an obtainable objective. Indeed, by the Party’s own reckoning, 

they encountered major difficulties in influencing other aspects of musical life. One recurring 

complaint centered on the Musicians Union, an organization that had been irking Party members 

since at least April 1947.40 The Subcommission documented the political affiliation of the 

Union’s members, and even after establishing a more sympathetic administration—three PPR, 

three PPS (Polish Socialist Party), and one PSL (Polish Peasants Party) member—the vast 

majority of its members were politically unaffiliated. Nor had the shift in the board helped to 

advance their priorities or to secure more support for popularization.41 Kulczycki—who was a 

party member—had not lasted long in MKiS and was replaced by Rudziński, whose politics 

were seen as less reliable.42 A letter from May 1947 seems to accurately summarize the Union of 

                                                
36 AAN 1400, 295/XVII-19, pg. 2; AAN 295/XVII-4, pg. 110.   
37 AAN 1400, 295/XVII-19, pg. 4, “Protokoł,” 31 May 1947.  
38 AAN 1400, 295/XVII-19, pg. 26, 30 December 1947. 
39 AAN 1400, 295/XVII-19, pp. 20, 23, 70-74; 22 November 1947, 23 December 1947, Plans for 1948.  
40 AAN 1400, 295/XVII-19, pg. 34. Letter from the Koło muzyków PPR, April 1947.  
41 Composition: AAN 295/XVII-19, pg. 78. No changes: AAN 295/XVII-19, pg. 96, 12 March 1948.  
42 AAN 1400, 295/XVII-19, pg. 37, Letter of 24 April 1947. 
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Composers’ indifference to the PPR and also highlights the fact that this elite union was a 

relatively closed group whose members were well known to one another, and more interested in 

cultivating connections with France and the US than with the USSR.43 There were also 

complaints about individuals and their affiliations with the London government-in-exile.44 

Kulczycki correctly noted that the journal Ruch Muzyczny did not fit with the PPR’s ideological 

stance, but little could be done about this.45 Others were skeptical of Miketta, after he defended 

musicalizing schools in the conference, but little could be done about this, since there seemed to 

be few other candidates to support him.46 For an opera project Drobner was chosen (whose 

membership was of the PPS), since no PPR members were available.47  

 Such internal discussions suggest that the Music Subcommission was weak because it 

lacked people, influence, and connections. Assigning political significance to popularization 

would thus have been a relatively safe move. And indeed, this is the path that the 

Subcommission pursued: On 12 June 1947, Lissa gave a talk on musical popularization that 

explicitly called for popularization as a tool for expanding listeners among peasant and worker 

classes.48 The Subcommission’s priorities were especially clearly revealed in vehement critiques 

of music schools for amateurs (literally, “musicalizing schools) that had been formed shortly 

after the war. Amateurs schools focused on teaching listening, as well as in some cases 

instruction in performance on an amateur level. They were intended to provide an alternative to 

the conservatory system and also to build a wider base of musically literate listeners. 49 When 

                                                
43 AAN 1400, 295/XVII-19, pg. 40, Letter of 27 May 1947.  
44 AAN 1400, 295/XVII-19, pg. 83. 
45 AAN 1400, 295/XVII-19, pg. 15, 13 August 1947. 
46 AAN 1400, 295/XVII-19, pg. 16, 17 September 1947. 
47 AAN 1400, 295/XVII-19, pg. 16, 17 September 1947. 
48 AAN 1400, 295/XVII-19, pg. 7, 12 June 1947.  
49 Witold Rudziński, “Co to jest ‘LIM’?” Ruch Muzyczny 1946, no. 1, pp. 13-14; Rudziński, “Szkoła 
Umuzykalniająca (Czym jest, a czym być nie powinna),” Ruch Muzyczny 1946, no. 17-18, 10-13; Juliusz Weber, 
“Państwowa szkoła umuzykalniająca w Krakowie,” Ruch Muzyczny 1947, no. 24, pp. 9-10.  
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discussed in the Subcommission, these schools were criticized for not reaching peasants or 

workers, and limiting their efforts to members of the urban intelligentsia. Members of the 

Subcommission advocated for evening education courses that could be taught at factories or 

other workplaces. 50 The PPR Music Subcommission saw popularization first and foremost as a 

means for shaping the musical culture of a new society led by the peasants and workers. And 

thus, the disagreement between composers and the Subcommission centered more on what 

popularization was ultimately to achieve, than on whether it was in itself a desirable project.  

 
III. Ormuz Reborn? 
 
Of all the prewar precedents, it was the Organization for Musical Movement (Ormuz) whose 

work of organizing thousands of concerts for provincial audiences most closely aligned with the 

postwar push for musical popularization. Both shared a mission of serving audiences with little 

access to concert life and of eventually reforming the makeup and nature of these audiences. 

Nonetheless, Ormuz was not a communist organization and did not see its projects in terms of 

lessening class difference or empowering the proletariat. Many of Ormuz’s members survived 

the war and some, like Ochlewski, had even gone on to take important positions, raising 

questions concerning how, if at all, Ormuz’s project continued into the early postwar period. 

 Unusually detailed answers to this question are provided by the minutes of two week-

long meetings held in September 1947 and January 1948, which were devoted to popularization 

and to the narrower task of developing “audycje,” or short lecture recitals, that would be brought 

to new audiences. Since these archival files of the meetings, hitherto unknown to scholars, 

include both the texts of the speeches as well as the stenographic transcripts of these meetings, 

they provide a rich platform for grasping how the language and practice of popularization was 

                                                
50 AAN 1400, 295/XVII-19, pp. 10-12, 15. 4 July 1947; 13 August 1947.  
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worked out among musicians and cultural officials.51 For a  sample schedule of the events, see 

Table 5.  

Table 5: “Musical Conference in Szklarska Poręba.” AAN 366/18, 12. 
 

“Musical Conference in Szklarska Poręba” 
from 29 December 1947 to 10 January 1948. 

 
Led by: Prof. Bronisław Rutkowski and Marian Zawadzki.  
 
Lecures by: Ks. prof. dr. Hieronim Feicht 
prof. dr. Zygmunt Leśnodorski 
prof. Janusz Miketta 
prof. Bronisław Rutkowski 
prof. Bogdan Suchodolski 
prof. dr. Tadeusz Witwicki 
 
Perfomers: Irena Lewińska 
Halina Czerny-Stefańska 
Jadwoga Szamotulska 
Stanisław Tauro -Tawroszewicz  
 
 
Sample program:  
 
Day 8, 7 January 1948 
 
9:00-10:00, Discussion of the musical recital in Obris on January 5th, under the leadership of 
Tomaszewski 
 
10:00-12:00, Feicht’s lecture on the development of musical forms from the 13th to 15th 
century 
 
12:00-13:00, Rutkowski’s lecture on “Issues of musical content in the lecture that 
accompanies the recital” 
 
17:00-18:00, recital in the hall of the Ministry of Rebuilding, led by Romański. 
 

 

                                                
51 AAN 366/18, 14, Conference from 18 to 25 September 1947, organized by the Centralny Instytut Kultury (Central 
Institute of Culture) and held in Szklarska Poręba; AAN 366/18, 12, Conference from 28 December 1947 to 10 
January 1948, organized by the Centralny Instytut Kultury (Central Institute of Culture) and held in Szklarska 
Poręba. The Central Institute of Culture was an organization that was seperate from MKiS and tasked with 
coordinating non-professional artistic activites across cultural domains. See: AAN 366/3, 69, p. 15.  
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 The desire to create links to the pre-1939 work of Ormuz was already evident in the 

organizers’ decision to trust a leading role to Bronisław Rutkowski, who had helped lead Ormuz 

before the war. Since then, Rutkowski had continued his musical organizing activities as a 

member of the Home Army (AK) and had been an officer during the Warsaw Uprising. After 

internment in the Gross Born and Sandbostel camps, Rutkowski was released and went to Rome 

at the war’s conclusion, where he worked with the Polish Army. He returned to Poland in 1946.52 

Rutkowski opened the conference not only by criticizing the term “upowszechnienie,” 

but also by asserting that it was familiar territory. “This topic is not new. Indeed, it is an overly 

threadbare, well-worn topic that to a certain degree lacks content. Who among us isn’t discussing 

the upowszechnienie of music? And yet the issue exists.”53 Behind this critique is his distrust of 

the term’s literal meaning—of the universal circulation of music—since he notes that music is 

already heard on street corners, on records, and the radio and is in no need of wider 

dissemination. Instead, he evokes an idealistic meaning of the term that harkens back to Ormuz’s 

concern for activating the aesthetic sensibility of the individual listener:  

Speaking more deeply about the upowszechnienie of music we are thinking about: 
the awakening [rozbudzenie] of musical sensitivity, the deepening of musical 
interests, since in music there are matters both superficial and deep. And let us try 
to deepen these musical interests . . . And so let us try to improve and develop our 
musical capabilities by making available [udostępnienie] and making accessible 
[uprzystępnienie] worthwhile musical works. 54   

 

                                                
52 Stefan Kisielewski, “O Bronisławie Rutkowskim” [1964], in Pisma i felietony muzyczne, vol. II, ed. Adam Wiatr 
(Warsaw: Prószyński i S-ka, 2012), 234-40.  
53 AAN 366/18, 14, Bronisław Rutkowski, “Tzw. referat upowszechnienia muzyki,” 1. The archival files AAN 
366/18, 12-14 are not paginated. Page numbers in citations refer to pagination of the individual documents that are 
collated into these files. “Jest temat nie nowy, temat zbyt wyświechtany, oklepany temat do pewnego stopnia bez 
treści. Kto u nas nie mówi o upowszechnieniu muzyki? Niemniej jednak zagadnienie to istnieje.” 
54 AAN 366/18, 14, Bronisław Rutkowski, “Tzw. referat upowszechnienia muzyki,” 1. “Mówiąc głębiej o 
upowszechnieniu muzyki mamy na uwadze: rozbudzenie wrażliwości muzycznej, pogłębienie zainteresowań 
muzycznych, bo w muzyce są rzeczy płytkie i głębokie. I właśnie starajmy się pogłębiać te zainteresowania 
muzyczne, . . . A więc starajmy się udoskonalić i rozwinąć nasze zdolności muzyczne poprzez udostępnienie i 
uprzystępnienie wartościowych dzieł muzycznych.” 
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For those in the audience who might not have immediately grasped this allusion to Ormuz’s 

project, Rutkowski makes his sources all too clear: “This idea is not new,” he noted, mentioning 

that Ormuz’s thousands of prewar performances had attempted to accomplish similar goals.55 

This led him to criticize the clichés of postwar popularization, and its prioritization of access 

over aesthetic experience:  

Today, it is popular to speak of the “consumer of cultural goods.” I have the 
impression that in culture, in music, that this division between producers and 
consumers is damaging . . . Culture is first and foremost creation. To take part in 
cultural life is to create with others. Passive attitudes have no place in culture. Of 
course there are differences in the level of creation. The creative output of Chopin 
and of some Johhny are different things, but Johnny is still a creator; Paderewski 
and a member of a rural choir—but this choir member is also a creator. The entire 
meaning of cultural life lies in the active participation in this co-creation. The 
passive relation of a consumer can only arise in snobbish environments. 56  

 
In this sense, Rutkowski turned the stock language of communist cultural policy against itself. 

The purportedly anti-capitalist language in fact employs the language of consumption and 

indeed, of snobbish consumption. In arguing that each individual is a co-creator of culture, 

Rutkowski underscored the difficulty of achieving upowszechnienie and anchors an 

understanding of the concept to prewar ideals of aesthetic education. 

Tadeusz Ochlewski—although invited to represent PWM—spoke up and conveyed 

lessons from his time as director of Ormuz:  

The musicalized citizen should know all types of musical works, mazurkas and 
polonaises included, in order to have complete satisfaction—this is the goal to 
which we are aiming. The span that exists between elite music and [word missing 
from transcript] is so great and is expanding, that if we do not clearly crystalize 
our goal, we would need to ask if musicalization is needed, if it will have some 

                                                
55 AAN 366/18, 12, Day 1, pg. 1. “Idea ta nie jest nowa.” 
56 AAN 366/18, 14, Rutkowski, “Tzw. referat upowszechnienia muzyki,” 2. “Dziś modne jest pojęcie ‘konsumenta 
dóbr kulturalnych.’ Mam wrażenie, że w kulturze, w muzyce jest szkodliwy podział na producentów i 
konsumentów. . . . Kultura—to przede wszsytkim twórczość. Brać udział w życiu kulturlnym—to współtworzyć. 
Biernego stosunku kultura nie znosi. Oczywiście istnieją różnice w stopniu twórczości. Twórczość Szopena, a 
jakiegoś Jasia, to są rzeczy różna, ale niemniej i Jaś jest twórcą; Paderewski a uczestnik chóru wiejskiego—ale ten 
uczestnik także jest twórcą. Cały sens życia kulturalnego tkwi w czynnym uczestnictwie w tej współtwórczości. 
Bierny stosunek konsumenta może powstać tylko w środowiskach snobistycznych.”  
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worth? . . . In the audycje I observed in Ormuz’s work, I found a momentum 
among young people that led them to beautiful, higher music. Nonetheless I ask 
myself: if we switch over to easy repertoire, will this lead us to where we want to 
go?57  

 
He highlighted the older elite roots of the Ormuz project, equating popularization with a project 

of aesthetic improvement. Janusz Miketta, in the later meeting, similarly brought up the distance 

between present-day listening abilities and composition. To do so, he discussed at length the 

demands made on the listener by dodecaphonic music, asking how audiences could be brought to 

this contemporary music.58  

 In addition to providing a hashed-out notion of aesthetic growth, Ormuz also provided a 

model for how to organize concerts. At the second conference, devoted to Audycje or lecture 

recitals, Rutkowski discussed the importance of close contact between audience and performers. 

Audycje are freer in form than concerts and focused on the works rather than the performances. 

The listeners must be placed in closer contact with the artists. As such, the goals “to give the 

listeners the height of musical experience, sensitizing them to the beauty of music, developing in 

them the capacity of absorbing music and pleasing themselves through it.” 59 To carry out this 

task, Rutkowski believed, the audycje must meet the listeners where they are and begin from 

their “existing musicality.”60 This idea thus replicated the same sense of awareness of local 

conditions that Ormuz had had, as well as its desire to unlock musical sensitivities. In some 

                                                
57 AAN 366/18, 14, “Dyskusja nad referatami prof. Rutkowskiego i prezesa Swatonia,” 8. “Umuzykalniony 
obywatel powinien znać wszelkiego rodzaju utwory, jak mazurki i polonezy, żeby mieć całkowitą satysfację—cel 
do którego dążymy. Rozpiętość jaka istnieje między muzyką elitarną [word missing from transcript] jest tak 
olbrzymia i tak się powiększa, że jeżeli my wyraźnie nie skrystalizujemy celu, to trzeba by się zastanowić czy to 
umuzykalnienie jest potrzebne, czy to będzie miało jakąś wartość?  . . . Chodzi mi o to, że tych audycjach, które 
mogłem obserwować w pracy Ormuzu, tam znajdowałem rozpęd młodzieży do coraz piękniejszej, wyższej muzyki. 
Natomiast pytam się: przechodzimy do łatwego repertuaru, lecz czy on doprowadzi nas do tego o co nam chodzi?”  
58 AAN 366/18, 12, Janusz Miketta, “Zagadnienie form muzycznych w muzyce nowoczesnej.”  
59 AAN 366/18, 12, Day 1, pg. 5. “Dać słuchaczom pełnię przeżycia muzycznego, uwrażliwiać ich na piękno 
muzyki, rozwijać w nich zdolność wchłaniania muzyki i radowania się nią.” 
60 AAN 366/18, 12, Day 1, pg. 10. “zastana muzykalność.” 
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communities, ensembles may need to begin from operetta or jazz ensembles. More often, 

Rutkowski believes, Chopin could offer an entry point, as his “classicizing romanticism” could 

easily open up paths both forward and backwards in music history.61 Likely, this idea of 

beginning with accessible classical music likewise drew form Ormuz.  

Representatives of the PPR Music Subcommission meanwhile sought to paint a more 

threadbare picture of the history of popularization in Poland. Józef Swatoń, former director of the 

Popularization Division in the Music Department, claimed that there had been virtually no efforts 

at popularizing music among workers or peasants. Although he discussed Rutkowski’s work 

with the Polish radio and the Krzemieniec high school, which under Rutkowski’s guidance 

operated a series of summer courses for school instructors in music, he nonetheless insisted that 

popularization had failed to reach the correct audience.62 In this way, his talk rehashed some of 

the same points that composers had also been discussing in the early postwar years concerning  

what should be popularized and among whom.  

Józef Lasocki, the director of LIM, opened the discussion of Swatoń’s talk by accusing 

him of re-inventing the wheel and ignoring prewar precedent: 

In general, we have a tendency to “rediscover America.” It so happened that we 
had a war and that people died, disappeared. Later, other people will arrive and do 
something new, even though things were already in place. Not to mention that the 
new social-political situation often encourages the invention of something new, 
which consequently turns out to not be so new. [Today] all actions are without a 
plan and not based on experience. After every such cataclysm we have new 
forms, the people pushing to the top have aspirations, but accidentally so.63    

 
                                                
61 AAN 366/18, 12, Day 1, pg. 8.  
62 AAN 366/18, 14, Józef Swatoń, “Przegląd dotychczasowego stanu upowszechnienia muzyki w Polsce w latach 
przed i powojennych.” 
63 AAN 366/18, 14, “Dyskusja nad referatami prof. Rutkowskiego i prezesa Swatonia,” 1. “Wogóle mamy 
skłoność do ‘odkrywania Ameryki.’ Tak się złożyło, że mieliśmy wojnę, ludzie umierają, giną, później przychodzą 
inni ludzie i robią coś nowego, gdy tymczasem to już było, nie mówiąc o tym, że nowa sytuacja społeczno-
polityczna często dopinguje do wymyślenia czegoś nowego, co w rezultacie okazuje się nie nowe. Wszystkie 
poczynania są bez planu, nie opierają się na doświadczeniu. Po każdy takim katalkiźmie mamy nowe formy, na 
czoło wybijają się ludzie, którzy mają apsiracje, ale przypadkowo . . .” 
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Lasocki reiterated this view throughout the conference, arguing that “all the forms [of 

upowszechnienie] that we created before the war” are still current.64 Other participants drew on 

their work leading choirs before the war or participating in other popularizing musical events.65 

Several attendees agreed with Rutkowski’s skepticism towards the term “upowszechnienie.” 

Tadeusz Zygler complained that the terms used by the Ministry to discuss upowszechnienie were 

vague and that he preferred the precision of Rutkowski’s notion of access and accessibility.66 In 

his remarks, Ignacy Henner also adopted Rutkowski’s terms, as well as the goal of “making 

accessible artistic experiences,” so that each member of society “could take part in the creation 

of culture.”67  

 Yet PPR members also began to embrace aspects of the Ormuz project. Witold Wroński, 

who had been active in the PPR party circle since 1946 and was charged with founding the 

PPR’s music sub-commission, echoed Rutkowski’s ideas.68 He noted: 

It appears to me that the term “upowszechnienie” is so threadbare that I would 
prefer to describe these as a system of the process of popularizing 
[upowszechniania]. . . . I believe that we can upowszechniać with the help of a 
variety of methods—we have many means, thousands of means—we could 
popularize music for 15 years without ever achieving a final state of music 
popularization [możemy upowszechniać 15 lat i nie upowszechnimy]—this will be 
a great illusion. 69 

 
By employing the imperfect form of the verb as the basis for “upowszechniania,” Wroński 

underscored the duration of the process at hand. Moreover, he argued that education, and 

                                                
64 AAN 366/18, 14, Day 3, 1. “wszystkie te formy, które wytworzyliśmy przed wojną” 
65 AAN 366/18, 14, pg. 13, Szczepański; AAN 366/18, 14, Kozietulski in “Dyskusja nad referatami prof. 
Rutkowskiego i prezesa Swatonia,” 9.  
66 AAN 366/18, 14, “Dyskusja nad referatami prof. Rutkowskiego i prezesa Swatonia,” 6.  
67 AAN 366/18, 14, “Dyskusja nad referatami prof. Rutkowskiego i prezesa Swatonia,” 11. “udostępnienia przeżyć 
artystycznych” “mógł brać udział w tworzeniu kultury.”  
68 On Wroński and the PPR: AAN 295/XVII-19, pg. 2.  
69 AAN 366/18, 14, “Dyskusja nad referatami prof. Rutkowskiego i prezesa Swatonia,” 3.“Mnie się wydaje, że 
termin ‘upowszechnienie’ jest tak wyświechtany, że nazwałbym to raczej systematyką upowszechniania. . . . Ja 
twierdzę, że możemy upowszechniać, przy pomocy różnych metod, środków mamy dużo, tysiące, możemy 
upowszechniać 15 lat i nie upowszechnimy—to będzie wielkie złudenie.” 
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wychowania, were at the root of the problem. He thus brought the term back to its educational 

and idealistic roots.   

 Across these discussions, we see not only considerable agreement that popularization was 

desirable, but also a focus on conceptions of music education that derived from the pre-1939 

objectives of musicians. Concerts in factories, for example, were critiqued in strong language.70 

In this manner, the term upowszechnienie was not so much discarded as it was given a specific 

content derived from interwar practices that consisted both of a focus on aesthetic awakening and 

long-term educational growth.  

 The synthesis of prewar and communist ideals meant that music, considered as a force for 

social unification, came to be seen as solving problems of class difference. In the proposals that 

were drafted in the conclusion of the 1947 meeting, these two ideals collided: The boilerplate 

introduction to these points discusses the economic transformation of postwar Poland and speaks 

of the mandate created by the “Social advance of the worker and peasant classes, which up to 

now have been deprived of the use in its full plenitude of cultural achievements.”71 From here, 

the writing adopts details from Rutkowski’s and Ormuz’s vision. The sentence ends by stating 

that social advances “are creating the necessity of expanding the circle of co-creators of culture 

to include these classes.”72 If the beginning of the sentence suggests workers and peasants must 

be consumers of culture, its end paints them as co-creators of culture. In addition, music is 

portrayed as an exceptionally social art: “Music as one of the most accessible and most universal 

means of social artistic experience should play one of the leading roles in the work.”73  

                                                
70 AAN 366/18, 14, Day 3, 2-14.  
71 AAN 366/18, 14, “Wnioski ogólne,” 1. "Awans społeczny warstw: robotniczej i chłopskiej, dotąd pozbawionych 
korzystania w całej pełni z dorobku kulturalnego . . .”  
72 AAN 366/18, 14, “Wnioski ogólne,” 1. “stwarza konieczność rozszerzenia kręgów współtwórców kultury o te 
właśnie warstwy.” 
73 AAN 366/18, 14, “Wnioski ogólne,” 1. “Muzyka jako jeden z najdostępniejszych i najbardziej powszechnych 
środków społecznego przeżycia artystycznego winna odegrać w tym dziele jedną z najpierwszych ról.” 
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 The motions’ definition of “upowszechnienie” likewise combines the prewar ideals with 

new, class-based conceptions. The term is said to encompass four parts: 

a. The development of the innate musical dispositions of society 
b. The broadening and deepening of musical interests 
c. The making available [udostępnianie] and accessible [uprzystępnianie] of 
worthwhile musical works.   
d. The connection of musical movement with contemporary social life.74  

 
Point A summarizes the idea of musical education. Point B refers to Ormuz-style aesthetic 

awakening, point C engages with the aesthetic hierarchy, and only point D suggests an 

ideological significance behind these efforts. In addition, the motions believe that 

upowszechnienie should involve: 

a. Musical education [wychowanie] in all state schools, both general educational 
and technical. 
b. Amateur musical activities of both youths and adults 
c. Making available [udostępnianie] of good music in good performances to the 
broadest classes of society.75  

 
When closely read through the lens of the individuals and intellectual backgrounds at play, these 

debates suggest a basic continuity between the work of the older organizations and the new state: 

the state assumed not only the task of making music widespread, but also took up earlier 

intellectual justifications and projects within a new definition of musical accessibility that was 

compatible with the ideological aims of the PPR.  

 

                                                
74AAN 366/18, 14, “Wnioski ogólne,” 1. “a. rozwijanie wrodzonych dyspozycji muzycznych społeczeństwa; b. 
rozszerzanie i pogłębianie zainteresowań muzycznych; c. udostępnianie i uprzystępnianie wartościowych dzieł 
muzycznych; d. powiązanie ruch muzycznego ze współczesnym życiem społecznym” 
75 AAN 366/18, 14, “Wnioski ogólne,” 1. “a. wychowanie muzyczne we wszystkich szkołach państwowych, 
ogólnokształcących i zawodowych; b. ochotniczy ruch muzyczny młodzieży i dorosłych; c. udostępnienie dobrej 
muzyki w dobrym wykonaniu jaknajszerszym warstwom społeczeństwa.” 
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IV. Sketches for a Marxist musical culture 
 
The negotiation between ideology and precedent was even more pronounced in Zofia Lissa’s 

Marxist writings about music. Lissa had already gained extensive experience in translating 

Soviet policy to a Polish audience, first in exile in the USSR and later as the cultural attaché of 

the Polish Embassy in Moscow.76 Following her return to Poland from Moscow in spring 1947, 

Lissa became Vice-Director in the MKiS Music Department, was on the board of the Union of 

Polish Composers (1948-50), was head from 1948 of the Warsaw Musicology Institute, and was 

a member of the PPR Music Subcommission. As such, she had several institutional and 

intellectual platforms from which to express her views.  

 Within the PPR Music Subcommission, Lissa spoke to both the needs of non-aligned 

musicians and to the Party’s objectives. She supported Perkowski’s plan, popular among 

musicians, to form a National Philharmonic as a successor to the Warsaw Philharmonic.77 She 

was the one who made contact with the ZKP and persuaded its central administration to consider 

allowing musicologists to enter.78 Finally, she advocated for the commissioning of mass songs, a 

special form of intentionally accessible music (more on this below). Once back in Poland, she 

returned to broad theoretical reflections on the class-based nature of music history, and the role 

of musical modernism in contemporary culture. She most clearly synthesized her thinking from 

this period in an article entitled “The Sociological Aspect of Contemporary Polish Music” that 

was published in Poland’s only musicological journal in 1948.79 

                                                
76 See Chapter 5.  
77AAN 1400, 295/XVII-19, pg. 5, 31 May 1947; pg. 64. 
78AAN 1400, 295/XVII-19, pg. 9, 2 July 1947. 
79 Zofia Lissa, “Aspekt socjologiczny w polskiej muzyce współczesnej,” Kwartalnik Muzyczny 6, no. 21-22 (1948): 
104-143. 
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 The intellectual framework of Lissa’s analysis is taken directly from her prewar writings 

on music sociology. In 1948, as before, she claimed that music sociology would account for how 

musical works relate to a “historically and geographically determined environment” in which the 

works were composed and in which they were “created for the fulfillment of human aesthetic 

needs.”80 This premise leads to a historical, and class-based, determination of musical listening, 

in which new, historically emergent classes bring with them new musical styles, which intersect 

with the styles of the declining classes.81 As in her prewar work, the USSR is the key example of 

this process. She sees here “new masses of listeners deprived of the tradition of bourgeois 

musical culture, but carrying in a received form the musical expression of their own musical 

traditions,” which collide with the pre-revolutionary development of Russian music.82 Distinct 

social groups have distinct musical listening practices. Compared with the Ormuz-style belief 

that any listener could be awoken into musical consciousness, Lissa is focused on the historical 

barriers that prevent new classes from engaging with art music.  

Lissa saw modernism as the product of western European capitalism, but also as the 

vanguard of contemporary composition. She noted that in the USSR one very rarely hears 

Stravinsky, Schoenberg, Honegger, and Hindemith. These composers are  

for the moment, incomprehensible and unnecessary for the still new class of 
musical listeners [odbiorców muzycznych]. Their social advance is too fresh and 
recent. The works of these composers are too strongly tied to the needs of the elite 
of a capitalistic environment to speak to the new listeners who are filling the 
concert halls of the USSR. These listeners’ deeper penetration into the world of 
music will without a doubt give new listeners (after a rather long time) an 

                                                
80 Lissa, “Aspekt socjologiczny,” 106. “wyrastające w pewnym środowisku historycznie i geograficznie 
wyznaczonym, tworzone dla zadośćuczynienia potrzebom estetycznym człowieka, i zmieniające swe właściwości, 
zależnie od zmiany tych potrzeb i zmiany społeczno-politycznych warunków, będących podstawą istnienia tego 
środowiska i wyznaczających świadomość człowieka.”  
81 Lissa, “Aspekt socjologiczny,” 115.  
82 Lissa, “Aspekt socjologiczny,” 115-16. “nowe, pozbawione tradycyj mieszczańskiej kultury muzycznej, masy 
odbiorców muzycznych, wnosząc w zastane formy wyrazu muzycznego własne tradycje w tej dziedzinie” 
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approach to the works of these composers, even though it seems likely that the 
world, contained in these works, will remain foreign to them.83 

 
Understandably, Lissa sees modernist works as inaccessible to Soviet audiences who lack 

exposure to the works’ social background. By the end of the passage, however, she suggests that 

Soviet audiences will eventually listen to these works, despite their lack of preconditioning.  

 Another objective of her discussion is to explore the ideology of contemporary Polish 

composers. She is not criticizing the musical achievements of these composers, who have 

achieved “many accomplishments on a global level.”84 Rather, she worries that while composers 

are more interested in “the expansion of the range of recipients of culture,” a concern for 

broadening musical culture has brought about few results in the compositions themselves.85 

Instead, she places the composers in the ideological context of the interwar period:    

But there is an ideology, molded by the interwar period, by the artistic 
environment of Paris of the 1930s (received either first or second hand), historical 
traditions along with their complexes, an ideology to which they succumbed 
(consciously or unconsciously) as a result of the pressure of our prewar 
environment. It determined the range of interests of our musical elite, it 
determined the style of the composers, their criteria of aesthetic valuation, their 
attitudes towards a certain type of audience, and so, in sum, it determined their 
creative output.86  

 
This novel line of criticism challenges the division of labor implied by the roles of composer and 

organizer. At a moment when composers were emphasizing their long commitments to 

                                                
83 Lissa, “Aspekt socjologiczny,” 131. “niezrozumiałe i niepotrzebne narazie jeszcze nowej warstwie odbiorców 
muzycznych. Zbyt świeży i niedawny jest awans społeczny, zbyt silnie zaś dzieła wymienionych kompozytorów 
związane są z potrzebami elity środowiska kapitalistycznego, by sztuka ta mogła coś dać nowemu słuchaczowi, 
zapełniającemu sale koncertowe ZSRR. Ich głębsze wniknięcie w świat muzyki niewątpliwie udostępni nowym 
słuchaczom (po dłuższym zresztą czasie) podejście do dzieł tych kompozytorów, choć przypuszczać należy, że 
świat, zawarty w tych dziełach, postanie im obcy.” 
84  Lissa, “Aspekt socjologiczny,” 136. “wiele osiągnięć na miarę istotnie światową.”  
85 Lissa, “Aspekt socjologiczny,” 134. “rozszerzenia się kręgu odbiorców kultury”  
86 Lissa, “Aspekt socjologiczny,” 135. “Ale jest to ideologia, jaką urobił okres międzywojenny, środowisko 
artystyczne Paryża z lat 30-ych (przyjęte z pierwszej lub drugiej ręki), tradycje historyczne wraz z ich kompleksami, 
ideologia—jakiej podlegano (świadomie lub nieświadomie) na skutek nacisku naszego przedwojennego środowiska. 
Ona to wyznaczała krąg zainteresowań naszej twórczej elity muzycznej, ona decydowała o stylu kompozytorów, o 
ich kryteriach wartościowania estetycznego, o ich nastawieniu na określony typ adresata (odbiorcy muzycznego), a 
więc w sumie—decydowała o ich twórczości.”  
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musicalization and social activities, Lissa was painting them as being in the thralls of Parisian 

modernism exclusively.  

 Despite the seeming severity of these critiques, Lissa’s own solutions reveal both a desire 

to uphold modern composition as a standard and her deference to already popular musical trends. 

Many reading her article, she warns, will misread her. She is not suggesting that resonance with 

a wide mass of society could be achieved through a return to old compositional techniques or 

through a simplification of compositional language:  

It would be a mistake to conclude from this that today it is necessary to write only 
in a style that is accessible to the new listener. No. Today, it is necessary to 
continue creating on the basis of those accomplishments that the contemporary 
generation was left as a legacy and the tradition of their predecessors. It appears, 
however, that the orientation of composers to the new listener will influence this 
process and lead them to make their style more straightforward [uproszczenie]. In 
this manner, the change is not a retreat backwards toward musical means whose 
time has already passed. The simplification of style does not need to be either a 
turning back in the historical course, and neither is it a making more shallow, nor 
the resignation from the technical-compositional achievements . . . Selection and 
revision of compositional means are precisely an expression of these new 
explorations. This new search is not, as it appears to some “epigones of 
innovation” (since these exist), a search for further complications of style.87  
 

In suggesting modernist roots for the new socialist style, Lissa’s ideas are hardly novel. Framed 

as a prescription, her recommendations rehash the changes that Polish critics had been observing 

for the past several years.  Whether critics including Kisielewski, Mycielski, and Broszkiewicz 

had described the new wartime music as monumental, romantic, newly emotional, or humanist, 

each had pointed to the same musical processes that Lissa describes. They heard a condensation 

                                                
87 Lissa, “Aspekt socjologiczny,” 140-41. “Byłoby błędem wysunięcie z tego wniosku, że dziś należy pisać w takim 
tylko stylu, jaki jest nowemu słuchaczowi dostępny. Nie. Dziś trzeba dalej tworzyć na podstawie tych osiągnięć 
jakie współczesne pokolenie zastało jako dziedzictwo i tradycję swych poprzedników. Zdaje się jednak, że samo 
nastawienie kompozytorów na nowego słuchacza wpłynie jednak na takie uproszczenie ich stylu, które przy tym nie 
będzie cofaniem się wstecz, do środków historycznie już minionych. Uproszczenie stylu nie musi być ani jego 
zawróceniem wstecz w historycznym biegu, ani jego spłyceniem, ani rezygnacją z osiągnięć techniki 
kompozytorskiej. . . . One to właśnie, selekcja i rewizja środków, są wyrazem nowych poszukiwań, a nie, jak się to 
niektórym ‘epigonom nowatorstwa’ wydaje (bo i tacy istnieją), poszukiwaniem dalszych komplikacyj stylu.” 
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of musical procedures, and a maintenance of a modernist technique, all without these works 

returning to an outdated conservative idiom. Lissa mentions no Polish composers individually in 

this article (Mycielski is cited only as a critic). Yet Lissa had familiarized herself with the 

narrative of selection and reduction while she was still in Moscow, repeating (without citation) 

Kisielewski’s view that Palester was searching for a new monumental style.88 Adapted to a 

Marxist theory of history, Lissa’s reading of contemporary Polish music drew on a well-

established narrative shared by many of the young critics.  

 What is more, Lissa surpasses other critics at their own game of epoch making. Lissa 

expands on the significance of this new style:  

The revision and selection of musical means do not have to lead to simplification 
[symplyfikacją], just as the beginnings of monody were not simplifications of 
polyphony, but rather the germ of something new. The pre-classical style of 
Scarlatti was not a simplification of the Baroque musical style, but the early phase 
of a new line of development.89  

 
By comparing the postwar Polish style to such textbook-ready turning points as the emergence of 

monody or the birth of the classical style, Lissa’s narrative flatters. It inflates the musical 

significance of postwar transformation, reinforcing the narrative that Poland had witnessed a key 

historical trauma and that its art had become all the stronger for it. 

 In the final analysis, Lissa’s view that entrenched class difference hinders music 

accessibility leads her to argue that no single type of music can reach all listeners in Poland at the 

moment. There are two groups of listeners, those “prepared and [those] not prepared for 

contemporary music.”90 While composing only for the first group would be an “anachronism,” 

                                                
88 Lissa, “Muzïkal’naya zhizn’ sovremennoy Pol’shchi,” Sovetskaya muzïka 1946, no. 4, pp. 100-104, here 102.  
89 Lissa, “Aspekt socjologiczny,” 141. “Rewizja i selekcja środków nie muszą być symplyfikacją, tak, jak początki 
monodii nie były symplifikacją polifonii, ale zarodkiem czegoś nowego, jak styl przedklasyczny (Scarlatti) nie był 
sympllifikacją stylu baroku muzycznego, ale początkowym stadium nowej linii rozwojowej.”  
90 Lissa, “Aspekt socjologiczny,” 142. “przygotowanych i nieprzygotowanych do muzyki współczesnej.”  
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focusing on the underprepared listeners exclusively would “threaten necessary simplification.”91 

Instead, the moment demands two types of music: “in addition to music written for the prepared 

listener” it is necessary “to find such straightforward, but artistic, means of expression, which 

nevertheless would reach the new listener and not limit him to engaging only with music of past 

generations.”92  

 This analysis is built on an old assumption, one maintained from Lissa’s earliest work: 

there is a gap between the musical language of contemporary composition and the preparedness 

of contemporary audiences. That this idea re-emerges in 1948, suggests how deeply it is bound 

up with Lissa’s analysis of society itself. In Lissa’s view, the mass song was one genre that could 

carry out the task of bridging the divide between listeners and contemporary music: It was “a 

bridge between primitive and artistic music” that, thanks to its “up-to-date texts, reaches the 

hearts of millions,” as she explained at the meeting of the Polish Workers’ Party Subcommission 

on Music.93 When the Subcommission launched a campaign to commission mass songs, it thus 

implemented a solution to a problem that Lissa had spent over a decade grappling with. By the 

early 1950s, the mass song had become a key ideological plank of communist musical policy in 

Poland, supported by competitions, conferences, countless publications, and backed by touring 

concerts.94 For this reason, the peculiarities of the genre’s original formulation in Poland have 

been overlooked.  

 Lissa’s examples of the mass song in 1947 were also at odds with the later conventions of 

the genre. In her first article on the genre, published in July 1947, she discussed at length Albert 

                                                
91  “anachronizmem” while writing only for the second “grozi koniecznym uproszczeniem.” 
92 Lissa, “Aspekt socjologiczny,” 142. “obok muzyki pisanej dla przygotowanego słuchacza, znaleźć takie proste, 
ale artystyczne, formy wyrazu, któreby jednak dotarły do nowego słuchacza i nie ograniczyły go do obcowania 
jedynie z muzyka pokoleń ubiegłych.” 
93 AAN 1400, 295/XVII-19, 7. 
94 For some sense of this volume, see: Witold Rudziński, “Pieśń masowa,” in Kultura muzyczna Polski Ludowej: 
1944-1955, ed. Józef Chomiński and Zofia Lissa (Kraków: PWM, 1957), 226-32. 
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Harris’ “Song of my Warsaw” (recorded with Eddie Rosner and the State Jazz Orchestra of the 

Byelorussian Republic), a sentimental waltz that seems closer to the “commercial” music that 

Lissa had long derided than as a bridge between high and low art.95 See Table 6 and Figure 34. 

But this example suggests how Lissa was seeking to transfer her wartime work with the Union of 

Polish Patriots to postwar foundations in Poland. She had helped to oversee the recording of the 

song with the Union, work that grew out of the success of her earlier songbooks.96 Thematically, 

too, the song exemplifies the tropes that had been commonly associated with song among Polish 

exiles: Recalling Warsaw’s “din and racket,” Harris implied that it is the exiled observer who is 

best able to conjure the true, now lost Warsaw. At the end of the song these sentiments are 

transformed into a pledge of action, all strophically set to the same lilting waltz. The song thus 

accords closely to the first-hand accounts of song culture in the Union and Army, in which 

allusions to the homeland both unified a population behind a sentiment of loss and mobilized for 

the fight to come.97  

  

                                                
95 Lissa, “O polską pieśń masową,” Odrodzenie 1947, no. 29 (20 July), 3. Rosner’s wartime trajectory echoes those 
of Harris and Lissa: S. Frederick Starr, Red and Hot: The Fate of Jazz in the Soviet Union, 1917-1980 (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1983), 194-203.  
96 Lissa, “Nagrywamy płyty polskie,” Nowe Widnokręgi 1944, no. 16, 16. 
97 See Chapter 5.  
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Table 6: Albert Harris, “Piosenka o mojej Warszawie” (Song of My Warsaw). 

 
Jak uśmiech dziewczyny kochanej, 
Jak wiosny budzącej się wiew, 
Jak świergot jaskółek nad ranem, 
Młodzieńcze uczucia nieznane, 
Jak rosa błyszcząca na trawie, 
Miłości rodzącej się zew 
Tak serce raduje piosenki tej śpiew, 
Piosenki o mojej Warszawie. 
 
Warszawo kochana, Warszawo! 
Tyś treścią mych marzeń, mych snów, 
Radosnych przechodniów twych lawą, 
Ulicznym rozgwarem i wrzawą 
Ty wołasz mnie, wołasz, stęskniona 
Upojnych piosenek i słów 
Jak bardzo dziś pragnę zobaczyć cię znów, 
O moja Warszawo wyśniona. 
 
Ja pragnąłbym krokiem beztroskim 
Przemierzyć przestrzeni twej szmat: 
Bez celu się przejść Marszałkowską, 
Na Wisłę napatrzeć się z mostu, 
Dziewiątką pojechać w Aleje, 
Krakowskim się wpleść w Nowy Świat 
I ujrzeć, jak dawniej, za młodych mych lat, 
Jak do mnie, Warszawo, się śmiejesz. 
 
Ja wiem, żeś ty dzisiaj nie taka, 
Że krwawe przeżywasz dziś dni, 
Że rozpacz, że ból cię przygniata, 
Że muszę nad tobą zapłakać, 
Lecz taką, jak żyjesz w pamięci 
Przywrócę ofiarą swej krwi 
I wierz mi, Warszawo, prócz piosnki i łzy 
Jam gotów ci życie poświęcić! 

 
Like the smile of a darling girl, 
Like a gust of the awakening spring,  
Like the chirping of swallows at dawn, 
And unknown youthful emotions,  
Like shining dew on the grass, 
Or the call of love being born, 
So the heart rejoices at the singing of this song, 
This song of my Warsaw. 
 
O Warsaw beloved, o Warsaw! 
You’re the essence of my wishes and dreams, 
With happy pedestrians flowing like lava, 
And the din and racket of your streets, 
You call for me, you longingly call, 
With intoxicating songs and words, 
Oh how today I wish to see you again, 
Oh Warsaw of my dreams. 
 
I wish with a carefree step,  
To measure the space of your expanse: 
To walk aimlessly along Marszałkowska Street, 
To gaze at the Vistula from a bridge, 
To take the number nine to Jerozolimskie Avenue,  
Then merge from Krakowskie Street to Nowy Świat, 
And to see, as before in my younger years, 
How, o Warsaw, you laughed to me.   
 
I know that today you are not as you once were, 
That today you endure bloody days, 
That despair and pain are crushing you, 
That I must weep over you, 
But the way that you live in memory, 
I will restore by giving up my own blood, 
And believe me, o Warsaw, beyond songs and tears, 
For you I am ready to sacrifice my life!   
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Figure 34: Albert Harris, “Song of My Warsaw.” 
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Figure 34, continued 
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 Lissa was also likely trying to explain the mass song to Polish readers through a 

genuinely popular and familiar example. Indeed, shortly following its release “Song of my 

Warsaw” became a hit. It attained the “status of an anthem,” according to the critic Jan 

Rojewski, and turned Harris into a spiritual leader, or wieszcz, among Poles in the USSR. 

Indicative of the respect it commanded, “disoriented foreigners had become accustomed to not 

dancing during its performances, and representatives of smaller states would rise and stand at 

attention in deep concentration.”98 See Figure 35.  

 

Figure 35: A performance of “Song of My Warsaw” transfiguring a crowd in Moscow. Note the sheet music for the 
song in the lower right-hand corner and the “representative of a minor state”—shown here as Patagonia—standing 
in respect. Detail from Jan Rojewski, “Albert Harris: bohater naszych czasów,” Kuźnica 1946, no. 40, 9. Drawing by 
Mieczysław Piotrowski.  
 
It is unclear whether Harris’ and Rosner’s Jewish background influenced Lissa’s views. She 

never commented, as Rojewski had, that with Harris, a Polish Jew had now been made a cultural 

leader of the Polish nation. Perhaps the fact that Harris could find national support among exiled 

                                                
98 Jan Rojewski, “Albert Harris: bohater naszych czasów,” Kuźnica 1946, no. 40, 9.  
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Poles reinforced her faith in the Soviet Union’s dubious promises of ethnic equality, a belief so 

strong that a friend of hers later observed that she was “blind, deaf, and unable to smell” 

antisemitism during her years in Russia.99 In any case, Lissa’s main focus was on the song’s 

near-universal appeal to Poles scattered from Moscow, to Lublin, to Warsaw—where “even 

today,” she wrote in 1947, “it is heard, modified and simplified by street performers, stubbornly 

resounding from all the cracks of Warsaw’s ruins.”100   

Lissa painted the “Song of my Warsaw” as having crystalized a historical moment, 

thereby providing a model that future mass songs could follow:   

The history of [“Song of my Warsaw”] is a symbol of an even more important 
issue—it brings to light . . . the need for good mass song, song that would move 
the hearts and minds of many and become an emotional and artistic expression of 
the widespread concerns and current matters of our life. Songs, which would 
fulfill important educational functions for raw, musically ignorant listeners; 
songs, which would tie life to music and music to life.101  
 

By defining the mass song as musical witness to current issues, Lissa sought common ground 

between her own views on song as a political-educational tool and the widespread desire within 

Poland to document wartime culture. Such an impulse was apparent in Poland’s first postwar 

feature film, Zakazane piosenki (Forbidden Songs) [1947], which was based on authentic 

occupation-era songs and whose main protagonist was a song-collector. Wartime songs also 

offered a symbolic vocabulary to composers, such as when Bolesław Woytowicz included 

several of his own partisan songs in his 1945 Warsaw Symphony. The Ministry of Culture 

                                                
99 Zygmunt Mycielski, Dziennik 1950-1959 (Warszawa: Iskry, 1999), 27 May 1956, 205.  
100 Lissa, “O polską pieśń masową.”  
101 Lissa, “O polską pieśń masową.” “Dzieje tej piosenki stanowią symbol zagadnienia poważniejszego—przykład 
istnienia potrzeby szerokich mas, potrzeby, której u nas dotąd nie zauważono i nie zaspokajano: potrzeby dobrej 
pieśni masowej, poruszającej serca i umysły wielu, będącej uczuciowym i artystycznym wyrazem powszechnych 
nastrojów wobec aktualnych spraw naszego życia. Pieśni, która spełniałaby ważne funkcje wychowawcze wobec 
surowego, muzycznie nieosłuchanego odbiorcy; pieśni, którab wiązałaby życie z muzyką i muzykę z życiem.” 
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supported similar efforts, compiling lists of over fifty underground songs and facilitating their 

publication, despite the fact that many of them were tied to the anticommunist Home Army.102  

 Other attempts more directly involved composers. A conference in March 1948 was 

intended to encourage collaboration between poets and composers and included Perkowski, 

Mycielski, Lissa, Gradstein, Szeligowski, Lutosławski, Rutkowski, and numerous poets. Lissa 

remarked that the conference was aimed at producing songs that were neither similar to cheap 

hits, nor to traditional songs. They also played several of the occupation-era songs. Despite 

assembling a rather illustrious group of composers and poets, the conference’s discussions 

remained on a rather elementary level. Composers reminded the poets that mass songs had to be 

strophic and that overly complex texts only made the process of setting them more difficult. 

Simplicity, it turned out, was hard to achieve.103  

 In addition to linking the mass song to her work with exiles in the USSR, Lissa also 

attached the genre to the wartime songs composed in German-occupied Poland, seeing these as 

predecessors to the Polish mass song. “During the German occupation, our poets and 

composers,” she wrote, “remembered that songs were weapons . . . and today, songs of struggle 

are no longer needed, but rather we need songs about constructive work and about building.”104 

Reflecting this view, the compilation in 1947 of three volumes of “Songs of the Underground 

Struggle” composed by Lutosławski, Panufnik, and Jan Ekier were likewise portrayed as 

“worthwhile historical documents.” The prefaces to these volumes foreshadowed, however, the 

transition from wartime document to popular musical culture that Lissa wished to effect: “[these 

songs] are the result of an interesting attempt, an attempt more or less successful, of eminent 

                                                
102 AAN 366/1, 309, 94-101. 
103 AAN, 366/1, 754, pp. 1-5.  
104 Lissa, “O polską pieśń masową,” 3.  
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poets and composers to resolve in their work the complicated problem of so-called popular, 

functional song literature.”105 Echoing Lissa’s widely-read views, Roman Haubenstock made the 

link between wartime and mass songs explicit by writing in a review of the publication that the 

“Songs of the Underground Struggle” are “the foundation for a new type of composition that has 

recently been widely discussed, compositions that are straightforward yet have unquestionable 

artistic value, compositions for the masses, songs for the masses.”106  

These examples highlight the messiness of the mass song genre before the arrival of 

socialist realist aesthetics in Poland. In this period, the genre encompassed a range of musical 

styles and political messages from the popular-style jazz of Harris to the resistance songs of the 

Home Army. Differences aside, these examples share a sense that popular song had a political 

and educational role to play in postwar Poland, as they foreground the songs’ social function 

over a delineated ideological message. Such a formulation was a keen one on Lissa’s part, since 

it both gave native roots to her own views of a mass musical culture and downplayed the mass 

song’s less savory associations with the USSR. But her definition of the genre also reveals how 

strongly Lissa had internalized the lessons of working with Polish exiles. Not only was she 

drawing directly on her earlier wartime work, as suggested by her role in creating and 

interpreting “Song of My Warsaw.” She was also replicating the strategy of conveying 

communist politics through the guise of national resistance, as her Songbook of the Polish 

Soldier had earlier done.   

                                                
105 Pieśni walki podziemnej, Vol. 1-3, (Kraków, PWM, 1948). The prefaces, identical in each volume, are dated 
1947. 
106 Roman Haubenstock, “Pieśni: Walki Podziemnej” Ruch Muzyczny 1948, no. 3, 20.  
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Conclusion: The Politics of Rebuilding 
 
There was a fine line between the construction and reconstruction of musical life. In the 

aftermath of the war, reconstruction adopted many of the same tools as had the construction of 

musical culture in the 1930s. For a population that was traumatized and displaced, interwar 

projects to build new audiences could help form social unity. As I have shown above, there was 

considerable disagreement concerning the direction and techniques for building postwar musical 

culture. These disagreements pivoted on evaluations of the interwar years, and on whether this 

period was seen as an important, yet incomplete step towards a more equal and accessible artistic 

culture, or whether instead a sharp break with this past was called for. Underneath these 

disagreements, however, there was common ground and a broad sense of shared objectives. Even 

those most critical of popularization did not reject its ultimate goal of a democratic musical 

culture, but rather critiqued the means to achieving this goal. Some hoped the new musical 

culture could overcome class differences and others believed it would build a wider audience for 

new music. All these perspectives however, were ultimately concerned with developing a robust 

musical culture that extended beyond the musical intelligentsia. 

 Although much less primary evidence exists concerning musicians’ views towards the 

PPR and communism in this period, the shared investment in building musical culture suggests 

that positive ground could be found even among those critical of communist power. There were 

few paths to rebuilding and reconstruction outside of state involvement. Mycielski, ever sensitive 

to these dynamics, expressed his political ambivalence in early 1947 to Boulanger, on the eve of 

the parliamentary elections that were falsified to ensure PPR victory:  

 
Tomorrow morning, our block will vote at 7 am, so I am spending this night 
writing letters before taking part in the election, which, I hope, will prove the 
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government, the only one which gives guarantees of a loyal collaboration with our 
great oriental ally. I’ve been thinking about this since 1939. It is necessary to live 
here to understand this even better. And I hope that my compatriots, despite their 
inclinations towards all that is madness, will be realistic enough after what has 
happened here, to admit—for once—that one cannot engage in sentimental 
politics but that only reason should dictate in this matter—A resistance like that of 
’39-’45 suffices for several centuries. If not—it’s better not to think about it. The 
essential matter, the only one that counts, is to live. And this time, at any cost. 
And this also demands courage. It is not courage that we lack. Neither do we lack 
vitality. It is only moderation, sense—or heroism that should be pushed. To live, 
to work, since we can reconstruct and construct also and we can find the means of 
living in that which is given to us here low and should be developed here, if the 
intelligence does not abandon us completely.107  

 
Many currents course through this short political reflection: exhaustion with resistance, 

pragmatic acknowledgment of communist dominance in the region, and some distrust towards 

the collaboration loyale he will nevertheless support. Yet Mycielski subordinates politics to 

history. Courage and heroism are also required to go forward, to live, and to work with what has 

been handed to his colleagues. When such political decisions are seen in light of the war, 

Mycielski suggests, cooperation is the only way forward, the only means to ensure rebuilding 

and reconstruction. Life, he suggests, demands positive and constructive action. To what degree 

Mycielski accurately speaks for his colleagues will most likely remain lost to history. His 

perspective does, however, suggest yet another reason why the thrust behind popularization 

                                                
107 Bnf, Mus. N.L.a. 89 (fin), Mycielski to Boulanger, 17 Janurary 1947. “Demain matin, notre bloc vote à 7h du 
matin, donc je passe cette nuit à écrire des lettres avant de prendre part aux élection qui, je l'espère, prouveront le 
gouvernent, le seul qui donne des garanties d'une collaboration loyale avec notre grande allié orientale. J'ai pensé a 
ça depuis 39. Il faut vivre ici pour le comprendre encore mieux. Et j'espère que mes compatriotes, malgré leur enclin 
pour tout ce qui est folie, seront assez réels après ce qui c'est passé chez nous, pour admettre—pour une fois—qu'on 
ne peut plus faire de politique sentimentale mais uniquement la raison doit dicter en cette matière—Une résistance 
comme celle 39-45 suffit pour plusieurs siècles. Sinon—mieux vaut ne pas y songer. l'essentiel, le seul qui compte, 
c'est de vivre, Et cette fois ci, a tout prix. Et ceci demande aussi du courage. Ce n'est pas le courage qui manque. Ni 
la vitalté. Ce n'est que le mesure et le sensé ou l'heroisime doit être poussé. Vivre, travailler, puisque nous pouvons 
reconstruire et construire aussi et trouver le moyen de vivre dans ce qui nous est donné ici bas et pourrait être 
développé, si l'intelligence ne nous abandonne pas totalement. Il faut changer bien des formes, tout vaut mieux que 
des répétitions qui ne peuvent que tuer ce qui reste. ”   
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efforts was able to garner widespread support: in popularizing, musicians were building, and in 

building helping to put the war into the past.
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Chapter 9 

Music and the Making of Socialist Realist War Memory 
 
 
In Poland, socialist realism in music lasted for only a few years: it was introduced in late 1948, 

had lost its currency by around 1952, and was largely irrelevant by the Thaw in 1956.1 Its rise 

was correlated with the establishment of communist rule in Poland, the PZPR’s consolidation of 

power over the state, and the retreat from wartime cultural liberalism in the USSR, typically 

referred to as the Zhdanovshchina.2 Because the language of “realism” and “formalism” is 

clearly derived from the Soviet context, and because the introduction of these terms 

corresponded to tightening of the Soviet reins across Eastern Europe, scholars have viewed this 

as a moment of disjunction, even as they simultaneously highlight support for socialist realist 

principles members of the cultural elite.3  

Both the ideas of upowszechnienie and of a simplified yet emotionally communicative 

musical style resembled tenets of socialist realism. The pervious chapters have helped to place 

the advent of socialist realism within the context of the musical community that debated these 

changes. I do not intend to deny the role of state power in this moment or to suggest, 

erroneously, that composers operated independently of politics. I argue instead that socialist 

realism arrived onto a well-laid groundwork: it fit into a discourse about aesthetics, accessibility, 

and social responsibility that was second nature to the musicians who had survived the war. 

                                                
1 Tompkins, Composing the Party Line, 41-45.   
2 Kiril Tomoff, Creative Union: The Professional Organization of Soviet Composers, 1939-1953  (Ithaca, N.Y: 
Cornell University Press, 2006), 97-120.  
3 David Tompkins, Composing the Party Line: Music and Politics in Early Cold War Poland and East Germany 
(Lafayette: Purdue University Press, 2013); Adrian Thomas, “File 750: Composers, Politics and the Festival of 
Polish Music (1951).” Polish Music Journal 5, no. 1 (2002), 
https://polishmusic.usc.edu/research/publications/polish-music-journal/vol5no1/composers-politics-polish-music-
festival/ (accessed 18 December 2018).  
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Acknowledging these continuities across 1948, I argue, brings into focus how the state sought to 

control and mobilize memory of the war by simultaneously codifying and redefining the early 

postwar responses to trauma. 

 

I. Public Discourse  

In a pivotal speech that is often taken to mark the beginning of the state’s cultural offensive, 

Bolesław Bierut, Poland’s hardline president, praised the upowszechnienie of cultural values.4 

Bierut’s proposals were greeted with enthusiasm by the Ruch Muzyczny editorial board who 

noted that “music—it must be believed—will find its appropriate place in the hierarchy of 

cultural needs of our state.”5 The Ruch Muzyczny response also echoed debates from the 1930s 

about greater state involvement in musical life, suggesting the long-range appeal of such ideas 

despite fundamental shifts in the Polish state’s character.  

  Socialist realism contained not only claims about how art should be distributed in 

society, but also about what this music should sound like. Whereas the idea of popularization 

was relatively uncontroversial, composers responded with more skepticism to the idea that 

compositional language should be reformed as part of the process of helping music reach a wider 

audience. That composers were parsing socialist realism in terms of their older preoccupations is 

suggested by the Ruch Muzyczny editorial’s early response to some of the first discussions of the 

term: “This ‘but’,” they wrote after describing some key principles of socialist realism, “arises 

                                                
4 O upowszechnienie kultury: przemówienie Prezydenta Rzeczypospolitej Bolesława Bieruta na otwarciu radiostacji 
we Wrocławiu 16 listopada 1947 (Warszawa: Radiowy Instytut Wydawniczy, 1948). This speech is seen as a major 
turning point in Poland’s cultural policy. Barbara Fijałkowska, Polityka i twórcy: (1948-1959) (Warszawa: PWN, 
1985), 52-53; Tompkins, Composing the Party Line, 25. 
5 Opening editorial, Ruch Muzyczny, 1948, no. 4. “W świetle słów Prezydenta i odcinek życia kulturalnego 
muzyka—wierzyć należy—zajmie odpowiednie miejsce w hierarchii potrzeb kulturalnych naszego państwa.  . . . 
Wierzymy, iż przemówienia Prezydenta będą istotnie nowym etapem w organizacji życia kulturalnego naszego 
państwa.” 
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from the stubborn tendency of connecting the problem of contemporary composition with the 

massive and weighty group of issues connected with the problems of musicalization and of 

making music available to the wide masses of the newly emancipated society.”6 The editors 

clearly supported the idea of musicalization and popularization, but questioned whether this task 

would best be carried out through changes in compositional language. Stefan Kisielewski, a 

reliable opponent of socialist realism, nonetheless continued to endorse the vision of 

popularizing music in society at large: this debate “has amazingly darkened an ever so important 

issue for us: the important and serious matter of the crisis of contemporary composition and the 

related crisis of the lack of contact with the masses of listeners. These problems are important 

and burning, but they cannot be resolved through slogans about formalism.”7 That Kisielewski 

could attack socialist realism while endorsing its associated values of creating contact with the 

mass listener suggests the engrained appeal of claims to accessibility and audience 

transformation among Poland’s composers.  

 The resonance of such ideas spelled a way forward for cultural figures who wished to 

convey Soviet-derived ideas about formalism and realism to Polish audiences. The transfer may 

be precisely dated to the visit by the Soviet musicologists Khrennikov and Shaporin to Poland, 

reported in the back pages of the July 1948 issue of Ruch Muzyczny. This report provides among 

the first mentions of formalism and realism within the musical press but offers little discussion of 

these terms.8 An editorial in the August 1948 issue calls for greater discussion of the terms 

                                                
6 Opening editorial, Ruch Muzyczny 1948, no. 17 (1 August). “To ‘ale’ zasadza się na upartej tendencji łączenie 
problemu współczesnej twórczości z olbrzymim w swej wadze, kompleksem zagadnień, związanych z problemem 
umuzykalnienia i udostępnienia muzyki szerokim masom świeżo wyemancypowanego społeczeństwa.” 
7 Stefan Kisielewski, “Czy w muzyce istnieje formalizm?,” Ruch Muzyczny 1948, no. 22, 2-6. “niesłychanie 
zaciemniło tak bardzo przecież dla nas wszystkich ważną i doniosłą sprawę kryzysu dzisiejszej twórczości 
muzycznej i związanego z tym kryzysem braku kontaktu z masami odbiorców. Problemy te są ważne i palące, lecz 
nie można ich rozstrzygać niezrozumiałym sloganem o formalizmie.”  
8 Ruch Muzyczny 1948, no. 13-14, 31.  
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realism and formalism. The next issue, published in September 1948, marked a more substantial 

arrival of the discussions of formalism and realism, launched through the publication of a series 

of articles, translated from the Russian, by the Soviet musicologists Khrennikov, Asaf′yev, and 

Libman.9 These articles introduced the terminology of realism and formalism, underscored the 

fact that they operated as a pairing, and asserted that formalist music was associated with western 

modernism. While they defined realism as a conservative return to pre-modernist compositional 

styles, these articles had little to say about the issue of expression or emotional content that had 

animated Polish discussions up to this point.  

  Two articles written by Poles in the following issue began to shift the discussion towards 

emotional expressivity and thereby to engage ideas that had been developed earlier in an attempt 

to confront the legacy of the war. Józef Chomiński’s “Issues of Formalism and the Ideological 

Tendencies in Contemporary Polish Music against the Background of the Development of 

Global Music” links formalism to a destruction of expressivity, when he writes, “craft itself—dry 

technique—became a goal in and of itself, the only component of the work’s content, 

accompanied by a simultaneous crushing or leveling out of its emotional side.”10 In reply, 

Kisielewski accused Chomiński of confusing key conceptual issues, but Kisielewski also 

engaged with the language of emotion directly. “Where are the greater musical values—in 

formal or emotional qualities? To this question we will reply immediately: I think that there is no 

opposition between these terms.”11  

                                                
9 Ruch Muzyczny 1948, no. 18 and 19.  
10 Józef Chomiński, “Zagadnienia formalizmu i tendencje ideologiczne w polskiej muzyce współczesnej na tle 
rozwoju muzyki światowej,” Ruch Muzyczny 1948, no. 20, 4. “samo rzemiosło, sucha technika, stawała się celem 
samym dla siebie, jedynym wykładnikiem treści utworu przy równoczesnym przytłoczeniu lub wręcz zniwelowaniu 
jego strony emocjonalnej.” 
11 Kisielewski, “Czy w muzyce istnieje formalizm?,” 4. “Gdyż posiada wielkie walory muzyczne. Formalne czy 
emocjonalne?—O tym zaraz pomówimy; sądzę, że nie ma pomiędzy tymi pojęciami przeciwieństwa.” 
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 By the 1948 annual congress of the ZKP, the terminology of realism was grafted onto 

familiar discourses about expression and simplification of musical means. Zygmunt Mycielski—

who earlier had helped to define the new simplified, emotionally accessible style—picked up 

where he had left off. Now the president of ZKP, he explained: “We are concerned with what I 

would term intelligible art; this is art in which both emotion, and the means through which 

emotion is conveyed, can be easily felt by the listener without excessive preconditions.”12 By 

defining “realism” in terms of accessibility and emotion, Mycielski was defining the new term 

through old aesthetic criteria, ones that were familiar and well-established among his colleagues. 

What is more, he linked these views back to the idea of the artist as witness to cataclysm, and 

participant in social change: “we are in essence artists, a group of people who—partaking in 

social life—must afterward deeply take in all these experiences in order that something will be 

created that will bring others closer to music.”13 Such views were reinforced by Włodzimierz 

Sokorski’s speech “Formalism and Realism in Music,” which explained that “Realism in music 

should not be treated mechanically; it should not be treated as a new artistic school.” Instead of 

relying on such formulae, “The only test is the emotional reaction of the listener. Art only begins 

when, in some fragment of experience, feeling, or even reaction, it finds expression in the 

perception of the listener, reader, or viewer.”14  

                                                
12 Zygmunt Mycielski, “Przemówienie na walnym zjeździe kompozytorów polskich,” Ruch Muzyczny 1949, no. 1, 
3. “Chodzi tu o to, co nazwałbym sztuką czytelną; sztuką, której emocja i środki jakimi ta emocja jest 
przekazywana, mogłyby być łatwo przez odbiorcę odczute, bez zbytnich przesłanek.”  
13 Mycielski, “Przemówienie na walnym zjeździe kompozytorów polskich,” 5. “Lecz aby praca ta wydała dojrzałe 
owoce, musimy stanowiskiem swoim zaświadczyć, że jesteśmy istotnie artystami, gronem ludzi, którzy—biorąc 
udział w życiu społecznym—muszą potem wszystkie te przeżycia głęboko przetrawić, by w rezultacie powstało coś, 
co drugich zbliży do muzyki.” 
14 Włodzimierz Sokorski, “Formalizm i realizm w Muzyce,” Ruch Muzyczny 1948, no. 23, 4. “Realizm w muzyce 
należy więc traktować nie mechanicznie, nie jako nową szkołę artystyczną, ponieważ w tych warunkach samą istotę 
realizmu w sztuce doprowadzimy do absurdu, lecz jako świadomy stosunek to własnego tworzywa muzycznego, 
będącego wytworem określonych potrzeb społeczeństwa, wyrażonych w określonym języku muzycznym, który to 
język musimy odszukać na drodzeszeregu praktycznych doświadczeń i w praktycznym zetknięciu się z chłonnością 
muzyczną świata pracy. Jedynym sprawdzianem takiego rozwiązania jest uczuciowa reakcja słuchacza. Sztuka 
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 This idea—that emotional contact could resolve the old problem of isolation between 

audience and composers—became a main theme of discussion during the Łagów Lubuski 

conference. During the first day of the conference, Sokorski explained that “Composers should 

independently search for means of musical expression in order that their frank and significant 

emotional experiences become universally comprehensible to all.”15 Lissa meanwhile explained 

that “Formalism is first and foremost dehumanized music. It is music that is consciously built as 

an abstraction, and that does not contain the expression of anything organic. It does not aim for 

such expression. It is a-emotional and what is worse—anti-emotional.”16 Such statements 

underwrote a logic in which the emotional status of the musical work would guarantee contact 

between listener and audience; they thereby conflated the notion of realist music with the 

expressive and simplified composition that had defined the early postwar period.  

 By the early 1950s, the linkage of socialist realism to emotion had become a near-

constant refrain of criticism and discussion. During the fifth annual congress of the ZKP in June 

1950, Mycielski elaborated that “To cut ourselves off from formalist methods depends on 

simplifying musical language, on a deepening of emotional expression.”17 Nor was this only 

Mycielski’s public posturing. “I have the impression,” he wrote in his diary on 10 March 1950, 

“that I am on the trail of certain musical qualities that would give a simple, useful (utilitarian), 

                                                
bowiem zaczyna dopiero wówczas, gdy w jakimś fragmencie przeżycia, uczucia, a nawet odruchu znajduje wyraz w 
apercepcji słuchacza, czytelnika czy widza.” 
15 “Konferencja Kompozytorów w Łagowie Lubuskim, 5-8 VIII 1949, Protokoł,” Ruch Muzyczny 1949, no. 14, 13. 
“Kompozytorzy powinni samodzielnie szukać takich sposobów muzycznego wyrazu, by ich szczere i niebłahe 
przeżycia emocjonalne stały się powszechnie i dla każdego zrozumiałe.”  
16 “Konferencja Kompozytorów w Łagowie Lubuskim, 5-8 VIII 1949, Protokoł,” Ruch Muzyczny 1949, no. 14, 
16.“Formalizm to przede wszystkim muzyka zdehumanizowana, tj. taka, która świadomie budowana jako 
abstrakcja, nie zawiera warstwy wyrazu jako czegoś organicznego, nie stara się o ten wyraz, jest a-emocjonalna, a 
co gorzej—antyemocjonalna.” 
17 Zygmunt Mycielski, “Przemówienie prezesa Zygmunta Mycielskiego,” Muzyka 1950, no. 3-4, 22. “Odcięcie się 
od metod formalistycznych ma polegać na uproszczeniu języka muzycznego, na pogłębieniu wyrazu uczuciowego.” 
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clear music . . . Maybe this is what we call realism?”18 Theses for Woytowicz’s speech at the 

same meeting, preserved today in the archives of the Central Committee, likewise defined the 

turn away from formalism through, first, “a simplification of the means of expression,” and, 

second, “a deepening of emotional expression,” before mentioning other factors such as works 

connected to contemporary topics or the use of folklore.19 The linkage of emotion to realist 

aesthetics came to permeate the responses to the Festival of Polish Music in reviews by Lissa, 

Sokorski, and Aleksander Jackowski.20 Across these years, it offered a critical lens for praising 

works of Mycielski and Woytowicz, and for suggesting that Bacewicz was now on the path 

towards realism.21  

 The codification of emotional expressivity within postwar aesthetics does not mean that 

emotion alone defined socialist realism in Poland. Composers also wrote clearly ideological 

works—such as mass songs or compositions on important Party themes—and others that 

responded to the calls for an increased use of folklore.22 Yet the linkage of emotionality to 

socialist realist aesthetics reveals that these discussions also responded to what composers had 

                                                
18 Zygmunt Mycielski, Dziennik 1950-1959 (Warszawa: Iskry, 1999), 15. “Mam wrażenie, że jestem na tropie 
pewnych cech muzycznych, które dałyby prostą, użyteczną (użytkową) wyraźną muzykę; wyraźną tematycznie, 
harmonicznie, rytmicznie, dostatecznie ‘jasną.’ Może to nazywają realizmem?” 
19 AAN KC PZPR, 237/XVIII-74, 3 “Tezy do referatu prof. Bolesława Woytowicza na Wlanym Zjeździe 
Kompozytorów Polskich w dniach 16-18. VI [1950].” “a./ na uproszczeniu środków wyrazu, odrzuceniu balastu 
eksperymentów dźwiękowych, atonalizmu. B/ na pogłębieniu wyrazu uczuciowego.” 
20 Aleksander Jackowski, “Po pierwszym etapie Festiwalu Muzyki Polskiej,” Muzyka 1951, no. 7, 3; Zofia Lissa, “Z 
perspektywy Festiwalu Muzyki Polskiej,” Muzyka 1951, no. 12, 3; Włodzimierz Sokorski, “Festiwal Muzyki 
Polskiej: cele i zadania,” Muzyka 1951, no. 3-4, 3.  
21 Witold Rudziński, “W sprawie ‘Symfonii polskiej’ Z. Mycielskiego,” Muzyka 1951, no 10, 45; Lissa, “Próba 
podsumowania Festiwalu i wyników Zjazdu,” Muzyka 1952, no. 1-2, 27; Stefania Łobaczewska, “IV Sonata na 
fortepian i skrzypce Grażyny Bacewiczówny,” Muzyka 1951, no. 11, 22; AAN 366/1 723, 6. “Komisja oceny 
festiwali muzyki polskiej protokoly (21 IV 1951).” 
22 Małgorzata Sułek, Pieśni masowe Witolda Lutosławskiego w kontekście doktryny realizmu socjalistycznego 
(Kraków: Musica Iagellonica, 2010); Adrian Thomas, “The Hidden Composer: Witold Lutosławski and Polish 
Radio, 1946-1963,” in Witold Lutosławski the Man and His Work in the Perspective of the Musical Culture of the 
20th Century, edited by Jan Astriab et al., 211–20 (Poznań: Wydawnictwo Paznańskiego Towarzystwa Przyjaciół 
Nauk, 1999); Tomasz Tarnawczyk, Optymistyczna i monumentalna: symfonia w muzyce polskiego socrealizmu 
(Łódź: Akademia Muzyczna im. Grażyny i Kiejstuta Bacewiczów, 2013).  
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been doing all along, synthesizing values into a notion of “realism” that was already endorsed by 

this community. It also suggests that the mnemonic framework that linked wartime memory to 

compositional aesthetics in the early postwar period was a powerful pathway through which 

commentators could advance their views of a communist musical aesthetics.  

 
II. The Limits of Postwar Silence and the Politicization of Wartime Memory 
 
 
The dominant attitude of musicians towards WWII’s legacy had thus become codified and 

incorporated within the official aesthetics of the state. The silence about the war that this style 

had helped to seal, however, soon became open to question as cultural officials pushed for works 

that dealt explicitly with WWII. They helped to reactivate questions that had previously been 

sidelined concerning the appropriate musical portrayal of trauma and memory.  

 In fall 1947, Witold Rudziński argued that composers should become more ideologically 

active and reach a wider audience through compositions that touched on wartime themes.  

Speaking at the third annual congress of the ZKP, he claimed that “the Union should be a forge 

for ideological problems,” and defined one such ideological topic: “We entirely lack works that 

are connected to the most recent experiences of the nation. Abroad, meanwhile, the topic of the 

war has found expression in Shostakovich’s Seventh Symphony and in Honegger’s Liturgic 

Symphony.” By evoking the work of a western European modernist, alongside Shostakovich’s 

symphony dedicated to the siege of Leningrad, Rudziński implied that the war was a topic of 

near universal appeal, one that could help Polish composers overcome the “danger of an 

excessive walling-up in elitism.” 23  

                                                
23 ZKP 12/3, III Walny Zjazd, 20-21 October 1947, pp. 7-8. “ZKP powinien być kuźnią problemów ideologicznych. 
Brak nam zupełnie dzieł związanych z ostatnimi przejściami narodu. Zagranicą tematyka wojenna znalazła swój 
wyraz w VIII symfonii Szostakowicza, Symfonii Liturgicznej Honeggera. Mówca widzi wśród polskich 
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 Composers responded to Rudziński with skepticism, underscoring their adherence to the 

belief that the war was best treated tangentially. Kazimierz Wiłkomirski claimed that “our 

current musical literature includes works about the war, such as Maklakiewicz’s Grunwald.” But 

he also repeated the common line of attack against Grunwald, saying that such works exemplify 

the “danger of the artistic cheapness of writing works that have topical themes that arise from 

life.”24 Stanisław Wiechowicz made a similar argument, noting that “the experiences that met the 

nation during the recent war were so great and heavy that a certain amount of time is needed 

before these experiences can be transformed into works of art.”25 In late 1947, the skepticism 

toward direct memorialization of the war was still in place among members of the ZKP.  

 The shift from silence to commemoration was likely prompted, at least in part, by 

Bierut’s 1947 speech on cultural values, mentioned above.26 For him, the war becomes a 

universal topic in need of both acknowledgment and narrative shaping:  

Of course, in the psyche of hundreds of thousands of people, the tragedy is still 
taking place, even today, of the not-so-distant agony, which was the share of the 
entire nation and left deep wounds. It is difficult not to defend those people who 
still have in their hearts the unhealed pain, it is difficult not to acknowledge that 
the years of occupation and savagery carved into the heart of many a doubt in 
mankind. Does the poet, the artist, the creator whose consciousness is sensitized 
to human experiences have the right to reflect in art these tragic days? Yes, 
without question, he has the right and duty to do so.27 

                                                
kompozytorów niebezpieczeństwo nadmiernego zasklepienia się w elitaryźmie, ubolewa nad obojętnością twórców 
naszych względem muzyki dla szerokich mas.” 
24 ZKP 12/3, III Walny Zjazd, 20-21 October 1947, pp. 7-8. “istnieją w naszej obecnej literaturze muzycznej działa 
o tematyce wojennej, np. ‘Grunwald’ Maklakiewicza. Z drugiej strony widzi niebezpieczeństwo tanizny artystycznej 
w napisaniu twórczości o aktualnych tematach przynoszonych przez życie.” 
25 ZKP 12/3, III Walny Zjazd, 20-21 October 1947, pp. 7-8. “przejścia jakie spotkały naród w ostatniej wojnie były 
takie wielkie i ciężkie, że trzeba będzie dopiero pewnego czasu by przejścia te mogły przekształcić się w dzieła 
sztuki.” 
26 Barbara Fijałkowska, Polityka i twórcy: (1948-1959) (Warszawa: PWN, 1985), 52-53; Tompkins, Composing the 
Party Line, 25.  
27 Bolesław Bierut, O upowszechnienie kultury: przemówienie Prezydenta Rzeczypospolitej Bolesława Bieruta na 
otwarciu radiostacji we Wrocławiu 16 listopada 1947 (Warszawa: Radiowy Instytut Wydawniczy, 1948), 17-19. 
“Oczywiście w psychice setek tysięcy ludzi rozgrywa się jeszcze i dziś tragedia niedawno przeżytej męki, która była 
udziałem całego narodu i pozostawiła po sobie głębokie rany. Trudno nie usprawiedliwić ludzi, w których sercach 
tkwi jeszcze niezabliźniony ból, trudno nie przyznać, że lata okupacji i zdziczenia żłobiły w sercach wielu ludzi 
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But, this tragic dimension of the past ought not to cloud a narrative of eventual triumph:  

But the nation did not only suffer and unearth itself from the ruins of the 
crematoria; the nation extracted itself from the abysses of tragedy through its 
struggle, through its unequalled heroism and deeds, deeds that were the most lofty 
experiences and passions, in which hundreds of thousands of the most active and 
noble people took part. Should these deeds, these passions, these experiences not 
serve as inspiration for the artist, should they not be incorporated into an eternal 
monument for the honor and pride of the nation, as a model for future 
generations? Yes, without a doubt. . . . . But the nation has the right to make its 
demands of the artist, and one of the fundamental demands is that the deep current 
of the work, its aim, its intentions suit the needs of the whole. The work should 
not awake doubts, when there is a need for enthusiasm and belief in victory, in 
order to not glorify depression, when the nation wishes to live and to act.28  
 

Bierut both acknowledged the enormity of the recent past, but argued ultimately that experiences 

of tragedy are not socially productive. As the state began to define a policy toward the arts in 

1947, it did so in part by shaping the way the war could be portrayed.  

 By 1949 such calls had found confirmation in the re-examination of Bolesław 

Woytowicz’s 1945 Warsaw Symphony. Woytowicz had been given the inaugural State Music 

Award in 1949, a decision that reinserted his Warsaw Symphony into public discussion.29 This 

work had earlier been treated with skepticism due to its direct portrayal of the war. Now its 

evocations of the chaos of war, alongside partisan songs that highlighted struggle, lent it a 

“realist” imprimatur. Sokorski, the Vice-minister of Culture at the time, heard it as “an 

                                                
zwątpienie w człowieka. Czy poeta, artysta, twórca o zmyśle wyczulonym na przeżycia ludzkie nie ma prawa 
odzwierciedlić w sztuce tych tragicznych dni? Bezsprzecznie ma to prawo i obowiązek.” 
28 Bierut, O upowszechnienie kultury, 17-19. “Ale naród nie tylko cierpiał i wypopielał się w zgliszczach 
krematoriów, naród wydobywał się z odmętów tragedii przez walkę, przez nierównane zrywy bohaterstwa i czynów, 
czynów o najwznioślejszych przeżyciach i uniesieniach, w których uczestniczyły setki tysięcy najdzielniejszych i 
najszlachetniejszych ludzi. Czy te czyny, uniesienia, przeżycia nie zasługują na to, by artysta wcielił je swym 
natchnieniem w pomnik wieczysty na chwałę i dumę narodu, na wzór przyszłym pokoleniom? Niewątpliwie tak. . . . 
Ale naród ma prawo stawiać swoje wymagania twórcom, a jednym z podstawowych wymagań jest, aby głębszy nurt 
utworu, jego cel, jego zamierzenia odpowiadały potrzebom ogółu, aby nie budziły zwątpienia, gdy potrzeba zapału i 
wiary w zwycięstwo, aby nie apoteozowały depresji, gdy naród chce żyć i działać.” 
29 Evidently, not all agreed with this decision. A response to a speech from Jakub Berman from 31 May 1949 at the 
KC of the PZPR, for example, suggests that the award was a mistake since Woytowicz was insufficiently distinct 
from the common path of Polish composers to date. The transcript leave it unclear who is speaking at the time. 
AAN, KC PZPR, 237/XVIII-1, pg. 41.  
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expression of our wartime experiences (as shown by the funeral march in the first movement, the 

“Warszawianka” in the second movement, and the songs of the “Braci Pancernych” in the final 

movement). This means that it is a work closely connected to Life.”30 Thanks to such elements, 

Sokorski believed, the symphony “will reach, it seems to me, every worker’s stage, not because 

it is called ‘Warsaw,’ but rather because each person, each listener experiences in it, not even 

thinking about the matter, the tragedy of their struggle and the strength of their victory.”31 

Although composed before the introduction of socialist realist ideas, much less Bierut’s calls for 

heroic treatments of the war, the Warsaw Symphony seemed to retrospectively fit both of these 

ideas, while amplifying near-universal wartimes experiences of Poles. 

 Woytowicz likewise emphasized the work’s narrative elements, in which the first 

movement’s “moods of hopelessness” transformed into one of hope and eventually action by the 

symphony’s conclusion.32 The state award also allowed him to push back against the earlier 

dismissals of his work:   

Of course, my colleagues will accuse me of writing program music, which has 
been so heavily attacked by our “absolute musicians.” But I believe that no honest 
music can be created otherwise than from the source of deep emotion, reflection, 
and experience. And the basis of such experience is in the end always reality.33 
 

In this comment, Woytowicz astutely tapped into the main strand of postwar thought about 

music conveying emotionality. But his thinking divorces this sense of emotionality from the 

                                                
30 Wanda Bacewiczówna, “Bolesław Woytowicz: Laureat Państwowej Nagrody Muzycznej,” Odrodzenie 1949, no. 
4, pg. 2. “Utwór ten będący wyrazem naszych wojennych przeżyć (widomym znakiem tego jest rozbrzmiewający w 
I części marsz żałobny, w II—motywy Warszawianki, a w IV—Pieśni Braci Pancernych—w założeniu swoim jest 
ściśle związana z Życiem.”     
31 Roman Haubenstock, “Na marginesie państwowej nagrody muzycznej,” Ruch Muzyczny 1949, no. 2, pg. 9. 
“targnie wydaje mi się każdą robotniczą widownią, nie dlatego, że nazywa się “Warszawska”, ale dlatego, że 
człowiek, że każdy słuchacz przeżywa w niej, często nie myśląc o tym, tragedię walki i siłę swojego zwycięstwa.”  
32 As quoted in Zofia Lissa, “Trzy rozmowy z Woytowiczem,” Kuźnica 1949, no. 3, pp. 6-7. “Beznadziejności 
nastrojów” 
33As quoted in Zofia Lissa, “Trzy rozmowy z Woytowiczem,” 6-7. “Na pewno moi koledzy zarzucą mi 
programowość tak potępianą u nas przez naszych ‘absolutnych muzyków.’ Ale ja uważam, że żadna uczciwa 
muzyka nie powstaje inaczej, jak ze źródeł głębokiego wzruszenia, przemyślenia, przeżycia. A podstawą takiego 
przeżycia jest przecież zawsze rzeczywistość.” 
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abstract, distanced portrayals of the war favored by his colleagues to instead claim the high-

ground of “reality.” 

 The issue of how music ought to portray the war came to a head at the conference of 

composers held in Łagów Lubuski in late summer 1949. This conference has long been a focal 

point in tracing the emergence of socialist realism into Poland.34 Scholars have noted that 

Zbigniew Turski’s Olympic Symphony was harshly attacked and derided at the meeting as being 

“formalist,” and they have noted how discussions at the meeting centered on the work’s 

problematic emotional content.35 What has not received thorough treatment, however, is how 

these debates about emotionality partook in an extended discussion about how music should 

represent wartime experience.  

 Turski’s symphony was named in honor of the London Summer Olympics held in 1948, 

where it won a gold medal. At first, his victory was seen as a sign of Poland’s increasing 

prominence on the global musical stage.36 The work’s darker, wartime connections were quickly 

noted as well. A review by Józef Michałowski based on a performance of the symphony in 

Katowice from early 1949 noted that it “contains the expression of some sort of unrestrained 

catastrophe . . . Grinding dissonances, the lowest, ominously tussling sounds of the basses and 

cellos, an instrumental thicket—the sonic image of the first movement is not conveyed at all by 

the title.”37 Turski confirmed such associations at Łagów, where he introduced the work and 

                                                
34 For two different accounts, see: Tompkins, Composing the Party Line, 27-30; Cindy Bylander, “Clichés 
Revisited: Poland’s 1949 Łagów Composers’ Conference,” Polski Rocznik Muzykologiczny 2015, 15-34.   
35 Thomas, Polish Music since Szymanowski, 46-51; Lisa Jakelski, “Witold Lutosławski and the Ethics of 
Abstraction,” Twentieth-Century Music 10, no. 2 (2013): 169–202, especially 172-77; Karolina Bindel, “Two sides 
of the olympic medal – the controversy surrounding II Sinfonia Olimpica (1948) by Zbigniew Turski,” Kwartalnik 
Młodych Muzykologów UJ 32 (2017): 77–88.  
36 “Złoty medal olimpijski z symfonię,” Odrodzenie 1948, no. 29, pg. 7; unsigned editorial, Ruch Muzyczny 1948, 
no. 15-16; Zygmunt Mycielski, “Jeszcze o Olimpiadzie,” Odrodzenie 1948, no. 31, pg. 7. 
37 Józef Michałowski, “Katowice,” Ruch Muzyczny 1949 no. 5-6, pg. 22. “wywiera wrażenie jakiejś żywiołowej 
katastrofy, podobnie jak Honeggera I cześć ‘Symfonii liturgicnze’, nosząca tytuł “Dies irae.” Zgrzytliwe dysonanse, 
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explained how he wished for it to express the idea that “as if in the moment of the lighting of the 

Olympic flame at the stadium of the XIV Olympiad, the smoke of the crematoria would rise 

up.”38 The transcript further summarizes his remarks as saying, “the entire legacy of the 

occupation hung over the composer as he began his first major work after the war. And precisely 

from this creative mindset there followed a certain psychological exhibitionism that can be noted 

in the symphony.”39 This interpretation of the work was likely already known to the 

musicologists Józef Chomiński and Zofia Lissa, who discussed in February 1949 Turski’s “auto-

analysis” of the work, in which he described “what concerned him, his mindset while 

composing.”40 Although I have not located the auto-analysis, it is likely that he made similar 

points in it as he did at Łagów. If this is so, then the chief proponents of socialist realism at the 

conference would have made their attacks with full awareness of the work’s intended links to 

wartime suffering.  

 After the work’s performance at Łagów, musicians praised the Olympic Symphony’s 

expressive qualities, hearing these as a desirable reflection on the wartime past. Perkowski 

explained that “the entirety [of the work] left an impression that was simply shocking—it is 

beautiful in its control of emotion and tension.”41 The orchestra’s conductor, Stanisław Wisłocki, 

likewise remarked that it had been “a big pleasure to work on the performance, first and foremost 

                                                
szamocące się złowrogo najniższe dźwięki kontrabasów i wiolonczeli, gąszcz instrumentalny—oto słuchowy obraz 
tej części, niczym nie tłumaczącej tytułu.”   
38 “Konferencja Kompozytorów w Łagowie Lubuskim, 5-8 VIII 1949, Protokoł,” Ruch Muzyczny 1949, no. 14, 18. 
“Jak gdyby w momencie zapalania olimpijskiego zniczu na stadionie XIV Olimpiady miał powiać dym 
krematoriów.” 
39 “Konferencja Kompozytorów w Łagowie Lubuskim, 5-8 VIII 1949, Protokoł,” Ruch Muzyczny 1949, no. 14, 18. 
“Na autorze piszącym pierwsze swe większe dzieło po wojnie ciążyło całe dziedzictwo okupacji i z tego właśnie 
nastawienia twórczego płynie pewien ekshibicjonizm psychiczny dający się zauważyć w tej symfonii.” 
40 AKP, Lissa Papers, Correspondence in Polish, I- A-C, Chomiński to Lissa, 5 February 1949. “o co mu chodziło, 
jakie miał nastawienie podczas komponowania.”  
41 “Konferencja Kompozytorów w Łagowie Lubuskim, 5-8 VIII 1949, Protokoł,” Ruch Muzyczny 1949, no. 14, 
18.“całość robi wrażenie wręcz wstrząsające—jest piękna w opanowanej emocji i napięciu.” 
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because its type of emotionality.”42 These responses demonstrate a desire to connect the work 

into a greater narrative of emotionality as a response to war, as well as to a belief that a key 

component of realism was emotional accessibility.  

 What was likely unexpected, however, were Sokorski’s assertations that emotion alone 

was an insufficient criterion for a composition to be considered “realist”:  

One feels in the work, to be sure, an emotional charge, but it is the emotion of a 
lost man, in this case one lost in the nightmares of the occupation years. The 
author evidently did not have a sophisticated relationship to his experiences from 
that time and submissively yielded to them. From this fact arises, to be certain, the 
impossibility of introducing in his work a consistent thought, an impossibility of 
organizing the creative imagination. The work horrifies and disorients the listener 
. . . If we are to speak of formalism, we certainly mean works that escape from 
any kind of content, but also those whose content is a denial of our values.43  
 

Note here how Sokorski shifts the definition of “formalism” from works that lack any expressive 

content to ones whose expressive content do not align with a narrower set of values. Emotion is 

of value in so far as it is subordinated into a narrative of progress and triumph.  

 Musicians registered the oddness of applying the term formalist, earlier defined as music 

that lacked emotional contact or expressivity, to Turski’s dark and brooding symphony. 

Szeligowski implied that Sokorski had a somewhat too elastic definition of formalism: “Since 

formalist music arises from games played with forms it should leave no impression on us. Such 

is not the case with the Olympic Symphony, whose emotional charge—even if nightmarish—is 

                                                
42 “Konferencja Kompozytorów w Łagowie Lubuskim, 5-8 VIII 1949, Protokoł,” Ruch Muzyczny 1949, no. 14, 
18.“Co do Symofnii Olipmijskiej wyznaje, że pracował nad nią również z dużą przyjemnością, przede wszystkim 
dlatego, że bardzo odpowiada mu gatunek emocjonalności w niej zawarty.” 
43 “Konferencja Kompozytorów w Łagowie Lubuskim, 5-8 VIII 1949, Protokoł,” Ruch Muzyczny 1949, no. 14, 19. 
“Czuje się w niej wprawdzie ładunek emocjonalny, ale jest to emocja człowieka zagubionego, w tym wypadku 
zapewne w koszmarnych latach okupacji. Autor widocznie nie miał wyrobionego stosunku do swoich ówczesnych 
przeżyć i poddał się im bezwolnie. Stąd z pewnością pochodzi u niego niemożność wyprowadzenia w swym dziele 
konsekwentnej myśli, niemożność zorganizowania wyobraźni twórczej. Utwór jego przeraża i dezorientuje 
słuchacza. Mamy tam dźwięki przechodzące od kwilenia o krzyku, spazmatyczne rytmy, a brak jest jasnej 
określonej myśli. Mówca bronił się przez cały czas przed atmosferą tego utworu. Jeśli mówimy o formaliźmie, to 
niekoniecznie mamy na uwadze ucieczkę od wszelkiej treści, ale także treść będącą zaprzeczeniem uznawanych 
przez nas wartości.” 
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not however trivial to us.”44 Others—including Rudziński, Perkowski, and Ekier—defended the 

work by arguing that it was an important historical document, in essence placing it near the end 

of the war. As a marker of the past, Perkowski believed, the work should be performed because 

“we must remember past evil in order to build a new, better life.”45 Rudziński encouraged all to 

remember that “the genesis of the work was the terrifying years of the occupation and the work 

could be treated as a historical document of those times.”46 Both Sokorski and Lissa replied to 

these points by arguing that this music was not able to fulfill a task of mobilization and that its 

emotionality, however effective, was ultimately not directed toward relevant political goals. 

Turski eventually conceded this point, saying that he had intended to finish the work with 

optimistic accents but had not done so.47 Indeed, the work’s conclusion, as shown in Figure 36, is 

strikingly abrupt. The brief final movement gains in intensity, heading into a frenetic conclusion 

that gives way to a barely prepared conclusion on the F# major chord held in the trumpets. The 

abruptness of this resolution undermines any sense of closure. This view, of tragedy not properly 

sublimated into victory, predominated in Rudziński and Sokorski’s published reports on 

Łagów.48 The Łagów debate thus carried out an important redefinition: it shifted the discussion 

from emotional expressivity, toward positive, constructive emotions. In the process, it split apart 

the older aesthetic, in which emotionality had been a stand-in for war experience.  

                                                
44 “Konferencja Kompozytorów w Łagowie Lubuskim, 5-8 VIII 1949, Protokoł,” Ruch Muzyczny 1949, no. 14, 19. 
“Skoro muzyka formalistyczna powstaje z igraszki form to powinna ‘spływać po nas jak woda.’ Tak jednak nie jest 
z Symfonią Olimpijską, której ładunek emocjonalny—być może nawet koszmarny—nie jest nam przecież 
obojętny.” 
45 “Konferencja Kompozytorów w Łagowie Lubuskim, 5-8 VIII 1949, Protokoł,” Ruch Muzyczny 1949, no. 14, 19. 
“należy wspominać przeszłe zło po to by móc zbudować nowe, lepsze życie.” 
46 “Konferencja Kompozytorów w Łagowie Lubuskim, 5-8 VIII 1949, Protokoł,” Ruch Muzyczny 1949, no. 14, 19. 
“genezą tego utworu były straszne lata okupacji i że może on być traktowany jako historyczny dokument przeżytych 
czasów.”  
47 “Konferencja Kompozytorów w Łagowie Lubuskim, 5-8 VIII 1949, Protokoł,” Ruch Muzyczny 1949, no. 14, 27. 
48 Witold Rudziński, “Zjazd kompozytorów w Łagówie,” Odrodzenie 1949, no. 25, pg. 4; Sokorski, “Ku realizmowi 
socjalistycznemu w muzyce,” Kuźnica 1949, no. 36, 1.  
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Figure 36: Turski, Olympic Symphony, end of Mvt III. 
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Figure 36, continued 
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 Analogous attempts to cleave emotionality from wartime tragedy continued into the early 

1950s. Composers at a 1950 ZKP listening session discussed recordings of Shostakovich’s Song 

of the Forests and Palester’s Requiem. Urbański commented that the Requiem was a work of 

“unprecedented emotional tension. This music, written in the shadow of the tragedy of the 

ghetto, is an eloquent witness to the subjective reaction of the composer.”49 Tellingly, Urbański’s 

comments place the work’s emotions in the past, portraying it as an immediate witness whose 

impact on the present is constrained. Sokorski, building on Urbański’s comment, explained that 

“this work is a justifiable attempt to bring closure to the tragic events and experiences of the 

composer, which means that the content that the work expresses is today distant from us.”50 

Thus, much like the discussion of Turski, these comments underscored the importance of 

emotional contact, while also suggesting that the works most directly connected to the war were 

on some level suspect. Such works could be listened to within the ZKP as historical documents 

but were to have only a limited role in the public concert hall. 

 A positive model for the transformation of wartime loss into triumph was offered by 

Andrzej Panufnik’s Symfonia Pokoju or Symphony of Peace. Completed in 1951, the work’s 

movements progressed from tragedy in the first movement (Lamentoso), to a scene of struggle in 

the second movement, before an apotheosis with choir in the final movement.51 For Panufnik, the 

heroic narrative of overcoming the war through the composition also mapped onto a narrative of 

personal development. In discussing the progress to-date on the Symfonia Pokoju, he alluded to 

                                                
49 ZKP 12/92, “Protokół z konferencji kompozytorskiej Warszawa 4 II 1950,” pg. 13. “‘Requiem’ Palestra słyszane 
po raz pierwszy wydaje się mówcy utworem o niebywałem napięciu emocjonalny. Muzyka ta pisana w obliczu 
tragedii w getcie jest wymownym świadectwem subiektywnej reakcji kompozytora.” 
50ZKP 12/92, “Protokół z konferencji kompozytorskiej Warszawa 4 II 1950,” pg. 13. “Utwór ten jest 
usprawiedliwiona próbą załatwienia się z tragicznymi wydarzeniami i przeżyciami kompozytora, co zresztą 
decyduje o tym, że treści jakie ten utwór wyrażą, są nam dzisiaj dalekie.” 
51 After emigrating, Panufnik withdrew the Symfonia Pokoju from his oeuvre, yet reused parts of it in the Sinfonia 
Elegiaca from 1957 as well as his Invocation for Peace from 1972. The 1951 version may be heard at 
https://ninateka.pl/kolekcje/en/panufnik/audio/symfonia-pokoju  
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his earlier Tragic Overture, written during the war (and reconstructed from memory shortly 

thereafter): “The Overture was saturated with pessimism, with the pathos of struggle. It spoke in 

a complex musical language, one that was not accessible to the wide masses of listeners. Years 

have passed since then and life has forced me to revise my artistic outlook.”52 Reviewers 

likewise capitalized on this progression. Aleksander Jackowski explained how “The [Tragic] 

Overture did not mobilize. It arose from an attitude of defeat; it was born from a lack of faith, 

from pessimism. The Symfonia Pokoju likewise begins with an image of the past,” before, 

however quickly transcending it.53  

 The collective memory of the war that emerged through socialist realist composition 

around 1950 is, in several ways, distinct from that of the immediate postwar period: its focus on 

heroism and transcendence has few analogies in the early postwar moment, which valued instead 

discreet reactions to the war. Yet both of these share an underlying desire to create a palatable 

response to upheaval, one that subordinates individual experiences of loss to a greater collective 

source of expression. In both, the sense of victimhood is irredeemably impersonal, specifying 

neither victims themselves nor the kinds of experiences that they would have gone through. One 

type of silence had thus been replaced by another. In this sense, the socialist realist period 

inherited the earlier struggle to define war memory, shifting its terms and techniques, while 

amplifying the earlier project of putting the war into the past. 

 
 

                                                
52 Andrzej Panufnik, “Symfonia Pokoju,” Muzyka 1950, no. 3-4, 49. “Uwertura przesiąknięta była pesymizmem, 
patosem walki, wiele w niej powiedziano językiem złożonym, niedostępnym szerokim masom słuchaczy. Minęły 
lata i życie zmusiło mnie do przeprowadzenia rewizji mego stanowisko artystycznego.” 
53 Aleksander Jackowski, “Po pierwszym etapie Festiwalu Muzyki Polskiej,” Muzyka 1951 no. 7, pg. 3. “‘Uwertura’ 
nie mobilizowała. Wynikła z postawy klęski, rodziła brak wiary, pesymizm. ‘Symfonia Pokoju’ zaczyna się również 
obrazem przeszłości.” 
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III. Private Experience 
 
The public shaping of wartime memory during the socialist realist period continued to sideline 

individual wartime experience, a process that had already begun in 1945. Whereas the early 

postwar memory discourse made space for mourning and tragedy, by the early 1950s, such 

responses were being marginalized, subordinated within a narrative of victory that underwrote 

the legitimacy of the socialist present. Socialist realism thus shaped public portrayals of the war, 

even as wartime memory informed the tenets of socialist realism within Poland. This public 

discourse, however, raises questions concerning which stories and experiences were excluded 

from this public narrative and concerning the reasons behind these exclusions, both political and 

personal.  

 
Zofia Lissa 
 
Writing in 1970 to Donald J. Grout, Lissa recalled that “After the Second World War, I knew 

that my country needed my work and that gave me wings.”54 Yet her optimism and ability to 

affect widespread change soon ended. By late 1948, her two-track theory of musical culture had 

been labeled “reactionary” in Soviet Music and her colleagues had been painted as “formalists.”55 

The battle-lines of the cultural cold war were being drawn and the implications of this attack, 

namely that Polish musicology must pay lip service to Soviet standards, was becoming evident 

by January 1949.56 At an October 1948 meeting of the Warsaw branch of the Polish Workers 

Party, she was attacked for, among other things, “supporting elitism in music everywhere.”57 As 

                                                
54 Cornell University Rare Books and Manuscripts, Donald Grout Papers, Box 7, Folder 3, Lissa to Grout, 8 January 
1970.  
55 L. Kulakovskiy, “Pol’skiy muzïkal’nïy zhurnal ‘Ruch Muzyczny’ (1947–1948 gg.),” Sovetskaya muzïka 1948, no. 
9, 96-100. 
56 See, for example, the exchange of letters between Chybiński and his student Józef Chomiński. Adolf Chybiński 
and Józef M. Chomiński, Korespondencja 1945-1952, edited by Małgorzata Sieradz (Warsaw: PAN, 2016), 122-26.  
57 AKP, Lissa Dokumenty, Protokół nr 5 z posiedzenia P.P.R. s. st. Warszawy, 13 October 1948, pg. 7. 
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this pressure mounted in the lead-up to the major summit on socialist realist aesthetics in music 

held in Łagów Lubuski, Lissa found herself with a “very difficult role,” as she wrote to 

Chybiński: “I must show everyone that I am not a ‘formalist,’” while also defending socialist 

aesthetics.58 By 1950, she had recanted her earlier devotion to modernism and embraced a more 

orthodox socialist realist position instead.59  

So too had her initial view of the mass song as an extension of wartime musical culture 

faded. She explicitly rejected both the “Song of my Warsaw” as well as the broader trend of 

“translating the style of cosmopolitan, prewar ‘hits’ to mass songs.”60 Under pressure to quickly 

produce socialist musical culture, she defined the genre’s musical and textual qualities in greater 

detail. She thus limited the sense of mass musical culture that would once have been more 

concerned with message and audience transformation, than with the diktats of musical style. 

Nonetheless, her early definition of the genre had an unexpected staying power. The composer 

Witold Rudziński described an “invasion of waltzes and lyricism” that had led several songs to 

obtain a “massive audience.” 61  While many of mass songs praised Stalin or commemorated 

important state anniversaries, others, like Alfred Gradstein’s “On the Right a Bridge, on the Left 

a Bridge” and Władysław Szpilman’s “Bricklayer’s Waltz,” achieved genuine popularity thanks 

to their catchy melodies and lighter take on rebuilding Warsaw.62 If these examples are any 

indication, Lissa was correct to believe that a combination of commercial-style music with 

contemporary social issues could captivate a war-ravaged populace.   

                                                
58 BUAM, 803 III/3, 172, Lissa to Chybiński, 21 July 1949.  
59 Lissa, “O metodzie marksistowskiej,” in Muzykologia na przełomie, 25-94 (Kraków: PWM, 1952 [1950]), 78.   
60 Lissa, “Raz jeszcze o polską pieśń masową,” in Muzykologia na przełomie, 204-222 (Kraków: PWM, 1952 
[1950]), 214. 
61 Witold Rudziński, “Pieśń masowa,” in Kultura muzyczna Polski Ludowej: 1944-1955, ed. Józef Chomiński and 
Zofia Lissa (Kraków: PWM, 1957), 226-32, at 228.  
62 For an overview of common topics of mass songs, see: Tompkins, Composing the Party Line, 36-39. “Na prawo 
most, na lewo most”; “Walczyk murarski” 
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Lissa weathered the pressures of both the Zhdanovshchina and the subsequent period of 

de-Stalinization after 1956. By late 1948, she had lost her position in the Ministry of Culture, but 

she maintained an impressive array of official activities through the early 1950s.63 Following the 

Thaw, and the subsequent removal of many Polish communists who had spent the war in 

Moscow, she lamented to Mycielski in 1958, 

I put the entirety of my life towards a “purpose,” I did things that I believed could 
lead to something. Today, I know they will lead nowhere. I can no longer live like 
this: yesterday at a concert, Szeligowski said to me: “why don’t you pack up your 
things and leave here? Don’t you love your fatherland that much?” At the meeting 
of the advisory council to PWM Sikorski said, “what, we’re going to publish 
more of Lissa’s Marxist rubbish?” At the university, students no longer attend 
their exams in aesthetics and tell me to my face: “we are waiting until something 
changes, maybe soon this examine won’t be needed at all?” . . . It is alienation 
from all for which I earlier lived. How can I go on like this?64 
 

Even so, she developed over the subsequent decades a network of scholarly collaborators that 

stretched from Moscow to Ithaca (New York), enabling her publications to be translated into a 

multitude of languages. She often pursued topics of well-established interest to her, from 

Ingarden’s phenomenology to film theory, from music analysis to the history of Marxist 

aesthetics.  

She also returned time and time again to reinterpret the musical aftermath of WWII. In 

1954 or 1955, she complained to the Central Committee of the Polish United Workers’ Party that 

                                                
63 AKP, Lissa Korespondencja 1945-55, 6 January 1953, Lissa to KC PZPR, wyd. Kultury, Tow. Paweł Hofman. 
She describes that being a professor and head of department takes 13 hours of work per week, she is a lecturer in the 
Party School of the KC PZPR, the Vice President of ZKP, leads the musicological subcommittee of ISPAN, is vice-
head of PWM’s publishing council, delivers 4-5 broadcasts monthly on Russian or Soviet music, is the editor for 
Polish music in the Great Soviet Encyclopedia, and is the musical consultant for the Committee for International 
Cooperation in MKiS.   
64 Lissa to Zygmunt Mycielski, 10 February 1958, in Michał Klubiński ed., “Zygmunt Mycielski i Zofia Lissa: Listy 
Cz. 1” Ruch Muzyczny 2014, 9–14. “Całe swe życie nastawiłam na ‘celowość’, robiłam rzeczy, które uważałam, że 
może do czegoś prowadzą. Dziś – prowadzą donikąd. Nie mogę już dłużej tak żyć: wczoraj na koncercie 
Szeligowski mówi do mnie: ‘dlaczego Ty właściwie nie pakujesz manatków i nie wyjeżdżasz stąd? Czyżbyś aż tak 
kochała ojczyznę’? Na Radzie PWM Sikorski powiada: ‘co, drukować znowu te marksistowskie bzdury Lissy’? Na 
uniwersytecie studenci nie przystępują do egzaminów z estetyki, gdyż, jak sami mi w oczy mówią: ‘my czekamy, aż 
coś się zmieni, może ten egzamin nie będzie już wkrótce potrzebny w ogóle’ . . . Wyobcowanie ze wszystkiego, w 
czym dotąd żyłam. Jak można tak dalej?” 
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the war period had led to the “isolation of composers and their escape into a mystical stance, as 

expressed in numerous religious or religiously-themed works.”65 But by the late 1960s, her 

writings had taken a drastic veer toward a nationalist tone, reflecting the coupling of a 

nationalized wartime memory with communist politics led by the General Mieczysław Moczar.66 

“Living under the threat of being deprived of national identity [wynarodowienia]” during WWII, 

she explained, “national traditions of all types took on once more a special weight and 

importance.”67 She now made room for the religious and mystical works as national reactions, 

alongside the underground songs, which she reiterated, in line with her views from twenty years 

prior, were the true roots of the mass song in Poland.68 But she gave even more weight to works 

that reflected “all that the country went through” and in so doing formed their own “national 

tradition.” Her list of such works, stretching back to the nineteenth century, concludes with three 

compositions whose connections she left unstated: Tadeusz Baird’s Egzorta, Wiechowicz’s List 

do Marca Chagalla, and Penderecki’s Dies Iraes, each a commemoration, in some sense, of the 

Holocaust.69 This is the extent of Lissa’s postwar reflections on Jewishness and the Holocaust.  

The timing of Lissa’s heavy-handed turn to national tradition in the years after 1968 was, 

however, no accident. To be sure, she had encountered anti-Jewish violence earlier, most notably 

in 1955, when she was attacked by two students who attempted to kill her in her own apartment, 

knocking out her front teeth, according to Mycielski’s description of the incident in his diary.70 

But in 1968, the so-called Anti-Zionist campaign painted Jews once again as the enemy of Poles, 

                                                
65 AAN 237/XVIII-120, attributed to Lissa, “Sytuacja ideologiczna w środowisku kompozytorów polskich,” 83-87, 
at 83.  
66 Michael C. Steinlauf, Bondage to the Dead: Poland and the Memory of the Holocaust (Syracuse, NY : Syracuse 
University Press, 1997), 75-88.  
67 Zofia Lissa, “Rola tradycji w muzyce polskiej 1945-1969,” in Juliusz Starzyński ed., Tradycja i współczesność: o 
kulturze artystycznej Polski Ludowej. (Warszawa: Państwowy Instytut Wydawniczy, 1970), 47-86, here 77.   
68 Lissa, “Rola tradycji w muzyce polskiej,” 77. 
69 Lissa, “Rola tradycji w muzyce polskiej,” 84. 
70 Zygmunt Mycielski, Dziennik 1950-1959 (Warszawa: Iskry, 1999), 206. 
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expelling many from work and forcing others to emigrate.71 Subsequently she was accused by 

Chomiński, a colleague in her Institute, of “centralizing” Polish musicology in Warsaw during 

the 1950s, of being too cozy with the Federal German Republic, and of Germanizing the Polish 

renaissance.72 For those who read between the lines, the implications of linking the Jewish head 

of the Warsaw Musicology Institute to Stalinism was all too clear.73  

It is indicative of Lissa’s enduring intellectual preoccupations that at this moment when 

Jewish Poles were once again being threated from exclusion from the Polish nation, she returned 

in her scholarship to notions of a flexible national body. Gone are any explicit discussion of 

assimilation or Jewish identity, but the translation of aims is clear, especially in articles with 

titles such as “Music as a Factor of National Integration.” The nation is “polygenus,” she wrote, 

echoing her old views concerning national environments, “arising through the overlapping of 

different layers, different elements of the life of the nation.”74 She once again, as during WWII in 

the USSR, posited herself as able to define the nation, if not in act, then in theory. Perhaps there 

was more than nostalgia at play when, near the end of her life, she reread her earliest 

publications and “surprised herself by how little she had today departed from her views then.”75 

But what was missing from her postwar work was equally striking: the identification and 

discussion of Jewish culture and history that had been her reference point before 1939. She died 

on 26 March 1980 in Warsaw.   

 
 
                                                
71 For historical background, see: Dariusz Stola, “Fighting Against Shadows: The Anti-Zionist Campaign of 1968,” 
284-300 in Robert Blobaum, ed., Antisemitism and Its Opponents in Modern Poland (Ithaca: Cornell University 
Press, 2005). 
72 Józef Chomiński, “Perspektywy muzykologii w Polsce,” Kierunki, 2 June 1968, 6-7. 
73 Stefan Kisielewski, Dzienniki (Warszawa: Iskry, 2001), 15.  
74 Lissa, “Muzyka jako czynnik integracji narodowej,” Kwartalnik historyczny 67/2 (1969): 367-374, at 369. This 
publication is based on a paper she read in November 1968. 
75 Zofia Lissa, “Muzyka dla Karola,” in Kazimierz Koźniewski ed., Książka dla Karola (Warszawa: Czytelnik, 
1984), 75-80. 
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Roman Palester 
 
Palester’s role as a leading voice of postwar aesthetics in Poland was short-lived. By the late 

1940s, commentators noted his departure from the expressive and monumental style of his 

wartime works. Many still admired his earlier works that “shot by like a comet” and praised 

them for their “emotional charge.”76 But those hearing his newer compositions noted a troubling 

change. Łobaczewska wrote to Lissa that his music seemed to show a greater “abstraction” in 

1948 than it had earlier.77 A 1948 reviewer of his Serenade for two flutes and orchestra (1946) 

heard it as “rather cold and reserved, stirring up emotions in an intellectual sense.”78 Lissa drew 

additional attention to this division in his oeuvre in 1949, commenting that his work, including 

the Requiem, “stuns with the strength of its emotional tension and testifies to the composer’s 

emotional deepening.” Yet, she believed, his other works pointed toward a “certain growth in the 

intellectual element that is taking from the composer the possibility of direct expression.”79 

Rutkowski, meanwhile, sought to defend Palester’s Mała Serenada for flute, violin, and viola 

following a concert in Cracow in 1949 where most in attendance had seen “in the work only 

purely formal values.” He instead encouraged his readers to associate Palester’s name with the 

String Quartet no. 2, the violin concerto, and the Requiem; “If in the oeuvre of even the greatest 

composers we encounter different types of deviation and confusion, then why can this not also 

take place with Palester?”80 Such views suggest that commentators heard Palester as moving 

                                                
76 Henryk Swolkień, “Warszawa,” Ruch Muzyczny 1949, no. 15, pg. 15. “zabłysła jak kometa,” “ładunek 
emocjonalny.” These comments concern the Symphony No. 2.  
77 AKP, Lissa Papers, Łobaczewska to Lissa, 9 September 1948.  
78 [Anon.], “VI i VII koncert PWM,” Ruch Muzyczny 1948, no. 1, pg. 17. “dość chłodny i powściągliwy, 
prowokujący wzruszenia typu intelektualnego.” 
79 AAN, 366/12, 233, pg. 360, Zofia Lissa, “Muzyka polska w okresie 5-lecia Polski Ludowej.” “wstrząsa siłą 
napięcia uczuciowego i świadczy o emocjonalnym pogłębieniu się kompozytora.” “Pewien przerost czynnika 
intelektualnego obiera tu kompozytorowi możność bezpośredniego wyrazu.” 
80 Bronisław Rutkowski, “Kraków,” Ruch Muzyczny 1949, no. 2, 17. The piece, not insignificantly, had been 
commissioned by the League of Composers in New York. “Widząc w nim jedynie wartości czysto formalne” “Jeśli 
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away from the tenets of emotional expressivity—the principles he had helped to spearhead—at 

the very moment that such values were being codified within socialist realist aesthetics.  

 Palester’s tenuous position in Poland’s musical scene was worsened by his decision  

to relocate to Paris on a semi-permanent basis in early 1947. Like many composers in his 

generation, his connections to western European cultural centers ran deep. In the years following 

his arrival in Paris, his involvement with the ISCM increased: he served on its presidential board 

in 1948-1949 and on four juries for the annual festival between 1948 and 1956.81 But his turn 

toward western Europe carried heavy costs at a moment when most composers in Poland were 

turning inward to focus on the still-enormous task of rebuilding. Tadeusz Ochlewski, then head 

of PWM, repeatedly made this point to Palester in correspondence sent after 1947:  

[There were several things I wished to tell you:] That beyond “music” there is 
something greater: work. That the artist’s active relationship to collective life is 
important . . . That I would describe your attitude as betrayal and that has 
distanced us. And that this is your fault, and not mine. That I observed your 
absolute indifference to new matters here, to new struggles. That your attitude, in 
a word, was not fair play: you knew that you were needed [here].82  

 
Ochlewski draws on values that had once also been shared by Palester, namely a prewar sense of 

the artist’s social obligation. Perhaps Ochlewski was annoyed that Palester did not understand 

how PWM had to delicately balance its publication schedules and could not be seen as 

publishing too much contemporary music, a point that Zofia Helman has made.83 But Ochlewski 

                                                
w twórczości nawet największych kompozytorów spotykamy różnego rodzaju odchylenia i rozdroża, to dlaczegóż 
nie mogą one się zdarzyć i u Palestra?” 
81 Anton Haefeli, Die Internationale Gesellschaft Für Neue Musik (IGNM): Ihre Geschichte von 1922 Bis Zur 
Gegenwart (Zurich : Atlantis Musikbuch, 1982), 612. Palester was on the jury in 1948, 1951, 1953, and 1956.  
82 AKP, Palester papers, Ochlewski to Palester, 26 November 1947. “Że ponad ‘muzyką’ jest coż większego: dzieło. 
Że ważny jest u artysty jego stosunek aktywny do życia zbiorowego: nie to być nawet samotnie, lecz nie muzycznie 
egoistyczna, bierna ale aktywna. Że Twoje odejście określiłem jako mówić, nawet zdradę i że to nas oddaliło. I że to 
Twoja, a nie moja wina. Że zaobserwowałem absolutną obojętność do nowych spraw, dla nowych walk. Że Twoje 
odejście, słowem, nie było fair play: wiedziałeś, że jesteś potrzebny.” 
83 Helman, Roman Palester, 162-64. See, for exmaple, the letter, AKP, Palester Papers, Ochlewski to Palester, 23 
June 1948: “Co do zakresu prac wydawniczych w stosunku do muzyki współczesnej, to pod tym względem P.W.M. 
jest mocno atakowane i broni się zawzięcie. Zupełnie nie orientujesz się w sytuacji ogólnej, a również i w Twojej 
stosunku do innych, wyrażając pretensje o zaniedbywaniu się P.W.M. w wydawaniu Twoich kompozycji. Jeśli masz 
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was careful to distinguish between his official correspondence with Palester, written as head of 

PWM, and his personal letters, sometimes even sending two separate replies simultaneously. 

Such a division suggests that Ochlewski had a personal investment in Palester as a friend and 

colleague that exceeded his professional role and adds greater weight to the moralizing language 

in which he attacked Palester. “You have lost contact with Poland and are not well oriented in a 

number of matters. Among others, that we want to ‘push’ you into emigration. The truth is the 

opposite: we are upset with you that you do not want to ‘push’ yourself to help with 

reconstruction.”84  

 What is more, Ochlewski connected Palester’s declining status in Poland with the shift in 

attention toward domestic issues. In a personal letter, written from home on 7 June 1949, he 

explained:  

Your music always garners respect but does not evoke a reaction. I’m not acting 
as a ‘censor of history;’ I am stating the facts. . . . Don’t be surprised that 
performances in Poland are more important than those abroad, that the response is 
greater here than there. Besides we aren’t English, or French to hell! We are 
building—fighting for—Polish musical culture. When we are rich, then we will 
start being interested in abroad . . . Why is the approval of some foreigner more 
important than that of our best musicians? And thereby we return to the first issue: 
your place is in Poland. Fix your mistake. That is an important step. You are not a 
child and you know how to understand consequences.85   

 

                                                
wydawcę zagranicznego, to powinieneś skorzystać z propozycji, aby ten sposób odciążyć P.W.M., które ma 
zalecone dbać przede wszystkim o nuty i podręczniki dla szkół muz.” The example that Ohclewski may have had in 
mind was the letter sent by the Towarzystwo Uniwersytetu Robotnicznego about PWM on 10 June 1947.  See AAN, 
150, file 329.  
84 AKP, Palester papers, Ochlewski to Palester, 16 November 1948. “Straciłeś kontakt z krajem i nie bardzo się 
orientujesz w wielu sprawach. Między innymi i w tym, że Ciebie chcą ‘zepchnąć’ na emigrację. Właśnie odwrotnie: 
biorą Ci za złe, że Ty sam nie chcesz ‘wepchnąć się’ do pracy nad odbudową.” 
85 AKP, Palester papers, Ochlewski to Palester, 7 June 1949. “Twoja muzyka—dzisiaj—budzi zawsze respekt, ale 
nie wywołuje oddźwięku. Nie zajmuję stanowiska ‘cenzora historycznego’; stwierdzam fakt. . . . Wreszcie nie dziwi 
się, że nas obchodzi więcej wykonanie w kraju niż za granicą, gdyż oddźwięk u nas jest żywszy niż tam. Poza tym 
nie jesteśmy Anglikami, lub Francuzami, do licha! Budujemy, walczymy o polską kulturę muzyczną. Gdy będzie 
bogata, to wtedy zainteresuje się nią zagranica. Obecnie muzyka polska zagranicą, zresztą lekceważona, to jednak 
margines. Dlaczego ważniejszym jest dla Ciebie uznanie jakiegoś muzyka cudzoziemca, niż któregoś z naszych 
poważnych muzyków? I oto znowu wracamy do pierwszego tematu: Twoje miejsce jest w kraju. Napraw swój błąd. 
To był ważny krok. Nie jesteś dzieckiem i umiej zrozumieć konsekwencje.  
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Such views were not uncommon in early postwar Poland.86 Palester’s departure at a crucial 

moment in reconstruction, his seeming lack of awareness of the issues at play, and his drift from 

his earlier compositional style, all contributed to his declining status.  

 Even as his position within Poland grew tenuous, Palester attempted to square the circle 

through one final work that would appeal to an international audience and engage with the 

socialist realist narrative of war heroism. This work, The Vistula cantata for two pianos, harps, 

horns, and choir, on a text from Stefan Żeromski (given in Table 7), fits uncomfortably within 

the main aesthetic categories of the postwar period. For one, it was first conceived in March 

1943 at the latest.87 “Together with a small group of friends and artists in Warsaw,” Palester 

recalled in 1955, “I thought about the places, the landscapes, and the atmosphere that would best 

express the core of the strange phenomenon of homeland, of which we all felt ourselves to be 

some small part, and whose name is Poland.”88  

 

Table 7: Text of Roman Palester’s The Vistula, adapted from Stefan Żeromski’s Wisła (1918), as given in the 1953 English 
version (translator unknown). 

 
I.  
From the womb of the earth flows forth the Vistula to the whistling of the winds from the 
south, while the winds from the west caress the light and silver mists, from the flowery valleys 
of the Tatras and from the watery clouds, clouds that have gathered round the tall pine-tops in 
the great forest of the Carpathians.  
 
From the magic cloud ethereal, ever reborn in the sky, twice never the same, the river 
unceasingly winds its way, the Vistula.  
 
Dews in springtime, rains falling in summer, autumn frosts, winter’s ice, the snow storms, and 
merciless hail renew her numberless springs.  
 

                                                
86 See the discussion in Chapter 7 about Zygmunt Mycielski’s breaking of his earlier internationalist posture. 
87 BJ PWM, Pudło 1, O-1/104, Ochlewski to Chybiński, 1 March 1943: “[Palester] zaczął się zabrać do kantaty do 
słów Żeromskiego o Wiśle.” 
88 Cited in Helman, Palester, 135 (from 1955).  
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High on the mountain peaks the snow drifts menacingly lower. They melt and triple to the 
rivulets below. From deep caves, where subterranean lakes lie motionless in darkness never 
pierced by mortal eye, the black waters glide into the somber ravines.  
 
From dark marshes, from woods where mosses cling to the pine roots, in the thickets 
overgrown with alders, and in the tangled bracken: the journey starts for the Black Vistula.  
 
In the deep ravines, strewn with boulders and fallen trees, swarming with plants that are spread 
all about, stirs the foam of the White Vistula.  
 
From the magic cloud, ethereal ever reborn in the sky, twice never the same, the river 
unceasingly winds its way, the Vistula.  
 
The black river and the white river, twin torrents descending from the highlands, meet after 
winding through the deep ravines, the woods and the fields, to swell the waters of the Vistula.  
 
II. 
 
The water of the lowlands, rivers and lakes from the vast plains flow to the Vistula, slowly, 
slowly, lazily. Mid the reeds and the rushes, shielded by the willows and the alders, leaning 
over them as a mother leans over the cradle.  
 
The blue dragonflies hover aloft, the butterflies flutter overhead. In the clouds can be heard the 
buzzing flight of the snipe, the gull’s shrill cry, piercing the air, and the starlings restlessly 
swarm in the thickets of frail reeds.  
 
Leaving behind them the mountains, like heavy, motionless clouds, blue-tinted and mauve, 
rose colored lawns and blinding scarlet sunsets; leaving the mountains far behind, rush on the 
waters of the Vistula, as they fall to the far-flung plain. 
 
The golden waves flow on to the far-off boundless sea, to the sea, with its dim horizons, 
mingling with the heaven’s infinitude. Flows the golden river, flows the golden river, flowing 
to the far-off and boundless sea.   
 
To the sky, whence she came, she departs, the Vistula, the Vistula.  
 
III.  
The dry wind has melted the snows; his warm breath has carried them off to far distant shores. 
They float away on the far horizon, both golden and white, shining and roseate, downy and 
delicate, like the tresses of a young maiden. In the depth of the woods after the snow’s long 
reign, the withered grass is not yet revived, nor the dead bracken crushed, smothered in its 
white embrace, they lie one the sodden earth. The life giving sun-rays shine, but rarely 
filtering through. Hidden and veiled by the purple shades of the firs and the beeches, like the 
eyes of God shining through out-spread fingers, on the world beneath. The murmur scarcely 
heard of the spring waters mingling with strange scents borne by the airs. The scent of plants 
springing to life at the very instant, like the harbingers of magic youth. The birches dazzlingly 
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shine in the forest, with their leaves modestly closed. At every step the eye sees a marvel, and 
the should is filled with awe and wonder.  
 
Far away, where no eye can fathom, dreams of a new life, of a new birth. The earth dreams of 
a new birth, dreams of a new spring. Neither the vastness, nor the depth of the ocean, can ever 
equal the long-drawn anguish and pain, equal the depth of the shame which lay on the 
endlessly suffering earth. Heavy load of a feelingless fate, a hundred cruel years she bore it. 
An avenging angel stirred the waters to their depths, raised them, scattered them, shared them 
among the free peoples. The nations, blinded with pride, running to madness, with races 
monstrously blinded, demented. Lashed by the wings of the angle, the deluge pours forth 
fearfully, to the east, to the west, to the east, to the west, to the east. The land once happy 
passed through her deepest anguish.  
 
But as each night gives place to the morning, bringing to light new shapes in the land born a-
new, the dawn, as it conquers darkness reveals to us the unending space, a space unending.  
 
Hail, hail to thee, sacred land, beloved land, cherished adored, worshipped, treasured in our 
hearts in the years of bondage. Now let us praise thee in the language left us by our fathers. 
Now let us praise thee, holy land, beloved country in our songs to the end of time. Holy, 
cherished, beloved. 

 

 The cantata uses the Vistula river’s gradual strengthening from its source to its estuary as 

an allegory for national rebirth following war. This message is already embedded in Żeromski’s 

text, written in 1918, which alludes to the 120 years during which Poland was not a sovereign 

state through lines refereeing to “a hundred cruel years she bore it.” The violence and 

unhappiness that follows (“stirring, scattering”) refer in the original poem to WWI and the 

rebirth of Poland from the catastrophe. These same themes have allegorical resonances with the 

period after WWII, when the depiction of violence and national message could also apply.  

 The cantata deploys several musical and structural means to suggest that the nation is 

tantamount to a geological phenomenon. For one, the musical means used to depict the flow of 

the river, in the first two movements, are recapitulated to demonstrate the rebirth of nation in the 

final movement. The first movement recounts the source of the river out of the origins in nature 
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such as the coming spring, the rainfall, the snowfall. Crucially, as shown in Figure 37, a caesura 

in the texture at rehearsal 11 uses free recitation to begin the narration of the river’s source.  

 

Figure 37: The Vistula, Rehearsal 11, the birth of the Vistula 
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Figure 37, continued 
 

By letting this speech take shape into song, Palester helps to paint the process of the river itself 

coming into being—marked “mezzo voce, molto espressivo e misterioso,” as if to capture the 

mystery of the river’s birth. This trope is re-applied in the third movement to depict the rebirth of 

the state. From the rehearsal 53, the choir returns to speaking while the text returns to the initial 
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themes of something being created out of nothing, except that instead of nature, the rebirth flows 

from the losses of war, leading to the apotheosis in F Major at rehearsal 61, as seen in Figure 38. 

 
Figure 38: The Vistula, Rehearsal 60-61, the climax. 
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Figure 38, continued 

 The Vistula intersects in several ways with postwar aesthetic currents in Poland. Among 

the most striking of the cantata’s features is the use of a narrator, and of quasi-chanted recitation 

in the choir. This former technique has precedents in Stravinsky’s Oedipus Rex and Honegger’s 

Roi David. The narration also injects a dose of narrative structure into the composition, allowing 
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the audience to better grasp text, and in turn freeing Palester to use the choir and ensemble to 

evoke the river in a more impressionistic manner that can strain intelligibility. Such highlighting 

of text would likely have resonated with contemporary demands in Poland for accessible and 

simplified compositions. What is more, the Vistula’s treatment of WWII also aligned with the 

early postwar desire to place the trauma in the past: while it clearly acknowledges the enormity 

of the suffering, it also blurs the boundaries between WWI and WWII into a larger history of 

national rebirth. Finally, in its trajectory towards F-major transcendence, the work creates a 

narrative of apotheosis, aligning it with the preferred socialist realist vision of triumph. It was 

likely these elements that Palester had in mind when he wrote to the Bureau for International 

Cooperation of MKiS for funds to copy the parts for the premiere, describing the work as “one of 

the attempts to realize our new tendencies in music.”89  

 Palester completed The Vistula while he was living in Paris in 1948 and 1949, and it was 

premiered in a French-language version at an International Society for Contemporary Music 

Festival in Brussels in 1950. An English-language version was first broadcast by the BBC Radio 

Orchestra and Chorus in 1953.90 It was generally well received after the premiere and the later 

broadcast seems also to have been heard by Boulanger, who wrote to Palester “because I need to 

tell you what an impression I had of this beautiful and moving work—striking in its mastery—

and captivating in its expressive power.”91 The Vistula thus evinced a belief that the themes of 

wartime rebirth offered a common ground among the nations destroyed during the war, one that 

                                                
89 AAN MKiS, 366/12, 233, 70, Palester to Kulik, 19 February 1950. “jedną z prób realizacji naszych nowych 
tendencji w muzyce.” 
90 AKP, Palester Papers, BBC to Palester, 12 March 1953. The performance was conducted by Matyas Seiber and 
broadcast on the BBC Third Program. Its US premiere took place at Cornell University in April 2018. 
91 AKP, Palester Papers, Korespondencja A-B, Boulanger to Palester, 13 June 1954. “car j’ai besoin de vous dire 
quelle impression je garde de cette oeuvre belle émouvante—frappante par sa maitrise—et attachante par son 
pouvoir expressif.” 
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would resonate equally in France or England as it did with the socialist realist aesthetics of 

Poland.  

 As goodwill toward him in Poland dwindled, Palester turned more intensely to his 

contacts in the United States. As early as February 1947, Kondracki was relaying information to 

Palester about conditions and difficulties in America, although it was not until late 1949 that 

Palester began pursuing the idea of moving there more seriously.92 By 1950, a network of Polish 

musicians abroad was giving him advice on a possible departure: Małcużyński cautioned him 

against going to South America, Łabuński explained US visa requirements, Kassern laid out the 

realities of his own struggles after breaking with the Polish government, and Jerzy Fitelberg 

underscored the need for Palester to break definitively with the Polish government in order to 

secure letters and opportunities in the United States.93  

 Palester’s breakthrough into emigration, and his position at Radio Free Europe in Munich 

arrived thanks to the help of the famed Polish conductor Artur Rodziński and his wife, Halina. 

The couple were friends with Allen Dulles, the future CIA director and then head of the National 

Committee for a Free Europe, which had been formed in June 1949 under the patronage of the 

State Department and CIA, and worked closely with anti-communist émigrés with the aim of 

preparing anti-communist resistance within the countries of Eastern Europe. Thanks to the 

Rodziński’s petitioning, in spring 1952 Palester found himself employed by Radio Free Europe 

in Munich—the Committee’s main propaganda wing, which broadcast to countries in their native 

                                                
92 AKP, Palester papers, Kondracki to Palester, 5 February 1947; mention of a desire to emigrate to the US is 
conveyed in: AKP, Palester papers, Aleksander Tcherepnine to Palester, 8 December 1949.  
93 AKP, Palester papers: Małcużyński to Palester, 10 August 1950; Łabuński to Palester, 7 October 1950, 20 
February 1951, 16 November 1951; Jerzy Fitelberg to Palester, 15 June 1950, 27 September 1950; AKP, Kassern 
papers, outgoing correspondence, Kassern to Palester, 10 June 1950 (this letter is not preserved in Palester’s papers). 
Note that Jerzy Fitelberg’s papers, held at the New York Public Library, do not include Palester’s replies.  
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languages.94 He worked in Munich for the next twenty years, where his duties included preparing 

and recording broadcasts on arts, literature, and music that were broadcast into Poland from the 

station’s Munich headquarters.95 As part of his work agreement, he could spend his afternoons 

composing music.96 As a result, Palester completed dozens of works that made use of 

dodecaphonic and, later, aleatoric and sonoristic techniques.97 

 Palester’s first public discussions of his decision to emigrate were published in 1951 in 

the Paris-based journal Kultura. This journal was run by Polish émigré writers and cultural 

figures, and the attention of this group around 1951 was consumed by the poet Czesław Miłosz’s 

defection from Poland. Although Miłosz’s case is well-known, Palester engaged similar issues 

concerning the role of the artist under communism. His two articles, “The Conflict of Marsyas” 

and “Remarks on Music, or ‘Pasilogie’ and ‘the Contemporary Apollo’,” were likely prompted 

by a desire to demonstrate his definitive break with the Polish government and thereby to 

strengthen his pathway into emigration.98 In both, Palester reiterated his prewar views that 

contemporary musical life is in crisis, seeing this as a Europe-wide phenomenon:  

A moral crisis is unfolding in a similar manner on both sides of the “Iron 
Curtain.” There is struggle taking place everywhere and the belief that it is only 
“on this” side of the Iron Curtain that people are fighting to save the most 
important values of our civilization is a tragic simplification. It would equally be a 
simplification to overlook the fight of the millions of people who, against their 

                                                
94 AKP, Palester Papers, Halina Rodzińska to Palester, 7 September 1950, 30 October 1950, 17 February 1951, 20 
May 1952; Paweł Machcewicz, Poland’s War on Radio Free Europe, 1950-1989 (Washington, D.C: Woodrow 
Wilson Center Press, 2014), 22-24. 
95 For a discussion of the content of these broadcasts, see: Violetta Wejs-Milewska, Radio Wolna Europa na 
emigracyjnych szlakach pisarzy: Gustaw Herling-Grudziński, Tadeusz Nowakowski, Roman Palester, Czesław 
Straszewicz, Tymon Terlecki (Kraków: Arcana, 2007), 27-184.  
96 “Rozmowa z Romanem Palestrem [1986]” in Jagoda Jędrychowska [Kazimiera Kijowska], Widzieć Polskę z 
oddalenia (Paris: Editions Spotkania, 1988), 94.  
97 Helman, Roman Palester, 185-258.  
98 AKP, Palester papers, Jerzy Fitelberg to Palester, 15 June 1950, 27 September 1950. Roman Palester, “Konflikt 
Marsjasza,” Kultura, July 1951, 3–16; Roman Palester, “Uwagi o muzyce, czyli ‘Pazylogia’ i ‘współczesny 
Apollo’,” Kultura, December 1951, 4-22.  
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will, were given over to the captivity of a hostile system, as is the assertation that 
on the western side of this curtain, the crisis of our culture does not exist.99  

 
In painting Eastern Europe as under the oppressive sway of Soviet domination, while suggesting 

that Western Europe is struggling with its own loss of significance, Palester echoes The Captive 

Mind’s attacks on both western and eastern European artists. Tellingly, “Ketman,” an excerpt 

from the Captive Mind, was published in the same issue as Palester’s “Konflikt.” Yet Palester 

had none of Miłosz’s success. He did not gain the fame of Miłosz, whose Captive Mind was 

quickly translated into French and English, and whose pithy prose garnered attention from 

leading intellectuals across Europe and the United states.100 Nor did Palester provide alluring 

metaphors that promised his reader access to the contorted world of the Eastern European 

intellectual—metaphors like Miłosz’s Murti-Bing pills (to describe indoctrination) or Ketman 

(the practice of dividing one’s mind so as to better pay lip service to ideology).101 If Miłosz 

capitalized on an early cold-war need for explanations of socialist society, Palester instead turned 

to older tropes of artistic ethics: the article’s guiding metaphor of the contest between Marsyas 

and Apollo reframed the artists’ struggle in a general ethical imperative to remain truthful to self 

and art.102 In its mythological grandeur, and general applicability to all artists, Palester’s vision 

failed to crystalize the large-scale forces of struggle that would appeal to western readers.  

                                                
99 Roman Palester, “Konflikt Marsjasza,” Kultura, July 1951, 3–16, at 8.“Kryzys moralny przebiega podobnie po 
obu stronach ‘żelaznej kurtyny’, walka toczy się wszędzie i przypuszczenie, że o uratowanie najistotniejszych 
wartości naszej cywilizacji walczy się w tej chwili jedynie ‘po tej’ stronie żelaznej kurtyny, a nie walczy wśród 
milionów ludzi, którzy wbrew swej woli zostali oddani w niewolę wrogiego im systemu, jest taką samą tragiczną 
symplifikacją i mechanicznym uproszczeniem, jakim byłoby twierdzenie, że po zachodniej stronie tej kurtyny 
kryzys naszej kultury nie istnieje.” 
100 Andrzej Franaszek, Milosz: A Biography, translated by Aleksandra Parker and Michael Parker, (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 2017), 285-305.  
101 Czesław Miłosz, The Captive Mind, translated by Jane Zielonko (New York: Vintage International, 1990 [1953]), 
3-24, 54-81.  
102 On the millennia-old history of this trope, see Roger Moseley, Keys to Play: Music as a Ludic Medium from 
Apollo to Nintendo (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2016), 72-78. 
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 Palester, too, returned time and time again to describe the war period. He saw the war as 

a positive time of camaraderie that was destroyed by subsequent communist control. In 1951, he 

described how “the conditions of life in German-occupied Warsaw created close coexistence and 

strong feelings of solidarity among the considerable group of composers and musicians who 

earlier, in the prewar period, rather followed their own paths.”103 But the consolidation of 

communist power “rather quickly destroyed the cordial, friendly cooperation that had arisen 

during the time of the occupation.”104 He continued to grasp hold of this trope in the late 1980s, 

telling an interviewer that it “was not the proclamation of socialist realism, but the atmosphere 

that reigned at Łagów that hastened my decision [to stay in the West].” Nor did he mean to imply 

an attitude of hostility from the state, but rather that interpersonal relations had deteriorated: 

“Before the war, we composers, musicians, and artists in general had created a very unified and 

close environment . . . When I arrived at Łagów, I noted a greater reserve among my 

colleagues.”105 Palester thus held on to an early postwar view of the war as creating community, 

placing this into a nostalgic past, even as the members of his community instead began to work 

with and for the state.  

 Palester’s decision to break ties with Poland destroyed whatever semblance of communal 

goodwill remained. He broke his ties with PWM, withdrawing his works from their catalog; he 

was expelled from the Union of Polish Composers in 1951, and his name was censored into the 

                                                
103 Palester, “Konflikt Marsjasza,” 9. “Warunki życia w okupowanej przez Niemców Warszawie wytworzyły bliskie 
współżycie i mocne poczucie solidarności wśród sporego grona kompozytorów i muzyków, którzy dawniej, w 
okresie przedwojennym, raczej chodzali własnymi drogami.”   
104 Palester, “Konflikt Marsjasza,” 10. “rozbito dość szybko ową serdeczną, koleżeńską współpracę, powstałą w 
okresie okupacji.” 
105 “Rozmowa z Romanem Palestrem,” 81. Palester repeats this passage verbatim in: “Prawda źle obecna,” in 
Krystyna Tarnawska-Kaczorowska ed., Muzyka źle obecna, Vol. 1 (Warszawa: Sekcja Muzykologów Związku 
Kompozytorów Polskich, 1989), 26-37, at 33.“nie proklamacja socrealizmu, ale atmosfera panująca w Łagowie była 
powodem, który przyspieszył decyzję [to stay in the West] . . . Przed wojną my kompozytorzy, muzycy, w ogóle 
artyści, tworzyliśmy bardzo jednolite i zżyte z sobą środowisko. . . . Kiedy przyjechałem do Łagowa, zauważyłem 
większa niż dawniej rezerwę u kolegów. Jakby nabrali wody w usta.” 
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1970s.106 At the same time, he was unable to recreate his international connections from Munich. 

His proposal of creating a special ISCM section devoted to “composers in exile” led nowhere.107 

Nor was Palester able to gain acceptance among the Darmstadt-educated composers then on the 

rise: 

It seems to me that of the whole group of Stockhausens, Nonos, Berios, and 
others that only Boulez is a true musician . . . that which they can do, and can do 
well, is not tolerated among us. We of the middle generation (also a euphemism) 
have proven, according to the critics here, that there is no one on the level of 
Stravinsky or Bartók. Therefore, it is not worth playing us much. And if one of us 
writes something in the style of Boulez or Stockhausen, no one wants to play it. 
Because that domain is reserved for the young.108  
 

Meanwhile, with the launch of the Warsaw Autumn festival, his colleagues in Poland had turned 

state-funded support for musical life into a vessel for cross-border exchange that helped to build 

a western-style avant-garde. He thus found himself with neither the audience abroad that he had 

desired nor the deep support at home that launched the likes of Lutosławski, Górecki, and 

Penderecki to international fame.109 Palester retired from Radio Free Europe in 1972 and 

returned to Paris, where he continued to compose and to revise his earlier works. In the 1983-84 

season, his Hymnus pro gratiarum actione (Te Deum), dedicated to Pope John Paul II, and 

                                                
106 The pulverization of the works is discussed by Palester in, AKP, K-XLV/35 Palester to Wiechowicz, 3 
September 1959. On his relations to ZKP: ZKP, Palester file, ZKP to Palester, 19 April 1951 withdraws his 
membership in the Union; it was restored through a telegram from 31 January 1981 that canceled the “unfair 
formulations contained in the decision of the Prezydium of the ZG ZKP from 1951.” “niesprawiedliwych 
sformułowań zawartych w decyzji Prezydium ZG ZKP z 1951 roku.” Censorship on his name was lifted in 1977; 
Helman, Palester, 335. 
107 AKP, Palester Papers, Correspondence with Institutions, Johan Bentzon to Palester, 23 October 1953. Palester 
would need to send scores via the German section: AKP, Palester Papers, Correspondence with Institutions, 
Goffredo Petrassi to Palester, 4 November 1954. 
108 AKP, Wiechowicz Papers, K-XLV/35 Palester to Wiechowicz, 3 September 1959. “Wydaje mi się że w całej 
grupie Stockhausenów, Nonów, Beriów i innych, tylko Boulez jest wybitnym muzykiem. Inni nie wydają mi się 
wcale “des musiciens importants”. Najgorsze, że my za nich musimy płacić. W tym sensie, że to, co im wolno i u 
nich jest świetnie—tego nie toleruje się u nas. My—średnia generacja (też eufemizm..)-daliśmy, wedle tutejszej 
krytyki, dowody, że niema między nami ludzi na miarę Strawińskiego czy Bartoka. Wobec tego nie warto nas dużo 
grać. A jeżeli napiszę coś tak jak Boulez czy Stockhausen, to też nikt nie zechce grać. Bo ta domena zarezerwowana 
jest dla młodych.”  
109 Four of Palester’s works were performed at the Warsaw Autumn during his lifetime: Symphony No. 4 (in 1958), 
Koncert na altówkę i orkiestrę (in 1979), Metamorfozy (in 1981), and Symphony No. 5 (in 1988). See Helman, 
Palester, 334-46.  
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several other works were performed in Cracow; he was able to visit Poland for these 

performances.110 He died in 1989 and is buried in the Polish cemetery in Montmorency near 

Paris.  

 
 
Tadeusz Zygfryd Kassern 
 
As we have seen, the Holocaust played virtually no role in the postwar creative work of either 

Lissa or Palester. In distinction from these two, as well as from the vast majority of composers in 

Poland, Kassern did address the aftermath of the Holocaust in his composition, writing an opera 

that he intended as a “ghetto-uprising memorial” in 1949-1951. He did so in exile, having 

defected from Poland to the United States. His biography thus raises questions about the 

conditions under which Jewish identities could be expressed in the postwar period, and the ways 

in which his distance from Poland, and its political climate, enabled him to reflect on this past.  

On 8 November 1945, Kassern left for the United States to take a position as a cultural 

attaché at the Polish Consulate General in New York.111 His work there was facilitated by his 

fluency in English and his prewar law training. In many ways, this stationing abroad put him at a 

distance from the realities on the ground in early postwar Poland during a period of rapid cultural 

rebuilding and the consolidation of state power. His physical distance from the country, however, 

did little to diminish his participation in postwar cultural mobilization. Indeed, he repeatedly 

leveraged his position in New York for the benefit of Polish music and musicians, as quarterly 

reports directed to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Warsaw attest.112 In one instance, he 

worked with the help of Artur Rubinstein to set up a fund whose dividends would ensure that 

                                                
110 Helman, Palester, 337.  
111 ANK 2334, 119, p. 157, Kassern to Ochlewski, 7 November 1945.  
112 MSZ Z.21, W.87, T.1187 (sprawozdanie z prac działu kultury i sztuki New York, 1946-47).   
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some of profits generated by the use of Chopin’s music in films and concerts would “fall to 

Polish art,” given “its present-day state of destruction.”113 The so-called “Chopin Fund” was one 

part of an unending effort to secure everything from strings to medicine, clothing to American 

dollars, for his fellow musicians. He also worked to promote Polish compositions, noting in 1947 

that “for my own music I have done virtually nothing. I gave myself the goal of getting the 

propaganda of our music on its feet here. I devote everything to that goal.”114  

Kassern’s sojourn in the United Sates also led him toward a belief that postwar Poland 

should learn from the capitalist west. “I am observing and studying American musical life,” he 

wrote to the composer Stanisław Wiechowicz. “I am searching for values that could also be used 

in Poland.”115 In a particularly odd suggestion for a country that was ostensibly communist and 

opposed to western capitalism, Kassern praised US tax laws that allowed the wealthy to deduct 

charitable contributions: 

The wealthy American therefore prefers to give large sums to such [charitable or 
cultural] ends, since it doesn’t cost him anything (the Treasury would take this 
money otherwise) and it is a great honor, since it helps the culture of his country. 
Isn’t this a brilliant approach? It would also be possible to attempt to introduce 
this system—with certain necessary technical changes—in Poland.116 

 
This idea, sent in private correspondence, ought not to be confused with a policy suggestion. 

Nonetheless, it is striking that Kassern would consider such an individual-based, American-

derived system as even a possibility for Poland. In late 1947, he continued to draw comparisons 

                                                
113 MSZ Z.21, W.87, T.1187, pg. 349. “Sprawozdanie z czynności za czas od 16 maja do 15 lipca 1946”  
“przypadła sztuce polskiej wobec jej dzisiejszego stanu zniszczenia.”  
114 AKP, Kassern papers, Outgoing Correspondence, Kassern to Palester, 28 September 1947. “dla mojej muzyki 
natomiast prawie nic. Postawiłem sobie za cel postawić na nogi propagandę naszej muzyki na tym terenie. Dla tego 
celu wszystko poświęcam.” 
115 AKP, Kassern Papers, Outgoing Correspondence, Kassern to Stanisław Wiechowicz, 18 March 1947. 
“Obserwuję i studiuję ruch muzyczny amerykański. Szukam wartości, które dałyby się zastosować u nas.”  
116 AKP, Kassern Papers, Outgoing Correspondence, Kassern to Stanisław Wiechowicz, 18 March 1947. “Bogaty 
Amerykanin woli więc wydać większe sumy na taki cel, bo go to nic nie kosztuje, /pieniądze te zabrałby Skarb/ a 
honor wielki, bo pomógł kulturze kraju. Czy to nie genialne podejście? Zastosowanie tego systemu—z koniecznymi 
odmianami technicznymi—możnaby starać się przeprowadzić i u nas.” 
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between the United States and Poland in a twenty-page letter directed to PWM, in which he 

explained that he “represents the vital interests of the entire contemporary Polish musical life” 

and provided an in-depth overview of the American cultural situation.117  

Kassern’s hopes that Poland’s music would be able to borrow freely from American 

models was dashed when he visited Warsaw in November and December 1948. He reported 

feeling dismayed by Poland’s rapid Sovietization. After returning to New York, he resigned from 

his post and broke all ties with the Polish government.118 In the US, without connections to the 

government and the opportunities these afforded, “I had absolutely no security nor possibilities 

for work, not even as a music copyist,” he explained.119 To support himself and his wife, he 

taught piano lessons.  

 Before Kassern broke ties, news had also filtered in from Poland concerning the 

precarious situation of Polish Jews in the country. Following the Kielce pogrom on 4 July 1946 

in which 42 Jews were killed, Kassern reported back to the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

that “the recent antisemitic transgressions in Poland could seriously impair the work of the 

Chopin Fund. The Fund has already encountered signs of people declining support for precisely 

this reason.”120 Nor had these worries fully eased several months later, when he wrote to Andrzej 

Panufnik to explain that the Chopin Fund was moving forward “despite the shock of the Kielce 

                                                
117 ANK 2334, 119, pg. 119, Kassern to Ochlewski, 10 September 1947. “reprezetuję interesy żywotne całego 
współczesnego ruchu muzycznego polskiego, patrzę na te sprawy jako całość i dlatego w liście będzie poruszone 
również kwestie, które nie pozostają w związku z obecną działalnością PWM, ale są istotne dla ogólnych zagadnień 
muzyczno-organizacyjnych. 
118 Violetta Kostka, Tadeusz Zygfryd Kassern: indywidualne odmiany stylów muzycznych XX wieku (Poznań: 
Rhytmos, 2011), 156-60.  
119 AKP, Kassern Papers, Outgoing Correspondence, Kassern to Palester, 10 June 1950. “Nie miałem absolutnie 
żadnego zabezpieczenia ani widoków pracy, nawet przepisywania nut” 
120 MSZ Z.21, W.87, T.1187, pg. 349. “Sprawozdanie z czynności za czas od 16 maja do 15 lipca 1946.” 
“Zaznaczam jednakże, iż ostatnie wykroczenia antysemickie w Polsce poważnie mogą utrudnić akcję Funduszu 
Szopena. Z objawami odmowy pomocy już Fundusz spotkał się, właśnie z tej przyczyny."  
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pogrom, a shock that threatened to block the entirety of this laborious work.”121 Most likely he 

had in mind the response of Artur Rubinstein, whom he tried to reassure in a letter from July 

1947: “Please believe me that incriminating the entire country for [the Kielce pogrom]—and thus 

also musicians and Polish music—would be an injustice for them, just as one cannot hold an 

entire national or state community responsible for racial or national persecution anywhere on the 

entire globe (as with the recent tragic events in Palestine).”122  

Kassern’s desire to relate his composition to Holocaust themes was likely also inspired 

by his knowledge of Arnold Schoenberg’s A Survivor from Warsaw, whose Warsaw premiere he 

had attempted, unsuccessfully, to secure.123 Kassern proposed an opera to Lissa in the music 

department of the Ministry of Culture, The Anointed, which was summarily rejected in favor of a 

three-act puppet opera for children.124 In 1950, back in the United States, Kassern described the 

project as a Jewish monument:  

“The Anointed” has been conceived as a dramatico-musical monument (the first 
in the history of opera) to the fight of the Jewish nation for freedom. The hero of 
my opera, the powerful, great cabbalist, Sabbatai Zwi, was the speaker for this 
fight in the 17th century. The idea of composing “The Anointed” (now being done 
to an English text) received a strong impetus during the war years when being in 
Poland under the Nazi occupation, I witnessed the most inhuman tragedy that 
befell the Jewish nation. Since that time the urge to contribute a musical 
monument to Jewish history never left me. After the war, in Poland, I was offered 
a large commission to write an opera. I suggested “The Anointed” as a ghetto-
uprising memorial, but I was severely rebuked and forbidden to write this opera 
because the Communist Government considered it as favoring Jewish 
“nationalistic” tendencies and this the Communists strongly opposed. You will 

                                                
121 AKP, Kassern correspondence, Kassern to Panufnik, 22 January 1947. “mimo ciosu zadanego pogromem, 
kieleckim, ciosu, który groził zawaleniem całej żmudnie przeprowadzonej budowy.” 
122 Library of Congress, Music Division, Artur Rubinstein Collection, Box 21, Folder 11, Kassern to Rubinstein, 30 
July 1947. “Proszę mi jednak wierzyć, że obciążanie tym całego kraju—a więc i muzyków i muzyki polskiej—
byłoby krzywdą dla nich, tak jak za prześladowania rasowe czy narodowe /ostatnie tragiczne wypadki w Palestynie/ 
na całym świecie, nie można czynić odpowiedzialną całej wspólnoty narodowej czy państwowej.” 
123 Joy Haslam Calico, Arnold Schoenberg’s A Survivor from Warsaw in Postwar Europe (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2014), 112-135. 
124 Kostka, Kassern, 158.  
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understand why I am so deeply attached to writing and doing this work here in 
this free country [the United States].125  

 
The English-language opera was commissioned by the Koussevitzky Foundation in 1949 and 

was completed in 1951.126 It is based on Kassern’s English translation and reworking of Jerzy 

Żuławski's Koniec Mesjasza, a stage play from 1911. Set in 1666 outside the city of Adrianople, 

the opera concerns the trials of a false prophet, Zwi Sabbatai. The opera’s plot unfolds in and 

around the Sultan’s compound over the course of two days and one night: on the first day, the 

Sultan believes that his rule has been challenged by the messiah’s claim to represent divine 

authority. The Sultan offers to give Sabbatai land and riches on the condition he will convert. 

Sabbatai refuses this offer, and the Sultan instead demands to test the messiah’s alleged divinity: 

three arrows aimed at his heart will unleash an agonizing death, from which only a divine power 

could save him.  

While the first act of the opera hinges on the opposition between Sabbatai’s allegedly 

divine mandate and the Sultan’s exercise of stately power, the opera’s plot ultimately turns on 

Sabbatai’s internal conflicts. In the Act Three, Sabbatai is alone on stage. He sings in 

Sprechstimme over a soft orchestral texture, and slowly grows to full-voiced song, as if this 

moment of soliloquy could also reveal Sabbatai’s motivations:  

Let me save my people! 
Be a father to them, 
Not a grim ruler!  
. . . 
Let me forget that I might be happy too, 
That there is love 
And sweet rest among children. 
 

                                                
125 AKP, Kassern papers, Outgoing correspondence, Kassern to Julius Rudel, 22 October 1950.  
126 Kostka, Kassern, 186-89.  
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The monologue establishes conflict between the collective well-being of a people and Sabbatai’s 

self-sacrifice that enables this well-being, and in the next scene, the conflict intensifies: Miriam, 

Sabbatai’s wife, notices for the first time his hair suit and chains underneath his silken robes, 

sacrifices he makes despite allowing his followers every freedom.  

Sabbatai falls from his anointed status by giving in to his wife’s carnal and human love. 

His lost exceptionality becomes apparent in the final act, when the Sultan is to test Sabbatai’s 

divine status by shooting the arrows at him. At this point, Sabbatai replies  

Israel is not lost ! 
It is I who have failed . . .  
Not my people.  
God has not anointed me.  
Through sin have I lost salvation. 
I do penitence to my Lord, 
And to you, my people, 
Who will be happy some day 
Without me. 
And so I came here 
To die. 

  
In the end, Sabbatai accepts the Sultan’s offer of conversion and lives. The final scene of the 

opera concludes with the chorus singing: “The day will come,/ the day of our freedom !” while 

Miriam exclaims that Sabbatai is “mine ! mine! / at last…./mine……”   

In each of the conflict-ridden moments, Kassern juxtaposes Sabbatai’s individual failures 

against a collective whose survival is catapulted into a distant future. Yet without Kassern’s 

letter that links the composition to the Holocaust, his commemorative intentions would not be 

evident from the work itself. A more explicit concern for describing the recent past would arise 

in sketches for an unfinished project that sought to portray the struggle between good and evil as 

a trans-historical force stretching from the earliest days of human civilization, through 
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Auschwitz, and into Moscow’s Lubyanka prison. 127 But in The Anointed, what emerges instead 

are more generalized themes: the obligations of the individual to the collective, the Jews as 

outsiders in Turkey, the desire for carnal love. The work, in this sense, suggests a 

monumentalization not of the specific events of the Holocaust, but rather of the coherence of 

Jewish culture itself. This is a remarkable development for someone who had chosen to be 

baptized as a young man and who, only a few years earlier, had written works deep with Catholic 

imagery. It is a sad fact of history that this work—one of the  earliest musical reflections 

concerning the Holocaust from a Polish Jew—remains unperformed and unpublished. These 

conditions, however, were only one component of the composer’s difficulties. In September 

1955, Kassern learned that long-pending application for citizenship had been rejected, and he 

overdosed on sleeping pills in an attempt to take his own life.128 The publicity from his attempted 

suicide helped him gain residency in 1956, but he died of cancer the following year at age 53.129 

 
Conclusions 
 
The war remained a powerful subtext in the 1950s and beyond; war memory was shaped through 

and against the consolidation of communist power in Poland. This affected both those who 

remained in Poland and, perhaps even more so, those who left. Socialist realist aesthetics both 

responded to popular perceptions of war trauma, and grafted discourses of war memory onto 

socialist views of musical culture. This underscored the potency of war memory to both those 

aligned with the communist government and those askance to it, and it points to ways socialist 

realism helped to carry out a move from silence to commemoration, shaping the nature of 

musical portrayals of the recent past.  

                                                
127 AKP, Kassern papers, “Notatki.”  
128 “Assurance of Help Heartens Kassern,” New York Times, 3 October 1955. 
129 “Kassern is Dead; Composer was 53,” New York Times, 3 May 1957. 
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 The public discussion around war memory suggests a range of individual attitudes toward 

these concerns, in which composers heartily—and openly—debated Palester’s Requiem or 

Turski’s Olympic Symphony. For protagonists at the center of this study, too, war trauma was 

reinterpreted through and against the consolidation of communist rule. Zofia Lissa abandoned 

her views on mass culture derived from her wartime exile around 1950, while later, around 1968, 

she viewed the war as a time in which Polish national traditions were created. As a communist of 

Jewish background, she had few options but to conform her work to the then-obligatory view 

that subsumed Jewish Holocaust victims into a history of Polish martyrdom. Even for those who 

left Poland, the state continued to play a crucial role in how they remembered the war. For 

Palester, the war became a period of idyllic unity among composers, the context for the 

formation of an organic community that was broken by the communist state. Kassern, having 

survived the Holocaust on the Aryan side, was understandably less inclined to such a rosy view 

of the war period. Yet as his calls for Jewish commemoration were rejected by the Polish cultural 

apparatus, and he broke with the government, he found instead a space in the United States for 

explicit commemoration of the Holocaust. Taken together, these individual responses reveal that 

communist power shaped war memory in a complex, multi-valent manner: it both created codes 

for acceptable expression of wartime loss, and pushed to the sidelines other narratives, the traces 

of which linger as suggestions for what might have been.  
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Conclusion 

Continuity and Rupture in the Polish Bloodlands 
 
 

This dissertation has revealed several main findings concerning the impacts of the Second World 

War on the musical culture of Poland. To summarize, these fall into four major categories: 

community-building, state-building, the relationship of Poland with western Europe, and 

expressions of political and cultural identity. 

 First, I have shown how a relatively small network of composers, organizers, critics, and 

officials shaped the course of musical culture in Poland across the mid twentieth century. Time 

and time again, the same names appear in debates, from the Association of Young Musician-

Poles in Paris, through the underground networks of occupied Warsaw, into postwar institutions. 

Although the stated missions of each of these organizations varied considerably, they shared 

underlying assumptions as to the need for an institutional backbone to support musical culture. 

Thus, discussions that first took root with figures such as Tadeusz Ochlewski and Bronisław 

Rutkowski’s Ormuz became ingrained within postwar projects of music popularization. Inside 

and across these institutions, individuals guaranteed continuity of skill, mission, and objective. 

The period of WWII destroyed pillars of the previously existing musical culture. But it also put 

new emphasis on the friendships and projects that did survive, turning prewar associations into a 

groundwork for reconstruction.   

 Second, my trans-war, protagonist-centered account reveals the compromises that were 

made between communist state-building and preexisting musical communities in the aftermath 

of the war. The rapid establishment of musical institutions in 1944 and 1945 led members of the 
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younger generation to leadership roles, often despite their political beliefs. Although by the late 

1940s, there was increasing pressure on composers to be conversant with the ideas and ideals of 

socialist realism, composers and cultural officials also grounded socialist realism within the 

debates that had animated Polish musical life over the prior decades. Powerful tropes included a 

desire for classical music to reach a broader, non-elite audience outside of metropolitan centers, 

as well as a belief that changes in compositional language could help to achieve this goal. Even 

at the height of the push for socialist realist aesthetics in 1951-52, debates returned to ideas that 

had been in circulation immediately after the war and often before it. There were thus both 

explicit discussions of how to represent the war—focusing on issues of heroism and 

transcendence—alongside the implicit ones that rehearsed the aesthetic legacy of collective war 

memory.   

 Musicians’ interactions with, and perception of, the postwar Polish state and its 

communist rulers were not limited to state policy on music. Relative cultural openness on 

musical matters during this period did not mean that musicians remained unaware or uncritical of 

the broader changes taking place across the late 1940s. For some, like Zygmunt Mycielski, 

communist political control was an acceptable price for reconstruction, and the best option was 

to work within the system. For others, like Tadeusz Zygfryd Kassern and Roman Palester, the 

rapid Sovietization of Poland pointed to worse conditions to come, and both made use of their 

international contacts to leave the country definitively. Musicians were always more than merely 

musicians, and their life decisions reflected this fact.  

 Third, this dissertation has helped to reassess and re-periodize Poland’s relationship, in 

musical terms, with western Europe. Prior accounts have highlighted the role of high Stalinism in 

closing access to the west for composers. To be sure, this period did see new restrictions on 
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travel, fund transfers, support for international organizations like the Polish ISCM section, and 

the expulsion of composers abroad from Polish institutions. But internationalism was a 

problematic practice from the mid-1920s onward, I have shown, since it was impossible to 

separate from projects of musical nation-building and the related discussions about who should 

belong to the Polish nation. After 1945, new pressure emerged from within the Polish musical 

community to prioritize the domestic over the international; when Warsaw lay in ruins, the 

prewar argument that Poland’s national culture could be improved through contact with Paris 

seemed dubious. My findings undermine the idea that there was ever a period of unhindered 

international outlook among Poland’s musicians between the mid 1920s and mid 1950s.  

 Fourth, I have shown that, within this group of protagonists, the identities of Polishness 

and Jewishness were fluid, and often less important than professional or political identities. 

Often Jewishness was ascribed to these musicians by others with the aim of undermining their 

work, even as it played little role in their own self-identity. This ethnonationalist and antisemitic 

discourse thus helped to create barriers to entry, delimiting who did and who did not count 

within the Polish musical community. Individual expressions of these identities are somewhat 

more difficult to trace: For Lissa, whose Jewish identity before 1939 is established, the postwar 

period saw her downplaying this facet, most likely responding to the undesirability of being a 

communist and a Jew. For Kassern, by comparison, a rejection of Jewish identification before 

1939 gave way to its explicit evocation in works written after he had left Poland definitively. 

These expressions and silences mirror Lissa’s and Kassern’s political positions, thereby 

suggesting that identities can rarely by extricated from each individual’s multiple roles. 

My conclusions raise several further avenues for inquiry. There is still more to be said 

about how different aspects of musical identities intersected to construct community. For 
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example, explicitly antisemitic rhetoric found its way into publications and private 

correspondence in a way that gender- or class-based discrimination largely did not. Yet the lack 

of explicit statements against women or those outside the cultural elite does not mean that these 

sentiments were absent, nor that they failed to shape musical culture. Future studies that examine 

the relationship between war, national identity, and the gendering of classical music in Poland 

would be especially fruitful. Such studies would balance the official celebration of gender 

equality within postwar socialism against the roles played by gender in actuality. They would 

also account for how mid-twentieth-century violence both disrupted and reinforced gender roles, 

accounting for differences between (to give one example) the relative cultural power accorded to 

Lissa in Soviet exile and the conditions of her less successful return. Such a study would also 

need to account for the substantial successes of individual women—such as Lissa, Łobaczewska, 

and Bacewicz—against the backdrop of a masculinized environment that generally lacked 

gender parity. Finally, such a study might examine how memory became gendered. It could ask 

how agency for musical accomplishments and responsibility for perceived failures was assigned. 

It could, for example, account for differences between Mycielski’s valorization and Lissa’s 

dismissal in later memoirs, despite the fact that both played similar roles in Stalinist-era cultural 

policy. 

 Another avenue of further research would examine whether a generation-based 

framework would illuminate other moments in Poland’s musical history, or whether the salience 

of generational identity declined after the 1950s. I suspect that seeing the members of the Polish 

avant-garde through a generation-based framework would help to contextualize their strong-

worded rejections of the cultural politics of the 1950s, rejections that contradicted their actions at 
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the time.1 It may show that, for them, the socialist realist period overlapped with a period when 

they lacked resources and when they were less powerful than their elders—not so much because 

the state was repressive, but rather because their elders were better established. It could also 

reveal how the socialist realist years became a useful foil, much in the way that my protagonists 

attacked the generation before them as conservative and aesthetically unrefined.2 Above, I 

presented some evidence concerning the rocky transition several of my protagonists felt during 

the period of de-Stalinization, yet there is more to be said about how they navigated this 

transition, including discussions of who maintained power and what forms of power they could 

hold. Explicit discussion of how generations have structured Polish musical culture could 

thereby allow scholars to analyze the coexistence of multiple, and at times incompatible, 

aesthetic outlooks in postwar Poland’s musical life, without reifying the avant-garde as the 

country’s musical leader.  

Finally, one could easily write another dissertation that traces the seepages of Poland’s 

wartime musical culture into the later postwar decades and into the present. Indeed, the relation 

between history and memory has been lurking throughout this study, as I have been putting 

contemporary sources in dialogue with later memoirs, often using the former to check claims 

made in the latter. There is an inescapable tension between the (often) incomplete nature of 

contemporary sources and the desire of later writers to fill these lacunae, whether accurately or 

inaccurately. Yet careful attention to this historical record also serves as a corrective to the 

correlation between trauma and collective identity that has become a feature of recent Polish 

cultural politics and that has placed renewed emphasis on Polish heroism during the war as a 

                                                
1 For a concise analysis of one such example, see David Tompkins, “Composing for and with the Party: Andrzej 
Panufnik and Stalinist Poland.” The Polish Review 54, no. 3 (2009): 271–85. 
2 An intriguing example of self-awareness of this generational change in given by Bronisław Rutkowski, “Kłopoty z 
młodymi,” Ruch Muzyczny 1957, no. 8, 10-12. 
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wellspring for national pride.3 We see that music was powerful during the war, but its power was 

inextricable from the messy and personal nature of violence, complexities that are buried behind 

present-day collective memory. Future studies could examine how music assumed an important 

role in this present-day memory culture. Every year, for example, tens of thousands of 

Varsovians stream onto Piłsudski Square for a massive sing along of the music from the Warsaw 

Uprising. Future studies would ask why this relatively new event has attracted such an audience 

and how it mobilizes sound to do so.4  

 Each of these future studies, however, would build on the main claim of this dissertation; 

I have argued for central and underlying continuities in the intellectual community of Poland’s 

musicians across one of the most severe periods of disruption within the recent past. This 

argument ought not to be confused with the claim that these musicians resisted the political and 

social onslaught that affected them. Instead, I have shown how practices and ideas were wielded 

to respond flexibly to each moment of disruption from the 1930s into the 1950s. The impacts of 

WWII on Poland’s musical life were refracted across the people, discussions, and institutions 

that had survived wartime violence. If war is a sonic event in the history of music, then its 

impacts are felt in the ways that personal experience folds into the history of aesthetics and 

politics alike.  

  

                                                
3 Irena Grudzińska-Gross, “Polishness in Practice,” in Grudzińska-Gross and Iwa Nawrocki eds., Poland and Polin: 
New Interpretations in Polish-Jewish Studies (Bern: Peter Lang, 2016), 37-46. 
4 The “Varsovians Sing (Non-)Forbidden Songs” began in 2007 and is organized by the Warsaw Rising museum.  
For background on the museum, see Monika Żychlińska and Erica Fontana, “Museal Games and Emotional Truths: 
Creating Polish National Identity at the Warsaw Rising Museum,” East European Politics & Societies 30/2 (2016): 
235-69.  
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